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Abstract
Background: The aim of this study is to assess
the prevalence of metabolic syndrome (MetS) by
National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP)
Adult Treatment Panel III (ATP III) criteria and
its associations with a number of risk factors in a
sample of population in Hatay region, which is a
province in southern Turkey.
Methods: A sample of 353 individuals were
(227 females and 126 males) enrolled in this study.
All the components of NCEP ATP III criteria are
recorded.
Results: The overall prevalence of MetS was
46.7%: 54.2% (n=123) in women and 33.3% (n=42)
in men (p<0001). The most prominent components
of MetS in our study were hypertriglyceridemia
(84%) and abdominal obesity (84%) followed by,
hypertension (70%), low high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (57%) and hyperglycemia (51%).
Conclusion: There is a very high prevalence of
MetS in Hatay region of Turkey which should lead
us to take urgent steps for cardiovascular prevention.
Key words: Metabolic syndrome, prevalence,
Turkish population, Hatay.
Introduction
The aggregation of multiple cardiovascular risk
factors in adults renewed attention. Therefore, several terms including Metabolic Syndrome (MetS)
have been proposed to describe the association in
terms of obesity, insulin resistance, hypertension,
dyslipidemia(1).The importance of MetS is due to
increased risks for the development of type 2 diabetes (2) cardiovascular disease (CVD)(3). It also
4

causes high mortality and morbidity in aspect of
coronary heart disease (CHD) (4) and stroke (5).
There are number of clinical criteria for the MetS
defined by World Health Organization (WHO), the
European Group for the Study of Insulin Resistance (EGIR), the National Cholesterol Education Program – Third Adult Treatment Panel (NCEP ATP
III), the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE 2003), the International Diabetes
Federation (IDF 2005) and the Joint Statement of
the International Diabetes Federation Task Force
on Epidemiology and Prevention(6-11). However,
they agree for the major components of the MetS
consisting obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia
and hypertension.
The prevalence of MetS in adult population
worldwide varies from 3.2% (12) to 40.4% (13-15)
in males and from 7.2% (12) to 59.6% (13-15) in
females. There are few studies performed in Turkey
that shows the prevalence of MetS which varies from
10.1% (16) to 27% (17-19) in men and from 27.3(16)
to 38.6% (17-19) in women, respectively. The prevalence in West Anatolia according to ATPIII and IDF
criteria was 38.1% and 41.4%, respectively (20).
While the AACE, WHO and the EGIR definitions are largely focused on insulin resistance, the
NCEP (ATPIII) and IDF focused specifically on
waist circumference. In the current study, our aim
is to investigate the prevalence of MetS in Hatay
region (Figure 1) by ATP III criteria This criteria
has better definition in terms of cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality in comparision to the other definitions(8, 21). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study investigating the prevalence
of MetS in this population.
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Figure 1. Region of the study performed (Hatay)
Materials and methods
A community based cross-sectional study was
done between March 2003 and May 2005 in city
center, district centers and villages located in Hatay which is a province in southern Turkey, on
the Mediterranean coast, with Syria to the south
and east and the Turkish provinces of Adana and
Osmaniye to the north. Hatay is one of the most
cosmopolitan provinces of Turkey, in which the
various background and religions including Sunni
Muslims, Alawi Muslims, Syriac Orthodox, Syriac Catholics, Maronites, Arab (Greek-Orthodox)
and Armenian communities live together. The
towns of Iskenderun, Kırıkhan and Yayladagı and
Antakya city center were selected. Selection of
the towns was based on geographic distribution
and logistics considerations. Multistage random
sampling was used for selection of study subjects.
Approval from Ministry of Health was obtained
and the household identification form (HIF) data
from the primary health care centers of Provincial
Health Directorates, affiliated to the Ministry of
Health were employed. A total of participants’
males and females between the ages of 20 and
83 years were enrolled in our study. The populations of the province were obtained from results
of the 2000 census. Populations of city center, district centers and villages were classified using the
stratified sampling method and were then selected
from the HIF data by use of the random sampling
method. The age groups were also subdivided
into the results from the 2000 census, as 20-29
years, 30-39 years, 40-49 years, 50-59 years, 6069 years 70 and above. An invitation was sent 2

weeks before the survey. Power analysis is found
to be 0.96. The participants were told to be fast for
8-12 hours prior to the sampling. In health units
(primary health care centers, hospital and health
houses) affiliated to the Ministry of Health about
100 people were evaluated daily, between 7-10 am
in comfortable waiting rooms which were provided during the study. The questionnaires were completed with face-to-face interviews. The study was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. Informed consents of the all participants
were obtained. A sample of 353 individuals were
(227 females, 126 males) enrolled in this study.
Study Protocol
Specialist nurses and physicians obtained the
medical history and measurements. The ages, genders, personal and family histories of hypertension,
diabetes, coronary artery disease and other chronic
diseases of the participants were recorded. Weights,
heights, waist circumferences (WC) and hip circumferences were measured. Body mass index
(BMI) was calculated as the ratio of body weight to
square of body height (kg/m2). Central obesity was
defined as WC 102 cm in men and 88 cm in women. WC was calculated as the average of 2 measurements taken after inspiration and expiration at the
midpoint between the lowest rib and iliac crest.
Participants were recommended for avoiding
smoking, alcohol, caffeinated beverages, and exercise for at least 30 min before their blood pressure (BP) measurement. Systolic blood pressure
(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were
measured twice with an interval of 15 minutes
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in sitting position with a random zero mercury
sphygmomanometer, following a rest period for
30 min. BP ≥130/≥85 mmHg or drug treatment
for previously diagnosed hypertension were considered to be hypertensive.
Blood samples were obtained in the morning after 8-12 hours of fasting. The serum samples were
obtained by centrifugation at room temperature for
10 min at 3000 rpm and were stored in ice bags
which were transferred into deep freezes at -70 ºC
on the same day. Kone Lab autoanalyzer (Thermo
Clinical Lab systems Oy Vantaa, Finland) using
the enzymatic spectrophotometric method calculated the glucose, total cholesterol, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) and triglyceride
(TG) levels. In those with TG level of below 400
mg/dL, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDLC) levels were calculated with the Friedewald formula. In 1997, the Expert Committee of the American Diabetes Association (ADA) reported the recommendations for the classification and diagnosis
of diabetes (22). In 1999, WHO adopted further recommendations regarding criteria for the diagnosis
of diabetes and prediabetic conditions (23). Impaired fasting glucose (IFG) is defined as fasting plasma glucose levels between 110mg/dl and 125mg/
dl, 100mg/dl and 125mg/dl by WHO (1999) and
ADA, respectively (24).
The 2001 NCEP-ATP III definition requires the
presence of three or more of five components:

1. WC ≥102 cm in men and ≥88 cm in women,
2. TG ≥150 mg/dL (1.69 mmol/L) or drug
treatment for elevated TG,
3. HDL-C <40mg/dL (1.04 mmol/L) in men
and <50mg/dL (1.29 mmol/L) in women or
drug treatment for reduced HDL-C,
4. BP ≥130/≥85 mmHg or drug treatment for
previously diagnosed hypertension,
5. FBG ≥110mg/dL (6.1 mmol/L) or drug
treatment for elevated glucose.
Statistical Analysis
c2 tests were used to determine significant differences in proportions among categorical variables, Student’s t test were used to determining
grouped differences of continuous variables. All
statistical analyses were calculated by Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) (version
13.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Two-tailed pvalues of <0.05 were considered to be significant.
Results
A total of 353 people 227 female (64.3%), 126
male (35.7%) participated to the study from the
3 towns and the Antakya (city center): Antakya,
97 (27.5%), Iskenderun, 76 (21.5%), Kirikhan 101
(28.6%), Yayladagi 79 (22.4%) (Figure 1). Twenty
eight percent (n=99), 28.9% (n=102) and 43.1%
(n=152) of the participants were in city centers,
towns and villages, respectively.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of subjects with and without metabolic syndrome
Parameter

Total
(n=353)
mean±SD

Age (years)
BMI (kg/m2)
WC (cm)
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
FBG (mg/dL)
Total-C (mg/dL)
HDL-C (mg/dL)
LDL-C (mg/dL)
Triglycerides (mg/dL)

51.1±14.2
30.9±6.1
97.1±12.3
143.3±30.2
83.7±14.7
122.6±69.6
211.8±44.3
53.3±13.0
119.5±38.3
200.0±122.3

Males
(n=126)
mean±SD
51.6±15.3
28.2±4.86
96.1±11.2
140.5±31.6
82.9±15.6
112.3±46.3
210.7±45.6
51.2±13.2
121±42.3
196.1±109.9

Gender
Females
(n=227)
mean±SD
50.9±13.6
32.4±6.3
97.6±12.9
144.9±29.3
84.2±14.2
128.4±79.1
212.5±43.7
54.3±12.8
117.8±36.0
202.0±128.8

Metabolic Syndrome (ATPIII)
Absent
Present
a
(n=188)
(n=165)
pa
p
mean±SD
mean±SD
0.659 49.3±15.2
53.2±12.6 <0.01
<0.001 28.8±6.4
33.2±4.9 <0.001
0.261 92.8±12.3 101.9±10.5 <0.001
0.184 132.4±25.9 155.7±29.9 <0.001
0.401 78.8±13.3 89.3±14.2 <0.001
0.037 104.4±42.6 143.3±86.6 <0.001
0.710 208.3±44.3 215.8±44.0 0.116
0.024 58.4±13.1 47.3±10.1 <0.001
0.315 120.8±38.1 117.8±38.1 0.348
0.659 150.9±83.6 256.0±134.9 <0.001

Student’s t test
ATP, adult treatment panel; SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; WC, waist circumference; SBP, systolic blood
pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FBG, fasting blood glucose; Total-C, total cholesterol; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.
a
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The overall prevalence of MetS was 46.7%:
54.2% (n=123) in women and 33.3% (n=42) in
men. Prevalence of MetS was higher in women
when compared with men (p<0.0001). Age, BMI,
WC, SBP, DBP, FBG, TG were higher but HDL-C
was lower in the MetS group (p<0.05). The metabolic and clinical parameters of MetS are shown
in Table 1. Among the participants BMI, FBG,
HDL-C were higher in women (p<0.05).
The mean age of participants was 51.1±14.2years (20-83) with males 51.6±15.3 years and females’ 50.9±13.6 years. When participants with MetS
are evaluated the mean of the age of the males was
55.1± 12.5 years (36-80) and the mean age of the
women was 52.6 ± 12.6 years (27-83). Number
of participants according to the decades is: 20-29
years (n=20) 5.7%, 30-39 years (n=58) 16.4%,
40-49years (n=82) 23.2%, 50-59 years (n=96)
27.2%, 60-69 years (n=49) 13.9%, over 70 years
(n=48) 13.6%. The MetS prevalence increased
with the ages until the age of 59 but after the 69,
the prevalence decreased. The highest prevalence
was seen at the ages of 50-59 in men and women.
Prevalence of MetS in genders, age decades, BMI
groups, towns and locations are shown in Table 2.
MetS components in genders, age decades,
BMI groups, towns and locations are presented
in Table 3. Among the participants with MetS
8(4.8%) had normal body weight, 28 (16.9%)
were overweight and 129 (78.1%) were obese.
Obesity prevalence was significantly higher in females (n=101, 81.1%) than males (n=28, 66.7%)
(p<0.05). In men, obesity was higher at ages of
40-49 while in women it was higher at the ages of
50-59. The number of participants who had abdominal obesity was 140(84.8%): 26 (61.9%) in men
and 114 (92.7%) in women.
The percentage of abdominal obesity was
higher at the ages 50-59 and more prevalent in women. The percentage of obesity among the participants with abdominal obesity was 87.1% (n=122).
Abdominal obesity was higher in Kırıkhan (n=43,
30.7%) and in villages (n=58, 41.4%) (Table 3).
Among the participants with MetS 23(13.9%)
had diabetes; 6 in men and 17 in women.
There was no statistical difference in terms of
hyperglycemia between males (n=42, %47.6) and
females (n=123, 52.8%). Hyperglycemia was also
more prominent, at the ages of 50-59(34.1%), in

obese (81.2%), in Kırıkhan (32.9%) and in villages (42.4%)
Table 2. Prevalence of metabolic syndrome in
genders, age decades, body mass index groups,
towns and locations
Metabolic Syndrome
Parameters
Gender
Males
Females
Age Groups
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
≥70
BMI (kg/m2)
Normal (≤24.99)
Overweight
(25.0-29.9)
Obese (≥30.0)
Towns
Antakya
Iskenderun
Kırıkhan
Yayladagı
Location
City center
District center
Village

Absent
(n=188)

pa

84 (66.7%) 42 (33.3%) <0001a
104 (45.8%) 123 (54.2%)
16 (80.0%)
38 (65.5%)
43 (52.4%)
41 (42.7%)
23 (46.9%)
27 (56.3%)

4 (20.0%)
20 (34.5%)
39 (47.6%)
55 (57.3%)
26 (53.1%)
21 (43.8%)

0.024b

53 (86.9%)

8 (13.1%)

<0001a

58 (67.4%)

28 (32.6%)

77 (37.4%) 129 (62.6%)
57 (58.8%)
29 (38.2%)
49 (48.5%)
53 (67.1%)

40 (41.2%)
47 (61.8%)
52 (51.5%)
26(32.9%)

0.002a

55 (55.6%)
46 (45.1%)
87 (57.2%)

44 (44.4%)
56 (54.9%)
65 (42.8%)

0.142a

c test
linear by linear association
BMI, body mass index.
a 2

Present
(n=165)

b

Hypertension prevalence was not significantly
different between males and females.
Hypertension was seen in 117 of the participants; 32 (76.2%) in men and 85 (69.1%) in women
(p>0.05). It was more prominent at the ages of 50-59
(n=40, 34.2%), in obese (n=87, 74.4%), in Kırıkhan
(n=44, 37.6%) and in villages (n=47, 40.2%).
There was no statistical difference in aspect of
hypertriglyceridemia between males and females.
Hypertriglyceridemia was seen in 140 of the participants; 39 (92.9%) in men and 101 (82.1%) in women (p>0.05). It was higher at the ages of 50-59(n=45,
32.1%), in obese (n=111, 79.3%), in Kırıkhan (n=44,
31.4%) and in villages (n=55, 39.3%).
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Table 3. Metabolic syndrome components in genders, age decades, body mass index groups, towns and
locations
Metabolic Syndrome Components (n=165)
Parameters

Gender
Males (n=42)
Females (n=123)
Age Groups
20-29 (n=4)
30-39 (n=20)
40-49 (n=39)
50-59 (n=55)
60-69 (n=26)
≥70 (n=21)
BMI
Normal (n=8)
Overweight (n=28)
Obese (n=129)
Towns
Antakya (n=40)
Iskenderun (n=47)
Yayladagı (n=26)
Kırıkhan (n=52)
Location
City center (n=44)
District center (n=56)
Village (n=65)

c test

a 2

Hypertension
n=117
n (%a)

Abdominal
Low HDL-C
Hyperglycemia Hypertriglyceridemia
Obesity
levels
n=85
n=140
n=140
n=95
n (%)
n (%)
a
n (% )
n (%a)

32 (27.4)
85 (72.6)

26 (18.6)
114 (81.4)

20 (23.5)
65 (76.5)

39 (27.9)
101 (72.1)

19 (20.0)
76 (80)

3 (2.6)
12 (10.3)
25 (21.4)
40 (34.2)
19 (16.2)
18 (15.4)

3 (2.1)
17 (12.1)
32 (22.9)
50 (35.7)
22 (15.7)
16 (11.4)

2 (2.4)
9 (10.6)
21 (24.7)
29 (34.1)
16 (18.8)
8 (9.4)

2 (1.4)
18 (12.9)
34 (24.3)
45 (32.1)
24 (17.1)
17 (12.1)

2 (2.1)
14 (14.7)
22 (23.2)
33 (34.7)
12 (12.6)
12 (12.6)

8 (6.8)
22 (18.8)
87 (74.4)

0
18 (12.9)
122 (87.1)

4 (4.7)
12 (14.1)
69 (81.2)

7 (5.0)
22 (15.7)
111 (79.3)

4 (4.2)
19 (20.0)
72 (75.8)

21 (17.9)
34 (29.1)
18 (15.4)
44 (37.6)

35 (25.0)
40 (28.6)
22 (15.7)
43 (30.7)

26 (30.6)
19 (22.4)
12 (14.1)
28 (32.9)

37 (26.4)
38 (27.1)
21 (15.0)
44 (31.4)

24 (25.3)
26 (27.4)
21 (22.1)
24 (25.3)

29 (24.8)
41 (35.0)
47 (40.2)

36 (25.7)
46 (32.9)
58 (41.4)

18 (21.2)
31 (36.5)
36 (42.4)

36 (25.7)
49 (35.0)
55 (39.3)

28 (29.5)
31 (32.6)
36 (37.9)

Low HDL-C was seen in 95 of the participants;
19 (45.2%) in men and 76 (61.8%) in women
(p>0.05). It was higher at the ages of 50-59(n=33,
34.7%), in obese (n=72, 75.8%), in Iskenderun
(n=26, 27.4%), and in villages (n=36, 37.9%).
Among the participants with MetS, 35.1 %
(n=26) were smokers and 49.8% (n=139) were
nonsmokers. Prevalence of MetS was lower in
smokers (p=0.024).
In the study population, among the subjects without MetS, 36 (19%) had none, 64 (34%) had one,
88(46.8%) had two components of MetS. However,
of the patients with MetS, 79(47.8%) had three,
68(41.3%) had four and 18(10.9%) had five criteria.

8

Discussion
This study reports the prevalence of MetS in
Hatay region according to the NCEP-ATPIII criteria. In our study the total prevalence of MetS was
46.7% with 33.3% in men and 54.2% in women
which is the highest prevalence when compared
with the previous studies performed in Turkey.
The prevalence of MetS according to ATP III was
reported to be between 26.9%-38.1% in previous
studies from Turkey. Onat et al. (17) reported that
prevalence of MetS in a Turkish adult population of 786 inhabitants was 32.8% (38.6% for women and 27% for men) in a study performed in
1997–1998 (the Turkish Adult Risk Factor Study).
Sanisoglu et al. (16) reported the MetS prevalence
as 10.09% and 27.33% in men and women, respectively in Turkey between the years 2000-2002.
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The overall prevalence of MetS was 26.9%: 31.3
in women and 21.7% in men in a study performed in the central province of Trabzon city and
its nine towns located in the northeastern part of
Turkey between 2003-2005(18). In another study
performed by Ozsahin et al. (25), the prevalence
of MetS was 33.4% (39.1% for women and 23.7%
for men), in an adult population of 1637 inhabitants in Adana which is a southern province of
Turkey. The prevalence of MetS in a rural village
in West Anatolia by using ATPIII definitions was
found to be 38.1% (20). According to a study performed by Gundogan et al. (19), the prevalence
of MetS in Mediterranean region was found to be
28.8% (23.1% male and 33.5% female) and when
the subgroups are analyzed 36.5% at Hatay in a
smaller number of participants.
There are number of studies performed to determine the prevalence of MetS in different regions of
the various countries. When compared with the studies done in other countries our prevalence is again very high. The prevalence of MetS in Norway
(14) was 25.9% (26.8% in men and 25.0% in women), in Latin America (15), 20% in men and 22%
in women, in North India, 38.5% (39.5% in men
and 44.8% in women), in China, 9.8% in men and
17.8% in women (26), in United States (27) 23.7%
(24% in men and 23% in women), in Greece (28),
23.6% (24.2% in men and 22.8% in women), in
Gulf Cooperative Council (29) (GCC; Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates)-countries, 20.7% to 37.2% in men
and 32.1% to 42.7% in women, in Iran (30), 23.7%
(23.1% in men and 24.4% in women).
In our study, there was a predominance of women (54.2%) when compared with men (33.3%)
among the participants with MetS. This is also seen
in previous studies in Turkey (16-19, 25). In most of
the studies (12-13, 15, 27, 31-32) done in other countries the prevalence of MetS is higher in women,
only few studies show no difference or men predominance (33-35). The difference between the genders may be due to genetic predisposition, physical
activity, and lifestyle. In Turkey, most of the women are housewives and this condition may lead to
less physical activity and more time in kitchen.
We found the MetS prevalence highest at the
ages of 50-59 in both genders. There are many studies that showed the increments of MetS prevalen-

ce with age (14, 16, 18-20, 25, 30-31). Accordingly, aging might be a risk factor for MetS. In our
study, all of the MetS components were highest
at the ages of 50-59 which may be the cause of
the high prevalence. After the age of 60 the MetS
prevalence started to decline. This may be due to
chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension,
CVDs, cerebrovascular diseases and decrease in
the degree of physical activity and nutritional intake. One reason for the decrease of the prevalence
of MetS after the age of 60 could be the fact that
many subjects having MetS die by this age due to
cardiovascular problems.
The most prominent components of MetS in our
study were hypertriglyceridemia (84%) and abdominal obesity (84%) followed by, hypertension (70%),
low HDL-C (57%) and hyperglycemia (51%). In
different studies from Turkey, the range of the components changes which may be due to geographical
differences of nutritional intake and genetics.
Kozan et al. revealed that the most frequent component of MetS is hypertension, and the
others were HDL-C, abdominal obesity, high
TG and high FBG, respectively (36). The MetS
components are ranged as hypertension, abdominal obesity, hypertriglyceridemia, low HDL-C
and high FBG in a study by Erem et al. (18). In
a another study from Turkey, the most prevalent
components of the MetS were found to be high
TG, low HDL-C, high BP, abdominal obesity and
high FBG by Soysal et al. (37).
High prevalence of abdominal obesity was also
reported by Ford et al. (27) in US and by Athyros
in Greece (28). In our study high prevalence of abdominal obesity and hypertriglyceridemia may be
related to too much consumption of red meat and
desserts in Hatay region (high fat and high carbohydrate diet) as well as to the genetic factors.
Higher red meat consumption is associated with
a significantly higher prevalence and incidence
of MetS and central obesity in individuals at high
risk for CVD (38). In our study, abdominal obesity among the MetS group was found to be 61.9%
in males and 92.7% in females. It’s well known
that there is a strong correlation between central
obesity and CVD (39). Generally, central obesity
is correlated with overeating and a sedentary lifestyle and plays a central role in the prevention of
MetS. Central obesity is also correlated with both
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insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes mellitu. There is no published data but generally Turkish population does not exercise regularly and it’s well
known that moderate exercise with dietary modification can cause weight loss in obese individuals
with improving insulin sensitivity.
Conclusions
In conclusion, our study is the first study that
shows the MetS prevalence defined by NCEP-ATP
III comprehensively in Hatay region. At the present
report in comparison to the previous studies performed in Turkey, the highest prevalence of MetS was
found in Hatay. This may be due to high consumption of red meat, physical inactivity and genetic predispositions. Alarmingly high MetS prevalence in
this region needs urgently a public health program
containing an education, diet and exercise program.
Public should be informed about MetS and its clinical implications by conferences and local media.
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Abstract

Introduction

Objective: The Beijing genotype of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) has attracted special
attention due to association with multi drug resistance and rapid transmission. Although Spoligotyping is the gold standard for the identification
and classification of Beijing strains of MTB, but
this technique need to apply special equipment
that there are not in clinical laboratory. In this study we compare two fast and cost-effective methods for rapid identification of this genotype to
identify better methods for prevent of spread of
this genotype in the community.
Materials and methods: DNA from positive
culture specimens in tuberculosis patients were
extracted using CTAB) cetyltrimethyl ammonium
bromide) method. Then, different strains of MTB
was determined by spoligotyping, and using multiplex PCR with 3 set of PCR primers (BjF- BjR/
nBjF- nBjR / IS59-IS60). Also for investigation
the number of IS6110 in dnaA-dnaN regain, ArAf primers were used.
Results: Total 200 MTB isolates were genotyped by spoligotyping, multiplex PCR and
PCR. Nineteen isolates were determined to be
Beijing strain and the remaining isolated (181 isolates) were non Beijing strains.
Conclusion: Both examined methods to distinguish Beijing strain have same detection power
and can be used in clinical laboratories settings,
but Multiplex PCR is most cost effectiveness and
by using internal control for MTB, we can distinguish Beijing from non Beijing in one reaction
compare with another PCR method.
Key words: Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Beijing genotype, spoligotyping, Multiplex PCR.
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) still remains
a major public health problem in the world, especially in developing countries (1,2). In 2008,
there were an estimated 8.9–9.9 million incident
cases and 9.6–13.3 million prevalent cases of TB
according to WHO report and 28 per 100,000 in
2006 for Iranian population (3, 4). The increasing
number of drug-resistant TB isolates, including
multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) creates serious problems in the world (5). Consequently, based
on high levels of resistance, particularly to multiple drugs and rapid transmission, identification
of different strains is important. There are several genotypes of MTB with different prevalence
in various regains of the world. In 1995, a large
proportion of MTB strains in the Beijing area of
China were reported to have mutually highly similar multi-banded IS6110 restriction fragment-length polymorphism (RFLP) patterns who named
Beijing strain (6). This strain has attracted special
attention recently because of its global emergence
and resistance to multiple drugs (7). This Beijing
family is more predominant in South–East Asia
countries, and also more prevalent in those Iranians people who are living or working and/or traveling to these countries (8).
There are several methods to identification of
Beijing strain, such as RFLP analysis with highly
discriminatory power and spoligotyping who is
widely used to differentiate strains belonging to
the MTB complex. Spoligotyping has been particularly useful for strains identification belonging
to the Beijing family of MTB because of the characteristic spoligotyping pattern with the absence
of spacers 1–34 in the direct repeat (DR) region
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of the MTB genome (9-11). These techniques,
however, needs special equipment and also is time-consuming (7). Consequently, we need the rapid and easy methods that does not need to special
equipment. Therefore, for achieving to this goal,
we compare three methods including PCR, multiplex PCR and spoligotyping to identify the Beijing strains.
Material and methods
Primary isolation and culturing of Mycobacterium isolates from sputum specimens were performed according to manual procedures (12). All
isolates were identified as MTB complex firstly
confirmed by using biochemical tests, including production of niacin, catalase activity, nitrate reduction, pigment production and growth
rate. Drug susceptibility testing against isoniazid
(INH), rifampicin (RIF), streptomycin (SM) and
ethambutol (ETB) were evaluated by proportional
method on Lowenstein–Jensen media at a concentration of 0.2, 40, 4.0 and 2.0 mg/ml, respectively.
Finally, DNA was extracted from positive culture
specimens using CTAB )cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide) method (13).
Spoligotyping Method
This method was performed as previously described by Kamerbeek et al. (10). In brief, DR region was amplified by PCR using primers derived
from the DR sequence. The amplified DNA was
hybridized to a set of 43 immobilized oligonucleotides derived from the spacer sequences of M.
tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis BCG P3 by reverse line blotting.

PCR technique
Multiplex PCR
For multiplex PCR, 3 sets of PCR primers were
used to distinguish between Beijing and non-Beijing strains according to Sun et al. study (table 1)
(7). These primers were used in the same multiple
PCR mixture. A Beijing strain was expected to
produce two amplicons: 523-bp internal control
product and 129-bp product. A non-Beijing strain
was expected to produce 523-bp internal control
product and 105-bp products. Multiplex PCR was
performed in a total volume of 25 μl, containing
0.5μM dNTP, 0.75 µl MgCl2, 0.1 µ l of smartaq
enzyme, 2 µl of each primer, and 1.5 μl of template
DNA in 2.5 µl 10 x buffers. Temperature cycling
conditions included 96°C for 5 min, followed by
35 cycles of 96°C for 30 s, 58°C for 20 s, 72°C for
1 min, and a final extension at 72°C for 7 min. The
PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis
on 8% polyacrylamide gel.
PCR assay
In PCR for investigation the number of IS6110
in dnaA-dnaN regain, we used Ar-Af primers (table 1) (14). The Beijing strain expected to produce
2000bp band because of one IS6110 in dnaA-dnaN
regain, but the standard strain produced 537bp
product because there is no any mutation in this
strain. PCR was performed in a total volume of
25 μl, containing 0.5μM dNTP, 1 µ l MgCl2, 0.2 µ
l of smartaq enzyme, 0.4 µ l primer, and 1.5 μl of
template DNA in 2.5 µ l 10 x buffers. Temperature
cycling conditions included 94°C for 5 min, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30
s, 72°C for 1 min, and a final extension at 72°C for
10 min. The PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gel with 100bp ladder.

Table 1. The characters of primers that used for PCR
Primer name
BjF
BjR
nBjF
nBjR
IS59
IS60
Ar
Af

Sequence
CTCGGCAGCTTCCTCGAT
CGAACTCGAGGCTGCCTACTAC
AAGCATTCCCTTGACAGTCGAA
GGCGCATGACTCGAAA GAAG
GCGCCAGGCGCAGGTCGATGC
GATCAGCGATCGTGGTTCCTGC
GCCAACTCTTGTCGTAGCCG
CGCATCCGTCAGCGCTCCAA
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Molecular weight
129bp
105bp
523bp
Beijing:2000
H37Rv:573bp
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Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed with SPSS 13.0 (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Categorical variables
were compared by Fisher’s exact test. Significance was defined as a P value of <0.05.
Results
In total 200 MTB isolated were genotyped by
spoligotyping and also by two PCR methods. Nineteen (9.5%) isolates were shown the spoligotyping pattern with the absence of spacers 1–34 in
the direct repeat (DR) region of the M. tuberculosis genome and determined as Beijing strains.
These samples contained the Beijing-specific A1
insertion band by PCR. By multiplex PCR the
Beijing isolate showed both 523-bp internal control and 129-bp product (Figure 2). Therefore,
these two PCR methods indicated the same result.
The remaining 181 (90.5%) isolated did not have
this pattern and were so called as non-Beijing strains (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Electrophoresis results of the multiplex
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products on a
8% polyacrylamide gel. Beijing strains generated 129-bp and 523-bp fragments. Non-Beijing
strains generated 105-bp and 523-bp fragments.
Lanes 2 to 9 and11, 12, 13, 16: Beijing strains
lane 17: a non-Beijing strain; lane 14, 15: lake of
DNA; lane 1, 10: 50-bp DNA
In this study, 29 isolates were MDR-TB and 10
of them were belonged to the Beijing family. Statistically significant differences were found between MDR or drug resistance in the Beijing family
compare to non-Beijing family (P<0.05) (Table 2).
Discussion

Figure 1. Electrophoresis results of IS6110
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products in
dnaA-dnaN regain on a 2% agaros gel. Beijing
strains generated 2000-bp fragments. Non-Beijing strains generated 537-bp fragments. Lanes
2 to 6: Non-Beijing strains lane 7 to 20: Beijing
strain; lane 13: lake of DNA; lane 1, 21: 100-bp
DNA ladder

The Beijing family of M. tuberculosis strains
may have been endemic in China for a long time
(11) and is now emerging in other parts of the
world. This family is dominant in Asian countries such as China (86%), Japan (73%), Indonesia
(34%), Thailand (44%), and Korea (72%) (15-18).
This strain also is present in Iran (19). Farnia et al.
in 2006 reported 20.5% of tested strains of MTB
were belonged to Beijing family (8). The result of
current study is compatible with this study. Different studies show Beijing family has a higher rate
of drug resistance (19). Our study confirms this
subject and 53% of them were MDR.
On the other hands, several methods have
also been developed for the identification of the
Beijing strain. The high discriminatory power of

Table 2. Drug resistance in 200 M. tuberculosis clinical isolates
Spoligotype
Beijing family
Non-Beijing family
Total

MDR: multi-drug resistant.
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No. of isolates (%)
19 (9.5)
181 (90.5)
200 (100)

MDR (%)
10.6 (53)
18 .4(10)
29 (14.5)
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RFLP analysis based on the insertion sequence
is one of them. Unfortunately, this technique is
time-consuming, technically demanding, and insufficiently discriminating when used alone with
isolates containing <5 IS6110 sequences in the genome and its specificity is depends on the number
of bands obtained (9). Isolates with low numbers
of copies account for as much as 20% of TB isolates were found in some populations (10). Techniques based on PCR amplification of repetitive
sequences are more rapid than RFLP, but their discriminatory power is usually lower. Among these
techniques, spoligotyping is widely used to differentiate strains belonging to the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex. This technique, however,
is time-consuming and needs special equipment
(7). Another PCR-based genotyping technique is
VNTR (Variable Number Tandem Repeat) analysis. This method uses small quantities of crude
bacterial lysates, it is less labor-intensive than
RFLP-IS6110 typing and automation is relatively
straightforward (20). However, it is not suitable
for demonstrating the population of Beijing strains
because it cannot provide any information regarding the distinguishing Beijing from non-Beijing
family strains (19, 20).
There is another PCR method who described
by Rao et al. (21) this method is based on amplifies the mycobacterial interspersed repetitive unit
(MIRU) locus 26, but some non-Beijing MTB isolates also have the same number of MIRU repeats
(5). Another PCR method which amplifies MIRU
loci 26 and 31 and the ETR-A region has a sensitivity of 94.7% and a specificity of 98.5% in the
identification of Beijing strains of MTB. However,
this method relies on multi-locus analysis, and the
results are difficult to interpret (9). Hillemann et al.
developed a multiplex real-time PCR which allows
the identification of Beijing and non-Beijing strains
in a one-tube reaction (6). Unfortunately, real-time
PCR is cost-prohibitive for large-scale screens.
IS6110 insertion was found only between the
dnaA and dnaN genes of Beijing genotype (22).
Therefore, this method demonstrates 100% specificity and its applicability for robust, rapid, and
reliable identification of Beijing family strains.
In conclusion, considering the same detection
power of two methods to distinguish Beijing strain, and higher cost effectiveness in comparison

to spoligotyping, both PCR methods can be used
in clinical laboratories settings but in Multiplex
PCR method there is internal control for MTB and
BjF and BjR primers is specific for Beijing strain.
Therefore it could determine the MTB and Beijing
or non-Beijing strain in one reaction of PCR. As
a result we can conclude that this method could
be more specific and reliable for identification of
Beijing family strains compare to PCR assay (23).
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Abstract
Background: Critical thinking is an important
phenomenon in nursing science because of its implications for education, practice and the advancement of nursing knowledge.
Objective: To identify and compare the critical
thinking disposition (CCTDI) of the critical care nurses with that of clinic nurses and to find some factors which affect their critical thinking disposition.
Method: This analytical study was conducted
between March and May 2009 in the intensive
care units and clinics of the Uludağ University
in Turkey. The participants were 170 nurses with
107 general care nurses and 63 critical care nurses. Data was collected with the California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory (CCTDI) and
Ouestionnaire Form. Data were analyzed used
Independent t-test, Kruskal-Wallis Test, Pearson
Correlation Test and Mann Whitney U test.
Results: The total years of nursing experience
ranged from 1 to 33 years, with mean of 7.97±6.72
years. Time in their current position ranged from
1 to 25 years, with a mean of 7.05±5.04 years. In
this study, the average CCTDI scores of the total
sample of nurses was 258.62±24.7, meaning that
the CCTDI scores were at an “average” level. The
results showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the CCTDI scores of
the clinic nurses (257.94±4.8) and that of critical
care nurses (259.77±24.71) (p>0.05). Age and years of experience of nurses affects critical thinking
disposition. CCTDI scores for critical care nurses
increased with attendance at scientific meetings.
Conclusion: In this study the results were indicated as weakness disposition toward CT of nurses. In additon, there was no significant differences in CCTDI scores between critical care nurses

and clinic nurses. Development of critical thinking
disposition in nursing must be provided educational opportunities of the institutional and outside
the institution.
Key words: California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory, critical thinking, critical care nurses, clinic nurses, Turkey, A Comparison of Critical
Thinking Disposition among Nurses in Turkey.
Introduction
In clinical nursing practice, critical thinking
(CT) promotes problem solving and decision-making that improves the quality of patient care (1).
CT is a higher level reasoning process that is formed by one’s worldview, knowledge and experience with skills, attitudes and standards as a guide
for rational judgment and action. CT is an essential component of professional accountability and
quality nursing care (2). Nurses use clinical reasoning and clinical decision-making to ensure safe
practices and effective nursing care, to improve
clinical systems and to decrease errors in clinical
judgments (3). Therefore, patient safety may be
directly affected by the critical thinking ability of
a nurse. Nurses must have the ability to recognize
changes in conditions of patients, perform independent nursing interventions anticipate orders
and prioritiz (4). These actions require critical
thinking ability, advanced problem-solving skills
and the ability to communicate clearly (5).
Critical thinking is an important phenomenon
in nursing science because of its implications for
education, practice and the advancement of nursing knowledge (6). In recent years, nursing care
has become more complex, thereby, highlighting
the increasing importance of CT in nursing prac-
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tice. Changes in the organization of health care
and the cultural aspects of nursing education have
led to recognition of nursing as a profession that
requires superior cognitive and psychomotor ability. Considering these points, we suggest that it
is crucial to implement certain changes in critical
approaches and clinical practice (7). Therefore,
by developing CT skills and attitudes, nurses will
move toward the establishment of best practices
in an evidence-based healthcare environment (8).
According to the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN), “Critical thinking underlies independent and interdependent decision-making (9). Critical thinking includes questioning,
analysis, synthesis, interpretation, inference, inductive and deductive reasoning, intuition, application, and creativity”. It is regarded as the basis
of professional judgment and has the potential to
improve the quality of judgments and decisions in
clinical practice (10,11).
Seriously ill patients in intensive care units
(ICUs) are closely monitored and when vital functions change, complex medical treatments can be
implemented immediately. Therefore, staff working in an ICU require nurses who are able to
make rapid and accurate decisions, knowledgeable about complex scenarios and in general have
greater responsibility (12,13). Nurses working in
ICUs are adept at identifying instantaneous changes in the condition of patients, even when conditions are quite complex (13). Timely and correct
decisions are the foundation of intensive patient
care. Therefore, it is critical that ICU nurses make
correct decisions using the power of critical thinking based on science specific and conceptual
knowledge (12). The literature includes studies
investigating critical thinking among nurses in
Turkey and world-wide (1,14,15,16,17,18,19,20)
with some focused on critical care nurses in ICUs
or other specific fields, but such studies are limited
in number (12,13). Furthermore, in an extensive literature review, numerous studies were found examining the concept of CT in nurses, but no studies
were found that compared critical thinking levels
of clinic nurses to critical care nurses, or that investigated factors affecting critical thinking disposition (CTD). Identifying critical thinking dispositions during employee orientation can help individualize orientation programs that nurture critical
18

thinking in clinical practice. However, much more
information is required to research results about
CTD related to nurses in Turkey.
To our knowledge, there is no study in Turkey
investigating this relationship. Therefore, this study was undertaken to compare critical thinking
levels of clinic nurses to ciritcal care nurses and
to investigate factors affecting CTD. The study
questions were as follows:
1. What are the dispositions of nurses towards
critical thinking?
2. Is there a difference in critical thinking
disposition between clinic nurses and critical
care nurses?
3. What characteristics of nurses effect critical
thinking disposition (age, education, length
of experience, attending scientific activities)?
Method
Design and sampling
Data for this cross-sectional study were collected from March to May 2009 during face-to-face
meetings with the nurses. Before data collection,
the necessary approval was obtained from the
Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine at
Uludağ University. Inclusion criteria included nurses who had been employed for at least 6 months
in direct patient care. The study was conducted at a
large metropolitan academic hospital in northwestern Turkey. The institution has a 750-bed capacity with 240 nurses in various clinical fields. Our
intention was to collect the data from 102 critical
care nurses and 237 clinic nurses at a hospital in
Turkey. A total of 63 (68.1%) critical care nurses
and 107 (70.6%) clinic nurses were included in the
final sample (n=170 nurses).
Data collection
The study data were collected with a Questionnaire Form and The California Critical
Thinking Disposition Inventory (CCTDI).
Questionnaire Form: It includes some questions
inquiring about their gender, age, education, length
of experience, attending scientific activities.
California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory (CCTDI): Nurses` critical thinking dispositions were measured by the CCTDI. The CCTDI,
developed by Facione and Facione (1994), is a 75
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item Likert scale tool with seven sub-scales: truthseeking (12 items), open-mindedness (12 items),
analyticity (11 items), systematicity (10 items), critical thinking and self-confidence (10 items), inquisitiveness (10 items) and maturity (10 items). The
CCTDI is composed of 75 items that use a 6-point
Likert scale (1=disagree strongly to 6=agree strongly). Initial internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha)
estimates for the seven subscales in the initial study
ranged from 0.72 to 0.80 and the total instrument
score for critical thinking disposition was 0.90.21
Cronbach’s alpha reliabilities for the subsequent
studies have ranged from 0.60 to 0.78 on the subscales and 0.90 on the overall score (21).
CCTDI has been translated and adapted for use
in the Turkish culture (23). Validity and reliability
studies were conducted by Kökdemir in 2003, in
which 51 items and 6 subscales (open-mindedness,
critical thinking self-confidence, analyticity, systematicity, inquisitiveness, and truth-seeking) For the
Turkish version, the total Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.88 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficients
for the subscales were found to be as follows: truthseeking, 0.61;open-mindedness,0.75;analyticity,
0.75;systematicity, 0.75; critical thinking self-confidence, 0.77; and inquisitiveness, 0.88. In conclusion, the Turkish version of the CCTDI has shown
statistically acceptable levels of reliability and validity.23 Scores of 239 or below obtained from the
scale show low levels of critical thinking skills, while scores between 240-299 show average levels and
scores of 300 and higher show high levels of critical
thinking disposition. Whereas, the subscale scores
range from 0 to 60 (23). The total Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient for the CCTDI in this study was 0.82
and subscale values ranged between 0.55-0.80.
Data Analysis
The statistical analysis used 2 primary sources
of data: 1) Questionnaire Form, which was developed by taking into consideration the literature on
this topic,was used to collect demographic data;
and, 2) CCTDI scores.
All variables were initially analyzed descriptively. The Kolmogorov- Smirnov test was used to
examine whether the distribution of a continuous
outcome follows a normal pattern. Demographic
data were analyzed and compared for equivalence
using the independent t-test, Kruskal-Wallis Test,

Pearson Correlation Analyses and Mann-Whitney
U Test. This study compared differences in CTD
between critical care nurses and clinic nurses using
the Independent t-test. The Pearson Correlation
coefficient was used to test the relationship between the CCTDI scores and professional information
such as age and years of experince of nurses. All
data were analyzed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 17.O, Chicago, IL. A significance level of 0.05 was used for
all statistical tests.
Ethical Considerations
This study was conducted according to the
principles expressed in the Declaration Helsinki
and was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Faculty of Medicine at Uludağ University. Written
permission was obtained from the institutions involved. The participants were informed that their
participation was voluntary and that all responses
would be kept confidential. Written consent was
obtained from all participants.
Results
The clinic nurses in the study were all women
(100%). Nearly half (n=51, 47.7%) had a BSN as
their highest degree. Their age ranged from 20 to
55 years, with a mean of 30.15±6.56 years. The
total years of nursing experience ranged from 1 to
33 years, with a mean of 7.97±6.72 years. Time in
their current position ranged from 1 to 25 years,
with a mean of 7.05±5.04 years. The demographic
profile of the critical care nurses in the study was
similar to that of the clinic nurses for age, gender
and education. The critical care nurses were also all
women (100%), and nearly half held a BSN (n=30,
47.6%). More of the critical care nurses had an
associate degree (46%) than did the clinic nurses
(38.3%). The average age of the critical care care
respondents was 30.15±6.56 years, with an average of 7.97±6.7 years of nursing experience and an
average of 5.19±4.87 years in their current position.
The descriptive statistics for the subscales and
the composite scores are displayed in Table 1.
The CCTDI subscales scores of the critical care
nurses and clinic nurses in the study were similar. The CCTDI subscales of the clinic nurses and
the critical care nurses were examined for five
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subscales (analyticity, open-mindedness, inquisitiveness, truth-seeking and systematicity) with
high scores in the particular CCTDI. The total
CCTDI scores were 257.94±4.8 for clinic nurses
and 259.77±24.71 for critical care nurses. There
was no significant difference between the total
CCTDI scores of clinic nurses and critical care
nurses (t=0.466, p>0.05) (Table 2).

There was a meaningful relationship between
the ages and total CCTDI scores of both the clinic
nurses (r=0.296, p<0.05) and critical care nurses
(r=0.315, p<0.05); the age of critical care nurses
and truth-seeking subscale scores (p<0.05) and
also for the age of clinic nurses and subscale scores for inquisitiveness and systematicity (p<0.05)
(Table 3). Furthermore, we found that in the criti-

Table 1. Distribution of the Scores and Standard Deviations by Subscales of Nurses on the CCTDI
CCTDI Scale
Analyticity
Open-mindedness
Inquisitiveness
CT* self-confidence
Truth-seeking
Systematicity
Total CCTDI

Critical Care Nurses (n=63)

Clinic Nurses (n=107)

Minimum Maximum Mean
SD
39.00
53.82
48.07 4.79
35.00
51.00
43.73 6.70
36.37
52.70
45.53 6.21
30.00
48.80
39.18 6.33
31.20
48.00
40.04 7.63
35.00
51.00
43.20 7.32
207.57
305.33
259.77 24.71

Minimum
38.05
34.00
35.13
30.00
30.00
36.00
203.57

Maximum
53.00
50.00
50.01
47.00
49.00
51.58
302.33

Mean
47.28
43.52
43.87
38.35
40.30
44.59
257.94

SD
6.01
5.57
7.74
7.28
7.63
6.58
24.87

CT*= critical thinking

Table 2. Comparison of CCTDI Scores and Subscale Mean Scores for Critical Care Nurses and Clinic
Nurses
CCTDI Scale
Analyticity
Open-mindedness
Inquisitiveness
CT self-confidence
Truth-seeking
Systematicity
Total CCTDI
*Independent t test, **p>0.0, .

Critical care nurses
(n=63)

Clinic Nurses (n=107)

X±SD
48.07±4.79
43.73±6.70
45.53±6.21
39.18±6.33
40.04±7.63
43.20±7.32
259.77±24.71

X±SD
47.28±6.01
43.52±5.57
43.87±7.74
38.35±7.28
40.30±7.63
44.59±6.58
257.94±24.87

SD=standard deviation,

t*
0.900
0.212
1.452
0.748
0.216
1.278
0.466

p**
0.370
0.833
0.148
0.455
0.829
0.203
0.642

CT= critical thinking.

Table 3. Comparison of Critical Care Nurses to Clinic Nurses in Relation to Age and Average CCTDI
Scores
Critical care nurses (n=63)
Clinic Nurses (n=107)
CCTDI Scale
r*
P
r*
P
Analyticity
0.048
0.710
0.160
0.100
Open-mindedness
0.233
0.066
0.162
0.095
Inquisitiveness
0.222
0.080
0.256
0.008**
CT self-confidence
0.042
0.744
0.172
0.076
Truth-seeking
0.332
0.008**
0.185
0.057
Systematicity
0.317
0.011**
0.200
0.039**
Total CCTDI
0.296
0.019**
0.315
0.001**
*Pearson correlation, **p<0.05, CT= critical thinking
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Table 4. Comparison of critical care nurses with clinic nurses in length of years experience according
to CCTDI mean scores
CCTDI Scale
Analyticity
Open-mindedness
Inquisitiveness
CT self-confidence
Truth-seeking
Systematicity
Total CCTDI

(n=63)

(n=107)

r*
0.053
0.287
0.148
0.139
0.393
0.335
0.341

p
0.679
0.022**
0.246
0.278
0.001**
0.007**
0.013**

r*
0.102
0.109
0.167
0.123
0.187
0.166
0.289

p
0.294
0.262
0.086
0.207
0.054
0.088
0.023**

*Pearson correlation, **p<0.05, CT= critical thinking

cal care nurses, the total CCTDI scores increased
in a statistically significant manner as the level of
education increased (KW=6.402, p=0.041<0.05).
However, there were no meaningful differences
among subscale mean scores for critical care nurses
(p>0.05) when compared to level of education nor
of the total CCTDI mean scores for clinic nurses
when compared to level of education (KW=4.153,
p=0.125>0.05) and subscale mean scores (p>0.05).
The dispositions of critical care nurses who
attended scientific meetings at least once a year
had a statistically higher total CCTDI score than
nurses who did not attend any scientific meetings (264.0±24.9 vs. 246.0±18.7, U=2.375,
p=0.018<0.05). The subscale analysis revealed
that the inquisitiveness level of the critical care
nurses who attended scientific meetings was significantly higher than the inquisitiveness level of
the critical care nurses who did not attend any
scientific meetings (U=2.300, p=0.021<0.05).
However, no statistically significant relationships
were found between the total CCTDI scores and
subscale mean scores ofclinic nurses who attended
scientific meetings compared to the nurses who
did not attend any scientific meetings (U=0.143,
p=0.886>0.05).
Discussion
In this study, the average CCTDI scores of the
total sample of Turkish nurses was 258.62±24.7,
meaning that the CCTDI scores were at an “average” level. However, Park and Kim (16) reported
“higher” level CCTDI scores among Korean nurses, while Zori et al., (24) reported “higher” level
CCTDI scores (320.41±23.70) among American

nurses. In their studies, Arslan et al., (15) reported
“low” level CCTDI scores (200.8±21.95), while
Dirimeşe (14) reported “average” level CCTDI
scores (261.1±23.4). Eşer et al., (13) found that the
average CCTDI scores of the critical care nurses
are at a “low” level (191.01±30.14), as did Hicks
et al., (12) (295.4±19.9). The CCTDI levels of the
nurses in previous studies (13,14,15) were reported at undesired levels, similar to the results of our
present study. This may be related to factors, such
as differences in educational systems, heavier
workloads, differences in organizational operations, workplace dissatisfaction and the fact that
there are limited management policies to support
and stimulate critical thinking. In addition, individual differences among nurses and expectations
of some nurses, who only focus on performance
of the task given to them without CT, may also be
factors causing undesired CCTDI scores.
In our study, we found that the CCTDI subscale
scores of both the critical care nurses and the clinic nurses were similar to each other. This study
found a similarity in both groups for the analyticity, open-mindedness, inquisitiveness, truth-seeking and systematicity subscales, which indicated
a higher disposition toward CT. Moreover, we
found in both groups that the analyticity subscale had a higher average than the other subscales
(Table1). The analyticity subscale addresses being
alert to problems, using evidence to solve problems, anticipating consequences and intervening
promptly when a problem is evolving (21). Nurses
strong in analyticity may be better able to effectively and promptly solve clinical, interpersonal,
knowledge deficit or process-related problems.
The CT self-confidence was lower (for the group
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as a whole), which indicated a weak disposition
toward CT (Table 1). The persons with strong CT
confidence demonstrate the ability to make sound
decisions, believe that others rely on them to solve
problems and decide what to do (22). Therefore,
there should be a relationship between self-confidence and autonomy. Cajulis et.al., (25) showed
that the majority of the nurse practitioners (41%)
had very high levels of autonomy and 31% had
extremely high levels of autonomy. Whereas, a
study conducted by Karadag et al., (26) Turkey
reported a low level of autonomy in nursing. It
is suggested that this low level is caused by the
laws and regulations concerning nursing and that
the existing law on nursing prevents nurses from
making decisions and acting independently. In the
current Turkish healthcare system, there are many
challenges that influence nurses’ autonomy. A study carried out by Tastan et al., (27) to determine
the autonomy levels of military nurses showed
that the important factors that negatively affected
nurses’ autonomy were overloading, other activities and management.
Our study results showed that there is a statistically significant positive relationship between total CCTDI scores when analyzed according to age
and their inquisitiveness, truthseeking and systematicity subscale’s scores (p<0.05). In contrast,
studies undertaken by (14,15,17) found no significant relationship between critical thinking disposition and ages of nurses. Similar to the results of
our study, Martin (28) found that increasing age
in nurses brought improved critical thinking and
decision-making. Rodrigues (18) identified a meaningful relationship between CCTDI total scores
according to age and the subscales of open-mindedness and analyticity.
As the educational level of the critical care
nurses increased, the total CCTDI scores increased (p<0.05), but when the educational level of
the critical care nurses and subscale scores were
analyzed, there were no significant differences.
There also was no statistically significant difference between educational level of the clinic nurses
and total CCTDI scores (p>0.05). Empirically,
the influence of professional nursing education on
nurses’ clinical decision-making is controversial.
Whereas Girot (20) and Feng et al., (1) found that
nurses with higher levels of education made better
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decisions. Although Hicks et al., (12) found that
educational level and clinical experience do not
affect the CCTDI of nurses. Kataoka-Yahiro and
Saylor (29) emphasized the importance of clinical
experience in the development of critical thinking
skills in their model developed for nursing decisions. Effective critical thinking and problem-solving actually depends on relevant knowledge and
previous experience (30). Based on these findings,
there was a statistically significant positive relationship between the level of experience and total
CCTDI scores for both clinic nurses and critical
care care (p>0.05) in this study (Table 3).
Examination of the subscale results shows no
statistically significant relationships between length
of experience and subscale mean scores for clinic
nurses. However, the self-confidence and adherence to systematic thinking subscale scores increased
in critical care nurses with increased experience
(p<0.05). The reason for this result may be related
to the fact that working in ICUs requires rapid, yet
accurate decision-making and analytical, systematic thinking to solve complex cases. Critical thinking, which requires being analytical and systematic, plays an important role in the effective functioning of the nurses in intensive care environments
where complex patient care is administered (12).
Participation in scientific educational activities
is presumed to increase CT dispositions, help motivate nurses and to ensure accessibility of these
activities (14). According to the American Nurses
Association (ANA) (31) one of the professional
performance standards of nurses is “the nurse integrates research findings into practice”. In this
study, at least th CCTDI scores of critical care nurses who attended scientific meetings (congress,
symposium, conference, etc.) were significantly
higher (p<0.05). We therefore conclude that attending scientific meetings positively contributes to
nurses’ CCTDI scores. The subscale score for the
inquisitiveness level of nurses who attended scientific meetings at least once is significantly higher
than for those who did not attend. There was no
statistically significant relationship between the
average CCTDI scores and the subscales for the
clinic nurses who attended or did not attend scientific meetings. Eşer et al., (13) found that the total
CCTDI scores for open-mindedness and self-confidence of nurses who attended scientific meetings
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was significantly higher than those who did not.
The main aim of scientific meetings is to present
new developments to nurses and to resolve deficiencies in other areas of nursing.
This study found that two-thirds of the critical
care nurses and 74.8% of the clinic nurses who participated in the study did not belong to any professional nursing association. This may be because
nurses find that the activities of these associations
are inadequate or not relevant to their nursing practice, that the activities are not accessible, or that
nurses cannot reasonably follow their recommendations. In Turkey, the percentage of nurses having
membership in these professional associations was
reported to be between 11-38% (32,33,34). All of
these studies stated that membership rates were
very low, despite the fact that awareness of nursing
associations and the percentage of nurses who believed that association membership was important,
was very high. These studies imply that there has
not been a significant change in nurses’ views of
professional nursing organizations during the past
25 years. Hence, it is important for associations and
health care facilities to work together to organize
meetings, to support participation in national/international level scientific activities and to develop
awareness of the importance of membership in these associations.

college level and nurses should be empowered to
make a clinical decisions. Development of critical
thinking disposition in nursing must be provided
educational opportunities of the institutional and
outside the institution. In the future, qualitative
studies, which start from the beginning of nursing
education, should be conducted to investigate the
factors affecting critical thinking, so that improved solutions can be proposed.
Limitations
The use of these scales to determine CCTDI
scores of nurses in this study is somewhat limited
by the adequacy of responses given to expressions
that were used in the scale. This study was only
conducted in an academic hospital in northwestern
Turkey and may not be representative for the entire population of clinic nurses and their respective
critical care nurses. Only the nurses who voluntarily chose to answer the CCTDI were included in
the study. A variable that may influence the critical
thinking disposition of clinical nurses is the type
of patient care unit in which the nurses worked,
but it was not examined in this study. These and
other potential predictor variables may be considered in future studies. Interpretation of the results
of this study, should take into consideration the the
limitations cited above.

Conclusion
Overall, in this study the results were indicated as weakness disposition toward CT of nurses.
In additon, there was no significant differences in
CCTDI scores between critical care nurses and
clinic nurses. On the other hand, age and years of
experience of nurses affects critical thinking disposition. Although critical thinking disposition
scores of the critical care nurses increased with
their level of education, this was not found among
the clinic nurses. Although the CCTDI scores for
critical care nurses increased with attendance at
scientific meetings, the scores are still not at the
optimal level. This suggests that educational policies, which provide opportunities for nurses to
think critically and increase autonomy, should
be encouraged. To strengthen clinical competence in nurses, the development and enhancement
of critical thinking should be emphasized at the
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Abstract
Acute crystal poisoning is commoner than reports suggested in around the world.
The present report concerns about a 18 months
infant that was poisoned by opium and crystal passively.
An infant referred to pediatric emergency with
agitation, vomiting, myotic pupils, self-scratching,
high pitch crying, insomnia, banging, stereotypic behavior, red eye, Abdominal distention, Paroxysmal
cough, Sniffing, nagging and poor feeding.
At the beginning of poisoning he was hospitalized in pediatrics service to have access to essential
facilities for resuscitation.
We faced with serious problems like poly drug
dependency of father, domestic violence, child
abuse (emotional abuse), poor family support and
pregnancy of mother.
Treatment is conservative. The lavage was been
him and diazepam was been prescribed for agitation.
He followed 48 hours. At the time of discharge,
he was no symptomatic.
Prognosis highly depends on the family planning
and support after discharging from the hospital.
The clinical risks of fetal and postnatal exposure to crystal and opium for the emotional and
somatic development of children were been considered. The main intention to report this the case
is to raise the awareness of acute intoxication as a
differential diagnosis in a child who presents with
acute confusion.
Key words: Crystal, child abuse, intoxication,
Amphetamine.
Introduction
A group of drugs that stimulate the central nervous system(CNS) are amphetamines that used in the
26

treatment of depression, attention-deficit disorder,
obesity, and narcolepsy. Amphetamines are usually
given orally and their effects can last for hours by
altering chemicals that transmit nerve messages
in the body. Stimulants produce considerable side
effects and are especially toxic in large quantities
and commonly are abused recreational drugs and
are highly addictive. Mechanisms of toxicity about
amphetamines principally by stimulating the enhanced release of catecholamines from sympathetic
nerve terminals, particularly of dopamine in the mesolimbic, mesocortical, and nigrostriatal pathways.
This can cause detrimental neuropsychological,
cardiovascular, and other systemic effects, and,
following long-term abuse, neuronal apoptosis and
nerve terminal degeneration (1) and acute amphetamine intoxication induces massive and wide-spread
heat shock protein(HSP) expression in neural and
glial cells(2)The clinical effects of amphetamine
poisoning depended on dose, route, duration, and
frequency of use ; Include the increased blood pressure, dizziness, insomnia, restlessness, headache,
shakiness, dry mouth, metallic taste, diarrhea, constipation, and weight loss development of an irregular heartbeat, increased heart rate. Changes in sexual drive, nausea, vomiting, allergic reactions, chills,
depression, irritability can be other side effects of
amphetamines. In high doses, These can cause dependency, aggression, and, in some cases, psychotic episodes.(3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Small doses of amphetamines can cause a positive stimulating effect, improving certain cognitive functions, such as vigilance, but it decreases
when they are overused and combined with alcohol.(8) Ikeda said in his study that the brain possesses a reward system which produces positive
emotion. To reveal the mechanisms of the brain
reward system, investigation of mechanisms un-
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derlying actions of substances of abuse can be one
of the promising research approaches. Various behavioral tests using animals and methods in genomic science are also useful for these studies. I
introduce our findings obtained by these ideas and
techniques as follows: (i) Inhibition of amphetamine preference by G-protein activated inwardly
rectifying potassium (GIRK) channel inhibitors.
(ii) Essential role of NMDA receptor channel
GluN2D subunit in phencyclidine effects on animal behavior. (iii) Association of polymorphisms
in the mu-opioid receptor and GIRK genes with
opioid sensitivity.(9)
Given in high dose amphetamines is clearly
neurotoxic in laboratory animals damage both the
serotonergic and dopaminergic systems.(10)
Amphetamine was one of the earliest pharmacological interventions and continues to show
promising results as an adjuvant treatment for recovery of function in pre-clinical animal studies.
This drug is a potent modulator of neurological
function and cortical excitation, acting primarily
through norepinephrine and dopamine mechanisms to enhance arousal and attention, and thus, to
facilitate learning of motor skills.(11)
Emergency stabilization of vital functions and
supportive care is essential. Benzodiazepines alone may adequately relieve agitation, hypertension,
tachycardia, psychosis, and seizure, though other
specific therapies can also be required for sympathomimetic effects and their associated complications.(1) The main intention to report this the case
is to raise the awareness of acute intoxication as a
differential diagnosis in a child who presents with
acute confusion.
Case presentation
An infant 18 months referred to pediatric emergency with agitation, vomiting, miotic pupils(Her
pupils were dilated but equal and sluggishly reactive ), self-scratching, high pitch crying, insomnia,
banging, stereotypic behavior, red eye, Abdominal
distention, Paroxysmal cough, Sniffing, nagging
and poor feeding. He had no neck stiffness and
rest of the systemic examination was unremarkable. The main differential diagnoses at this stage
were probable encephalitis and acute poisoning.
Stereotypic behaviours were interet” He was am-

bivalent, take his dresses and wear it again and repeated this operation frequently.
At the beginning of poisoning he was hospitalized in pediatrics service to have access to essential
facilities for resuscitation.
We faced with serious problems like poly drug
dependency of father, domestic violence, child
abuse (emotional abuse ), poor family support and
pregnancy of mother.
Treatment is conservative. The lavage was
been him and diazepam was been prescribed for
agitation.
He followed 48 hours. At the time of discharge,
he was no symptomatic prognosis highly depends
on the family planning and support after discharging from the hospital.
He was visited by a pediatrics and psychiatrist.
Mother was a passive personality and father was
punishing .Mother was pregnant. Child abuse and
domestic violence were designed.
Discussion
Mother was exposed to opium and crystal
passively and continuously. Therefore it maybe
affect fetal growth and development.
There have been a few reports indicating that
severe sympathetic hyperactivity may occur either
independently, or accompanied by central nervous
system disturbances including coma and convulsions. (3-5) Children who live around crystal suffer
the usual neglect/abuse found in many drug-abusing homes. The kids ‘s nutritional needs usually
are not achieved and they might witness violence
or be victimized by aggression or abuse.
So, the mother should monitored during pregnancy and delivery. Her newborn should assessed for withdrawal symptoms and how feeding
and growth. If the father continue this behavior,
he should been separated from his family. This
case was been reported for the first time in Iran.
We purpose inform physicians for probable crystal
poisoning in children. Crystal use is progressing
that this problem involve the families and their
children.We suggest to Health systems corresponders that need really planning for prevention of stimulants use quickly and guideline for managing
of its intoxication in kids.
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Conclusion
Methamphetamine may cause severe sympathomimetic effects in the intoxicated patient. However, with appropriate, symptom-directed supportive
care, patients can be expected to make a full recovery. It is necessary and important that we educate families about harmful effects of stimulants on
children.
The main intention to report this the case is
to raise the awareness of acute intoxication as a
differential diagnosis in a child who presents with
acute confusion and warn to parents and physicians about side effects of amphetamines.
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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate
the effect of Low Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) on
5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) induced-oral mucositis in rats.
Methods: Twenty-four male wistar albino rats
injected with 5-FU on day 1 and 3. Superficial
scratching on the right (laser group (LG), n = 24)
and left cheek pouch mucosa (control group (CG),
n = 24) was carried out in order to initiate mucositis
on 3rd and 5th days. On LG, right cheek mucosa was
irradiated with Ga-Al-As diode laser at a spot size
of 1 cm2 (808 nm) daily from the 1st to 4th days. Laser energy was exposed at 250 mW for 20 s totally
(0.25Wx20 s=5 J (5 J/cm2)). The animals were
euthanized on 3rd (n =8), 6th days (n=8), day 10 (n
=8), and the both cheek pouches were collected for
histological purposes.
Results: On the 3rd day both sides presented
necrosis but mild active inflammation was observed in LG only. On 6th day both LG and CG sides
showed necrosis and there was moderate inflammation in CG side; LG side also presented granulation
tissue around the necrosed area. On 10th day, LG
side showed complete re-epithelization. Re-epithelization of CG side was not complete and showed
moderate inflammation and/or granulation tissue.
Conclusion: LLLT may have beneficial effects
on improving wound healing process on oral
mucositis. Our findings also prove that LLLT may
be an indispensable part of the therapy in managing oral mucositis patients in the future.
Key words: Biostimulation, low level laser
therapy, oncology, oral mucositis.
Introduction

occurring in oncologic patients. Patients’ nutrition,
daily functioning, and quality of life can be significantly affected by this condition. It may be a predisposing factor for infection initiation. It may also
increase hospitalization time, treatment costs and
as a result of these sequelae, disease remission and
survival period may be shortened [1,2]. In a multicenter study of patients undergoing hematopoietic
stem-cell transplantation (SCT), patients with little
or no mucositis had a mortality of 1%, whereas those with the most severe ulcerations had a death rate
of 40% [3].
Despite the fact that many agents and strategies have been used in the treatment of mucositis there are no universal accepted protocols. Oral
mouthwashes, basic oral care, antibiotics, analgesics, local anesthetics, growth factors and cytokines and biologic mucosal protections are some
of these treatment modalities [4]. New treatment
protocols are of interest, in consequence of lack
of efficient treatment modality for oral mucositis.
The application of low-energy lasers in the field
of dentistry and oral surgery has been popular since
the 1970s. Low Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) was
defined as biostimulation with a low energy output
that does not give rise to an increase in tissue temperature of the treated region above the normal body
temperature. LLLT has been used for several treatment modalities such as the prevention of swelling
and trismus after the removal of impacted third molars for pain reduction after dental treatment, providing a more favorable periodontal healing, treating
mucositis, herpes simplex ulcers and for sensory
aberrations in the inferior alveolar nerve [5-7].
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of
LLLT on 5-fluoracil induced-oral mucositis in rats.

Oral mucositis is a painful and often debilitating
side effect of radiation therapy and chemotherapy
Journal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H
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Material and methods
Twenty six male wistar albino rats with a weight
of 250-300 g body mass and 5 months old were
used. All animals were kept in the laboratory in order to make them orientate to the laboratory conditions for at least 5 days prior to the study. At the
beginning of the experiment, two of the rats were
sacrificed in order to obtain excisional biopsies of
the normal cheek mucosa. All animal was intraperitoneally injected with 100 mg/kg of 5-Fluorouracil
(5-FU) on the 1st day and 65 mg/kg of 5-FU on the
3rd day. The tip of an 18-gauge needle was used in
order to develop a superficial scratching on the right
and left cheek pouch mucosa by dragging twice in a
linear movement on 3rd and 5th days. This technique
has been repeatedly used to develop an ulcerative
mucositis, which is similar to the human oral mucositis. The animals were anesthetized with Xylazine
hydrochloride (XylazineBio) 3 mg/kg and Ketamine hydrochloride (Ketasol) 90 mg/kg previously
performing these procedures [8-9]. Right cheek pouch mucosa of the rats (n = 24) were used for laser
group (LG), whereas the left mucosa (n = 24) were
used as controls (CG).
After ulcerative mucositis were clinically detected on the animals’ right and left cheek pouch
mucosa, the laser therapy was started. On Laser
Group, right cheek pouch mucosa of the animals
were irradiated with Ga-Al-As diode laser (model; Fotona XD-2 diode laser, Fotona, Ljubljana,
SLOVENIA) daily from the 1st to the 4th days. The
diode laser device with a continuous wavelength
of 808 nm was used, and the laser therapy was
applied at a spot size of 1 cm2 a handpiece. Laser
energy was exposed at 250 mW (0.25 W) for 20 s
totally (0.25 W x 20 s =5 J). The mucositis region
in the laser group received 5 joule (5 J/cm2) low
level laser irradiation intraorally one cm far from
target tissue. No treatment was performed for the
controls. After the laser therapy started, the animals were euthanized on the 3rd day (n = 8), day 6
(n = 8), day 10 (n = 8), and the both cheek pouches
was collected for histological purposes.
Histological analysis was performed on specimens from the cheek pouch mucosa to verify the
effect of low level laser therapy on the course of
mucositis (Figure 1). After the sacrifice, wounds
containing mucosa were collected and fixed by
30

immersion in % 10 formaldehyde for at least 24
hours after these sections were obtained from the
tissues. The specimens were placed into automatic
tissue processor and thereafter embedded in paraffin to provide transversal sections of the tissue.
Five-micron sections were stained with hematoxylin/eosin (HE). Stained sections were observed with an optical microscope. The histological
evaluation was performed according to inflammation degree, presence of necrosis, granulation tissue and re-epithelization. Healthy mucosa was
also evaluated for comparing ulcerative mucositis.

Figure 1. Clinical view of the 5-FU induced
mucositis of the rat oral mucosa
Results
Histological analysis
As shown in the Figure 2 healthy mucosa of rat
shows normal epithelium and connective tissue without inflammatory infiltration. On the 3rd day both
sides presented necrosis but mild active inflammation was observed in only LG (Figure 3). These
characteristics indicated a more advanced healing
process in laser side, which was started on the 3rd
day. On the 6th day both LG and CG sides showed
necrosis and there was moderate inflammation in
CG side and hence LG side also presented granulation tissue around the necrosis area (Figure 4). On
the 10th day, LG side showed complete re-epithelization where the re-epithelization of CG side was
not complete and showed moderate inflammation
and/or granulation tissue (Figure 5).
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Figure 2. Histologic view of healthy rat mucosa
(HEx100).

Figure 4. Histopathological view of right (A) and
left (B) oral mucosa of rats in day 6. (A) LG side:
Granulation tissue surrounding necrosis. (B) CG
side: Mild inflammation and necrosis. (HEx100).

Figure 3. Histopathological view of right (A) and
left (B) oral mucosa of rats in day 3. (A) LG side:
Necrosis and mild inflammation. (B) CG side:
Necrosis without inflammation. (HEx100).
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Figure 5. Histopathological view of right (A) and
left (B) oral mucosa of rats in day 10. (A) LG side:
Complete re-epithelization. (B) CG side: Partially
re-epithelization and granulation tissue. (HEx100).
Discussion
Chemotherapy and radiotherapy-induced-oral
mucositis cause significant morbidity and may postpone the treatment plan in cancer patients. The
number of studies with different treatment modalities has increased making the treatment of mucositis one of the most researched fields in supportive
care in cancer. Some of these treatment modalities are allopurinol mouthwashes, cryotherapy,
mouthwashes with mixed actions (benzydamine
hydrochloride, corticosteroids and chamomile)
immunomodulatory agents (Granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF),
granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF),
interleukin- II, transforming growth factor- keratinocyte growth factor), topical anaesthetics
(Viscous lignocaine, xylocaine, dyclonine), antiseptic solutions (chlorhexidine, povidone iodine,
32

hydrogen peroxide), antibacterial, antifungal and
antiviral agents (nystatin, clotrimazole, PTA lozenges, acyclovir), mucosal barriers and coating
agents, cytoprotectants (beta-carotene (pro-vitamin A), vitamin E, oxpentifylline), analgesics and
mucosal cell stimulants (LLLT) [10-11]. However, there has not been established any effective
intervention for the management of oral mucositis
so far. In this study we also analysed a new different treatment modality with lasers for precipitating the wound healing in chemotherapy-induced
oral mucositis by using a different laser protocol.
After injury mucosa repairs itself with an intricate process [12]. The wound healing has formed
into three phases [13]: (1) inflammatory, (2) proliferative and (3) remodelling [14]. Bacteria and debris
are phagocytised and removed in the inflammatory
phase where proliferative phase is the stage that
factors are released that causes the migration and
division of cells. This phase is characterized by angiogenesis, collagen deposition, granulation tissue
formation, epithelialization, and wound contraction. By excreting collagen and fibronectin, fibroblasts grow and form a new, provisional extracellular
matrix (ECM), in this way granulation tissue is formed [15]. Concurrently, re-epithelialization occurs,
in which epithelial cells proliferate and ‘crawl’
atop the wound bed, providing cover for the new
tissue [16]. Several studies suggest that LLLT stimulates wound healing by stimulation of specific
metabolic processes [5]. Bisht et al. [17] reported
that major changes seen in wounds treated with
LLLT include increased granulation tissue, early
epithelization, increased fibroblast proliferation
and matrix synthesis, and enhanced neovascularization. Animal model of the healing of wounds by
secondary intention and daily LLLT during the postoperative period has shown to stimulate collagen
formation and increase the strength of the healing
tissue [18]. In addition, some authors claimed that
daily treatment with LLLT is required to provide
the maximal benefit [19,20]. In our study, the beneficial effect of LLLT was significant histologically
on the LG side on the 3rd day. On the 3rd day also
there was mild active inflammation on LG side
where no inflammation was observed on CG side.
Also there was moderate inflammation in CG side
and hence LG side also presented granulation tissue
around the necrosed area and it was accompanied
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by the increase of the connective tissue the 6th day.
In addition, on the 10th day, re-epithelization of the
CG side was not completed where LG side showed
complete re-epithelization. As a result, these histological findings showed that the LLLT improved
the wound healing and shortened the healing period
in 5-FU induced oral mucositis in rats.
Lasers may be used with high and low doses
for therapeutic purposes, and low doses of laser
therapy stimulate the wound healing, where high
doses are suppressive [21,22]. Previous studies indicated that laser irradiation at energy densities up
to 4 J/cm2 had stimulating effects whereas higher
energy fluencies had rather inhibitory characteristics [5,23,24]. However, Kreisler et al. reported
that this stimulation effect occurs between 2-8 J/
cm2 [25]. In another study Bolton et al. [26]. suggest that the laser therapy with doses between
2-16 J/cm2 was effective for improve the wound
healing, although doses higher than 16 J/cm2 may
suppressive [26,27]. In our study we applied 5 J/
cm2 laser energy with 808 nm wavelengths and
this energy doses also improve the wound healing.
In this study, we evaluated the effect of LLLT
on oral mucositis reduction. So far some other authors also studied the effect of LLLT on oral mucositis. Franca et al. [9] reported that phototherapy
had a positive effect in reducing mucositis severity
and a more pronounced effect in treating established mucositis. They applied GaAlAs in-touch laser device to the oral mucositis region with a density of 1.2 J/cm2, and 660 nm wavelength 4 day
daily. In another study, Kuhn et al. [28] suggest
that laser therapy in addition to oral care can decrease the duration of chemotherapy induced oral
mucositis in pediatric patients. Patients receiving
5 day intervention were enrolled in this study. The
LLLT group was treated with laser GaAlAs, wavelength (l): 830nm, dose: 4 J/cm2,. The GaAlAs
laser application protocol in our study was 808 nm
with a wavelength of 5 J/cm2, 4 day daily. Our
results were similar to previous studies if only the
laser parameters were different. Major differences
between our study and the studies before were laser density and the application method (by means
of not in-touch).

Conclusion
The variety of laser systems and experimental conditions make the comparison of the results
confusing. However our results support the biostimulation effect of LLLT with a different radiation
protocol on the wound healing of 5-FU induced
oral mucositis. As a result, within the limitations
of this study, it can be concluded that LLLT may
be beneficial in improving wound healing process on oral mucositis. It seems that LLLT will be
an indispensable part of therapy in managing oral
mucositis in oncologic patients in the future.
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Abstract
The paper presents the model of computer-assisted medical system which in standard situations in
health care institutions collects medical information about patients and health of the population. At
the same time, the system serves as an electronic
medical card file containing patient data. Owing to
the design of this data base and application layer organizing the sorting of data, the data thus obtained
can be processed in various ways using the methods
of artificial intelligence, and new knowledge can
thus be gained via the process of automated scientific research process. The whole process markedly
reduces the costs of investment into the scientifictechnologic processes in health care systems, multiplying simultaneously new medical knowledge.
We suggest that the model should be used for the
collection of scientific information in the Serbian
health care system.
Key words: Health information system, artificial intelligence, data base, data mining.
Introduction
Every day, in the health care system of Serbia
only, more than 23.000 doctors of medicine and
dentistry perform tens of thousands patient examinations, make tens of thousands diagnoses, and
consider the similar number of treatments in 344
health care institutions in Serbia (1). We should
add to this number more than 5.000 private practices with their own physicians and dentists performing the same procedures (2). Huge human and
financial resources are engaged, i.e. a huge amount of energy is invested into the health care of Serbian population. Regretfully, our poor and undeveloped country is not able to financially support
the whole of the population’s needs in health care,
the consequence being that the budget of the Mini-

stry of Health amounted 3,7 billion dinars in 2011
– only half of the budget in 2007 (3).
On the other hand, the country makes efforts,
as much as possible, to stimulate and support financially the reasearch projects aimed to improve
general health of the population; however, all that
is far from sufficient and cannot be sustained longterm. The Ministry of Science and Technology has
summarized the situation in the best way in the
strategy of scientific and technologic development
from 2010 to 2015: „We do not play any major
role in any of the branches of science, either in
Europe or worldwide. Undisputable individual talents cannot substitute for the fact that none of our
universities has been placed in the Shangai list of
500 best universities throughout the world. Globalization has led to the multiplication of centers of
technology and science. Together with traditional
Western Europe, United States of America, Japan,
and Canada, in the last 20 years, in addition to
now recovered Russia, there have emerged India,
China, Brasil, and even the Near East countries.
They all significantly invest in science and technology“ (4). In the above Ministry document, the
way out was seen in the symbiosis of two processes: increased investments in science and focusing on certain priorities. In general, the idea could
be seen as adequate, lacking the results, nevertheless. In the period of two years since the realization of this plan, we can only say that wishes are
one thing, but the reality is something completely
different.
We should perhaps wait – forty days, forty years, four hundred years. What can be done now?
The country, or the government to be more precise, should listen and watch what is being suggested as the solution. If the solutions are deemed to
be bad, we should say so; if not, we should approve of, accept widely, and start to implement them.
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We just must not look indifferently at the situation
and wait for the salvation from outside.
The paper aims to present an original model of
collection of relevant research data in the area of
health care in a simple, cost-effective way, operational simultaneously as electronic patient files.
We will present the model in which the above human resources in health care, doing their regular,
everyday work, become investigators by way of
simple recording of what they have done.
Serbia, become an eye to see what is being
shown to you; become an ear to hear what is being
told to you.
Methods
Model core – software-hardware architecture
The core of the system consists of a bunch of
personal computers under the Microsoft Windows
Server 2008 operative system and Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2 data base. A portion of this „farm
of computers“ is equipped with computers for
external communication, with the software interface for external communication under the Microsoft .Net Framework 4.0 platform (middle layer).

Figure 1. Model core
36

Protected by a series of routers and firewalls,
the core has two ultra fast Internet access points
via an optical cable. The core contains a series of
uninterruptable power supply (UPS) devices and
electrical power sources. Continual, automated
backup of data is provided, manned by system engineers (for Microsoft Windows systems) for 24
hours a day (Figure 1).
Data base (DataSet) design
One of essential differences in the design of this
data base compared to those that have been developed so far (and still active) is the organization of
data, taking the structure of the human body as the
principal criterion. It has been customary so far
that when a diagnosis or a therapy is concerned,
that diagnosis or treatment is first recorded, and
only then (if at all) the bodily location. We are now
setting the things differently. Precise anatomical
site or sites of interest are the first to be recorded,
followed by diagnosis and possibly treatments
used (Figure 2). The generic design of data about
organ(s), system of organs, and effects of substances upon them, is realized as an object tree. Similar
to object oriented programming (OOP), an object
is here the anatomical region of organ(s), organ
or organ systems, continuing to organ parts and
even single cells. It contains diagnosed diseases
or successful treatments, and upon it the substrata
act. Object inheritance is integrated. Such a data
design enables their proper analysis by artificial
intelligence systems. We should observe, for instance, diabetes mellitus, supposing that we do not
know possible causes of the disease. The disease
is much more complex than in our example, but
for the purpose of illustration we should simplify
as much as possible the procedure the multiplication of which could lead to the complete resolution
of this complex disease:
1. Increased blood glucose is detected, to be
entered as:
- Location: Organ circulation system/blood/
blood serum;
- Available location status: Measured glucose
value, with other available data, if there
are any (values of proteins, electrolytes,
antibodies, antigens, hormones, etc.);
- Dijagnosis: Diabetes melitus, Associated
phenomena: diabetic foot;
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- Therapy: Insulin (type of therapy, agent – with
detailed characteristics and all ingredients,
manufacturer), application route, etc.);
- Note: Other unclassified information, if
there are any, such as: detected presence of
medicaments, microorganisms, and similar.
If we project the base to accept data organized
and distributed/classified in such a manner, we end
up with the master/detail relationship as in Figure 3
Entry of obtained medical information in the
data base
In the previous section, the architecture of data
base is explained, adjusted for subsequent formation of virtual tables, so called View, sorting,
and data processing via queries to the data base
(Query). The discontinuity with earlier medical

registry applications is the complete avoidance of
textual documents in their original form, including
specialist reports, hospital discharge lists, interpretations of x-rays and other findings, histopathologic findings, and especially patient histories
with all their constituent elements and collected
information. This portion will be performed by
physicians’ minds individually. Extracted and processed data from these documents, as well as any
other obtained data, should be entered in the above
form adjusted to the presented base design.
User interface for data entry
As an interface between physicians (or other
medical staff) or authorized users who enter data
and data bases, there is an application interface written in Microsoft .NET Framework, to be
executed directly in the Internet browsers in the

Figure 2. Interactions of organs and substrata. Example of dental canal treatment,explaining the organization and design of data in all branches of medicine.*BioNodiFarmMed is an imaginarymanufacturer
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Figure 3. Master/Detail table relationship in the data base, adjusted to system requirements
the entry of data in the complex Master/Detail base,
replacing direct typing as much as possible with the
selection of items from drop-down lists. The layer
has to be adjusted to allow entry of new Master entries in the table, if the desired list items are missing.

Figure 4. Diagram of an automated scientific
process
form of ASP.NET platform, .NET or ActiveX or
Adobe Flash controls, and if needed in specialized
Desktop applications for Microsoft Windows, Linux, and mobile platforms as well, such as Android
and similar. The role of the interface is to simplify
38

Who and where should enter the data?
In general, the information obtained from patients should be entered by doctors or authorized
medical personnel during the examination or intervention, or immediately after that. However, the
middle application layer has to have the option by
which any citizen could enter his own personal data,
including disease(s), living conditions, specificals
related to personal preferences, habits, experiences,
etc. Although the information obtained in this way
have to be classified as less reliable or relevant, they
can be crucial in the detection of possible non-medical influences regarding the presence or absence
of particular diseases/conditions.
The system has to allow each and every individual to enter the relevant information in the
system (from his point of view) before the visit to
his doctor.
Each doctor should be allowed to formulate his
own online patient questionnaire, containing the
pertinent questions, the answers to which should
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be automatically classified and placed directly in
the data base. Perhaps only one in ten or fifty patients will comply and fill the questionnaire, but regardless of the percentage of responders, in view
of the huge sample of Serbian general population,
the questionnaire will certainly be more comprehensive and more representative than any of the
questionnaires organized so far.
Education of the staff
One of key tasks of education of the staff to be
involved in the system is raising the awareness of
the significance of a collective endeavor like this.
Every physician involved in the process of collection of data has to understand that conscientious
work and entry of obtained data in the system
have a direct impact on saving patients’ lives and
contribute to disease prevention and cure. It is of
utmost importance that appropriate education and
stimulation of doctors should be introduced or
that measures to discourage negligent work should be undertaken. For those that cannot be easily
accommodated to use advanced technologies, it is
necessary to provide other medical staff for data
entry based on their findings.
Guidelines and user support
The whole system has to be accompanied by
well documented textual and audio-visual guidelines, and support staff always ready to provide
explanation and help to the users in their work
with the system.
Discussion
The principal purpose of our model is to replace millions hours of research work in the areas
of finding out novel therapies, prevention of diseases, and improvement of general health of human population, similar to the way we are able to
extract energy from sunlight and water power. The
system will work to sustain and save human lives.
The data collected will be analyzed using the
automation methods of artificial intelligence. The
process of analysis itself goes beyond the scope of
this paper (it is elaborated in the author’s doctoral
thesis). In short, the methods of artificial intelligence are able to find out correlations and interdependences among two or more variables in a well

organized DataSet, providing new insights and
new knowledge. For the process to be successful,
it is necessary to exclude traditional textual documents mentioned above (patient histories, reports,
etc.) and that the information from them should be
immediatelly classified by human mind. Artificial
intelligence analysis of such textual documents is
possible to a certain point, and the process may
involve the methods the most important of which
are Text Mining (5), Fuzzy Logic (6) , and so on.
However, the results of classification and meanings obtained using these mechanisms are not satisfactory – in fact, they are far from those required
for adequate distribution and classification of data.
The ultimate result of the process should be
that during every physical examination and intervention performed by Serbian doctors, the process
of automated analysis and research is taking place
simultaneously in order to prevent diseases in the
healthy and cure the sick.
The existance of a system such as this is essential for Serbia. The savings made in the area of scientific research exceed tens of thousands of times the
investment in the creation and maintenance of the
system. The speed with which new discoveries are
made is the speed of light compared to individual,
manual research projects, not to mention the reputation of our country worldwide with such a system.
The Holy Spirit should open our eyes and ears
to see and comprehend the significance of the model of such a computer medical system.
Conclusion
Twenty first century brings about the new technologies we could only dream of in not so distant past. Adequate use of our original model for
the collection of health-related data for research
purposes would enable Serbia to make enormous
savings in health-realated research projects, conspicuous progress in new scientific developments
in health care, becoming the first country in the
world dedicated completely to Life.
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Abstract
Objective: University students encounter many
health problems during their years of education.
In this study, health problems of students were
evaluated and necessary steps were taken according to the needs of the students mainly related to
reproductive health, including sexual transmitted
diseases. This study planned to evaluate the sexual
health and reproductive health problems of the university students and determine high-risk groups for
planning preventive health services.
Methods: The study group consisted of 2401
students who attended the Youth Friendly Center
(YFC). The study was conducted with cross sectional and case management techniques. For statistical evaluation, proportional analysis and Chi
square test was used.
Results: Among the students, 52.5% attended
only for counseling while the rest (47.5%,) attended
for counseling together with other problems. The reasons for counseling were sexual and reproductive
health problems (100.0%), problems of adolescence (46.0%) and contraception (49.6%). The reasons
for attending the YFC, except for counseling, were
mainly gynecological complaints (56.6%) in females and urological complaints (19.3%) in males,
psychological complaints (11.1%), and suspicion of
HIV/AIDS (7.6 %) in both females and males.
Conclusion: While the minimal-risk group
might only demand simple guidance and support
from parents and the school system at nominal
cost, the high-risk group requires intensive multifaceted development oriented programmes, possibly at higher cost. Youth centers and youth friendly

approach is a necessity for knowing and solving the
health problems of young people and for counseling them.
Key words: Reproductive health, counseling,
services-based research, risk behavior, youth, adolescent, experiential learning, program evaluation.
Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines
10-19 year-olds as “adolescent”, 15-24 year-olds as
“young”, and 10-24 year-olds as “young people”.
Twenty-nine percent of the whole world’s population is young people. Providing health and educational needs for this group is essential for social and
economical development of a country [1,2].
In the last twenty years, very important social,
political and economical changes have influenced
the health of young people. Healthcare services for
young people are not at the desired level. Termination
of unwanted pregnancies in unhealthy conditions,
sexually transmitted diseases [STD), HIV/AIDS, tobacco use and attempting suicide are the important
health problems of young people [2 ,3, 4,5].
Turkey has almost two million university students. In Turkey by law, Medico Social Centers are
organized to give services for the health, psychiatric, and social problems of the university students.
University students encounter many health
problems during their years of education. In this
study, health problems of students were evaluated
and necessary steps were taken according to the
needs of the students.
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Methods
The cross sectional and case management techniques together in this study was conducted on the
medical records of university students who were
attending to Youth Friendly Center (YFC) were
evaluated.
Eskisehir is a city, which has two universities,
namely Anadolu and Eskisehir Osmangazi. Eskisehir Osmangazi University (EOU) has almost
fifteen thousands students. The YFC honours privacy and confidentiality, offers convenient hours
and locations, and keeps fees affordable, among
other features. Promising approaches include peer
outreach, which is available in university [6,7,8].
The study was conducted at students who attended
the YFC constituted the target group. The study
population consisted of 2401 students who attended the YFC between 1 April 2003 and 1 January
2012. The students were interviewed in an YFC
rooms. A inquiry including questions to determine socio-demographic variables and complaints
were applied by face to face interview method to

collect data, and these data was recorded by researcher. For the students who did not have any
medical complaint, counseling was given, and for
this reaching, we arranged seminars and conferences at the different faculties of the university. If
the student had health problems, medical care was
given to him / her together with counseling. If an
advanced evaluation and treatment was necessary,
it was provided by the EOU Hospital.
SPSS version 13.0 for windows was used to
evaluate these recorded data and proportional
analysis and Chi square test were used to determine significance. Rejection of the null hypothesis
was set at p<0, 05.
Results
According to Table 1, the percentage of the
female students who came to the YFC is higher
than that of the male students. The majority of the
students who came were in the second year of their studies. Most of the students had no history of
health problems.

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Students
Gender
Age

Faculties

Class

History of medical
problems
Total

42

Female
Male
19 and below
20-24
Over 24
Faculty of Science and Literature
Faculty of Architecture and Engineering
Faculty of Business and Administration
Faculty of Education
Eskisehir Higher School of Health
Vocational School of Health Science
Faculty of Medicine
Faculty of Agriculture
Other
1st year
2st year
3st year
4st year and over
None
İnternal disease (Cardio vascular, neurological
problems, chest, psychiatric etc.)
Surgical disease (Ca, polikistik over, etc)

Number
1194
1207
961
1408
32
716
557
378
375
121
115
90
31
18
655
922
454
368
2333

Percentage
49.7
50.3
40.0
58.7
1.3
29.8
23.2
15.7
15.6
5.0
4.8
3.7
1.3
0.7
27.3
38.4
19.0
15.3
97.2

51

1.3

17
2401

0.7
100.0
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Table 2. Distribution of the Variables Related to the Services
Variable
Number of Visits
Reason for
Visit

Subject of
Counseling

Printed material
Reasons for
visit other than
counseling*

Diagnosis and/
or services given
(n: 2401)

Laboratory tests
Satisfaction
from the health
personnel*

One
Two
Three and more
Counseling
Counseling + medical
Sexual health / Reproductive health
Contraceptive methods
Adolescence problems
Psychological complaints
Cigarette, Alcohol, Drug Addiction
Breast self-examination + testicular self-examination
Others (Hygiene + nutrition)
Given
Not given
Gynecological complaints of females (n:1194)
Psychological complaints (n:2401)
Urological complaints of males (n:1207)
HIV/AIDS suspicion (n:2401)
Vaginitis treatment of females (n:1194)
o Vaginal candidiasis
o Nonspecific Vaginitis
o Trichomanas Vaginitis
o Gonore
o Clamidia
Menstrual disorder and dysmenorrhea (n:1194)
Emergency contraception (n:2401)
Treatment of gonorrhea suspicion (Male n:1207)
Pregnancy test (n:1194)
Rapid pre-test HIV/AIDS (n: 2401)
Nurse
Doctor
Psychological counselor

The majority of the students had come to the
YFC for the first time. Almost two thirds of the
students came only for counseling. The counseling topics were mainly sexual health and reproductive health (SH/RH), contraceptive methods,
and problems of adolescence. Printed materials
were also given to the students.
The reasons for attending the YFC except
counseling were mainly gynecological complaints
in females and urological complaints in males, and
psychological complaints and suspicion of HIV/
AIDS both in females and in males. The main gynecological complaints were vaginitis followed by
menstrual disorders and dysmenorrhea.

Number
1781
462
158
1261
1140
2401
1189
1107
262
116
66
63
1831
570
235
268
101
183
183
90
48
26
14
5
209
91
24
138
172
2076
475
206

Percentage
74.2
19.2
6.6
52.5
47.5
100.0
49.6
46.0
10.9
4.8
2.8
2.6
76.3
23.7
56.9
11.1
8.4
7.6
15.3
7.5
4.0
2.2
1.2
0.4
8.4
3.8
2.0
5.7
7.1
99.1
98.7
95.6

Among laboratory tests the pregnancy test was
the one most often used, and emergency contraception was the most often given service. If an advanced diagnosis and/or treatment was necessary,
the EOU hospital provided necessary care for
these students. In 2.2% of the students seen, tertiary care center service was needed and students
were referred to the university hospital. In order
to determine the quality of the service, a questionnaire was given to the applicants. The majority
of the students were satisfied by the service given
at the YFC.
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Table 3. Relation of Substance Abuse and the Place of the Residence of the Students
Place of Residence
Smoking

With the family In dormitory In house with friends

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Do not smoke

164

62.1

686

70.6

481

41.3

1331

55.4

Smoke
Alcohol
Do not use
Use
Reasons for
attending YPC
Counseling
For other services
Including counseling
Total

100

37.9

286

33.3

684

58.7

1070

44.6

170
94

64.4
35.6

742
230

76.3
23.7

563
602

48.3
51.7

1475
926

61.4
38.6

x²=1.894
df=2
P=0,000
x²=1.766
df=2
P=0,000
x²=11,321

160

60.6

573

59.0

528

45.3

1261

52.5

df=2

104

39.4

399

41.0

637

54.7

586

47.5

P=0,003

254

100.0

972

100.0

1165

100.0

2401

100.0

Alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking and
attending for health service/ counseling were statistically higher for students who were living with
their friends.
Discussion
According to our study (Table 1), the number
of girls (49.7%) who came to the YFC was higher
than that of the boys. This ratio was close to the
Hacettepe University (59.9%) YFC and higher
than that of Dicle University (36.9%) [9]. The
reason for the higher number of the second year
students coming to our YFC may be due to the
difficulty of the students’ adaptation to university
life in the second year.
Most of the university students (97.2%) have
no history of medical problems. For this healthy
group, public health services are very important.
This group may risk having problems related to
substance abuse, STD and termination of unwanted pregnancies. For this reason, counseling and
services given to reduce the risk is very important
for this group [10,11].
Evaluation of the reasons of the students attending the YFC is very important for the organization
of services. In our study, the main reason for attending the YFC was counseling (Table 2). The main
topics of counseling were SH/RH (100.0%), contraceptive methods (49.6%), and problems of ado44

Statistical
assessment

lescence (46.0%). Counseling was also supported
by giving printed materials to the students.
In this study, the most common complaint of the
girls was vaginal infections (15.3%). Increasing
rates of STD among adolescents is an important
health problem. The most common STDs among
teenagers are gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis, herpes, genital warts, and HIV. Both men and women
may suffer from asymptomatic STDs. Young people are especially reluctant to seek care when they
know that they have an STD. Girls are more susceptible to STD than boys, because they are less
informed, and developing cervical anatomy makes
them prone to infection. Some STDs like cervical
gonorrhea and chlamydia cause pelvic inflammatory disease, resulting in infertility, increased risk
of ectopic pregnancy and secondary infertility. In
addition, HPV infection in the vulva, vagina and
the cervix results in pre-invasive (VIN, VAIN, and
CIN) and invasive squamous cancer in those areas
[10,11,12]. In a study from Hacettepe University,
STD was diagnosed in 7.2% of the students [13].
Another study from the YFC of a university revealed that university students have little knowledge
about STD and students from the same university
got counseling related to STD [14].
Menstrual disturbances are the second most
common complaint among girls. For this reason,
preparation of a brochure related to menstrual disorders is planned.
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Supply and counseling related to emergency
contraception is the important part of our services
(3.8%). For the students who get emergency contraception pills from the YFC, it is a good opportunity to give them counseling related to use of effective contraception. Other studies also stressed
the importance of emergency contraception for
unwanted pregnancies [15,16,17,18].
Pregnancy tests were offered to 5.7% of the
students. One hundred eight out of 138 test results
were positive for pregnancy. Of these, four terminations were done with the students’ informed
consent. Pregnancies among university students
are usually unwanted pregnancies. The impact
of unwanted pregnancy on the well-being of young girls is immense. If they decide to terminate
an unwanted pregnancy, they often seek unsafe
abortion often by means of abortifacients. This often leads to hemorrhage, septicemia, and internal
organ damage that result in significant morbidity
and mortality. Long-term sequelae include ectopic
pregnancy, pelvic infection, and, subsequently, secondary infertility [10,18]. The YFC has an important role in reducing the number of unwanted
pregnancies by offering effective contraceptives,
and to help in the termination of unwanted pregnancies under healthy conditions [1, 2, 6, 7].
Laboratory test for HIV/AIDS was demanded
by 7.1% of the students. This rate seems to be very
high, and emphasizes that unprotected sexual intercourse between young people is a reality among
university students.
According to our study, 44.6% of the students
smoke, and 38.6% use alcohol. Smoking among
students is very high. Even higher rates of smoking among students are reported by other universities in Turkey [19,20,21]. Smoking and alcohol
use have very important health consequences. In
our study, the place of residence of the students
has an important effect on smoking, alcohol use
and going to the YFC (Table 3). From this study,
we understand that the YFC’s services should also
include activities related to the reduction of substance abuse. This is more important for students
who are living in houses with their friends.
Most of the students were pleased with the
service given at the YFC. This may be related to
the quality of services given to the students at this
center.

Conclusion
In every area of medicine, preventive measures
are very important. For university students, preventive measures related to STD, unwanted pregnancies, and substance abuse are of utmost importance. For this special group, services must be
given at special centers. Our YFC is organized for
this kind of service with a qualified staff. Printed
materials must also support every service given.
We must also make use of the other ways of reaching university students.
The use of pyramidal concept to formulate programme priorities for young people is a key practical message of this study. For example, the range and intensity of the programmes targeting the
high-risk group cannot be similar to the minimalrisk group. While the minimal-risk group might
only demand simple guidance and support from
parents and the school system at nominal cost,
the high-risk group requires intensive multifaceted development oriented programmes, possibly
at higher cost. People working with young people
must understand the SH/RH needs.
Finally, youth issues have gained importance
during recent years all over the world. In this study, our main aim was to show the effectiveness of
the YF approach and the YFC in our university.
This study covers only the university students for
the reason youth studies must be conducted to reveal importance of counseling and YF approach
for the young people out of school. The results
of the study will provide important information
about future projects and programmes, as this was
a model study, which has been established and introduced to university youth in Turkey.
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Introduction

Abstract
The aim of this study was to identify the profile and differences of elite athletes of Vojvodina in
anthropometric, aerobic and anaerobic capabilities from individual and team sports.
Six groups of athletes (144 all together) from
different sport disciplines participated in the study:
30 sprinters, 23 wrestlers, 12 kayakers, 31 football
players, 18 basketball players and 30 handball
players.
There were 21 anthropometric parameter taken which are part of the International biological programm (IBP). Indicators of aerobic capacity was analysed: absolute and relative oxygen
uptake, speed of running at anaerobic treshold,
maximal velocity during test, speed of running
at maximal oxygen uptake and maximal heart
rate. Wingate anaerobic test used for assesment
of anaerobic capacity.
Significant differences appeared in median values of absolute and relative VO2max among tested
groups. Adequate aerobic endurance is necessary,
in team sports as well as in individual ones, because it allows relatively fast recovery between anaerobic activities in sport games just like between
fights in wrestling. Statistically significant differences appeared between kayakers and all other
sport groups for the parameters absolute and relative VO2max, anaerobic treshold (Tvent), in running
velocity during anaerobic treshold, running velocity during maximum oxygen consumption. Kayakers also had significantly lower heart rate during
anaerobic treshold.
Key words: wrestling, sprint, kayak, football,
basketball, handball

Fitness and conditioning training represents a
good indicator of well-trained athletes, and is crucial for obtaining top sports achievements. Constant
monitoring is very important for the sport result,
from where, in relation to the cycle and calendar
of events, timing of the sports form is performed.
Up to date knowledge reveales that the steady development of accomplishment in any sport can be
achieved with use of scientific research. Afterall, the
ultimate meaning and the main goal of any fitness
training is assuming that the athletes can manifest
their specific sports skills in the situational conditions as well as improvement of sport performance.
To optimise the process of sports conditioning
the scientists and the experts attempt to collect as
many pieces of information as possible about the
sports activity in question (Jukic et al., 2002; Drid
et al., 2010; Radjo et al., 2011). Such analyses
may have various characteristics. For high-level
competition efficiency, athletes have to achieve an
excellent level of physical fitness (adequate motor
abilities, cardio respiratory functions) during training, whether it is individual, or team sport. Importance of these information’s varies from sport
to sport, because they should correspondent to the
demands of a given sport (Sporis et al., 2010).
For basketball may be said (Gabrijelic, 1977)
to be a complex sport comprised of the units of
simple or complex movements executed in cooperation between the members of a team during the
game. Handball is a complex activity in which success depends on a series of versatile factors, defined primarily as endogenous ones, as represented
in interrelated abilities, characteristics and net of
technical-tactical knowledge, and various exogenous ones, which can either facilitate or interfere with
sport achievements (Vuleta et al., 2002). Football
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is an intermittent sport in which the aerobic energy
system is highly demanded. On the other hand, elite soccer players perform 150 – 250 brief intense
actions during a game (Mohr et al., 2003) which
indicates that the rate of anaerobic energy turnover
is high at certain times (Bangsbo et al., 2006). As a
combative sport, wrestling imposes unique stress to
the body and requires high level of metabolic demands, strength, and power (Kreamer et al., 2004),
whereas successful sprint running performance
requires good starting ability, highest maximum velocity, and endurance of that velocity capacity (Kale
et al., 2009). For kayaking it was reported that in
flat water highly trained subjects spend the majority of their race time at or around VO2 peak, taking
advantage of the aerobic system (Zamparo et al.,
1999), but also demands a high level of anaerobic
fitness (Van Someren and Palmer, 2003). Gathering
information and profiling the athletes in various
sports represents the key point in further planning
and programming, thus leading to sport success.
The aim of this study was to identify the profile and differences of elite athletes of Vojvodina in
anthropometric, aerobic and anaerobic capabilities from individual and team sports.
Methodology
Six groups of athletes (144 all together) from
different sport disciplines participated in the study:
30 sprinters (18.5±3.5 years), 23 wrestlers (21.2±2.5
years), 12 kayakers (20.2±4.3 years), 31 football
players (19.4±2.8 years), 18 basketball players
(20.6±3.4 years) and 30 handball players (22.3±1.6
years). There were 21 anthropometric parameter
taken which are part of the International biological
programm (IBP) (Lohman, Roche i Matorell, 1988).
Following parameters were measured: body height,
arm span, diameters of the elbow, wrist, knee and ankle, body weight, circumferences (chest, weist, upper
arm, forearm, thigh and lower leg), skin folds (biceps, triceps, forearm, thigh, lower leg, subscapular,
abdominal and pectoral). Body mass index (BMI)
was calculated as well as percent body fat (PMT).
We have analyse following indicators of aerobic capacity: absolute and relative oxygen uptake,
speed of running at anaerobic treshold, maximal
velocity during test, speed of running at maximal
oxygen uptake and maximal heart rate.
48

Aerobic capacity was assessed with treadmill
(COSMED model T-170-Italy), and the data were
collected with a gas analyzer (CPET breath-by-breath method). Briefly, expiratory airflow was measured by gas turbine with a mask and expired gases
were analysed for O2 with a parametric analyser and
for CO2 with an infrared analyser. Before each test,
the volume was calibrated by five inspiratory and
expiratory strokes at different flows with a threelitre pump; the gas analyser was calibrated with
two mixtures of gases of known oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations (20.9% O2, 0.03% CO2,
and then 16.0% O2, 5.0% CO2). The FSPE1 protocol itself included measurements of ventilatory and
metabolic parameters at rest for one minute, and
then for one minute at speed of 3 km/h. Afterwards,
subjects took progressive increments of workload
at the rate of 0.5 km/h every 30 seconds (started to
run at 7km/h) until exhaustion. The inclination was
constant at 2%. The test was considered completed
when the VO2 reached plateau, and respiratory and
ventilatory quotient reached reference values, while
the subjective state of each participant was monitored during the protocol.
We used Wingate anaerobic test for assesment
of anaerobic capacity. Anaerobic capacity measures taken were: Peak power, Mean power and
Peak power/BM. Testing was conducted at the Laboratory for functional diagnostics, Department of
physiology, Medical Faculty, Novi Sad. Wingate
test (WanT) is “all-out” cycle ergometer test lasting
for 30seconds. Maximal load is achieved by air braked flywheel calibrated previously (Dotan i Bar-Or,
1983). All testing were performed in the same way
by the same person in the morning sessions (Bernard et al., 1997). Data collecting and analisys was
performed via the PC (MacIntosh et al., 2003).
Data analysis
All statistical analysis were performed by the
SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS Inc., USA). Results
are presented as means with standard deviation
(mean ± SD). Student t-test for small independent
samples was applied to determine between-group differences in fitness indicators. Differences
between groups were also analyzed by the canonic
discriminative analysis. Differences were considered statistically significant at p<0.05.
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1.80 (0.06)
1.86 (0.07)
7.90 (0.70)ff
5.80 (0.25)a
9.71 (0.55)
7.54 (0.29)
76.94 (8.96)
100.67 (5.42)aa ff
82.38 (6.30)
31.79 (2.23)aa ff
28.58 (1.59)a ff
53.83 (3.26)
36.33 (1.64)
3.41 (0.64)
4.35 (0.88)
4.42 (0.83)a
6.76 (1.59)
2.88 (0.54)
7.97 (2.08)
3.01 (0.61)
6.87 (1.75)
21.25 (2.07)
9.75 (1.28)

1.77 (0.07)
1.83 (0.08)
7.58 (0.41)ff
5.96 (0.38)aa ff
9.94 (0.46)
7.47 (0.41)
83.45 (12.45)ff
102.65 (6.30)aa ff
85.17 (6.41)a f
32.73 (2.52)aa ff hh
29.08 (2.52)aa ff b hh
58.46 (3.82)kk ff
38.37 (2.75)k f
3.76 (0.69)
5.16 (0.97)a k f
4.71 (0.60)aa ff hh
7.42 (1.55)
3.07 (0.43)h
10.00 (2.42)aa k
3.16 (0.52)
8.97 (4.43)
23.43 (2.65)aa k ff
10.79 (1.84)

1.85 (0.05)
1.89 (0.06)ww ff
7.57 (0.46)ff
5.52 (0.42)
10.14 (0.52)k ff
7.38 (0.42)
78.22 (9.63)
94.56 (6.44)
81.26 (4.93)
28.88 (2.46)
27.11 (1.72)ff
56.68 (3.97)k
38.41 (1.83)kk ff
3.51 (0.70)
4.66 (0.66)
3.89 (0.49)
6.73 (1.33)
3.19 (0.66)hh
8.39 (1.66)
3.11 (0.56)
8.44 (3.17)
21.05 (2.22)
10.10 (1.46)

AS (S)

AS (S)

ww k ff

AS (S)
1.79 (0.07)
1.82 (0.08)
7.26 (0.44)
5.65 (0.32)
9.79 (0.36)
7.59 (0.38)
74.18 (9.71)
94.36 (6.22)
81.26 (6.41)
27.76 (2.31)
25.34 (1.76)
55.37 (3.62)
37.15 (1.82)
3.79 (0.89)
4.62 (0.55)
4.17 (0.51)a
6.91 (1.63)
3.06 (0.68)
8.89 (3.01)
3.36 (0.80)
9.09 (3.20)k
20.59 (2.17)
10.54 (1.52)

AS (S)

Football
(N=31)
1.93 (0.10)
1.96 (0.10)aa ww kk ff
7.77 (0.60)ff
6.10 (0.51)aa ff
10.40 (0.58)ww kk ff
7.72 (0.56)a
91.05 (14.95)aa kk ff
102.83 (6.62)aa ff
87.50 (6.44)aa k ff
31.63 (2.63)aa ff
27.91 (1.94)ff
60.32 (4.55)aa kk ff
40.00 (2.89)a kk ff
3.91 (0.86)
4.71 (0.72)
4.52 (0.64) aa f
6.72 (1.48)
2.95 (0.47)
10.10 (2.48)aa k
3.17 (0.70)
10.80 (5.94)k
23.38 (2.81)aa k ff
11.09 (2.10)
aa ww kk ff h

AS (S)

Basketball
(N=18)
1.86 (0.08)ww k ff
1.94 (0.09)a ww kk ff
7.87 (0.49)a r ff
5.91 (0.41)aa ff
10.49 (0.71)a ww kk ff
7.76 (0.53)aa r
86.31 (14.74)a k ff
100.10 (8.19)aa ff
85.73 (10.32)a f
30.23 (3.63)ff
27.53 (2.13)ff
58.66 (5.32)
38.71 (2.92)kk f
3.65 (0.77)
4.79 (1.20)
4.21 (0.63)a
6.81 (1.17)
2. 78 (0.38)
10.94 (4.80)aa k f
3.17 (0.95)
11.83 (7.70)a k
23.02 (3.23)aa ff
11.61 (2.71)aa k

AS (S)

Handball
(N=30)

Results

In Table 1, results are presented anthropometric
characteristics of the athletes.
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Legend: aa statistically higher (p<0.01) than the athletes, a statistically higher (p<0.05) than the athletes; ww statistically higher (p<0.01) than the wrestlers, w statistically higher (p<0.05) than the wrestlers; kk statistically higher (p<0.01) than kayakers, k statistically higher (p<0.05) than kayakers; ff statistically higher (p<0.01)
than football players; f statistically higher (p<0.05) than football players; hh statistically higher (p<0.01) than handball players; h statistically higher (p<0.05) than
handball players.

Body height (m)
Arm span (m)
Elbow diameter (cm)
Wrist diameter (cm)
Knee diameter (cm)
Ankle diameter (cm)
Body weight (kg)
Chest circumference (cm)
Abdominal circumference (cm)
Forearm circumference (cm)
Lower arm circumference (cm)
Thigh circumference (cm)
Lower leg circumference (cm)
Biceps skinfold (mm)
Triceps skinfold (mm)
Lower arm skinfold (mm)
Thigh skinfold (mm)
Lower leg skinfold (mm)
Subscapular skinfold (mm)
Chest skinfold (mm)
Abdominal skinfold (mm)
ITM
PMT

Parameter

Kayak
(N=12)

Wrestling
(N=23)

Sprint
(N=30)

Table 1. Anthropometric characteristics of the athletes (±SD)
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Aerobic and anaerobic properties of the athletes are shown in Table 2.

49

50

13.69 (1.03)

16.06 (1.21)

Speed of running at
anaerobic treshold (km/h)

Maximal speed of running
(km/h)

7.03 (0.69)

12.13 (2.81)

Peak power start (s)

Peak power end (s)
a

11.72 (1.46)

7.20 (1.04)

662.27 (93.28)
aa kk ff hh

10.61 (1.24)aa kk ff hh

880.70 (145.01)aa kk ff hh

14.74 (1.17)

188.04 (9.84)b h

15.72 (1.25)

14.00 (1.11)b

51.45 (4.18)

4.22 (0.67)

11.18 (1.00)

6.93 (1.05)
ww

13.19 (2.05)ww kk

7.61 (1.62)

461.10 (105.83)

583.29 (85.22)
a ff

8.64 (1.50)

646.00 (150.38)

15.45 (1.07)r

194.68 (8.98)r bb hh

16.42 (1.13)r h

14.05 (1.00)b h

12.20 (2.52)

12.27 (2.52) ww
w

7.35 (1.15)

539.85 (91.03)ff

8.88 (1.17)

765.93 (159.26)ff

14.87 (1.43)

182.70 (9.49)

15.56 (1.47)

13.21 (1.62)

49.77 (7.57)

4.36 (1.08)

X (±SD)

Handball
(N=30)

7.72 (1.72)

652.57 (102.76)

aa ff hh

10.31 (1.29)a k ff hh

938.56 (193.22)aa kk ff hh

15.82 (1.26)ww a h

181.11 (8.59)

16.44 (1.29)h

13.41 (1.15)

49.16 (8.04)

53.63 (4.94)
bh

4.42 (0.72)f

X (±SD)

Basketball
(N=18)

3.97 (0.59)

X (±SD)

Football
(N=31)

9.08 (1.36)

699.17 (130.86)

17.13 (0.85)aa ww ff bb hh

192.75 (10.31)bb hh

18.13 (0.98)aa ww ff bb hh

15.13 (1.17)aa ww ff bb hh

59.63 (4.20)
aa ww ff bb hh

5.03 (0.71)aa ww ff b h

X (±SD)

Kayak
(N=12)

37.2
20.1
16.2
14.5
11.9

1.600

1.291

1.154

0.947

% variance

2.961

Function

0.697

0.732

0.751

0.784

0.865

Kanonic corelation

Table 3. Values of the discriminating functions and their significance

aa

81.972

176.359

278.321

395.863

565.178

χ2

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

P

Legend: statistically higher (p<0.01) than the athletes, statistically higher (p<0.05) than the athletes; statistically higher (p<0.01) than the wrestlers, statistically higher
(p<0.05) than the wrestlers; kk statistically higher (p<0.01) than kayakers, k statistically higher (p<0.05) than kayakers; ff statistically higher (p<0.01) than football players; f statistically higher (p<0.05) than football players; hh statistically higher (p<0.01) than handball players; h statistically higher (p<0.05) than handball players.

501.86 (114.70)

9.02 (2.09)

710.57 (196.87)

14.94 (1.14)

Mean power (W)

Peak power/BW (W/kg)

Peak power (W)

Speed of running at VO2max
(km/h)

194.40 (7.56)ww bb hh

52.61 (4.11)

VO2/kg (ml/min/kg)

HRmax (bpm)

4.15 (0.60)

X (±SD)

X (±SD)

VO2max (l/min)

Parameter

Wrestling
(N=23)

Sprint
(N=30)

Table 2. Aerobic and anaerobic properties of the athletes (±SD)
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Analysis of differences in anthropometric
characteristics, aerobic and anaerobic capacities between subjects who are engaged in various
sports revealed that there are signitificant differences between some of the sports included.
All of the five isolated discriminant function
reached the statistically significant level with the
estimation of p <0.01 (Table 3). Whereas, first two
functions include less than 60% of the variance
system of applied variables and largely defining
the differences between the groups.
Discusion
In our study we measured anthropometric,
anaerobic capacity and aerobic capacity data on
different sport disciplines of athletes from Vojvodina. We included sprinters, wrestlers, kayakers,
football, basketball and handball players in this
research. All subjects were ranked as top level
athletes. According to the collected data we were
able to make sport specific profiles of athletes.
Two anthropometric characteristics body height
and arm span which we used to identify longitudinal dimensionality of the body basketball and
handball palyers presented the highest values and
compared with other sports observed differences
were statistically significant (p<0.01).
Analysing parameters that depicture transversal dimensionality of the body we have noticed
that the same two groups of sportsmen differ from
the others by the parameters of knee and ankle diameter. The parameter wrist diameter was found
high in wrestlers, basketball and handball palyers.
Kayakers have the highest values for parameter
elbow diameter while the football players presented the lowest values for this parameter.
For the parameters volume and body mass we
found that basketball players have the highest and
the footballers have the smalest values. Sprinters
and football players have also the lowest body
weight and circumference of chest while kayakers
and wrestlers have significantly higher value of diameter of forearm and lower arm. Basketball players
have significantly higher abdominal circumference
as well as thigh and lower leg circumference. In
estimation of subcutaneous adipose tissue the results are somwhat more eaqualy distributed among
the measured groups of athletes. However, the

wrestlers have higher values for following skinfold
parameters: lower arm, forearm and subscapular.
This finding could be misleading since it would
be normal to have such result due to subcutaneous adipose tisue. We are asuming that the reason is
thickenning of the skin in above mentioned regions.
The proof of such statement is found in the structure of sporting activity where two wrestlers oppose
each other, griping with the arms, have the highest
energy exchange in theese parts of the body. Outcome is cutaneous tissue hipertophy.
In analysis of aerobic capacity parameters in
all measured groups we have found that kayakers
have the highest values except for the parameter
HR max. Lowest results are found in the group of
basketball players (49.16±8.04 ml/kg/min). This
result for basketball players in our study is even
lower than the result measured in the group of
yunior players in the study of Apostolidis et al.
(2004). In the previous study of Ostojić et al. it
was found that maximal oxygen uptake depends
on the playing position (Ostojić et al., 2006). Namely, the center players have significantly lower
values of this parameter compared with playmaker and wing position players.
In our research significant differences appeared in median values of absolute and relative
VO2max among tested groups. Parameter speed of
running at anaerobic treshold is making the difference among the tested group as well. Kayakers
(15.13km/h) and football players (14.05km/h)
presented the highest values. Crossing of anaerobic treshold at higher speed of running together
with lower HR is the typical marker of endurance induced by specific training (Jones and Carter,
2000) and are parameter of aerobic capacity of an
athlete (Viru et al., 1995).
Authors in this reserach consider that adequate
aerobic endurance is necessary, in team sports as
well as in individual ones, because it allows relatively fast recovery between anaerobic activities
in sport games just like between fights in wrestling. High aerobic capacity also provides faster
recovery during and after training. It is also known
that fast recovery allows athletes to reduce (low
down length duration) a brake and continue on activities with higher intensity, especially in sports
which require multiply repetition of specific sport
knowledge (Bompa, 1999) (skill, technique). Si-
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gnificance of difference in running velocity, in
anaerobic capacity, indicates that the difference
in aerobic performance is more real than practical
significance. Maximum running velocity achieved
during a progressive treadmill test is statistically
the most important for kayakers (18.13km/h), while for basketball players (16.44km/h) and football
players (16.42km/h) is slightly lower but significantly higher from the rest of the athlete groups.
This parameter does not indicate maximum performance at the expense of aerobic resynthessis of
ATP (Viru, 1995). In conclusion, anaerobic lactic
capacity has more significant effect on measured
physiological parameters.
For determination of anaerobic capacity Wingate anaerobic test had been used. WAnT belongs to a group of tests which reliably determines
the parameters of anaerobic capacity (Bulbulian
et al., 1986; Bar-Or, 1987; Klasnja et al., 2010).
According to the standard protocol it is being performed in duration of 30 sec. All the energy required for muscle work achieved during WAnT had
been received from anaerobic sources. It has been
considered earlier that contribution of energy from
aerobic sources is higher (30%), but some of the
published works shows that only 18% of energy
is being received during the WAnT through aerobic glycolisis. Alactic component of anaerobic
sources which consists of high-energy phosphates participates with 31% (Bogdanis et al., 1996),
while lactic part of anaerobic sources provides
50% of energy necessary for performing this test
(Beneke et al., 2002). Outcome of this research
showed that, statistically, most significant results
have been achieved by basketball players (peak
power 938.6W, PP/BW 10.3W/kg) and wrestlers
(peak power 880.7W, PP/BW 10.6W/kg), compared with football players (peak power 646W, PP/
BW 8.6W/kg), kayakers (peak power 699.2W, PP/
BW 9.1W/kg), sprinters (peak power 710.6W, PP/
BW 9.1W/kg) and handball players (peak power
765.9W, PP/BW 8.9W/kg). The results indicate
that wrestling is a sport where strength is predominant for sportive result with predominance of
anaerobic energy sources. In the study of Ponorac et al. (2007) the research results revealed that
football players achieve noticeably better results
(max. strength 763W, 9.7W/kg) unlike football
players during our research, while rowers achie52

ved similar results (max. strength 691W, 8.8W/kg)
just like kayakers in our research. It is important
to emphasize that during the Wingate test, verbal
support has utmost importance (Karaba-Jakovljevic et al., 2007) in achieving maximum results. Athletes from our study have expressed body height
and range of hands and strong knee knuckle. They
have average extent and body weight with a minimum of subcutaneous fat. This group of athletes
from Vojvodina presented good aerobic capacity
(52.6±4.11 ml/min/kg). Football players had significantly higher maximum heart rate from the
rest of the sports groups. Relatively weak anaerobic capacity of sprinters is a bit surprising, since they have been measured the highest value of
ergomertic parameter ‘’peak power’’ (710.6 W),
just like relative values of this parameter (9.1 W/
kg). For achieving better competitive results, more
trainning hours is advised to athletes and trainers
on improving anaerobic abilities which are significant while accomplishing high results in sprinting.
Our research verified that wrestlers have more
expressed wrist and elbow joints. They have average body height and expressive volume of the circumferences of the chest, upper arm, lower arm.
Wrestlers are trying to maximize fat-free body
mass and to minimalize fat mass in order to achieve better performances. Wrestler from out studies
showed that they have excellent aerobic capacity
(51.5±4.2 ml/min/kg). Adequate aerobic endurance is a necessity because it provides relatively fast
recovery between rounds and fights. High aerobic
capacity also allows faster recovery during and after training. Comparing test results from athletes
in our study we found different values of anaerobic capacity between some sports are obtained.
Wrestlers presented the highest values for both
ergometric parameter „peak power“ (880.7W)
and relative values of this parameter (10.6W/kg).
Wrestling with new rules for this sport, introduced
couple of years ago, has predominate anaerobic
characteristics. Training and competing characterize short-term, explosive activities, with significant anaerobic energy production which reflects
long time specific sport training (Trivic et al.,
2011). Quantification of these adaptations allowed
us Wingate parameter ‘’peak power’’ which relates to decomposition of high energy phosphates.
It shows statistically significant difference regar-
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ded on sprinters, kayakers, football players and
handball players (p<0.01). Unlike some other authors where a bit higher values of parameter „peak
power“ are presented in groups of wrestlers and
rowers, (10.2W/kg, 11.6W/kg) (Inbar et al., 1996)
our research did not recorded maximal values of
this parameter. This gives us the right to connote
the trainers to direct their training on improving
anaerobic abilities so that wrestlers from Vojvodina could be closer to normative values of world
class wrestlers. This group of athletes and their
trainers should less pay attention on percentage
of fat tissue and pay a lot more attention to percentage of non-fat tissue which is in a lot stronger
relation with anaerobic parameters.
Statistically significant differences appeared
between kayakers and all other sport groups for the
parameters absolute and relative VO2max, anaerobic
treshold (Tvent), in running velocity during anaerobic
treshold, running velocity during maximum oxygen
consumption. Kayakers also had significantly lower
heart rate during anaerobic treshold. All these differences (transit of anaerobic capacity during higher
running velocity with lower heart rate) represent
typical markers for endurance induced with adaptation (Jones and Carter, 2000) and indicate the level of aerobic performance of an individual athlete
(Viru, 1995). Maximum running velocity has been
achieved during a progressive treadmill test, and is
statistically the most significant on kayakers compared with other athletes. This parameter does not
indicate ones maximum performance on behalf of
anaerobic resynthesis of ATP (Viru, 1995). In that
way we can conclude that anaerobic lactate capacity has significant influence on physiological parameters. Kayakers, in our research, expressed less
absolute anaerobic strength but they distinguished
themselves in relative anaerobic strength just like in
medium value of achieved muscle force.
Statistically, unlike the other researched groups
of athletes, football players from our study have
significantly lower values of mentioned parameters. However, the best football players, according
on their body height and mass, in average, do not
differ so significantly from young and healthy men
(Markovic and Bradic, 2008). Football players
from our study proved to own excellent aerobic
capacity (53.6±4.9 ml/min/kg). However, when
we compare those results with results of German

first-class players (average 67 ml/min/kg, Verheijen et al., 1998) where in both groups of athletes
achieved maximum value of heart frequency 185190/minute, we can say that football players from
our study are far below the norm for highly trained
players. Aerobic endurance is commonly considered as the ability to sustain the certain acvity by
introducing the large number of musclesnecessary
to overcome given load as longer as possible, while the energy is provided in aerobic way. Even though it is expected from football players to carry
out a huge physical job during 90 minutes, his goal
is not to run a longest distance possible. Football
player also does not moves cyclically with the
same velocity, but constantly changes the direction and speed of his movement in accordance with
tactical role in the game and the situation on the
field at that time. Therefore, there is an important
difference between cyclic and acyclic aerobic endurance. It also means that a football player does
not need to develop aerobic endurance up to his
maximum, unlike in typical endurance sport. Finally, there is a big correlation between maximum
consumption of oxygen and total distance exceeded during the game. Those data clearly reveals
us that aerobic ability represent a very important
component of success in football. They also add
to the player faster recovery between anaerobic
activities of higher intensity, and faster recovery
between training and a match. High energy phosphates are one of two energetic systems to contribute. ATP amount in the muscle provides the football player the activity with maximum intensity
in duration of 2-3 seconds (Viru et al., 1995). After the depletion of ATP creatine phosphate (CP)
extends the time of work at high intensity up to
10-15 seconds in alactic conditions. Regeneration
of these energy sources lasts for 60 – 90 seconds
(Viru et al., 1995). Renewing process is going on
while the football player is standing, walking or
hopping because the energy for operating those
actions draws from carbohydrates and fats. Anaerobic or velocity endurance presents the ability of
the football player to work as long as possible during the intensity which is close to the maximum
(for example sprint on 400m). However, football
players rarely manifest that type of continuous
form of anaerobic endurance. Instead, in football
we are meeting an acyclic type of anaerobic en-
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durance which includes repetitive performance of
explosive activities like sprinting with total duration of 30 – 40 seconds. Although the most part of
the energy necessary for work of football players
during the match is being given in aerobic way,
the most important activities (sprints with the ball
and without it, jumps, change of the movement
direction, hits, duels, and such) have anaerobic
characteristics and the football player has to repeat them during the match. Football players from
our study showed relatively modest results of
the highest value of ergometric parameter „peak
power“ (646W), and relative values of this parameter (8.64W/kg). In order to achieve better results, this group of athletes have to change the improve training system significantly.
Basketball is a sport which is characterized with
periods of high intensity, discontinous relatively
short periods of recovery. If the players are not on
the high level of physical preparedness, technique
will progressively get worse with appearance of
fatigue during the match. Basketball players have
to be able to move on the court efficiently, make a
fast and explosive moves, calculate the opponent’s
next move and react quickly, to move in every direction and jump high and fast continuously during the match. To achieve this, basketball players
have to own a high level of general and specific
physical abilities (Abdelkrim et al., 2007). Only
those athletes who own high level of physical
ability will be able to achieve the biggest effects
using sport specific resources for developing their
physical preparedness. Goal of this research was
to describe anthropometric characteristics and
functional characteristics of top basketball players
from Vojvodina. Eighteen basketball players took
part in this research, which competed in first national league. Basketball players were taller and
had more weight unlike the other groups of athletes who participated in this research which was
expected due to sport specific anthropometric
demands (p<0.01). Basketball players had higher
parameter of hand reach (p<0.01) compared with
sprinters, wrestlers, kayakers and football players.
They also had significantly higher values of parameter diameter of wrist and knee, and abdominal
skinfold and of lower leg. Parameter of absolute
and relative consumption of oxygen are excellent,
but slightly lower from the rest of analyzed gro54

ups. Basketball players had significantly higher
running velocity during maximum consumption
of oxygen which indicate on very good economy
of movement. Statistically, anaerobic strength of
basketball players of Vojvodina is on a very high
level and significantly higher from sprinters, kayakers, football, and handball players (p<0.01).
Handball players from our study possess high
values of parameter of body height and weight,
and outstanding range of hands. Our research confirmed that handball players have very high values
for parameter diameter of wrists, elbow, and knee.
Research showed that handball players have high
aerobic capacity (49.8±7.6 ml/min/kg). Handball
players presented the highest values of ergometric
parameter „peak power“ (765.9W) and relative value of this parameter (8.88 W/kg). It is well known
that handball is a sport with typical short periods of
activities with high intensity, with short alternating
pause periods, where anaerobic metabolism is proved to be a very important element of sport success.
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Abstract

Introduction

Objective: In this study we aimed to establish
the level of dental anxiety in adults and investigate
its relationship to demographic and sociocultural
characteristics.
Material-method: This cross sectional study
was performed upon 151 patients, out of 180 patients (81.2%), aged 18 and above, who referred
for the first time to the Periodontology Clinic,
Dental Faculty, Erciyes University, between January- March 2008, and had appropriately answered
DAS. A questionnaire, prepared by the investigators, and DAS were used as data gathering tools.
Results: The mean age of the patients who participated in the study was 38.3±12.5, 55.6% were
females, 35.8% were housewives, and 41.1% had
a poor income level. 29.1% of the patients were
smokers. 94.0% stated that they went to a dentist
when they had complaints, 63.6% stated that their
general dental health was medium, 58.3% stated
that they very much needed treatment, and 66.9%
stated that they brushed their teeth every day. The
mean DAS score of the individuals in the study
group was 9.39±3.52. When the DAS scores were
classified according to severity, it was found that
41.1% of the patients scored < 9, 40.4% scored
between 9-12 points ( moderate anxiety), 10.6%
scored between 13-14 points (high anxiety), and
7.9% scored between 15-10 (severe anxiety or
phobia). In our study, dental anxiety was found to
be significantly higher in female patients, young
patients, and patients who do not go to a dentist on
a regular basis (p<0.05).
Conclusion: The most important risk factors
affecting the state of dental anxiety were, female
gender, young age, and not going to a dentist on a
regular basis.
Key words: Anxiety, dental fear, periodontology.
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Anxiety, is a subconscious intense state of restlessness and concern towards an unknown danger,
whereas, fear is the reaction to an obvious danger
(1-4). Extreme dental fear is a worldwide issue
affecting a wide portion of the population (4-6).
There are many people who neglect their oral-dental
treatments due to this dental anxiety (7), it has been
reported worldwide, that approximately 6-15% of
the individuals avoid their dental examinations due
to their severe dental fear (8). Compared to previous years, today, there are many alternatives a dentist
can use aiming to reduce a patient’s dental anxiety
(9). Nevertheless, there has been no improvement
at all in the past 50 years, regarding dental anxiety, in spight of all the head spinning developments
in dental treatment and analgesia (10). In his study
Locker has established the psychosocial effects of
dental anxiety and fear (11).
Dental anxiety patients are not an ethiologically homogenous group, dental anxiety arises
through different mechanisms (12). Among these; negative information, witnessing or having a
bad experience and negative conditioning can be
listed. A bad experience with a dentist is a major
contributor in the negative conditioning in dental
anxiety (13). Although more frequent in children,
dental anxiety has a high incidence in the population (14). Corah Dental Anxiiety Scale (DAS) (15)
comprises questions that establish the patient’s
anxiety level the day before going to the dentist,
in the dentist’s waiting room, and just before the
dentist’s treatment.
In this study, the aim was to establish the dental
anxiety level in adults, and its relationship to demographic and sociocultural cahracteristics.
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Materials and method
This cross-sectional study was performed
between January-March 2008, upon 186 patients,
18 years old and above, who referred for the first
time to the Periodontology Clinic, Dentistry Faculty, Erciyes University, and 151 (81.2%) of the
patients who answered the Corah dental Anxiety
Scale (DAS) appropriately were included into the
study. The data gathering tools were; a questionnaire prepared by the investigators, inquiring about the
demographic and sociocultural characteristics, such
as smoking, how often they visit their dentists, their
perception of their general oral state, and the need
for treatment, and the Corah Dental Anxiety Scale
(DAS) to establish the level of dental anxiety.
Exclusion criteria: Being less than 18 years old and older than 65, being illiterate, having
mental retardation, or any mental disorder, using
psychotrophic medicine at the time, or alcohol and
drug addiction, constituted our criteria of exclusion.
Inclusion criteria: The patients who had referred to Periodontology Clinic, Dentistry Faculty,
Erciyes University for the first time, those that
filled the informed written consent, and those 18
years old and above, and below 65 years old were
included into the study.
Corah Dental Anxiety Scale (DAS)
Psychometric scales that measure dental anxiety
are limited. One of the most common scales used
to measure dental anxiety in dentristy is the Corah
Dental Anxiety Scale (DAS) (15). In the scale Corah developed in the year 1969, there are four questions, the answers range from 1 (no anxiety) to 5
(severe anxiety), a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, and e=5, with
a total possible score of 20. The anxiety rating is:
< 9 = normal, 9 - 12 = moderate anxiety but there
are specific stressors that should be discussed and
managed, 13 - 14 = high anxiety, 15 - 20 = severe
anxiety (or phobia). This scale aimes to establish
the subjective reaction of the patient towards going to a dentist. The validity and reliability study
of the scale, for the Turkish population was performed by Ilguy et.al.(16). The study was performed
according to the Helsinki Declaration, consent was
obtained from the Ethical Committee of Dentistry
Faculty, Erciyes University, and written informed
consent was obtained from the participants.

Statistical analysis
Differences between categorical variables were
compared using the chi-squared test and unpaired
student’s t test was used to compare continuous variables. The DAS scores were grouped according to
anxiety existence and severity as <9 and ≥9. In order to establish the factors affecting the DAS scores
≥9, univariate and multiple binary logistic regression (backward stepwise procedure) analysis were
used. Two-tailed p-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis were
calculated by IBM SPSS Statistics 20 Version.
Results
The mean age of the participants was 38.3±12.5,
55.6% were female, 35.8% were housewives, 41.1%
had a bad income level. 29.1% of the patients were
smokers, 12.6% of the smokers smoked 1-9 cigarettes/day. 94.0% of the patients stated that they referred to a dentist when they had complaints, 63.6%
stated that their oral health was medium, 58.3% that
they very much needed treatment, 66.9% stated that
they brushed their teeth every day, and 29.8% stated
that they brushed their teeth once a day.
The mean DAS score of the participants was
9.39±3.52. The distribution of the DAS scores according to severity was; 41.1% <9 points,
40.4% 9-12 points (moderate anxiety), 10,6% 1314 points (high anxiety), 7.9% 15-20 score (severe
anxiety or phobia).
In our study, dental anxiety was found to be significantly higher at young age, in females, and in
those not referring to a dentist regularly (p<0.05)
(Table 1).
According to the logistic regression analysis,
the most important risk factors affecting dental
anxiety were; age (young age), gender (female),
and frequency of dental visits (Table 2).
Discussion
The patients in the the study had a mean das score of 9.39, which indicates that they had a moderate
level of dental anxiety. When the DAS scores were
classified according to severity, it was found that
18.5% of the people referring for dental examination
had high anxiety, and severe anxiety or phobia. There are many national (17,18) and international studies
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Table 1. Comparison of mean Corah Dental Anksiyete Scale scores among subjects showing dental anxiety
Corah’s Dental Anxiety Scale scores

Variables

DAS≥9) (n=76)
33.50 (18-63)
900.00 (300-5000)
4.00 (2-13)

DAS<9 (n= 75)
42.00 (18-67)
1000.00 (300-4300)
4.00 (1-7)

p
0.037*
0.475
0.342

26 (38.2 %)
50 (60.2 %)

42 (61.8 %)
33 (39.8 %)

0.006*

Occupation
Civil servant
Self-employed
Housewife
Student
Retired

15 (46.9 %)
11 (39.3 %)
33 (60.0 %)
10 (58.8 %)
7 (36.8 %)

17 (53.1 %)
17 (60.7 %)
22 (40.0 %)
7 (41.2 %)
12 (63.2 %)

Smoking habits
Yes
No

26 (59.1 %)
50 (46.7 %)

18 (40.9 %)
57 (53.3 %)

Number of cigarettes
1-9
10-19
20 and above

13 (61.9 %)
7 (63.6 %)
7 (58.3 %)

8 (38.1 %)
4 (36.4 %)
5 (41.7 %)

Regular Dental Visits
Yes
No (In case of complaints )

1 (10.0 %)
75 (53.2 %)

9 (90.0 %)
66 (46.8 %)

Evaluation of general mouth health
Good
Medium
Bad

4 (33.3 %)
51 (52.6 %)
21 (50.0 %)

8 (66.7 %)
46 (47.4 %)
21 (50.0 %)

Need for treatment
Little
Much

33 (51.6 %)
43 (49.4 %)

31 (48.4 %)
44 (50.6 %)

Age (median (min-max))
Income Level (median (min-max)/TL
Number of people living at home (median (min-max)
Gender
Male
female

0.478

0.285

0.501

0.008*

0.344

0.462

*p<0.05

Table 2. Results of univariate and multivariate binary logistic regression (Backward Wald Method)
analysis of Corah Dental Anksiyete Scale scores related factors
Variations
Age
Gender (Male)*
Female
Frequence of dental visits
(referring to a dentist every 6
months-one year)*
In case of complaint

Univariational
logistic regression
OR (95% CI)
0.973 (0.948-0.998)
1
2.448 (1.268-4.724)
1
10.227 (1.262-82.877)

P
0.037
0.008

0.029

Multi-Logistic
Regression
OR (95% CI)
0.975 (0.948-1.002)
1
2.494 (1.272-4.892)
1
10.630 (1.285-87.956)

P
0.070
0.008

0.028

OR: Odds Ratio, CI: Confidence Interval
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(19-21) investigating dental anxiety. In the Turkish
population, the prevalence of dental anxiety has been
reported as 21.3%-23.5% (17,18), Doerr et. al.. (19)
in their study reported a prevalence of 10%. In a study made in Sri Lankada (20) the severe anxiety rate
was reported as 12%; and in another study performed in Canada (21) the rate of patients with severe or
very severe anxiety was reported as 15%. Our results
are similar to the results in literature. These results
imply that dental anxiety is a universal issue.
In our study we established that as the age of
the patients increased, the anxiety level decreased. Multiple logistic regression analysis showed
that, one of the most important risk factors affecting dental anxiety was age (young age). In many
studies investigating dental anxiety (22-25), it was
reported that anxiety decreased as age increased.
The reason dental anxiety is higher at young age
is the reflection of fear of dental treatment (this
fear is most probably due to the previously used
instruments and local anaesthetics which resulted
in painful interventions), but in time, as people get
older and with all the developments in technology
and dental treatments, people realise and experience that fearing is irrational, and thus the dental
anxiety is decreased. Also, as people get older the
pain threshold increases due to some physiological changes, and also there is an increase in endurance, so these may also contribute to this result.
In our study the dental anxiety level of the female was found to be significantly higher. Multiple
logistic regression analysis showed that, one of the
most important risk factors affecting dental anxiety
was gender (female). There are studies in literature
reporting that dental anxiety levels are higher in females compared to males (19,24-28). Ay et.al. (29)
in the study they performed using Modified Dental
Anxiety Scale, have reported that females have a
statistically higher anxiety score compared to males. Marakoglu et.al. (30) in their study established
that both circumstancial and persistant anxiety mean
scores were statistically higher in females compared to males. Based on our and literature results, it
can be concluded that the sensitivity to dental pain
is higher in females compared to males, and therefore their pain threshold is lower. Another fact is that,
teeth are important components of facial esthetics,
and women have more esthetical concerns compared to men, which can be related to these results.

In our study the dental anxiety scores were found to be significantly higher in those that did not
go for dental visits regularly. Logistic regression
analysis showed that, one of the most important
risk factors affecting dental anxiety was the frequency of dental visits. Our results are similar to literature (19,24). Hangglin et al. (23) in their study
stated that the individuals with high dental anxiety
avoided dental treatment and postponed their dental interventions. Thomson et.al. (31) found that
the dental anxiety levels were lower in those that
went regularly to dental visits, compared to those that did not. In people who do go regularly to
dental visits, development of any problem can be
prevented, and any existing problem can be solved
easier (without any radical or painful interventions) and as a result of this knowledge due to experience, dental anxiety decreases.
In a questionnaire study performed by Samorodnitzky and Levin in 2005 (6) the participants
with anxiety stated that they very much needed
dental treatment, in our study the participants with
anxiety stated their oral health as bad. High dental
anxiety prevents the neccessary actions to acquire
dental care and treatment, this on the other hand
results in a deterioration in oral hygiene. So a vicious cycle develops.
Dental anxiety is a frequently encountered
problem, specially in childhood, and this causes
a setback in dental treatment, resulting in a greater need for radical treatment interventions, along
with deterioration in oral hygiene, and thus leading
to new dental problems. Dentists should evaluate
their patients’ mental state before treatment, and in
cases of anxiety, panic, fear etc., they should help
the patient overcome these emotions by reassuring
and persuading the patient, and in severe cases, they
should refer them for a psychiatric consultation. The
main goal is to prepare them for dental treatment.
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Introduction

Abstract
Aim: The aim is to determine the frequency
and changes in trends and extent of the use of illegal drugs among students in Novi Sad during period 2008-2012.
Method: This research has been conducted
among students of the University of Novi Sad
between 2008 and the end of 2012. The study
included 383 students in 2008 and 373 students in
2012 (aged from 19 to 20) with both genders equally represented. Anonymous special questionnaire
was used and a statistical analysis was performed
in SPSS17. Correlation between parameters was
evaluated by Pearson Chi-Square test, Wilcoxon
Signed Ranks and Spearmans correlation method.
Statistical significance was analysed by χ2 test and
starting level was p<0,05.
Results: The results have shown that the prevalence of the usage of illegal drugs has an increasing
character (from 24% to 26%) and students frequently use them (from 9,50% to 15,10%). In both
surveys the incidence of was statistically higher in
males (p<0,000). The students had the first contact
with illegal drugs later, from the age of 16 (2008) to
the age of 19 (2012). Marijuana is most frequently
used (86,5%). The prevalence of using illegal drugs
was statistically higher among adolescents who live
in disturbed families (p<0,05), have poor achievement in school and have best friends who use illegal
drugs (p<0,01).
Conclusion: The frequency of use of illegal drugs shows an upward trend compared to the previous
period. These results indicate the necessity of primary prevention and organized, comprehensive and
preventive activities at adolescents and students.
Key words: Illegal drugs, marijuana, students.

Marijuana, cocaine, crack, heroin, LSD, amphetamines and ecstasy stand under the term “illegal
drugs“. In most countries the use of illegal drugs is
a serious public health challenge, and usually begins during adolescence. Thus, in all countries it is
a public health imperative to assess the population
rates of illegal drug use among adolescents. In addition, monitoring trends over time may reflect the net
effects of activities and programs carried out to prevent adolescent from using these substances. (1).
The widespread abuse of illegal drugs represents
very serious and socio-pathological problem of modern society, present from earlier in western, and
more recently in the countries in transition (1,2,3).
During the last couple of years the usage of
illegal drugs has got epidemic proportions, with
tendency of increasing in the number of users (1).
Marijuana is the most used illegal drugs (2,3).
According to World Health Organization (WHO)
data on the use of illegal drugs, 20% adolescents
try marijuana about the age of 18 (2). Among citizens, consumption of stimulants like amphetamines grows fast across Europe and Asia (4), with
evident increase in the number of cocaine and
crack addicts in Europe (5), South Africa (6) and
the United States (7).
The data on the frequency of consumption
of illegal drugs are very diverse and difficult to
follow because of different research methods (8).
In the USA, the monitoring of the incidence of
illegal drugs among younger population has been
carried out since 1991, in the national study YRBS
(Young Risk Behavior Survey) in 50 countries
and every two years reports submitted to National
Centre for Education Statistics, CDC (7).
Since 1995, every fourth year ESPAD study
(European School Survey Project on Alcohol and
Other Drugs) has been implemented in 35 Europe-
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an countries, and it follows the frequency of using
illegal drugs (8). Serbia participated in the research in 2005 for the first time (9).
One part of the Yugoslav study of atherosclerosis precursors (YUSAD studies) in young populations, was about the consumption of illegal drugs
among adolescents from 1995 to 2008 year (10).
The investigations have shown that the use of
illegal drugs in Europe has increased significantly
over the past few decades (1,2,8). The substance abuse is moving towards increasingly younger
age categories, and the addiction to illegal drugs is
growing (1,2). Therefore it is important to conduct
the comprehensive epidemiological studies that would give the guidelines for an organized and effective prevention.
The fact that in our region the comprehensive
study (that would provide a true epidemiological
picture of the use of illegal drugs has not been
implemented yet, prompted us to investigate the
extent of taking illegal drugs in Novi Sad.
The purpose of this study was to determine the
frequency and changes in trends and the extent of
the use of illegal drugs among students in Novi
Sad during the period 2008-2012, following the
adoption of strategies to combat drugs in Serbia.
Method and material
The research was planned as the prospective study, and has been conducted in the period from 2008
to 2012. The first survey was in 2008. The sample
has been randomly selected, and the study included
383 students (male 198 or 51,75% and female 185
or 48,3%), with the average age of 19,82.
The second survey was in 2012. The sample
was randomly selected, and the study included
373 students with the average age of 20,18. Both
genders were equally represented (male 192 or
51,5% and female 181 or 48,5%).

The sample represents 5% of the students at
the first year of studies of University of Novi Sad,
mostly students of medicine, mathematics, technology, agriculture, economy, engineering and
students of sport and physical education.
The original questionnaire was designed for
collecting the research data. The research was
approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty
of Medicine in Novi Sad. All participants were informed about the purpose of the study (participation was voluntary and anonymous).
Each survey respondent was approached with
possibility of voluntary withdrawal at any time. The
improper and under-staffed polls were not taken
into account. The survey contained the following
questions: year of birth, gender, success in school,
place of residence (city, village and suburbs), the family status (both parents, father, mother, with relatives and in boarding school), the economic status,
and then the habit of the using of illegal drugs. The
students explained that the illegal drugs include:
marijuana, ecstasy, amphetamines (LSD), cocaine,
heroin, glue and a combination of pills and alcohol.
The survey was conducted by using personal
contact with respondents and thus the occurrence of logical errors was avoided. Then the data
were computer processed. Statistical analysis was
performed in SPSS17. For the statistical analyses
absolute numbers and percentages, a Pearson
Chi-Square test, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test and
Spearman’s correlation test were used (p<0,05
was statistically significant).
Results
The prevalence of used illegal drugs among students in Novi Sad in both surveys is shown in the
Table 1. In both surveys, the males have been using
illegal drugs in higher percentage than females,
and there was a statistically significant difference
between gender (p<0,000).

Table 1. The distribution of illegal drugs usage among students by age
Gender
Males
Females
Total

Yes
n%
65 (32,8)*
28 (15,1)
93 (24,3)

Not
n%
133(67,2)
157 (84,9)
290 (75,7)

Yes
n%
68 (35,4)*
29 (16,0)
97 (26,0)

Not
n%
124 (64,6)
152 (84,0)
276 (74,0)

*statistically significant difference of the gender p<0,05
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In the first survey, the students often had the
first contact with illegal drugs at the age of 16
(24,1%), but in the second survey larger number
of respondents made its first contact later, at the
age of 19 (26,4%), and there was a statistically significant difference (Figure 1).

Figure 3. The distribution of respondents by number of types of used illegal drugs

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test *statistically significant difference
p<0,042

The results of this study show the increase in
the prevalence of respondents who have used illegal drugs more than 7 times (from 28% in 2008 to
42% in 2012) and there were statistically significant differences (Figure 4).

Figure 1. The distribution of the usage of illegal
drugs among students by age

Looking at types of illegal drugs, students have
been using mostly marijuana, in 86%, and then by
combination of pills and alcohol, hashish, LSD,
ecstasy, heroin and cocaine. The similar situation
was in the study in 2012, but in addition to other
types of illegal drugs marijuana has been used in
a larger percentage. There was statistically significance difference for using hashish between surveys (Figure 2).

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test *statistically significant difference
p<0,05

Figure 4. The frequency of usage of illegal drugs
among the students

The results of this study show the increase in
the prevalence of students who frequently consumed illegal drugs (from 9,5% in 2008 to 15,1% in
2012) (Figure 5).

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test *statistically significant difference
p<0,03

Figure 2. The distribution of consumption of the
types of illegal drugs among students

Students usually have used one type of illegal
drugs. In the second survey, there were higher prevalence rates of students who have used more than
3 types of illegal drugs and this is a very serious
problem (Figure 3).

Figure 5. The distribution of respondents according
to the last times of using of illegal drugs
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The respondents have used illegal drugs in the
street (57,1%), in the disco (15,5%), or in the other
houses (11,9%), on the travelling (8,3%), at home
(7,1%). It was the same in both studies.
We analysed the correlation between the usage
of illegal drugs in students and some socio-economic parameters, in both studies. There was a statistically significant correlation between success in
school and the usage of illegal drugs. The frequency
of the usage of illegal drugs was statistically higher
in respondents with poor success at school, so the
excellent success is a good protective factor for the
prevention of usage of the illegal drugs. There is a
negative correlation between family status and the
usage of the illegal drugs, so the respondents who
live in disturbed families use drugs more frequently.
Students frequently used illegal drugs if they
had the best friends who used illegal drugs. There
was no statistically significant correlation between economic status and the usage of illegal drugs
(Table 2).
Table 2. Correlation between used illegal drugs
and some socio-economic the parameters
The investigated
parameters
Success in school
Sig.(2-tailed)
Family status
Sig.(2-tailed)
Best friends used illegal PAS
Sig.(2-tailed)
Economic status
Sig.(2-tailed

Tried illegal drugs
2008.
,222**
,000
-,104*
,042
.301**
,000
-,032
,535

2012.
,204**
,000
-0,65
,209
,333**
,005
,044
,401

Pearson Correlation;
** Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level,
* Correlation is significant at the 0,05 level

Discussion
In the first decade of the new millennium, an
increasing prevalence of using illegal drugs among
young people has gained epidemic proportions, with
a tendency to increase in the next few years (1,11,12).
Our study shows that illegal drug usage is a
widespread and probably expanding epidemic
among students in Novi Sad. Boys are more vulnerable in comparison with girl’s drug usage. The
similar situation is in Italy (11,12).
64

According to the ESPAD studies (8) male students experiment more often with the illegal drugs
than female students, which is the same as in our
study. The results of this study have shown that the
prevalence of illegal drugs usage among students
in Novi Sad has an increasing character (from
24% to 26%) and it is very similar to the studies
from Germany (23%). The abuse of illegal drugs
is the most frequent in Czech Republic (46%) and
lower than in our study is in Croatia (19%), Great
Britain (18%) and in Ireland (14%).
We have noticed that students start using illegal drugs later between the age of 16 and the age
of 19. According to WHO (2,3) the first data of illegal drugs usage in adolescents appear around the
age of 18, which is very similar to our research.
In our study the students usually experiment
with marijuana, but there was not difference between genders. Our results are very similar to the
results in Russia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovakia and
Slovenia (8). In the last seventeen years the consumption of marijuana in Novi Sad has an increasing character (from 12% in 1995 (14) to 47% in
2008(10) and now is 80% among students). The
average European prevalence of marijuana consumption is 19% (boys more than girls) (8) and it
is lower than the prevalence of marijuana usage in
Novi Sad. The prevalence of marijuana consumption in Novi Sad is higher than the prevalence of
marijuana consumption in Czech Republic 46%,
France, Ireland, Swiss and Great Britain 38-40%
(8) and in USA (7,15).
On the second place, the most commonly used
illegal drugs are amphetamines (LSD) and ecstasy. Young people in Estonia, Germany and Ireland
use amphetamines most, but in Czech Republic,
Croatia, Estonia, Ireland and Great Britain they
use ecstasy most. Our results for ecstasy and LSD
consumption are similar to European average,
which is 7% (8). Slightly lower prevalence of ecstasy and LSD usage is in USA (4.1%) (7,15). The
number of illegal laboratories for production of
synthetic substances is growing in the world, because the production is simple and cheap. There is
a danger not only of the respective substance, but
also of the synthesis and uncontrolled contamination of drugs (11,15). This makes production of
synthetic substances relatively cheap and widely
available, so possibility of increasing number of
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addicts exists, and should be taken into account
when planning prevention programs (7).
One of the new trends is combining illegal
drugs. It was observed that the mostly used combination is alcohol with medicaments or with marijuana among the young people (17). In the last
four years in Novi Sad the prevalence of using
more types of illegal drugs has increased (from
12% to 21%) among students.
After using marijuana, most of our respondents
used alcohol with pills (24%), which is higher than
in the Czech Republic (18%). Significantly lower
prevalence (8%) was in neighbouring Croatia (8).
The usage of illegal drugs among students is
associated with several factors. The prevalence of
using illegal drugs was statistically higher among
students whose best friends consume illegal drugs,
have poor achievement in school and live in disturbed families. The excellent success presents a
good protective factor in the prevention of using
illegal drugs as previous research which has been
done in this area shows (12,14,18).
Students from disrupted families tend to start
consuming illegal drugs later in comparison with
students from undisturbed families. Backović
mentions that marijuana abuse is more frequent in
foster families (38,8%), compared with children
from biological families (8,6%) and their first contact was earlier (aged from 11 to 14). Completed
families are a protective factor in risky behaviour
among young people (17).
Our results have not indicated a statistically
significant correlation between the economic status and usage illegal drugs among students, as
well as in previous studies (Rakić, 1995) made in
these areas (14). The low socio-economic status
is also significant predictor of illegal drugs abuse
among young people (12,19).
The comparative analysis of our and European
research of the usage of illegal drugs suggests that
the prevalence rates in our country is similar to
many countries in Europe but it is still significantly higher than those in the past.
During the period 2008-2012, following the
adoption of strategies of Ministry of Health to
combat illegal drugs in Serbia, the expected result
was not obtained. The prevalence and frequency
of usage illegal drugs is still significantly higher
than those in the past.

There is an increasing concern about illegal
drugs usage during adolescence, since the brain
development during this period is more vulnerable to drug-related deficits (8). At the public health
level, the large proportion of adolescents who misuse illegal drugs calls for more effective intervention strategies as well as better perception by politicians and decision makers of the seriousness and
complexity of this issue (1,20,21,22,23).
Therefore it is important to implement integrated prevention and control measures. The measures
in prevention and controlling must be organized
and synchronized, and need to be participated by
individuals, families, schools, health services and
the society. Education is an important prerequisite for the promotion and preservation of health
among young people (10,14).
Conclusion
A high incidence of illegal drugs was observed among students in Novi Sad. The frequency
of usage of illegal drugs shows an upward trend
compared with the previous period. Male students
were more frequent consumers. Frequently abused illegal drugs were marijuana, pills and alcohol
in combination, cocaine and amphetamines. These
results indicate the necessity of primary prevention and organized, comprehensive and preventive
activities among adolescents and students.
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Abstract
Background: Tracheal intubations are commonly used for mechanical ventilation support in
patients suffering from respiratory failure or for
anaesthesia. Endotracheal tube cuff pressure must
be kept within an optimal range that ensures ventilation and prevents aspiration. Over-inflation of
the cuff can cause tracheal damage, especially in
prone patients.
Aims: We hypothesized that efficient continuous control of endotracheal cuff pressure would
reduce long term laryngotracheal sequelaes in patients admitted in intensive care units.
Materials and methods: In this multi centre
case-control study, 1554 traumatic patients were
enrolled with intubation endured more than 24
hours in intensive care units of hospitals affiliated
to Babol University of Medical Sciences (North of
Iran), March 2004 to March 2009.
Selected patients were divided into two groups:
a single hospital with 752 patients was selected as
case group and 802 patients admitted to three other hospitals as controls.
Cuff pressure was not measured or re-adjusted
regularly in control group; but it was adjusted at
25-30 CmH2O and monitored every 6 hours in
cases. Complications of intubation were monitored and evaluated by bronchoscopy if needed.
Data were analyzed with Chi-square and Fisher-exact test. P-value less than 0.05 considered
significant.
Results: The mean age of patients in case group
was 45.36 years, and mean intubation period was
8.27 days. As for the control group, mean age was
50.23 years and mean intubation period was 9.03
days. There was no significant difference between
the two groups regarding age, sex and intubation
period.

There was a significant difference in tracheal
intubation complications (P<0.05) between two
groups (30 in controls vs. 6 in cases).
Conclusions: Endotracheal tube cuff pressure is a serious risk factor for laryngotracheal
sequelae. Based on the present results, we recommended cuff pressure monitoring and adjusting.
The effect of this intervention on other outcomes
requires further study.
Key words: Endotracheal tube, laryngotracheal sequelae, cuff pressure, risk factor.
Introduction
Securing and maintaining airway by oral or nasal
endotracheal tube (ETT) is common practice in operating room for general anesthesia and in Intensive
Care Unit (ICU) for mechanical ventilation support
in patients suffer from respiratory failure (1-2).
Most endotracheal tubes have a small inflatable
balloon called “cuff”, located at the distal end. The
principle function of the cuff is to prevent leakage
around the trachea during ventilation by ensuring
proper sealing between the ETT cuff and the patient’s trachea. ETT cuff over-inflation is the main
risk factor of tracheal ischemia and subsequent
complications (2-4).
ETT Cuff pressure should be maintained around
20-25 cm of H2O to ensure tracheal mucosa perfusion. Over-inflamed ETT cuff can lead to tracheal
injury, such as ciliary loss and mucosal injury to the
basement membrane, post-extubation pain, tracheal
necrosis, bleeding, tracheal rupture, stenosis, tracheoesophageal fistulae and laryngeal nerve palsy
in about two hours after intubation (1-3, 5).
Endotracheal cuff pressure is rarely checked
in many ICUs and is frequently over-inflated to
prevent gas leakage and pulmonary aspiration by
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associated caregivers (5-6). International studies report a 55% to 62% incidence of cuff-over-inflation
among ICU patients (2, 7)
In this study we have embarked on association
of intermittent control of the ETT cuff pressure
and substitution of NGT with PEG (percutaneous
endoscopic gastrostomy) for feeding to evaluate
tracheal ischemic lesions in patients with endotracheal tube. In addition, intubation complications
were compared in patients with monitored cuff
pressure versus control group.
Subjects and methods
This randomized blinded study was designed
as a prospective 5-years study in traumatic patients who needed intubation longer than 24hours,
admitted to ICU wards of hospitals affiliated
to Babol University of Medical Sciences, from
March 2004 to March 2009.
The study protocol was confirmed by the ethical committee and informed consent was taken
from each patient.
Study groups consisted of 752 patients admitted in hospital (A) as cases and the control group
consisted of 802 patients admitted in three other
hospitals (B, C and D).
Patient’s information such as their name, hospital’s name, registration code, phone number,
age, sex, and intubation – extubation time, cuff
pressure, times of cuff pressure readjustment and
so on were recorded in a check list. The necessary information about alarm signs such as cough,
dyspnea or hoarseness was given to all patients.
Patients with systemic medical disorders, pregnant women, predicted difficult intubation or history
of intubation complications, patient’s death during
follow-up for any reason except intubation complications and uncooperative patients during follow up
period were excluded from the study. Also, patients
who subsequently underwent tracheostomy, history
of previous intubation within 8 weeks, intubations
done outside this hospital and accidental extubation
were excluded from the study.
Disposable ETT with internal diameter 6.5-8.5
mm, high volume, low pressure cuff, was used in
all patients.
In case group after intubation, cuff pressures
were measured and adjusted at 20-25 cm H2O and
68

were monitored every 6 hours with cuff pressure
monitor (VBM, Germany) and informally palpated on every shift by ICU nurses. We used an
aneroid manometer for controlling and adjusting
the endotracheal tube cuff.
Whenever cuff pressure varied from inspiration
to expiration, the mean value was recorded and if
found to be more than 25 cm H2O, was readjusted
to the set point. Patients, who needed intubation for
more than one week, underwent PEG for feeding.
In the control group, respiratory therapists routinely assessed cuff pressures by palpation, but not
by direct measurement, once during every 6-hour
shift and patients were fed by NGT, even during
long intubation.
All patients were visited by the ICU physician
at 1, 3 and 6 months after extubation and were
referred to our hospital in case of any suspicious
symptoms. (Schematic Subjects and Methods)

Figure 1. Schematic Subjects and Methods
To eliminate any doubt about intubation complications, we evaluated patients with rigid bronchoscopy to discover the probable airway granu-
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lomas, vocal cord paralysis, tracheal stenosis and
any other problems. In order to determine the diameter and length of the stenosis and its distance
from the vocal cords, all patients underwent preoperative flexible bronchoscopy.
All patients were followed for at least 1 year
after discharge. If needed, patients were treated in
three manners: bronchoscopic dilatation, tracheal
resection-anastomosis and fistula repair.
The result of treatment was considered as:
- Good: Patients who were able to return to
normal life after discharge.
- Satisfactory: Patients who had mild symptoms but in their repeated bronchoscopy did
not need any intervention.
- Failure: Patients who had symptoms at rest
after discharge.
Continues covariates like age were compared
using analysis of variance T-test. For categorical
covariates, the comparison was done using chisquare test or Fisher’s exact test. The significance
level was defined as P value less than 0.05.
The results were analyzed using SPSS-17 software. Parametric (normally distributed) data were
analyzed using t-test for group comparisons. Nonparametric (skewed) data were analyzed using
Kruskal-Wallis test.

In control group, 30 patients (3.74%) showed
intubation complications during the follow-up,
whereas 6 patients (0.8%) in the study group had
such problems. This showed a significant difference between the two groups (P<0.05). (Figure 2)

Figure 2. Comparison between frequency of case
and control complications (persons)
Intubation complications in the control group
were as followings:
Tracheal stenosis: 26 (3.24%), subglottic stenosis: 1 (0.12%), tracheal stenosis with tracheoesophageal fistula: 3 (0.36%) and in cases: tracheal
granuloma in 4 patients (0.53%) and vocal cord
granuloma in 2 patients (0.27%). (Figure 3)

Results
The mean age of patients in case group was
45.36 years, consisting of 481(63.96%) men and
271(36.03%) women. The mean intubation period
was 8.27 days. As for the control group, mean age
was 50.23 years, consisting of 517 (46.64%) men
and 285(35.53%) women. The mean intubation
period was 9.03 days. There was no significant
difference between the two groups regarding age,
sex and intubation period. (Table 1)
Table 1. Demographic data of cases and controls
Mean± SD
Variables
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

Case Group
(No=752 )
28.56±15.39
61.81±12.17
21.47±3.16

Control Group
(No= 802)
27.82±17.44
58.69±10.51
19.13±2.77

Figure 3. Comparison of Intubation complications in the case and control groups
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Mean ETT cuff pressure at different times in
case group is shown in Figure 4. This was increased during 54 hours of the study.

Figure 4. Mean ETTcuff pressure (Cm H2O) at
different time interval in Case group
The length of tracheal stenosis in control group
ranged from 10 mm to 60 mm with a mean of
28.90 mm. Location of injury differed from 10
to 40 mm below the vocal cords with a mean of
27.66mm in case group.
Two patients (6.7%) did not need any treatment.
The treatment result in the control group was
good in 14 patients (46.7%) and satisfactory in 16
patients (53.3%). In the study group none of the
patients needs surgical intervention.
We observed 15 cases of hyposmia following uncomplicated nasotracheal intubation, and
7 cases of anosmia despite the use of preformed,
warmed and lubricated nasotracheal tubes.
Discussion
Critically ill patients often require intubation
with an endotracheal tube to provide an artificial
airway for mechanical ventilation. Endotracheal
tube cuffs could induce tracheal mucosa ischemia
if inflated to a pressure greater than the capillary
perfusion, which further could lead to ulceration,
necrosis, and loss of structural integrity (2). Erosion in paratracheal nerves may result in dysphonia, hoarseness, and laryngeal incompetence (2).
In this study, we evaluated intubated patients’
characteristics and probable complications of intubation with or without cuff pressure monitoring.
Our study results showed significant differences regards the intubation complications between cases
and controls (3.74% in controls and 0.8% in cases).
70

Intubation complications in the control group
included tracheal stenosis (3.24%), subglottic
stenosis (0.12%), tracheal stenosis with tracheoesophageal fistula (0.36%). And in cases there were
tracheal granuloma in 4 patients (0.53%) and vocal cord granuloma in 2 patients (0.27%).
Most papers considered high cuff pressure to
be dangerous if inflated more than 30 cm H2O (2).
Nseir et al conducted a clinical trial on 12 piglets
and mentioned that the group without cuff monitor
group showed more ischemic lesions than the other
piglets in electron microscopic investigations (1).
Wain et al reported ischemic lesion of tracheal
mucosa few hours after intubation and considered
cuff pressure as a main cause of complications instead of length of intubation (8).
Liu et al in China evaluated the correlation between controlled cuff pressure and post-procedure
complications. The most reported complications in
the study group were sore throat (34%), hoarseness
(3%), and blood-streaked expectoration 24 hours
after extubation (4%), respectively, which were
significantly lower than 44%, 11%, and 11% in the
control group. The rate of these complications was
increased with the increase in duration of intubation.
Fiberoptic bronchoscopy in the 20 patients showed
tracheal mucosal injury in varying degrees in both
groups, but the injury was more severe in the control group (9). One of the strengthen points of the
present study was evaluating the exact underlying
mechanism of causing the symptoms. Al-Metwalli
et al in a study in Saudi Arabia, the incidence of
sore throat was higher in those with finger palpation cuff pressure monitoring compared to the study
group with a monitored cuff pressure. But dysphagia and hoarseness were similar in two groups (5).
In another study performed in patients with short
duration of intubation and mechanical ventilation,
higher cuff pressure was associated with a significantly higher rate of ischemic tracheal lesions (2, 10).
Some well known factors responsible for postintubation tracheal stenosis are: cuff pressure, size
of the tube relative to the tracheal lumen, duration of
intubation, cardiovascular status during intubation,
the movement of tube during the period of intubation, sex and age of the patient (11-12). Patients usually remain asymptomatic until the trachea stenosis
as much as 30% of the original diameter, and it may
take as long as 2-4 months before the diagnosis (13).
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We conclude that the maintenance of cuff pressure in the range of 25-30 cm H2O with regular
monitoring and use of PEG in long term intubated
patients can prevent cuff pressure complications,
somehow. And also it could be suggested that manometry is a more reliable method of cuff assessment than digital palpation.
Continuous pressure monitoring and readjustment devices are developing. There are also endotracheal tube cuffs designed with pressure relief
valves activated at 40 cm H2O. Until the technology arrives, our role as intensive care specialist
is to prevent laryngotracheal sequelae in patients
with endo-tracheal tube, by developing hospitalwide respiratory care protocols and training other
health care professionals about the risk factors of
overinflated tracheal tube cuffs.
Use of high-volume, low-pressure cuffs and
regular monitoring of cuff pressures seems to
decrease the laryngeal injuries secondary to prolonged intubation. Using appropriate tube size
and monitoring the duration of intubation is of
paramount importance. A systematic laryngeal
examination after extubation, whenever indicated,
decreases the secondary sequelae by initiating appropriate measures when necessary.
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Abstract

Introduction

Objective: This study was conducted with
oxidant and antioxidant status of patients having BPPV in conjunction with trace elements
and comparing them with those of age and sex
matched healthy controls.
Materials and methods: Thirty-six consecutive adult patients with BPPV and 38 eligible healthy volunteers as control subjects were enrolled.
We assessed the total antioxidant status (TAS) total oxidant status (TOS), iron (Fe), copper (Cu),
zinc (Zn) and magnesium (Mg) of the plasma and
the oxidative stress index (OSI) using a novel automated measurement method developed by Erel.
Results: Mean age of the patients with BPVV
and the control group were calculated (45.75±13.02
and 44.74 ± 13.56 years, respectively; p > 0.05).
Compared to healthy controls, plasma TAS levels were markedly decreased in patients with
BPPV (0.95 ± 0.015 vs. 1.09 ± 0.20 mmol Trolox
equivalent/L; p = 0.001). However, TOS levels
and OSI values did not show significant changes
in BPPV patients compared with those in controls.
Plasma Fe levels of patients with BPPV were significantly lower than those of healthy controls
(81.75 ± 23.06 vs. 99.21 ± 31.89 mg/dL; p < 0.01)
(Cu, Zn and Mg; not significantly related).
Conclusion: In this study, we demonstrated
that both levels of total antioxidants and iron were
decreased in patients with BPVV. These findings
may be an evidence of significant deficiencies of
antioxidant system and iron in BPVV patients.
Further investigations are required to clarify the
role of antioxidant status and trace elements in the
etiopathogenesis of BPPV.
Key words: Oxidative Status, Trace Elements,
Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo
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Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV)
is one of the most common disorders causing
dizziness (1). Although no general agreement
exists, the incidence of the BPPV is reported to be
10 in 100 000 (2,3). The cause of BPPV is mostly
unknown (idiopathic). Idiopathic BPPV is more
prevalent in the elderly and in women, with a women-to-men ratio of 2-3: 1 and a peak age at onset
in the sixth decade of life (4).
The underlying pathogenetic mechanism is almost generally accepted as the detachment of otoliths from the macula utriculi and their dislocation
into the semicircular canals. The detached otolith
debris could be either attached to the cupula (cupulolithiasis) or may be free-floating in the semicircular canals (canalolithiasis). BPPV is a mechanical problem of the inner ear caused by abnormal
stimulation of a semicircular canal. Most BPPVs
are thought to be caused by otoconia detaching
from the otolithic membrane and moving to the
lowest point of the inner ear, usually the posterior canal (PC). This is referred as canalithiasis or
cupulolithiasis (1). The vestibule connects to the
3 semicircular canals (posterior canal, horizontal
canal, and anterior canal). Each one of the semicircular canal is candidate of the lesion of BPPV.
It has been recently observed that ROS (reactive oxygen species) play an important microcirculatory role in the pathology of the inner ear and
the peripheral and central pathways (5,6). A series of insults in the inner ear during the lifetime,
such as the influence of drugs, exposure to noise,
ear diseases and age-dependent degeneration, all
against a specific genetic background, might cause
increased ROS levels, in turn leading to hair-cell
damage (7,8).
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Oxidative stress may cause severe tissue damage including lipid peroxidation, enzyme inactivation and DNA damage (9). It is known that
oxidative stress play some role in some of inner
ear disease like sensorineural hearing loss due to
aging. Radical scavengers and antioxidants play a
role protecting the inner ear from oxidative stress.
There are some basic data to indicate the relationship between oxidative stress and endolymphatic hydrops. The elevated oxidative stress can cause canalolithiasis, which is one of pathogenesis of
BPPV as a result of otolith aberration to the canal organ (10). The elevated oxidative stress can
provoke damage in vestibular organ (especially
otolith dysfunction). The elevated oxidative stress
can cause canalolithiasis, which is one of pathogenesis of BPPV as a result of otolith aberration to
the canal organ. Free oxygen radicals are highly
reactive molecules playing pivotal roles in the
pathophysiology of such different diseases as neurodegenerative disorders, chronic inflammatory
disease, and sleep apnea syndrome (11,12).
It is reported that psychological stress is closely
related to the onset and course of Meniere’s disease
and BPPV (13,14). Oxidative stress and psychological stress are closely related (15,16). Based on
these considerations, it is hypothesized that BPPV
may be linked to increased oxidative stres (10).
Trace elements have important functions in the
human body. The defense system includes ascorbic acid (vitamin C), a-tocopherol (vitamin E), vitamin A and elements such as zinc (Zn), copper
(Cu) and magnesium (Mg). They are required in
low concentrations for example as essential components of antioxidative enzymes.
Iron deficiency affects the production of other
Fe2+ containing proteins such as cytochromes,
myoglobin, catalase (CAT) and peroxidase (17).
The cytoplasmic Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase (SOD) contains Cu and Zn as cofactors (18).
Mg modulates ion transport pumps, carriers and
channels, and the positively charged ion Mg2+ is
able to bind to the negatively charged groups in
membranes, proteins and nucleic acids (19).
To our best knowledge, oxidative status in
BPPV subjects and its relation to the trace elements were not previously investigated using a
measurement of total antioxidant status (TAS)
along with oxidants and calculation of the oxidati-

ve stress index (OSI), indicators of oxidative stress that reflect the redox balance between oxidation
and antioxidation.
Thus, in the present study, we aimed to evaluate the oxidative status and to determine whether
there is any relationship between oxidative status
and the relation of trace elements in BPPV patients using measurements of TAS and TOS level
and calculation of OSI. OSI value is calculated as
OSI = TOS/TAS × 10–1 and this value can be used
as a marker of oxidative stres (20,21).
Materials and methods
Subjects
This prospective clinical study included 36
consecutive patients presenting to the Department
of Emergency Medicine, Harran University Faculty of Medicine, with symptoms of BPPV. Of
the 36 patients included, 13 (36.1 %) were males
and twenty three (63.9 %) were females. None of
the subjects had any history of endocrine, cardiovascular or gastrointestinal disorders, and none
were receiving medication or taking any nutritional supplements.
Physical examination was performed for the
evaluation of vertigo including pure tone audiometry and vestibular examination including positional nystagmus. Furthermore, an expert but
independent otolaryngologist examined clinical
findings regarding patients affected with positional vertigo to identify only those patients affected
with idiopathic BPPV.
Patients with BPPV within 3 days of onset
were analyzed. As a control group, we enrolled 38
age- and sex-matched healthy volunteers (mean
age 44.74 ± 13.56 years, 26 females and 12 males). After vital functions were monitoring, written informed consent was obtained from patients
directly. The patients were treated with the Epley
repositioning maneuver and antivertiginous drugs
(22). The healthy volunteers were informed about
the study protocol, and written consent was obtained from all participants.
The study protocol was conducted in accordance with the 1989 Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Harran University, Faculty of Medicine.
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Exclusion criteria
To investigate the isolated effects of BPPV on
oxidative status, and plasma trace elements, subjects (patients with BPPV and controls) with conditions that may have potentially affected oxidative markers and trace elements such as chronic
medical disorders (i.e. congestive heart failure,
chronic obstructive lung disease, diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, hypertension or malignancy) and those who had coronary artery disease,
peripheral vascular disease, and renal dysfunction;
subjects using medications such as sedative–hypnotic drugs or stimulatory substances, smokers,
subjects with measurable blood alcohol concentrations or who had consumed alcohol prior to the
study; those following a special diet, subjects who
were pregnant or had elevated human chorionic
gonadotropin (hCG) levels detected by a quantitative hCG blood test (β-hCG) were excluded from
the study. None of the subjects was taking drugs
known to affect lipid or lipoprotein metabolism.
Special care was taken to exclude subjects who
were taking anabolic drugs, diuretics, vitamins,
or other antioxidants such as vasoactive and beta-blocking agents.
Other parameters
Sample preparation
All of the materials (glass and plastic) employed were thoroughly cleaned with a hot solution of nitric acid (20% v/v) for 48 h and rinsed
three times with ultra deionized water. In total, 10
mL of venous blood was drawn after overnight fasting and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min to
separate the plasma from the erythrocytes. Plasma
was stored at –80°C to determine iron, copper,
zinc and magnesium concentration and oxidative levels. To obtain packed erythrocytes, the remaining erythrocytes washed repeatedly with an
isotonic solution of NaCl (0.9%) until a colorless
supernatant was observed.
Determination of TAS, TOS levels and OSI
values
Measurement of total oxidant status
Serum TOS was determined using a novel automated measurement method developed by Erel
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(20). Oxidants present in the sample oxidise the
ferrous ion-o-dianisidine complex to ferric ions. The
oxidation reaction is enhanced by glycerol, which
is abundantly present in the reaction medium. The
ferric ions provide a coloured complex with xylenol
orange in an acidic medium. The colour intensity,
which can be measured spectrophotometrically, is
related to the total amount of oxidant molecules present in the sample. This assay has been calibrated
with hydrogen peroxide, and the results are expressed in terms of micromolar hydrogen peroxide
equivalent per litre (μmol H2O2 equiv/L). The assay
has excellent precision values of <2%.
Measurement of total antioxidant status
Total antioxidant status in serum was determined using an automated measurement method
(21). In this method, hydroxyl radicals, which
are among the most potent of the biological radicals, are produced. In the assay, ferrous ion solution, which is present in Reagent 1, is mixed with
hydrogen peroxide, which is present in Reagent 2.
The sequentially produced radicals such as browncoloured dianisidinyl radical cations, produced by
the hydroxyl radical, are also potent radicals. The
oxidation reactions progress among dianisidyl
radicals, and further oxidation reactions develop,
increasing colour formation. Antioxidants in the
sample suppress the oxidation reactions and colour formation. Using this assay, the anti-oxidative
effect of the sample against the potent free-radical reactions, which are initiated by the produced hydroxyl radicals, was measured. Results are
expressed as milimole (mmol) Trolox equiv/L.
The precision of the assay was <3%.
Calculation of the oxidative stress index
The OSI was calculated according to the following formula: OSI (arbitrary units) = TOS (μmol
H2O2 equiv/L)/TAS (mmol Trolox equiv/L) × 10–1
Determination of plasma copper, zinc, iron
and magnesium contents
Plasma samples were diluted with deionized for
copper and zinc measurements. Copper and zinc
were determined by atomic absorption spectrometer (Varian SpectrAA 250 Plus, Australia) with a
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deuterium background correction. Plasma copper
and zinc values were expressed in µg/dL.
Iron and magnesium concentration were determined by colorimetric method with a commercial
kit (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) using
an automatic analyzer (Roche Cobas İntegra 800,
USA). Plasma ıron and magnesium values were
expressed in µg/dL, mg/dL, respectively.
Statistical analysis
Data analyses were conducted using SPSS
v.15.0 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Inter-group comparisons (controls vs. patients)
were performed using the chi-square and Student’s t-tests. When comparing numerical data
(intra-group comparisons) that were not normally distributed, identified with the KolmogorovSmirnov Z test, the Mann–Whitney U-test was
used if there were two groups (BPPV vs. Control).
A p-value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant.
Results
The mean ± SD age of the patients was 45.75
± 13.02 years (range, 23–74 years). Of the 38
controls included, 12 (31.6 %) were males and
twenty-six (68.4 %) were females. The mean ± SD
age of the controls was 44.74 ± 13.56 years (range,
21–73 years). No significant differences were observed between patients with BPPV and the controls with respect to age or gender (P = 0.744 and
P = 0.685, respectively). We observed right-sided
BPPV in 23 patients (63.9%) and left-sided BPPV
in 13 patients (36.1%), regardless of gender.
Plasma TAS levels in BPPV group were 0.95
± 0.15 and 1.09± 0.20 in controls. Plasma TAS levels were significantly lower in BPPV groups than
in controls. (p= 0.001). Plasma TAS levels among
the BPPV patients and the controls are shown in
Figure 1.
No significant differences were observed between patients with BPPV and the controls with respect to plasma TOS level. Plasma TOS levels in
BPPV group were 25.57 ± 5.42 and 26.03± 8.70
in controls. (p=0.791) No significant differences
were observed between patients with BPPV and the
controls with respect to plasma OSI values. Plasma
OSI values in BPPV group were 2.77 ± 0.85 and
2.49± 1.07 in controls. (p=0.209)

Figure 1. TAS levels between BPPV and control
groups

Patient: patient group; Control: control group.
Plasma TAS levels were significantly lower in BPPV groups
than in controls.

The demographic characteristics and oxidative stress parameters among the 36 patients with
BPPV and the 38 controls are shown in Table 1.
Plasma trace elements levels among the 36 patients
with BPPV and the 38 controls are shown in Table 2.
Plasma iron concentrations in BPPV group
were 81.75 ± 23.06 and 99.21± 31.89 in controls.
Plasma iron concentrations was significantly lower
in BPPV groups than in controls. (p=0.009). Plasma iron concentrations among the BPPV patients
and the controls are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Fe levels in BPPV and control groups

Patient: patient group; Control: control group.
Plasma iron concentration was significantly lower in BPPV
groups than in controls.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics and oxidative stress parameters among 36 adult patients with
BPPV and 38 controls
Characteristic
Age (years)
Gender (male/female)
TOS (μmol H2O2 equiv/L)
TAS (mmol Trolox equiv/L)
OSI (arbitrary units)

BPPV
n = 36
45.75 ± 13.02
13/23
25.57 ± 5.42
0.95 ± 0.15
2.77 ± 0.85

Control
n = 38
44.74 ± 13.56
12/26
26.03 ± 8.70
1.09 ± 0.20
2.49 ± 1.07

P < 0.05-change statistically significant; p > 0.05-change statistically not significant.

Statistical
significancea, b
P = 0.744
P = 0.685
P = 0.791
P = 0.001
P = 0.209

Table 2. Trace elements among 36 adult patients with BPPV and 38 controls
Characteristic
Fe
Cu
Zn
Mg

BPPV

Control

Statistical

n = 36
81.75 ± 23.06
101.2 ± 25.63
94.57 ± 29.95
1.89 ± 0.23

n = 38
99.21 ± 31.89
102.83± 33.82
92.81 ± 24.59
1.80 ± 0.27

significancea,b
P = 0.009
P = 0.817
P = 0.783
P = 0.090

Fe: iron; Cu: copper; Zn: zinc; Mg: magnesium
P < 0.05-change statistically significant; p > 0.05-change statistically not significant.

No significant differences were observed between patients with BPPV and the controls with respect
to plasma copper concentrations. Plasma copper
concentrations in BPPV group were 101.2 ± 25.63
and 102.83± 33.82 in controls. (p=0.817)
No significant differences were observed between patients with BPPV and the controls with respect
to plasma zinc concentrations. Plasma zinc concentrations in BPPV group were 94.57 ± 29.95 and
92.81± 24.59 in controls. (p=0.783)
No significant differences were observed between patients with BPPV and the controls with respect
to plasma magnesium concentrations. Plasma magnesium concentrations in BPPV group were 1.89 ±
0.23 and 1.80± 0.27 in controls. (p=0.09)
Discussion
BPPV may be affected by oxidative stress and
trace elements. We investigated plasma levels of
the TAS, TOS and OSI values and iron, copper,
zinc and magnesium concentrations.
Goto F et al. presented that free oxygen radicals,
as measured in peripheral blood samples by the dROM (diacron reactive oxygen metabolites) test,
were relatively enhanced in BPPV patients (10).
In their study, although there were no statistically
significant differences among the groups, the diacron reactive oxygen metabolites value of BPPV
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and Ménière’s disease were higher with respect to
control (10). They postulated that ischemia of the
vestibular organ followed by blood recirculation
may provoke oxidative stress. They evaluated vascular cell adhesion molecules (VCAM-1) as an ischemia marker. The elevated oxidative stress can
provoke damage in vestibular organ (especially
otolith dysfunction) (10).
In the present study, we measured free oxygen
radicals. Principle of this assay is the color intensity, which can be measured spectrophotometrically, is related to the total amount of oxidant
molecules present in the sample.The assay is calibrated with hydrogen peroxide and the results are
expressed in terms of micromolar hydrogen peroxide equivalent per liter (μmol H2O2 Equiv./L)
(20). We found enhanced free oxygen radicals in
BPPV patients, but was not significantly. OSI is a
parameter obtained by the calculation of both TOS
and TAS levels. Statistically, the mean values and
standart deviation of this parameter varies. Despite the standart deviation of TOS is high, it is low
for TAS. (See table 1) Because of the calculated
standart deviation is high for OSI and for the small
number of cases, in the present study, the value of
the OSI did not show significant changes.
The effects of various antioxidants in serum are
additive, and the cooperation of antioxidants in human serum protects the organism against attacks by
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free radicals (23). Thus, measurement of individual
antioxidants may not accurately reflect the true antioxidant status of the organism. In this regard, measurement of TAS should be essential in evaluating
the true antioxidant status (21,24,25).
Goto F et al. reported it is reasonable to assume that the angiitis may contribute to the onset
of BPPV. It may be useful to control dizziness or
vertigo by reducing free radicals as a product of
oxidative stress. In their report, Goto F et al. presented that free oxygen radicals, were relatively
enhanced in BPPV patients. Patients had increase
mean value in contrast to healthy adults (26).
Cesarone et al. have found that in normal subjects the levels of free radicals were significantly
decreased after antioxidant treatment (27). For
these reasons, it may be useful to control dizziness
or vertigo by reducing free radicals as a product of
oxidative stress.
To treat patients with dizziness due to BPPV
to control oxidative stress may be valuable (10).
Similarly we found increased oxidative stress, but
was not significantly. This situation may be valuable for the BPPV treatment protochol.
The relation between both the values of d-ROMs
and of VCAM-1 and the duration of BPPV was found in patients with BPPV by Goto F et al (10).
They evaluated VCAM-1 as an ischemia marker
and d-ROM as a marker for oxidative stress. The
diagnostic value could be such that enhanced values of oxidative stress would be a marker for BPPV
and provide additional information for a diagnosis
of BPPV (10). Present study we haven’t investigated relationship between levels of oxidative stress,
iron concentrations and duration and severity of
BPPV. In the present study, we observed that the
patients with BPPV are exposed to decreased TAS
and iron levels. The increase in oxidative stress that
was observed in BPPV subjects in the present study
resulted from decrease in TAS. In present study the
decrease in levels of TAS might result from dietary
antioxidative deficiency.
It is well known that elements are co-factors of
enzymes. Numerous studies have indicated that
supplementations of antioxidants and trace element
affected brain trace element and antioxidant levels
(28,29,30). We found that plasma Fe concentrations
were lower in BPPV patients. However, there is no
report available on both Fe and oxidative values in

the same study in BPPV. In present study, the reduction in level of TAS might be due to depletion
of iron levels since CAT (catalase) requires Fe for
its catalytic activity. Fe is an essential element for
maintaining the normal structure and functioning
of the CNS (central nervous systems). The relationship of Fe status to brain function, cognition, and
behavior, including affective behavior, has been the
subject of considerable interest (31). The dangerous effects of decreases in the bioavailability of Fe
in the brain have been shown to affect brain biochemistry, neurotransmitter production and cognitive function such as learning and memory (32).
In present study the decrease in concentrations of
Fe might result from dietary Fe deficiency. In the
literature, we did not find the publication showing
the relationship between Fe deficiency and BPPV
in adults. But in their study, Erbek SH et al. found
iron deficiency anemia in one pediatric patient and
thalassemia minor in one patient. They observed in
pediatric patient treatment of the anemia improved
vertigo (33).
Cu deficiency decreases SOD (superoxide dismutase) activity (28). In our study, Cu levels were
found unchanged in BPPV and control groups.
Zn is implicated in the functioning of more
than 200 enzymes. Zn also plays an important role
in axonal and synaptic transmission and is necessary for nucleic acid metabolism and brain tubulin
growth and phosphorylation (34). We observed in
the current study that Zn levels were higher and copper levels were lower in patients with BPPV than in
control group but these were not significantly.
Ferreira et al. found significant difference
between zinc and magnesium serum levels in the
experimental group and the mean normal reference range for these elements, which reinforces the
idea of malabsorption syndrome or disabsortive
disease in the experimental group (35).
The role of Mg in dementia and other degenerative disorders has been the focus of increased
attention in recent years, and its insufficiency and
disturbances of concentrations in the brain and its
effect in elderly patient have also been investigated. In our study plasma Mg levels were found to
be increased in BPPV when compared to healthy
controls. It has various effects at different concentrations on intellectual and neuronal functions via
many biochemical mechanisms, which are regu-
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lated by N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor
response to excitatory amino acids, stability and
viscosity of the cell membrane and toxic effects of
calcium (36,37).
To our knowledge, this is the first study in which oxidative status of BPPV subjects was
determined using measurement of level trace
elements and TAS along with measurement of
TOS level and calculation of OSI.
Conclusions
Patients with BPPV are exposed to oxidative
stress and decreased iron levels. The weakness of
the antioxidant defence system combined with iron
deficiency might be implicated in the pathogenesis
of BPPV. Therefore, supplementation with iron involved in the antioxidative prosses may increase
antioxidative activities, and consequently, a further
improvement of symptoms in patients with BPPV
might be expected. Large-scale clinical trials are
needed to address the role of antioxidant status and
trace elements in the etiopathogenesis of BPPV.
Limitations
This study is limited by small sample size and
single-center design.
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Abstract

Introduction

Background: It is unclear whether thyroid
hormone levels and the levels of the expression
of Bcl-2, a proapoptotic proteins regulator, can
be used as an indirect indicators of apoptosis in
thyroid tissue. AIM: The aim of our study was
to determine whether thyroid hormone levels, as
well as Bcl-2 expression, determined by immunohistochemical staining, and percentages of apoptotic cells, could be used in the future as possible
indicators of thyrocyte changes in goiter patients
with hypothyroid and euthyroid goiter.
Subjects and methods: Total of 30 goiter patients were included in the study. TSH, T3, and
T4 levels were measured before the surgery; 15
subjects had low levels of thyroid hormones (hypothyroid goiter), and 15 subjects had normal thyroid hormone levels (euthyroid goiter). Thyroid
tissue specimens were obtained from each patient.
Percentages of apoptotic cells in tissue specimens
were determined by TUNEL method.
Results: Average percentage of apoptotic cells
was 7.81 ± 6.72 and average Bcl-2 expression score was 2.2 ± 1.42 (%, mean, ± SD). The percentage of apoptotic cells was higher, while the Bcl-2
expression scores were lower in the patients with
hypothyroid goiter, as compared to the patients
with euthyroid goiter (both P < 0.01). CONCLUSIONS: These results suggest that thyroid hormone levels are related to the increased apoptosis rate
in hypothyroid goiter. The Bcl-2 expression is an
important factor determining the rate of thyrocyte
survival and proliferation in goiter tissue.
Key words: Thyroid, Bcl-2, Apoptosis, Goiter,
TUNEL, Immunohistochemistry.
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Goiter is a swelling in the thyroid gland, which
can lead to enlargement in the neck tissue and a
compression of the trachea and surrounding tissues
(1). The most common cause of goiter are iodine
deficiency and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis; however,
regardless of the type and the mechanisms of development, apoptosis of thyrocytes is one of the
main factors of cell loss during goiter formation
and involution (2, 3, 4, 5). In spite of the increasing knowledge about molecular mechanisms of
apoptosis in various tissues and about the roles of
thyroid hormones in apoptosis (6, 7), it still remains unclear whether thyroid hormone levels and the
levels of Bcl-2 expression can be used as indirect
indicators of apoptosis in thyroid tissue.
Apoptosis is the process of programmed cell death that takes place in many tissues both in physiological and pathological conditions. It is regulated
by various factors and signaling pathways. In the
thyroid gland, most authors agree that the balance
between the activities of pro-apoptotic and antiapoptotic proteins regulate thyrocyte survival, and
that the best-characterized thyrocyte apoptosis-related genes are those for death receptors, caspases,
and Bcl-2 family members (8). Bcl-2 is a family
of proteins which regulates proapoptotic proteases
and regulate mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP), and therefore may determine the cellular commitment to apoptosis (9). It
was shown that the ratio of the expression of death
antagonists (Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, and Mcl-1) to death
agonists (Bax, Bak, Bcl-Xs, and Bad) determines
the survival or death of cells in physiological and
pathological conditions (10, 11, 12). Nevertheless,
many questions about the exact role of these factors in thyroid pathology still remain unanswered.
It is known that thyroid hormones regulate cellular
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metabolic activity and are involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation (6,7), probably by induction of Fas/FasL system and other
signaling pathways associated with Bcl-2 family
of proteins. Recently, it was suggested that thyroid hormone nuclear receptors are able to modify
the fate of cells through their ability to form complexes with transcription factors, such as p53 - a
key regulator of apoptosis and proliferation (6). In
some experimental models, it has been shown that
T3 acts as a universal trigger for both, cell death
and subsequent proliferation (13).
Various modern techniques are used to determine
the rates of apoptosis. One of the commonly used
methods is detection by terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase deoxyuridine 5-triphosphate nick end
labeling (TUNEL) permitting visualization of apoptotic nuclei, thereby allowing measuring the fraction
of apoptotic cells in tissue. This technique is, unfortunately, sometimes expensive, time consuming,
and requires specially trained laboratory personnel.
Unlike healthy thyroid tissue, goiter thyroid tissue is a useful medium for detection of apoptotic
cells, as well as of certain markers of cell death
and proliferation. Having in mind the role of Bcl2 family member proteins and thyroid hormones
in thyrocyte death and survival, it is important to
know the potential relationship between these factors and the percentages of apoptotic cells in the
goiter thyroid tissue. The primary objective of our
study was, therefore, to investigate whether there is a difference in Bcl-2 expression scores (determined by immunohistochemical staining) and
thyrocyte apoptosis rates (determined by the TUNEL method), between euthyroid and hypothyroid goiter patients. The secondary objective of the
study was to verify whether thyroid hormone levels and the levels of Bcl-2 expression can be used
as indirect indicators of apoptosis in thyroid tissue
Materials and methods
Thyroid tissue
We obtained the thyroid specimens from 30 randomly selected goiter patients surgically treated at
a University Clinical Centre, Kosovska Mitrovica,
Serbia. 15 patients were clinically diagnosed with
hypothyroid goiter (later histopatologically verified as Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis), and 15 patients,

were clinically diagnosed and histopatologically
verified as euthyroid goiter (struma diffusa et struma polynodosa). The exclusion criteria for the
study were chronic diseases such as neurological
diseases, diabetes mellitus, as well as alcohol and
drugs abuse. The tissue samples were taken during
thyreoidectomy operation. Informed consent was
obtained from all subjects. The study protocol was
in accordance with the guidelines of the Helsinki
Declaration 1975, revised in 1983, and the guidelines of Ethical Committee of The School of Medicine, University of Belgrade. A permission was
obtained from the local ethical committee and the
informed consent from the patients.
Blood samples
Total T3, T4, levels in serum were determined
in all patients before the operation using the radioimmunoassay test. The TSH serum levels were
determined using hTSH-IRMA test. All hormonal
tests were done following established protocols
previously described (12, 14, 15).
Detection of apoptosis by terminal
deoxynucleotidyl transferase deoxyuridine
5-triphosphate nick end labeling (TUNEL)
The in situ cell death detection kit with POD
(Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) was used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Apoptosis was evaluated subjectively by 2 independent observers using a 103 lens in 10 randomly selected fields(Microscope Leica 1000B,
Bio Optic) Institute of Pathophysiology, Faculty
of Medicinе, University of Belgrade, of each specimen and expressed as the percentage of positive nuclei per total number of thyrocyte nuclei in
every field. An average of the percentages from
the 10 fields was estimated for every specimen.
The agreement of the two observers for the evaluation of the results of TUNEL was almost complete. The numbers used for the evaluation of this
method represent the mean of the two scores given
by each independent observer.
BCL-2 Determination by Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical staining was performed
sing mouse monoclonal antibodies against human
Bcl-2 (IgG1k; DAKO Corp. A/S, Glostrup, Denmark), as previously reported (16). Positive reac-
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tivity was identified using a streptavidin-biotinperoxidase detection system (DAKO Corp. catalyzed signal amplification system, DAKO Corp.).
The paraffin-embedded tissue sections were deparaffinized, then put in Target Retrieval Solution
(DAKO Corp.) to amplify the signal, placed in a
water bath (95–97 0C) for 20–40 min, and then
cooled for 20 min. at room temperature. After
blocking endogenous peroxidase activity with a
3% hydrogen peroxidase solution for 10 min, intrinsic biotin with an endogenous avidin/ biotin
blocking kit (Nichirei Corp., Tokyo Japan), and
nonspecific binding by serum-free protein, the tissue was incubated with pre-diluted mouse monoclonal antibodies (10 mg/mL) (Roche Diagnostics
GmbH,Nannheim,Germany) followed by 15-min
incubation with streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase
complex. Staining was completed with diaminobenzidine for 5 min, and the specimens were
counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin for 2–5
min. The Bcl-2 positive thireocits were counted on
10 fields and averaged to express number of thyreocytes per one field. Intensity and distribution of
positive staining was evaluated on a scale of 0–5
(0 = 0%; 1 = 1–20%; 2 = 21–40%; 3 = 41–60%; 4
= 61–80% and 5 = 81–100% of thyrocytes), respectively, by two independent observers, whose
agreement was almost complete. The numbers
used for the evaluation of this method represent
the mean of the two scores given by each independent observer (17).

mU/L, Table 3 (means, ± SD; Table 4 and 5). There were no sex and age differences between the
groups. Average Bcl2 expression score was 2.2,
± 1.42, Table 6. The percentage of apoptotic cells
was higher in patients with hypothyroid goiter
than in the patients with euthyroid goiter (11.9%
versus 2.4%, P<0.01, Figure 1).
Table 1. T3 values in the two types of goiter

Statistical analysis
Statistical data analysis was done using SPSS v
10.1 statistical package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
Simple descriptive statistics was calculated and
reported as percentages (%), means, and standard
deviations (SD). Analysis was done using Mann–
Whitney U test (for detection of differences between the two groups of patients), Chi-square test, and
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (for correlation analysis). The obtained values for P < 0.05
were considered statistically significant.

Table 5. Age of the patients

Results
Average serum levels of T3 was 1.834 nmol/L,
± 0.502 nmol/L, Table 1; T4 100.06 nmol/L, ±
23.8 nmol/L, Table 2; and TSH 5.99 mU/L, ± 5.15
82

Goiter
Hypothyroid
Euthyroid

N
15
15

mean
1.527
2.141

SD
0.339
0.453

(t = 4.207, P<0.001).

Table 2. T4 values in the two types of goiter
Goiter
Hypothyroid
Euthyroid

N
15
15

mean
86.513
113.613

SD
19.657
19.908

(t = 7.042, P<0.001).

Table 3. TSH values in the two types of goiter
Goiter
Hypothyroid
Euthyroid

N
15
15

mean
10.035
1.945

SD
4.287
1.193

(t = 3.752, P = 0.001)

Table 4. Distribution of goiter patients according
to sex
Hypothyroid
N
%
Women 14 93.3
Men
1
6.7
Σ
15 100
Sex

Euthyroid
N
%
14
93.3
1
6.7
15
100

Σ
N
28
2
30

%
93.3
6.7
100

Differences not significant.

Goiter

N mean

SD

95% confidence
interval

Upper
limit
Hypothyroid 15 54.73 7.421 50.623
Euthyroid
15 57.53 6.30 54.044
Total
30 56.133 6.91 53.552

Lower
limit
58.843
61.022
58.714

(t = 1.114, P = 0.275).

Expression of the BCL-2 proteins on thyrocytes, labeled as 0, 1 and 2 is higher in hypotiroid
goiter than in euthyroid goiter (P< 0.001); expression of BCL-2, labeled as 3, 4 and 5 is higher in
euthyroid goiter as compared to hypothyroid goiter (P< 0.001).
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Table 6. Distribution of BCL-2 protein in the cells
Expression BCL-2 proteins on thyrocytes
0

Goiter
Hypothyroid
Euthyroid
Total

N
3
0
3

1
%
100
0
100

N
8
0
8

2
%
100
0
100

N
4
3
7

3
%
57.1
42.9
100

N
0
6
6

4
%
0
100
100

N
0
4
4

5
%
0
100
100

N
0
2
2

total
%
0
100
100

N
15
15
30

%
50.0
50.0
100

There was also a difference in Bcl-2 expression scores in patients with hypothyroid goiter as
compared to the patients with euthyroid goiter (P<
0.01, Z=4.417, Figure 2). The correlation between percents of apoptotic cells and thyreocyts that
express BCl-2 was negative in both, hipothiroid (r
= -0.722, P < 0.01, Figure 3) and euthiroid patients
(r = -0.720, P < 0.01, Figure 4; and Table 7).

Figure 1. The percentages of apoptotic cells in
goiter patients was higher (t=6.578, P<0.01) in
patients with hypothyroid goiter than in the patients with euthyroid goiter (11.9% versus 2.4%)
The apoptotic cells in patients with hypothyroid
goiter A) (t=6.578, P<0.01) and in the patients
with euthyroid goiter (11.9% versus 2.4%) B) stained with Tunel
Figure 3. Correlation between % of the apoptocic cells and BCL-2 valued in the patients with
hypothyroid goiter (r = -0.722, P< 0.01)

Figure 2. Expression scores of Bcl-2 family proteins in goiter patients. Тhe level of Bcl-2 was
much higher in areas where apoptosis was less
pronounced, and vice versa, Bcl-2 showed low
expression or it was not present when the apoptosis was more pronounced

Figure 4. Correlation between % of the apoptotic cells and BCL-2 valued in the patients with
euthyroid goiter (r = -0.720, P< 0.01)
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Table 7. Correlations between hormonal serum
levels, Bcl-2 scores and apoptotic cells
Positive correlations
T3 vs. Bcl-2 (r = 0.4925, P<0.01):
T4 vs. Bcl-2 (r = 0.5615, P<0.01)
TSH vs. percentages of apoptotic cells
(r = 0.55, P<0.01)
Negative correlations
TSH vs. Bcl-2 (r = -0.7598, P<0.01)
T3 vs. percentages of apoptotic cells
(r = -0.4076, P<0.05)
T4 vs. percentages of apoptotic cells
(r = -0.5505, P<0.01)
Bcl-2 vs. percentages of apoptotic cells
(r = -0.7504, P<0.01)

Discussion
In the present study it was shown that in goiter
patients, Bcl-2 expression is higher in patients with
euthyroid goiter than in patients with hypothyroid goiter with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Our results also indicate that the percentage of apoptotic
cells is higher in patients with hypothyroid goiter with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, than in patients
with euthyroid goiter. Destruction of thyrocytes in
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis seems to be a consequence
of inappropriate expression of Fas or TRAIL molecules (TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand),
which can be induced by cytokines released by
infiltrated lymphocytes, as well as the reduction of
antiapoptotic Bcl-2 protein (18). Several studies
(4, 19) indicate that the main regulatory proteins
of mitochondrial signaling pathway are proteins
of Bcl-2 family, of which the Bcl-2 and Bcl-xl are
anti-apoptotic (preventing apoptosis) and Bax and
Bak are proapoptotic (cause mitochondrial apoptosis), we investigated the expression of Bcl-2
proteins and their correlation with apoptotic cells.
Weetman (16) believes that the thyroid cell destruction in autoimmune hypothyroidism might be
related to the T cell-mediated cytotoxicity and death
receptor-mediated apoptosis. Although the existence of apoptosis was confirmed both in euthyroid
and hypothyroid goiter, the percentage of apoptotic
cells (2.3%) was much lower in the euthyroid goiter. The cause of these results may be found in different environmental conditions, different treatment,
or different phases of activity in which the disease
84

was studied. Numerous studies indicate that thyrocytes are linked to several apoptosis-inducing proteins, which are, however, inactive in the absence
of favorable environmental conditions. Hyperplasia
may be associated with thyrocyte apoptosis, although iodine and antithyroid medications can also
affect the results (20, 21).
The results of Chen S et al. showed that the level of Bcl-2 is almost identical in Graves disease
and thyroid follicular adenoma but much smaller in
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, while Fas, Fas-L and Bcl-2
in Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and goiter are almost the
same (22). We have also shown that in patients with
hypothyreoid goiter and patients with euthyroid goiter there is a highly negative correlation between
the percentage of apoptotic cells and the presence of
Bcl-2. The negative correlation between the number
of apoptotic cells and the presence of Bcl-2 is also
in accordance with the results of Patel VA et al. who
investigated the level of Bcl-2 and the number of
apoptotic cells in goiter development and involution
in rats. Their study has shown high levels of Bcl-2 in
normal thyroid gland and in goiter. They also observed increase in the numbers of apoptotic cells during
goiter development. After two days of goiter involution, Bcl-2 levels dropped and there was a four-fold
increase in apoptotic cells. In the following days the
level of Bcl-2 increased again while the number of
apoptotic cells returned to low levels (23). The results of the present study confirm that the expression
of Bcl-2 protein affects apoptosis of thyrocytes in
goiter, given that the level of Bcl-2 was much higher
in areas where apoptosis was less pronounced; and
vice versa, Bcl-2 expression showed low in areas
where apoptosis was more pronounced.
Although we found statistically significant
correlation between the percentage of apoptotic
cells and the values of thyroid hormones (T3, T4),
when all goiter patients are considered as one sample, no such corelation exists when the patient with
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and those with euthyroid
goiter, are analysed separately (as 2 samples). The
same lack of correlation was noticed between the
percentage of apoptotic cells and the TSH values. Indeed, Bossowski et al. also in their work suggested no significant correlation between thyroid
hormones and percentage thyrocytes expressing
of Fas and FasL in patients with Graves disease
and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (18).
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Contrary to our results, in vitro studies show that
TSH can prevent Fas-mediated apoptosis in a dose
dependent manner (24), which results in thyroid
hypertrophy. The difference in the reports may be
due to differences in disease activity and the stage
of goiter development at the time the testing was
done. In the early stage of goiter, hyperplasia depends on the TSH level, but at a later stage TSHindependent autonomous nodules begin to develop.
As the disease progresses, non-toxic, diffuse TSHdependent hyperplasia can turn into toxic or nontoxic TSH-independent multinodular goiter. Also,
differences in reports may be the result of therapy
used to treat goiter, since many studies indicate the
possible effect of iodine and other medication on
the occurrence of apoptosis (21, 25, 26).
Iiodine-rich diet in rats leads to a reduction of
the thyroid gland. Low concentrations of iodine
are capable of preventing apoptosis, whereas high
concentrations result in increased Fas-induced
apoptosis. Cytotoxic effect caused by the iodine
on rat thyrocytes has the characteristics of necrosis
and apoptosis (25). Recent studies have shown that
excess iodine in molecular form causes thyrocyte
apoptosis, leading to free radical formation, and
mitochondrial damage (27). Studies conducted on
patients with endemic multinodular goiter indicated
that after six months of iodine load, apoptotic thyrocyte number was increased up to ten times, Bcl-2
in thyrocytes disappeared, whereas Bax appeared in
the thyroid follicular epithelial cells (20).
The present study shows that expression of
Bcl-2 protein prevents thyrocite apoptosis in goiter, and that the level of Bcl-2 was much higher
in the areas where apoptosis was less pronounced;
and vice versa, Bcl-2 showed low expression or it
was not present in the parts where the apoptosis
was more pronounced. Some authors state that in
addition to Bcl-2 protein, Fas and FasL proteins
are also responsible for thyrocyte apoptosis (22,
28). Numerous studies have shown that iodine and
antithyroid drugs affect thyroid apoptosis in goiter
(21, 25). The cause of contradictory results might
be found primarily in different environmental conditions, different treatment in different phases of
disease activity. Studies suggest that all aspects
of apoptotic process are present in thyrocytes, but
some of them may be inactive in the absence of
favorable environmental conditions. Whether the

impairment of death antagonist Bcl-2 is a direct
consequence of environmental stimuli (iodine) or
is the result of an intrinsing thyrocite alteration,
is as yet not known. The present study confirms
that thyroid hormone levels and the levels of Bcl-2
expression could be used as indirect indicators of
apoptosis in thyroid tissue. Further investigations
are certainly needed to confirm this findings.
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Abstract
Background: Domestic violence against women refers to all acts of gender-based violence
perpetrated against women, including physical,
sexual and psychological violence occurring within the family. The high rates of domestic violence and disproportionately high rates of maternal
mortality in developing countries are recognized
as global public health problems.
Methods: This study is based on data extracted from the SciELO database and secondary data
extracted from the WHO website about domestic
violence, health services and health narratives.
Results and discussion: Violence also occurs
among the wealthier population, who can hide domestic violence. when considered assaults committed within the residence, 63% of victims were
women. Studies have found higher prevalence
among poorest women, who consult health services three times more than the others and that the
number of queries.
Conclusion: Violence against women deserves
to be approached as a health problem, in addition to violation of human rights and citizenship.
The narrative construction can be an instrument to
make possible the emergence of a new authorship
and the possibility of choice.
Key words: Domestic violence, women, health services.
Background
Formally, even before the onset of the economic surplus in the early community, which made
different the activities of men and women, the
sexual division is the first form of division of labor1. In fact, with the advent of Christianity equality between men was wanted, but the woman re-

mained anonymous, the female was still despised.
There was no equality between men and women.
In this historical context, the violence was not recognized as such, but realizes that it existed, was
practiced implicitly by the authority that the man
had on the woman, treating her as his property2.
Therefore, their visibility can be correlated
both to the forms through which manifests itself as the society’s capacity to effectively perceive
it3. The high rates of domestic violence and disproportionately high rates of maternal mortality
in developing countries are recognized as global
public health problems. However, it is unclear
what proportion of maternal mortality, and due to
domestic violence, if there are differences between countries and to what extent, and which factors
could explain these differences.
Espinoza and Camacho4 argue that domestic violence against women refers to all acts of genderbased violence perpetrated against women, including physical, sexual and psychological violence
occurring within the family. To the authors to more
comprehensive definition of violence against women and given by the United Nations Declaration
on the Elimination of Violence against Women5:
“any act of gender-based violence that results or
may result in, physical, sexual or psychological
harm or suffering to women, including threats of
such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life”.
Roughly speaking, domestic violence as a
problem of health or a health condition does not
correspond to a definition of the disease pathophysiology. Consequently, domestic violence is
not specified in the ICD-10. Domestic violence is
essentially a behavioral problem, as well as alcoholism and drug abuse4.
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Methods
This study included an analysis based on primary data extracted from original publications and
review articles contained in the databases of the
Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO), and
secondary data extracted from the WHO website.
There were restrictions on language or type of article. We performed a manual selection of texts,
through descriptors: domestic violence, health services and health narratives. Of these articles, we
excluded those that addressed the different thematic
purpose of this study. A total of 40 articles dating
from the period 2002 to 2011 were selected.
Results and discussion
In capitalism the economic necessity of division of labor in the production units led to a deterioration of workers’ wages forcing women to look
for supplement family income. Note that women’s
work became part of the production process because it represented cheap labor and easy exploitation by capital. As the woman began to have
access to knowledge and have more freedom of
expression, they realized that in addition to the duties they were entitled.
These events and changes represented a failure for the husband who felt powerless in the face
of such facts. Violence on the form of aggression
began to be used by men, physical and moral coercion was common practice, and even many crimes
of passion occurred at this time5.It is understood
domestic violence as various forms of interpersonal violence (physical assault, sexual abuse,
psychological abuse and neglect)6,7.
The curious thing is that violence also occurs in
the wealthier classes. Indeed, as they have many resources, political and economic, can hide domestic
violence, hence their under-representation in the
data reported violence8. As to the time of aggression, the correlation found with the indirect schooling
shows that the clarification of the women leads to
lower degree of tolerance for violence9.Thus, the
scene of violence against women, domestic violence or family assumes a prominent role.
Saffioti21, based on data from the 1990 National
Household Sample Survey, performed by IBGE
(Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics),
88

notes that of all assaults committed within the residence, 63% of victims were women .Investigations in health services show annual prevalence of
violence against women perpetrated by intimate
partners ranging from 4-23% and increasing to 3339% when considering the total period of violence
in the lives of these women10,11,12,13. These studies
have found higher prevalence among the poorest
women, who consult health services three times
more than the others and that the number of queries,
grows proportionally to the severity of the attacks.
However, it has been observed that health professionals do not identify these women are victims of
violence, even when the lesions presented are virtually pathognomonic of the phenomenon14,15.
It is considered that these professionals create
barriers to meet women due to factors such as lack
of time and resources, fear of offending women,
lack of training, fear of opening “Pandora’s box”
and frustration when dealing with non-response
many users in relation to advice16. Research conducted by Amaral, Letelier, Gois and Aquinas17
shows that 48% of battered women work outside
the home. The National Health Conference17, considers paid work one of the best ways to reduce
domestic violence, since the main victims are women who only work at home.
To the extent that use disorders psychoactive
substances are associated with domestic violence,
it is assumed generally that the reduction of substance use automatically eliminates the physical
and sexual abuse. Although recent research shows
that treatment of alcoholism is associated with
reduced partner violence18, this does not always
occur. Alcoholism partner was appointed as one
of the main triggers of aggression, corroborating
the fact that the attacks usually occur on weekends, between 8 P.M. and midnight, hours and days
in which he is allegedly drunk and the victim has
little possibilities of escape, because the offender is at home19, although not considered directly
responsible for violence, is an aggravating factor
because it is observed that the occurrences often
occur from Friday evening and step into the weekend and the victim often reports that the fellow
was making use of alcoholic beverages 28.Another
important aspect found in the search Giffin20 was
the fact that 38% of women thought the possibility
of suicide, which reports that the United States,
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the abuse is risk factor of 35% of suicide attempts
of American women.
The important thing about these studies is that
from them we can develop strategies to reduce the
violence that exists in our society. As Freedmann
and Combs21, narrative therapy is an approach
that considers those who seek therapy for people
dealing with such issues, problems or never identified with a label that bear on the problem. His
emphasis is on the person’s skill set to expand its
existential possibilities, through the review of his
ideas about himself and his dealing with everyday
issues. One of their assumptions is that we live
and how to build people through stories and they
are always open to be re-written or updated.
Narrative therapy works to separate people
from problem-saturated narratives, including the
identity as a project always open, built relationships with networks that include other people, family
and institutions22.Understood violence as a multifactorial construct and personal narratives as constructed by means of beliefs and values, one can
assume a vast work to be addressed in narrative
construction of the broad context for understanding the phenomenon and real and from there the
possibilities open to of deconstruction and other
open spaces for liberating narratives23.
Aldrighi26, in a study on violence in the couple discusses the need to address the couple to understand domestic violence, points to the risk that
focus on only the results of domestic violence, but
not the process. Pitman24 states that it is possible
to understand the constitution, organization and
process of domestic violence (in the case focusing on the couple) through the sequence in which
events are narrated. Since health, I mean full health, including biopsychosocial approach in this
type of violence. In the construction of intervention strategies, it is important to consider the use
of elements of popular domain known population,
highlighting the role of narratives25.
There are situations where, from this assumption, the women began claiming their rights, with
the formation of various movements. Remember
that the women’s movement initiates partnerships
with the state towards the implementation of public
policies for working with this problem. In 1983
he created the State Council on the Status of Women in Sao Paulo, in 1985 it created the National

Council of Women’s Rights and the first Women’s
Police Stations (DDM), also in São Paulo26. The
DDMs were the first and great resource to the public in combating violence against women and
especially domestic violence in the country. His
character is basically police: detect transgressions
of the law, determine its origin and criminalize domestic violence27. It remains silent recognition of
basic health services for the detection of violence
due to its proximity and wide coverage.
The prenatal care can serve as an important
space for their identification28 representing the
doorway to approach violence, establishing links
with women and encouraging service29.Address,
therefore, violence against women and their interface with health as well as provide visibility to the
issue of sexuality and forced sex within a marital
imply, among other tasks: the recognition of violence as “object” of the health sector, considering
both the expanded concept of health as the impact
that the quality of life30, the integration of issues
such as sexuality, gender and human rights in the
practice of multidisciplinary teams for humanization of care and questioning of the situations
addressed, to welcome and to interact demands
male and female, seeking both to facilitate greater assertiveness of the female sexual subject (in
addition to the “subjects of”) as rescue reciprocity
between genders in times of instability of labor relations and renegotiation of “marital debts”. In the
operationalization of the interdisciplinary health
care, and intersectional services (Police, MedicalLegal Institute, Health Units, etc.) which upholds the right to comprehensive care for “victims”,
“authors” of violence and their families, avoiding
the “victimization” through a “linked network of
medical, psychological, legal, police and social”31. However, for the visibility of domestic violence occurs in the primary health care are necessary organizational changes in service and in
the approaches taken by professionals in order
to prioritize not only the fulfillment of goals and
execution of the techniques proposed by the programs. This means that dialogue should be established and more symmetrical relations between
professionals and users31. But is particularly in situations of group work, when they feel welcomed,
women spoke spontaneously about the violence.
The speech of one of them led to the emergence of
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other reports of violence, working like a snowball.
This shows that women are willing to talk about
their situation; they feel the possibility of an attentive listening and acceptance of their problems,
even without the guarantee of solving them32,33.
Most programs and health services also has no
care protocols for cases of domestic and sexual violence against women, despite a note concerning
the availability of women, when interviewed, reported a living situation34.
Conclusion
Thus, according to the violation of human rights
and citizenship, violence against women also deserves to be approached as a health problem. From
the welcoming attitude, was the encouragement of
narrative construction, as an instrument to facilitate the emergence of new authorship, or some other
paths and the possibility of choice, as opposed to
the narrative disorientation immobilizing victims.
The speech of women and the delineation of the visits progressed in order to generate power and the
possibility of new stories from new narratives. Reflect gender violence as any act that results or may
result in harm or suffering raises biopsychosocial
(re) think health practices, particularly in the use
of different definitions of the phenomenon of the
available statistics, as well as the diversity of information sources. Roughly speaking, the lack of population surveys more accurate estimates difficult.
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Abstract
Long term daily consumption of yoghurt has a
definite and significant role in reducing the blood
cholesterol, low density lipoproteins (LDL) and
triglyceride and hence helps in the prevention of
coronary heart diseases (CHD). This study was
designed to determine the effects of branded and
conventional yoghurt available in local market in
Lahore (Pakistan) on serum cholesterol levels of
30 healthy volunteers of 25 to 40 years of age with
initial cholesterol levels between 200 - 240 mg/dl
for 60 days (8 weeks). The present investigation
concluded that the long term daily consumption of
both branded and conventional marketed yoghurts
decreased total cholesterol, LDL and triglycerides
along with an increase in high density lipoproteins
(HDL). However the effect is more promising in
branded yoghurt compared with the conventional
one. Thus it was found that the daily consumption
of yoghurt helps to prevent the high risk of CHD.
Key words: Yoghurt, LDL, HDL, hypercholesterimia, coronary heart disease.
Introduction
Yoghurt is one of the oldest fermented milk products and is well-known and more acceptable than
others in the world (Coïsson et al., 2005). It is more
nutritive as compared to milk due to its vitamins
contents, digestibility and source of calcium and
phosphorous. It is consumed by large number of
our population either as a part of diet or as a refreshing beverage. The popularity of yoghurt is due
to its characteristics like pleasant aromatic flavor,
thick creamy consistency and its reputation as food
associated with good health (Kleyn et al., 1979;
Domagla, 2005).
Yoghurt has high nutritional value and healthful
properties. It is believed that yoghurt has valuable
92

therapeutic properties thereby helps in curing gastrointestinal disorders (Athar, 1986; Shahid et al.,
2002). Anti-carcinogenic effects of Yoghurt have
been reported by Wollowski et al., (1999). There
are many reports about beneficial effects of yoghurt
in large intestine disorders. Perdigón et al. (2000
and 2001) showed the inhibition of a chemically induced colon cancer in mice fed with yoghurt.
Cholesterol is an important and basic building
block for body tissues like cell membrane and lipoproteins and plays key role in the synthesis of
steroids, hormones, gluco-corticoids and bile acids.
However, high serum cholesterol level has been
commonly recognized as an important factor in disease development. There has been reported a high
correlation between hypercholesterolemia especially of low-density lipoprotein, and incidence of
atherosclerosis (Levy, 1981). Elevated blood cholesterol is a well known major risk factor for CHD
(Aloglu and Oner, 2006). Hypercholesterolemia
is one of the most important risk factor for cardiovascular diseases. Benoit et al. (2010) studies also
showed that people with elevated total cholesterol
and HDL-cholesterol were at increased CHD risk.
The WHO has prediction that by 2030, cardiovascular diseases will remain as one of the leading
causes of death, affecting approximately 23.6 million people around the World (WHO, 2009). The
risk of heart attack is three times higher in people
with hypercholesterolemia, compared to those who
have normal blood lipid profiles.
Mann and Sporry were among the first investigators who demonstrated the reducing effects
of fermented milk on cholesterol concentration
(Gary et al., 2000). Effect of yogurt on the metabolism of lipids and hypocholesolemic actions
were studied by St-onge et al., 2000, Brown and
Valiere 2004, Shah 2006, Lourens-Hattingh et al.,
2001, Shakeri, 2003). Numerous in vitro and in
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vivo studies have been conducted investigating
the potential positive effects of yogurt in lowering
cholesterol. James (1999) had reported that out of
seven various clinical studies (Bazarre et al., 1983,
Hepner et al., 1979, Jaspers et al., 2006, Massey
1984, McNamara et al., 1989, Payens et al., 1995,
Rossouw et al., 1981), six obserrved a reduction
in serum cholesterol concentration associated with
Fermented Milk intake. Fermented dairy products
and probiotic bacteria decrease the absorption of
cholesterol (Ebringer et al., 2008). Therefore, the
present investigation was conducted to establish
the hypocholestrimic effects of locally branded
and conventional yoghurt by long-term daily consumption for 56 days to 30 normal healthy adults
of 25 to 40 years of age with initial cholesterol
levels between 200 - 240 mg/dl.
Materials and methods
One branded yogurt sample and one conventional yogurt dahi were purchased from local market
of Lahore to evaluate their hypocholestrimic effect.
Thirty healthy volunteers (both males and females),
25-40 years of age, were selected for participation
in the trial on the basis of prior physical examination, medical history and serum cholesterol level.
A pre-intake period was arranged for one week,
during which participants were advised to maintain
their ordinary living habits including their diets but
should not take pickles and fermented milk. At the
end of pre-intake period, serum lipids were determined from blood samples taken before breakfast
(fasting). Serum total cholesterol levels were within
the range of 200-240 mg/dl. The volunteers were
divided into three groups, control group, group 1
and group 2. After one week of pre-intake, subjects
were instructed to consume 300 grams of respective
yogurt (group 1was fed branded yogurt and group
2 was fed conventional yogurt, dahi) except control
group with no yoghurt for a period of 60 days daily
as a part of their routine habitual meals (break fast,
lunch and dinner).
Blood samples were collected after 60 days
consumption of yogurt from each individual and
serum was separated which was analysed for triglycerides, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and
LDL- cholesterol using diagnostic kits.

Triglycerides
Randox®GPO-PAP (UK) kit method was
employed for triglycerides estimation. The triglycerides were determined after their enzymatic
hydrolysis with lipases. The indicator was a quinoneimine.
Enzyme reagent were mixed with serum samples and incubated for 10 minutes at 20-250C. The
absorbance was measured at 500 nm against blank.
Total Cholesterol
Human®CHOD-PAP (Germany) kit was used
for total cholesterol determination. It employed
enzymatic colorimetric estimation of cholesterol
after its enzymatic hydrolysis and oxidation. The
indicator quinoneimine was formed from hydrogen peroxide and 4-aminophenazone in the presence of phenol and peroxide.
Reagent was mixed with serum sample and incubated for 10 min at 20-25 oC. The absorbance
was measured Spectro UV-VIS Dual Beam UVS2800 LABOMED, INC. against blank at 500 nm.
HDL-Cholesterol
HDL fraction was assayed using AutoZyme
Cholesterol (Richelsen et al.. 1996). The assay
mixture was incubated for 10 min at 37 0C followed
by absorbance at 500nm.
LDL-Cholesterol
LDL-Cholesterol was computed according to
Friedewald’s formula (Friedewald’s et al., 1972).
LDL cholesterol=Total cholesterol-HDL cholesterol-(serum triglycerides/5)
Results and discussion
In order to check hypocholestrimic effect of
market branded yoghurt and conventional yoghurt,
30 subjects of different age groups (20-43) were
divided in three groups, Control group, group 1
and group 2. Control group did not received any
yoghurt while group 1 received 300 g/day branded
yoghurt and group 2 consumed conventional yoghurt of the same amount for a period of 60 days.
At the start of study, blood samples were collected
to estimate triglycerides, total cholesterol, LDL
(Low-density lipoprotein) and HDL (High density
lipoprotein) levels and then after 60 days, blood
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samples were again collected and analyzed for
aforementioned parameters.
Results of total cholesterol levels in 3 different
groups were shown in the Figure 1 which clearly
indicated that yogurt consumption for 60 days significantly reduced total cholesterol in groups 1 and
2 in comparison with control group and this effect
is more profound in branded yogurt as compared to
conventional yogurt. There were significant differences (P<0.05) in cholesterol levels in subjects
consuming the yogurt as compared with the control.

Figure 1. Mean Cholesterol levels in various
groups at zero and sixty days
A same kind of observation was made by Jaspers et al. (2006) showing that daily yogurt consumption in the diet significantly reduced fasting
total serum cholesterol 10-12% in human adult
males. Jafari et al. (2009) reported that consumption of both probiotic and ordinary yogurt caused
a significant decrease in serum total cholesterol.
More over Marie-Pierre et al. (2000) studied the
effect of fermented dairy products on cholesterol
concentration and concluded that yoghurt has a
moderate cholesterol lowering action. Proper intake of fresh yoghurt increased short chain fatty
acids this in turn aids to decrease the circulating
cholesterol concentration by inhibiting hepatic
cholesterol synthesis. Agerbaek et al. (1995) and
Schaafsma et al. (1998) also reported a significant
reduction in serum cholesterol concentration after
yogurt consumption.
Results of LDL-cholesterol in 3 different groups
at zero day and sixty days were presented in Figure
2 which showed a significant decrease in LDL-cholesterol concentration in experimental groups, 1 & 2
as compared to control group. As LDL-cholesterol
was calculated from the values for serum total cho94

lesterol, triglycerides and HDL- cholesterol using
the equations of Friedewald et al. (1972), the reduction in serum LDL-cholesterol concentration would
be expected. Our results are generally in agreement
with some of other findings (Aklain et al. 1997, De
Smet et al. 1998). Schafasma et al. (1998) studied
the effects of yoghurt on blood lipids and showed
that it has lowered serum LDL-cholesterol levels in
normal healthy male adults. Similarly Richelsen et
al. (1996) also studied long term effects of yoghurt
on plasma lipoproteins and declared a rapid reduction of LDL cholesterol after a period of one month,
thus clearly indicated its hypocholestrimic function.

Figure 2. Mean LDL-Cholesterol in Various
Groups at zero and sixty days
Figure 3 showed the results of HDL-Cholesterol levels in 3 different groups at zero and 60 days
which indicated that yogurt consumption significantly elevated the HDL-cholesterol levels in both
groups (1 & 2) consuming yoghurt compared with
control group without yoghurt consumption and
this effect was more profound in branded yogurt
as compared to conventional yogurt.
A same kind of observation was being made by
Kiebling et al. (2002) who concluded that long term
daily consumption of 300g of yoghurt over a period
of 21 wks increased serum concentration of HDL
cholesterol in women thus leading to the desirable
improvement of LDL/HDL cholesterol ratio.
Some research scientists indicated that the
HDL to total cholesterol ratio is more important
than total cholesterol level alone for the prediction
of heart disease risk as cholesterol is unable to mix
with water and therefore it needs some assistance
to travel throughout the blood stream. HDL helps
to remove cholesterol from the body by transporting it to the liver whereas LDL does not aid
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in transportation of cholesterol instead it deposits
cholesterol on the inner vessel walls. A decrease
in total cholesterol with simultaneous increase of
HDL-cholesterol was also observed by Hashimoto et al. (1999) and Taranto et al. (1998).

Figure 3. HDL-Cholesterol in Different groups
at zero and sixty days

fatty acids were significantly reduced in skim milk
and dahi fed animals as compared with control animals. In contrast, HDL -cholesterol in plasma was
higher in skim milk (14%) and dahi (29%) fed animals as compared with control animals. Yeganeh et
al. (2010) who studied the effects of probiotic and
conventional yogurt on lipid profile in women had
observed positive changes in lipid profile in both
yogurt groups compared with the control group
with a decrease in total cholesterol to HDL-cholesterol ratio and an increase in HDL-cholesterol.
Maity and Misra (2010) also concluded that
increased consumption of market Dahi can be recommended for hypercholesterolemic individuals
with a view to reducing the incidence of coronary
heart disease in India.
Jafari et al. (2007) suggested the hypercholesterolemic individuals to consume more yogurt as the
source of dairy products in their diet based on their
study results that higher the baseline blood cholesterol level, the more beneficial effects of milk replacement with yogurt, especially probiotic yogurt.
Conclusion

Figure 4. Triglycerides at zero and sixty days
The mechanisms of serum lipid improvement
had been suggested from an in vitro experiment
which demonstrated that intestinal lactic acid
bacteria have capacity to assimilate and bind cholesterol as well as bile acids with bacterial cells
(Bottazi et al., 1986; Gilliland et al., 1985; Hosono and Tono-oka, 1995)
Results of triglycerides at zero and 60 days in 3
different groups were shown in the Figure 4 which
indicated that yogurt consumption for 60 days
reasonably reduced total triglycerides in group 1
and 2 in comparison with control group. However,
this effect is more profound in branded yogurt as
compared to conventional yogurt. There was significant difference (P) in triglycerides in subjects
consuming yogurt as compared with the control.
Yadav et al. (2006) reported that plasma total
cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-cholesterol, verylow-density lipoprotein-cholesterol and blood free

The results of this study clearly demonstrated
that branded yogurt was more effective in improving
serum lipids in humans as compared to traditional
conventional yogurt. This study clearly projects the
usefulness of the yogurt containing diet as safe alternative immunotherapeutic agent and functional food
for the persons suffering from hypercholesterolemia.
The result of this study demonstrated that yogurt has the potential to significantly reduce serum cholesterol concentrations and regular yogurt
consumption generally exerts positive effects on
the lowering of fat metabolites in particular cholesterol. Reductions of serum cholesterol concentrations of 3 to 4% are clinically meaningful since
every 1% reduction in serum cholesterol concentrations leads to a 2 to 3%reduction in estimated
risk for coronary heart disease (Manson 1992).
Thus, regular intake of yogurt may decrease estimated risk for coronary heart disease by 6 to 10%.
However, in order to enhance the results obtained
in this project; further studies are required to better understand the mechanism of action and the
magnitude of the effect from FM/yogurt intake in
hypercholesterolemic subjects.
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ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy
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Abstract
Objective: To explore the clinical value of
continuous antegrade perfusion by paracalculous
ureteral catheter in ureteroscopic holmium laser
lithotripsy for mid-distal ureteral stone.
Methods: Sixty-two patients who had middle
or inferior segment ureter calculi were enrolled
in this study and randomized into two groups. 31
cases underwent modified ureteroscopic holmium
laser lithotripsy with a F4 ureteral catheter inserted
and crossed by the stone with certain depth under
straight supervision of ureteroscopy. Normal saline was injected continuously through the catheter
during lithotripsy procedure. 31 cases underwent
directly ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy.
The total operation time, time of stone removal,
stone clearance rate and surgery complications
were compared between two groups.
Results: All procedures were successful with
no case transferred to open surgery. No ureter perforation or breakage occurred in two groups. Total
operation time in modified lithotripsy group and
direct lithotripsy group were 33.90±7.61min VS
35.23±7.03min (t=-0.71, P=0.48>0.05). Time of stone removal were 8.93±3.29min VS 12.13±2.68min
(t=-4.17, P=0.0001<0.05). Stone clearance rate were
100% VS 96.77% with stone in one case of direct
lithotripsy group immigrated to renal pelvis, which
was treated by extraorgan shock wave lithotripsy after surgery. All patients in two groups were followed
for 3 months to 1 year.
Conclusions: Intraoperative paracalculous ureteral catheter and continuous antegrade perfusion
does not increase total operation time in ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy. It can maintain
clear operation field and favorable stone removal,
resulting in less time of stone clearance during laser lithotripsynes.
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Introduction
In recent years, as endoscopic lithoclasts and
ureteroscopy-assisted techniques advance, microinvasive ureteroscopic lithotripsy is extensively used
in the urinary surgeries and has served as an important, microinvasive, safe and effective treatment
modality for lower ureteral calculi [1]. This procedure is reported to associate with a higher middle
and lower ureteral calculus clearance than extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) [2,3].
Nevertheless, calculus upward migration remains
unresolved during ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy and how to safely, simply and effectively
prevent this problem to reduce the calculus residue
becomes the research hot spot in the urologic field
[4-6]. Currently, various assisted lithotripsy instruments such as N-Trap basket have been developed
to reduce the upward migration of calculi but all
have limitations [7]. This study enrolled a total of
62 patients who had middle or lower ureter calculi
and received either modified ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy with continuous water injection
via the paracalculous ureteral catheter or direct lithotripsy. Surgical outcomes and complications of
the 2 procedures were compared to investigate the
value of continuous antegrade perfusion by paracalculous ureteral catheter in ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy.
Materials and methods
Clinical data
A total of 62 patients (29 males and 33 females) with lower and middle ureteral calculi were
enrolled in the current study. They were scheduled
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for ureteroscopic lithotripsy in the Department of
Urinary Surgery from February 2009 to December 2010. Patients were eligible if they were adult,
with the calculus having the diameter of > 0.6cm
and ≤ 1.5cm and being present only in the urinary
system and below the upper edge of pelvis of the
sacroiliac joint (middle and lower ureteral calculi),
as confirmed by KUB. Patients with acute urinary
infection (fever and increasing leukocyte) prior to
surgery, congenital ureteral stricture or the history
of surgery in the homolateral ureteral surgery were
excluded from the current study.
All patients were randomly divided in 2 groups
of 31 patients to receive either modified ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy with a F4 ureteral
catheter inserted over calculi and injected the water continuously throughout the surgery or direct
holmium laser lithotripsy. All surgeries were conducted by a single surgeon. Preoperative clinical
data were shown in Table 1.
Surgical procedures
All patients were placed in the lithotomy position and received the combined spinal-epidural
anesthesia. 60/100 W holmium laser generator
(LUMENIS) and 8/9.8 or 7F hard ureteroscopy
which was equipped with TV image monitoring
system (OLYMPUS) were used for surgery. Sterilized saline perfusate was suspended 80cm above
the operation table. The ureteroscopy was visibly
inserted to the bladder. After conventionally examining neoplastic masses and calculi, the bilateral
ureteral orifices were identified along the interureteric ridge and then the ureteroscope was placed
under the guidance of a 4F ureteral catheter reversely inserted into the diseased ureteral orifice.
Following confirming that the ureteroscope was in
the ureteral cavity, the operation table was elevated to place the patient in a 20-30° dorsal elevation
position. The ureteroscope was carefully shifted
upwards to search for calculi. The size, position

and presence of polyp encapsulation were observed. The laser lithotripsy energy/frequency was
set 1.5-2.0J/5Hz.
Modified lithotripsy
A 4F catheter was inserted over the calculus and
detained at the catheter end 8-10cm in the front
of the calculus (Figure 1). Then, the ureteroscope
was removed and the tail end of the catheter was
connected with a 50ml injector via the extension
tube (Figure 2a, b). The ureteroscopy was inserted again via the external urethral orifice (Figure
3) and entered into the ureter along the catheter.
Holmium 400μm optical fibers were placed via
the ureteral operation channel to the calculi (Figure 4). The calculus was fragmented less than 2mm
using the nibbling method starting from the calculus edge, during which, the normal saline was
continuously injected into the catheter to maintain
the clear surgical field. Next, the water switch on
the other side was closed. When the calculi shifted downwards, the ureteroscope was gradually
withdrawn and concurrently conducted lithotripsy
(Figure 5a, b).

Figure 1. The 4F ureteral catheter was inserted
and crossed by the calculus

Table 1. Preoperative clinical data of both groups (mean±SD)
Groups

Total number

Age/years*

Male/female*

Left/right*

Modified lithotripsy
Direct lithotripsy

31
31

39.39±11.74
38.23±11.62

15/16
14/17

17/14
18/13

Maximal diameter
(cm)/range
1.16±0.27/0.7-1.5
1.18±0.28/0.7-1.5

Note: * P>0.05
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Figure 2a. The tail end of the ureter was connected with a scalp needle extension tube

Figure 2b. A 50ml injector was connected with
the tail end of the ureter via the scalp needle
extension tube

Figure 4. The holmium laser optic fibers were placed to the calculus via the ureteroscopic channel

Figure 5a. The ureteroscopy was retragraded
while lithotripsy was conducted

Figure 5b. The ureteroscopy was retragraded
while lithotripsy was conducted

Figure 3. The ureteroscope was inserted again
via the external urethral orifice
100

Conventional lithotripsy
After the 4F catheter was withdrawn via the
operation channel, the holmium laser fibers were
placed to fragment the calculi below 2mm.
A 4.7F intra-ureteral support tube (double J
tube) and a double-channel ureteral catheter were
indwelled conventionally in both groups.
Journal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H
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Postoperative management
Within in 3 days post surgery, antibiotics
were given to prevent infection. Within 8 hours
following surgery, liquid diet was required. On
day 1 following surgery, patients could take outof-bed activities and KUB was conducted for calculus residue and position of double J tube. The
urinary catheter was conventionally remained for
1-2 day and then patients were discharged. The
double J tube was removed under the cystoscope
in weeks 3 to 4 following surgery in Clinic.
Statistical analysis
SPSS11.0 was used for statistical analysis.
Measurement data were analyzed using the t test.
P<0.05 was considered statistically different.
Results
Surgical data
All surgeries were successful. In both groups, no
case was transferred to open surgery and no ureter
perforation or breakage was reported. One patient
in the modified lithotripsy group was transferred
to the direct lithotripsy due to the great calculus
upward migration and excluded from the study.
The total surgical period was 33.90±7.61min vs.
35.23±7.03min in the modified lithotripsy group
(n=30) and direct lithotripsy group (n=31) (t=0.71, P=0.48>0.05) and the lithotripsy period was
8.93±3.29min vs. 12.13±2.68min in both group
(t=-4.17, P=0.0001<0.05). All patients discharged
within 1-2 days following surgery. The calculus
clearance was 100%(30/30) in the modified lithotripsy group and 96.77% (30/31) in the direct
lithotripsy group. In the latter group, 1 patient was
supplemented with ESWL post surgery due to the
calculus upwards migrating to the renal pelvis.
Surgical data are shown in Table 2.
Postoperative follow-up
The double J tube was removed within 3 to 4
weeks following surgery. The follow-up period ran-

ged from 3 months to 1 year in both groups. Ultrasonography showed no calculus residue or urinary
stricture and disappearing or alleviating dropsy.
Discussions
Since reported by Bagley for the first time in
1995, ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy
is extensively applied to treat the urinary calculi
within a short time [8]. Holmium laser smashes
calculi primarily via the heat effect. During lithotripsy, water on the surface of and within calculi gasificates into globules post absorbing light
energies; then globules split and produce shock
waves to crush calculi into pieces; and finally, these pieces were discharged from the body [9,10].
The traditional pneumatic lithotripsy crushes the
calculi into pieces by the mechanical vibration,
which generally starts from the calculus center. As
a result, the entire calculus may be divided into
severe big pieces, most of which require a secondary comminution, and relatively big pieces may
be washed out of the visual field or to the renal
pelvis, with a high possibility of piece residue.
Current holmium laser lithotripsy used in clinical
practice can achieve a 10KW pulsed peak powder,
which is enough to comminute calculi with various components and density. In this study, calculi
could be communited into pieces of less than 2mm
by the edge nibbling method with the appropriate
laser power and frequency. Therefore, ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy is associated with
a higher efficiency and less calculus residues as
compared to the pneumatic lithotripsy and has
been the standard surgical procedure for the middle and lower ureteral calculi [11].
In spite of the advantages aforementioned, the
holmium laser lithotripsy has the following limitations: 1. Small and much calculus pieces often
made unclear visual field. Thus, the surgeon had
to stop operations relevant to lithotripsy and modulate the water switch of the ureteroscopy. Lit-

Table 2. Surgical data of both groups (mean±SD)
Groups

Case/n

Age/year

Left/right

Modified lithotripsy
Direct lithotripsy

30
31

39.63±11.86
38.23±11.62

16/14
18/13

Maximal
diameter/cm
1.16±0.27
1.18±0.28

Total surgical
time/min
33.90±7.61
35.23±7.03

Lithotripsy
time/min**
8.93±3.29
12.13±2.68

Note: **P>0.05
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hotripsy can be continued only after the calculus
pieces precipitate or are washed away, which
prolongs the surgical time. 2. Calculus upward
migration during surgery is also a difficulty. In a
study on combined laser and flexible ureteroscope
to treat the upper ureteral calculi by Chow et al.,
there were still around 25% subjects with calculus
upward migration [12]. Hence, the key of successful ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy is to
cooperate the laser lithotripsy with a safely, simply and effectively method to prevent the calculus
upward migration [4-6].
In this study, artificial water was continuously
injected via the 4F urinary catheter to generate
the above-down flow to wash away the extensive calculus pieces, keeping a clear surgical field
and shortening the lithotripsy time. Also, the ureter pressure above the calculus is increased by
the catheter locking the calculus and continuous
water injection, which prevents and reduces the
calculus upward migration. In this study, the continuous water injection via the ureteral catheter
had less surgical time than the conventional direct
lithotripsy (P<0.05) without increasing the total
surgical time. In the modified lithotripsy group,
no patient experienced calculus upward migration
with a calculus clearance of 100% while the calculus migrated upward to the renal pelvis in one
patient of the direct group and ESWL was required post surgery. The modified method is superior
to the conventional method in treatment of middle
and lower ureteral calculus.
We draw several conclusions: 1). After confirming that the ureteroscope was in the ureteral cavity,
the operation table was elevated rapidly to make the
patient’s head run up 20-30°, avoiding the calculus
upward migration induced by water injection. 2). After identifying the calculus, the influent water is decelerated to avoid that the calculus is washed upwards after the ureteroscope approaches the calculus. At
this time, the ureteroscope is swayed to observe the
circumference of the calculus and a 4F ureteral catheter is reversely inserted over the calculus with a depth
of around 8-10cm to guarantee the impulsive force
and prevent the short-range upward migration of the
calculus due to the upward force produced by laser
lithotripsy. 3). After the ureteral catheter is placed,
the water can be injected immediately via the extension tube. During this procedure, the ureteroscope is
102

turned down or even closed on the premise of clear
surgical field, which is beneficial to ensure the abovedown artificial water flow. 4). The approximate laser
energy/frequency for lithotripsy is 1.5-2.0J/5Hz. On
the basis of lithotripsy, the laser energy/frequency
should be turned down as can as possible to achieve
the small and accurate “fixed fire” lithotripsy, reducing the great quantity of stone fog and large broken stone and avoiding the huge upward force. 5).
The calculus is brushed into pieces of less than 2mm
using the edge nibbling method and the ureteroscope
is withdrawal with lithotripsy continuing when the
calculus shifts downwards on the action of the water flow and gravity. Thus, small broken stone power
can be washed into the bladder via the curved space
parallel to the ureteroscope and ureteral catheter to
avoid increasing the calculus removed time induced
by repeated usage of lithotomy forceps.
In this study, eligible patients were with the calculus of the diameter of not above 1.5cm, since the
larger calculus adheres to the ureter, causing difficult
insertion of the 4F ureteral catheter. In the modified
lithotripsy group, only 1 patient had a larger calculus (1.5cm) and finally, the direct lithotripsy method
was used due to the calculus upward migration during the process of the ureteral catheter placement.
In the 31 patients of the modified method, KUB
showed no calculus residue and no significant complications were reported with a favourable efficacy.
Nevertheless, paracalculous ureteral catheter in ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy is associated
with some limitations: 1). Paracalculous ureteral
catheter placement is time-consuming, especially in
the early development of the surgery, and retrograde catheter placement has some resistance. Certain
time is often spent to avoid false passage formation and calculus upward migration during displacement. 2). Paracalculous ureteral catheter and ureteroscope placements can narrow the operation space,
causing difficult operations. Therefore, ureteroscope
insertion and withdrawal should be very gentle to
avoid ureter breakage. 3). Continuous water injection can increase the intrapelvic pressure, causing
causative organisms in urinary infection to enter
into the renal parenchyma against the current, resulting in the systemic infection or infection diffusion.
Therefore, the surgery should be conducted in the
absence of urinary infection. After paracalculous
ureteral catheter placement, the upper ureteral fluid
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drained from the catheter end should be observed
and in the presence of purulent hydrops, the water
injection pressure should not be too high to avoid
the purulent hydrops diffusion. Drainage and intravenous anti-infection therapy should be given post
surgery [13]. In this study, the modified procedure is
associated with a significantly lower lithotripsy time
but not the total surgical time than the conventional
procedure, possibly because the ureteroscope placement is time-consuming. The total surgical time of
the modified procedure is shortened by accumulating experiences on paracalculous ureteral catheter
placement and lithotripsy operations.
In conclusion, intraoperative paracalculous ureteral catheter and continuous antegrade perfusion
does not increase total operation time in ureteroscopic holmium laser lithotripsy. It can maintain
clear operation field and favorable stone removal,
resulting in less time of stone clearance during laser
lithotripsynes. It has important clinical value to use
paracalculous ureteral catheter in laser lithotripsy.
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Abstract

Introduction

Introduction: Dermatogliphics is a science
that studies dermal prints (dermatogliphs) on volar
side of palms and soles. Dematogliphs are specific
for every person thus by studying them we can determine a series of parameters which can help us
diagnose and treat the examined persons.
Objective: Research’s objective was to determine possible differences in dermatogliphic characteristics of digito-palmar complex (DPC) among
schizophrenic patient and healthy population.
Method: The research was conducted on 32
persons with schizophrenia aged from 22 to 34 (average: years old) while control group consisted of
32 healthy men age from 25 to 35 (average: years
old). In the scope of digital DPC part we examined
a number of dermal ridges on each finger separately
(FRC - finger ridge count) and total dermal ridge count on all ten fingers (TRC - total ridge count). With
palmar DPC part we measured angles between triaradius (atd, dat, adt, atb, btc, ctd) as well as dermal
ridges count between triradius a-b, b-c i c-d.
Results: Our research results show that when
compared with healthy population, schizophrenic
patients have higher RC on second and fifth finger
of both hands, higher TRC, higher ab-RC and atdangle higher also.
Conclusion: Dermatogliphic analysis can be
useful in the process of diagnosing schizophrenia
but only as an additional method, and never as a
dominant diagnostic procedure.
Key words: Schizophrenia, dermatogliphs, a-b
count, atd angle.
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Dermatogliphics is a science which examines
dermal prints (dermatogliphs) on volar side of
palms and soles. American scientists Cummins H.
and Middle C. used the term dematogliphs to describe dermal lines for the first time in 1926, and
that same year on the National Congress of American Anatoms and Morphologists (NCAAM) dermatogliphics was officially verified as a branch of
medical science [1].
Schiciphrenic patients’ dermatogliph markers
are well studied in expert literature, therefore the
signicicant number of reserchers delt relatively
with this problem even during the 50-ies of XX
centuy [2.3]. It is well known that skin and brain
are developt from the same ectoderm, so dermatogliph markers can provide certain information on
early development brain demage among schicophrenic patients [4].
“When we talk about etiological factors of schicofrenia, than as the mostly importnat we should
mention early brain demages. Contemporary theories consider that schicophrenia appears as the late
consequence of early brain demage, thus abnormal
neurodevelopment occures. The damage can appear
as a result of reduced nerve fibers ‘activity, abnormal migration of neurons, disorder in the process of
myelination. All these abnormalities come as a consequence of genetic disorders, but they can also appear during intrauterine and perinatal period…” [5]
Dermatogliphs of fingers and volar side of
palms are formed from 11-24 weeks of the intrauterine period [6], so it is assumed that this is the
period during which it might come to the disorder in brain development [7], in other words it is
a critical period in etiology of schizophrenia [8].
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In any way, evident origin of cerebral abnormalities among psychotic patients remains unknown,
so studying the connection between dermatogliphic characteristics and etiology of schizophrenia might be of crucial significance in daily practice with these examinees, and also with patients
who suffer from neurotic disorders, such as panic
disorder [9]. Truth be told, in expert literature we
can also find researches that completely negate
the connection between the dermatogliph findings
and schizophrenia [10,11].
Therefore, the significant number of works,
with often contradictory results, and the inexistence of similar studies in this area in Serbia, were
the reasons for which we decided to conduct this
research with the aim to determine possible differences in dermatogliphic characteristics of Digito
Palmar Complex (DPC) between schizophrenic
men and healthy population.

We defined the dermatogliphs of palmar areas
using the common scanner “Canon” (CanoScan
9000F) combined with the software for digital image editing “VectorMagic” (Picture 1.).

Objective
Research’s objective was to determine possible differences in dermatogliphic characteristics
of digito-palmar complex (DPC) among schizophrenic patient and healthy population.
Method
The research was conducted on 32 persons with
diagnosed schiyophrenia aged from 22 to 34 ( average 28 years old), while control group consisted
of 32 healthy men aged from 25 to 35 ( average
30 years old). The examinees with schiyophrenia
mainly belonged to the simplex form, and less to
the hebephrenic form, while olny two examinees
belonged to the paranoid form.
Examinees were processed dermatoglyphicaly
in the Institute for Psychophysiological Disorders
and Speech Patology „prof dr. Cvetko Brajovic“
(Serbia) and in the “Stosljevic“ Ordination (Serbia), to where the examinees were reffered by the
recomendation of the attending psychiatrist who
did diagnose schizophrenia. The research was
conducted during the period 2000-2010.
To collect DPC prints, in order to identify and
classify dermatogliphs, we decided to use the digital scanning method following the protocols of
Kuminsa and Midloa[12] and Penrosea[13].

Picture 1. Digital hand print edited by
“VectorMagic”software
We defined the dermatogliphic patterns on
fingertips using the specialized scanner (AET62
NFC, producer: Advanced Card Systems Ltd.)
combined with the “VeriFinger” software which
semi-automatically transforms the data from natural to graphically readable form (Picture 2).

Naturalni otisak/ Natural print
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talk about triradius in general, it is important that
the mutual angle of the lines, which the triradius are
formed from, have at least 90°. Picture 1. shows triradius a, b ,c, d and t and by connecting them we
get the above mentioned dermatogliphic markers.
Gained results of quantitative analysis were
compared by Student t-test in SPSS program (version 17.0.) where we considered the p-value ≤
0.05 to be significant.
Results
Obrađeni otisak/ Edited print
Picture 2. Digital fingertip print edited by “VeriFinger” software
While selecting variables we decided to use
the quantitative DPC analysis. This implies that in
digital DPC area we examined the number of dermal ridges on each finger separately (FRC - finger
ridge count), as well as the total number of dermal
ridges on all ten fingers (TRC - total ridge count).
At DPC palmar area we measured angles between
triradius (atd, dat, adt, atb, btc, ctd) as well as dermal ridge count (RC – ridge count) between triradius a-b, b-c i c-d.
Triradius is the point in which all tree nearly parallel lines meet. These fields form angles of 120°
and separate the tree regions. To be able to even

During the collection of dermatogliphic findings, patients were under the therapy, therefore they
showed lower number of positive symptoms, such
are acoustic hallucinations, thought withdrawal
phenomenon, mind control, relation ideas; and
higher number of negative symptoms, such as
emotional emptiness, indifference which led to
complete disinterest, various speech disorders (neologisms, uniformity, abilia).
The DPC quantitative analysis means statistical
comparison of numeric values which were gained
by counting dermal ridges and by measuring angles between triradius. Results of quantitative DPC
analysis of digital area among schizophrenic patients and control group are shown in Table 1. In these results we noticed statistical significance for FRC
variable of second and fifth finger of both hands
(p<0,05) as well as for dermal ridge count variable

Table 1. Results of quantitative digital DPC area analysis of schizophrenic patients and control group
Localization of
dermal ridges
First finger
Second finger
Third finger
Right hand
Fourth finger
Fifth finger
Total
First finger
Second finger
Third finger
Left hand
Fourth finger
Fifth finger
Total
Total count on ten fingers (TRC)
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Experimental group

Control group

Mean±SD
AS+SD
18.98±3.16
13.85±2.35
11,87±2,41
14,15±2,87
13,27±2,83
72,12±3,99
19,45±3,18
12,38±2,96
13,02±2,74
12,31±2,24
15,32±3,12
70,38±3,94
142,50±6,88

Mean±SD
AS+SD
18.54±2.84
11.35±2.89
12,36±2,64
14,43±2,93
11,82±2,98
68,50±4,01
18,94±3,76
10,80±2,94
2,89±3,12
12,02±2,83
13,04±2,32
67,69±4,06
136,19±6,03

P
>0.05
<0,05
>0,05
>0.05
<0,05
<0,001
>0,05
<0,05
>0,05
>0,05
<0,05
<0,01
<0,001
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on five fingers of right hand (p<0,001) and for the
five fingers of left hand p<0,001). We defined the significant difference for the TRC variable (p<0,001)
also. Results of DPC quantitative analysis of palmar
area among schizophrenic patients and control group are shown in Table 2. From these results we can
conclude the statistical significance for the atd-angle
(p<0,05) and ab-number (p<0,05) on both hands.
For the rest of the examined variables we could
not determine the existence of statistical significance.

Discussion
Avila M.T. et al. in their work, have proposed the
hypothesis that the schizophrenia is a result of the
interaction between certain genetic factors and nonspecific insults during embryonic development, and
that dermatogliphic abnormalities are the signs of
these alleged insults, thus these insults can provide
information about the time schedule of formation of
aberration at this level of early development. In any
way, the number of researches provides evidence
that dermatogliphic deviations exist in at least some
of the patients with schyzophrenia [7].

Table 2. Results of quantitative palmar DPC area analysis of schizophrenic patients and control group
Type and localization of
dermatoglyphic markers

Right hand

Left hand

Atd
Angle
Dat Angle
Adt
Angle
Atb
Angle
Btc
Angle
Ctd
Angle
a-b number
b-c
number
c-d
number
Atd
Angle
Dat Angle
Adt
Angle
Atb
Angle
Btc
Angle
Ctd
Angle
a-b number
b-c
number
c-d
number

Experimental group
Mean±SD
AS+SD

Control group
Mean±SD
AS+SD

P

46,20±1,24

42,17±1,25

<0,05

58,79±0,78

58,15±0,72

>0,05

82,25±1,25

81,63±1,23

>0,05

15,97±1,12

15,33±0,95

>0,05

12,83±0,45

12,01±1,13

>0,05

14,00±0,66

13,28±0,71

>0,05

4,61±0,92

31,61±0,98

<0,05

24,13±0,84

5,75±0,56

>0,05

33,22±0,89

4,88±1,15

>0,05

48,31±1,65

43,06±1,37

<0,05

58,04±0,83

58,87±0,88

>0,05

83,34±1,15

82,21±1,65

>0,05

16,28±1,12

15,72±1,45

>0,05

11,86±0,85

11,27±0,97

>0,05

14,18±0,83

14,89±1,01

>0,05

36,93±0,72

32,45±0,88

<0,05

25,88±0,69

25,59±0,95

>0,05

34,78±1,73

33,34±1,28

>0,05
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Therefore research of Sivkov S.T et al. showed
that TRC was significantly higher among schizophrenic examinees rather than among the control
group, and statistically significant difference appeared on second and fifth finger of the right hand,
and also on the first, second and fifth finger of the
left hand, which was very similar to the findings
that we have got from our research [14]. Kelly
B.D. et al. proved that TRC is a sensitive market
in diagnosing schizophrenia, in the same research
they determined that there was a possibility that
some unidentified event during period from 6 to
15 week of gestation might cause the appearance
of schizophrenia among monozygotic twins and
this can be in relation with higher TRC[15].
In our research we have found evidence of presence of statistical significance in ABRC among
schizophrenic examinees and control group, which
is in complete accordance with a number of researches that can be found in available literature,
such as Feraona P. et al., Fatjo-Vilasa M. et al, Bramona E. et al. [16, 17, 18]. What is more, with careful analysis of these results, we can determine that
the most of the mentioned authors are in accordance
with the idea that this dermatogliphic marker is one
of the most sensitive parameters in the process of
diagnosing schizophrenia.
In addition to the above, in our research, we
have determined that the ATD angle was increased
among schizophrenic patients, which was also
proved by Balgir R.S. et al., therefore we can ascert that while diagnosing schizophrenia we must
pay attention to this dermatogliphic marker [19].
Conclusion
Results of our researches show that schizophrenic patients have higher RC on second and
fifth finger of hands, higher TRC and higher abRC, as well as higher atd-angle, compared with
healthy population. Based on that we can assume
that dermatogliphic analysis might be helpful in
the process of diagnosing schizophrenia but only
as the supplement method, and never as the dominant diagnostic procedure.
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Abstract
Background: Nucleoside Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors (NRTIs) are suspected of participating in peripheral fat loss in patients during
long-term treatment with antiretroviral drugs.
Method: We compared the effects of stavudine
(D4T),zidovudine (AZT) and didanosine (ddI)
with different concentrations on the proliferation,
differentiation and secretion in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes and adipocytes.
Results: Zidovudine and stavudine could decrease the proliferation index (PI) of preadipocytes.
Zidovudine, stavudine and didanosine could lead to
the decline of preadipocytes viability in MTT assay.
Stavudine and zidovudine (10 µg/ml) could markedly reduce the number of oil red-positive cells and
result in the less secretion of adiponectin of differentiated adipocytes. Only stavudine (10 µg/ml)
resulted in the less secretion of insulin-like growth
factor-1 (IGF-1) in proliferation and differentiation
medium. In contrast, didanosine could increase the
secretion of adiponectin in the differentiation medium and IGF-1 in the proliferation medium.
Conclusion: Stavudine and zidovudine (10 µg/
ml) may lead to lipodystrophy syndrome by impairing the proliferation, differentiation and secretion of preadipocytes. Didanosine appeared to be
less harmful compared with zidovudine and stavudine in lipodystrophy syndrome.
Key words: Lipodystrophy, stavudine, zidovudine, didanosine, proliferation.
Introduction
Combination antiretroviral therapy for HIV infection is frequently associated with HIV-related
lipodystrophy syndrome (HIV-LD), the prevalence
of which varies from 28% to 55% [1,2]. Nucleo110

side Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors (NRTIs) are
important drugs in HIV treatment, which block
reverse transcriptase and disrupt the replication of
HIV by preventing the transformation from RNA to
DNA. However, increasing evidence indicate that
NRTIs are an independent risk factor for HIV-LD.
The loss of peripheral subcutaneous fat is the prominent signs of HIV-LD. Several pathophysiological mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
NRTIs-associated lipoatrophy, including the impairment of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) replication [3], the induced mitochondrial dysfunction [4],
changes of cytokines [5]. Moreover, it was recently
found that NRTIs could lead to loss of fat tissue by
affecting proliferation of preadipocytes [6].
In China, highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) was widely used since 2002. NRTIs
were major drugs in the treatment programs. Although stavudine, zidovudine and didanosine were
not preferred in western countries, they were still
applied broadly in China. There have been reports
about lipodystrophy when HIV-positive patients
were given an antiretroviral therapeutic regimen
containing zidovudine, didanosine, stavudine
[7,8,9]. Based on the hypothesis that lipodystrophy
is a consequence of region-specific disturbances in
adipocyte number due to the imbalance between
apoptosis and differentiation, several studies have
focused on a possible direct effect of antiviral drugs
on preadipocytes or murine preadipocyte cell lines
in vitro culture experiments [10,11]. However, most
studies paid more attention to the effects of NRTIs
on differentiation and adipocytokine secretion. To
our knowledge, few researches have involved the
effect of NRTIs on proliferation and cell viability.
The 3T3-L1 murine cell line is one of the most
widely used and well-characterized models for
the study of adipocyte differentiation and func-
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tion [12,13]. We therefore compared the effects of
three NRTI: stavudine (D4T), zidovudine(AZT)
and didanosine(ddI) on preadipocytes and differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes in terms of proliferation, differentiation and adipocytokine secretion.
Materials and methods
Cell culture
Murine 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were obtained
from institute of basic medical sciences, Chinese
Academy of Medical Sciences, Peking Union Medical College. 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium/
F12 (DMEM/F12, Invitrogen USA) containing
10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and 2 mM L-glutamine
and incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere
of 5% CO2. Culture medium was changed every
2 days until the cells were used for proliferation or
differentiation assays.
Antiretroviral drugs
Stavudine, zidovudine and didanosine were
purchased from Desano Co, Ltd. Drugs stock in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were stored at -20℃
and diluted into culture media. Control medium
also have the same final DMSO concentrations as
that in the medium with drugs.
Preadipocyte proliferation and viability assays
Firstly, proliferation was evaluated by flow
cytometry. 5- (and 6-) carboxy fluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) was dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide at a concentration of 5 mM
(stock solution). 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were trypsinized from 25cm3 culture bottle, then adjusted
to1×107~5×107 cells/ml in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS). The final concentration of CFSE in
cell suspension was 0.2 µM. Cells were vortexed
and incubated at 37°C for 5 min in the dark. At the
end of the staining period, the cells were washed
at least two times with PBS and plated on 24 well
plates at 104 cells per well. After 24 hours, the medium was replaced with fresh medium containing
stavudine, zidovudine and didanosine at different
concentrations (0.1,1,10 µg/ml).
Preadipocytes were digested and washed, then
measured by flow cytometry every two days until day 6. Fluorescence was expressed as mean
fluorescent intensity (MFI). MFI declined when

cell proliferated. All experiments were repeated
three times. The data obtained were analyzed with
Modfit software and expressed as proliferation index (PI).
Secondly, cell viability of preadipocytes was
assessed by the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay [14].
Preadipocytes were incubated on 96 well plates at
104 cells per well until 24 hours, then continued
to grow in the absence or presence of stavudine,
zidovudine and didanosine at different concentrations. The absorbance values were measured everyday up to day 6.
Lipid metabolism
3T3-L1 preadipocytes were plated on 24-well
plates at 105 cells per well. After complete confluence reached (day 0), differentiation was induced
as previously described [15]. Lipid accumulation
was visually assessed by Oil Red O staining and
microscope on day 8. For Oil red O staining, cells
were washed twice with PBS, fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 1 h, and stained for 30 min with 0.2%
(w/v) oil red O solution in 60% (v/v) isopropanol.
Cells were then washed several times with water,
and excess water was evaporated by placing the
stained cultures at approximately 32°C.
Determination of adipokine levels by ELISA
Adiponectin and insulin-like growth factor-1
(IGF-1) concentrations were determined on day 8
of differentiation in 48-h supernatants of 3T3-L1
cells, and IGF-1 was also determined on day 6 of
proliferation in 48-h supernatants of 3T3-L1 cells,
using the Mouse Adiponectin/Acrp30 and IGF-1
sandwich ELISA kits (R&D systems, Minneapolis, USA).
Statistical analysis
At least three separate experiments were performed for each study. Data are shown as mean
± standard deviation (SD). Statistical differences
among different groups were evaluated using oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post hoc
Tukey test to compare with the control group.
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Results
Effects of zidovudine, stavudine and
didanosine on 3T3-L1 preadipocytes
proliferation and viability
Based on proliferation index (PI) by flow cytometry, zidovudine (10 µg/ml) and stavudine (10
µg/ml) reduced proliferation on day 6 in 3T3-L1
preadipocytes (by 29% and 42%, respectively)
and didanosine-treated cells had approximately
normal proliferation levels, as indicated in Figure 1. Figure 2. as a representative histogram of
flow cytometry assays. In zidovudine and stavudine groups, the mean fluorescence intensity was
higher than control. In didanosine groups, the
mean fluorescence intensity had a similar extent
compared with control. Above changes showed
concentration-dependent trend.

Figure 1. Effect of NRTIs (AZT, D4T, ddI) on the
proliferation of preadipocytes cell line 3T3-L1.
Cells were placed in culture dishes and cultured
in DMEM supplemented with AZT, D4T and ddI
at various concentrations. At 6 day the cells were
harvested by trypsinization, and the proliferation
was determined using flow cytometry. Bars indicate
mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments performed in at least triplicate dishes. *P<0.05

Figure 3. Effect of NRTIs (AZT, D4T, ddI) on the
number of living preadipocytes cell. Cells were
placed in culture dishes and cultured in DMEM
supplemented with AZT, D4T and ddI at different
concentrations. At 6 day the living cells were determined by the MTT assay. *P<0.05

Based on MTT results in Figure 3, stavudine,
zidovudine and didanosine all significantly decreased preadipocytes viability, expressed as decline of cell number. Increasing drug concentrations caused further decline of cell viability.
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Figure 2. Effect of NRTIs (AZT, D4T, ddI) on
the proliferation of preadipocytes cell line 3T3L1(Histogram of flow cytometry).

Effects of stavudine, zidovudine and
didanosine on lipid metabolism
3T3-L1 preadipocytes were induced to differentiate in the absence or presence of stavudine,zidovudine
and didanosine. Figure 4 showed oil red O staining
on 8 days after adipogenic induction. 3T3-L1 cells
treated with stavudine (10 µg/ml), zidovudine (10
µg/ml) showed a markedly decrease in oil red-positive cells compared with control group. 3T3-L1 cells
treated with didanosine (10 µg/ml) also showed a
decrease in oil red-positive cells.
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Figure 4. Impaired adipocyte differentiation after exposure to AZT, D4T and ddI. The 3T3-L1 adipocyte phenotype (determined by Oil red O staining of the cells) was examined by conventional fluorescence microscopy at day 8 after the initiation of differentiation in the absence of drug (A) or in the
presence of AZT (10 µg/ml) (B), d4T (10 µg/ml) (C), or ddI (10 µg/ml) (D). 3T3-L1 cells treated with
AZT, D4T and ddI showed a decrease in oil red-positive cells compared with control group, especially
with AZT and D4T
Effects of stavudine, zidovudine and
didanosine on adiponectin and IGF-1
secretion in differentiating adipocytes
On the day 8 after differentiation, 10µg/ml
zidovudine reduced the adiponectin production
by more than 50% compared with the control,
and 10µg/ml stavudine was more pronounced,
while didanose could increase the secretion of
adiponectin in dose-dependent way, as shown in
Figure 5. Only 10µg/ml stavudine could result in
the less secretion of IGF-1 compared with control
group, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Effect of NRTIs(AZT, D4T, ddI) on the
adiponectin secreted by adipocytes line 3T3-L1. The
level of adiponectin was determined by ELISA 8
days after adipogenic induction. Bars indicate mean
± SD of 3 independent experiments performed in at
least triplicate dishes. *P<0.05.3T3-L1 cells treated
with 10 µg/ml AZT and D4T showed a remarkable
decrease in adiponectin compared with the controls.
3T3-L1 cells treated with ddI showed an increase in
adiponectin compared with the controls.
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Discussion

Figure 6. Effect of NRTIs(AZT, D4T, ddI) on the
IGF-1 secreted by adipocytes line 3T3-L1. The
level of IGF-1 was determined by ELISA 8 days
after adipogenic induction. Bars indicate mean
± SD of 3 independent experiments performed in
at least triplicate dishes. *P<0.05. 3T3-L1 cells
treated with 10 µg/ml D4T showed a remarkable
decrease in IGF-1 compared with the controls.
Effects of stavudine,zidovudine and
didanosine on IGF-1 secretion in
proliferating preadipocytes
Only 10µg/ml stavudine resulted in the less secretion of IGF-1 compared with control group in
the medium of proliferating preadipocytes, while
1µg/ml and 10µg/ml didanosine could lead to the
more secretion of IGF-1 in the medium of proliferating preadipocytes, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Effect of NRTIs (AZT, D4T, ddI) on the
IGF-1 secreted by preadipocytes line 3T3-L1.
The level of IGF-1 was determined by ELISA
at 6 day in the proliferating medium. Bars indicate mean ± SD of 3 independent experiments
performed in at least triplicate dishes. *P<0.05.
3T3-L1 cells treated with 10 µg/ml D4T showed a
remarkable decrease in IGF-1 compared with the
controls. 3T3-L1 cells treated with 10 µg/ml ddI
showed an increase in IGF-1.
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It has been confirmed that subcutaneous lipoatrophy is associated with NRTIs. Adipose tissue
mass is determined by both the number and volume
of adipose cells. Adipose cell number reflects the
balance between cell acquisition and cell loss. Cell
acquisition is determined by proliferation and differentiation of preadipocytes, and cell loss occurred
via apoptosis of preadipocytes and adipocytes. Adipose cell volume represents the lipid accumulation
[16,17]. Vitro studies have discovered mitochondrial toxicity [11,18], apoptosis of adipocytes and
change of adipokines induced by NRTIs [19,15].
Previous studies have aimed to proliferation and
cell activity [10,11,12]. In different experiments,
unequal drug concentrations, test methods and cultured periods lead to inconsistent results. So, we
compared the effects of stavudine, zidovudine and
didanosine on proliferation, differentiation and adipocytokine secretion in 3T3-L1 cell line.
NRTIs concentration was chosen based on
mean plasma concentration in treated patients, in
which Stavudine was 0.5-3.4µg/ml, zidovudine
0.1-1.8µg/ml, didanosine 1.0-2.6µg/ml [20].But
adipose tissue concentration in treated patients
was unclear. So the concentrations of drugs were
lower than minimum concentration, above maximum concentration and between the two.
Proliferation of preadipocytes was evaluated
by flow cytometry, which had been used to test
proliferation of lymphocytes, mesenchymal stem
cells and smooth muscular cells and adipocytes
[21]. It has been shown that CFSE did not affect
activity of preadipocytes, and almost all cells were
dyed [22]. Based on the results of CFSE dying
method, it was found that stavudine and zidovudine declined the proliferation of preadipocytes in a
dose dependent way. Didanosine-treated cells had
approximately normal growth. The decline of cell
number in all drugs-treated groups was observed
in MTT results. This phenomenon might be associated with apoptosis, mitochondria dysfunction
[11,18]. MTT could reflect the number of living
cells, which is associated with proliferation and
death [14], so this assay partly reflects apoptosis
of cells, including mitochondrial dysfunction. The
advantage of MTT is sensitivity, so this assay is
used to test cell proliferation in many cases. Flow
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cytometry reflects cell proliferation. In our experiments, there are some differences between MTT
results and flow cytometry results based on above reasons. A reduction in the preadipocyte cell
number may lead to an overall reduction in adipocyte tissue mass through adipocyte hypoplasia.
Preadipocytes were undifferentiated into mature
adipocytes and it was an important way to affect
overall lipid acquisition through reducing preadipocyte cell number [23,24]. Preadipocytes treated
with stavudine or zidovudine could not proliferate
effectively, numbers of preadipocytes and mature
adipocytes declined significantly in parallel, all of
which may lead to lipoatrophy. Caron et al reported that stavudine and zidovudine did not alter cell
proliferation or adipogenesis in vitro 3T3-F442A
preadipocytes culture [25]. This may be due to the
different concentration of stavudine, zidovudine
and the methods of evaluating cell proliferation.
Adiponectin is an adipocyte-secreted protein
that acts through an endocrine mechanism on its
target tissues and plays a positive role in insulin
sensitivity. In lipodystrophic and insulin-resistant
patients on HAART, adiponectin circulating levels
and mRNA expression are reduced in adipose tissue [26,27]. It was reported that stavudine and
zidovudine at therapeutic serum maxium concentrations could impair adiponectin production in vitro adipocytes experiments [15,18]. In this study,
it was found that stavudine and zidovudine at the
highest tested level (10µg/ml) could result in the
significantly less secretion of adiponectin in differentiated adipocytes, while didanosine increase
the secretion of adiponectin. Adiponectin plays an
important role in the process of lipoatrophy. It was
found that adiponectin was significantly and inversely associated with central obesity [28]. Another
study found that the adiponectin concentration of
the HIV-LD patients rose by month 6 and began
to decrease substantially by 18th month in a casecontrol research [9]. Therefore, less secretion of
adiponectin may account for HIV-LD through stavudine and zidovudine. However, it was difficult
to make it clear whether more secretion of adiponectin through didanosine was protective or compensatory effect in short-term in vitro experiment.
It was reported that IGF-1 stimulated the proliferation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes in vitro, but
it also stimulates differentiation when cells re-

ach confluence [29,30]. Another research found
that IGF-1protect preadipocytes and adipocytes
from apoptosis through autocrine circuit [31].
In this study, both stavudine and zidovudine reduced the secretion of IGF-1 in the proliferating
preadipocytes medium, while didanosine increased the IGF-1 release. This may partly account
for the unchanged proliferation index of 3T3-L1
preadipocytes even when treated with 10 µg/ml
didanosine. There has been not paper about the
associate between didanosine and IGF-1 in 3T3L1 cells based on our knowledge.
In summary, it was found that stavudine and
zidovudine impaired the proliferation, differentiation and living cell number of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes. In addition, it was also discovered
that stavudine and zidovudine reduced the lipid
accumulation and adiponectin secretion in differentiated 3T3-L1 cells. This may account for the
lipodystrophy syndrome induced by zidovudine
and stavudine. Although it was also found that didanosine impaired the differentiation and viability
of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes, didanosine increased
the adiponectin secretion in differentiated 3T3-L1
cells and IGF-1 in proliferating 3T3-L1 cells. This
may account for the fact that ddI combined with
either nevirapine or ritonavir-boosted saquinavir
over 96 weeks of antiretroviral therapy was possibly not associated with limb fat atrophy, in contrast
to when treatment contained ddI, D4T and nelfinavir [32]. This study was based on murine 3T3-L1
preadipocytes culture in vitro. Further studies will
be needed to explore drugs effects in vivo.
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Introduction

Abstract
Background: The aim of this study was to investigate the diagnostic value of P wave dispersion in prediction of infarct-related artery in patients with acute inferior myocardial infarction.
Methods: The study consisted of 62 patients
(mean age 55 ± 12) presenting with acute inferior myocardial infarction undergoing successful
primary percutaneous coronary intervention. Patients were classified into two groups according to
infarct-related artery detected at angiography. Patients, in whom the infarct-related artery was the
right coronary artery and circumflex artery, were
defined as group I and group II, respectively. P
max, P min, P Wave dispersion, ST elevation in D3
greater than D2 and ST depression in aVL greater
than D1 were assessed on admission and following
intervention ECG.
Results: P wave dispersion on admission ECG
predicted right coronary artery as the infarct-related
artery with a sensitivity of 74% and a specificity of
71% (p < 0.001, p = 0.004, respectively). ST elevation in D3 greater than D2 predicted right coronary
artery as the infarct-related artery with a sensitivity
of 97% and a specificity of 37%. Using ROC curve
analysis PWD yielded an area under the curve of
81% (p < 0.001) for separation to predict RCA as
IRA in patients with acute inferior myocardial infarction. When the PWD (= 48 msn) was used as
cutpoint to predict RCA as a IRA in patients with
acute inferior myocardial infarction could be identified with a sensitivity of 74% and a specificity of
71% and a positive predictive value of 76%.
Conclusion: P wave dispersion can predict to
identify RCA as infarct related artery in patients
with acute inferior myocardial infarction.
Key words: Myocardial infarction, P wave duration, P wave dispersion.
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Acute ST elevated myocardial infarction (STEMI) is one of the main causes of death all over the
world. The primary goal in the treatment of STEMI
is to open infarct-related artery as soon as possible.
The best way to achieve this goal is rapid determination and reperfusion of infarct related artery
by means of percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI). There are many studies for the determination of infarct related artery in acute inferior myocardial infarction in the literature.1,2 P wave dispersion reflects inhomogeneous conduction of sinus
impulse.3 P wave dispersion has been investigated
in several cardiac diseases such as coronary ischemia, paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, hypertension,
prehypertension, bicuspid aortic valve.4-9 However,
P wave dispersion has not been studied extensively
in acute myocardial infarction.10-12
Aim
The aim of the present study is to explore the
diagnostic value of p wave dispersion in predicting the infarct-related artery in patients with acute
inferior myocardial infarction.
Materials and methods
Patients
Sixty-two patients (52 males, 10 females, mean
age 55 ± 12) who presented within 12 hours of the
onset of acute inferior myocardial infarction and underwent successful PCI were included in this study.
Acute inferior MI was identified by having ST
elevation ≥ 1 mm in D2-D3-aVF, and reciprocal
changes on the surface ECG and chest pain longer
than 30 minutes. Serum CK-MB levels in patients
were increased at least two-times. In all patients,
the culprit lesion was shown by coronary angiog-
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raphy for confirming the diagnosis of acute inferior myocardial infarction. The study was approved
by our hospital’s ethics committee, and informed
consent was obtained from all patients.
Patient history, physical examination, 12-lead
ECGs, echocardiography, coronary angiography
findings, accompanying systemic diseases, and
medications were recorded. The patients were assessed for the presence of cardiovascular risk factors. After the coronary care unit (CCU) admission, the blood samples were drawn to measure
complete blood count and basic biochemical parameters. ECGs were obtained 90 minutes and 24
hours after successful primary PCI.
Hyperlipidemia was diagnosed as low-density
cholesterol (LDL) was greater than 100 mg/dl or
lipid-lowering medication was used. Blood pressure of all patients was measured. Systolic blood
pressure (SBP) equal or greater than 140 mmHg
and/or diastolic blood pressure equal or greater
than 90 mmHg or under control by using blood
pressure-lowering medications were defined as
hypertension. Patients with a fasting glucose level
equal or greater than 126 mg/dl on two separate
occasions or using oral antidiabetic drugs or insulin were defined as diabetes mellitus.
Patients who had a history of a previous myocardial infarction, failed primary percutaneous coronary intervention, a left main coronary lesion
of >50%, malignancy, previous cerebrovascular
accident, impaired renal function (creatinine level>
2.5 mg/dl), subacute presentation, the presence of
spontan recanalization on angiography, right ventricular infarction involvement, a rhythm other
than sinus, bundle branch block, history of chronic
obstructive lung disease or asthma, hypertrophic or
dilated cardiomyopathy, previous beta blocker or
other antiarrhythmic use, acid-base disorder, pericarditis and severe valvular disease were excluded
from the study.
Electrocardiography
All patients had a 12-lead ECG in supine position soon after CCU admission. ECG recordings
were obtained with a standardized paper speed of
25 mm/s and recording voltage amplitude of 10
mm/mV. Repeat ECGs were recorded at 90th min
and 24th hour. The first ECGs were obtained before administration of beta-blocker. All ECGs were

stored in a digital system and all the measurements
were done by computer based method. Analysis of
ECG and P waves were performed by investigator
independently without the knowledge of patient’s
clinical condition. The onset of p wave was defined
as the point at which the onset of upward deflection of p wave intersects the isoelectric line while
the p wave end was defined as the point at which
the end of deflection of p wave intersects the isoelectric line. P wave dispersion was defined as the
difference between the maximum and minimum p
wave durations. ST elevation in D3 greater than D2
(D3>D2) and ST depression in aVL greater than D1
(aVL> D1) were defined as a minimum difference
of 0.5 mm.
Echocardiography
All patients underwent a complete transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and Doppler study
using multiple views in left lateral decubitus position. Echocardiographic examination was performed within 24 hours of admission. TTE study was
performed using a 3.5 MHz transducer on a Vivid
7 Pro device (GE Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten,
Norway). Echocardiographic measurements were
performed according to the recommendations by
American Society of Echocardiography.
Angiography
All patients underwent a coronary angiography
with an intention for determination of infarct related artery (IRA) and revascularization. Before catheterization, all patients were administered aspirin
(300 mg, sublingually) and clopidogrel (600 mg,
PO). Following insertion of the femoral sheath, a
heparin bolus of 100 IU/kg was given. Primary angioplasty and stenting procedures were completed
according to standard techniques. Determination
of infarct-related artery was accomplished by observing a thrombosed critical stenosis or complete
obstruction of RCA or Cx in certain locations. A
narrowing of ≥ 70% in other vessels were defined
as additional vessel disease. After primary percutaneous coronary intervention, recanalization of IRA
was evaluated by angiography. Angiographic succes was defined as achieving a distal TIMI III flow
and no more than 20% residual stenosis. Following
transfer to CCU, surface ECGs were obtained at
90th minute and 24th hour. Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
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inhibitor use was left to operator’s discretion. All
patients were followed in coronary intensive care
unit until stabilization was achieved.
Statistical Analysis
SPPS version 10.0 software package was used
for statistical analysis (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois,
USA). Continuous variables were expressed as
mean ± standard deviation. Categorical variables
were expressed as percentage (%). Normally distributed variables were compared across groups by
means of student t test whereas variables which did
not normally distribute were compared by means
of Mann Whitney U test. Categorical variables
were compared via Chi-square test. For IRA determination, parameters were assessed by logistic
regression analysis and significant parameters in

univariate logistic regression were re-evaluated by
multivariate logistic regression analysis. The sensitivity and specificity of significant parameters in
multivariate logistic regression analysis for showing IRA were analyzed by means of ROC analysis.
A P value of < 0.05 was considered significant.
Results
35 patients with right coronary artery disease
(56%) were defined as group I while 27 patients with
circumflex artery disease (44%) were defined as group II. There were no significant differences regarding
demographic, echocardiographic, biochemical, and
angiographic features. There were also no significant
differences in major cardiovascular risk factors such
as hyperlipidemia, smoking. (Tables 1, 2, 3)

Table 1. Demographic and echocardiographic characteristics of groups I and II
Mean age (years)
Sex (male/female)
BMI (kg/m2)
Duration of angina (min)
Door to balloon time (min)
Systolic BP (mmHg)
Diastolic BP (mmHg)
Heart Rate (bpm)
Smoking (%)
Hypertension (%)
Diabetes mellitus (%)
Hyperlipidemia (%)
LVEF (%)
LA (mm)

Group I (n:35)
54 ±12
32 / 3
28 ± 3
145 ± 88
30 ± 12
124 ± 19
81 ± 13
72 ± 17
22 (62%)
8 (22%)
4 (11%)
8 (22%)
47 ± 4
38 ± 3

Group II (n:27)
56 ± 12
20 / 7
27 ± 3
169 ± 118
30 ± 12
125 ± 23
77 ± 15
75 ± 17
14 (51%)
11 (40%)
6 (22%)
5 (18%)
48 ± 5
38 ± 3

P value
0.47
0.06
0.31
0.36
0.92
0.79
0.33
0.53
0.38
0.13
0.25
0.67
0.46
0.92

BMI: Body mass index, BP: Blood pressure, LVEF: Left ventricle ejection fraction, LA: left atrium

Table 2. Laboratory values of groups
Glucose (mg/dl)
Urea (mg/dl)
Serum creatinine (mg/dl)
Total cholesterol (mg/dl)
LDL (mg/dl)
HDL (mg/dl)
Triglyceride (mg/dl)
Max CK (u/l)
Max CKMB (u/l)
MaxTnT (ng/ml)

Group I
167 ± 88
30 ± 8
0.8 ± 0.1
193 ± 36
126 ± 31
33 ± 9
164 ± 112
1658 ± 1390
168 ± 112
37 ± 33

Group II
155 ± 63
30 ± 8
0.8 ± 0.2
187 ± 43
129 ± 33
31 ± 7
134 ± 86
2289 ± 1731
214 ± 159
46 ± 39

P value
0.54
0.98
0.84
0.55
0.67
0.37
0.24
0.11
0.19
0.31

LDL:Low density lipoprotein, HDL:High density lipoprotein, Max CK:maximum creatine kinase level , Max CKMB: maximum creatine kinase MB level, Max TnT:maximum troponin T level.
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There were no significant differences in dominance of IRA, type of intervention, stent diameter,
stent length, and glycoprotein IIb/IIIa use between
groups (Table 3).
In p wave duration and p wave dispersion
(PWD) analyses, there were significant differences
between groups in regard of pre-intervention P max
and PWD (106 ± 10 ms vs 97 ± 8 ms p < 0.001 and
54 ± 8 ms vs 44 ± 7 ms p < 0.001, respectively), at
90th minute post-intervention P max and PWD (102
± 6 ms vs 93 ± 7 ms and 46 ± 6 ms vs 39 ± 5 ms p <
0.001, respectively), at 24th hour post-intervention
P max and PWD (98 ± 8 ms vs 91 ± 6 ms p = 0.001
and 42 ± 5 ms vs 35 ± 6 ms p < 0.001, respectively).
However, P minimum values were not different
between two groups (Table 4).

PWD and P maximum were significantly decreased in post-PCI period in two groups. But, there
was a significant increased in post-intervention 90th
P min than pre-intervention P min in group I (55 ±
5 ms vs 51 ± 5 ms p < 0. 01). (Table 5,6)
P max, P min, PWD, ST elevation in D3 greater
than D2 (D3>D2), and ST depression in aVL greater than D1 (aVL> D1) were analyzed in univariate
logistic regression analysis for prediction power
of IRA. In multivariate logistic regression analysis remained significant two parameters (PWD
and D3>D2) (OR: 0.82 p = 0.01 and OR: 0.07 p =
0.02, respectively). (Table 7)
Using ROC curve analysis PWD yielded an
area under the curve of 81% (p < 0.001) for prediction RCA as an IRA in patients with acute inferior

Table 3. Angiographic characteristics of patients
Procedure (%)
Coronary vessel involvement (%)

Lesion localization (%)
Stent diameter (mm)
Stent lenght (mm)
Gp IIb/IIIa use (%)
Thrombus aspiration (%)
Sinoatrial nod arter (%)
Infarct related artery (%)
Processing time (min)

PCI+stent
Direct stent
Single-vessel
Two-vessel
Three-vessel
Proximal
Middle
Distal

RCA/Cx
Dominant
Non-dominant

Group I
20 (57%)
15 (43%)
15 (43%)
9 (24%)
11 (31%)
18 (51%)
11 (31%)
6 (17%)
3.0 ± 0.4
22.9 ± 8.3
25 (71%)
4 (11%)
29 /6
27 (77%)
8 (23%)
49 ± 10

Group II
16 (59%)
11 (41%)
7 (26%)
15 (56%)
5 (18%)
10 (37%)
16 (59%)
1(4%)
2.9 ± 0.4
22.5 ±14.8
16(59%)
23 /4
18 (67%)
9 (33%)
47 ± 9

P value
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
0.39
0.88
0.31
0.06
0.80
0.35
0.39

PCI:percutan coronary intervention

Table 4. Comparison of P wave durations of groups
P max 1 (ms)
P min 1 (ms)
PWD 1 (ms)
P max 2 (ms)
P min 2 (ms)
PWD 2 (ms)
P max 3 (ms)
P min 3 (ms)
PWD 3 (ms)

Group I
106 ± 10
51 ± 5
54 ± 8
102 ± 6
55 ± 5
46 ± 6
98 ± 8
56 ± 6
42 ± 5

Group II
97 ± 8
52 ± 5
44 ± 7
93 ± 7
54 ± 5
39 ± 5
91 ± 6
55 ± 5
35 ± 6

P value
<0.001
0.55
<0.001
<0.001
0.35
<0.001
0.001
0.53
<0.001

Pmax1:pre-intervention, Pmax2: post-intervention 90th min, Pmax3: post-intervention 24th hour
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Table 5. Change in P wave in Group I
Pre-intervention
P max (ms)
P min (ms)
PWD (ms)

106 ± 10
51 ± 5
54 ± 8

Post-intervention
90th min
102 ± 6
55 ± 5
46 ± 6

Post-intervention
24th hour
98 ± 8
56 ± 6
42 ± 5

P1 value

P2 value

P3 value

0.008
<0.01
<0.001

<0.001
0.001
<0.001

0.005
0.62
<0.001

P1:between pre intervention and 90th min, P2: between pre intervention and 24th hour, P3: between 90th min and 24th hour,
PWD: p wave dispersion

Table 6. Change in P wave in Group II
Pre-intervention
P max (ms)
P min (ms)
PWD (ms)

97 ± 8
52 ± 5
44 ± 7

post-intervention
90th min
93 ± 7
54 ± 5
39 ± 5

post-intervention
24th hour
91 ± 6
55 ± 5
35 ± 6

P1 value

P2 value

P3 value

0.003
0.10
<0.001

0.003
0.053
<0.001

0.01
0.24
0.001

P1:between pre intervention and 90th min, P2: between pre intervention and 24th hour, P3: between 90th min and 24th hour,
PWD: P wave dispersion

Table 7. Analysis of parameters with univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis in terms
of prediction of infarct-related artery
Univariate logistic regression
P max
P min
PWD
D3>D2
aVL>D1

OR( 95% CI )
0.90 (0.85-0.96)
1.02 (0.93-1.12)
0.85 (0.78-0.92)
0.05 (0.006-0.42)
0.001(0.001-52.75)

Multivariate logistic regression

P value
0.002
0.54
<0.001
0.006
0.78

OR( 95% CI )
1.05(0.93-1.18)

P value
0.42

0.82 (0.70-0.96)
0.07 (0.008-0.71)

0.01
0.02

PWD: P wave dispersion, D3>D2: a greater ST elevation in D3 compared to D2 , aVL>D1: ST depression in aVL greater
than D1 , OR:odds ratio, CI:confidence interval

Table 8. Sensitivity and specificity values for PWD and D3>D2
PWD
D3>D2

Sensitivite
0.74
0.97

Spesifite
0.71
0.37

PPV
0.76
0.66

AUC (95% CI)
0.817 (0.711-0.924)
0.671 (0.530-0.812)

P value
<0.001
0.022

PWD: P wave dispersion, D3>D2: a greater ST elevation in D3 compared to D2, PPV:positive predictive value, AUC: The
area under the curve, CI: Confidence interval

myocardial infarction. When the PWD (= 48 msn)
was used as cutpoint to predict RCA as an IRA in
patients with acute inferior myocardial infarction
could be identified with a sensitivity of 74% and a
specificity of 71%, and a positive predictive value
of 76%. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive
predictive value for D3>D2 to predict RCA as an
infarct related artery were 97%, 37%, and 66%,
respectively. The area under the curve was 67%
(p = 0.02) (Tables 8).
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Discussion
It has been studied that P wave dispersion
changes may occur unstable angina pectoris, acute
coronary syndromes and in exercise or angioplasty
induced myocardial ischemia. However, P wave
dispersion has not been studied extensively in acute
myocardial infarction.3,10,11,12 To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study to predict IRA by
use of PWD in patients with acute inferior myocardial infarction. Our study showed that P maximum
and P wave dispersion increased significantly in
predicting RCA as an infarct related artery in patients with acute inferior myocardial infarction.
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Previous studies showed changes in P wave
duration in acute coronary syndromes, myocardial ischemia, and following elective coronary angioplasty.4,5,10,11,12 Dilaveris et al. showed that P
wave duration and PWD increase during anginal
episodes.5 Ozmen et al. reported that increased P
wave duration and PWD via balloon angioplasty
induced ischemia.11 Nevertheless, another study
demonstrated that reperfusion therapy in STEMI
patients decreases PWD.10 We found a significantly increased P wave duration and PWD in patients
with acute inferior myocardial infarction.
Also, P max and PWD were significantly higher
in RCA disease compared to circumflex (Cx) disease in patients with acute inferior MI. This may
be due to the fact that atrial walls are supplied by
branches of RCA in most cases and RCA supplies
the AV node in about 90% of human hearts, and the
sinus node in about 55%.11,13,14 Another mechanism
may be the increased RV filling pressure in acute
inferior MI due to RCA occlusion, leading to an
increase in RA size and pressure. As a result of, elevated right atrial pressures induced inhomogeneity
in atrial conduction. Furthermore, we demonstrated
that the values of P max and PWD significantly decreased after primary angioplasty in inferior acute
myocardial infarction, the decrease was more pronounced in RCA artery disease than circumflex disease. This is concluded that rapid and complete reperfusion by primary angioplasty can result significant reduction in the electrical instability of atrium.
Limitations
This study has several limitations; the study
groups are small sample size. The other limitation
is absences of rhythm follow-up in both groups.
Conclusion
Results of this study demonstrated that PWD
which is readily measured on surface ECG can
predict RCA as an infarct-related artery in acute
inferior myocardial infarction with a sensitivity of
74%, specificity of 71%, and a positive predictive
value of 76%. In addition, a greater ST elevation in
D3 compared to D2 can predict RCA as IRA with a
sensitivity of 97%, specificity of 37%, and a positive predictive value of 66%. The prolongation of

PWD and P maximum may be useful and simple
marker to identify RCA as infarct related artery in
patients with acute inferior myocardial infarction.
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Abstract
Background: Zinc (Zn) is one of the minerals
that is required for a wide applications in human
health. Since there is no specialized Zn storage
system in the body, therefore, one has to reach and
maintain a steady state of zinc intake and excretion
for normal cellular function. In the present work Zn
concentration in a group of 50 middle aged (40-51
years) female patients was determined. Then a possible relationship between low serum Zn concentration, age, IgA and IgG immunoglobin (Ig) levels
were investigated.
Methods: Zn concentration (n=50, Gender=F)
was determined using F-AAS plus with deuterium
background correction system and a Hamamatsu
light source (Japan). The method for the determination of Ig levels was Immunodifusion.
Results: Out of n=50 female patients, only
n=26 (52%) presented low serum Zn concentration (range 0.58-0.69 µg/ml). Obtained results of
Pearson product moment correlation indicated a
significant relationship only for the age and low
serum Zn concentration (r = 0.43, p<0.05). Between other variables (Zn & Ig levels) no significant
correlation was found.
Conclusion: Further clinical studies can provide
valuable and significant correlation between defined variables among Iranian middle aged females.
Key words: Atomic absorption spectroscopy,
immunoglobulin levels, humoral immunity,zinc.
Introduction
Zinc is an essential nutrient for all organisms. In
humans it is required for the proper function of over
90 metalloenzymes, the growth and division of
cells, the DNA synthesis, the normal development,
and the immunity (1,2,3). The major problem in
zinc biology is that there is no specialized zinc storage system in the body, therefore, one has to re-

ach and maintain a steady state of zinc intake and
excretion for normal cellular function. Further, the
total body content of zinc in humans is 2-4 grams
but zinc is called trace element because its plasma
concentration is only 0.80 µg/ml (4,5). In addition,
the bioavailability of zinc is influenced by a number
of different factors and has been shown to depend
on many factors such as age (6,7) of the consumers.
Zinc is necessary for the normal function of all
kinds of immune cells and even mild nutritional
Zn deficiency depresses humans immune system.
However, B cells which represent the main cells
of humoral immunity and after stimulation differentiate to antibody producing plasma cells, are
less dependent on zinc for proliferation (4,8,9).
Literatures have shown the effect of zinc for the
integrity of the immune system in elderly population (7,10) and children (11), however, its effect
on middle age population is limited (12).
The objectives of the present work were to
determine the Zn concentration in a group of 50
middle aged female patients at Reference Health
Laboratory Research Center of Iran and study the
possible relationship between low serum zinc concentration, age and the immunoglobulin (Ig ) levels particularly those of the IgA and IgG classes.
Material and methods
Study design
A total of 50 middle aged female patients
were randomly selected for the study. They were
healthy individuals and a questionnaire for each
patient was completed with information on patient’s age, any impaired immune responses, and
weight loss. The age range among patients was
40- 51 (Table 1). To investigate whether there is a
correlation between pairs of variables such as low
Zn concentration, age, IgA and IgG (Ig), Pearson
product moment correlation was performed.
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Table 1. The Patients Information
Total number of patients
Gender
Age range
Weight loss
Impaired immune responses

50
F
40-51
NO
NO

Preparation of Zn blood samples and analysis
Fasting morning blood samples were obtained
and sera were separated from the cells and transferred into acid washed polyethylene tubes within
45’. Serum samples were kept frozen (-70 0C) until
the time of analysis. The method for the serum Zn
determination was based on a procedure described
by Smith (12). A Varian spectra FAA-20 plus with
deuterium background correction system and a
Hamamatsu light source (Japan) were used. The
sample introduction was manual. Sera then were
sent to serology laboratory for the determination of
IgA Single Radial Immunodifusion (SRID)( lot #
8403 Bahar Afshan Co, Iran) and IgG; Single Radial Immunodifusion (SRID) (lot #8402 Bahar Afshan Co, Iran).
Results
Table 1 gives the patients information. Out of
50 female patients, 26 (52%) presented low serum Zn concentration, range (0.58-0.69 µg/ml)
and 24 (48%) had normal serum Zn level, range
(0.80-0.98 µg/ml). The reference interval for zinc
in serum is 0.70-1.20 µg/ml (14). The IgA and IgG
among patients were in the normal range. The reference intervals for IgA and IgG (15) are 70-400
mg/dl, (20-60 years) and 700-1600 mg/dl, (20-60
years) respectively (Table 2).

We carried out the Pearson product moment correlation between low Zn concentration of 26 patients, age, IgA and IgG levels. A Significant correlation was observed only for age (r = 0.43, p=0.03)
(Table 3).
Table 3. Pearson Product Moment Correlation
between Variables & Low Zn Concentration Of 26
Patients
Variable
Zn & Age
Zn & IgG
Zn & IgA

r
0.43
0.08
0.12

p value
0.03
0.69
0.57

Discussion
Zinc is known to be essential for all highly proliferating cells in the human body especially the
immune cells. During Zn deficiency the number
of granulocytes, and natural killer cells are shown
to decrease (16). However, B cells of humoral immunity are less dependent on zinc for proliferation
(4,8,9,17).
In the present work serum Zn concentration in
a group of 50 middle aged female patients (40-51
years) was determined. Then the possible correlation between low serum zinc concentration, age,
IgA and IgG (Ig ) levels were studied.
Our results indicated 26 (52%) female patients
out of 50 presented low serum Zn concentration
that was correlated with their age as well (p<0.03).
In this regard our finding is in agreement with AlTimimi (18) who observed a high prevalence of
mild to moderate zinc deficiency in Baghdad, Iraq.
In addition, our results indicated low serum Zn
concentration (0.63 ±0.052 µg/ml) had no impact

Table 2. Descriptive Zn Concentration & Immunoglobulin Levels Among Patients
Gender
Mean Zn concentration
µg/ml
Range Zn
µg/ml
IgA level
mg/dl
IgG level
mg/dl
Mean age
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Number of patients with low serum Zn Number of patients with normal serum Zn
F( 26)
F(24)
0.63±0.052

0.86 ± 0.053

0.58-0.69

0.80-0.98

300.23± 81.78

310.90± 34.05

1387.81 ±160.0

1458.75± 149.80

43.65 ± 2.84

45.0 ± 1.99
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on the serum IgA and IgG( Ig) levels and no correlation among them was obtained (p>0.05). Kukral
(19) has reported that marginal zinc deficiency did
not alter the IgM and IgG serum concentrations at
all. In addition, this finding is in accordance with
previous observations that mature B cells were
more resistant to apoptosis caused by low serum
Zn levels due to high Bcl-2 level (4,8,9,17,20,21)
In summary low zinc concentration had no
impact on IgA and IgG levels in our group investigated, however, it was correlated with their age
significantly. Further clinical studies will provide
valuable information and may present significant
relationships among variables in middle aged female population.
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Abstract
Huntington disease is neurodegenerative disease
and is autosomal dominantly inherited. Here is presented a 42 year old female patient who has been
treated from psychotic disorder with severe neurological symptoms in the form of horeiform movements. Diagnosis of Huntington disease was determined on the basis of positive family anamnesis and
conducted genetic research using direct analysis of
the CAG reapeat within the IT-15 gene that incodes
the hungtintin protein. Gene anticipation is present
due to the fact that her father and grandfather also
had this disease, but starting later in life.
Key words: Huntington disease, anticipation,
genetic.
Introduction
Huntington chorea is a serious neurodegenerative disease. This disease is caused by the mutation
of CAG, a changeable, repetitive Citosin-AdeninGuanin trinucleotide sequence [1]. It is predominantly autosomal inherited, and is characterized
by progressive horeiform movements and intellectual deterioration [2]. Huntington’s disease has
a population frequency of about 7-10 per 100,000
population and usually starting in adult life-fourth
or fifth decade. Hunt ington’s disease manifesting
in early adulthood is rare [3,4]. American neurologist George Huntington (1872.) was the first who
presented classic description of the disease (‘’On
Chorea’’), and so this disease was named after him
– Chorea Huntington [5]. The incidence of family
cases is very often, although a few sporadic cases
have been described [6]. Patients (both heterozygots and those who will get ill) have the risk of carrying over the mutant gene to 50% of their children.
Both male and female descendants get ill. It
happens more often that the risk-carrier carry
over the mutant gene before he becomes ill [6]. It
is interesting that the most cases patience inherit
128

the gene from their fathers before the age of 20.
In favor of the gene anticipation which presents
the appearance that the disease in further generations appear in earlier lifetime, in the literature
was reviewed that in about 3% of cases the disease appear in the juvenile lifetime, and that those
patients mostly inherited the disease from fathers
who became ill later, after their children [7].
Case report
Patient B.M., 42 year old female, was hospitalized in the psychiatric clinic. The reason for this
was dissociative clinical picture with paranoid – interpretative ideation. She is a hairdresser, divorced,
has two daughters, both students at the university.
According to hetero data received from the mother
and daughters, her behavior has changed during
last five years when she lost her working activities,
divorced from her husband, accusing him for infidelity, with a striding of paranoid ideas, gradually
breaking contacts also with her mother, withdraw
from social life, rarely left her house and spent time
only in bed. Before hospitalization her behavior
was predominantly distopic and apragmatic, her
behavior towards her daughters was unexplained,
prohibiting them to eat, locked the daughters in the
house enabling them to give exams at the university, so that her mother called first aid that brought her
to the hospital. Neurological difficulties appeared
approximately last two years with heavy walk with
disorders of movement, spasm and choreatic movements, which in the beginning appeared only in the
half of the body (hemichorea) and later on in the
complete body. From the family anamnsesis the
data were received that the father of the patient was
cured with the diagnosis of schisophrenia, and the
mother of the patient described that his walking and
movements were the same as of the patient, and the
same symptoms had the grandfather of the patient.
At the hospitalization in the mental status was
registered a dissociative thought flow in a broader
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context, verbal contact was reinstalled but hardly
was going in wanted direction, in the content were
non-systematized paranoid- interpretative ideations directed to her surrounding, towards her daughters with whom she lived, as well as towards her
mother and her ex- husband. It was also reviewed
a lot of blocks in the mind flow. In neurological
status is registered choreatic movement in standing and walking, with distressed movement of
fingers, known as „piano playing“ and mimic convulsion (mask). Muscle tonus is lower and speech
dysarthric. The patient has poor developed constitution, it resembeled undernourishment.
During the hospitalization in brain CT were found severe subcortical and cortical atrophies, basal
cisterns and chamber system uniformly more voluminous, cortical sulcusis were also slightly emphasized (Figure 1). Ophalmologist has examined her
duffernetly diagnostical because the Willson disease was suspected, with a negative result of KeyserFleischer ring, and the level of ceruloplasmine in
blood was within the limits of referent values.

cation of capilar electrophoresis on the automatic
secvenator using GeneMapper 4.0 softver) was
conveyed and revealed that HD alleles have 17
and 46 CAD repeats, with what the diagnosis of
the Huntington disease was confirmed.
Discussion
In the case primarily appear psychiatric symptoms which are in frame of the Huntington disease, and later on are registered also neurological
symptoms as unwilling, choreatic movements of
both legs and feet, and mimic muscle. A review of
11 studies of HD patients found psychosis to be
present in 3 – 12% of patients, ranging from nonspecific paranoia to presentations that are similar
to schizophrenia [8]. Although diagnostically not
confirmed, according to heterodata it is presumed
that previous two generations had Huntington disease (father and grandfather), but the symptoms
appeared in the later lifetime. Since 1993, genetic
testing has been performed using direct analysis
of the CAG reapeat within the IT-15 gene that incodes the hungtintin protein [9]. Using this method, the patient was confermed by genetic disease,
which has not been possible in previous generations. With the patient the symptoms appeared in
the fourthies what is in favour of the gene anticipation. After prescribing haloperidol in daily doses of 3 mg regresion of psychiatric as well as of
neurological symptoms took place. Conventional
antipsychotic drugs are still used to treat
chorea in clinical practice [10]. But this is only
symptomatic therapy. At this moment, researches,
related to pharmacological treatment aimed at modification of huntingtin protein synthesis, are taking place. These reaserches has reached the level
of the late pre-clinical research [11].

Figure 1. CT scan showing subcortical and cortical atrophy, basal cisterns and chamber system
uniformly more voluminous, cortical sulcusis slightly emphasized
Psychological testing has shown organic damage of almost all measured functions as ethyologic
factor of psychotic decompensation. Suspecting
the Morbus Huntington a genetic research (PCR
amplification of the region IT15 gene with appliJournal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H
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Abstract
Background: Trauma can occur due to many
factors such as vehicle-related factors, road-related factors or self-related factors. During the Ramadan fast, Muslims eat two meals, one before
sunrise and the other shortly after sunset. The purpose of this study is to investigate whether fasting
in Ramadan has any effect on trauma.
Methods: Our study was prospective, and
included trauma patients older than 18 years old,
admitted to our ED. The student’s t-test was used
for two continuous group comparisons. The chisquared test was used for categorical variables;
p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results: The most frequent causes of trauma
in the Ramadan was falling (29.4), but the most
frequent causes of trauma in the control period
was violence (39.8). There was significant difference between the group’s at the trauma mechanism (p<0.001).
Conclusion: This study concludes that the rate
of trauma cases shows an increase during Ramadan between the hours of 04.00-08.00 p.m. The
rate of violence-related trauma cases, on the other
hand, decrases during the same time period.
Key words: Ramadan, emergency, trauma.
Introduction
Trauma is the most common cause of death
that affects especially the young. (1) Trauma can
occur due to many factors such as vehicle-related
factors, road-related factors or self-related factors.
Main components of the last group appears as the
sleeping regime and diet, educational background
and substance abuse.
Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic lunar
calendar. In the month of Ramadan it is estimated
that, worlwide, some 400 million Muslim fast (2).
During the Ramadan fast, Muslims eat two meals, one before sunrise and the other shortly after
sunset. It is a holy month for Muslim people and

includes long fasting periods, which may affect
Emergency Department (ED) admissions (3).
There is a general opnion that in Ramadan, especially during the breaking of the Ramadan fast
at sunset, trauma cases admitted to the Emergency
Department increase. The purpose of this study is
to investigate whether fasting in Ramadan has any
effect on trauma.
Methods
Our study was prospective, and included trauma
patients older than 18 years old, admitted to our ED.
The study group (Group 1) consisted of patients
admitted to the ED during Ramadan (1-30 August
2011), and the control group (group 2) consisted of
patients who were admitted during the 30-day period after Ramadan (1-30 October 2011). We were
approved by the ethical committee. The diagnosis,
and demografic and clinical characteristics of with
trauma patients admitted to the ED were recorded.
Stastical analysis was performed using the SPSS
15.0 for Windows package program (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL). The patients demografic and clinical
features are shown as mean ±standard deviation,
median, range, and percentage (%). Normal distribution was tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
The student’s t-test was used for two continuous
group comparisons. The chi-squared test was used
for categorical variables; p<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
Results
This study was included 607 patients. Of these, 355 (58.4%) were admitted during Ramadan,
and the remaining 252 (41.6%) formed the control
group. The two group’s demographic and clinical
characteristics were similar (Table 1).
The evaluation of admission time showed that
during Ramadan, the most frequent time period for admission was from 04.01p.m-08.00p.m
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Table 1. Clinical abd demographic characteristics of patient’s
Demografic future
Sex (%, male)
Age (years; mean±SD)
Clinical future
Sistolic pressure
Diastolic pressure
Respiratuar rate
Admision number (n)
Admission time (%)
00.01a.m-04.00 a.m
04.01a.m-08.00a.m
08.01a.m-12.00a.m
12.01p.m-04.00p.m
04.01p.m-08.00p.m
08.01p.m-12.00p.m
Final desicion
Admitted to hospital (%)
Discharged from ED (%)
RTS (mean±SD)
Ethanol (mg/dl)

Ramadan period

Control period

p value

75.2
35.37±16.6

73.8
34.44±13.5

0.711
0.45

124,25±20,7
77,76±11,4
14,84±3,1
1253

123,73±16,8
76,35±10,3
15,14±2,7
1267

0,76
0,12
0,21
0.15

7,9
10,1
23,7
10,1
40.8
7,3

17,5
4,8
21,4
13,5
23,4
19,4

17.5
82.5
7.78±0.35
23.75±66.5

11.1
88.9
7,82±0.19
43.43±82.2

0.000

0.029
0,002
0.006

RTS (Revised trauma score)

Table 2. Trauma mechanisms of the patient’s
Trauma mechanism
motor vehicle accident
pedestrian
violence
falling
Other injury

Ramadan
23,4
12,1
18
26,8
19,7

(41%), and patients were less frequently admitted
from 08.01p.m-12.00p.m. In the control group, the
most frequent time period for admission was from
04.01p.m-08.00p.m (23.4%), and patients were less
frequently admitted from 04.01a.m-08.00a.m. There was significant difference between the group’s
admission time to the ED (p=0.000).
Trauma mechanisms of the patient’s showed on
the Table 2.
The most frequent causes of trauma in the Ramadan was falling (29.4%), but the most frequent causes
of trauma in the control period was violence (39.8%).
There was significant difference between the group’s
at the trauma mechanism (p<0.001). Mean ethanol level was 23.75±66.5 mg/dl in the group 1 and
43.43±82.2 mg/dl in group 2. There was statistically
significance difference in groups (p<0.05).
132

Control period
29,8
12,7
32,1
10,3
15,1

P
0.09
0.74
0.000
0.000
0.47

Discussion
It has been known that 92% of the population
in Turkey is Muslim and 66% of them fast during Ramadan (4). Several series have evaluated
Ramadan’s effect on general health in Muslim
populations. Fasting in Ramadan had been associated with variations in the incidence of some
diseases (3,5,6). Some studies evaluated that the
relationship between Ramadan and ED admission (3,4). The literature search yielded virtually no
data regarding trauma mechanism and time of patients referred to ED in Ramadan. This study is
focusing on mechanism and time of the trauma.
Suwaidi et al (7) reported that in the hospitalization rate during Ramadan no gender and age
difference has been observed. Similar to Pekdemir
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et al (3) maintained that the patient population admitted to the ED during Ramadan yields no difference in terms of age and gender. The results of
our study too stand in parallel to the findings and
results of both of these studies. When compared
with the control period, the patient population admitted to our ED during Ramadan show no difference in terms of age and gender.
Perk et al (8) and Ural et al (9) reported that
blood pressure of the patients admitted during Ramadan shows no statistically significant change.
Our findings too are consistent with their findings.
Previous studies showed that during the Ramadan, the most frequent time period for admission
to the ED was between 04.00 and 08.00 a.m hours
(3,7). Our results are consistent with the findings
of the existing literature on the subject. In comparison with the control period, during Ramadan,
the number of admissions to the ED increases two
times. During Ramadan overall admissions to the
ED between 04.00 a.m and 08.00 a.m increase
two and a half times. This time period corresponds with the pre-down meal time during Ramadan.
The increase can be explained due to the fact that
Muslims tend to carry out their daily activities
between two meal times during Ramadan one
being just after sunset (iftar) and the other before
sunrise (sahur).
The literature on the subject of admissions to the
ED during Ramadan reveals two different assertions. While Pekdemir (3) and Topaçoğlu (4) maintain that compared with the control group no difference in the study group has been recorded during
Ramadan. Langford et al (10) reported an increase
in the admission of the Muslim population during
Ramadan in terms of accidents as well as other medical reasons whereas admission rate of non-Muslims remains stable throughout that period. Our
findings support Pekdemir and Topaçoğlu.
Langord et al (10) report an increase in the
admission of the Muslim population during Ramadan in terms of accidents whereas admission
rate of non-Muslims remains stable throughout
that period. Gocmen et al (11) report a decrease
in violence-related penetran injuries during Ramadan. Bener et al (12) on the other hand report a
slight increase in the cases of traumas caused by
traffic accidents during Ramadan. Pekdemir et
al (3) showed that no difference in the causes of

trauma cases during Ramadan has been observed.
Our findings show that in the study group, when
compared with the control group, violence-related
traumas decreased but injuries caused by falling
over increased. It is our belief that owing to the
spritual atmosphere as well as moral feelings that
Ramadan invokes Muslim people tend to become
more tolerant towards one another and hence violence-related cases decline during that time.
Suwaidi et al (7) report no change in the hospitalization rate for congestive heart failure during
Ramadan. The results of the study by Pekdemir
et al (3) too confirm this assertion. However our
study identifies an increase in the hospitalization
rate during Ramadan. An examination of our patients’ Revised Trauma Scores (RTS) reveals that
the RTS’s of the traumas occurred during Ramadan appear higher. The increase in the intensity of
trauma as well as the rate of hospitalization can be
explained due to the decline in patients’ attention
induced by decrease in blood sugar and fatigue.
When the alcohol levels of the patients in two
groups are compared both exhibit lower alcohol
levels in Ramadan group. There is no data in the
existing literature regarding this issue. We assert
that the fact that alcohol consumption decreases in
Muslim societies during Ramadan has an impact
on this condition.
Conclusion
This study concludes that the rate of trauma cases shows an increase during Ramadan between
the hours of 04.00-08.00 p.m. This increase appears exclusively significant in trauma cases caused
by falling. The rate of violence-related trauma cases, on the other hand, decrases during the same
time period.
Limitation
A major limitation of the study is failure of
documantation of fasting and non-fasting patients
admitted in the ED.
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Abstract
Limphoproliferative disorders of lung have a
broad clinical and morphologic spectrum. The radiographic features are non specific. Invasion of
the lungs can occur in 15-40% of patients and is
nearly always associated with hilar adenopathy.
Pulmonary manifestation of disease involved mass
consolidation, multiple nodules, mases of pleural
origin and pleural effusion. Computed tomography
(CT) is used routinely in patients with lymphoma
to stage disease. The radiologic differantation of
pulmonary lymphoma from other disease can be
difficult. We retrospectvely reviewed the radiological findings of 34 patients with Hodgkin disease
and Nonhodgkin lymphoma. Pulmonary manifestation of disease was present in the 15 patients.
(44%). The most common CT findings is mass
consolidation, this finding was present in 8 of the
34 patients (23,5%).
Key words: Limphoproliferative disorders,
Lung, Computed tomography.
Introduction
Lymphoma is a descriptive term for malignoma
lymphoreticular specific cell lines (T-cells, B cells,
...), which make up about 57% of all hematological cancers (10). Lymphomas are divided into two
large clusters of Hodgkin’s disease (HD) and NonHodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL). There is the incidence of 2.5 cases per 100,000 population in the age
group 20-25 years, and incidence at the age of 60
years is about 43.7 cases per 100,000 population
(10). The disease is usually manifested by enlarged
lymph nodes, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, and
changes in the pulmonary parenchyma and pleura.
Mediastinal lymphadenopathy and pulmonary pa-

renchyma abstraction is the most common manifestation of NHL, and some of the incidence of HD
(3). Pulmonary manifestations of the disease occurs
as a consequence of the spread of disease from the
mediastinum and is indicated as a secondary pulmonary lymphoma, while the incidence of primary
pulmonary lymphoma (2). Pulmonary form of the
disease may be present in several forms depending
on the hystological type of lymphoma. Pulmonary
manifestations of the disease usually occurs as a
pneumonic, and single or multiple soft tissue nodules, thickening of the pleura and/or pleural effusison
(1). Abstraction of pleura is rare and can be seen as
nodular plaques that are actually deposits of lymphoid tissue. If the lymphoma is limited to the lungs
without extrathoracic spread at least three months
is classified as primary lymphoma, and all the other
cases with mediastinal and extrathoracic localization represent the secondary pulmonary lymphoma
(5). According to the literature, primary pulmonary
lymphoma is seen in about 0.4% of cases, while the
abstraction of a secondary lung more dependt of
hystological type of lymphoma (3).
Distribution (anatomic localization) disease in
lymphoma is very important for the therapeutic
treatment and prognosis of the disease. Computed
tomography (CT) with the application of contrast
in routine work in all patients with lymphoma
(10,11,12). In addition to using the CT and other
imaging methods in diagnosis of lymphoma, such
MRI, PET, and others. Bronchoscopy as a diagnostic method is of little importance for the diagnosis, because endoluminal lesions are quite rare
. Analysis of sputum in tumor cells may help in
diagnosis (10). Lymph node biopsy, Fine needle
biopsy and pathohistological processing the resulting products provide a definitive diagnosis (10).
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Purpose: Show the frequency and characteristics of pulmonary manifestations in patients
with the diagnosis of Hodgkin’s disease and
NonHodgkin’s lymphoma.
Materials and Methods
The study retrospectively, which included 34
patients who were referred for review KT chest, regardless of gender, aged 16-81 years. In all patients
diagnosed with histopathological malignant lymphoma and all patients in this study were divided into
two groups and patients with HD and NHL.
In all patients chest examination was done at the
Department of Radiology, Clinical Center Banja
Luka on 16 CT layer device, the Somatom Sensation 16 - Siemens. Scanning parameters: Scan
Thorax routines contrast, 120 kV, 100 mAs, a total scan time of 10 sec, cranio-caudal, pitch 1.15,
acquisitions 16x1, 5 mm. Review carried out in
non contrast enhanced and contrast enhanced series
with thickness of 6 mm.Applied the iodic contrast
agents, Ultravist 370, at a dose of 1 ml/kg , with
the speed of injection of 2,5 ml/sec, pressure 150
psi. Scan range covers an area of the upper thoracic aperture to the back pleural recesus. All images
were viewed in the “windows” W / L (windowlength) 1500 / 650, standard lung, and mediastinal
windows 400/40-70.
Results
The study included 34 patients who were treated with the diagnosis of malignant lymphoma at
the Clinic of Hematology in the period from January 2008 to March 2009, and by whom made CT
review of the chest in the diagnosis or grading of
the disease. The patients were age of 16-81 years
of age, male 18 (53%) and female 16 (47%). Diagnosed with Hodgkin’s disease were 11 patients
(32.4%), and diagnosed with NHL were 23 patients
(67.6%). In all patients a diagnosis was confirmed
pathohistological, and in patients with pulmonary
manifestation of lymphoma (a form of consolidation of lung parenchyma) diagnoses was confirmed
after transthoracic biopsy. In patients with nodular
form of lymphoma and lung manifestations with signs of thickened pleura, the conclusion that these
are manifestations of pulmonary disease was pa136

ssed on the basis of monitoring the patient. (Manifestations are emerging after several months of detection of primary disease, or have pulmonary and
pleural changes retiring after treatment).
In 34 patients was performed a total of 66 CT
views of the chest.
The most common manifestation of lymphoma seen in surveys of the thorax is mediastinal
lymphadenopathy in 26 patients (76.5%) usually
with the abstraction parataracheal, subcarinal and
hylar lymph nodes. Mediastinal lymphadenopathy
was registered in 8 patients with HD (72.7%) and
in 18 patients with NHL (78.3%).
For study purpose, the CT findings were divided intu three categories: a) consolidation of lung
parenchyma, b) nodular lesions, c) thickening of
pleura. Changes in the lungs had a total of 15 patients (44%), in 5 patients with HL (45.45%) and in
10 patients with NHL (43.50%).
The most common pulmonary manifestation
of lymphoma patients in the studied sample was
a consolidation of lung parenchyma, in 8 patients
(53.33%) and 3 patients with HD and in 5 patients
with NHL. In two patients have been found massive pulmonary consolidation in both lungs, with
one from the NL and the one from the NHL.
Nodular lesions were registered in 3 patients
(20%), in two patients with HD and in one patient
with NHL. Single nodular lesions have been from
one patient, and multiple in two patients. In all
patients with nodular lymphoma manifestations
noted the withdrawal of the changes implemented
after therapy.
Thickening of the pleura is recorded in 2 patients (13,33%), both the NHL, one patient with an
isolated thickening of the pleura, the latter associated with the consolidation of the pulmonary
parenchyma.
Pleural effusion was noted in 2 patients
(13,33%) of both the NHL.
Consolidation of lung parenchyma, and nodular lesions pleural outburst are recorded together
in one patient with NHL. In 9 patients (26.5%)
respiratory events were registered at the first examination of the chest, with 6 patients (17.6%) lung
changes were registered 4-9 months after the first
examination.
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Table 1. Table view pulmonary disease manifestation investigated sample.
No. of Patients (%)
Hodgkin’s NonHodgkin’s
Total
Finding
disease
Lymphoma
5
10
15
Consolidation
3
5
8(53,33%)
Nodules
2
1
3 (20%)
Pleural
0
2
2 (13,33%)
thickening
Pleural
0
2
2 (13,33%)
effusion

Figure 1. CT scan of lungs. Consolidation of lung
parenchyma with bronchogram

Figure 2. CT scan of lungs. Nodular form of pulmonary manifestations of lymphoma

Figure 3. CT scan of lungs. Thickening of the
pleura

Discussion
In 15 patients (44%), diagnosed with lymphoma
were registered in some form of pulmonary manifestations of the disease, which is also known as secondary pulmonary lymphoma. Mediastinal lymphadenopathy is the most common diseases intratoracic manifestation, no matter what type of lymphoma
it is, but is somewhat more common in NHL. Consolidation of lung parenchyma has a wide range of
events at the CT and the most frequent form, consolidation similar pneumonic consolidation with
or without air bronchogram. Nodular lesions are
manifested as single or multiple rounded lesions,
soft tissue density discrete amplification density in
contrast enhanced study, often iregular contour (visible changes in the larger sizes). Thickened pleura is
generally manifested as a nodular thickening of the
same and caused by the accumulation of lymphoid
tissue.Pleural effusion was diagnosed in only two
patients, although the literature mentions that occurs in a much higher percentage. Pleural effusion
occurs as a result of obstruction lymphatic drainage
and according to some authors is a bad prognostic
sign (10). Pulmonary manifestations of lymphoma
are usually in close contact with structures, mediastinum, and occasionally surrounded by smaller
or larger atelectasis and signs of pneumonitis. The
study included patients with CT examination of the
chest where the immediate diagnosis of disease, and
patients who have on several occasions examined to
follow the course of the disease. CT is used in grading the disease because display changes are not visible on the plain chest radiography (4, 11, 12,).
In patients with pulmonary find the disease before they set a definite diagnosis of lymphoma, usually described as pneumonia or secondary deposits,
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due to the characteristics described nonspecific CT
changes. CT characteristics of pulmonary manifestations of lymphoma also show no significant morphological differences on which it can be said about
any form of lymphoma it is. Data from the autopsy
said that the pulmonary manifestations of the disease
present in 62% of patients with lymphoma (7). For
accurate interpretation of events thoracic lymphoma
need a good knowledge of the lymphatic system
of the lung, because lymphatic way is primary of
spreading disease, and the dissemination hematological is rare (10). Mediastinal lymphadenopathy
in the studied sample of luck in 76.5% cases, which
is slightly higher than those of Colby and research
staff that are lucky mediastinal lymphadenopathy in
61% of cases. Pulmonary manifestations are found
in 44% of investigated, which is correlated with data
from literature. The study recorded a slightly higher
percentage of pulmonary manifestations in patients
with NHL about 43.50%, which is more care in other surveys which ranges from 50-20% (12).
Conclusion
Computed tomography (CT) is the method of
choice for diagnosis, mediastinal, lung and pleural
manifestation of lymphoma. The protocol for lymphoma grading review includes CT regions neck,
chest, abdomen and pelvic (3,4,7,8,10). Changes localized in the mediastinum, lungs and the chest wall
to accurately diagnose with CT than conventional
radiography, especially in defining the location and
size changes. CT can help in defining the nature of
change and with high precision when it comes to
distinguishing liquids, grease, and calcification. It is
also sensitive method when it comes to detecting and
pulmonalnl mediastinal mass, but low specificity in
differentiation benign from malignant changes. Pulmonary manifestations of lymphoma have nonspecific finding the CT and the grave for the differential
diagnosis. When the issue of pulmonary manifestations of lymphoma differential diagnosis should be
borne in mind pulmonary oedema, allergic reactions,
opportunistic infections, pulmonary embolism, sarcoidosis, Kaposi’s sarcoma, bronchoalveolar cancer
et al. In a certain number of patients with lymphoma,
the lung parenchyma are registered fibrous changes
and most often performed in patients after hormonal
therapy. CT is sensitive than other modalities in de138

tecting lymphadenopathy and extralymphatic expansion lymphoma and is required in all patients prior
to initiation of therapy (4). Computed tomography
(CT) with the application of contrast in routine work
in all patients with lymphoma and is important not
only in grading the disease but also in the planning
and tracing course of the disease and therapeutic response, the planning transplantation and diagnosis of
complications of the disease (10).
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Introduction
Delusional depression represents a subcategory
of Mood disorders (F32.3 or F 33.3), according to
ICD X. In addition to depressive symptomatology
such as mood disturbance, loss of appetite , insomnia, loss of will and interests and other criteria of
a depressive disorder, delusional symptoms such
hallucinations or delusional ideas appear, more often congruent, but incongruent to affective disturbance as well. (1,2)
Since the time of Hippocrates, physicians have
recognized that some patients become delusional
when they are depressed (3,4,5). Currently, delusional depressive patients make up approximately
20 % to 30% of all depressive patients who are
hospitalized. In different countries (4,6 ) the data
are similar. They have double the hospitalization
rate of non-delusional depressed patients (3,5),
while their average duration of hospitalization is
approximately 50 to 60 days (4,5). The fact is that
delusional depressive patients have been unable
to perform usual activities for much longer than
non-delusional patients, and that they may have a
higher risk of suicide than non-delusional depressed patients (3,7).Therefore, this mood disorder
subgroup carries major social and economic costs
for these patients, their families and society in general, especially when treated improperly. (2,4).
Still, in mid XX century, Glassmann et al (7,8,9)
reported that delusionally depressed patients do
not respond well to antidepressants alone, while
similar results occurred in a few other investigations, although in the XXI century. Many reports
have commented on the efficacy of a combination
of antidepressants and antipsychotics in the treatment of delusional depression (6,7,8,9,10)). The
general conclusion suggests that the combination
of antidepressants with antipsychotic drugs is superior to treatment with either one alone. Around

65 % of delusional depressive patients do not respond well to antidepressants alone. According to
literature, a part of the non-responding depressive
patients are delusional depressive patients, when
treated without antipsychotic drugs.
In this article, we present a patient who was diagnosed with therapy-resistant depression, but this
patient more likely suffered from a delusional depressive disorder and was treated for a few months
with antidepressant alone. Consequently, this patient did not show remission prior to hospitalization.
Key words: Delusional depression, adequate
pharmacotherapy, therapuresistence.
Case report
The patient, aged 50, unemployed, was admitted to part/day/hospitalization with a diagnosis
of a moderate depressive episode, after three years
of ambulance treatment without remission. The
patient was divorced, but still living in the same
flat with her ex-husband and son. Her daughter lives separately with her family.
For 25 years the patient worked as a lawyer, but
was unemployed for the last two years. After being
dismissed, the patient became sad, without interest,
she felt worthless, complained about suicidal ideas,
and her sisters took her to a psychiatrist. She slept
well and her appetite was adequate. The psychiatrist noted that the patient suffered from moderate depression and began treating her with antidepressants in a combination with benzodiazepines
(maprotiline, (50 mg per day, lorazepame 3 mg
per day). After one month, a psychiatric check-up
was conducted, and the antidepressant was changed as patient did not show any improvement.
The patient’s complaints were almost the same as
during her first visit. Now, the therapy remained
without an antipsychotic (sertraline 100 mg /day,
but the initial doses were lower). After 6 weeks,
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the patient came in for a regular psychiatric checkup, still with the same complaints. Her psychiatrist
changed sertraline to mianserine, and noticed that
her suicidal ideas were becoming progressive. For
three months the patient took mianserine in daily
doses of 60 mg, while the doses of benzodiazepines
remained. Then, another anti-depressive drug was
prescribed to the patient, fluoksetine, in daily doses
of 40 mg, now in a combination with mood stabilization medicaments (carbamazepine in daily doses
of 600 mg). The clinical feature still was the same,
and there were no evident signs of remission. After
two years, the diagnosis was changed to dysthumia
and the psychiatrist recommended hospitalization,
but the patient refused to go to hospital. During the
next year the patient regularly attended psychiatric
check-ups, and took a different kind of antidepressives, (amitriptiline 75 mg/day during two months,
in a combination with benzodiazepines, imipramine (50 mg/day in combination with maprotiline (75
mg/die)), but still without improvement. Finally,
she agreed to go to the Psychiatric Clinic, as she
felt very bad, without interest, will, and with very
intensive suicidal ideation.
The patient was admitted to part day hospitalization, although the team of psychiatrists and
psychologists at the hospital suggested that full
time hospitalization would be the best option, as
it was necessary to try other medicaments. At the
time of admittance, the patient was anxious, tense, fearful, and she looked confused. The ideas of
worthlessness and lack of perspective were present, she was sad all day, and unpragmatic.
When she was admitted, an antipsychotic drug
was prescribed, in a combination with an antidepressant.
During the next week the patient reported less
intensive suicidal ideation, her mood changed, and
she was less worried. The doses of antipsychotic
drugs were slowly graduating, during next two
weeks, and in that period the patient’s mood became better, she had no hallucinations, and her suicidal ideas had disappeared. The entire time she
slept well, and her appetite was satisfactory. Her
sister reported that the patient is very motivated
for different activities, and that she was functioning well at home. After 4 weeks of hospitalization, the patient was dismissed in solid remission.
At the time of her dismissal, her therapy was:
140

- Clozapine a 25 mg 1|2, 1|2,1
- Maprotiline a 25 mg 3x1
- Clonazepam a 2 mg 3 x 1|4
Discussion
The diagnostic procedure in medicine, and
especially in psychiatry, is of great importance,
as the therapy guideline depends on the type of
mental disorder. In mood disorders, antidepressant
drugs must be prescribed, but if in a clinical environment the psychotic elements persist, it is necessary to combine antidepressive drugs with antipsychotic drugs, and this combination is the most
effective. Because of these facts, the diagnosis
of each patient with a mental disorder should be
revised, especially if the treatment does not improve the clinical features. In this case, the patient
was diagnosed with therapy-resistant depression,
but the main reason for non-responsiveness was
a misdiagnosis. After being prescribed with an
adequate therapy, full remission was achieved.
Conclusion
The main purpose of this case report was to determine the best pharmacological treatment of patients with delusional depression, and to point out
that if a patient failed to respond to antidepressants
alone, a different treatment should be an option.
In psychiatry, a diagnostic revision of therapy-resistant depression should be always made as such
depression could be either bipolar, or delusional,
and with adequate treatment, solid remission could be achieved.
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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of this research is to define
nursing students’ moral judgment ability.
Method: The sample included 304 student
2007-2008 spring semester 1., 2., 3., and 4., classes whose selected according to stratified sampling
method. Power analysis was used in order to decide on sample size. In the research Defining Issues Test, Self Moral Evaluation Scale and Social
Moral Evaluation Scale were used.
Results: Student’s age mean were 21.19±1.68.
According to Defining Issues Test, students’ moral
judgment ability scores mean were in 33.9±12.8
Students had 8.2 above 10 point from Self Moral Evaluation Scale and 4.8 above 10 point from
Social Moral Evaluation Scale. Student’s moral
judgments supported traditional term features
which pointed out in Kohlberg’s theory.
Key words: Defining issues test, self moral
evaluation, social moral evaluation, nursing student,
cognitive moral development, moral judgment.
Introduction
Prolonging life by artificial means has brought
about various ethical problems in addition to the
severe squeals suffered by infants and children undergoing pediatric intensive care, apart from the
high costs incurred (13, 14). Recognition of the
limits of good medicine requires effective monitoring when continuing treatment is no longer in
the patient’s best interest. At this point, it would
not be possible to determine futile treatment without consideration of both medical and ethical issues (13, 14, 30). As health care settings, financing, decision-making responsibility, and values
shift, the nursing role will become more complex
and independent. Regardless of the clinical practice setting, professional nurses will be increasing142

ly confronted with the need to make or facilitate
ethical decisions. (23, 30).
Many nurses consider ethical judgment as synonymous with clinical judgment and behavior. Nursing educators describe clinical judgment as a result
of moral agency which is the effective influence a
nurse exerts on the outcomes of a practice situation.
In other words, in order to manifest sound clinical
judgment, one must be able both employ proficient
moral judgment and implement clinical decisions.
(3, 23). Moral judgment provides for a course of
action in a moral dilemma, refers to the cognitive
aspects of reasoning about ethical problems. Moral
judgment is influenced by external referent points
such as ethical codes and principles. (29). Theoretically rooted in the work of Lawrence Kohlberg
and James Rest, moral judgment is likely to be influenced by education and one’s life experiences.
A person’s moral judgment has qualitative differences at different stages in one’s life (10). Moral
reasoning is the cognitive and developmental process of reasoning about moral issues. The process
develops through sequential transformations and is
the evidence of the organization of an individual’s
thinking about social cooperation. Moral reasoning
is a person’s perception of how the rights and responsibilities of individuals should be determined
concerning distribution of the costs and benefits of
social interaction. (13).
Moral judgment, as Rest (1994) and Kohlberg
(1984) suggest, is more than justifications people
provide for actions. It emphasizes strategies people
provide for cooperation. Moral judgment is a personal approach managing the elements of a dilemma and a method to demonstrate a response to socialization and thereby influence the structure of society. The moral judgment reflects some aspects of
nurses’ socialization to their practice environment
and their understanding of moral dilemmas (10).
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The test most frequently used is Rest’s Defining Issues Test. Kohlberg’s Moral Judgement Interview, and Gibbs’ Sociomoral Reflection Measure,
and Crisham’s Nursing Dilemma are used less often
(5, 10). In European countries, Lind’s Moral Judgement Test is most frequently employed (8). By means of these tests, many transverse and longitudinal
studies of medical and other university students
have been carried out in other countries in order to
determine their level of moral judgement competence (4, 7, 10).
The aim of this research is to define nursing students’ moral judgment ability according to “Kohlberg’s Cognitive Moral Development Theory”.
Method
Population and sample
The study was conducted descriptive in two
major nursing colleges in the west of Turkey in
2007-2008 academic year. 920 students studying
in this school constitutes this research (Table 1).
Power analysis was used in order to decide on
sample size. Power analysis is a method that provides a well designed research having levels of
validity and reliability. Furthermore, this method
also provides the reliability and consistency of the
research results. It is recommended that in a research statistical power should be higher than 80%
(25). Data were collected from 20 students for a
power analysis. As a result of the analysis, considering the statistical power as 99%, implication of
304 students was decided.

The level load was set according to the number
of students in each classroom. According to level
based sample selection technique, data were collected from freshman (72 sts), sophomore (78 sts),
junior (79 sts), and senior (75 sts) students 8 (Table
1). The survey sheets were filled in after school.
Instruments
Four instruments were used in this study.
Socio-demographic Questionnaire: The survey
sheet that questions socio-demographic features
was designed by the researcher. This survey consists of 32 questions in which age, grade, sex, the
high school graduation, the place where s/he spent
most of her/his life e.g., The application time of
this socio-demographic data form is approximately 5 to 10 minutes.
Defining Issues Test: Defining Issues Test (DIT)
was developed by James Rest in 1979 based on
Kohlberg’s cognitive moral development theory.
The studies on adaptation, reliability and validity of
DIT were done by Akkoyun in 1987. Akkoyun has
stated that these four stories are suitable for Turkish culture (2, 24). For this reason, four moral dilemma stories stated as suitable to Turkish culture
were used. These stories were; “Heinz and Drug”,
“Escaped Prisoner”, The Doctor’s Dilemma”, and
“Webster”. It takes approximately forty minutes to
complete DIT. Self Moral Evaluation Scale: Self
Moral Evaluation Scale was developed by Güngör
(15). It is based on individual’s grading himself/
herself by giving a self moral evaluation score from
1 to 10 (16). It takes approximately 3 to 5 minutes
to complete the survey.

Table 1. Dispersal of sample incoming students in research
Schools
First School
1.class
2. class
3. class
4. class
Total
Second School
1. class
2. class
3. class
4. class
Total

Number of students

Number of students calculation

Number of students in research

155
152
166
169
642

(155 / 920) X 304
(152 / 920) X 304
(166 / 920) X 304
(169 / 920) X 304

51
50
55
56
212

67
83
71
57
278

(67 / 920) X 304
(83 / 920) X 304
(71/ 920) X 304
(57 / 920) X 304

21
28
24
19
92
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Social Moral Evaluation Scale: The Social
Moral Evaluation Scale was used by Hatunoğlu
(2003) in order to reveal how subjects evaluate the
social moral level in addition to the viewpoint of
their own moral levels. It depends on individual’s
grading the society by giving moral evaluation
scores from 1 to 10 (18). It takes approximately 3
to 5 minutes to administer the test.
Evaluations of Defining Issues Test Data: First
of all, in order to evaluate DIT’s survey sheets, consistency should be checked. The survey sheets regarded as valid as a result of the consistency check
are included into the research and the others are not
put into evaluation. A consistency check was done
for P score in the research. Firstly, the survey sheets
that had an M score greater than 50 were excluded
from the evaluation. Secondly, 142 survey sheets
that had inconsistency between gradation and ranking were excluded from the evaluation. Thirdly, it
was made sure that individuals have chosen 9 or
more items at the same degree of importance.
If the individual marked more than 9 items at the
same degree of importance (e.g. 10 items marked
as important in an obvious way) and if this is same
for 2 or more situations, the survey sheet was not
taken into evaluation. Likewise, 37 survey sheets
were excluded from the evaluation. The survey
sheets that did not match with DIT’s consistency
criteria were replaced by substitute students. Random selection table and class lists were used at the
selection of substitute students. The consistent 304
student data were included in the research and all
data were transferred to SPSS database.
In data analysis SPSS (The Statistical Packe for
Social Sciences) program was used. The tests and
analysis that are used follows as; A number and
percentage distribution was used in order to evaluate the date gathered from the socio-demographic
features forms filled by nursing college students.
The relationship between socio-demographic variables, Defining Issues tests, Social moral Evaluation Scale, and Self Moral Evaluation Scale was
analyzed by one way variance analysis and t test.
For further analysis Bonferroni test was used. The
correlation between Defining Issues tests, Social
moral Evaluation Scale, and Self Moral Evaluation Scale was observed.

144

Results
Socio-demographic Variables: The 66 % of the
students who attended to the research are 21-24
years old. The average age is 21.19±1.68. 23.7 %
of the students are freshmen, 25.7 % of the students
are sophomores, 26.0 % of the students are juniors,
and 24.7 % of the students are seniors. The place
where students spend their most of their lives are
provinces and districts. The 59.2 % of the students
consider themselves as successful according to the
university entrance exam. Most of the students consider their knowledge in the average or good. The
efficiency of the education on deciding what to do
against moral dilemmas are evaluated as 49.7 % adequate, 32.2 % average, 7.9 % inadequate and 0.3
% really inadequate. The most important personal
moral is family and the most important occupational moral is being professional. The students stated
that family plays the most important role in one’s
moral development. It was found out that there is
an average relationship between the frequency of
religious topics discussed among family members
and the student’s involvement to religion (r=+0.4,
p<0.001). 45.7 % of the students attended to the
survey evaluate themselves as sensible towards the
incidents happening around them. 66.1 % of the
students think they are good at interpret those incidents. 4.6 % of the students work in a non-governmental organization. Most of the students think
that their parents’ attitudes towards themselves are
democratic. Most of the parents are primary school
graduates. The type of the families is nuclear family, and they have middle income. Most of the students are the first child of their families and on an
average they have 2 siblings.
Results Regarding DIT: The students attending
to the survey have 20.1±9.4 points of 5A stage,
3.6±4.3 points of 5B stage, and 10.3±7.4 points of
6th stage. DIT P point is 33.9±12.8 (Table 2). The
relationship between all of the independent variables concerning students attending to the survey
and DIT was analyzed by variance analysis or t
test according to the characteristic of the variable.
Among all independent variables examined, there
is a statistically meaningful relationship among
the student’s grade, the father’s educational background and DIT score. At the end of the analysis,
the meaningful relations are analyzed with Bon-
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Table 2. Moral judgment stage distribution of defining issues test score
Stage
Mean Score
P Score

5A stage
20.1±9.4

Defining Issues Test Score
5B stage
6 stage
3.6±4.3
10.3±7.4
33.9±12.8

ferroni advanced analysis. It was found out that
the relationship between the student’s grade and
DIT score is the result of the higher DIT scores of
junior students (F= 3.534, P<0.05, Figure 1). The
relationship between the educational background
of the father and DIT score is the result of the
higher DIT scores of the students whose fathers
are not literate (F=2.181, p≤0.05, Figure 2).

Figure 1. The Change of Scores Among Grades
According to Defining Issues Test Score

their education on giving right decisions towards
moral dilemmas, how they evaluate their involvement to religion, the mother’s attitude towards the
student, the father’s educational background with
self moral evaluation score. The results found
meaningful at the end of variance analysis were
analyzed with Bonferroni advanced analysis. The
relationship found statistically meaningful among
self moral evaluation and the students achievement level at university (F=5.58, p<0.05), knowledge (F=3.35, p<0.05), and the level of interpretation of the incidents occurring around themselves
was found out that it is the result of higher Self
Moral Evaluation Scores of students who consider
themselves in a good condition. It was found out
that the efficiency of the education the students receive during their school life on moral dilemmas
(F=5.53, p<0.05) was because of the students high
self moral evaluation scores, who consider their
education as very efficient.
Table 3. Self morality evaluation and social
morality evaluation assessment of students
Assessment of
students

Figure 2. The Change in Fathers’ Educational
Backgrounds According to Defining Issues Test
Score
Results Regarding Self Moral Evaluation
Scale: Self Moral Evaluation Scale is based on
individual’s grading himself/herself by giving a
self moral evaluation score from 1 to 10. The students in this study gave 8.2±1.1 (min-max; 4-10)
Self Moral Evaluation Scale points to themselves
(Table 3). The relationship between all of the independent variables concerning students and Self
Moral Evaluation Scale was analyzed by variance analysis or t test according to the characteristic of the variable. It was found out that there
is a statistically meaningful relationship among
the students’ achievement level at university, their
knowledge, the level of interpretation of the incidents occurring around them, the efficiency of

A
4.3±5.4

Self Morality
Evaluation Score
Social Morality
Evaluation Score

Mean score
8.2±1.1 (min-max: 4-10)
4.8±1.6 (min-max: 1-10)

The relation in the involvement to religion
(F=4.01, p<0.05) is the result of the lower scores
of the students who consider themselves as a little
religious. It was designated that there is a relation
between students who perceive their mothers’ attitudes as democratic and higher self moral evaluation scores (F=4.01, p<0.05). It was also designated that there is a relation between the students’
fathers’ being primary school graduate and lower
self moral evaluation scores (F=2.62, p<0.05).
Results Regarding Social Moral Evaluation
Scale: Social Moral Evaluation Scale depends on
individuals grading the society by giving moral
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evaluation scores from 1 to 10.the students gave
4.8±1.6 (min-max; 1-10) social moral evaluation
score to the society (Table 3). The relationship
between all of the date gathered from students attending to the survey and Social Moral Evaluation
Scale was analyzed by variance analysis and t test.
It was designated after the analysis that there is a
statistically meaningful relation between Social
moral evaluation score and student’s perception
of his/her achievement at university. The relation
that is found meaningful after the variance analysis
was analyzed by Bonferroni advanced analysis. It
was found out that the statistical relation (F=2.751,
p<0.05) between Social moral evaluation score and
the student’s perception of his/her achievement at
university was the result of the student who perceived his/her achievement as low. It was designated as a source of difference that the student who
perceive his/her achievement as low has a lower social moral evaluation score. A correlation between
dependent variables was found in this study which
analysis the ability of moral judgment (p>0.05).
Discussion
This study is the first study in which Turkish
nursing school students’ moral judgment abilities
are analyzed. According to the study results; the
students attending to the study are in their traditional period, and DIT score was calculated as
33.9±12.8 (Table 2). According to DIT, in terms
of interpreting moral judgment ability, 0-27 points
are low, 28-41 points are average, and over 41
points are high. Latif and Dunn (2004) touched on
Rest and Narvaez’s (1994) results of their study
on moral judgment development in professionals
in their article. According to this study, DIT score
is designated as 47.3 in medical doctors, 47.1 in
physiotherapists, 46.8 in dentists, 45.7 in vets,
44.6 in nurses, 35.5 in pharmacists, 53.3 in university graduate students, 42.3 in university students,
40.0 in adults. (27). Kim et al. (2004) examined 37
nursing students’ moral judgment development in
a longitudinal study. They found out that the students’ scores that they got in their first year (46.1)
and the last year (47.4) at university were high.
(20). The results of Casterlé, Grypdonck, Vuylsteke-Wauters and Janssen’s study in which they
aimed to designate nursing school students’ moral
146

judgments revealed that most of the students are
at fourth period, in other words they are in traditional level. This result showed that the students
are still motivated in terms of rules, norms, and
duties. It also revealed that nurses still cannot give
their own ethic decisions (4).
The studies conducted in our country stated that
guidance counselors are 34.4, social studies teachers are 30.0, and science teachers are 34.1 (22).
Lawyers are 18.44, attorney generals are 15.38,
judges are 14.22, law school freshmen students
are 19.71, and law school senior students are 19.34
(12). Psychology students are 36.9, and engineering
students are 27.1 (6). In a study among teenagers
aged from 14-18, girls are 22.4, and boys are 23.1
(1). The study conducted among 1027 high school
students the number was stated as 23.3 (17).
The students’ DIT score was calculated as
33.9±12.8 in this study which examines students’
moral judgment abilities. According to DIT, having
a moral judgment ability score from 28- 41 shows
that the individual or the group has an average moral judgment ability. According to the study results,
it can be said that the nursing school students have
an average moral judgment abilities. When looked
at the literature, it was found out that foreign nurses
have higher scores from DIT. (20, 27). According to
Kohlberg moral development can change from one
society to another, which is stated in Çileli’s work.
(9). Furthermore, De May and Schulze also stated
in their studies that moral development can vary
(11). The factors like socio-cultural differences, educational system, economy, values, the application
of legal sanctions, etc. play a great role in students’
having average scores concerning their moral judgment abilities when moral judgment abilities are
analyzed in nursing school students. The similarity
between the results gathered from both the nursing
students and other professions can be considered a
finding that supports this idea (22).
Kohlberg states in his theory that moral development continues throughout puberty, only a few
adults can reach high moral judgments, and this
can be achieved around the age of 20 (21). It can
be thought that since the experimental group is
in their late adolescence, they largely completed
their moral judgment developments. Furthermore,
students can be considered as having the effects
of secondary school and the characteristics of the
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society they live in, since in the development of
an individual’s moral judgments are primarily effected by the family and then shaped by his/her
school, the society s/he live in, and his/her personal features (28). The individual completes his/
her identity at the university (26). When a student
starts university, the duty of academic environment should be teaching professional ethics in
addition to professional knowledge and abilities
(3). The schools in which the study was conducted
there was a shift from classical education system
to integrated and problem based system. In an
integrated and problem based education system,
the student is a researcher, investigator, and tries
to find relations. It was found out in this study
which analyzes nursing students’ moral judgment
abilities that the new system affects positively the
moral judgment ability according to the grades.
The factors like graduation, finding a job, preparation for a new life affects negatively the senior
students’ moral development abilities.
When the students’ Self Moral Evaluations are
considered, it was found that students gave 8.2±1.1
(min-max; 4-10) self moral points to themselves.
Güngör mentions about hierarchy of values, the
stages of moral development, understanding of
crime, and moral advice in his work “Psychology
of Values”. He used one of Kohlberg’s stories in
his study after making some adjustments. At the
same time, he developed “Self Moral Evaluation Scale” based on individual’s giving a score
to himself/herself. Self Moral Evaluation Scale
is based on individual’s grading himself/herself
by giving a self moral evaluation score from 1 to
10. Güngör designated that all of the participants
evaluated themselves between 7th and 10th levels;
the aggregation is especially on 8th and 9th levels;
and self moral evaluation score is approximately
(16). At the interpretation of the results Güngör
stated that all of the normal adults see themselves
as a level above their levels, and this level is over
the average but not being able to reach the perfect
point. He pointed out that when the level descends
at least the individual would lose his/her self confidence; when the level is on its peak the necessary flexibility for learning and change would be
lost; and moral supremacy would be mixed with
thought rigidity (15). Ilgar (1996) in his study in
which he analyzed students’ self moral evalua-

tion designated that the sample group freshmen
students have a score of 8.06±1.39 and senior
students have a score of 8.11±1.46 in self moral
evaluation (19). In his research Hatunoğlu (2003)
designated the sample groups self moral evaluation score as 7.36±1.83. (18). It can be said that
the results of the study which analyzed the nursing
students’ moral judgment abilities are similar to
Güngör’s and Ilgar’s research findings. Whatever
their moral judgment abilities are the students see
themselves above the average. This situation can
be evaluated as students have high level of self
confidence and can attend to the activities in order
to improve themselves.
When the findings of students’ Social Moral
Evaluations are analyzed, it was found out that
students gave 4.8±1.6 (min-max; 1-10) social
moral points to the society (Table 2). Social Moral
Evaluation Scale was used by Hatunoğlu in order
to figure out how individuals evaluate society’s
moral judgment level apart from how they see
their own moral levels. Social Moral Evaluation
depends on individual’s grading the society by
giving moral evaluation scores from 1 to 10. With
this instrument a new view was contributed to self
moral evaluation. In his study, in which he also
analyzed self moral evaluation, Hatunoğlu designated sample group’s social moral evaluation
score as 3.77±1.89 and found the relationship between moral development level and social moral
evaluation score meaningless (18). Although the
students’ social moral evaluation points that they
give to society in a study which analyzes students’ moral judgment abilities are higher than
Hatunoğlu’s study, he thinks that society’s moral
evaluation is under the average. While giving a
decision on social moral evaluation students do
not consider themselves as a part of the society
and do not think that the other students may make
negative judgments about themselves. This can be
the result of the student’s considering himself/herself apart from the society. While students think
that their judgments are high, s/he may think that
society’s judgments are bad. The students’ thought
of society’s judgments are below the average can
be interpreted as the change in social structure was
perceived in a wrong way by the students and the
students’ sense of trust towards society decreased.
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Recommendations
The recommendations are presented according
to the results of this study.
* Because of the positive effects of education
on the development of moral judgment ability,
using problem solving methods in order to
enhance students’ critical thinking abilities
throughout the university education lasting 5
years, and conducting case studies,
* During clinical applications which are the most
important parts of nursing education, including
topics that may lead to moral dilemmas and
educator’s being a role model in solving moral
dilemmas,
* Family plays a great role in the development of
moral values, and for this reason planning projects
supported by the government which can help
family functions applied much more effectively,
* Conducting studies with large samples
analyzing the effect of parent’s educational
level on the moral judgment ability,
* Conducting research on factors like gradu-ation
and preparation for a new life which prevent
the expected increase in senior students’ moral
judgment abilities,
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Abstract
Background objective: Being informed about
the mental health and self-esteem of university
students is a matter of significance for this information is the base of holding training and interventional courses in order to improve their mental
health and self-esteem which improves other aspects of their lives such as educational condition as
well. In this research, the quality of mental health
and its relationship with the rate of self-esteem
have been investigated on the students who have
entered Ardabil University of Medical Science in
2009-2010 educational years.
Methods: A total of 383 individuals including all of the students who have been accepted in
this university to participate the first semester of
2009-2010 educational years in different fields.
Students answered general health (GHQ28), and
Rosenberg self-esteem questionnaire, afterward
the data was statistically analyzed by SPSS software after being entered to the computer.
Results: The obtained information indicates that
the average score of GHQ28 for the university students is =16.08 and the distribution of these scores
has a positive skew, and the majority of the students
got low scores which generally shows a rather good
mental condition among them. Among the subscales of GHQ28, social dysfunction with an average of =6.98 was close to cut-off line. In this scale,
more scores crossed the cut-off line. The total average score of students in self-esteem questionnaire
was =32.25. The relationship between scores of
GHQ and Rosenberg self-esteem test was r=-0.547
and its significance level was =0.01. There was a
significant difference between the scores of male
and female students in GHQ.
Conclusion: The condition of Mental Health of
the university students is in a medium rate and the
evaluated prevalence rate of mental disorder among
150

the investigated students was in coordination with
the rate in the whole society. The general rate of
self-esteem between the university students is almost good bun not ideal. This prevalence rate clears
the necessity of top level preventing plans for all of
the university students aiming to improve their selfconfidence and mental health, planning programs
aiming to improve their motivation and interest in
various fields, preparation of second-level preventing therapeutic services, and informing the exposed
individuals all in order to improve the mental health
of these students.
Key words: Mental health, general health
questionnaire (GHQ28), self-esteem, Rosenberg
self-esteem questionnaire.
Introduction
Freshmen students do not usually convey to university any sort of information and profile on their
health in terms of both physical and psychological
wellbeing in their high school and thus different
universities investigate freshmen students from
different aspects. Studies on character and its relationship with health and psychological problems
have attracted the attention of many researchers.
Numerous empirical evidences can be found on
whether personality traits can play a significant role
in treatment of psychological problems (1). The
vulnerability of university students with regard to
different situations and problems such as exams,
class activities, lack of leisure time, prolonged hours
of studies, and concern about exam scores will lead
to development of different kinds of psychological
problems and will thus threat psychological wellbeing (2). Different studies have been conducted on
psychological wellbeing of university students in a
number of Iranian universities (3). Unfamiliarity of
many students with university environment when
they enter the university, being away from family,
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lack of interest in field of study, incompatibility
with people in their new environment, insufficiency of economic and welfare facilities and the like
are among the factors that can create psychological problems and eventually may result in students’
academic failure(4). Tobes and Cohen demonstrated in their studies that most students and particularly the freshmen experience difficulties in their
relationships with others and have differences with
different people including their peers, teachers and
university staff (5). The results of the study by Leps
Lee et al. (cited by Hosseini) indicate that emotional and psychological problems are more common
in the first years of universities and the freshmen
students expose more problems in their emotional
compatibility. Among freshman university students
being away from family and insufficiency of financial resources as well as the problems associated
with their accommodation and living in dormitories
are parts the factors that will disrupt students’ spirits
and will lead to anxiety and a number of psychological problems. Leps Lee et al. are strongly of the
conviction that such problems as shortage of welfare and economic facilities can lead to psychological
problems and thus academic failure (6).
Based on different studies conducted on this issue,
psychological problems and particularly depression
are common among Iranian students (7),(8). Yaghoobi (cited by Izadi) demonstrates that more than
18% of medical students at Gilan University were
susceptible to psychological problems (9). Kafi et
al. examined the students at Tehran University and
concluded that approximately 10% of students have
a history of family problems, 9% have a history
of academic problems, and 3% have a history of
psychological problems (10). Mohammadi Aria (cited by Izadi) used SCL-90-R and concluded that the
tendency to develop psychological problems among
students is 12.1% (9). Saki and Keikhavani (cited by
Izadi) reported that the occurrence of psychological
problems among medical students at Ilam University was 53 and 37% (9).
Contrary to expectations, studies do not confirm
a significant correlation between demographic data
and self-esteem and psychological wellbeing (11).
In the study conducted by Arasteh, the prevalence
of psychological problems was significantly higher
in girls (12). The results of the study by Esfandiari
did not show any significant relationship between

GHQ28 scores and general health in girls and boys
(13). The study by Joodaki revealed that there is a
difference between female and male students with
regard to psychological wellbeing variable, however there is no difference with regard to self-esteem
(7). Izadi and Yaghoobi examined the psychological wellbeing of students at Faculty of Humanities
of Mazandaran University and found out that with
regard to somatic problems, obsession, anxiety, depression, and total rate of symptoms of paranoid
thoughts girls indicate higher means. With regard to
psychological problems there was not a significant
difference between girls and boys (9).
The correlation between being local student
and psychological wellbeing has been different in
different studies. Some studies indicate that there is
no difference between local and non-local students
with regard to their psychological wellbeing. Meanwhile, the findings of Keni and Donaldson (cited by Kafi) propose the existence of problems in
students from other cities due to being away from
family, financial difficulties, and concerns about
accommodation (10). The study by Naeemi on 182
Paramedics students in Sari, including 116 girls and
66 boys, revealed a significant correlation between self-esteem and motivation and responsibility.
He used the self-esteem questionnaire by Cooper
Smith and Hermans achievement motivation in his
study (14). Based on Ericson theory (cited by Zare),
academic achievement is significant for younger
ages, but loses its significance for adults (4).
The study by Soofiani at Tabriz University on
370 students revealed a positive and significant
correlation between neurosis and general health.
In addition, this study indicated negative and significant relationship between personality traits
(extroversion and conscientiousness) and general
health. Amongst the results of this study is that
69% of changes in general health can be explained
by personality traits and perfectionism (1).
The results of the study by Sadeghi confirm
the previous studies with regard to the correlation between psychological wellbeing and religious
attitudes. Numerous studies have been conducted
on psychological wellbeing and religious beliefs
as well as spirituality and all have reported positive significant correlations (15).
A study on the correlation between self-esteem
and psychological wellbeing in teenagers indica-
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ted that the most important psychological need in
87.4% of case studies is the need of self-esteem (16).
A study at Shiraz Medical University indicated that
there is no significant correlation between academic
status and general health and self-esteem. However,
general health is correlated with self-esteem. In this
study Cooper’s self-esteem questionnaire and Goldberg general health questionnaire were used (4).
This study is in line with initial evaluation of
students and determination and correlation of their
psychological wellbeing and self-esteem in Medicine students of Ardebil University in 2009-2010
academic calendars. It is axiomatic that awareness
of general health or vulnerability and at risk status
of students, particularly from psychological aspects and provision of data on their psychological
wellbeing and self-esteem are the first steps to pathological studies. In other words, if the results of
this study indicate the existence of problems with
regard to psychological wellbeing and self-esteem,
it can be the beginning of further studies on the causes and factors of such problems and will be the
prerequisite of other pathological studies.
Materials and Methodology
This study is a descriptive-correlation research.
It describes the characteristics of case studies with
regard to self-esteem and psychological wellbeing
and will then investigate their correlation. The statistical population of this study includes the freshmen students in the 2009-2010 academic years.
Since there are 400 students, all these students
were questioned using the census method, which
is a proper method for small populations (17).
Different materials have been designed to measure people’s psychological wellbeing. GHQ28
general health questionnaire is one of the proper
tools designed by Goldberg and Hiller in 1972
(18). This study makes use of GHQ28 and self-esteem Questionnaire by Rosenberg. GHQ28
includes 28 questions. It was designed by Goldberg to assess four domains of physical wellbeing,
depression, anxiety, and social performance. Each
domain consists of seven questions. In order to
score the questions, Linkert method is used. The
maximum score of the questionnaire is 84. Studies
in Iran have usually calculated the validity of the
questionnaire as 84% to 91%. The cutting point
152

score for distinguishing the problematic students
is 23. Noorbala et al. demonstrated that the best
cutting score using Linkert scoring method is 23.
The validity and validity of the questionnaire were
also confirmed in epidemiologic studies using
screening tools(19). Ibrahimi et al. investigated
the validity of GHQ and obtained the cutting point
of 24 and validity of 97 (20).
Rosenberg’s self-esteem Questionnaire includes 10 questions and each question is scored on the
scale of four from totally agree to totally disagree.
The minimum and maximum scores are 10 and
40. High scores are indicative of high self-esteem
and low scores show low self-esteem. Greenburger et al. studied 197 students and concluded the
internal reliability of the score at 0.84 and reported the validity coefficient of retest in Rosenberg
self-esteem score at 0.84 on 78 students (with a
two-week interval), 0.67 on 82 students (with a
five month interval) and 0.62 on 81 students (with
one year interval), which were all significant (21).
Cronbach alpha has been calculated at 74% for
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Questionnaire (22).
Rosenberg Self-esteem Questionnaire (1965)
and Cooper Smith Self-Esteem Questionnaire are
two common scales for measuring self-esteem(23).
The data in the questionnaires were analyzed in
SPSS-16 and descriptive and inferential statistics
in order to find answers to research questions. The
mean and standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
normality of scores distribution, and ratio of variables were also calculated. Coefficient and coefficient significance test, t-test were used to show that
the differences of means are significant.
Results
Among 383 people who participated in the
study, 126 (32.9%) were men and 257 people
(67.1%) were women. 366 were single and 17
were married. 138 people were local and 245 were
non-local. The average age of students who took
part in this study was 21.23, with standard deviation of 2.84. The youngest participant was 18 and
the oldest was 37. The high school grade point
average (GDP) for participants was 17.34 with
standard deviation of 1.88.
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General Health
With regard to the results obtained from
GHQ28, the main indices (mean and median),
distribution indices (standard deviation, variance)
and sub-scales of somatic problem A, insomnia
anxiety B, social dysfunction C, depression D, total score GHQ28 have been presented in Table 1.
Skewness and kurtosis of each of the sub-scales
in GHQ28 indicated that none of the sub-scales
have normal distribution. The sub-scale of social
dysfunction, although not having a normal distribution, is close to normal.
In addition, for each of the subscales and total
test, the Npor test (Kolmogorov–Smirnov) was
used to evaluate the normality of distribution. The
results obtained from Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
and skewness and kurtosis analysis as well as the
distribution of scores in GHQ28 with the probability of α=0.05, distribution of each of the subscales and total score of GHQ28 is not normal. Table
2 illustrates the number and percentage of people
suffering from a problem in each of the subscales
with a score of higher than 7. The number of people whose total score is higher than 23 was 76.
Self-Esteem
Based on Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, it can
be stated that self-esteem in students taking part
in the study does not have a normal distribution.

Skewness (-0.544) and kurtosis (0.242) of selfesteem scores are indicative of lack of normal distribution in these scores. Based on the results obtained from Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and the study of skewness and kurtosis and distribution of the
scores in Rosenberg questionnaire, it can be stated
with α=0.05 confidence that self-esteem scores in
the sample does not enjoy normal distribution.
Correlation between General Health and
Self-Esteem
The relationship between general health and
self-esteem was obtained using Pearson Correlation Coefficient at -0.547. The results are presented in Table 4. Based on the correlation obtained
between the subscale scores of GHQ28 and the
scores in Rosenberg Self-Esteem Questionnaire,
it can be stated with α=0.01 confidence that there
is a significant correlation between general health
scores and self-esteem scores. The increase in the
scores of GHQ28 imply being at risk, and if it goes
above 23 the possibility of disorder will increase. The relationship between any of the GHQ28
subscales, i.e. somatic problems (a), anxiety and
insomnia (b), social dysfunction (c), and depression (d) - with self-esteem score has been presented
in Table 3. In addition, it can be seen that all the
correlations are significant. The increase in the
score of somatic problem, which is indicative of

Table 1. Main and distribution indices of sub-scales of GHQ28
Statistical Indicator
Total
Average
Median
Standard deviation
Variance

Subscale

A somatic
problem
383
3/8
1
3/34
11/20

B insomnia
anxiety
381
3/6
0
3/69
13/63

C social
dysfunction
383
6/98
6
2/99
8/9

D
depression
383
1/7
0
2/93
8/6

Total
score
383
16/08
9
10/61
112/58

Table 2. Number and percentage of people with problems in any of the subscales
Having Problem A somatic problem B insomnia anxiety C social dysfunction D depression Total score
Yes
8 2/1%
9 2/3%
15 3/9%
8 2/1%
76 19/8%
No
375
372
368
375
307
Total
383
383
383
383
383

Table 3. Correlation between subscales of GHQ28 and self-esteem
Subscales of GHQ28

A somatic
problem

B insomnia
anxiety

C social
dysfunction

D depression

Total
score

Correlation coefficient with
self-esteem

-0/423

-0/458

-0/418

-0/485

-0/547
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vulnerability in this area, decreases the score of
self-esteem. The increase in the score of depression, anxiety and insomnia, and social dysfunction
too decrease the score of self-esteem.
Discussion and Conclusion
General Health
As it can be observed in the Results section, the
responses by participants of the study to GHQ28
do not have a normal distribution and have positive skewness. This indicates that most students
obtained a low score in this questionnaire. GHQ28
shows the degree of damage, thus low scores indicate little damage and high scores indicate great damage. Therefore, the fact that most students
obtained low scores in this questionnaire demonstrates that most of them enjoy good health and
the status of general health does not have normal
distribution to the benefit of the majority. The
distribution of a variable such as the damage of
(psychological or general health) is not similar to a
variable such as age and is not a function of normal
distribution. Most studies conducted on this issue
ignore the shape of GHQ28’s scores distribution,
probably because assumption of lack of normal
distribution is a rational hypothesis. The obtained
mean for general health is not consistent with the
results of the studies conducted by Meshki(11),
Arasteh(12), Ahmadi (24), and Shariati(25) and
is lower than them. However, it is consistent with
the means obtained by Zare(4), Edhem(26), and
Tavakollizadeh(27). Based on this conclusion, it
can be stated that most students in this study enjoy
a good general health. GHQ28 is usually used as a
screening tool. It has been observed that the number of people who gain a score of higher than 23 in
GHQ28 was 76 (19.84%). This is indeed not consistent with the results obtained by Arasteh (12),
Ahmadvand (28), Ansari(29), and Dibaj(30) as it
is lower. However, it is consistent with the results
obtained by Kafi (10), and Bagheri(31).
Among the subscales of the GHQ28, the subscales of somatic problems, depression, and
anxiety are in good condition, but the scores of
the subscales of social dysfunction are generally
high and the mean of scores is close to the cutting
point. In other words, based on GHQ28, participants have a higher degree of social dysfunction,
154

but in other subscales, a fewer number of them
have problems as most obtained low scores. High
social dysfunction is consistent with the studies
conducted by Arasteh (12), Ahmadvand (28), Jamilian(32), and Sadeghian(33).
The difference was meaningful and significant
between girls and boys in GHQ28. This is not consistent with the results of the study by Soofiani(1), Esfandiari(13), Ahmad(24), Bagheri (31), Gatri(34),
Saadati(35), Freedman(36), but it is consistent with
the results gained by Joodaki (7), Sadeghi(15), and
Abbaspoor(37). Girls showed a significant difference with boys in the somatic problems subscales,
thus being more vulnerable in this regard. Higher
score for girls in GHQ28 means that girls are exposed to greater risk or they are more vulnerable, and
thus are in need of more attention. Educational and
preventive programs should be provided for girls
and their access to specialized services needs to be
easier and wider. The difference in somatic scores
between girls and boys is a good instance of multivariance nature of reasons of disease. In this case, it
can be stated that different environmental, psychological, cultural and social factors play roles in the
difference between scores of GHQ28 as obtained
for girls and boys.
Self-Esteem
It has been observed that scores of self-esteem
questionnaire do not have a normal distribution,
although it is very close to normal. The mean
scores 33.25 are almost the same, but the spread of changes (large variance and scope) have
not allowed this variable to remain normal. Selfesteem of most students is high and this is consistent with the results obtained by Meshki(11) and
Barkhordari (22). One reason can be the fact that
all participants in the study are students and on
the other hand the number of students in general
physician major (N=55, 14.4%) is higher than students in other majors. Students in this major usually enjoy high self-esteem (highest mean (33.96)
belongs to students studying their GP, and lowest
mean (30.18) belongs to students studying professional hygiene). It should be noted that there is
a significant correlation between self-esteem scores and general health scores of students and their
major (α=0.01, r=-0.547). With regard to the relationship between GHQ28 scores and self-esteem
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scores and academic major, it is not possible to
talk about causal relationships and to consider the
reason behind high GHQ28 and self-esteem studying in a particular major of higher status. It is
possible that those who feel satisfied with their
academic major face fewer stress factors and feel
better about their lives. Having proper plans that
give students positive attitudes about their majors
and show the significance and position of different
majors seems necessary. In addition, the activities
that can enhance individual’s feeling about a particular major can be effective. This should be done
by experts in each major. For instance, presentations about successful people, holding seminars
and workshops, showing scientific documentaries
about each academic major, honoring days named
after particular majors, visiting work fields, interviewing with professionals, publishing a journal
or newspaper about a particular area, launching
scientific websites and societies can be beneficial.
Correlation between Self-Esteem and Mental
Health
The correlation between self-esteem and general
health was also significant in this study, thus confirming the results of the studies by Joodaki (7), Meshki(11), Zare(4), Abbaspoor(37), Sarabadani(38),
Vaikeln(39), and Goldberg(40). However, this
correlation cannot be interpreted as a causal relationship between self-esteem and general health, but
as we know, characteristics traits are more related to
general health than demographic factors and even a
mutual relationship can be imagined between them.
By and large, the findings of this study imply that
most of the students enjoy a good mental health.
The correlation between self-esteem and mental health is high and on the whole 76 people (19.84%) in
the screening stage were vulnerable.
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Abstract
Background and purpose: At the time of diagnosis of medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC),
many of patients already have regional or distant metastases. Persistently elevated or increasing serum
calcitonin or carcinoembryonic antigen levels after
thyroidectomy indicate tumor recurrence or metastases. Scintigraphy with tumor-avid radiopharmaceuticals enables visualisation of primary MTC and
its metastases. Based on it, therapy approach may
be selected. Whole-body scintigraphy with pentavalent 99mTc-dimercaptosuccinic acid [99mTc (V)DMSA] is used in primary detection and follow-up
of patients with MTC who have hypercalcitoninemia. Therefore, we reviewed our experience in detection of primary MTC and its metastases with this
tumor-avid radiopharmaceutical.
Methods: Results of 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigraphy of both patients with suspected primary
MTC (G 1 group, n=17, calcitonin: mean value
461 pg/ml) and patients with histologically confirmed MTC after thyroidectomy and elevated calcitonin (G 2 group, n=11, calcitonin: mean value
2645 pg/ml) were compared with results of other
imaging methods.
Results: Sensitivity and specificity of 99mTc
(V)-DMSA scintigraphy for primary tumor visualization was 87.5% and 77.8%. False-positive findings were obtained in two patients with papillary
thyroid carcinoma. In G 2 group, sensitivity and
specificity for metastases detection on patient base
was 50.0% and 100%. 99mTc (V)-DMSA showed
83.9% MTC lesions visible by all other imaging
methods.
Conclusions: The findings showed that 99mTc
(V)-DMSA scintigraphy has satisfactory overall
sensitivity for both primary MTC and postoperative metastases detection. Despite newer imaging
methods, 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigraphy is parti158

cularly useful for primary diagnosis and follow-up
of MTC patients with hypercalcitoninemia.
Key words: Medullary thyroid carcinoma, calcitonin, 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigraphy.
Introduction
Medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) is a rare
neuroendocrine tumor originating from the parafollicular C cells of the thyroid with the incidence
of 5-10% in relation to thyroid carcinomas [1] and
of 0.40-1.37% in relation to thyroid nodules [2, 3].
It occurs in a sporadic and a familial form [multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) 2a or 2b syndromes and familial non-MEN MTC]. Surgery is the
only curative modality, while adjuvant therapy,
including external beam radiotherapy and chemotherapy, is commonly used when the patient has
a potential risk of either obstructive symptoms or
persistent tumor growth. Therapy with radiopharmaceuticals, such as 131I-anti- carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) antibody or 90Y-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) is currently under investigation.
As its prognosis depends primarily on early detection [4] and completeness of the primary surgical
treatment, effective diagnostic tools for cancer detection are essential in the MTC management. An
elevated serum calcitonin level (Ct) is a highly sensitive tumor marker for MTC that can be used for
screening, diagnosis, detection of recurrent or persistent disease and evaluation of treatment response
[2, 3], while an abnormal CEA may indicate advanced disease [5]. Conventional radiological modalities, such as radiography, ultrasonography (US),
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are mainly used for postoperative localization of metastases or recurrent lesions in
patients with elevated serum levels of Ct or CEA;
however, interpretation may be difficult as a result
of distortion of normal anatomy after operation.
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Scintigraphy with tumor-avid radiopharmaceuticals enables visualisation of primary MTC and its
metastases. Based on it, therapy approach may be
selected. Among the many radiopharmaceuticals,
pentavalent (alkaline) 99mTc (V)-DMSA, 111In/99mTcsomatostatin analogues, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
and 18F-dihydroxyphenylanaline seem to be the
most sensitive to identifying tumor sites [6-12].
The aim of this study was to evaluate our experience in detecting primary medullary thyroid carcinoma and its metastases using 99mTc (V)-DMSA
whole-body scintigraphy.
Patients and Methods
Patients
The study included twenty-eight patients in
whom 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigraphy was performed in our Department, divided into two groups
(Tables 1 and 2). The first group (G 1) comprised
17 patients (12 females; age range 26-83 yr, mean
age 57.7 yr) with clinical (thyroid nodule, familiar
history for MEN type 2) and biochemical findings
(elevated serum Ct or CEA levels; Ct range 5.02630 pg/ml, mean value 461 pg/ml; CEA range
5.0-85.0 ng/ml, elevated in four of five patients)
suggestive of primary MTC. Fifteen of them had
elevated calcitonin. Two patients had elevated CEA
only, and two patients had elevated both tumor markers. The second group (G 2) consisting of 11 patients (6 females; age range 27-65 yr, mean age 51.4
yr) underwent total thyroidectomy for MTC who
had persistently elevated postoperative calcitonin
levels (Ct range 21.0-20610 pg/ml, mean value
2645 pg/ml; CEA range 1.3-522 ng/ml, elevated in
six of eight patients; 22 follow-up 99mTc (V)-DMSA
scintigrams). One patient from G 1 group (no. 12)
who had persistently elevated serum Ct levels after
operation was included in G 2 group (no. 8). All
patients gave informed consent for imaging.
In 16 out of 17 patients with suspected primary
tumor, diagnosis was established after thyroidectomy, biopsy or fine needle aspiration cytology
of the thyroid nodule (Table 1). However, in one
patient (no. 1) diagnosis was made on the basis
of repeated 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigram, persistently high Ct levels and clinical signs of disease
progression. The patients from the second group
had undergone the total thyroidectomy with neck

or neck associated with partial mediastinal lymph
nodes dissection two months to 13 years before
(mean 5.18 yr), and three of them had repeated
cervical lymph node dissection. Three patients
received adjuvant radiotherapy for the neck region following surgery, and two patients underwent
local field radiotherapy for spine metastases. One
patient has received chemotherapy. Deaths due to
MTC occurred in three (no. 1, 6 and 7; 2.5-14 years after the operation) of eleven (27.3%) patients
in group G 2, while one patient (no. 3) died due to
complications after the operation of lung tumor.
In addition, patient no. 1 from G 1 group died 2.5
years after detection of high level of calcitonin.
Tc (V)-DMSA preparation and imaging
Tc (V)-DMSA prepared by the addition of 1.5
ml of 1.0 % sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) solution to the DMSA kit (Laboratory for radioisotopes, Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Vinča, Serbia) to
achieve alkaline pH of 7.80-8.40. One ml volume of
600 MBq technetium-99 pertechnetate added to the
kit and incubated during 15-20 min at room temperature. Radiopharmaceutical injected intravenously
in an activity of 440 to 555 within 4 h after labeling.
Whole-body (matrix size 256x1024, 12 cm/
min) and spot images (matrix size 128x128 or
256x256, 600 s per frame) of the neck and regions
with suspected foci of increased radiopharmaceutical uptake collected 2 h following the injection
of 99mTc (V)-DMSA using computed “Siemens”
dual-head gamma camera equipped with lowenergy high-resolution collimators. Three experienced nuclear medicine physicians interpreted
images. The foci of increased radiopharmaceutical
uptake were considered as positive finding. 99mTc
(V)-DMSA images were compared with contemporaneous imaging studies used to localize lesions
including the thyroid (15 patients from G 1 group), bone, 131I-metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG),
99m
Tc-Tektrotyd (somatostatin analogue) and liver
scintigraphy as well as US, x-ray, CT or MRI.
99m
99m

Calcitonin and CEA measurements
Both calcitonin and CEA levels determined
by immunoradiometric assay method (IBA-CIS,
France and INEP, Serbia). Levels higher than 10
pg/ml for calcitonin and higher than 4 ng/ml for
CEA considered as abnormal.
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software
(version 12, SPSS Inc, Chicago IL, USA). Results
are shown as the mean value, range or percentage.
Results
Among patients from G 1 group, 8 had MTC. As
seen in Table 1, in seven of eight patients 99mTc (V)DMSA scintigram was true-positive (TP) (Figures 1
and 2), in one false-negative (FN), in seven true-negative (TN) and in two patients false-positive (FP)
for primary MTC. This resulted in sensitivity and
specificity of 87.5% and 77.8% for primary tumor
detection. Positive and negative predictive value
was 77.8% and 87.5%. The smallest primary tumor
focus identified by this radiotracer was 11x10 mm.
Both patients with FP finding (no. 7 and 11) suffered from papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC). In the
patient no. 11, 99mTc (V)-DMSA scan showed a moderate increase accumulation in calcified supraclavicular lymph node metastasis, while in the patient
no. 7 in the nodule of the left thyroid lobe with a few
calcifications. A false-negative finding was recorded
in patient no. 3 with thyroid nodule smaller than 1
cm in diameter. Four of eight patients with MTC
had cervical, and one of them had also mediastinal
lymph node metastases at operation. Two of them
had cervical micrometastases that were not visualized on DMSA scan (Table 1). Distant metastases in
bones had one patient (no. 1, Table 1).

b)

Figure 1. True-positive Tc (V)-DMSA finding
of patient no. 16 (G 1 group): focus of increased
uptake in the right thyroid lobe due to MTC (a).
Corresponding 99mTc-pertechnetate thyroid scintigram shows cold nodule in the right lobe (b).
99m

Figure 2. True-positive 99mTc (V)-DMSA finding of patient no. 12 (G 1 group) shows foci of
increased uptake in the left thyroid lobe (dashed
arrow) and the left cervical compartment (solid
arrow) matching with primary MTC and lymph
node metastases.

a)

160

In G 2 group, there were 10 TP, 10 FN and 2
TN 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigrams (Table 2) resulting in sensitivity and specificity of 50.0% and
100% for metastatic diseases detection on patient
base. Positive and negative predictive value was
100% and 16.7%. In two patients with FN finding
Journal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H
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Table 1. Diagnosis, calcitonin levels and 99mTc (V)-DMSA findings of patients with suspected primary
MTC (G 1 group)
Pt. Treatment

Ct
(pg/ml)
160
214
27.0
53.0

1

none

2
3

6
7
8

FNAC
thyroidect.
thyroid and
ln biopsy
FNAC
ln biopsy
FNAC
thyroidec.
FNAC

10.1
27.0
8.0

9

thyroidec.

1800

10 thyroidec.
11 thyroidec.

57.0
28.0

12* thyroidec.

1320

13 FNAC

28.0

14 thyroidec.

1231

15 thyroidec.

306

16 thyroidec.
17 thyroidec.

2630
381

4
5

5.0
17.0

Definitive diagnosis
DMSA: focus in RTL;
DMSA: focus in RTL and foci in bones
benign colloid cyst
MTC, LTL (MEN 2a)
benign colloid cyst
inflamatio granulomatosa
benign colloid cyst
inflamatio granulomatosa
benign colloid cyst
PTC, both TLs, cervical ln mets.
benign colloid cyst

Tc (V)-DMSA findings

99m

TP (v: focus in RTL)
TP (v: focus in RTL and foci in bones)
TN
FN (nv: focus in LTL)
TN
TN

TN
FP (v: focus in LTL)
TN
TP (v: foci in both TL;
MTC, both TL, cervical ln mmets.
nv: cervical ln mmets.)
struma colloides cystica polynodosa
TN
PTC, LTL, cervical ln mets.
FP (v: cervical ln mets.)
MTC, LTL, cervical and mediastinal ln
TP (v: focus in LTL, cervical and
mets.
mediastinal ln mets.)
benign colloid cyst
TN
TP (v: foci in thyroid and cervical ln
MTC, LTL and isthmus, cervical ln mets.
mets.)
TP (v: focus in LTL;
MTC, LTL, cervical ln mets.
nv: cervical ln mmets.)
MTC, RTL
TP (v: focus in RTL)
MTC, LTL
TP (v: focus in LTL)

MTC-medullary thyroid carcinoma, Ct-calcitonin, FNAC-fine needle aspiration cytology, thyroidect.-thyroidectomy, lnlymph node, TL-thyroid lobe, R-right, L-left, PTC-papillary thyroid carcinoma, mets.-metastases, mmets-micrometastases,
TP-true-positive, TN-true-negative, FP-false-positive, FN-false-negative, v-visualized, nv-not visualized
*
patient underwent 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigraphy after operation

(four scintigrams), (V)-DMSA failed to show the
mediastinal and liver metastases (patient no. 1)
and both adrenal gland (18 mm in diameter) and
bone metastases (less than 10 mm in diameter;
patient no. 6). However, follow-up scintigram of
patient no. 6, performed 6.5 after initial operation, showed multiple metastatic disease (Figure 3).
In remaining three patients (no. 4, 5 and 10; six
scintigrams) with FN finding and persistently biochemically active disease over years, (V)-DMSA
scintigrams showed a normal pattern. We assumed
that they had micrometastases because none of the
imaging methods could show any lesion. 99mTc
(V)-DMSA showed 47 (83.9%) out of 56 MTC
lesions visible by all other imaging methods together. The best results were obtained in patients
with bone and lymph node metastases.

Figure 3. 99mTc (V)-DMSA whole-body scan of patient
no. 6 (G 2 group) shows multiple MTC metastases in
the skull, the spine, the pelvis and mediastinum.
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Table 2. Time from initial operation, calcitonin levels and summary of 99mTc (V)-DMSA and other imaging methods findings of patients with MTC (G 2 group)
Pt. Time from operation
1 6 mo
2 2 mo
1st-10 yr
3
2nd-11.2 yr
1st-3 mo
4
2nd-1.92 yr
1st-4 yr
5
2nd-5.91 yr
1st-3 mo
2nd-7 mo
6
3rd-1 yr
4th -6.5 yr

Ct (pg/ml)
227
21
1st-67
2nd-53
1st-29.0
2nd-53
1st-51.6
2nd-106
1st-1053
2nd-1109
3rd-1144
4th-8910

Other imaging methods findings
99m
Tc-Tekt.+LS: 2, 5
99m
Tc-Tekt.+ BS+MRI: 2, 3
BS+US+CT: 0
131
I-MIBG+CT: 4
x-rays+US+MRI: 0
US+CT: 0
131
I-MIBG+US: 0
99m
Tc-Tekt.+US: 0
US+CT+MRI: 3, 7
CT+MRI: 3, 7
CT+MRI: 3, 7
x-rays+CT+BS+US: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7

Tc (V)-DMSA findings
FN (nv: 2, 5)
TP (v: 3; nv: 2)
TN†
TN†
FN (mmets.)
FN (mmets.)
FN (mmets.)
FN (mmets.)
FN (nv: 3, 7)
FN (nv: 3, 7)
FN (nv: 3, 7)
TP (v: 1, 2, 3, 5; nv: 7)

1st-9 yr
2nd-12 yr
3rd-12.5 yr
4th-13 yr
1st-7 mo
2nd-1.50 yr
9.33 yr

1st-97
2nd-270
3rd-283
4th-1671
1st-19270
2nd-20610
650

BS+MRI: 3
CT: 2
CT: 2

10

1st-6 yr
2nd-6.5 yr

232
148

TP (v: 3)
TP (v: 2, 3)
TP (v: 2, 3)
TP (v: 2, 3, 4)
TP (v: 1, 2, 3, 4)
TP (v: 1, 2, 3, 4)
TP (v: 2)
FN (mmets.)

11

1.5 yr

2134

7

8*
9

CT+MRI: 2, 3, 4
BS+CT: 1, 2, 3, 4
BS+CT: 1, 2, 3, 4
CT: 2
99m
Tc-Tekt.131IMIBG+BS+CT+MRI: 0
99m
Tc-Tekt.+BS+CT+MRI: 0
99m
Tc-Tekt.: 1, 6

99m

FN (mmets.)
TP: (v: 1, 6)

Tekt.-Tektrotyd, LS-liver scintigraphy, BS-bone scintigraphy, MRI-magnetic resonance imaging, US-ultrasound, CT-computed
tomography
Location of metastases: 0=not visualized, 1=cervical ln, 2=mediastinal ln, 3=bone, 4=lung, 5=liver, 6=brain, 7=adrenal gland
*
patient underwent 99mTc (V)-DMSA scintigraphy before operation
†
Ct production by small-cell lung cancer

Discussion
Patients with medullary carcinoma of the thyroid have a good life expectancy especially if it is
diagnosed and treated when tumor is limited to the
thyroid. Since at the time of initial diagnosis from
35% up to more than 50% (in this study 50.0% at
operation in G1 group) of patients already have the
lymph node metastases [4, 11], even if the primary
tumor is smaller than 10 mm, it is necessary to use
efficient diagnostic tools for early cancer detection. Persistently elevated or increasing serum calcitonin or CEA levels after initial surgical treatment
indicate tumor recurrence or metastases [5, 13].
Even more, calcitonin may be elevated long before any imaging method can visualize metastases
[14]. As regional or some distant metastases may
be treated surgically or by external beam radiothe162

rapy which may improve survival, many imaging
methods are used in an attempt to localize tumor
masses with considerable advantages in diagnosis
and prognosis [7-12, 15]; however, none of them
is sufficiently sensitive or specific for definitive
diagnosis. In this context, scintigraphy with 99mTc
(V)-DMSA is an eminent and established imaging
procedure in primary detection and follow-up of
patients with MTC [6-11], in spite of many newer
radiopharmaceuticals and imaging methods.
Alkaline DMSA accumulates in calcified tissues as this agent is an orthophosphate-related
99m
Tc radiotracer [6], although this is not the only
mechanism of its uptake. The uptake mechanism
of 99mTc (V)-DMSA in tumor cells is believed to
be associated with the volume of blood flow in the
lesions and phosphate metabolism or pH of the tumors [16, 17]. Denoyer et al. [18] have demonstra-
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ted that the radiotracer enters the cancer cell line
specifically via type III NaPi cotransporters. Tumor cells overexpress type III NaPi cotransporters
[19] and have a more acidic extracellular pH than
normal cells that could explain the pH dependence
of (V)-DMSA and its high affinity for tumors.
This study showed satisfactory sensitivity and
specificity (87.5% and 77.8%) of 99mTc (V)-DMSA
scan for primary MTC detection. Only one patient
with slightly elevated calcitonin and small nodule
had FN result, which is in line with the previous observation of Clarke et al. [7]. False-positive results
were obtained in patients with calcified PTC. There
are a few case reports on 99mTc (V)-DMSA uptake in thyroid carcinomas other than MTC [20, 21].
Vergara et al. [20] published that in a patient with
metastatic Hürthle cell carcinoma 99mTc (V)-DMSA
showed a significant uptake in all tumor sites, while
Yen et al. [21] found radiotracer uptake in skeletal
and mediastinal metastases of poorly differentiated
(“insular”) carcinoma of the thyroid gland. At our
knowledge, other authors reported a low 99mTc (V)DMSA uptake in PTC [22, 23] with the exception
of Kobayaschi et al. [24] who found a marked uptake in one patent.
Some authors advocate precise preoperative
localization of lymph node involvement in patients
with primary MTC to minimize potential surgical
complications and avoid reoperations, as well. In
the current study, 4 patients with primary MTC
had lymph node metastases at operation, and in
two of them, micrometastases were not shown on
99m
Tc (V)-DMSA scan. This finding is in line with
observation of Kurtaran et al. [11].
In this study, overall sensitivity of 99mTc (V)DMSA for MTC lesions localization after thyroidectomy on patient base is similar to that evidenced by Arslan et al. [25]. False-positive findings
with respect to regional or distant disease were not
recorded. This corresponds with previous findings [8, 26], although some authors have reported
false-positive 99mTc (V)-DMSA foci in a decidedly limited number of patients [10, 27]. We noted
false-negative results in five patients. Of those 5,
three had undetectable lesions after several diagnostic imaging procedures which points to occult
metastatic disease. In patient no. 1, dedifferentiation of tumor may be a possible explanation for
the absence of radiopharmaceutical uptake in pro-

ven metastases. In patient no. 6, (V)-DMSA scans
were negative at calcitonin levels of about 1100
pg/ml while scan became positive only when the
calcitonin level rose to about 9000 pg/ml. Additionally, in one patient with MEN 2 a syndrome
(no. 3) with slightly and persistently elevated calcitonin for years (V)-DMSA findings were judged
as true-negative in view of the fact that elevated
tumor marker originated from the coexisting calcitonin producing small-cell lung cancer [28] histologically verified after operation.
The overall sensitivity of 99mTc (V)-DMSA scan
for lesions detection after thyroidectomy of 83.9%,
shown in the present study, agrees with previously reported sensitivity of 57% - 95% [10, 23, 26,
27]. It failed to reveal liver, adrenal gland and some
mediastinal lymph node and skeletal metastases.
Metastases to the adrenal glands, usually warning
disseminated disease, are exceedingly rare in medullary thyroid carcinoma [29]. At our knowledge,
there are no reports in literature on suprarenal gland
metastases of MTC visualized on 99mTc (V)-DMSA
scan. However, 99mTc (V)-DMSA uptake was seen
in suprarenal gland metastasis of lung cancer [30].
Conclusions
Our findings underline that 99mTc (V)-DMSA
scintigraphy has satisfactory overall sensitivity
for both primary medullary thyroid carcinoma
and postoperative metastases detection. Absence
of false-positive results after operation resulted
in extremely high specificity for metastatic disease detection. Radiopharmaceutical uptake in
papillary thyroid carcinoma should be considered, especially if serum calcitonin is not particularly high. Based on our results associated with
advantages of radiopharmaceutical and imaging
technique (a low cost, availability and easy radiopharmaceutical preparation, imaging 2 h after
injection, no patient preparation), we believe that,
despite newer imaging techniques, 99mTc (V)-DMSA whole-body scintigraphy is an immensely valuable method for imaging patients with suspected
or proven medullary thyroid carcinoma who have
persistent hypercalcitoninemia.
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Investigation of the nursing students’ opinions on the
clinical practice of the psychiatry nursing lecture, the
care plan and interaction process forms in Turkey
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Introduction

Abstract
Purpose: This study was conducted in order
to investigate the nursing students’ abilities in the
clinical practice and their opinions on the practice through the reports on the interaction process
and nursing care plan prepared by them during the
clinical practice of the psychiatry nursing lecture.
Methods: In this descriptive trial, data were
collected by investigating the “Nursing Care
Plan” and the “Interaction Process Form” forms
submitted by the 4th grade students (n=72). The
trial employed the “Document Review Method”,
and a coding schedule was established for review
and categorization. Thus, multiple purposes of interview were determined. The forms prepared by
the students were coded onto the schedule.
Results: During their interaction process, almost all of the students were observed to make
an interview for the purpose of meeting and
starting the communication while half of them
had the purpose of giving information; the most
commonly used methods included therapeutical
methods such as asking open-end questions, listening, encouraging to speak and non-therapeutical
methods such as asking questions involving personal interest. The care plan forms revealed that
most common nursing diagnoses included impaired sleeping patterns, risk of self-directed violence
and violence towards others, social isolation, deficient self-care, alterations in the thought process,
ineffective individual coping.
Conclusions: The nursing students could be
successful in implementing the nursing care plan
but had difficulty in conducting the therapeutical
interview process and that psychiatry practice
made contributions to their own personal growth
and ability to identify the patient.
Key words: Psychiatry nursing, nursing care
plan, interaction process.
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Assessment of the students’ practical skills is
essential in all applied professions (Hunt, McGee,
Gutteridge, & Malcolm, 2011). ANA (2000) classified the psychiatry nursing practice standards under
6 stages. These are assessment/data collection, diagnosing/determining the nursing diagnosis, identification of the outcomes (the outcomes expected
to be experienced by the patients as a result of the
nursing care), planning, application (planning and
application of the nursing interventions) and assessment (Shives 2008). Both the institution, where
the trial is conducted, and the clinical practice of
the psychiatry nursing lecture employ the standards
of ANA. The nursing students are required to use
their therapeutical communication skills for the
application of these standards (Shives, 2008). The
extent to which the students are able to transfer the
theoretical aspect of their education to the clinical
practice can be evaluated by investigating their abilities of applying the care plan and their therapeutical communication skills (Chong, 2009).
Nursing theorists such as Travelbee and Peplau
define nursing as an “interindividual interaction
process” (Birol, 2004; Stockman, 2005). Peplau
conceptualized the nurse-patient relationship as
a relation going through stages that complement
one another. At each stage, the nurse and the patient undertake certain roles and responsibilities.
The patient can develop his/her interindividual relation and problem solving skills (Barker, 1998;
Forchuk, 1991; Shives, 2008; Silverstein, 2006;
Stockman, 2005). Orlando also indicated the interaction of the nurse with the patient as a requirement to ensure that the patient is understood
correctly and his/her needs are fulfilled (Forchuk,
199; Öz 2010). Therapeutical relationship is essential in establishing a therapeutical cooperation and
collaboration. In the psychiatric nursing care, the-
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rapeutical communication and relationship lead to
changes in the emotional, behavioral and cognitive processes of the patient and thus therapeutical
relationship represents the core of the psychiatric
care (Prıebe, & Mccabe 2008; Bernstein, 2006).
In Turkey, nursing training is given at the
bachelor’s level at the Nursing Faculties, Health
Sciences Faculties or Health Colleges in 94 universities. In line with the European Union criteria,
this training usually involves a 4600-hour theoretical and clinical education following a minimum
primary training of 12 years with psychiatric nursing lecture given at the 3rd or 4th grade.
The objective of the psychiatry nursing is to
ensure that the student effectively uses the information and skills gained in relation to human
behaviors and behavioral disorders in protection
of the mental health, patient care and rehabilitation based on the basic principles and concepts of
nursing (Demir & Gökdoğan, 2002). The most significant tool to be used by the students for this
purpose is their communication skills. Providing
care for psychiatric patients requires specialized
and advanced communication skills. Therefore,
assessment of the students’ skills during the therpaeutical interview process via interaction process
and improving their skills based on the assessment
is important (Shives, 2008).
During the clinical practice of the psychiatry
nursing lecture, the students are required to make
observations and interviews, establish the nursing
diagnosis based on the data they’ve collected, implement the interventions as appropriate for the
diagnosis and assess them (Cam, Özgür, Gürkan,
Dülgerler, & Engin, 2004). Additionally, they also
have to use the interaction process form, as distinct from the other clinical fields.
This trial was designed to evaluate the psychiatry nursing clinical skills and investigate the opinions of a group of nursing students. Accordingly, the
reports on the interaction process and the nursing
care plan submitted by the students were reviewed.
Method
Study setting
The study setting was the Faculty of the Health Sciences Nursing Department, University of
Marmara. The Nursing Department offers a pre-

registration Diploma of Nursing program involving a student population of 480, with four year
levels. The psychiatric nursing practice was integrated into the curriculum and the main concern
was in the clinical area, as it focused on practice.
The students received 7 weeks of theoretical training, 14 hours a week ( 98 hours in total). The
training content consisted of the basic concepts in
psychiatry nursing, abnormal behaviors and nursing approaches, nursing care and the interaction
process. At the end of the theoretical training, the
students were involved in clinical practice 8 hours
daily, 5 days a week for 5 weeks (200 hours in
total). The lecturers, who were also the authors of
this trial guided the students during the clinical
practice. For the patients, who were provided with
care at the clinical practice, they used the patient
identification form, the interaction process and the
patient care plan forms. These forms were assessed in the trial.
Study Design
This descriptive trial was performed in the final-grade nursing students. The extent to which the
students are able to transfer their theoretical information on psychiatry nursing to the clinical practice through a holistic approach was investigated
by assessing the care plan and interaction process
reports. The trial employed the “Document Review Method”, and two separate coding schedules were established for categorization. In the first
schedule, i.e. the care plan, the student’s status on
determining the diagnosis based on the nursing
diagnoses of NANDA, whether or not they have
implemented interventions as appropriate for the
diagnosis and assessed them were coded. As for
the second schedule, i.e. the interaction registry, it
involved coding for the objective, the communication methods used and the assessment. The coding schedules were separately evaluated by three
lecturers from the Psychiatry Nursing Department
and those that were co-determined were coded.
Population and sampling
72 students at the 4th grade, who were included
in the trial in the 2009-2010 educational year, represented the study sample; 120 forms of “Nursing
Care Plan” and 216 forms of “Interaction Process
Form” submitted by these students were assessed.
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Ethical consideration
The Director of the Faculty of Health Sciences
Nursing Department of the University of Marmara
granted permission to conduct the study. Approval
from an Ethics Committee was not required as there
were no patients involved. A briefing on the information about the study, its objectives, the focus and
the rationale was given to students. Informed consent was obtained directly from all students.
Data collection and assessments
“Data form”, “Interaction Process Form” and
the “Nursing Care Plan” forms were used as the
data collection tools.
The Data Form included questions on the students’ sociodemographic characteristics and the
clinical practice of the psychiatry nursing.
Interaction Process Form consisted of the sections on the trial purpose, message of the nurse,
message of the patient, the therapeutical methods
used and the assessment. The students recorded
their interviews on this form.
Nursing Care Plan consisted of the sections on
the nursing diagnosis, nursing interventions and the
assessment. In the nursing care plan, the students
determined their nursing diagnosis by assessing the
data they’ve obtained through the “patient identification form” (a form prepared by the investigators
based on the functional health patterns, which standardizes the fields and the data to be assessed by the
student), the “Interaction Process Form” and their
observations, and planned interventions appropriate for these diagnoses. Making an assessment as a
result of the interventions performed, they reported
all these in the nursing care plan.
Data Analysis
The data were evaluated in the pc setting, using
descriptive statistics.
Results and discussion
The results of the trial were presented under the
following titles, each of them including the associated discussion.
Results on the students’ sociodemographic
characteristics
All the students, who participated in the trial were females; 38.9% were 22 years old with a
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mean age of 22.5±0.9. 61.1% of the students were
high school graduates while 11.1% were vocational
high-school graduates. 16.7% of the students had
a family member diagnosed with psychiatric disorders; a vast majority, i.e. %65.3 of the students
indicated that they didn’t want to live in the same
environment with a psychiatric patient (Table 1).
Table 1. Student Sociodemographics
Characteristics (N=72)

n

%

High school
vocational school of health
Regular high school
Other high school

8
44
20

11,1
61,1
27,8

Yes
No

12
60

16,7
83,3

Presence of psychiatric disorder in
the person
Yes
No

2
70

2,8
97,2

25
47

34,7
65,3

Familial psychiatric disorder

Whether or not he/she wants to
stay in the same environment

Yes
No

The results and the discussion related to the
Interaction Process Form of the students
The interaction process was investigated based
on the coding schedule prepared by the investigators. The students continued their interviews with
a patient who provided care to multiple patients
until the patient was discharged. Thus, multiple
purposes of interview were determined. As a result of this investigation, 90.3% of the students
determined a therapeutical purpose; 90.3% of the
students had the purpose of meeting and starting
the communication while 56.9% of them had the
purpose of giving information (Table 2).
The first stage of the inter-individual relations
theory is the initiation/orientation. This stage is the
start of the one-to-one relation to the patient and an
assessment period for the nurse. At this stage, both
the patient and the nurse may have anxiety due to
the difficulty of speaking to a stranger. Initiation
and maintenance of the therapeutical communication, honest expression of the feelings by the patient and sincere acceptance of this by the nurse are
required to succeed at this stage (Arnold & Boggs,
1999; Shives, 2008). Based on these results, we can
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Table 2. Assessment of The Interaction Process
Interaction process
Objective

Objectives determined*

Therapeutic Methods**

Non-therapeutic methods**

Assessment
*multiple objectives were determined.
** multiple tools were used.

n

%

Determined
Not determined
Discussion
Bringing in insights
Giving information
Orienting towards activity
Coping
Ensuring emotional discharge
Assessing family relations
Increasing the self respect
Assessing the suicidal thoughts

65
7
65
31
41
9
25
4
6
9
3

90,3
9,7
90,3
43,1
56,9
12,5
34,7
6.15
9.23
12.5
4.61

Asking open-end questions
Listening
Encouraging to speak
Establishing communication
giving information
transmitting the observations
clarification
repeating with one’s own words
summarizing
focusing on the emotion
using the silence
feedback
confrontation

67
47
37
6
39
33
11
19
9
9
10
1
1

93,1
65,3
51,4
8,3
54,2
45,8
15,3
26,4
12,5
12,5
13,9
1.4
1.4

Manipulation
Judging
Personal curiosity
Asking closed-end questions
Recommendations
Approval
giving uncertain assurance
consolation
changing the subject
Yes
no

50
27
41
52
10
9
4
3
6
52
20

30,6
37,5
56,9
72,2
13.9
12.5
6.15
4.61
8.3
72,2
27,8

conclude that the students implemented the first stage, i.e. the initiation/orientation successfully.
Peplau and Travelbee indicated that in the functionality stage, the second stage of the therapeutical relation, a trust is established between the patient and the nurse followed by a care plan being
developed as the process progresses. At this stage,
therapeutical methods and techniques are used to
determine the patient needs, help the patient identify his/her needs, ensure that he/she faces them realistically, assist him/her in determining the choices

for solution, support him/her in trying new behavioral patterns and contribute to his/her communication and socializing skills (Arnold & Boggs, 1999;
Marriner, 1986; Shives, 2008; Velioğlu, 1999).
Crawford and Brown (2009) reported that communication skills such as asking open-end questions,
using the silence, summarizing, clarification, repeating by using your own words and giving information were beneficial in several fields including
explaining and making sense of the patient issues
and facilitation of the patient care.
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The investigation of the communication methods used by the students at the Interaction Process Form revealed that 93.1%, 65.3% , 51.4%,
45.8%, 26.4% and 15.3% of the students used the
therapeutical methods of asking open-end questions, listening, encouraging to speak, transmitting
the observations, repeating with one’s own words
and clarification, respectively. These results were
obtained by the students using multiple methods
in a single interview (Table 2). These results may
mean that the students were successful in explaining and making sense of the patients’ feelings.
Investigating the interaction registries with respect to non-therapeutic methods, 72.%, 69.4%,
56.9%, 37.5% of the students were observed to
use nontherapeutic methods such as asking closed-end questions, manipulation, asking questions
out of personal interest and judging, respectively.
Methods known to prevent communication such
as changing the subject, giving uncertain assurance, consolation, using stereotypes and talking irrelevantly were used less (Table 2). As the practice
progressed, the use of the non-therapeutic methods
was detected to gradually decrease. 87% of the students indicated that they frequently experienced a
difficulty, which they defined as “not knowing what
to say” during the therapeutic interview process.
Kameg, Clochesy, Mitchel and Suresky (2010) reported similarly that their students also experienced
this difficulty of not knowing what to say and had
anxiety, particularly at the start of the interview and
experienced a gradually decreasing communication
difficulty. The use of non-therapeutic methods was
attributed to the fact that the patients encountered
psychiatric patients for the first time, the above
mentioned difficulties and their feeling of anxiety.
In a trial by Sever, Işıl, Ünsal and Gonce
(2000), 55.0% of the patients were detected to use
therapeutic methods while 45.0% used both therapeutic and non-theraoeutic methods; this result
was consistent with the result from this study.
Extensive use of the non-therapeutic methods
makes it difficult for the patient to express his/her
own emotions, thoughts and needs, leads to impairment and even termination of a trust-based relationship between the patient and nurse (Ozcan
2006). From this point of view, we may say that
the student need a higher level of supervision in
their clinical practice.
170

Peplau and Travelbee indicated that the final
stage of the patient-nurse relation is the assessment
stage. This stage involves the evaluation as to
whether the objectives determined during the therapeutic process were achieved (Arnold & Boggs,
1999; Shives, 2008). In this trial, 27.8% of the
students failed to make an assessment in line with
the objectives they’ve determined. Reviewing the
results from the interaction process as a whole, we
can say that the students involved in the clinical
practice of the psychiatry nursing lecture could
start the therapeutic communication with a patient
in line with a pre-specified objective and gradually
develop their therapeutic communication skills.
The results from the assessment revealed that the
students had difficulties in assessing the objective
they’ve determined for an interview. These issues
may be related to the fact that, as distinct from the
pre-specified objective, the interview progressed
in line with a new objective that emerged during
the process. In addition, the students’ own emotional issues such as the anxiety had during the interview and the non-therapeutic methods may also
cause these problems. In this respect, we may say
that the students need to be involved more in clinical practice and supported by clinical supervision
to gain experience in initiating, maintaining and
terminating a therapeutic relation.
The results and discussion related to the care
plan
In the psychiatry nursing practice, the students
determined the nursing diagnoses based on their observations and patient interviews, the patient identification forms, the patient files and by
analyzing the data they’ve obtained via communication with the team, and planned the care.
In their nursing care plan, the students determined a total of 318 nursing diagnoses from the FHP
data collection fields. 12.9%, 10.4%, 9.7%, 9.7%,
8.5%, 8.5%, 7.5% and 6.0% of the determined
diagnoses were impaired sleeping pattern, risk of
self-directed violence/violence against others, social isolation, deficient self-care, impaired thought
process, ineffective individual coping, anxiety and
constipation respectively; these diagnoses were
detected to be consistent with the patients selected
as cases and their description (Table 3).
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Table 3. The Nursing Diagnoses Established by The Students For Their Patients
FHP model data collection fields
Health perception and management function

nutritional-metabolic
elimination
Activity exercise
Sleep-rest
Cognition and perception

Self perception

Role and relation
Sexuality and reproduction
Stress and coping
Values and beliefs

NANDA diagnoses
Deficient insights
Deficient information
Nutritional disorder
Dry mouth
Heart burn
Impaired tissue integrity
constipation
Deficient self care
Impaired sleeping pattern
Impaired thought process
pain
Low self respect
Anxiety
weakness
desperateness
Social isolation
Impaired verbal communication
Change in role performance
Impaired sexual pattern
Ineffective individual coping
Damaging the self and the others
Not diagnosed
Total

The trial revealed that the students were able to
collect data in line with the functional health patterns,
and determine the nursing diagnosis; the diagnoses
determined reflected different reactional patterns
and were consistent with the NANDA psychiatric
disease nursing diagnoses (Carpenito-Moyet, 2005).
Accordingly, we can say that the students evaluated
the patients from a holistic perspective.
In the trial by Cam et al (2004), the most common
nursing diagnoses established by the students during psychiatry nursing practice included impaired
sleeping pattern, social isolation, deficient individual coping, impaired self-respect, altered thought
process, potential for violence against the self or the
others, anxiety, deficiency/alteration in maintaining
health, modified nutrition/food intake less than necessary, deficient self-care/bathing, hygienic selfcare; these results were in line with our results.
In the study they performed at a psychiatry clinic (2011), Sabancıoğulları, Ata, Kelleci and Doğan
(2011) investigated the patient care plans conducted by the nurses by the functional health patterns
model and the NANDA diagnoses and detected that

Number
7
14
10
5
2
2
19
31
41
27
1
19
24
12
5

Percentage
2,2
4,4
3,2
1.6
0.6
0.6
6,0
9,7
12,9
8,5
0.3
6,0
7,5
3,8
1.6

31
2
5
2
26
33

9,7
0.6
1.6
0.6
8,2
10,4

318

100

the most common diagnoses were impairment in individual coping, reduced self respect, impaired role
performance, impaired sleeping pattern, ineffective
therapeutic regime management, potential of damaging others and altered thought process. These
results support our trial results.
The students’ opinions on the psychiatry
nursing lecture practice and discussion
At the end of the clinical practice, 41.7% of the
students indicated that they experienced a reduction
in their prejudices relating to the psychiatric disorders and 65.3% observed a favorable contribution
to their personal growth and professional relations
(Table 4). Individuals, who break the social order,
cause trouble for the society are stigmatized and
excluded from the society. The unpredictable, abnormal behaviors of mentally ill persons and their
potential for breaking the social order may evoke
anxiety and cause them to be excluded from the society (Oban& Kucuk, 2011). We could say that a
vast majority of the students, who are a part of the
society, are prejudiced against and stigmatize the
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mentally ill people before the psychiatry nursing
clinic practice. These results could suggest that psychiatry nursing lecture clinical practice resulted in
favorable changes in prejudice and stigmatization.
The literature reports show that psychiatry nursing clinical practice is beneficial in reducing the
prejudices and developing therapeutical communication skills (Kameg, Clochesy, Mitchel, & Suresky, 2010). Many trials reported that psychiatry nursing lecture and practice made a favorable contribution to the communication skills of the students
and developed their empathic skills (Işıl, Barlas,
Onan, & Karaca, 2005; Karaarslan & Özgür, 2000;
Pektekin, Buzlu, Sever, & Sönmez, 1990). Isıl and
Barlas (1999) showed in their study that psychiatry
clinical practice assisted students in changing their
judgmental and nugatory attitudes against mentally
ill people and getting to know themselves better and
communicate more easily; this finding is consistent
with our results.
Table 4. Contributions of The Psychiatry Practice
Contributions *
assisted me in getting to know myself
Reduced my prejudices against psychiatric
disorders
Made favorable contributions to my
personal and professional relations
Contribution to developing a holistic
perspective

n %
9 12,5
30 41,7
47 65,3
9 12,5

* multiple responses were given

Reviewing the difficulties they have in the
psychiatry nursing lecture clinical practice, 54.8%
of the students indicated they had difficulty in relation to the signs and the clinical statuses of the
patients while 22.2% indicated difficulty in relation
to the clinical setting (Table 5). Considering the stigmatization against the patients, the different clinical
setting compared to the others and the fact that the
students encounter such patients for the first time in
the psychiatry practice, such a result is predictable.
Demir and Gökdoğan (2002) asked the students
in their study whether they found the psychiatry
nursing practice fields suitable in terms of physical and team work. Isıl and Barlas (1999) detected
in their trial that the most common issues affecting
the students in the psychiatry clinics were the “ unfavorable approaches of the health team towards
the patients” and the “communication breakdown
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in the team”; in respect of the patients, the students
indicated that “they were afraid of the patients and
perceived them as very different persons”. In line
with our trial, these trials reveal the difficulties encountered in the psychiatry clinical practice.
Table 5. Difficulties in The Psychiatry Practice
Difficulties*
Difficulty about the personnel
Difficulty about the clinical setting
Difficulty about the symptoms and the
clinical status of the patients
Perception of the inadequacy of the self
No difficulty

* multiple responses were given

n %
14 19,4
16 22,2
33 54,8
4 5,6
17 23,6

Conclusion
In conclusion, despite experiencing several difficulties in relation to the therapeutic interview, and
difficulties resulting from the nature of the disease
and the clinical setting, the students were successful
in implementing the nursing care plan. Based on the
trial results, we may recommend increasing the hours
of the theoretical communication training as from
the 1st grade of the nursing training and ensuring an
opportunity to practice in the lab setting. In addition, we may recommend conduct of the therapeutic
communication under the supervision of a counselor
in each clinical practice starting from the first.
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Abstract
Background and Aim: Self-medication is one
of the significant health problems that its prevention especially among women is very important.
The aim of this study was to determine the effective factors in preventing self medication behavior
among women under the care of health homes in
Tehran’s 3rd district.
Materials and Methods: In This descriptive
analytic study that was conducted on 88 women
under the care of health homes in Tehran’s 3rd district, sampling method was cluster and data were
collected by a researcher-made questionnaire designed based on HBM model (perceived susceptibility, severity, benefits, barriers, and self efficacy)
and a self-medication checklist which its reliability
and validity were confirmed. Data analyzed on the
SPSS16 software by using descriptive and analytical statistics tests.
Results: Mean score and standard deviation
of perceived susceptibility, severity, benefits, barriers, self efficacy and practice were 15.71±3.09,
20.68±4.12, 20.46±4.76, 25.30±6.88, 23.98±6.44
and 21.38±5.49. Perceptions and practice were in the
moderate levels among the most of women (50%80%). The Findings showed that there was a significant relationship between practice with perceived
barriers, self efficacy, susceptibility, benefits and
marital status. The most common diseases for selfmedication were: Headaches (60/2%), colds (47/7%)
and the use of vitamins (46 %). Television and radio
was the most cues to action among the women.
Conclusion: Considering the correlation between perceived susceptibility, benefits, barriers,
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and self efficacy with the prevention of self medication, Intervention designed based on Health Belief
Model is useful in improving prevention of selfmedication.
Key words: Self medication, Health Belief
Model, women, prevention.
Introduction
Today, self-medication generally is one of the
most socioeconomically and sanitary problem in
different communities including Iran (1). Self-medication is a part of self- therapy process and includes supplying and administrating medications without practitioner’s prescription and recommendation for diagnosis and treatment (2). The common
medications in self-medication are antibiotics and
injection vitamins (3). Self-medication is common
in both developed and developing countries. In
U.S., 42% of self-medication is for complementary
treatment. One study has been demonstrated that
80% of people in Latin America use antibiotics for
upper respiratory viral infection inappropriately (3).
In Palestine, the prevalence of 98% self-medication
has been reported among university students (5).
According to world health organization’ (WHO)
estimations, up to 40% of health care expenditure are allocated to medicine purchasing (6). Selfmedication has ascending trend in our country and
this trend is continuing, so that the cost of medicine
utilization was up to 350 milliard Rails in 2001. In
1997, Script Publication declared that amoxicillin
has been the first bestselling medication in Iran
at the cost of 13 milliard dollars and followed by
ampicillin at the cost of 7 milliard dollars (7). It
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is estimated that 83.3% of Iranian population use
medications willfully (4). In Iran, 30.3% of patients
with dermal diseases have self-medication (4). One
study about chemical and botanic medications in Isfahan demonstrated that during the last six months,
86% of women had self-medication for at least for
one disease (8). In one study in Yazd, more than
83% of students (6) and in Zarandieh 31% of aged
people (1) had self-medication.
However, there is not any medicine without side
effect, so self-medication increases medicines side
effects (6). According to one study in Denmark, self-medication can considered as an element of high
risk behaviors such as smoking and alcohol abuse
in young people (9). Medicine utilization accounts
for 30% of hepatic and renal diseases (6). Also, Rey
Syndrome is fetal complication which occurred by
aspirin usage in children (10). The drug and medicine abuse is the main cause of hospitalization in 3%
of total patients in U.S. hospitals (6). Incorrect and
arbitrary use of antibiotics helps to spreading the
bacterial resistance. Bacterial resistance to infections that assumed curable fifteen years ago, allow
they reappear as main threaten for public health (3).
There are several factors in regards of self-medication including: a. easy-accessibility of inexpensive medicines due to lack of rules and regulations,
b. limited access to medical care due to geographical difficulties, social and economical inequities
and cultural belief about health (11).In one study in
Isfahan, the most important reasons for self-medication were previous experiments and easy-accessibility of medicines (8). In one study in China,
previous experiments in use of medicines and low
cost of medicines, like other developing country is
the main cause of self-medication (12). One effective factor for self-medication which emphasized by
most studies is over the counter drugs. Baghiyani
Moghadam in one study in Yazd stated that about
70% of students have been declared that selling the
medicines without prescription by pharmacy is the
main reason for their self-medication (6).
Various studies demonstrated that women
specially tend to do self-medication. On the other
side, authors believed that women have not needed knowledge about complications of self-medication (13). So, it is important to focus on women
population, because they have sensitive periods in
their life such as pregnancy and breast feeding as

well as they contact with other member of family,
they have responsibilities and they are a model and
template for other members in their family(7). The
investigations and studies show that the recognition of effective factors in behavior variation can
be changed easily, so it is necessary, educating the
correct utilization of medicines and also resolving
self- treatment by applying the effective factors
that identified and reinforce these patterns. For this
mean, the investigators of health education use the
patterns for behavior changes. One of these patterns
is Health Belief Model. According to this model,
possibility of acquiring the preventive behavior in
each person is effected by his perceptions about
barriers, benefits, self –efficacy, sensitivity and severity (13). As women increased their attitude with
respect to the limited of exposure to self-medication by elevating the perceived sensitivity and also
by assistance of increasing the self- efficacy for prevention of self-medication, they can improve their
beliefs and ability for implementing the preventive
behavior. Therefore, the attitude of women for severity and complications of self-medication can be
increased through educating of severity perception.
The sum of two factors includes sensitivity and perceived severity result in perceived threat against self-medication. This perceived threat associated with
the outcome of benefits and barriers perceptions
such as analyses of benefits from lack of self-medication and analyses of potential barriers for lack of
self-treatment along with cues to actions lead him
or her to acquire the preventive behavior mean lack
of self-medication. Cues to action are stimulations
which affect the person internally or externally
including friends and family, books, T.V. and media
or fear to develop the side effect and etc.
The aim of this study is determination of predictors for preventative behavior about self- medication in women who are covered by municipal
district no. 3 according to Health Belief Model.
The results of this study can be applied for designing the educational interventions for prevention
the behavior of self-medication.
Methods and Materials
This study is a descriptive- analytic research and
it is as foreground for interventional study that has
been done on 88 female who were covered by health
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home in district no. 3 of Tehran in 2011. The aim of
the study is determining the knowledge, perceptions
and behaviors in the field of prevention from selfmedication according to Health Belief Model.
The sample volume calculated 80 people according to not only the sample volume determination
formula, but also mean of perceptions and the proportion of arbitrary usage behavior (
).
In present study, the method of sampling was
multistage clustering. So first of all, municipal
district no. 3 was selected among municipal urban
districts and the several health home randomly selected among health homes of this district.
The data collecting tools in the study was questionnaire associated with interview and check list.
First, after library studying and reviewing the article, we provide the questionnaire based on elements of health believe pattern. However its validity acquired by context test (teachers and expertise
point of view) and also its reliability obtained by
Test- retest and Chronbach’s Alpha test.
Questionnaire’s questions include following:
1. Demographic characteristics (5 questions)
2. Knowledge about self-medication (8 questions
in the form of multiple-choice of two or four
3. Women sensitivity knowledge and perceptions
(30 questions) in the form of 4 questions
about sensitivity, 6 questions about severity,
5 questions about benefits, 8 questions about
conceptual barriers and 7 questions in the field
of self-medication as Lickert scale (with a range
pentamerous)
4. Determining the practical guidance for preventing the self-medication (one question, multiple
choices of 6)
5. Behavioral questions in the form of checklist
for preventing the self-medication (2 questionsmultiple choices of 2)
We scored questionnaire as follow: in knowledge section, scores were calculated from 23 score
(one point for correct response and zero point for
false response). The reliability of this part evaluated by the test retest (r= 0.92). In this section, according to mean ± standard deviation, the scores
below 10 consider as weak knowledge, 11to17
as moderate knowledge and above 18 as good
176

knowledge. The perceptual questions designed in
form of 30 questions according to Lickert (with a
range pentamerous) and 1 to 5 score, so the highest score considered for completely agreement
tendency and the lowest for quietly opponent. For
prevention of answers induction, some questions
designed in reverse direction. Such cases also calculated by reverse questions scoring. The questions of people perceptions with emphasis on element of health belief pattern include: sensitivity
(4 questions) with scores from 0 to 20 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.86, the comprehension severity (6 questions) with score from 0 to
30 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.82, comprehension benefit (5 questions) with score from
0 to 25 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.63,
comprehension barriers (8 questions) with score
between 0 to 40 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
of 0.83 and self-efficacy (7 questions) score from
0 to 35 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.88.
Also internal adaptability of total questionnaire
is confirmed by Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of
0.86. In this section according to mean ± standard
deviation, scores from 0 to 12, scores from 13 to
18 and scores more than 19 considered as weak,
moderate and good sensitivity, respectively. Also,
scores between 0 to16 considered as the weak severity, 17 to 24 considered as moderate and 25 to
30 considered as good severity. Similarly, Scores
from 0 to 15, scores from 16 to 23 and from 15 to
25 considered as weak benefit, moderate benefit
and good benefit, respectively. For barriers scoring, scores from 0 to 18 considered as weak barriers, 19 to 32 moderate barriers and 33 to 40 as
good one. Finally, scores from 0 to 17, 18 to 30
and 31 to 35 considered as weak, moderate and
good self- efficacy, respectively. In the section of
practical guidance (one question, multiple-choice
of 6) which people permitted select more than one
choice, scores varied from 0 to 6. In the section of
checklist, the function was according to whether
that person had self-medication during the last
month or not. One of each statement of two checklist questions obtained 0 or 1 score and the total
scores of people in this section was varied from 0
to 31 and its consistency calculated by the method
of 0.98 retest. In this section, score from 0 to 15
considered as weak function, 16 to 27 considered
as moderate and 28 to 31 considered as good.
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The information analyzed after data collecting by SPSS16 software and descriptive statistics
(mean and standard deviation) and analytical tests
(Chi-squared test and Spearman correlation coefficient) and p<0.05.
Also written consent obtained from participants and they could leave the study voluntarily.
In questionnaire, we attempted to avoid designing
the private and confidential questions. Before distribution the questionnaire, we explained the necessary explanation to participants and warranted
the confidentiality of data.
Results
In this study, the mean of women age was 42/41±
11.07. In the terms of marital status, 81.1% were
married and 18.2 were single. In the terms of educational degree, 64.8 % had diploma and lower and
31people, means 35.2 % had academic education.
Also, 73.9% were homemaker and 26.1% were incumbent and employed. In Terms of average income
of family, 28.7% of participant had 500.000T and
lower per month, 52.9% between 600.000 -1.000.000
T and 18.4% had 1.000.000 and upper per month.
79.5% of them covered by insurance service. Mean
and standard deviation of function and elements of
hygienic beliefs pattern has been shown in table 1.
Table 1. The mean and standard deviation of constructs of health belief model, knowledge and behavior scores
variable
knowledge
susceptibility
severity
benefits
barriers
self-efficacy
behavior

Mean
14.28
15.17
20.68
20/46
25.30
23.98
21.38

standard deviation
3.29
3/09
4.12
4.76
6.88
6.44
5.49

More participants were in the average level for
knowledge (72.7%), perceptions [sensitivity (67%),
severity (73.9), benefits (53.4%), barriers (73.9%),
self-efficacy (77.3%)] and function (77.3%).
Media such as radio and T.V. (68.2%), practitioners (62.5%), publications and magazine (44.3%)
according to frequency were the most important
resource for obtaining the information in the field
of prevention the self-medication.

In comparison functional and perceptual means (elements of Health Belief Model) with demographic variants of job, literacy, insurance coverage and marital status by using of independent
t- test and evaluating the function and perception relationship to age and income variants by
analyses variance showed that mean of function
for prevention of self-medication has only meaningful correlation to marital status. Therefore,
the mean of function score were higher in married
people than singled people. But there was not any
meaningful correlation between prevention of self-medication to demographic characteristics.
Using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient
for evaluating the relationship between function
and perception for prevention the self-medication
demonstrated that there is meaningful correlation
among function to barriers, self-efficacy, sensitivity and benefit for prevention of self-administration. So, the mean of behavior score has the most
correlation (r=0.44) with barriers and has the least
one with benefits (r=0.25), but there has not seen
any meaningful relationship between function and
knowledge (table 2).
Also this study demonstrated that there is meaningful relationship between all elements of Health
Belief Model to each other (p<0.05), exception
barriers and severity that had not any meaningful
correlation (table 2).
In this study, according to frequency, the most
situations that participants performed self- treatment were: headache (53 person, 60.2%), common cold (42 persons, 47.7%), taking the vitamin
(0 person, 46%), anemia (20 persons, 22.7%),
coughing (17 persons, 19.3%), throat pain (17 persons, 19.3%).
Discussion
This study show that the preventive behavior
for self-medication is in middle level. In Shamsi
study for prevention of self-medication, the mothers function score was 20.25± 6.47 that was resemble to our findings (14). In the other study by
Shamsi for effectiveness of educational on prevention of self-medication in pregnant women
in Arak, the rate of function in the field of selftreatment were lower than average before the
educational intervention(13). Also in the simi-
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Table 2. The relationships between health belief model elements and knowledge and behavior
correlation
susceptibility
P
correlation
Severity
P
correlation
Benefits
P
correlation
Barriers
P
correlation
self-efficacy
P
correlation
knowledge
P
correlation
Behavior
P

susceptibilty severity Benefits barriers self-efficacy knowledge performance
0.311
0.003**
0.335
0.001**
0.456
0.001**
0.365
0.001**
0.081
0.454
0.278
0.009**

0.547
0.001**
0.017- 0.253
0.847 0.017*
0.388
0.396
0.555
0.001** 0.001** 0.001**
0.327
0.232 0.0510.002** 0.030* 0.635
0.066
0.252
0.441
0.538
0.018 0.001**

0.219
0.042*
0.408
0/001**

0.033
0.763

-

** p< 0.01, *p< 0.05

lar study for self-medication in Yazd, more than
83% of evaluated students had this problem that
18.8% of them used OTC higher than usual (6).
In the present study, more participants have average knowledge that corresponds to Shamsi study
for prevention of self-medication (14).But in the
other equivalent study that has been done by Tajik
et.al; the most participants had weak knowledge
(7). It is require planning for improvement of the
knowledge of these women in the field of prevention of self-medication by using of appropriate
pattern. In this study, the perception and cognition
of more people for prevention of self-medication
is in the middle level that corresponds to Shamsi
findings for measuring the structure of Health Belief Model for preventive behavior of self-medication among mothers in Arak who their attitude
were in average level (14). In the other study that
has been done by Shamsi et.al., the educational
intervention, the perceived sensitivity in the field
of self-treatment was lower than average and the
rate of perceived severity, benefits and barriers
were higher than average level(13). It is necessary
to provide the effective educational intervention
according to health Belief model that evaluating
the perception and cognition. In this study, media
such as radio and T.V., practitioners, publication
and magazine identified as the most important resources for obtaining information for preventing
the self-medication. Also, in several internal and
external studies, radio and T.V. (15) and doctor
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(16) introduced as the most important resource for
acquiring the pharmacology data and the external
practical guidance was important in decreasing
the rate of self-treatment (14). In the Shamsi study,
midwifes of health care centers, practitioners of
clinics, media, books and publications also were
the most important resources for obtaining the information by evaluated mothers(17).With regard
to findings in the improved programs in this field,
radio and T.V., practitioners, books and publications can be used for enhancing the preventive behavior for self-medication .
The result of this study showed that there is
meaningful correlation only between the mean of
women function and marital status. So, the mean
of function score in the married people were higher than singled people that correspond to some
results of studies based on this model (18, 19).
Maybe the reason is that the married people are
more accurate and responsible than singled one.
But in some studies, there was not any relationship
between marital statuses to self-medication (20).
Also in one study in Germany, there was not any
relationship between demographic characteristics
to self-medication (21). In the similar study in
Yazd, it was not seen any meaningful correlation
between age to attitude and function for self-medication (6). But in some other studies, demographic
factors such as age, gender, literacy and income
correlated to knowledge, attitude, and function for
using of antibiotics (16).
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In this research, there was seen meaningful relationship between function to barriers, self-efficacy,
sensitivity and benefits for prevention of self-medication that according this model, the abovementioned correlations were confirmed in the Shamsi
(14) and Karimi (1) studies for self-medication and
Read study for condom application by women (22).
In the other studies that applied the health Belief model for vaccination and Pap smear, breast
self examination and prevention of osteoporosis
also there were meaningful relationship between
function to sensitivity, benefits to barriers(23.24)
, self-efficacy to benefits(25), and self-efficacy
to barriers(26). Similarly, there were meaningful
relationship between attitude and function in the
study of Baghiyani et.al at Yazd for self-medication in students and also in the study of Chnag et.al
at Taiwan for supplement medicines in diabetics
(6, 27). Finally, with regard to results from the
relationship between preventive behavior for selfmedication to perceptions, increasing the people
perception from barriers in the field of preventive
behavior for self-medication and its benefits result
in this opinion that person not only is vulnerable
against to side effects of self-medication, but also
he or she can perform preventive behavior against self-medication, so this behavior is improve
in the society. The perceived barrier is the most
important component in the health Belief model
that predicts the performance of people (28). So it
is necessary that the perceived barrier considered
as a focused point for future intervention. In the
Shamsi study, decreasing the barrier and increasing the perceived benefits in pregnant women resulted in reduction of self- treatment action score
in research settings (13). It appears that attention
to this issue by which correct usage of medicine
reduces side effects and reinforces recovery may
affect improving of the perceived benefits level.
Also good perceived sensitivity effects prevention
of self-medication and this issue should be included in the educational planning for prevention self-medication. In the present study, there was not
any meaningful correlation between knowledge
and behavior, but this correlation was seen in the
other studies about self-medication (1, 29, and 30).
The most common cases for self – treatment in
the present study has been headache, common cold,
vitamin utilization, anemia, coughing, and sore

throat respectively. This finding is correspond to
results of studies that has been done in some Latin
America (3), Jordan (2) and Nigeria (20) that demonstrated that common cold and throat pain (sore
throat) form the most cases for self-treatment with
antibiotics. In one study that performed in Tehran
(17) and also one another in Isfahan (8), common
cold was the most common disease for self- treatment. It appear that false beliefs about harmlessness of vitamin, OTC medicines and analgesics
that have not need to prescription are the main cause of self-medication of this medications. So education in this field with emphasize on side effects
could be very effective and important tool.
Conclusion
In this study, we identified the barriers, selfefficacy, sensitivity and perceived benefit as the
effective factors in preventive behavior for selfmedication. Knowledge, perceptions and function
for prevention of self-medication were in the moderate level and radio, T.V., practitioner and publications were the most important guidance for
performing this behavior. So it is recommended
that the educational interventions are designed
according to Health Belief Model for improving
the prevention behavior of self-medication.
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Abstract
Purpose: This study was designed to analyze
the factors related to urinary stress incontinence
prevalence in women who 15 aged or over, married, have giving birth and inhabiting in a primer
health center region.
Method: The cross-sectional study covered
800 women, who inhabiting health care center region and was selected by the method of stratified
sampling. Data was collected by questionnaire
forms during home visits with the method face to
face interview. The data were evaluated with the
analyses of chi-square, fisher exact test, and multiple logistic regression analysis and with tables of
percentages on computer.
Results: According to the results obtained, the
prevalence of urinary stress incontinence in the
population has been detected as 25.1 %. The existence of such cases as genetic factors Age, delivery number and incontinence history during pregnancy, UI problem in past, and being cystocele at
present are determined as the risk factors related
to urinary stress incontinence and to have direct
effects on the development of urinary stress incontinence in accordance with the results of logistic
regression analysis.
Conclusion: In our study, all participants have
one or over risk factors for urinary stress incontinence.
Key words: Woman, urinary stress incontinence, risk factors, prevalence, midwife, nurse.
Introduction
Urinary stress incontinence is defined by International Continence Society (ICS) as an involuntary act of incontinence in situations not requiring
any effort like smiling, sneezing, etc. (1). Urinary
182

stress incontinence is not a life-critical problem;
however, it causes certain psychological problems
in women including even depression depending
on wetness and irritation. On account of these
problems, individuals with urinary incontinence
restrict their physical and social lives and avoid
getting together other people in society. Daily
work lives, domestic activities and sexual lives of
these individuals are negatively affected, as well.
They try to reduce incontinence number by limiting their fluid intake. However, very few of women consult a doctor on their own (2-4).
Determination of the frequency of urinary
stress incontinence in women and involving factors is considered to be useful for the diagnosis
and treatment of the group under risk, prevention
of urinary stress incontinence, reduction of treatment costs of urinary stress incontinence and the
trainings of midwives/nurses on this matter. From
this regard, the present study is carried out to determine the frequency of urinary stress incontinence
and involving factors in women who live in the region around Emek Health Care Center within the
municipal boundaries of Sivas Province in Turkey,
over 15 years of age, married and gave birth.
Material and methods
The study is designed as cross-sectional (01 July
and 30 August 2006) and includes women who
are over 15 years of age, married, gave birth and
live in the area around Emek Primer Health Center
within the municipal boundaries of Sivas Province,
Turkey. Study sample size is determined as 800 by
the formula of “sample selection from the population of undetermined size”. Subsequently, the number of women in each quarter was determined by
Household Determination Form (HDF). According to basic random sampling method, 800 women
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were selected from the women who were over 15
years of age, married, gave birth and lived in the
four quarters around Emek Health Care Center by
stratified sampling.
Data was collected by questionnaire forms during home visits after obtaining the informed consent forms from women. No ethical committee decision was present because of the absence of local
ethical committee; however, necessary approvals
were obtained from local health authorities. The
informed consents were obtained from the women
willing to participate in the study, and the application phase started.
Urinary stress incontinence was set as dependent variable, while the demographic characteristics, fecundity histories, personal and family histories and characteristics of genitourinary way were
accepted as independent variables.
For comparing to categorical data chi-square
test or Fisher’s exact chi-square test were used.
Categorical data were expressed as count and percentages. A multivariate logistic regression model
was implemented to determine the risk factors associated with urinary stress incontinence. p values
below 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed by using
commercial software (SPSS inc, Chicago, IL)

smoked, 27.9% (n=223) had frequent constipation,
24.7% (n=198) were in menopause, 30.5% (n=244)
had first degree family history of urinary stress incontinence, 34.3% (n=274) were obese, 35.13%
(n=281) gave birth at home, and no health professional was present in 89% (n=183) of these deliveries, episiotomy was applied at least one time in
39% (n=311) of women and 19.6% (n=157) had
incontinence problem in their pregnancies.
Considering the women in study, urinary stress
incontinence was most frequently observed in the
group of 39-49 years of age with 39% (Table 1).
49.75% of women included in the study had four
or more pregnancies, and urinary stress incontinence was more frequent in this group by 39%
(Table 1). 36.84% of women had four or more deliveries and urinary stress incontinence was most
frequent in this group (Table 1).
Age (OR=1.023, p=0.012), delivery number
of 3 (OR=2.430, p=0.026), delivery number of ≥4
(OR=2.647, p=0.015), incontinence history during
pregnancy (OR=1.927, p=0.006), urinary incontinence problem in past (OR=8.144, p<0.001), and
being cystocele at present (OR=9.755, p<0.001)
were determined to have direct effects on the development of urinary stress incontinence in accordance with the results of logistic regression analysis (Table 2).

Results
Considering the basic characteristics of 800
women included in the study who were over 15
years of age, married and gave birth; it was determined that the mean age was 39.83±12.99,
14.9% (n=119) were literate, 49.8% (n=398) had
four or more pregnancies, 36.9% (n=295) had four
or more deliveries, and 61% (n=488) had the first
delivery experience in their adolescence period.
11.8% (n=94) of women gave birth at home and
87% (n=696) had vaginal. 99% (n=792) of women
in the study had no knowledge on Kegel exercise.
According to the obtained study results, 25.1%
of women suffered from urinary stress incontinence, and 62.2% (n=69) of 111 women who had
urinary stress incontinence in the last 5 years did
not consult to any doctor.
In the examination of factors effective in the development of urinary stress incontinence in women, it was determined that 20% (n=160) of women

Discussion
Urinary incontinence is defined by ICS as an involuntary act of incontinence which could be objectively demonstrated and causes social and hygienic
problems (1,5) .Urinary incontinence is commonly
seen in society and has different types. The most
frequent type is urinary stress incontinence, which
is supported by the findings of many studies (6-9).
Urinary stress incontinence can be defined as the
situation which develops when the vesica pressure
exceeds the urethral pressure in the event of stress
without any detrusor contraction (10).
Prevalence of urinary incontinence in women was determined 35% in a study carried out in
four different European countries (7), 27.5% in a
study performed in France (7), and 20% in another
study performed in Italy (11). Prevalence of urinary
stress incontinence was higher than its other types
in these studies. In the examination of other studies
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Table 1. Range of Urinary Stress Incontinence According to Features of Women
Features of woman

Total

Age (year)
17–27 age
132
28–38 age
292
39–49 age
200
50–60 age
114
≥61 age
62
Number of Pregnancies
1
96
2
167
3
139
≥4
398
Number of Birth
1
125
2
201
3
179
≥4
295
Place of Birth
Only Hospital
519
Only Home
94
Home and Hospital*
187
Type of Birth
Only Caesarean Section
57
Only Vaginal
696
Sectio and vaginal**
47
Urinary Incontinence in Pregnancy
Yes
157
No
643
Total
800

Urinary Stress Incontinence

X2

p

119 (90,20)
246 (84,20)
122 (61,00)
71 (62,30)
41 (66,10)

62,607

<0,001

7 (7,30)
24 (14,40)
25 (18,00)
145 (36,40)

89 (92,70)
143 (85,60)
114 (82,00)
253 (63,60)

57,310

<0,001

12 (9,60)
34 (16,90)
50 (27,90)
105 (35,60)

113 (90,40)
167 (83,10)
129 (72,10)
190 (64,40)

41,150

<0,001

102 (19,70)
27 (28,70)
72 (38,50)

417 (80,30)
67 (71,30)
115 (61,50)

26,696

<0,001

4 (7,00)
183 (26,30)
14 (29,80)

53 (93,00)
513 (73,70)
33 (70,20)

10,982

0,004

67 (42,70)
134 (20,80)
201 (25,10)

90 (57,30)
509 (79,20)
599 (74,90)

31,981

<0,001

Yes

No

13 (9,80)
46 (15,80)
78 (39,00)
43 (37,70)
21 (33,90)

*: e.g., the expression used to define women who had their first delivery at hospital, and the second delivery at home
**:e.g., the expression used to define women who gave their first birth through vaginal delivery and the second birth by
caesarean section

Table 2. Risk factors related Urinary Stress Incontinence
Regression
Standard
Odds Ratio 95% Confident
p
Coefficient (β) Error of β
(OR)
Intervals for OR
0,012
Age
0,023
0,009
1,023
1,005-1,042
Number of Birth =2
0,484
0,399
0,225
1,623
0,743-3,545
0,026
Number of Birth =3
0,888
0,400
2,430
1,109-5,325
0,015
Number of Birth ≥4
0,973
0,401
2,647
1,207-5,803
0,006
Incontinence in Pregnancy
0,656
0,240
1,927
1,205-3,081
<0,001
History of Urinary Stress Incontinence
2,097
0,255
8,144
4,937-13,434
<0,001
History of cystocele (now)
2,278
0,369
9,755
4,731-20,115
<0,001
Constant
-3,506
0,453
0,030
Risk Factors
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carried out in Turkey, prevalence of urinary incontinence was determined as 18.8% in a study performed in provincial center of Kahramanmaraş on
4506 women over 15 years of age, and 73.6% of
these women had urinary stress incontinence (12)
. In the study performed by Kök et al. (9), urinary
incontinence was determined in 37.11% of women
included in the study, and 40% of them had urinary
stress incontinence. According to the results of another study implemented in Sakarya Province on
650 women who consulted to six health care centers included in the study, urinary incontinence was
determined in 16.4% of women (13). In a study performed in Malatya including 459 women over 20
years of age, urinary incontinence was determined
in 49.7% of women, and 41.2% of them was diagnosed with urinary stress incontinence.3 According to the results of the present study, prevalence
of urinary stress incontinence was 25.1% ; in addition, it was observed in the group of 17-27 years of
age with 9.8%, and in the group of 39-49 years of
age with 39% . Although the study was carried out
with different groups of age, prevalence of urinary
incontinence was increased with age and decreased
after 50 years of age in accordance with the results
(3,4,6,8,11,12,14,15). Anatomic and physiological
changes in urinary system with the increasing age,
obstetric and gynecologic events, hormonal factors,
drugs, decreasing physical activity could be reasons behind the declines in urinary stress incontinence frequency (2,7). According to the results of
the present study, age has a direct effect on urinary
stress incontinence (OR 1.023, p<.05) and frequency of urinary stress incontinence decreases after 50
years of age. From this regard, present study is in
agreement with literature.
Urinary incontinence is a highly common
problem; however, the rate of women who consult
to doctor with this complaint is rather low. Some
studies (2-4, 16) establish that 73.9-87.8% of
women with urinary incontinence problem do not
apply for any medical help. In the present study,
62.2% ( n=69) of 111 women who had urinary
stress incontinence problem in the last five years
did not consult to doctor in any way. These findings were compatible with the literature. Women
do not apply to doctor because they ignore the indications of urinary stress incontinence, they feel
ashamed to consult doctor with incontinence com-

plaints, they do not believe to benefit from treatments or they find it normal to have these indications with increased age (3, 9, 16, 17) .
In general, mechanisms of obstetric intervention
and complications are not fully understood; however, they are supposed to induce urinary stress incontinence (8). Although the pregnancy is seen as a risk
factor for urinary stress incontinence, it is not fully
established that whether pregnancy or delivery is
important (8,18). In the study carried out by Dolan
et al. (20) by comparing women who had pregnancy or no pregnancy, it was found that pregnancy
increased urinary incontinence prevalence by three
times. In the study of Van Geelen et al. (Goldber et
al. (19) as indicated) prenatal and postnatal urodynamic measurements of women were made and a
significant decrease was noted in the urethral closing pressure and functional length in the postnatal
period. These changes were higher in women who
had vaginal delivery, while no change was detected
in women who had delivery by cesarean section.
In the present study, urinary stress incontinence
was determined in 7.3% of women who had one
pregnancy, and 36.4% of women who had four or
more pregnancies. The relation between pregnancy
number and urinary stress incontinence was found
statistically significant (p<.05). However, it should
not be ignored that the main effective factor could
be the type of delivery.
According to the results of the studies (15, 19)
giving birth is a huge risk factor for urinary stress
incontinence and this risk increases with the number of birth. In the study of Siracusano et al. (11) it
was reported that incontinence was more frequent
in women of all age groups who gave birth than
nullipar women, while it is even more frequent in
women giving four or more births. On the other
hand, they concluded that the relation between
giving birth and incontinence was not clear (11).
According to the results of the study performed by
Dolan et al. (20) the parity increased incontinence
prevalence. Prevalence of urinary stress incontinence was 9.6% in women who had one birth and
35.6% in women who had four or more births according to the results of the present study. From
this regard, the prevalence of urinary stress incontinence increases in parallel with the number of
birth. Therefore, the present study is compatible
with the literature, and the number of delivery ≥4
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has a direct effect on urinary stress incontinence
according to the results of logistic regression (OR
2.647, p=0.015).
Type of delivery is another factor effective
in emerging complaints of urinary stress incontinence (8). Vaginal delivery is known to be in
relation with traumas of pelvic structure. Functional and anatomic changes in tissues, muscles
and nerves caused by pelvic structure especially
in the second phase of delivery are believed to
play preparatory roles in the development of urinary stress incontinence (21). Vaginal delivery
could damage pudendal nerves on pelvic tissue,
which negatively affects the neural transmission
speeds, vaginal contraction power and urethral
closing pressure. This could be the reason of urinary stress incontinence seen in women following vaginal delivery. According to the results of
the study performed by Rortveit et al. (14), there
was a strong relation between vaginal delivery and
urinary incontinence, though it could not be explained. In some studies investigating the relation
between urinary stress incontinence and the type
of delivery, urinary stress incontinence was more
frequently determined in women who had vaginal
delivery than those who had delivery by caesarean
section (8,9). In another study, vaginal delivery
was reported to be effective on urinary incontinence; however, age of the first delivery and the
birth weight of baby were emphasized as decisive
points (15). According to the results of the study
carried out by Parazzini et al. (22) by comparing
women who had no delivery or delivery by caesarean section in terms of urinary stress incontinence,
the risk of urinary stress incontinence was found
higher in women who had delivery by caesarean
section. The results of the study performed by
Mason et al. (23) indicated that vaginal delivery
was effective on urinary stress incontinence and
there was no difference between women who had
delivery with interventions or vaginal delivery. In
the same study, delivery by caesarean section was
reported to have fewer effects on urinary stress
incontinence compared to vaginal or intervention
delivery. The results of another study supported
the relation between the type of delivery and urinary incontinence (24) According to the results of
the present study, urinary stress incontinence was
determined 7% of women who had delivery only
186

by caesarean section (all deliveries were made by
caesarean section), and 26.3% of women who had
only vaginal delivery (all deliveries were vaginal).
The present study is not compatible with the literature in this regard.
According to the results of Population and
Health Research in Turkey (PHRT) (25), 9.7% of
deliveries take place at home. In the present study,
64.9% (n=519) of women included in the study
had delivery at hospitals while 35.1% (n=281) had
delivery at home at least one time. Only 10.7%
(30/281) of women who had delivery at home
took assistance from health staff. The mean age of
women who had delivery at home was determined
as 49.81+12.24, and their mean number of pregnancy was 6.23+2.98. These results indicate that
the rate of delivery at home increases with age and
the number of pregnancy and delivery. According
to the results of PHRT in 2008, the rate of women
who were over 35 years of age or under 20 years
of age was rather high. The number of delivery
is seen as an important factor on the delivery at
home. 3.9% of the first deliveries take place at
home, while the 38.1% of the 6 or higher deliveries occurred at home. The rate increases with rank.
From this regard, the results of the present study
are compatible with the results of PHRT. The big
difference between the present study and PHRT
considering the rates of deliveries at home could
be caused by the fact that PHRT included the last
deliveries in the last 5 years. However, the present
study included the histories of all the deliveries.
Considering the delivery places of women and the
distributions of urinary stress incontinence, delivery at home poses a bigger risk for urinary stress
incontinence compared to the delivery at hospital.
A statistically significant relation was detected between having delivery at home and urinary stress
incontinence (p<0.05). Urinary stress incontinence was detected 19.8% of women who had delivery only at hospital and 28.7% of women who
had delivery only at home. It could be stated that
complications due to unhealthy conditions and interventions of unconscious people at home could
increase the risk of urinary stress incontinence.
Familial inclination is known to take place in
the transmission of many diseases. According to
the results of a study performed in Israel, urinary
stress incontinence was more frequent in those with
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first degree family history of urinary stress incontinence. This result implies the genetic transmission
of urinary stress incontinence (26) The results of the
study carried out by Iosif et al. (27) demonstrate that
hereditary factors were effective on incontinence.
In the present study, 30.5% (n=244) of women with
first degree family history of urinary stress incontinence were found to have incontinence. A statistically significant relation was detected between the
first degree family history of urinary stress incontinence and urinary stress incontinence in the present
study (p<0.05). This result indicated that women
with first degree family history of urinary stress
incontinence should be closely followed for the
protection against incontinence and provided with
educational and counseling services.
According to the results of the study performed
by Mason et al. (23), 63% of women with incontinence included in the study stated to have urinary
incontinence during their pregnancies for the first
time and 31% of them continued to have these complaints in the postpartum period. In the same study,
indications of urinary stress incontinence were
first observed in 25% of participants at the end of
pregnancy. The results of the study performed by
Baloğlu et al. (27)demonstrated that complaints
continued for two months in 9 out of 16 women
who had vaginal delivery and urinary stress incontinence during pregnancy, while the complaints of
urinary stress incontinence started in 7 women who
had no urinary stress incontinence during pregnancy. In the present study, urinary stress incontinence
was detected in 42.7% of women who had incontinence problem during pregnancy. According to the
obtained results, there was a statistically significant
relation between urinary stress incontinence and incontinence in pregnancy (OR 1.927, p<0.05). Urinary stress incontinence in pregnancy increases the
risk of urinary stress incontinence in the subsequent
periods, and the present study is compatible with
the literature in this regard.
The most astonishing result obtained in the
study was that only the 1% of women had known
about Kegel exercises. In the foreign studies, it
was emphasized that 29% of women used Kegel
exercises to protect pelvic structures (28). In another study, 40% of women who gave birth applied
these exercises. According to the results of the
study performed by Alparslan et al. [29], 100% of

women had no knowledge about Kegel exercises.
In the present study, the reason why the Kegel exercises were not known at all was that the women
did not consult to health staff for complaints about
urinary stress incontinence, and therefore, they did
not take any counseling and support. Despite the
high prevalence of incontinence in women of all
ages, another reason why they did not know about
Kegel exercises could be that they did not attain
the necessary information from health staff (29).
Conclusion
Urinary stress incontinence prevalence was determined as 25.1% in the present study carried out
to determine the prevalence of urinary stress incontinence and the related factors in women who were
over 15 years of age, married, gave birth and lived
in the area of Emek Health Care Center. Age, the
number of delivery, vaginal delivery, incontinence
history in pregnancy, urinary stress incontinence in
past and having cystocele at present were found to
have direct effects on urinary stress incontinence.
Midwives and nurses who participate in the recent multidisciplinary studies on incontinence services are expected to have necessary knowledge
and be equipped on urinary stress incontinence and
make researches on this matter. Health education
of midwives and nurses on this matter are considered to be useful for the determination of the urinary stress incontinence frequency in women and
the determination of related factors the diagnosis
and treatment of group under risk, prevention of
urinary stress incontinence, and the reduction of
treatment costs of urinary stress incontinence.
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Abstract
Objectives: To examine the clinical utility of
the first-trimester maternal serum levels of pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A)
and free beta-human chorionic gonadotropoin (fβhCG) in their ability to predict intrauterine growth
retardation (IUGR).
Methods: This was a prospective observational
study of subjects attending the first-trimester combined screening program for Down syndrome in a
university policlinic over a 1-year period. It included
700 pregnant women between ten and thirteen weeks
of pregnancy. As part of screening for trisomy 21, all
patients were tested for values of
 pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A) and free beta- human chorionic gonadotropin (fβ-hC G ), combined
with the nuchal translucency (NT). The biochemical
markers were converted to multiples of the expected
normal median for a pregnancy of the same gestation
(MoM). Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used
for association between variables. The study excluded examinees whose fetuses shown chromosomal
or structural changes, as well as patients who suffered from chronic pathologies, i.e. chronic hypertension and insulin-related diabetes.
Results: During the study period, 700 women
met the inclusion criteria. Analysis of crossing categoris of PAPP- AMoM findings of pregnant women
in relation to the distribution by IUGR showed that
there was no statistically significant difference (χ2
= 1.367, df = 1, p> 0.05), as in all categories PAPPAMoM (i.e. in values up to and over 2.5) percentage
of the IUGR incidence was nearly equal. Analysis
of crossing categories of freehCGMoM findings in
pregnant women in relation to the distribution by
IUGR showed that there was no statistically significant difference (χ2 = 0.355, df = 1, p> 0.05), as
in all freehCGMoM categories (i .e., in values up
190

to and over 2.5) the percentage of IUGR incidence
was nearly equal. Analysis of IUGR, PIH and gestational diabetes association showed that the only
statistically significant corre lation exists between
IUGR and PIH. (p<0,01).
Conclusions: Therefore, neither hormone could be used individually as a clinical test for subsequent abnormal fetal growth; nevertheless,
this is an important finding because it may enable the development of an algorithm to estimate
an individualized risk of future development of
fetal growth restriction based on multiple factors,
including the first-trimester biochemical markers.
The clinical value of using these hormonal levels
to predict and manage fetal growth restriction
requires further investigation.
Key words: Intrauterine growth retardation;
pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A; free betahuman chorionic gonadotropoin; prediction; firsttrimester biochemical markers
Introduction
Intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) is multifactorial heterogeneous pathology (1) and therefore it is impossible to give unique recommendation for its detection. In clinical practice, early
detection of fetuses at risk to develop growth restrictions or those that have already developed it is
crucial for establishing an intensive program for
fetal monitoring, aimed to define the most appropriate time for parturition (2).
Although ultrasound remains the standard
technique for IUGR detection and fetal monitoring, examining biochemical indicators, such as
IGF-I in umbilical cord blood, may result in more
precise ultrasound estimates (3). In addition, biochemical parameters in maternal serum may have
role in assessing the risk of IUGR. hCG levels of
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2.0 MoM in maternal serum in the second trimester of pregnancy are associated with two or three
times higher risk of IUGR. (4)
Although the connection between high levels
of hCG in the second trimester and IUGR was
widely investigated, it is still a controversial issue.
Several authors have declared that there was a significant increase in the level of hCG in maternal
serum in the second trimester of pregnancy in patients developing IUGR, ranged from 1: 21 to 2.5
MoM, and approximately 2-3 times higher increase in risk of IUGR-a was reported in patients with
inexplicably high levels of hCG in the second quarter of pregnancy (4.5).
However, IUGR is closely associated with preeclamps i a and it is very confusing factor, since
the pathological features of preeclampsia include
excessive placental secretion of hCG. The study
aimed to resolve this issue has shown that hCG
levels i n the second trimester were not high in
women w h o delivered growth retarded fetuses,
and who did not develop later preeclampsia (6).
Measurements of PAPP-A in pregnancy resulted in optimistic conclusions especially regarding
the prediction of occurrence of various obstetric
abnormalities. PAPP-A in maternal serum are detected even in the 8th week of gestation and then
they increase through the pregnancy (4). PAPP-A
in maternal serum, measured between 8th and 13th
weeks of gestation were significantly reduced in
pregnan c ies with Down syndrome, on average,
2.5 times (7). Interestingly, the levels of PAPP-A
in maternal serum achieve normal values between

17 and 19 weeks of gestation (8).
Intraut e rine growth retardation (IUGR) continues to be an important determinant of perinatal
mortality and morbidity in modern obstetrics (9).
Physical evidence of abnormal fetal growth typically becomes apparent in the second half of pregnancy, although recent studies have suggested that
indicators of aberrant fetal growth may be present
as early as in the first trimester (10). In particular,
two rec e nt large prospective studies have shown
that reduced pregnancy-associated plasma proteinA (PAPP-A) levels are associated with an increase
in incidence of low birth weight (LBW) or delivery
of small-for-gestational age (SGA ) infants (11,12).
Crown-r u mp length (CRL) measured in the first
trimester is also strongly related to both PAPP-A

levels and birth weight but it was not taken into account in these studies (13). Therefore, it is unknown
whether PAPP-A is an independent factor of fetal
growth. Furthermore, PAPP-A is also known to be a
protease of various insulin-like growth factor binding proteins (IGFBPs) (14). Since the expression
and action of these binding proteins may be tissue
specific (15), PAPP-A may, therefore, have differential effects on fetal growth of different tissues, as
well as the overall fetal weight.
The ability to predict subsequent abnormal fetal growth in the first trimester could enable more
approp r iate fetal surveillance and management,
which might potentially reduce prenatal complications due to fetal growth abnormalities. At present, there is no information concerning the effect
of first-trimester biochemical markers on different
fetal growth parameters in the mid-trimester of
pregnancy. Therefore, the aim of the present study
was to investigate the relationship between maternal levels of first-trimester biochemical markers
and intrauterine growth retardation.
Materials and methods
This was a prospective observational study of
subje c ts attending the first-trimester combined
screening program for Down syndrome in a university policlinic over a 1-year period. It included
700 p r egnant women between ten and thirteen
weeks of pregnancy. As part of screening for trisomy 2 1, all patients were tested for values of
pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A)
and beta- human chorionic gonadotropin (βHCG),
combined with the nuchal translucency (NT).
The s t udy excluded examinees whose fetuses
shown chromosomal or structural changes, as well as
patients who suffered from chronic pathologies, i.e.
chronic hypertension and insulin-related diabetes.
The analysis included the processing of a database consisting of: medical history, demographic
data, ultrasound findings and biochemical results.
We analyzed a database of coded variables in
order to have better results readability and understanding. For the purpose of our study two aforementioned biochemical parameters, free hCGβ and
PAPP-A, were analysed, and some of mentioned
pregnancy complications, that is IUGR, with other
data recorded in a specially designed database.
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Results

Table 1. Review of variables in database
Title
Place
Age groups

Previous deliveries

Previous abortions
Complications in pregnancy
Delivery terms

Infant body weight at birth

Value
University policlinic
<25
25-35
35+
Pd 0
pd 1
pd 2
pd>2
pd-previous deliveries
No
Yes
No
Yes
Preterm
In term
Prolonged
<2500 g.
2500-3000 g.
3000-4000 g.
>4000 g.

During the study period, 700 women were eligible, according to the inclusion criteria.
Table 2. Number of IUGR pregnancies in our study
Characteristic
No
IUGR
Yes
Total

Biochemical analysis of PAPP-A was performed using the immunofluorescence kit (Wallac
DELFIA Xpress). Immunofluorescence kit (DELFIA Xpress Wellac) was used for free hCGβ. Doses were analyzed in the dual degree. Results are
expressed as multiple median (MoM) of specific
gestational periods (EG). Measurement of CrownRump Length (CRL) and nuchal translucency
(NT) were performed by using endovaginal probe.
The risk for Down syndrome was assessed using
a LifeCycle software (version 2.2.4 PerkinElmer
Life Sciences, Wallac Oy). Patients positive for
screening, were grouped in the category of the real
risk of Down syndrome, within extent over 1: 380,
in accordance with indicative benchmarks, advising them to do chromosome analysis, both by villocentesis (CVS) and amniocentesis (A).
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used
for association between variables (PAPP-A-free
HCGβ) and each of the opposite outcomes. Statistical analysis was done by using Microsoft Excel
ND Sigmastat version 3.1. Sensitivity and false
positivity for all gynaecological complications
were tested to identify any contradictory outcaste.
Statistically, the p-value under 0.05 was taken into
account.
192

F
664
36
700

%
94,9
5,1
100,0

The analysis showed that the distribution of numerical values in our work was around the normal
(Kolmogorov Smirnov z was everywhere 1.96, p>
0.05), which allowed the use of parametric methods in the further analysis.
Table No. 4 shows descriptive values of parameters for the numerical elements of our work in
relation to the distribution by IUGR attribute for
the entire group of examinees.
Analysis showed that compared to the IUGR
distribution there was no statistically significant differences in mean values of all analyzed parameters
in Table No. 4, except for values relating to the delivery week (t = 2.033, p <0.05), and it is the result
of higher average values of women in the group
where IUGR was not reported. There was no statistically significant difference in other compared
numerical features (p> 0.05) by IUGR distribution.

Graph 1. Incidence of pregnant women in relation to IUGR and birth weight up to 2500 g.
The analysis of crossing IUGR categories in
pregnant women in relation to the distribution
by birth weight under 2500 g showed that there
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Table 3. Descriptive parameters for numerical characteristics in our study for target group of pregnant
women
Characteristics
PAPP-A
freehCG
Gestation week of biochemical analysis
Age
Week of delivery
PAPP-A MoM
freehCG MoM

N
700
700
700
700
700
700
700

Minimum
,160
6,000
10,000
18,000
9,000
,110
,130

Maximum
15,000
941,000
13,430
45,000
42,000
5,350
79,600

Average
2,737
70,726
11,902
31,160
39,071
1,170
1,393

SD
2,086
62,227
,783
3,739
2,912
,721
3,144

Table 4. Descriptive parameters for numerical characteristics in our study for distribution by IUGR
parameters ( 0-IUGR not found, 1- IUGR found).
Characteristics
PAPP-A
freehCG
Gestation week of biochemical analysis
Age
Week of delivery
PAPP-A MoM
freehCG MoM

IUGR
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

was a high statistically significant difference (χ2 =
174,531; df = 1; p < 0,01), and it occurs because
women with IUGR more frequently had infant
birth weight under 2500 g., which was expected.

N
664
36
664
36
664
36
664
36
664
36
664
36
664
36

Average
2,75
2,366
69,843
87,003
11,898
11,964
31,150
31,440
39,120
38,110
1,175
1,094
1,386
1,516

SD
2,100
1,791
58,682
108,698
,781
,823
3,743
3,699
2,913
2,755
,710
,916
3,201
1,815

SE
,081
,298
2,277
18,115
,030
,137
,145
,616
,113
,459
,027
,152
,124
,302

As in the previous table, the same situation was
reported, that is, in women with detected IUGR, birth
weight more often ranged between 2500-3000 g.
than in examinees in whom IUGR was not detected.
The analysis of crossing IUGR categories in pregnant women in relation to the distribution by birth
weight of 2500-3000 g. showed a high statistically
significant difference (χ2 = 12.212, df = 1, p <0.01).
Graph no. 2 and no. 3 clearly show that among
our examinees there was no women with birth
weight of their newborns over 3000 g.
Table 5. Incidence of pregnant women obtained
by crossing their age categories and IUGR
Age categories
< 25
25-35 Over 35 Total
years years
years
IUGR

Graph 2. Incidence of pregnant women in relation
to IUGR and birth weight of 2500-3000 g.
Journal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H

Total

No
Yes

23
1
24

523
26
549

118
9
127

664
36
700
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Analysis of crossing categories of freehCGMoM findings in pregnant women in relation to
the distribution by IUGR showed that there was
no statistically significant difference (χ2 = 0.355,
df = 1, p> 0.05), as in all freeHCGMoM categories (i.e., in values up to and over

2.5) the percentage of IUGR incidence was nearly equal.
Table 8. Incidence of pregnant women obtained by
crossing categories of preterm delivery and IUGR
IUGR

Characteristics
Preterm
Delivery
Total

Graph 3. Incidence of pregnant women in relation to IUGR and birth weight of 3000-4000 g.
The analysis of crossing age categories of
pregnant women in relation to the distribution by
IUGR showed that there was no statistically significant difference (χ2 = 1.217, df = 2, p> 0.05), as in
all age categories (i.e., in both younger and older )
percentage of IUGR incidence were nearly equal.
Table 6. Incidence of pregnant women obtained
by crossing categories of PAPP-AMoM and IUGR
Characteristics
PAPPAMoM1
Total

Up to 2,5
over 2,5

IUGR
No
636
28
664

Yes
33
3
36

Total

IUGR

Analysis of crossing categoris of PAPPAMOM findings of pregnant women in relation
to the distribution by IUGR showed that there was
no statistically significant difference (χ2 = 1.367,
df = 1, p> 0.05), as in all categories PAPP-AMOM
(i.e. in values up to and over 2.5) percentage of the
IUGR incidence was nearly equal.
Table 7. Incidence of pregnant women obtained by
crossing categories of freeHCGMoM and IUGR
Characteristics
freeHCGMoM1
Total

194

Up to 2,5
Over 2,5

IUGR
No
625
39
664

Yes
33
3
36

Total
658
42
700

Yes
24
12
36

Total
620
80
700

Analysis of crossing findings related to preterm
delivery in pregnant women compared to the distribution by category of intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) showed a high statistically significant
difference (χ2 = 17.990, df = 1, p <0.01), and it occurs because intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR)
is more rarely found in women who have not experienced preterm deliveries (PRET) (96.2%), compared to those with preterm delivery (85.0%).
Table 9. Correlation between IUGR, PIH and gestation diabetes of pregnant women in our study
Characteristics

669
31
700

No
Yes

No
596
68
664

PIH

Diabgest
** p < 0,01

Statistical
IUGR
parameters

ρ
p
N
ρ
p
N
ρ
p
N

PIH

Diabgest

,126(**)
,001
700

-,040
,291
700
,034
,372
700

Analysis of IUGR, PIH and gestational diabetes association showed that the only statistically
significant correlation exists between IUGR and
PIH. All other correlations analyzed in Table 9
were not statistically significant.
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Discussion
Since the discovery of PAPP-A and-hCG fβ,
there has been an increasing evidence that extreme levels of these hormones are associated with
IUGR. However, many of studies in which they
have been investigated have been retrospective
with potential bias in the definition of gestational
age, one of the most common confounding factors
in the prediction of birth weight (10).
PAPP-A has been identified as a protease for
IGFBPs, in particular IGFBP-4 16), and IGFBP-2
(17) and IGFBP-5 (18). As IGFBPs bind insulinlike growth factors (IGF-I and IGF-II), and hence
inhibit their interaction with cell surface receptors
(19), lower levels of PAPP-A would be expected to
be associated with reduction in IGF activity and thus
growth, and vice versa. Moreover, the location and
action of these IGFBPs may be tissue specific (15).
For example, IGFBP-4 is found abundantly in fibroblasts and osteoblasts (15,19), while the highest
level of IGFBP-2 is found in hepatic tissue (15). In
fact, in vitro and in vivo experiments have shown
the positive effects of PAPP-A on bone growth by
inhibiting IGFBP-4 (20).
Other possible causes of FGR include major
structural abnormalities of the placenta (placental
hemangioma, abnormal cord insertion, placenta bilobata) or abnormal localization of the placenta (e.g.,
placenta previa) (4). IUGR increases for two to three
times, especially in pregnant women with hypersensitive disorders (4), and severity of hypertension is
directly associated with IUGR, which was found in
our work. Smoking (21), poor maternal nutrition
(22), maternal malnutrition, and the presence of a
chronic disease of mothers (23) or congenital infection, is associated with the development of IUGR-a.
Histopathological studies have shown that the
placenta with IUGR have villi with limited angiogenesis due to less presence of endothelial vascular growth factor (24,25), which is related to the
fact that the placenta cannot transfer oxygen and
as a consequence the decrease in the mean of pO2
occurs. Preeclempsia, as one of the main factors
contributing to IUGR, causes intravascular coagulation, fibrin deposition in the spiral arteries, and,
consequently, placental hypoperfusion (26-29).
The results of previous studies that investigated
the relationship between fβ-hCG and fetal growth

were inconclusive. Morssink et al. (30) performed a small case-controlled study comparing 73
SGA pregnancies, 87 pregnancies with a preterm
delivery and 292 matched normal controls. They
found no association between either fβ-hCG or
PAPP-A with subsequent fetal growth restriction
or preterm delivery, which was the case in our
study. Also our study found statistical differences in the correlation between IUGR and preterm
delivery. Ong et al. studied more than 5000 cases
and found no difference in fβ-hCG levels in SGA
pregnancies compared to controls (31). Smith et
al. showed that low fβ-hCG was associated with
IUGR in a study population of over 8000. However, this relationship was lost after adjusting for
PAPP-A (13). Krantz et al. (12), in another study of over 8000 subjects, found that an extremely
low fβ-hCG level (<1st percentile) was associated
with a relative risk of fetal growth restriction (4).
Both, maternal and fetal IGF-I affect the metabolism of the placenta, thus regulating the availability
of substrates required for fetal growth (32). It seems
that IGF in mothers and fetus are regulated independently, because there is no association between
levels of IGF-I in maternal serum and cord serum.
So, IGF-I of mothers may affect fetal growth only
through its effect on placental function (33).
Conclusion of the study conducted in 2009,
confirms that the low level of PAPP-A is significantly associated with increased risk of intrauterine growth retardation (34). The study observing
PAPP-A and ADAM12 as markers for intrauterine
growth retardation, through their role in the insulinlike growth factors, was carried out. In cases that
have resulted in poor fetal growth, levels of PAPPA and ADAM12 from 11 to 14 weeks of pregnancy
were significantly lower than normal in this example (35). Fox et al. study also confirmed that PAPPA is a useful marker for the identification of fetal
growth retardation in the second trimester (36).
Previous studies have shown a relationship
between a high second-trimester total hCG level
with poor fetal growth (4). The mechanism for the
negative correlation between fβ-hCG and growth
requires further investigation.
Therefore, neither hormone could be used individually as a clinical test for subsequent abnormal
fetal growth; nevertheless, this is an important finding because it may enable the development of an
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algorithm to estimate an individualized risk of future development of fetal growth restriction based
on multiple factors, including the first-trimester
biochemical markers.
Reduction of PAPP-A in maternal serum is independent of changes in the synthesis of this protein in the placenta, because presence of PAPP-A
mRNA is not significantly reduced in the placenta
with Down syndrome. Moreover, the correlation
between levels of PAPP-A in serum and tissue
disappears in pregnancies with Down syndrome.
These data lead to the conclusion that the decrease
in PAPP-A in maternal serum is posttranslational
and that it can be caused by changes in the mechanisms of placental secretion, or changes in the stability of secreted proteins (37).
Lower levels of PAPP-A in the first trimester
may suggest that the fetus will be small but normal
baby. On the other hand, it can be speculated that
the small placenta is responsible for poorer fetal
growth, so there is a subgroup of normal pregnancies in which the size or capacity of the placenta
limits fetal growth (4).
Extreme carefulness is required in obstetric advice to realize that every test has limited power to
predict the absolute risk for an individual.
The clinical value of using these hormonal levels to predict and manage fetal growth restriction
requires further investigation.
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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of asthma education on the clinical condition of children with asthma.
Methods: A descriptive, quasi-experimental, and single-group pre-post test study design
was conceived. The study sample consisted of 46
mothers and their children with asthma being monitored at the Allergy-Immunology Polyclinic, an
education and research hospital in Istanbul. Both
the children and their mothers were given asthma
education, which was followed up after 6 months.
Result: It was determined that the clinical condition of the children showed a significant difference (P < .05) at follow-up compared to baseline.
The difference in clinical symptoms (shortness of
breath, coughing, phlegm, and wheezing) between their status at baseline and their condition on
the day of the interview following the education
intervention was not significant (P> .05). Absence
from school dropped significantly (P< .05) after
the education intervention.
Conclusion: The findings suggest that if children are given asthma education and taught how to
live with asthma, this can lead to an improvement
in their clinical condition and a high standard of
care to asthmatic children.
Key words: Asthma, patient education, child.
Introduction
The incidence of asthma is increasing across
the world, especially in industrial countries [1,2].
It is predicted that one out of every ten children
in Turkey has asthma [3]. Asthma causes a significant burden, not only by increasing the costs
of health care, but also by reducing the ability of
children to attend school and limiting their participation in social and family life [1].
198

Although preventive therapy is needed in the
treatment of asthma, health professionals are more
often likely to be involved in attack treatment and
emergency care of asthma attacks. Management of
asthma often focuses on ‘crisis intervention’, that
is, the disease is addressed only when a problem
occurs [4,5,6].
Asthma education is an effective intervention in
the treatment of asthma [4]. Current guidelines for
the management of asthma place great emphasis
on the importance of appropriate training and education of those suffering from the disorder [1]. The
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
clinical practice guidelines strongly recommend that
health professionals educate children with asthma
and their caregivers about self-management [7,8].
An educational program designed to help patients cope with self-care in asthma should be focused on improving their knowledge of risk factors, treatment principles, and ways of avoiding
the side-effects of the medication taken [1,3,9,10]
Asthma education aims to reduce exacerbations, because the patient or the caregiver will be
able to recognize early warning signs and act accordingly. This will lead to shorter hospital stays,
decrease the effects of hospitalization, and reduce
exposure to side effects from repeated courses of
oral corticosteroids. It may also result in decreased
disruption of the family unit, decreased hospital
and individual expenses, patient empowerment,
and reduced absenteeism from school [4,7,10, 11].
In recent years, paediatric nurses have incorporated an important educational element into their
role and have become indispensable members of
multi-disciplinary teams with the ability to influence healthcare behavior [10]. Nurses can help improve the clinical condition of children by teaching
patients and their parents how to live with asthma
[1,6,12]. The National Asthma Education Program
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proposes that an effective way to provide such a
service is to train nurses in asthma education.
In Turkey, asthma education is generally not
given to children with asthma or their families.
Furthermore, there has been no research on the
literature that evaluates the impact of asthma education provided to children with asthma and their
families by nurse educators. The present study reveals the effects of asthma education provided by
nurses on children with asthma and their mothers.
The purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of asthma education on the clinical condition of children with asthma.
Method
Study design
We developed a descriptive, quasi-experimental
and single-group pre-post test study design. As a
descriptive study, the demographic characteristics
and clinical status of children with asthma were
determined. In the quasi-experimental aspect of the
study, children and their mothers were offered asthma education. The children’s clinical conditions before and after the intervention were compared.
The impact of the education on the condition of
children with asthma were assessed (without any
other intervention being undertaken) and on the
basis of the clinical classification decided upon by
national and international consensus.
Sample
This study was conducted on mothers and their
asthmatic children being treated in the Allergy-Immunology Policlinic of an education and research
hospital in Istanbul. The universe of the study was
500 children with asthma and their mothers who
attended this polyclinic. The sample consisted of
50 children and their mothers who consented to
participate in the study. Four children were excluded from the study because of their failure to
attend the follow-up assessment after the education intervention. The final sample consisted of the
remaining 46 children and mothers.
The criteria for sample included asthmatic children in the 7–17 age group and their mothers; neither
group had any accompanying psychiatric problems.

Procedure
Data was gathered using the ‘Information Sheet
for Children with Asthma’ and the ‘Follow-up
Sheet for Children with Asthma’ developed by the
researchers. Each sheet consisted of 28 questions.
The ‘Information Sheet for Children with Asthma’
was based on the literature [3,8,9] and the recommendations of specialists.
The ‘Information Sheet for Children with Asthma’ was completed before the education sessions
with the mothers began. The children in the study
group received asthma management education together with their mothers. The education program
made use of exposition, questions and answers,
posters, group discussions, and other similar materials and techniques. The educational program
was designed for groups of 8–10 participant
mothers and children. A total of six groups attended the education program, and the duration of
each session was approximately 50 minutes. The
educational content was the same for each group.
The program was delivered by a nurse-educator
experienced in asthma management. The asthma
education interventions were developed based on
the NHLBI guidelines for asthma education. This
guideline recommends that providers educate patients and their caregivers on four major topics:
basic facts about the pathophysiology of asthma,
correct usage of medications, techniques for monitoring symptoms, and the importance of avoiding triggers [8]. At the end of the education, the
children and their mothers were given a self-help
booklet entitled ‘Living with Asthma’.
Children in the study group were evaluated and
assessed again six months later using the ‘Followup Sheet for Children with Asthma’.
Ethical considerations
The study has been approved by theEthical
Committee of the İstanbul Göztepe Training and
Research Hospital and an informed content from
was obtained from the mothers.
Analysis
The data were evaluated with the SPSS program (v.11.0; Chicago, IL, USA). Percentages,
means, Wilcoxon tests, and McNemar tests were
used for the statistical analysis. A P value of 0.05
or less was considered significant.
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Results
The research questionnaire was completed by
46 paediatric patients with a diagnosis of asthma.
Among the children in the study group, 65.2%
were boys. The age range of the children was 7–17
years with a mean age of 9.2 (Standart Derivation
(SD) = 2.2) years. In addition, 52.2% of the children had a family history of asthma.
There was a significant difference between the
frequency of asthma symptoms in the last month

before the children came in for the follow-up and
the frequency after the education program was
over (Z: -2.624, P= .00) (Table 1).
There was a significant drop in the percentage
of children waking up with asthma symptoms in
the month before they came in for their check-up
compared to before the education intervention (Z:
-2.400, P=.01) (Table 1). There was a statistically significant decrease (Z: -3.050, P=.00) in the
number of children experiencing asthma attacks

Table 1. Clinical Status of Asthmatic Children Before and After Education Intervention
Clinical symptoms
Frequency of asthma symptoms
Less than once a week
A few times a week
Every day
Waking with asthma symptoms
Present
Absent
Frequency of symptoms during the night
Less than twice a month
More than twice a month
A few times a week
Every night
Reduction in daily activity
Present
Absent
Asthma attack during exercise
Present
Absent

Before education
n
%
23
50.0
13
28.3
10
21.7

After education
n
%
34
73.9
10
21.7
2
4.4

*Z

p

-2.624

.00

30
16

65.2
34.8

21
25

45.7
54.3

-2.400

.01

27
12
4
3

58.7
26.1
8.7
6.5

35
10
1
-

76.1
21.7
2.2
-

-2.281

.02

23
23

50.0
50.0

7
39

15.2
89.9

-1.935

.05

36
10

78.2
21.7

32
14

69.5
30.4

-3.050

.00

*Z= Wilcoxon tests

Table 2. Distribution of Clinical Symptoms in Asthmatic Children at Baseline and Follow-Up
Clinical
Symptoms
Coughing
Day
Night
Wheezing
Day
Night
Dyspnoea
Day
Night
Sputum
Day
Night

Before Education
Present
Absent
n
%
n
%

After Education
Present
Absent
n
%
n
%

25
15

54.3
32.7

21
31

45.7
67.4

20
17

43.5
37.0

26
29

18
10

39.1
21.7

28
36

60.9
78.3

13
11

28.3
23.9

10
7

21.7
15.2

36
39

78.3
84.8

8
8

17
14

37.0
30.4

29
32

63.0
69.6

23
11

*Z

p

56.5
63.0

-1.091
-447

.27
.65

33
35

72.7
76.1

-1.043
-229

.29
.81

17.4
17.4

38
38

82.6
82.6

-500
-258

.61
.79

50.0
23.9

23
35

50.0
76.1

-1.225
-832

.22
.40

*Z=Wilcoxon tests
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during exercise after the education program compared to the period before (Table 1).
In assessing the children’s clinical condition
on the day of the interview, there was no statistically significant difference in the frequency of the
children’s day and night coughing, wheezing, dyspnoea, and sputum symptoms compared to before
the education intervention (Table 2).
The number of children with asthma who were
absent from school due to their illness was determined to average 3.00 ± 1.68 days per semester
after the education program, whereas it had averaged 4.73 ± 5.67 days beforehand. School absenteeism decreased significantly after the education
program was completed (Z = -2.22, P = .02).
In the six-month follow-up period after the
education intervention, it was determined that
69.6% of the children in the study group did not
suffer any attacks, 21.8% experienced one attack,
4.3% had two attacks, and 4.3% had three attacks.
While 4.3% of the children were taken to the
emergency room once in the follow-up period,
only 2.2% were taken twice; the percentage of
children who were not taken was 93.5%.
While 60.9% of the children had noticed an
asthma attack before the education program, the
percentage of awareness after the education intervention was 84.8%, indicating a statistically significant difference between the two rates (McNemar
X: 18.58, P=.00).
Discussion
Current guidelines for the management of
asthma place great emphasis on the importance of
appropriate training and education of those suffering from the disorder [8]. Patients’ participation in
evaluating and monitoring their symptoms is essential, as is avoiding factors that may release allergens
to which the patient is sensitive. Understanding the
principles of treatment and the need for systematic
medication is equally important [1,3,4].
It is known that the attacks of children with
asthma mostly increase in the night and that the
children are seriously troubled by the complaints.
After the education intervention, there was a reduction in the frequency of asthma symptoms and
in waking up with asthma symptoms in the last
month before the children came in for their check-

ups. The evidence suggests that paediatric asthma
self-management training and education interventions have favourable effects in reducing the number of days of asthma symptoms that a child with
asthma experiences [13,14]. The education program may have changed the false knowledge and
beliefs of the families and children, thus changing
their attitudes toward their disease and teaching
them to live with asthma.
Asthma has a great influence on the physical
activity of children. This influence is already apparent in pre-school children, and for children of
school age, it is associated with their frequently
having to be excused from gymnastic classes
[1,3,15,16]. Guendelman et al., 2003 reported a
statistically significant effect of a decrease in the
proportion of children with asthma who reported
any restricted-activity days following paediatric
asthma self-management education. It was determined that the number of children who had a decrease in daily activity and those who had attacks
triggered by exercise decreased after the education
program. This evidence shows a favourable effect
of paediatric asthma self-management training
and education on reducing the mean number of
restricted-activity days for children with asthma.
Clinical symptoms reduction is an important
goal in asthma. It is expected that symptoms are
alleviated in children who learn to live with the
disease. On the day of the interview after the education program, it was found that day and night
coughing, wheezing, dyspnoea, and sputum symptoms of the children had not decreased significantly compared to the period before the training. It
has been reported that asthma symptoms during
the day and night decreased with group education
and individual training programs [11,17,18]
Children with asthma spend a significant time
in school. In this study, school absenteeism among
children was found to significantly decrease after
the education intervention. Similarly, it has been
reported that school absenteeism significantly decreased in groups that received training [4,11,13].
In the follow-up period after the education intervention, it was determined that 69.6% of the
children in the study group did not suffer any attacks. Studies have determined that asthma education led to a decrease in emergency room and
hospital presentations [7,13,18,19].
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There are some limitations in this study. One
study limitation was the inability to assess the differences in outcomes between different age groups.
In addition, there were difficulties in recruiting participants. While this difficulty is true for any educational program, we used interactive strategies to
motivate families to become active participants in
the management of their children’s asthma. Our
program is unique in that it incorporates the principles of group learning for children or for both
children and their mothers, and it includes educational intervention. The educational program was
originally planned for two sessions, but because the
patients in the study group did not wish to attend a
second session, only one session took place.
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Abstract
Objective: Clinical examination is still the significant way to diagnose the Parkinson’s disease (PD). The metabolic changes in serum in PD
were explored using a metabonomics approach
based on 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy. The aim of this study is to classify
two groups of patients and healthy persons using
multiple measured descriptors.
Materials and methods: Fifty-two serum samples were collected in total: twenty-five cases and
twenty-seven controls. The main variable selection
method in this work was multiple linear regression
(MLR) step wise. After arable selection, by applying
counter propagation artificial neural network (CPANN) classification methods, we significantly separated our patient group from the control group.
Results: Our descriptors consisted of very-lowdensity lipoprotein (VLDL), 3-hydroxybutyrate,
myoinositol, dimethylamine and glutamine. The
score and loading plots of the first two components explain 84.09% of the total information.
Conclusions: The findings of the present study reveal new differentiating metabolites for PD.
This metabolite may provide diagnostic tools as
well as insight into potential targets for prevention
and disease therapy.
Key words: Nuclear magnetic resonance,
Parkinson’s disease, Counter propagation artificial
neural network, Multiple linear regression.
Introduction
PD is a progressive disorder and is the second
most common neurodegenerative disorder. The incidence is approximately similar in the world, with
the prevalence increasing in proportion to regional
increases in population longevity with about 1% affected over the age of 65 years and more than 4%
of the population affected by the age of 85 years
[1]. PD is a challenging diagnosis and the gold stan204

dard of diagnosis is still clinical examination. There
are many biomarkers that were studied for PD but
the results are not conclusive [2]. PD may generate perturbations characteristic in the metabolome
and such alteration can be applied as the marker
for disease diagnosis. Metabonomics could be considered as “the quantitative measurement of the
dynamic multi-parametric metabolic feedback of
biosystems to physiological and pathophysiological stimuli or genetic alteration”. Meta and nomos
means ‘’change’’ and ‘’a set of laws’’ respectively
[3]. Jeremy Nicholson at Imperial College London worked in toxicology, disease diagnosis and a
number of other fields using this approach for the
first time. Historically, metabonomics was one of
the first techniques applying the systems biology
approach to study of metabolism [4- 6]. NMR is
known as the ideal technology to initiate the fields
of metabolomics and metabonomics because of its
extensive use for “classical” metabolic studies and
its exceptional capability to handle complex metabolite mixtures [7- 8]. NMR still has a number
of unique privileges whilst other technologies such
as Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) and Liquid Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) are highly being applied in metabolomics. NMR is a non-biased, non-destructive
and easily quantifiable technique which requires
little or no separation and allows the detection of
new compounds. NMR is particularly amenable to
those compounds which are less compatible with
GC-MS or LC-MS analysis such as sugars, amines,
volatile ketones. NMR moreover is an insensitive
technique, with a lower detection limit of about
1–5 μM and a need for relatively large sample size
(500 μL). However, with the recent introduction
of higher field magnets (900 MHz), cryogenically
cooled probes which enhance signal by a factor of
3 and small-volume microprobes (60 μL), some of
these sensitivity factors are taking less into concern.
This spectral complication has led to the develop-
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ment of processing and interpreting metabonomics
NMR data.
In chemometrics approach after recording the
spectral patterns and intensities, the recorded data
will be statistically compared and used to classify the relevant spectral features that differentiate sample groups [7- 10]. The complex NMR
spectral profiles resulting from this analysis were
interpreted with data reduction and chemometrics
analysis [4] such as CP- ANN and MLR.
Materials and methods
Sample collection
Blood was collected from 25 PD positive
patients and 27 healthy controls attending the
firoozgar hospital in Tehran. Samples were allowed to clot in non-anti-coagulant vacutainers
for 20 minute at room temperature and serum was
separated after centrifugation for 10 minutes at
2500 rpm and room temperature. Aliquots of the
serum were stored at −80 ◦C until assayed.
HNMR spectroscopy
For NMR measurements, 10%D2O (Deuterium
oxide, 99.9%D, Aldrich Chemicals Company) was
used to for NMR signal locking. Bruker DRX500NMR operating at 500.13MHz and 5 mm high
quality NMR tubes (Sigma Aldrich., RSA) were
used for data acquisition at 300 K. For all NMR
samples 4,4-Dimethyl-4-Silapentane-1-Sulfonic
acid (DSS) was added as internal reference substance [11] and standard 1D spectrum, Carr–Pucell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) spectra with spin
echo sequence π/2-tD-π-tD, were acquired for plasma
samples to assuage protein and lipoprotein’s broad
signals .A total of 128 transients were collected for
plasma. Acquisition parameters: 32 k data points, a
spectral width of 8389.26 Hz, an acquisition time of
1.95 s and a relaxation delay of 2s. An exponential
line-broadening function of 0.30 Hz was utilized to
Free Induction Decay (FID) prior to Fourier transformation. Phase and baseline correction were applied for all spectra and the plasma spectra were
referenced to DSS (δ=0 ppm).
Data reduction of NMR data
The spectra were reduced to a series of descriptors in order to maximize the chances of using all

the metabolic information in the spectra and to
provide a reproducible procedure [12-14]. Phase
and baseline correction were required as an initial processing step and this is followed usually by
a data reduction. Each spectral integral regarded
as a metabolic descriptor which can be utilized
to explore similarities or differences in the data
based on individual’s biochemistry [10]. For all
plasma 1HNMR spectra, the data were normalized
to constant total intensity by means of prometab
(version prometab_v1_1).The 0.2- 10.0 parts per
million (ppm) spectral regions were decreased to
segments of an equal width of 0.04 ppm. The water resonance (4.6-5.0 ppm) was deleted from each
subdivided spectrum [15-16].
Statistical analysis
Orthogonal signal correction (OSC)
Metabonomics along with 1H NMR is a proper
technique applied to analyze and interpret complex multi parametric metabolic data, and has a
wide range of applications in the development of
pharmaceuticals and systems biology. Extraneous
variation in the data such as fluctuations in either
experimental conditions or in physiological status can confound the interpretation of biological
data. In order to minimize the effect of inter- and
intra-spectrometer variation during data acquisition, and also to reduce intrinsic physiological
variation, OSC as a data filtering method can be
utilized to biofluid NMR data. This method has
several advantages; the elimination of orthogonal
variation showed features of interest in the NMR
data and also facilitated interpretation of the consequent multivariate models. Moreover, analysis
of the orthogonal variation provided a clarification
of the systematic biological alterations responsible for mystifying the original NMR data [17-20].
In this study before data analysis of NMR, OSC
was used. The data were imported into MATLAB
software (Mathworks, MA) installed with the PLS
toolbox (version2.0) for OSC and MLR.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)
MLR is a multivariate statistical technique for
examining the linear correlations between two or
more independent variables and a single dependent
variable. The general purpose of multiple linear
regression is to quantify the relationship between
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several independent or predictor variables and a
dependent variable. A set of coefficients define the
single linear combination of independent variables
(molecular descriptors) that best describes selenium. The selenium concentration for each serum
sample would then be calculated as a composite of
each molecular descriptor weighted by the respective coefficients. After OSC, the Stepwise-MLR was
applied to select the best descriptors among 205
variables. Stepwise regression can be achieved 1)
by trying out one independent variable and considering it in the regression model if it is statistically significant, 2) by including all independent variables
in the model and eliminating those which are not
statistically significant, or by a combination of both
methods. In the Stepwise method, the independent
variables were selected automatically step by step.
For variable selection, five variables were detected
(Table 1). Then the selected variables were used in
order to make a MLR.
Counter-propagation artificial neural
networks (CP-ANN)
A wide range of chemometrics method are
applied to analyze metabonomics data such as
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [21], Partial Least Square (PLS), Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN), CP-ANN and MLR [22-23]. ANN can
solve both supervised and unsupervised problems,
such as clustering and modeling of qualitative responses (classification). Among the ANN learning
strategies, Kohonen Maps and CP-ANN are the
most popular approaches and have been applied
to our study. Kohonen Maps are self-organizing
systems applied to unsupervised problems (e.g.,
cluster analysis and data structure analysis). Comparatively, CP-ANN, while similar to the Kohonen
Maps because they are based on the Kohonen
approach, combine characteristics from both supervised and unsupervised learning (i.e., CP-ANN
can build both regression and classification models).The weights of the Kohonen layer can be
analyzed by means of PCA, in order to examine
the relationship between variables and neurons in
a global way and not variable by variable [24-25].
The weight vector is adapted according to the learning law used in CP-ANN/ Kohenen method.
This method would minimize an euclidean distance between the input vector and the weight vector.
206

Thus the Kohenen weights are more modified in
comparison with original NMR integrals. A data
matrix, namely W with N2 rows and J columns,
is applied to arrange the weights of the Kohonen
layer. In this matrix N and J are the number of neurons on each side of the map and the number of
variables respectively. For instance, the element
wrj of the matrix W corresponds to the weight of
the j-th variable in the r-th neuron. As a result of
applying PCA on the W matrix, two matrices are
obtained; a loading matrix with dimension J×F
and a score matrix with dimension N2×F. In these
matrices F is the number of significant principal
components. The dependencies of neurons to variables can be obtained, with the aid of comparison of the corresponding loading and score plots
[25]. The relationship between variables and neurons can also be deduced on the basis of the relationship between variables and classes. This deduction is on basis of the fact that, when dealing
with the CP-ANNs, each neuron can be assigned
to a class. Kohonen neural network’s architecture
shows a two-dimensional grid of connected neurons, which are multidimensional vectors.
In the present study CP-ANN toolbox, which
is open source software (available at http://www.
disat.unimib.it/chm), is employed to calculate the
quoted models. Moreover, a graphical user interface (GUI) is provided. This interface assists the
model calculation and data analysis.
Results and discussion
Fifty two samples were collected in total; 25
samples were from patients, and 27 were from
the control group. The data preprocessing and the
modeling was performed utilizing Matlab (version
6.5.1, The Mathworks, Cambridge, U.K.).The dataset was divided into two parts: a training set that
was used to build a model and test set that was employed to test predictive ability of the classification model. Test set contain about 1/3 of the samples .To find the important variables influencing
the separation of the case and control groups, we
performed a stepwise MLR on the training set after application of the OSC. Metabolites present in
serum samples were identified on the basis of several previous studies .VLDL, 3-hydroxybutyrate,
myoinositol, glutamine and dimethylamine were
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Table 1. Specifications of the selected MLR Descriptors
Descriptors
1) VLDL
2) 3-hydroxybutyrate
3)myoinositol
4)glutamine
5)dimethylamine

assignment
CH2CH2CH2CO
β-CH
H4, H6
CH3
half γ-CH2

Coefficients
659.687
601.413
292.594
637.359
817.676

Mean
0.0551
0.0333
0.0239
0.01097
0.0036

Mean effect a
36.3487
20.02705
6.9929
6.9918
2.9436

a. Mean effect of a descriptor is the product of its mean and regression coefficient in the MLR model.

found to be important descriptors in this study. Table 1 shows the important descriptors with their
properties, calculated with stepwise MLR. In the
next section, these variables (five variables) were
applied in CP-ANN to make classification.
Solely applying CP-ANN on the selected variables gave no effective classification for the two groups of patients and control. Once the OSC was applied, an acceptable classification model was made.
Commonly, Kohonen maps are utilized for these comparisons, but they deal with unsupervised
issues, which are not directly treated here. Kohonen maps must also be implicitly calculated as
Kohonen layers of CP-ANNs. To find which CPANN settings are optimal, several networks need
to be evaluated by changing the number of neurons
and training epochs. Settings are then selected based on the optimization of a cross-validated, classification parameter present in the samples, such as a
non-error rate. Our settings were chosen based on
personal experience by selecting a reasonable number of epochs (200) and neurons (equaling near the
number of samples collected, 52, and constituting a
squared map with 7 neurons on each side). In Table
2, the calculated error and non-error rates of the classification index and the classification performances with reference to the test set results are shown.
These results show that CP-ANN classification model has great chance in diagnosis of PD.
Table 2. Results of analysis: error rate (ER) and
non- error rate (NER) for model and cross validation
Training set
Test set

NER
0.90
0.82

ER
0.096
0.17

Considering the above-determined settings for
the CP-ANNs, we can now gain insight into the
model by interpreting the relationships between
the samples and their variables through the Kohonen maps, i.e., measure the neurons constituting

the network. In a top map, sample results can be
projected to evaluate the data structure through the
presence of clusters or outliers. Additionally, variable importance can be analyzed by coloring the
neurons based on their neuron weights [26].
Our Kohonen top map (Figure 1) represents the
space defined by the neurons where the samples
were placed. The samples were visualized by randomly scattering their positions within the squares;
different samples were placed far apart, whereas
similar samples occupied the same neuron. In other
words, visual investigation was allowed for the data
structure by analyzing the sample positions and
their relationships. Because neurons can be colored
based on the weight values, it is possible to interpret
the sample relationships by this variable influence.

Figure 1. Coordinates of the samples in the
Kohonen top map, class 1 (control), class 2
(Parkinson’s disease)
In this research, PCA is just a part of CP-ANN
results and it shows that which metabolites separate
patients from control group and how metabolites’
effect could be described (positively or negatively).
So PCA has not been used as dimension-decreasing method method. An alternative means of stu-
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dy consists of performing a PCA on the Kohonen
weights. This technique investigates the relationships between variables and samples in a global
way and not just one variable at a time [27]. PCA
is a well-known pattern-recognition technique that
projects the data in a reduced hyperspace defined
by the most significant, principal components [28].
Each neuron can be assigned to a class (when dealing with CP-ANNs), and the relationships between
variables and classes can be investigated [29].
In Figures 2 and 3, the score and loading plots
of the first two components (explaining 84.09% of
the total information) are shown. In the score plot,
each point represents a neuron from our CP-ANN
model. The neurons assigned to class 1 (the control group) are all clustered and placed at the outer
sides of the score plot. However, by comparing
both the score and loading plots, one can further
see how all the variables characterized this specific class. Variables 1, 3, 4 and 5 fall at the right of
the loading plot, which means they directly correlated with class 2 neurons; thus, these variables
characterize samples of class 2 instead of class 1.

Figure 2. Loading plot of the first two principal
components calculated on the Kohonen weights.
Each variable is labelled with its identification
number: (1) VLDL, (2) 3hydroxybutyrate, (3)
myoinositol, (4) glutamine, (5) dimethylamine

208

Figure 3. Score plot of the first two principal
components calculated on the Kohonen weights
Conclusion
In this paper we evaluated the use of CP-ANN
to build an easily interpretable predictive model to
distinguish between PD and healthy controls and
confirmed that the CP-ANN model is able to distinguish between cases and controls.
In the present work, a 1H NMR based metabonomics approach was gave an evidence for the
existence of clear metabolic differentiation between two groups (PD and control group). For the other
metabolites especially VLDL, 3-hydroxybutyrate,
myoinositol, dimethylamine and glutamine we found a reliable model according to NMR. Also in
the related articles of metabolites can be obtained
by modeling and examine how they affect disease
[29-31].For example, in PD the level of glutamine
was increased [33].Another promising aspect in
this study may suggest that it could be useful for
predicting the disease. Metabonomics can also use
in the follow up of PD patients and it may be able
to predict the response to treatment. The effects of
drug and treatment on changing metabolic models
are under study.
Since 1H NMR based metabonomics is effective to monitor the progression of disease, and
helpful to discover biomarkers of PD, we can suggest that, NMR based on metabonomics can provide the possibility for assisting in early of PD.
Therefore, further investigations are required to
establish its real usefulness in clinical practice.
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Abstract
Objectives: The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of yoga applied after coronary artery bypass graft surgery on anxiety and self-care
agency of the patients.
Methods: A total of 30 patients aged between
40 and 78, who had participated in a yoga program following coronary artery bypass graft surgery, were included in the study. A yoga program,
including breathing exercises, asanas, relaxation
and meditation, was applied to the patients in a
total of 24 sessions in the seated position on the
chair twice a week.
The sociodemographic features of the patients
were recorded. Patients’ stress levels were assessedusing the STAI-I and STAI-II anxiety inventory, and the self-care agency was evaluated using
the Exercises of Self-Care Agency (ESCA) before
and after the yoga program.
Results: The STAI-I and STAI-II scores of the
patients were seen to decrease significantly after
the yoga program compared to the scores obtained
before the yoga program (p<0.05), and the ESCA
scores were seen to increase (p<0.05).
Conclusion: It was concluded that yoga applied after coronary artery baypas graft surgery is a
valuable source that aids realize the daily activities
through reducing the anxiety levels by providing
relaxation and increasing self- care agency.
Key words: Coronary artery bypass graft surgery, yoga, anxiety, self-care agency.
Introduction
Anxiety, a negative mood developing against perceived threats, may lead to medical and
psychological outcomes when permanent or severe.1 Anxiety has been shown to be an independent risk factor in development of cardiovascular
diseases1,2,3 and outcomes of cardiac surgery.1,3,4 In

previous studies, the patients have been reported
to feel varying degrees of anxiety prior to, during,
and after coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)
surgery1,4. Although anxiety levels have been reported to decrease after surgery compared to preoperative period,5 it was reported to continue mildly
or moderately.1,6Moreover, it has been demonstrated that patients with high level of anxiety have
difficulties in coping with the disease7, the return
of these patients to active life has been delayed,8
and the quality of life has been affected.1,7
Self-care is the sum of the activities initiated and
achieved by individuals to maintain health and wellness.9 The ability to fulfil the individual’s activities
is defined as self-care agency. Having sufficient selfcare agency is being able to meet the self-care needs
adequately and sufficiently, taking the responsibility
of self health, and not being dependent on others.9,10
In this way, compliance with therapy improves and
satisfaction with life increases by prevention of acute
and chronic complications. The psychological status
of the individual also affects the response to disease.10 In the literature, early psychological management after cardiovascular surgery has been reported
to aid patients in using effective coping strategies in
their daily life.3 Moreover, stress management has
been recommended as a part of cardiac rehabilitation programs.11,12 In this respect, yoga, which is a
widely used body-mind therapy method in recent
years may be beneficial for stress management
and cardiac rehabilitation. Yoga is known to have
psychological effects2,13,14 besides beneficial physical effects in patients with chronic cardiovascular
diseases through leading to a decrease in baroreceptor sensitivity and changes in heart rate through relaxation and meditation components.2,13,15
It is of great importance for patients to be able
to maintain their lives by taking responsibility for
their treatments and care. Thus, it is necessary to
decrease the anxiety level and enhance self-care
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agency. The aim of this study was to determine
the patients’ self-reported anxiety levels and selfcare agency after CABG, and the effect of yoga on
anxiety level and self-care agency.
Methods
The study included 30 patients in a private hospital in Turkey, who participated in and completed
the yoga program applied in combination with the
standard medical therapy one month after CABG.
Before the initation of the study, approval from
the ethics committe and the hospital was obtained.
Informed consents were obtained from all the patients participating in the yoga program.
It was aimed to decrease the blood pressures
and pulse rates of the patients with a yoga program
applied one month after CABG surgery in the facility in which the study was conducted. The patients were also educated healthy nutrition during
the yoga program.
The first interviews with the patients who were
to participate in the yoga program were begun
one month after CABG surgery. The socio-demographic characteristics were recorded through faceto-face interviews. The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) and the Exercise of Self-Care Agency
Scale (ESCA) were applied. The yoga program was
applied twice a week for three months in a total of 24
sessions. Each session took one hour and included
warming and breathing exercises (10 min), asanas
(20 min), deep relaxation (15 min) and meditation
(15 min) in the seated position on the chair. Asanas
yoga was modified according to the clinical conditions of the patients. The yoga sessions were applied
by a complementary medicine specialist who had
completed her medical education on this topic and
who was experienced in cardiac rehabilitation, and
a yoga trainer who had received education in Vivekananda Yoga University in India. The STAI and
ESCA were re-applied through face-to-face intervals to the patients who completed the yoga program. The patients were asked to make comments
on the statements in the scales by themselves. Those
not participating in the yoga program twice a week
and not regularly participating in the yoga sessions
were excluded from the study.
The socio-demographic data were obtained
using the self-report questionnaire. The socio-demo212

graphic data included age (years), gender (male/female), years of education, current work-force status
(in/out), and partner status (partnered/unpartnered).
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [State
(STAI-I) and Trait (STAI-II)]: STAI, which was developed by Spielberger et al., and the reliability and
validity study, which was performed by Oner and
Le Compte in the Turkish population, were used to
determine the state and trait anxiety levels of the
patients. STAI-I and STAI-II are likert-type instruments with 4 options, ranging from “never” to “completely”. There are two types of statements in these
instruments: direct statements expressing the negative feelings and reversed statements expressing the
positive feelings. Answers for direct and reversed
statements are tallied individually, and then the total of the answers for the reversed statements are
deducted from the total of the answers for the direct
statements. A predetermined constant (STAI-I (50)
and STAI-II (35)) is added to this number. The final
calculated value represents the individual’s anxiety
score. STAI-I is a very sensitive instrument in assessing the sudden changes in emotional reactions.
STAI-II has 20 items addressing an individual’s general anxiety level. The lowest possible score is 20
(low anxiety) and the highest possible score is 80
(high anxiety). 16 This scale which was applied to
the patients before and after the yoga program was
completed in 20 minutes.
The Exercise of Self-Care Agency Scale
(ESCA): ESCA was developed by Kearney and
Fleischer and adapted to Turkish by Nahcivan
who performed the validity and reliability studies.
The scale, which focuses on the self-assessment
of the individual’s self-care actions, is composed
of 35 items. Each statement in this quintet likert
type scale is scored between 0 to 4 (0=it does not
describe me, 4=describes me very well). Eight statements are evaluated as negative and the scoring
is reversed. The lowest possible score is 35 and the
highest possible score is 140. The score reflects
the health of the individual and the ability to maintain wellness.17 This scale, which was applied
to the patients before and after the yoga program,
was completed in 10 minutes.
Data analysis: The statistical analyses were
carried out using the SPSS package program, with
a statistical significance level of p<0.05. Data
were presented in percentages and averages. The
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difference between the mean values was evaluated
using the Paired Sample t-test and Mann-Whitney
U test.

ding to the sociodemographic characteristics of
the patients before and after the yoga program
(p>0.05) (Table 1).
STAI-I, which measures the state anxiety, and
STAI-II, which measures the trait anxiety, scores were also significantly decreased compared
to the scores measured before the yoga program
(p<0.05) (Table 2).
ESCA, which measures the patients’ self-care
agency, were significantly higher after 24 sessions
of exercises compared to the score measured before the first session (p<0.05) (Table 2).

Results
Subject had a mean age of 59.4±10.9 (range,
40-78). Of the subject, 56.7% were females, 80%
were married, 66.7% were graduates of college or
above, and 56.7% worked in a full-time job.
There was no signficant difference between the
anxiety levels and self-care agency scores accor-

Table 1. Anxiety and self-care agency scores of the patients according to individual characteristics
(N=30)
Parameters

Before sessions

After sessions

n

STAI-I

STAI-II

ESCA

STAI-I

STAI-II

ESCA

Age
< 60
> 60
p-value

16
14

57.3±3.3
57.0±2.8
0.933*

58.5±4.2
57.4±4.9
0.647*

46.4±6.1
47.3±8.1
0.917*

30.9±4.3
31.8±4.5
0.545*

31.3±5.1
30.0±3.4
0.573*

81.1±6.8
80.3±8.4
0.917*

Gender
Female
Male
p-value

17
13

57.0±3.0
57.4±3.0
0.817*

57.4±5.5
58.6±2.9
0.675*

47.8±6.9
45.6±7.1
0.368*

30.2±3.4
32.8±5.1
0.213*

30.1±4.5
31.3±4.1
0.408*

80.1±8.3
81.2±6.6
1.000*

Marital status
Married
Single
p-value

24
6

57.0±3.2
58.0±1.6
0.403*

57.5±4.8
59.8±2.6
0.275*

46.1±6.6
49.8±8.3
0.337*

31.5±4.6
30.5±3.1
0.677*

31.2±4.4
29.0±4.0
0.286*

80.1±7.8
83.5±6.1
0.287*

Educational status
< College
> College
p-value

10
20

57.4±3.3
57.1±2.9
0.595*

58.5±5.5
57.7±4.1
0.321*

48.0±7.1
46.3±7.1
0.567*

33.1±4.8
30.5±3.9
0.112*

30.4±3.2
30.8±4.9
0.1000*

79.2±8.4
81.5±7.1
0.597*

Work status
Employed
Unemployed
p-value

17
13

57.5±3.0
56.7±3.0
0.569*

57.8±4.0
58.1±5.3
0.621*

48.4±7.5
45.6±6.5
0.346*

30.8±3.9
32.1±4.9
0.462*

30.8±4.6
30.4±4.2
0.834*

81.4±8.5
80.2±6.8
0.476*

STAI-I (State anxiety)
STAI-II (Trait anxiety)
ESCA (Self care agency)
*p > 0.05

Table 2. Comparison of stress and self-care agency scores of the patients (N=30)
Parameters
Anxiety level
STAI-I
STAI-II
ESCA

Before sessions x±SD

After sessions x±SD

t

p

57.2 ± 3.0
58.0 ± 4.5
46.8 ± 7.0

31.3 ± 4.3
30.7 ± 4.3
80.7 ± 7.5

31.155
24.799
-21.142

p=0.001
p=0.001
p=0.001

*p < 0.05
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Discussion
The result of the present study demonstrated that
the absence of a significant difference in terms of
anxiety levels and self-care agency according to the
individual characteristics of the patients(p>0.05)
(Table 1). It was an important finding in terms of
indicating the effect of yoga on anxiety and selfcare agency, independent from individual characteristics. In studies investigating the relationship
between the individual characteristics of the patients and anxiety levels after CABG surgery, controversial results was reported. 1,4,5 In studies investigating the self-care agency levels of patients with
chronic diseases in Turkey, the self-care agency did
not show a significant difference in terms of the
individual characteristics of the patients, similar to
the findings of the present study.9,10,18
In this study, the anxiety levels reported by the
patients were high and the self-care agency was
low one month after CABG surgery (Table 2).
This situation may arise from the inadequacy of
patients in coping with physiological, psychological and social problems, and the patients’ fulfilling
their daily activities with the help of others in the
early postoperative period, since knowledge about
the health status and the disease, and the skills and
attitudes for self-care are important for coping with
the disease. As reported in the literature, patients
experience physiological, psychological and social difficulties during the recovery period following
CABG surgery.19,20 The accompanying symptoms
affect the daily activities of the patients.8 In a study investigating the patients’ need for home care
after cardiovascular surgery, they were found to
experience physiological problems with respect
to feeding (95.6%), excretion (86.7%), activity
(100%), and sleep (88.9%) one week after discharge; physiological and social problems such as
cognition and perception (100%), self-perception
(55.5%), role and relationship (80%), sexuality
(64.5%), coping with stress and stress tolerance
(100%), value and belief (33.3%) were observed.
In the same study, an increase was determined in
problems concerning feeding, self-perception and
sexuality, and a decrease was found in other problems six weeks after discharge.21
In studies focusing on the physiological effects
of yoga in cardiovascular diseases, yoga has been
214

reported to positive effects.2,14,15,22 Besides its improving effects on the physiological symptoms
through suppressing the autonomous nervous
system, the psychological effects of yoga should
not be ignored. After CABG surgery, 20-55% of
the patients have anxiety and 20-45% experience depression.23 These conditions may lead to an
increase in mortality and a decrease in the quality
of life, since increased stress-induced cathecolamine levels have negative effects on the immune
system and cardiac health. Yoga has been reported to improve wellness13, the patients’ quality
of life,14 and the health-related attitudes through
making changes in the life style, and plays an important role in prevention of cardiovascular diseases.2 Moreover, in studies focusing on the effect
of yoga on anxiety, it was reported that well-being
and vigor improved13 besides the decrease in the
state and trait anxiety levels in patients in the yoga
group compared to that of the control group.13,24.
Furthermore, in studies conducted with breast cancer patients, yoga sessions were found to decrease
the anxiety level and improved the patients’ quality of life.13,25 In this study, the stress levels of the
patients were seen to decrease significantly after
the yoga program compared to the stress level before the yoga program (p<0.05) (Table 2). Our results verify the results of previous studies.13,22,24,25
In this study, the significant improvement in self-care agency after the yoga sessions compared to
the condition before the sessions (p<0.05) (Table
2) may have arisen from: improvement of physical health through yoga exercises, improvement of
mental health through learning how to relax, with
the yoga sessions being a social group enabling
patients to share their problems and providing
social support, enabling patients to do their daily
acitvities easier and reduction of anxiety levels.
Hence, it was demonstrated in different studies
that the physical exercise capacity of the patients
and the tolerance to daily life activities improved
following yoga sessions applied in combination
with medical therapy in cardiovascular diseases,15 and that yoga is a positive source for social
support,2,23,25 and that yoga decreased the anxiety
levels 22 and improved the quality of life.14 Although we did not encounter any studies investigating
the effect of yoga on patients’ self-care agency, a
positive correlation has been demonstrated betwe-
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en the quality of life and self-care agency in studies conducted in Turkey.10,18 Although the question whether the quality of life improves self-csre
agency or vice versa is contraversial, self-care
agency and the quality of life have been reported
to affect each other parallelly. 10
Conclusion
Patients feel fear and anxiety due to obscurity
about the future after CABG surgery. After surgery,
a negative mood such as anxiety and poor self-care
agency may negatively affect the therapy process
by impairing the compliance with therapy and may
lead to an impairment in the quality of life. Hence,
it must be taken into consideration that by providing support for physical activity, yoga applied by
proffessionals provides positive effects in cardiac
surgery for the patient and the family.
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Abstract
HIV, hepatitis B (HBV) and hepatitis C (HCV)
infections are serious problem at prison population
confirmed by the fact that in numerous countries
prevalence of these infections is many times higher
among prisoners than at general population. The study was aimed at confirming prevalence of HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C among prisoners in Bitola’s
and Prilep’s prisons, existing of coinfection and risk
factors related to that. In cross sectional study 550
prisoners were included, giving answers to structured questionnaire and in order to analyze blood
for HIV, HBV and HCV, rapid blood tests were
used in detecting antibodies. Prevalence of HCV is
0.37, HBV 0.15 and HIV prevalence is 0.0036. Co
infection prevalence of HCV/HBV is 0.009 from
the total number of examinees. Prevalence of total
co infection of HCV, HBV and HIV is 0.0018, and
total co infection of HCV and HIV is 0.0018. At
examines statistical significant connection is registered between risky behavior and HCV, HBV and
HIV positive, between intravenous drug using, joint
equipment, tattooing, not using sterile needle at tattooing, having or no constant partner, sexual intercourse with non constant partner, homosexual intercourse, sexual intercourse with intravenous drug
user for p<0.05.Performing of screening for blood
born and sexual transmitted disease is necessary in
prisons and undertaking of all measures to prevent
further spreading of infections among inmates.
Key words: Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, HIV,
drug abuse, inmates.
Introduction
HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C infections are
serious public health threat in incarcerated population, which is confiremed by the fact that in numerous countries prevalence of these infections is

many times higher among prisoners than in general population. Before admission to correctional
institutions people often have history of drug addiction, joint equipment using, risky sexual behaviors (1,2). These risky behaviors frequently continue during imprisonment leading to possibility of
transsmision of blood-born viruses such as human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus
(HBV), and hepatitis C virus (HCV) in this group
of people. (3). High prevalence of the above mentioned viruses is also due to other risk factors such
as: inadequate prison health services, previous imprisonment, tattooing (4,5,6).
Prisons are rather convenient for spreading of
diseases and there are for their studying and intervention (7). Because of that, a better knowledge of
the prevalence rates of these infections in prisons
would help better preventive measures undertaking of better planning (8,9).
Тhis study was aimed at: confirming the
prevalence of HIV, hepatitis B and C infections
in inmates, existing the co infection as well and
confirming widespread of behavioral risk factors
of occurring the above mentioned infections.
Material and methods
A cross sectional study of prevalence and risk
factors for occurring HIV, hepatitis C and hepatitis
B infection among inmates was conducted. The research was performed in 3 correctional institutions
in the Republic of Macedonia, in Skopje, Bitola and
Prilep in the period from July to December 2011.
The study sample consisted of 550 examinees, 300
from the prison Idrizovo in Skopje (males), 50 females from prison Idrizovo, 100 from prison in Bitola and 100 from prison in Prilep.
Criteria for including in the research were: age
(18 and more) and minimum 3 months stay in correctional facillitiy.
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Criteria for excluding were age (less than 18),
time at stay less than 3 months, illiteracy, mental
ineligibility.
Core questionnaire was used as a research
instrument, composed on the base of similar researches, and as a medical diagnostic tool were
used rapid tests for detection HIV, hepatitis B and
hepatitis C infections. All participants signed an
informed consent and provided a blood sample.
The questionnaire is composed of two segments;
The first segment comprised data referring general
demographic characteristics and socio- economic
status (11 questions), second segment comprised of
questions referring to habits and risk sexual behaviors and intravenous drug use (18 questions).
As a medical diagnostic tool were used rapid
detecting tests for HCV, HBV and HIV. Hexagon
HCV is intended for the rapid, qualitative detection
of IgG antibodies to the hepatitis C virus in human
serum plasma or whole blood. The onsite HIV1/2
Ab plus Combo rapid test is a lateral flow immunoassay for the simultaneous detection and differentiation of anti-HIV1 and anti-HIV2 antibodies
in human serum plasma or whole blood. On site
HBV5 Parameter rapid test is chromatographic test
for qualitative detection of HbsAg, HbsAb, HbeAb,
HbeAg and HbcAb in human serum or plasma.
Filling up the questionnaire was anonymous,
voluntarily in accordance to previous written approval by the Ethical Committee and Executive
Sanction Board of the Ministry of Justice in the
Republic of Macedonia.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was made with specific
software for its purpose. Descriptive statistics
were used to describe the basic features of the data
in the study and provide simple summaries about
the sample. The distribution of the frequencies
was used for individual values using percentages.
Pearson chi-square test for statistical significance
and odds ratio values.
Results
Within the investigated group of 550 prisoners,
300 examinees (54,50%) are from Skoje’s prison
males, 50 females (9,10%), 100 (18,20%) from
Bitola’s prison, and 100 (18,20%) from Prilep’s
218

prison, testing was done with rapid detection tests
of HCV, HBV and HIV and filling up the questionnaires as well. Average age of all male prisoners is 32.0 years with SD±8.0 (min.17, max 64),
and females 35.5±11.3 (min.18, max62.0).
The majority of inmetes from both genderes have a limited education (57.6% males and
48.0% females). Highschool have 37.6% males
and 44.0% females. Higher and faculty education is registered in 4.8% males and 8.0% females.
Percentage difference registered between limited
education versus other degrees of education at
males is statistical significant for p=0.00000. Percentage difference registered between limited and
highschool education versus faculty education at
females is statistical significant for p=0.000
In Table 1 is presented prevalence of HCV,
HBV and HIV. Total prevalence of HCV is 0.37
and accordingly to gender – 0.39 at males and
0.18 at females. Total prevalence of HBV is 0.15
and accordingly to gender- 0.15 at males and 0.1
at females. Total prevalence of HIV is 0.0036 and
accordingly to gender- 0.004 at males.
Table 1. Prevalence of infected with HCV, HBVand
HIV
Virus
HCV
HBV
HIV

total

males

females

prevalence
0.37
0.15
0.0036

prevalence
0.39
0.15
0.004

prevalence
0.18
0.1
/

Prevalence of total co infection of HCV and
HBV is 0.009 and accordingly to gender 0.102 at
males and 0.02 at females. Prevalence of total co
infection of HCV, HBV and HIV is 0.0018 and accordingly to gender 0.002 at males. Prevalence of
total co infection of HCV and HIV is 0.0018 and
accordingly the gender- 0.002 at males.
Distribution of HCV positive accordingly to
risk behavior is presented in table 2. 91.6% are intravenous drug users and 72.0% from them used
joint equipment (syringe or needle). 73.0% are
tattooed and 74.7% from them didn’t use sterile
needle. At sexual intercourses only 4.9% used
condom with constant partner and with non constant partner 13.3%.
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Table 2. Distibution HCV+ persons related risky behaviour
risky behaviour
i.v. drug using
place of taking for the first time
Joint equipment
tatooing
strerile needle for tatoo
sexual intercourse
constant partner

sexual intercourse with person who isn’t constant partner

homosexual intercourse

sexual intercourse with intravenous drug user

condom with constant partner

condom with non constant partner

In table 3 is showed connection between risky
behavior and HCV positive. At examines statistical significant connection is registered between
risky behavior and HCV positive, between intravenous drug using, joint equipment, tattooing,
not using sterile needle at tattooing, having or no
constant partner, sexual intercourse with non constant partner, homosexual intercourse, sexual intercourse with intravenous drug user for p<0.05.
According to cross sectional relation, intravenous drug using is a risk factor for infection with
HCV- OR=56, 86(31,03<OR<105,444), using
joint equipment is a risk factor for HCV infectionOR=5,29(2,68<OR<10,51), tattooing is a risk factor for HCV infection - OR=2,83(1,91<OR<4,20),
intercourses with non constant partners is risk fac-

ne
yes
out of prison
in prison
ne
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
da
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing

number
17
186
161
25
52
134
53
150
112
38
7
196
100
96
7
127
69
7
153
43
7
147
27
29
169
10
24
147
27
29

%
8.4
91.6
86.6
23.4
28.0
72.0
26.1
73.9
74.7
25.3
3.4
96.6
49.3
47.3
3.4
62.6
34.0
3.4
75.4
21.2
3.4
72.4
13.3
14.3
83.3
4.9
11.8
72.4
13.3
14.3

tor with HCV-2,11(1,39<OR<3,19), homosexual
intercourses increases the risk for HCV infection OR=4,45(2,45<OR<8,15), and sexual intercourses with intravenous drug users increases the risk
for HCV infection- OR=19,53 (5,54<OR<82,13).
Distribution of HBV positive accordingly to
risk behavior is shown in table 4. 77.5% are intravenous drug users from whom 74.2% used
joint equipment (syringe or needle). 71.25% are
tattooed and from them 64.9% didn’t use sterile
needle. At sexual intercourses condom with constant partner used only 6.25% and with non constant partner 12.5%. Connection between risky
behavior and HBV positive is shown in table 5. At
examinees is registered statistical significant connection between risky behavior and HBV positive,
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Table 3. Presentation of connection between risky behaviour and HCV+
risky behaviour
i.v. drug using
place of taking for the first time
Joint equipment
tatooing
strerile needle for tatoo
sexual intercourse (vaginal or anal)
constant partner
sexual intercourse
homosexual intercourse
sexual intercourse with intravenous drug user
condom with constant partner
condom with non constant partner

Pearson Chi-square
296.190
0.902094
29.1768,
30.1526
46.7385
0.324479
13.1337
14.0120
30.4533
30.4533
0.590494
3.77166

p=
0.00000
0.342223
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.568929
0.000290
0.000182
0.000000
0.000000
0.442230
0.151709

Table 4. Distribution HBV+ persons related risky behavior
risky behaviour
i.v. drug using
place of taking for the first time
Joint equipment
tatooing
strerile needle for tatoo
sexual intercourse
constant partner

sexual intercourse with person who isn’t constant partner

homosexual intercourse

sexual intercourse with intravenous drug user

condom with constant partner

condom with non constant partner
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ne
yes
out of prison
in prison
ne
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
da
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing
ne
yes
missing

Number
18
62
50
12
16
46
23
57
37
20
2
78
40
38
2
47
31
2
60
18
2
62
10
8
65
5
10
59
11
10

%
22.5
77.5
80.6
19.4
25.8
74.2
28.75
71.25
64.9
35.1
2.5
97.5
50.0
47.5
2.5
58.75
38.75
2.5
75.0
22.5
2.5
77.5
12.5
10.0
81.25
6.25
12.5
73.75
13.75
12.5
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Table 5. Presentation of connection between risky behaviour and HBV+
risky behaviour
i.v. drug using
place of taking for the first time
Joint equipment
tatooing
strerile needle for tatoo
sexual intercourse (vaginal or anal)
constant partner
sexual intercourse
homosexual intercourse
sexual intercourse with intravenous drug user
condom with constant partner
condom with non constant partner

between intravenous drug using, joint equipment,
tattooing, having or no constant partner, sexual intercourse with non constant partner, homosexual
intercourse, sexual intercourse with intravenous
drug user for p<0.05.
According to cross sectional relation, intravenous drug using is a risk factor for HCVOR=5,55 (3,09<OR<10,8), using joint equipment is a risk factor for HCV infection- OR=2.02
(1,92<OR<4,03), tattooing is a risk factor for HCV
infection - OR=1,89(1,10<OR<3,28). According to cross sectional relation having homesexual
intercourses increases the risk for HBV infection
– OR=2,73 (1,42<OR<5,23). Sexual intercourses
with intravenous drug users also increases the risk
for HBV infection- OR=3,26 (1,35<OR<7,75).
Two persons are HIV positive and both are intravenous drug users tatooed without sterile needle, practised vaginal and anal sexual intercourse
without condom.
Discussion
This research is conducted in three correctional
facilitates in the Republic of Macedonia (Prison
in Skopje, Prilep and Bitola) indicates significant
higher prevalence of HCV and HBV infections at
prisoners referring to general population. In the
Republic of Macedonia is that 1,5% from general
population are infected or around 30.000 are HCV
positive cases. Up to recent knowledge, 5% to 7%
of the population in the Republic of Macedonia is
infected with hepatitis B virus, and the last year

Pearson Chi-square
42.6387
3,46929
4,69130
5,96032
3,06296
0,056834
4,07396
9,13775
11.1090
9,11150
0,023105
2,101550

p=
0,000000
0,062521
0,030318
0,014633
0.080099
0,811573
0,043552
0,002505
0,000859
0,002541
0,879185
0,601851

142 cases of HIV-AIDS are registered, only this
year 10 new cases
Data obtained by the research comprising 550
examines being condemned to prison using rapid
detection tests for HCV, HBV and HIV indicated
relatively high prevalence of hepatitis C and hepatitis B. Prevalence of HCV is 0,37, HBV 0,15 and
HIV prevalence is 0.0036. Confection prevalence
of HCV/HBV is 0.009, HCV/HBV/HIV 0.0018
and HCV/HIV 0.0018 from the total number of
examinees.
Researches done in prison institutions in neighbor countries and wider indicated similar results
e.g. in the Republic of Croatia prevalence of HBV,
HCV and HIV in general population is 8-11%,
0,8-1,3% and 0,002% (10,11) being significantly
higher in risky population, intravenous drug users
(35%, 56%, 0,8%) and in homosexuals (29,6%,
7,3%, 4,6%.(12). Prevalence of HCV in Croatia
prisons is 12,5% and comparing to general population is significantly higher (13). But that percentage is lower than in the USA (16-41%) (14) and
much lower than in Ireland 37%(15). In intravenous drug users in Croatia prisons, HCV prevalence is 51,5%, being lower than in mostly other
countries where that percentage is from 56%74,8%.(16) Results indicated intravenous drug
users population is with the highest risk in prisons(17). It’s well known that high proportion of
prisoners in many countries inject drugs leading to
higher possibility of transmission the virus within
prisons. According to the research done in Serbia the prevalence of HCV infection among HIV
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positive patients was 58, 13% with 225/387 (18).
Study results from 5617 voluntary blood donors
performed in order to confirm risky behavior for
STD at military population in Serbia indicate presence of 36 infected (19 with HCV, 16 with HBV
and 1 with syphilis. (19)
In Bulgaria national report referring to 2008
shows high percentage of HCV (13,5%) and HBV
(11,8%) in prisoners – due to illegal using drugs
and high certainty of tattooing (20). A cross sectional study was done in Hungary’s prisons. The
rata of HCV was significantly higher among intravenous drug users (22,5%) (21).
It should be noted that in USA prevalence
of HCV among prisoners is at least seven times
higher than in general population (22,23), whereas
prevalence of HBV at least twice higher. Key contribution for higher prevalence of these infections
is injecting drugs.
According to the research done in bout prisons
in the Republic of Macedonia from total number
of examinees, 59 (36%) were intravenous drug
users and 21 (36%) from them never used joint
equipment (needle and syringe), 3 (5%) at the
last taking drug shared the equipment, whereas
35 (59%) shared equipment in the past. From the
total number of prisoners, 26 (16%) had tattoo in
prison, whereas 89 (55%) out of prison. From all
tattooed 115, 13 (11%) used no sterile needle, 8
(7%) used sterile but not always, 64 (56%) have
always used sterile needle and 30 (26%) have
no idea whether the needle was or was not sterile. Statistical significance is registered referring
HCV and HBV status and intravenous drug using
and tattoo.
Data from federal and state prison reports in the
USA indicate almost 65% prisoners declare regular drug using in 2004 (24).
Numerous countries in the world nowadays
show significant percentage of drug addicts people entering the prison and the majority of them
continue injecting drugs after entering (25, 26).
Comparing to general not imprisoned population; prisoners worldwide continue showing significantly higher prevalence of HIV, HBV and HCV
infections (27). Identification of risk factors and
risk behavior in prisoners and determination of
stigmatization and discrimination level indicates
undertaking preventive measures in due time.
222

Conclusion
Confirmed knowledge of prisons conditions and
conducted study of the prevalence of HCV, HBV
and HIV infections suggest the necessity of well
organized health service-especially; immunization
programs, infectious disease screening, treatment,
and promotion of living conditions in prisons.
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Analysis of pedal kinematics and surface EMG
parameters during WAT
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Abstract

Introduction

The aim of this study is to understand the activation pattern of the lower limb muscles during
30 s of maximal pedaling performance. Twentyeight healthy males (age 25.2 ± 7.1 years, height
176.9±5.2 cm, mass 70.1±9.9 kg) volunteered to
participate in this investigation. Surface EMG and
kinematic parameters of vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL) and rectus femoris (RF) muscles
were analyzed during the Wingate Anaerobic Test
(WAT) consisting of one 30 s sprint. The active
phase of muscles determined by the EMG profile includes signal onset and offset times. Integrated EMG (IEMG), median frequencies (MDF),
power values and angular displacement of selected muscles were calculated for the active phase in
every crank cycle. Significant differences over time
were assessed using a one way analysis of variance
with repeated measures. Where significant changes
occurred, a Schaffer’s post-hoc test was applied to
identify individual differences over time. While the
active participation rates of the examined muscles
in a pedal cycle decreased significantly (p<0.05),
no significant difference was observed in the angular displacement of the examined muscles between
the 5 s phases (p>0.05). The MDF of the RF, VM
and VL muscles decreased and integrated the EMG
of selected muscles significantly increased during
WAT (p<0.05). Calculated power values of each
muscle and WAT power results were similar. On the
contrary, power produced at each muscle decreases
to a similar level through 30 s. Each muscle follows
a similar fatigue profile, while the power values decrease during WAT.
Key words: EMG analysis, pedal kinematics,
muscle activation, supramaximal exercise.
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Pedaling is an ideal human locomotor task to
study neuromuscular activity and physical fitness
because it is a kinematically constrained repetitive
movement. The Wingate Anaerobic Test (WAT)
is widely used among different test protocols that
have been used for the evaluation of aerobic or
anaerobic power and the capacity of subjects. The
WAT is outlined by Inbar and consists of a subject
pedaling at a maximum level against a measured
resistance for a short period (1). This test provides a measure of the maximum power output of
the subject, the average power and the work done
during a short time period and is used to generate
a fatigue index. However, links from these global
performance measures to changes in muscle EMG
activation or pedal kinematics have not been
evaluated. Furthermore, the interaction between
muscle properties, individual muscle function and
the coordination of multiple muscles to perform
the task may not be so simple.
The information required to understand the
cycling movement includes identifying the lower
limb muscles, which are stimulated and precisely
knowing their level/timing of activation. Associated with kinetic and kinematic analyses, it represents a means to clarify the role of each of the
muscles through the crank cycle. In addition, it is
important to know how the coordination strategies adapt to various constraints. Hug and Dorel (2)
showed that the level and/or timing of muscle activation and coordination between muscles, mean
power spectrum and amplitude of EMG signals
change as a function of numerous factors such
as power output, pedaling rate, body position,
shoe–pedal interface, training status and fatigue.
Furthermore, it is not well known whether movement patterns and power produced in each muscle
decrease to a similar level or if each muscle
follows a characteristic fatigue profile. Although
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the complexity of the interaction between muscle
properties and the movement kinematics is well
appreciated, very little is known about the actual
in vivo performance of muscles during human locomotion due to the difficulty of performing noninvasive evaluations of muscle force (3, 4).
Based on the results of previous studies it was
observed that under well-controlled conditions,
muscle fatigue during submaximal, isometric contractions has been shown to be accompanied by
increases in electromyography (EMG) amplitude
(5-8) and decreases in the mean power frequency
(MPF) and/or median power frequency (MF) (5,
7, 9-11). While several studies have measured fatigue-related changes in submaximal performance
related to mechanical and cardiovascular output,
factors like muscle activity and pedal kinematics
have been less studied, especially in maximal and
supramaximal performance. Furthermore, it was
noted that the relationship between EMG power
frequency and fatigue development, as observed
in isometric protocols, cannot be simply applied
in dynamic exercise (12). Pedaling in maximal
performance seems to require complex muscle coordination, as evidenced by recorded electromyography (EMG) patterns (13, 14). As cycle frequency increases, activation and deactivation dynamics increase in importance, and can have a significant influence on performance (15-17) and the
muscle coordination strategy that is used (18, 19).
In rare studies, EMG parameters have been used
by authors to find the activation level of different
muscles at maximal and supramaximal pedaling
conditions in order to observe the effects of fatigue.
Because the relation between the EMG and force is
uncertain during nonisometric supramaximal cyclic
contractions, how muscles coordinate the delivery
of energy to the crank still remains elusive.
The aim of this study is to understand the activation pattern of lower limb muscles during 30 s
of supramaximal pedaling performance. The information required to understand the pedaling movement includes identifying the lower limb muscles
that are activated and their level/timing of activation. Associated to EMG and kinematic analyses,

it represents a means to clarify the role of each of
the muscles along the crank cycle. In addition, it is
important to know how the coordination strategies
adapt to power output and fatigue.
Method
Twenty-eight healthy males (age 25.2 ± 7.1
years, height 176.9±5.2 cm, mass 70.1±9.9 kg)
volunteered to participate in this investigation.
All participants completed a health history questionnaire and signed a written informed consent
form before the test. Anaerobic capacities of group are shown in Table 1.
Wingate Test
The Wingate Anaerobic Test (WAT) consisted
of one 30 s sprint, performed on a modified Monark 834 bicycle ergometer. The repeat of cranks
per minute (RPM) and power values were calculated by custom MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) software. RPM and power values were
synchronized with kinematics values and EMG
signals according to the trigger that occurs on a
preset load of 0.075 kg/body weight. The subjects
were given four seconds of loadless pedaling to
reach maximum pedal speed and were subsequently instructed to sustain maximal cadence for 30
seconds. All subjects received vigorous verbal encouragement throughout the 30 seconds. Standard
WAT results (Peak Power, Average Power and Endurance) were calculated for each subject.
EMG Data
The overlying skin on the muscles was carefully
prepared. Hair was shaved off, the outer layer of
epidermal cells abraded, and oil and dirt were removed from the skin with an alcohol pad. Bipolar
single differential surface EMG electrodes (DE2.1, Delsys Inc., Boston, MA USA) were placed
on the right leg over the rectus femoris (RF), vastus lateralis (VL), vastus medialis (VM) according
to accepted recommendations (20). The surface
electrodes were spaced 10 mm apart. The Delsys
amplifier had an input impedance of > 1015Ω,

Table 1. Anaerobic capacities of 28 volunteered subjects
Wingate Results
Average of 28 Subject

Peak Power (w/kg)
13.0 ±1.6
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Average Power (w/kg)
9.0 ± 1.1 watt/kg

Endurance (%)
50.9 ± 6.4 %
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common mode rejection ratio of -92bB, and overall
noise of ≤ 1.2μV rms (Delsys, Inc.). The electrodes were heavily taped down with cotton swabs to
minimize sweat-induced interference. Each activity
was sampled at1000 Hz and synchronized with the
kinematic data. Recordings were taken during the
30 s cycling. The EMG data were filtered with 10
Hz-250 Hz Bandpass Butterworth digital filter and
50 Hz Notch filter to prevent electrical interference
from electrical sources.
After warming up with light cycling and
stretching, EMG data during the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) were recorded before the
test to ensure normalization of EMG in the trial.
The EMG signal of the subject’s right knee extensor muscles contracted maximally were measured.
Subjects sat on the bicycle ergometer, and pushed
the pedals, which were locked in the 110° crank
position, maximally for 3 s. EMG data during the
WAT were recorded for 30 s.
In order to compare the muscular activity
between different muscles and subjects, EMG
signals of selected muscles were normalized by
means of the full rectified EMG signals of MVC.
Normalized EMG (NEMG) signals and Linear
Envelope EMG (LeEMG), full-wave rectification
followed by 4Hz low-pass filter of NEMG was
used for further analysis. EMG signals were recorded, processed and analyzed using custom
MATLAB software.
Determination of Muscle Activation
The active phase of muscles generally determined by EMG profile includes signal onset and
offset times that identify the duration of EMG
bursts (13, 21-23). Usually, an EMG threshold value (fixed at 15–25% of the peak EMG recorded
during the cycle, or 1, 2 or 3 standard deviations
beyond mean of baseline activity) is chosen for
onset and offset detection (24). However, because this identification can be disputable with some
EMG patterns and strongly dependent on the threshold level used, some authors visually adjust and
raise this threshold in the cases for which it is considered inappropriate (23, 25). This study used the
mean of the LeEMG signal as the baseline for each
muscle activity (Figure1). The time integral of the
LeEMG signal is computed over a window of 100
ms samples and then compared to a suitably cho226

sen baseline and in order to determinate muscle
activity time for each pedal. The active phase in
every cycle was used to display EMG profiles as
a function of time expressed in percentage of the
total duration of the complete cycle.

Figure 1. Using baseline for the determination of
muscle activation and active phases of examined
muscles
Analysis of Muscle Fatigue
In order to observe the effects of muscle fatigue
on EMG profiles of the selected muscles, amplitude and median frequency (MDF) of EMG signals
were used. Integrated EMG (IEMG) and MDF
were calculated for the active phase in every crank
cycle. The mean of IEMG and MPF for a 5 s period of the WAT test were compared for selected
muscles.
Analysis of Power
Power values of selected muscles were calculated by same method as WAT power calculation.
The total distance travelled during the active phase, preset load and the duration of the active phase
were used to calculate power values of cycles for
selected muscles (Figure2). The mean of power
values for a 5 s period of the WAT test were compared for selected muscles.
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Figure 2. WAT results and calculated active phase power values of 3 examined muscles. Red signs represents RF muscle, black signs represents
VM muscle and blue signs represents VL muscle.
Kinematic Data
During the WAT test on the bicycle ergometer,
video images were captured at a 50 Hz frame rate
with a video camera that was placed perpendicular to the ergometer plane. A reflective marker,
attached on the center of the right pedal was digitized automatically by the custom software that
uses the image processing toolbox of MATLAB.
The displacement data of markers was filtered
with a 6 Hz Butterworth digital filter. Crank angles
were calculated by the displacement data of the
marker. Sample frequency was increased to 1000
Hz by linear interpolation. In order to observe the
kinematics differences, mean of the active phase
angles (Figure3) of selected muscles for a 5 s period of the WAT test were compared.

Figure 3. Onset, offset angles and active phase
of crank cycle
Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as mean and significant
differences over time were assessed using a one
way analysis of variance with repeated measures.
Where significant changes occurred, a Scheffe’s
post hoc test was applied to identify the individual
differences over time. MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) statistics toolbox version 6.2 was
used for data analysis.
Results
Changes in the active participation rates of the
examined muscles in a pedal cycle were evaluated. Our results showed that the timing of muscle
activation and coordination between muscles have
changed during the WAT. It was observed that in
the first phase of the test, all the three muscles were
active shorter period than the second phase of test.
Significant differences between phases were obser-

Figure 4. The average of the active participation rates of the examined muscles in a pedal cycle during WAT. Red signs represents RF muscle, black signs represents VM muscle , blue signs represents
VL muscle and squares shows statistically significant differences.
Journal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H
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ved for all examined muscles (p<0.05). Differences
were occurred between first phases and final phases
of test. The averages of the participation rates of all
three muscles and the individual differences between the phases are shown in Figure 4.
The mean of median frequency changes in the
surface EMG signals of the examined muscles
have been evaluated in the study. It was observed that the average frequency value of the three
muscles relatively decreased towards the later
phases of the test. This decrease was less in the
RF muscle and the first, second, third, fourth and
fifth phases were significantly different from only
the last phase (p<0.05). Meanwhile the MDF va-

lues of the VM and VL muscles were observed to
decrease significantly in the third, fourth, fifth and
sixth phases (p<0.05). The averages of the MDF
values and the individual differences between these frequencies are shown in Figure 5.
In the study, the changes in amplitudes of the
surface EMG signals of the muscles were evaluated with the IEMG values. The IEMG values of all
three muscles increased in the final phases. Significant differences were observed between the average IEMG values in the first phase and the average of IEMG values in the later phases (p<0.05).
The averages of IEMG values and the individual
differences between phases are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The average of MDF values of the all subject during WAT. Red signs represents RF muscle,
black signs represents VM muscle, blue signs represents VL muscle and squares shows statistically significant differences.

Figure 6. The average of IEMG values of the all subjects during WAT. Red signs represents RF
muscle, black signs represents VM muscle, blue signs represents VL muscle and squares shows statistically significant differences.
228
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The parameter that was calculated with the aid
of work realized in the active phases and the duration of active phases were accepted as the power
values of each muscle, and in this way the changes
of power values over time were evaluated. It was
observed that all muscles have similar power values and power values of each muscle decreased
significantly towards the later phases (p<0.05).
The averages of power values of all three muscles
and the individual differences between phases are
shown in Figure 7.
The angular displacement of the examined
muscles during the phases they were active and the
changes during the test were evaluated. It was ob-

served that the angular displacement values of the
all muscles relatively decreased, compared to the
first phase. However, no meaningful difference was
seen between the phases. The averages of angular
displacement values are shown in Figure 8.
Discussion
While several studies have measured fatiguerelated changes in submaximal performance related to mechanical and cardiovascular output,
factors like muscle activity and pedal kinematics
have been less studied, especially in maximal and
supramaximal performance. On the other hand

Figure 7. The average of calculated power values of all the 3 muscles examined during the WAT. Red
signs represents RF muscle, black signs represents VM muscle, blue signs represents VL muscle and
squares shows statistically significant differences.

Figure 8. The average of angular displacement values of the all the 3 muscle examined during the
WAT. Red signs represents RF muscle, black signs represents VM muscle, blue signs represents VL
muscle and squares shows statistically significant differences.
Journal of Society for development in new net environment in B&H
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the relationship between EMG power frequency
and fatigue development, as observed in isometric
protocols, cannot be simply applied to dynamic
exercise (12). This study demonstrated that muscle
activation can be determined for each crank cycle
during maximal bicycle exercise. According to the
results, the timing of muscle activation and coordination between muscles changed during the WAT.
Muscle activation
It was observed in the second section of the test
that all three muscles were active during approximately 46-48% of a pedal cycle, and this ratio decreased significantly in the later stages of the test
(40 -42%) (Figure 4). The RF muscle was active
during a longer period of the cycle than the VM
and VL muscles. It was not possible for a cyclist
to maintain a constant power output due to the decreasing crank velocity and fatigue. The subjects
decrease muscle activation to offset the increased
capacity for muscle power output. Even though
optimal power output occurs at higher pedaling rates (17, 26) the current results revealed that, in the
first section of the test, all three muscles were active in a shorter phase of a pedal cycle, compared
to the second section. This result may be explained by activation and deactivation dynamics.
When activation and deactivation dynamics were
included, it was observed that maximum power
occurred at approximately 120 rpm (26), which is
lower than the pedaling rate observed in the first
phase of WAT. Caiozzo and Baldwin (16)showed
in the rat soleus that activation and deactivation
time delays alone could reduce muscle power by
as much as 60% at higher cycle frequencies, and
thus shift the optimal cycle frequency to a lower
value. Cycle time decreases related to faster cycle
frequencies so that a greater portion of the shortening phase must be dedicated to relaxation to avoid excessive negative muscle work (18, 27)
Frequency and integrated EMG
The average frequency value of the three muscles
decreased relatively towards the later phases of the
test. This decrease was less in the RF muscle and
the first, second, third, fourth and fifth phases were
significantly different from only the last phase. Meanwhile, the average frequency values of the VM
and VL muscles were observed to decrease signi230

ficantly in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth phases
(Figure 5). It is well known that MDF decreases
and amplitude of EMG increases during static
conditions. Other than the minor study by Zwarts,
et al. (28) the relationship between MDF and the
power spectrum has been investigated only under
static contraction and submaximal exercises. Masuda observed that median frequency decreased and
the amplitude of EMG increased both the static and
dynamic conditions (29). Hunter (2003) reported
that there was a highly significant reduction over
30 s during WAT. Some research has explained the
shift of the spectrum toward the lower band by a decrease in muscle fiber conduction velocity (30, 31).
Besides frequency, the changes in amplitudes of
the surface EMG signals of the muscles have been
evaluated with the IEMG values. The IEMG values
of all the three muscles were observed to increase
towards the ending phases. has Although it has a
lower EMG activity level, the RF muscle was active during a longer period of the cycle than the VM
and VL muscles. EMG activity level is lower for biarticular muscles such as RF and GL (respectively,
22% and 18% of the IMVC values) (2). Although
research by Hunter reported no change in motor
unit recruitment strategy during the Wingate anaerobic test (32), a significant difference was observed between the average IEMG values of the whole
study group in the first phase and the average values
in the later phases (Figure 6). Similar results were
observed by Masuda—that EMG amplitude increased from the beginning to the end of the exercise
during both types of contractions. The increment
from the initial value was 34.4% in the static contraction and 48.0% in the dynamic contraction (29).
It would be anticipated that if fatigue was present,
the magnitude of EMG would increase over time
for a given power output (33). It has been suggested
that additional motor units are progressively recruited to compensate for the reduction in contractility
due to the impairment of fatigued motor units, resulting in an increased IEMG (34).
Power values
It is not well known whether movement patterns
and power produced in each muscle decrease to a
similar level or if each muscle follows an individual fatigue profile. Although the complexity of the
interaction between muscle properties and the mo-
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vement kinematics is studied, very little is known
about the actual in vivo performance of muscles during human locomotion, due to the difficulty of performing noninvasive evaluations of muscle force
(3, 4). In this study, each muscle activation pattern
were compared with the power values of selected
muscles, which were calculated by the total distance travelled during the active phase, preset load and
duration of the active phase. This study showed that
the calculated power values of each muscle have similar power values with the WAT power results. On
the contrary, power produced in each muscle decreases to a similar level through the full 30 s. Each
muscle follows a similar fatigue profile while the
power values decreases during the WAT (Figure 7).
The angular displacement
It was observed that the angular displacement
values of the all muscles relatively decreased
compared to the first phase, but no meaningful
difference was observed between the phases (Figure 8). Additionally, the RF muscle has lower
angular displacement values compared to the VM
and VL muscles. As hypothesized by various authors, muscles may have different roles depending
on how many joints it traverses. It was also noted
that the monoarticular muscles (GMax, VL, VM,
TA, and SOL) play a relatively invariant role as
primary power producers (14). Conversely, the
bi-articular muscles (BF, ST, SM, RF, GM, and
GL) behave differently and with greater variability (2, 14). Largely reported in the literature, these
muscles appear to be primarily active in the transfer of energy between joints at critical times in
the pedaling cycle and in the control of the direction of force production on the pedal (2).
In conclusion, EMG parameters and pedal kinematics can be used to evaluate the activation
level of lower limb muscles at maximal and supra-maximal pedaling conditions as used in isometric muscle contractions. Hug and Dorel (2009)
showed that the level and/or timing of muscle activation and coordination between muscles, MDF,
and amplitude of EMG signals change as a function of power output. While the active participation rates of the examined muscles decreased, no
difference was observed in the angular displacement of the examined muscles during the 5 s phases of WAT. In addition, the RF muscle has lower

angular displacement values compared to the VM
and VL muscles. The MDF of the RF, VM and
VL muscles decreased, and the integrated EMG
of selected muscles increased during exercise. On
the other hand calculated power values of each
muscle have similar values to WAT power results.
Power produced in each muscle decreased to a similar level throughout the 30 s. It can be said that
each muscle follows a similar fatigue profile while
the power values decrease during the WAT.
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Abstract
Aim: This study was conducted to evaluate
daily living activities of patients who had been
hospitalized in a rural area of Northeastern Turkey
for treatment of their chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Methods: This crosssectional and descriptive
study was conducted with 92 patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. Participants had
been hospitalized for treatment at Vakfıkebir State
Hospital. To be included in the study patients had
to have been diagnosed with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, aged ≥60, no known psychiatric or neurological disorders that would interfere
with the completion of the measurements, able to
communicate verbally, and agreed to participate.
Data were obtained using a questionnaire designating patients’ socio-demographic characteristics, characteristics of the disease, and information
about their daily living routine using the Katz Activities of Daily Living Index.
Results: Study participants comprised 40.2%
of the ≥ 80 year-age group. Regarding levels of
dependence for their daily activities, our study
results showed that 29.3% of the patients needed
assistance while bathing, 18.4% in dressing, and
16.3% required help in mobility and eating chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease patients’ level of dependence in carrying out their daily activities was
affected by age, monthly ıncome, family structure,
heart disease combined with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, and the use of antibiotics.
Conclusion: Patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, often experience difficulties in
the routine tasks of their daily living. These difficulties may result in patients becoming dependent
on others. There is a great need to develop support

programs so that these patients may become more
independent in activities of daily living.
Key words: Activities of daily living, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, elderly.
Introduction
With the increase in longevity, the elderly population has also been increasing. Aging means increased disabilities and more dependence on others
[1]. Many of the elderly suffer with chronic diseases
in their old age [2]. In our country 90% of the elderly
aged ≥ 65 have chronic diseases; 35% of them have
two chronic illnesses; 23% have three; and 14%
have four or more concomitant chronic diseases [3].
An important feature of many of these diseases is
that they prevent individuals from leading independent lives [4]. Individuals who are unable to perform
such activities of daily living (ADL) as bathing,
dressing, eating, etc. alone are considered as dependent. As a person ages and chronic diseases develop,
the need for additional support increases [5].
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
a chronic disease which progresses in severity with
the advancement of age, is not only progressive, it
is also irreversible and characterized by limitation
of flow of air [4,5]. COPD is the fourth most common cause of death in the world and is the third
most common cause of death in Turkey [6]. Deaths
from COPD claim the lives of 2.75 million people
each year [7,8]. Although other leading causes of
death have shown a sharp decrease, the mortality
rate for COPD has increased by 163% [6].
ADL is a term and main method used to determine the self-sufficiency levels of individuals as
they carry out their personal self-care and other daily
activities [1,9]. ADL includes such self-care activities as eating, bathing, dressing and mobility. Indi-
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viduals become independent on other people when
these activities cannot be performed. The effects of
COPD exert a large negative impact on the physical
and psychological health of the elderly which also
affects their ability to carry out the usual activities of
daily living [1,3,10,11]. Therefore, it is very important that COPD patients remain as independent as
possible in carrying out their normal daily activities.
As the disease progresses in COPD, there will
be an increase in the severity of the airway obstruction and in symptoms such as dispnea and
fatigue. The symptoms generally progress until
daily activities such as climbing up/down stairs,
walking, bathing, and eating become more difficult for the patient. The chronic disability caused
by COPD may become severe enough to affect the
patient’s independence in daily living [9,10].
People with COPD undergo more functional
restrictions and disabilities than their peers. Moreover, in addition to old age COPD patients may
face difficult and complicated problems because
the disease causes disabilities in ADL. These problems include changes in the areas of emotion and
cognition with additional changes occurring in
patients’ physical activities and social lives. These changes and restrictions, in turn, increase the
individual’s dependence on others [3,11,12].
It is very important to determine the ADL of
COPD patients because their capacities to carry
out their daily activities may be weakened due to
the direct influence of the disease, patients’ past
experiences with the disease and changes in their
perception of well being [13].
Turkish studies evaluating the ADL of patients
with COPD are limited. We believe that determining COPD patients’ capacity in their ADL and the
factors affecting their daily function will contribute
to the development of new ways to promote functional capacity. Furthermore, determining the ADL
status of these patients will serve to develop the
care and service needs to make their lives easier.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the ADL
of patients who had been hospitalized for treatment of their COPD.
Materials and methods
This study included 92 patients with COPD who
presented to the inpatient at the Internal Diseases
234

Unit of Vakfıkebir State Hospital between March
2011 and July 2011. The study was conducted in a
large hospital in Northeastern Turkey and almost
all the patients with COPD in this region, particularly those living in the vicinity of Vakfıkebir,
received COPD treatment in that hospital.
Sample
The present study design involved cross-sectional and descriptive. The inclusion criteria were:
1. A diagnosis of COPD.
2. No known psychiatric or neurological disorders that would interfere with the completion of
the measurements.
3. Able to communicate verbally.
4. Age ≥ 60
5. Agreed to participate in the research.
We had hoped to include all patients who met
the inclusion criteria, but 42 patients with impaired consciousness disorders, difficulty understanding the scale, or who had refused to participate
were excluded from the research. Thus, only 92
cases were used for the final data analysis.
Procedure and data collection
A two part survey was used to collect the data.
The questionnaire form included socio-demographic and disease-related characteristics and the
Katz Activities of Daily Living Index.
Questionnaire Form
This form was designed by the researchers after a thorough review of the literature. The questionnaire form was divided into two parts. The
first section consisted of nine sociodemographic
questions: gender, age, marital status, educational
status, monthly income, social security coverage,
employment status, family structure, and patient’s
place of residence.
The second section in the questionnaire was
comprised of 13 questions related to COPD characteristics: whether other COPD patients are in the
family; time of COPD diagnosis; hospital experience; length of hospital stay related to COPD;
presence of other disease in addition to COPD; if
so, which disease; drugs used; amount of drugs
taken per day; regular use of drugs; regular exercise; exercise type, regular sleep, average sleep
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time per day and smoking habits.
Katz Activities of Daily Living Index
The ADL index includes 6 questions about performance in the six functions of bathing, dressing,
toileting, transferring, continence, and feeding. If
the individual performs the activities of daily living independently, the score is 3; if the patient
needs help, the score is 2; if the patient is unable
to perform the activities, then the score is 1. A score of 0-6 indicates full dependence, 7-12 indicates
semidependence and 13-18 indicates independence [14].
Procedure
Each patients was contacted by a research assistant and provided with a detailed explanation
of the aim and conduct of the study. The questionnaire form and the ADL used for the data collection were filled in by the researchers using faceto-face interviews with the patients in a separate
quiet room of the clinic. If the patients were unable to complete the questionnaire form on their
own, the researchers read the questionnaire items
to the patient and recorded the answers. The questionnaires took 20-30 mins to complete.
Ethics
The researchers obtained an approval from the
Internal Diseases Unit of Vakfıkebir State Hospital, and informed consent was obtained from each
patient. The aim of the research was explained to
the patients and they were informed that if they
preferred not to continue, they could withdraw
from the study any time they wished. After these
explanations, 92 patients consented to participate
in the study voluntarily.
Data analysis
The data were analysed using the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 11.0
for Windows (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive data on frequency and percentage were used
for the sociodemographic variables and COPDrelated variables. The Chi-square Test was used
to determine the association between sociodemographic variables and patients’ COPD-related
variables and their dependency status in daily living activities. Mean and standard deviations were

used for the ADL index. The results were analyzed
with a 95% confidence interval, and the accepted
level of significance for all analyses was p<0.05.
Results
Included in the research were 92 patients who
had been diagnosed with COPD and who were
treated at the Internal Diseases Unit of Vakfıkebir
State Hospital. Male patients comprised 65.2% of
the study participants and 40.2% were aged ≥80.
Additional characteristics were as follows: 70.7%
were married and 50.0% were illiterate; 77.2%
of the patients had a monthly income over 220€,
and the majority had social security coverage
(92.4%); 97.8% of the patients said they did not
work, 68.5% said they lived in a nuclear family,
and 71.7% stated that they lived in a village.
Study results showed that 57.6% of the patients
did not have any family members diagnosed with
COPD; 47.8% had been COPD patients for ≥20
years; 97.8% had been previously hospitalized
due to COPD; 56.5% had been hospitalized approximately once every 2-3 months; 75.8% had
another chronic disease apart from COPD, and the
most common chronic diseases were hypertension
(63.0%) and heart diseases (34.8%).
When the medicines used by the patients
were analyzed, the most commonly used medicines were bronchodilators (94.6%), expectorants
(94.6%), antibiotics (81.5%) and corticosteroids
(70.7%). In addition, 85.9% of the patients used
≥7 medicines daily, and 93.5% used these medicines regularly; 73.9% did not exercise regularly;
72.8% had irregular sleep patterns; 87.0% slept
for 4-6 hours daily and 50.0% told researchers
they had quit smoking.
Table 1. indicates the dependence status of the
participating COPD patients in the ADL according to their sociodemographic characteristics. Although the dependence level of the female COPD
patients was higher for those who were widows,
literate, did not have any social security coverage,
were unemployed, and lived in counties, there was
no statistically significant difference (p>0.05).
It was noted that dependence in ADL increased
significantly as age increased and patients aged
≥80 became more dependent for assistance in their
daily activities. There was a significant difference
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Table 1. Dependence status of the patients in the activities of daily living according to their sociodemographic variables
Activities of daily living
Variables
Gender
Women
Men
Age
60-69
70-79
≥ 80
Marital status
Married
Widow		
Single
Educational level
Illıterate
Literate
Primary school
Monthly ıncome
< 220€
> 220€
Social security coverage
Having
Not having
Employment status
Employed
Unemployed
Family structure
Nuclear
Extended family
Residential area
County
Village

Dependent

Semidependent

Independent

Total

**p

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

*%

4
7

12.5
11.7

5
13

15.6
25.0

23
40

71.9
63.3

32
60

34.8
65.2

2
9

7.4
24.3

1
5
12

3.6
18.5
37.8

27
20
16

96.4
74.1
37.8

28
27
37

30.4
29.3
40.2

6
3
2

9.2
20.0
16.7

13
4
3

20.0
26.7
25.0

46
8
7

70.8
53.3
58.3

65
15
12

70.7
16.3
13.0

4
5
2

8.7
23.8
8.0

7
3
9

15.2
19.0
36.0

35
13
14

76.1
57.1
56.0

46
21
25

50.0
22.8
27.2

5
6

23.8
8.5

8
11

38.1
16.9

8
54

38.1
74.6

21
71

22.8
77.2

0.007

10
1

11.8
14.3

17
3

20.0
42.9

58
3

68.2
42.9

85
7

92.4
7.6

0.330

11

12.2

18

22.2

2
61

100.0
65.6

2
90

2.2
97.8

0.595

4
7

6.3
24.1

11
9

17.5
31.0

48
13

76.2
44.8

63
29

68.5
31.5

0.007

4
7

15.4
10.6

7
11

26.9
19.7

15
48

57.7
69.7

26
66

28.3
71.7

0.546

0.581
0.000

0.654

0.098

* It is the percentage of column and others are percentages of rows.
** Value of chi-square test.

between dependence in ADL and age groups,
monthly ıncome, family structure (p<0.05).
Table 2. shows the dependence status of the
COPD patients in the activities of daily living according to the characteristics of their diseases. The
dependence level was higher for study participants
who had family members with COPD; had coped
with the disease for 11-19 years; had previous hospitalization for treatment due to COPD; had a frequency of hospitalization once every 2-3 months;
had another chronic disease; used 4-6 medicines
daily; used medicines irregularly; did not exercise
236

regularly; could not sleep regularly; slept for 4-6
hours daily; and had quit smoking. Nevertheless,
there was no statistically significant difference
(p>0.05). On the other hand, the dependence rate
of those with both heart diseases and COPD and
regular use of antibiotics increased significantly
(p<0.05).
When patients’ dependence status in ADL was
analyzed, the highest dependence occurred in
bathing (29.3%), dressing (18.5%), transferring
and feeding (16.3%), continence (15.2%) and toileting (14.1%), respectively (Table 3).
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Table 2. Dependence status of the patients in the activities of daily living according to the variables of
their diseases
Activities of daily living
Dependent Semidependent Independent
Total
**p
Variables
n
n
%
n
%
n *%
%
Presence of any members with COPD in the family
Yes
5 12.8
10
25.6
24
61.5 39 42.4 0.688
No
6 11.3
10
18.9
37
69.8 53 57.6
Disease length
1-10 years
74.2 31 33.7
1
3.2
7
22.6
23
0.328
11-19 years
10
58.8 17 18.5
4 23.5
3
17.6
≥20
30
63.6 44 47.8
6 13.6
8
22.7
Previous hospitalization due to COPD
Yes
11 12.2
20
22.2
59
65.6 90 97.8 0.595
No
2
100.0 2 2.2
Frequency of hospitalization
The first time
2
100.0 2 2.2
Once a month
100.0
1 1.1 0.154
1
Once 2-3 months
25.0
32
57.7 52 56.5
9 17.3
11
Once or twice a year
6
6.5
29
31.5 37 40.2
2
5.4
Presence of another chronic disease
Yes
11 15.9
16
23.2
3
61.4 70 76.1 0.097
No
4
18.2
18
81.8 22 23.9
***Presence of disease together with COPD
Diabetes mellitus
2
16.7
8
66.7 12 13.0 0.811
2 16.7
Hypertension
13
22.4
35
60.3 58 63.0 0.103
10 17.2
Heart diseases
10
31.3
14
43.8 32 34.8 0.002
8 25.0
Rheumatic diseases
4
100.0 4 4.3 0.346
Renal diseases
2 33.3
1
16.7
3
50.0 6 6.5 0.248
Neurologic diseases
1
50.0
1
50.0 2 2.2 0.583
***Medicines used
Bronchodilator
11 12.6
19
21.8
57
65.5 87 94.6 0.674
Corticosteroids
6
9.2
13
20.0
46
70.8 65 70.7 0.309
Antiinflamatory
4
50.0
4
50.0 8 8.7 0.099
Antibiotics
6
8.0
11
14.7
58
77.3 75 81.5 0.000
Inhaler
2 25.0
3
37.5
3
37.5 8 8.7 0.188
Expectorants
11 12.6
20
23.0
56
64.4 87 94.6 0.261
Amount of medicine taken daily
4-6
3 23.1
3
23.1
7
53.8 13 14.1 0.380
≥7
8 10.1
17
21.5
54
68.4 79 85.9
Regular use of medicines
Yes
9 10.5
18
20.9
59
68.6 86 93.5 0.142
No
2 33.3
2
33.3
2
33.3 6 6.5
Regular exercise
Yes
1
4.2
6
25.0
17
70.8 24 26.1 0.385
No
10 14.7
14
20.6
44
64.7 68 73.9
Regular sleep
Yes
1
4.0
8
32.0
16
64.0 25 27.2 0.173
No
10 14.9
12
17.9
45
67.2 67 72.8
Daily sleep length
4-6 hours
10 12.5
16
20.0
54
67.5 80 87.0 0.566
≥7 hours
1
8.3
4
33.3
7
58.3 12 13.0
Smoking
Yes
2
66.7
1
33.3 3 3.3
0.205
No
5 11.6
6
14.0
32
74.4 43 46.7
Quitted
6 13.0
12
26.1
28
60.9 46 50.0
* It is percentage of column and others are percentages of rows. ** Value of chi-square test. *** n was doubled because
there were more answers than one.
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Table 3. Dependence status of the patients in the activities of daily living
ADL
Bathing
Dressing
Toileting
Transferring
Continence
Feeding

Dependent

n
27
17
13
15
14
15

Semidependent
n
%
29
31.5
22
23.9
21
22.8
19
20.7
10
10.9
11
12.0

%
29.3
18.5
14.1
16.3
15.2
16.3

Discussion
COPD, commonly seen all over the world, is a
chronic disease that occurs more frequently with
old age and causes increased death rates. Individuals with chronic disease are generally unable to perform ADL due to the symptoms of the disease [3].
The present research evaluated the capabilities
of elderly patients with COPD in their ADL. Although most of the study particpants with COPD
were men, when we analyzed the relation between
socio-demographic characteristics of the patients
and their status in performing ADL, our results
showed that the women experienced more dependence in ADL than the men.
Torres et al. showed in their study that women
with COPD had worse dyspnea, exercise capacity, and nutritional status at an earlier stage of the
disease and walked a shorter distance in the 6-min
walk distance test than men [15]. Chan-Yeung
et al. reported that COPD morbidity was higher
among men and emphasized that the difference
was particularly higher among the ≥45 age group
[9]. The reason for this was attributable to the fact
that men smoked more and tended to remain in
their professional lives longer than women [9,13].
A review of the literature found that other studies researching dependence in ADL showed that
women experienced more dependence in ADL
than men [16,17,18,19]. Our findings supported
the findings of previous researches.
Numerous studies which investigated the capabilities of the elderly in carrying out their ADL
found that the ADL dependence level increased
significantly in people aged ≥ 65 [2,5,12,16,20].
Similarly, our findings supported the correlation
between age and ADL.
Studies have also shown that patients whose
spouses have died were more dependent in their
238

Independent
n
%
36
39.1
53
57.6
58
63.0
58
63.0
68
73.9
66
71.7

ADL. Kaya et al. indicated that most of the needs
of the individuals with severe disabilities were
met primarily by their spouses [3]. Furthermore,
Cecen and Ozbayır reported that 38.1% of the elderly needed help in their daily lives, and 29.2%
of them were helped by their spouses [21]. Loss
of the spouse increases a person’s dependence on
others due to a decrease in self-confidence, changes in home conditions, and poor or irregular care.
The illiteracy rate of our study participants was
50%. Patients in the Bahar et al. study had an illiteracy rate of 40.9% [22]. Although the patients’
monthly incomes ranged between 150€ and 400€,
the dependence level of the patients who had a
monthly income below 220€, lived with extended
families, did not have any social security coverage
and were unemployed was higher.
The income and educational status of this
study’s research group was in the medium to
low socio-economic level. The risk for acquiring
COPD is higher for people at a low economic level. They often present with lower lung functions,
and their low economic status may be a hindrance
to maintaining the necessary hygienic conditions
in their living environment [13].
The Tel et al. study reported that instrumental
ADL scores of individuals aged ≥81 indicated they
had a low economic status, lacked social security
coverage, lived in an extended family and were
divorced and widoved. Nevertheless, these individuals still exhibited a moderate independence
[17]. Patients living in towns tend to be more dependent on others in ADL. This could stem from
a weakened traditional extended family structure,
which would have usually provided patients with
the care they would need.
When patients were evaluated according to the
characteristics of the diseases and status in performing ADL, results indicated that those who had
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family members with COPD, had coped with the
disease for 11-19 years, had previous hospitalizations and had a frequency of hospitalization once
every 2-3 months were more dependent in ADL.
We have concluded that having another family member with COPD leads to difficulties in receiving support for care. The study of Ince et al.
points out that duration of the disease affects patients’ perceptions of daily living. When patients
have been ill with COPD over a longer period of
time, symptoms are often more pronounced and
may significantly affect patients’ ability to carry
out their daily living tasks [9].
Nevertheless, more than half the rate of independence of patients who had the disease for ≥20
years may be attributable to their ability to learn
to live with their COPD and to make the appropriate changes for their lives. It has been reported
that when COPD patients do not receive regular
and high-quality care, their symptoms can become
aggravated, and complications may occur with an
increase in the frequency of hospitalizations [3].
In another study in which frequency of hospitalization was investigated in terms of acute attack frequency, it was noted that patients had been hospitalized 1-3 times during the previous year (47.8%) and
nearly all of these patients had been hospitalized
with the same frequency [23]. Our research found
that more than half of the patients had been hospitalized once every 2-3 months and nearly half had
been hospitalized once or twice a year. This is considered a high rate of frequency of hospitalization.
Disabilities and disorders may occur among
the elderly due to the changes caused by physiological aging. In particular, cardiac, pulmonary,
renal and immune functions present a constant
decrease which may result in the development of
various diseases [24]. Our study results found that
those who had another chronic disease apart from
COPD were more dependent in ADL. Our findings
support similar studies in the literature [17,19]. It
is also known that occasional inflammation, history of hospitalization, and other diseases exert an
effect on COPD amnesia [25].
Ucku and Ergin reported that the dependence
rate of ADL among the elderly with one or more
chronic diseases was 28.8% [19]. Our study revealed that patients with another chronic disease
were fully dependent or moderately dependent in

performing ADL. Other studies have reported that
patients’ quality of life deteriorates when disabilities due to aging and the presence of other diseases
coexist with COPD symptoms [3].
In the present study, most of the patients had
one or more chronic diseases and used medicines
continuously. Continuous use of medicines indicated that these elderly patients had at least one
chronic disease, and they had been using several
medicines for a long time. Since most of the study
participants had co-morbid diseases and most
were using ≥7 medicines, this may be an indicator
that they were dependent in performing ADL.
Most of the patients with COPD are elderly.
Additional chronic diseases are common and they
might have to face significant losses [5]. When
patient’s other chronic diseases were analyzed,
hypertension was seen most often followed by
cardiac diseases. The Berberoglu et al. study reported that hypertension, cerebrovascular events
and heart failure were the most commonly seen
chronic diseases among the elderly [18].
The Training Guide of the Turkish Health Ministry (2011) indicates that COPD is accompanied
mostly by cardiovascular system diseases (CVD),
especially during the advanced stages of COPD
[6]. In our study, the ADL dependence level of
those who had heart diseases as well as COPD
increased significantly. Potential factors in COPD
leading to increased CVD risk include increased
oxygen consumption resulting in elevated cardiovascular stress with the need to increase peripheral
oxygen delivery. Finally, COPD patients are likely
to be more sedentary due to exercise limitation, in
turn worsening their risk for CVD [26]. The study
of Sahbaz and Tel reported that those who had
chronic diseases, particularly those with neurological and cardiovascular system diseases, were
more dependent in their ADL needs [16]. This
finding supports the correlation between a chronic
disease and ADL dependence.
The aim in COPD treatment is to diagnose the
disease early and begin treatment as soon as possible. The treatments cited in the literature generally
include pharmacological treatments such as bronchodilators and corticosteroids [13,27]. Other pharmacological treatments for COPD include antibiotics, vaccinations, alpha-1 antitrypsin augmentation
therapy and pulmonary rehabilitation [13].
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Our patients used mostly bronchodilators, expectorants, antibiotics and corticosteroids. There
was a statistically significant difference between
ADL dependence status and antibiotics use. The
most important criteria for determination of antibiotics indication in COPD is sputum purulence.
Patients with the three symptoms of increased
shortness of breath, increased sputum amount and
purulent sputum should be treated with antibiotics. Antibiotic treatments should be considered for
those with two of these symptoms, and antibiotic
administration is recommended if one of these
symptoms is sputum purulence [6].
ADL dependency was higher among those who
did not take their medicines regularly, did not exercise regularly, and had irregular sleep habits. ADL
dependence is higher among those who do not use
medicines regularly, and some experts in the field
believe this may result from poly-drug use, drug
interaction and side effects [13,28]. Exercise is a
component of physical activity that is performed
for the purpose of improving physical fitness, and
home walking is a convenient, well-tolerated exercise option for people with COPD [29].
The exercise of choice for all the patients was
walking, however, none of them did breathing and
coughing exercises which are required for pulmonary rehabilitation. It has been proven that inspiratory muscle trainings improve a patient’s breathing
capacities and reduce dyspnea [13]. We determined
that our patient group required not only medical
treatment but also pulmonary rehabilitation programs and trainings. We are of the opinion that
health personnel should put more emphasis on the
training and rehabilitation needs of COPD patients.
Regular pulmonary rehabilitation programs prevent
economic losses by reducing the number of hospitalizations as well as unnecessary drug use [30].
Elderly patients should be actively encouraged
to engage in exercise as this may increase their
self- sufficiency in activities of daily living [1]. A
very common complaint among the elderly is poor
quality sleep and not enough sleep. The Kaya et
al. study found that the usual symptoms for the
decreased functions among COPD patients were
dyspnea, fatigue and sleep problems [3]. Sleep
problems in the elderly may result from psychological and physical diseases as well as the normal
aging process [31].
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Smoking is one of the leading causes for COPD
and is responsible for 90% of the known cases
[13]. Inhaled smoke or irritants are thought to trigger alveolar macrophages and the epithelium to
secrete tumor necrosis factor-alpha, interleukin
8, and chemokines such as macrophage inflammatory proteins [32]. COPD occurs in 15-20% of
smokers, and one of five people who smoke carries risks for COPD development in their lives. In
our group of patients 50% had quit smoking due to
COPD. It has been reported that giving up smoking may prevent pulmonary dysfunctions except
in the advanced stage of the disease [13].
On the other hand patients who continue to
smoke may be prevented from taking part in pulmonary rehabilitation programs [9]. Therefore, it is
crucial that COPD patients quit smoking as soon as
possible.
Some studies have shown that the patients with
COPD experience activity restrictions and discomfort during ADL [10,11]. A review of the literature
reveals that the elderly are most dependent on others for help in the activities of bathing, dressing and
transferring [1,17,20]. Our study demonstrated that
the activity in which patients needed the most help
was for bathing. The Kesioglu et al., study which
evaluated ADL among the elderly, also revealed
that the highest dependence occurred in bathing
(7% of the patients were fully dependent whereas
10.1% were semi-dependent) [33].
These results were seen again in the Kaya et
al. study with COPD patients which showed that
patients were most dependent in ADL for their
bathing needs [3]. This study, also suggested that
patients had a higher dependence in dressing,
transferring and eating after bathing. Our findings
were similar to those mentioned above.
In the present study 12% of the COPD patients
were fully dependent, 21.7% were moderately dependent and 66.3% were independent in terms of
activities of daily living. The study of Bektaş and
Şahin indicated that individuals aged ≥65 were dependent in one or more activities of daily living,
10% of individuals aged 65-69 needed help, and
47% of the individuals aged ≥85 were dependent
in ADL [1].
The mean ADL scores of the participating patients were 14.61±4.23. When the highest score
was 18, patients scored higher than average.
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Yıldırım and Karadakovan’s study related to ADL
reported that 160 elderly scored 11.56±1.09 on the
ADL scale where the highest score was 12 [34].
These results concurred with ours.
Conclusion
In terms of activities of daily living our study results found that the COPD patients were dependent
in bathing, dressing, transferring and eating. Age,
monthly ıncome, family structure, presence of heart
disease together with COPD, and antibiotic use affected patients’ dependence status in ADL.
In conclusion, in caring for the elderly with
COPD, medical professonals should do all possible to ensure that these patients are given the opportunity to lead more self-sufficient lives. Therefore, the dependence levels of elderly COPD patients and the affecting factors in performing their
ADL must first be accurately assessed. This information will be crucial in developing the necessary
programs and patient support systems to render
positive and useful assistance to this very vulnerable population.
Limitations
This study was conducted only Turkish elderly
patients with COPD and only one county in Turkey. The results of this study may be generalized to
the sample group in this study. The sample in this
study reflects only one area of Turkey. The findings therefore cannot be generalized to all patients
with COPD in Turkey. Thus, further studies with
larger Turkish sample sizes are needed. Therefore,
the findings of this study will contribute to the literature currently available to health care professionals who provide services related to this issue.
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Abstract
Objectives: UTI is one of the most important
causes of morbidity in general population and is the
second most common cause of hospital visits. The
aim of this study was to investigate the prevalence
of integrons in a selection of MDR Escherichia coli
and Klebsiella pneumoniae from children and their
associations with multiple drug resistance.
Methods: During the 3 month study period, a
total 233 urine samples from children having urinary tract infections (UTI) were included in the
study. The organisms were identified using standard laboratory procedures. The antimicrobial
susceptibility profile for all isolates was determined by estimating susceptibility of the 14 antibiotics using Kirby Bauer disk diffusion method and
the frequency of multi-drug resistance and their
associations with integron were assessed by PCR.
Results: E. coli and K. pneumoniae were isolated from 204 patients, of which 174(85.3%) belonged to E. coli and 30(14.7%) belonged to K. pneumonia. Of the 174 E. coli and 30 klebsiella isolates,
148 (85 %) and 21(70%) were multi- drug resistant.
Class 1 integrons were found in 34% of the E.
coli and in 13.3% of the K. pneumoniae isolates.
Class 2 integrons were found in 12.6% of the E.
coli and Class 2 integron was not found in K. pneumoniae isolates. The existence of integron among
E.coli clinical isolates was significant association
between resistance to ampicillin, gentamicin, tetracycline, cotrimoxazole, ciprofloxacin, nalidixic
acid. Resistance to ampicillin and nalidixic acid
was significantly more common in K. pneumonia
isolates with integron.
Conclusions: Multi-drug resistance suggests
that strategy for treatment of patients with E.coli and
klebsiella infections needs to be revised. The results
of this study indicate that Imipenem and Amikacin
were the most effective antibiotics against isolates.

The possibility transmission of resistance genes by
integrons would be decreased by treatment of patients with the appropriate antibiotics.
Key words: Escherichia coli, Klebsiella, urinary tract infections, PCR.
Introduction
Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are one of the
most common infectious diseases in children and
its symptoms range from mild irritative voiding
to bacteremia, sepsis, or even death. Urinary tract
infection (UTI) is serious health problem which
requiring antimicrobial therapy (1, 2). Among bacteria causing UTI, Escherichia coli is the common
cause of UTI and responsible for more than 85%
of community-acquired and 50% of nosocomial
UTI (2, 3). Klebsiella pneumoniae is the second
most frequency found bacteria in patients with UTI
(4). Although mortality rates associated with UTI
is usually low but it is urgent to use of antibiotics
for UTI treatment. Widespread use of Antibiotics in
treatment of UTI is the main cause of generation
and maintenance multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria that are frequently found in UTI. In particular,
multi drug resistance (MDR) is major problems for
the empirical treatment of patients (5).Increase and
spread of resistant to antibiotics among UTI-causing organisms is a great concern (4). Many studies
shown that the enormous and inappropriate use of
antibiotics are the most significant factors for the
development of bacterial resistance to several antimicrobial drugs (6). Increase resistant to applied
antibiotics in treatment of UTI is steadily increasing
and in spite of reduced use, resistance to them has remained high level. It has been shown that, resistance genes can spread through the world’s bacterial
populations irrespective of the pattern of antimicrobial use in an area (7).Therefore; mechanisms other
than selection pressure might exist for maintaining
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a resistant bacterial pool. All of drug resistance
mechanisms are encoded by resistant genes which
there are in bacterial genomes and in extra-chromosomal pieces of DNA. The resistance genes can be
acquisition by horizontal transfer mechanism, mediated by mobile genetic elements. The elements
that facilitate horizontal transfer of resistance genes
include plasmids, transposons and integrons. They
are involved in the spread of resistance (8). Horizontal transfers are a major mechanism for dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes and contribute
to the rapid spread of multi-drug resistance among
clinical isolates of bacteria (9). Multidrug resistance
(MDR) may be encoded by chromosomally located
resistance determinants or mutations in a resident
gene. Integrons are genetic elements that comprise
recombination and expression systems capable of
integrating and expressing the genes contained in
cassette structures (10). Five classes of integron so
far have been identified that are recognized by their distinct integrase genes (9-11). Class 1 integrons
extremely prevalent among clinical isolates and in
many cases are associated with lateral transfer of
antibacterial resistance genes. Class 2 integrons are
less common than class 1 and have been frequently
reported in Gram-negative bacteria. The reported
epidemiology of other integrons classes are very
rare to date. In total, integrons as a marker of antibiotics resistance have a well-established role in the
spread of resistance among Gram negative bacteria
and presence of them in clinical isolates is strongly
associated with MDR (12) .The aim of this study
was to investigate the prevalence of Multi-drug
resistance in Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumonia isolates from children with UTI and their
associations with existence of integron.
Material and methods
Bacterial Isolates
Isolates were collected from early April2011
through the end of June 2011 from children aged
below 15 years referred to three hospitals affiliated with Shahid Beheshti University of Medical
Science in Tehran, Iran. Children with urinary
tract abnormalities, renal failure and history of recent antibiotic use within 15 days before the study
were excluded from study. Only patients who had
pyuria (>10 white blood cells/µL), acute voiding
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symptoms and significant bacteriuria (>105 CFU/
mL) were included in the microbiological analysis.
UTI diagnosis was established by the hospital physicians based on clinical symptoms and laboratory
investigation. In total, 233 urine samples from children having urinary tract infections (UTI) were included in the study. The organisms were identified
using standard laboratory procedures (13).
Antibiotic susceptibility test
The antimicrobial susceptibility profile for all
isolates was determined by estimating susceptibility of the 14 antibiotics using Kirby Bauer disk
diffusion method. Antibiotic susceptibility testing
of each isolates was performed on Mueller Hinton
agar with commercial antimicrobial discs (Mast.
Co, UC). Clinical Laboratory and Standards Institute (CLSI; formerly National Committee for
Clinical Laboratory Standards) criteria were used
to interpret of breakpoints (14).
The following antimicrobial agents were tested
in this study: ampicillin (10 µg), cotrimoxazole(
30 µg), Cefixim (30 µg), ceftriaxone (30 µg) , gentamicin( 10 µg), nalidixic acid (30 µg), ciprofloxacin( 5 µg), tetracycline (30µg), imipenem (10µg ),
amikacin (30 µg), chloramphenicol(30 µg), nitrofurantoin(300 µg), norfloxacin (10 µg), Cefotaxime (30 µg). Escherichia coli ATCC 25922 were
used as control strains for susceptibility studies.
Multi drug resistance was defined as resistance of
an isolate to more than two unrelated drugs.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
DNA extraction procedure was done according to the methods described by Solberg et al (15).
Bacteria were harvested from 1.5 ml overnight cultures Luria-Bertani broth, suspended in distilled
water, and incubated in 95 C for 10 min boiled,
after centrifuge supernatant was used as template
DNA. Detection of Integron classes were carried
out using PCR with degenerate primers designed
to hybridize to conserved regions of integron encoded integrase genes intI1and intI2. The primers
used for detection of int1 and int2 genes by PCR
method are presented in Table (1).
The PCR reactions were done a total volume of
25 mL containing 2.5 ml of 10x PCR, 1.5 ml of 50
mM MgCl2, 2 ml of 2.5 mM dNTP, 1ml of primer
(forward and reverse) together with 1 unit of Taq
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DNA polymerase (5 U/ml). Volume of the reaction mixture was adjusted by adding filtered deionised water. Positive and negative controls were
included in each run.PCR conditions was done by
thermocycler (Perkin-Elmer Cetus, Emeryville,
480220/220 V. 50 Hz) as follows: initial denaturation 10 min at 94 ºC, followed by 35 cycles of 2
min at 94, 1 min 60 ºC for int1 and 1min 48 ºC for
int2, and 1 min at 72 ºC; and final extension at 72
ºC for 10 min to end amplification process. Amplicons were separated by horizontal gel electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel in TBE (Tris-borate
EDTA) buffer at room temperature at 85V for 2h
with mix DNA ladder. Finally, fragments were
stained by ethidium bromide for 15 minutes and
visualized under UV light and photographed.
Statistical analysis
All samples were analyzed using with SPSS
software for Windows, version 11.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL). The significance of results was determined using the chi-square test and fisher’s exact test. P values less than 0.05 were considered
stastically significant.
Results
During the 3 month study period 233 urine specimens were recovered from children with community acquired UTI from three different university
hospitals in Tehran. E. coli and K. pneumoniae were
isolated from 204 patients, of which 174 (85.3%)
belonged to E. coli and 30 (14.7%) belonged to K.
pneumonia. The other isolates recovered from UTI
patients were Proteus mirabilis 11 (4.7 %), Enterobacter spp. 9 (3.9%), Pseudomonas aeruginosa 5
(2.1%), Enterococcus spp. 4 (1.7%).One hundred
fifty-seven (68.5%) patients were males and seventy two (31.4%) were females (male to female
ratio 2.18:1). Antimicrobial susceptibility testing
was done to determine the antibacterial suscepti-

bility pattern of the isolates. In vitro susceptibility
of 174 E.coli and 30 K. Pneumonia isolates to 14
antibiotics tested are presented in Table (2). Both of
these organisms showed variable pattern of susceptibility. Antibiotic susceptibility results of E. coli
isolates showed that resistance to ampicillin was
in 174 isolates (100%), chloramphenicol in 162
(93.1%), tetracycline in 127 (73%), cotrimoxazole
in 90 (51.7%), cefixim in 55 (31.6%), ciprofloxacin
in 43 (24.7%), ceftriaxone in 40 (23%), nitrofurantoin in 39 (22.4%), Cefotaxime in 37 (21.3%), norfloxacin in 22 (12.6%), gentamicin in 15 (8.6%),
nalidixic acid in 10 (5.7%) and amikacin in 5
(2.9%). No resistance to imipenem was obtained in
the isolates studied. Of the 30 K. pneumonia isolates tested resistant to ampicillin, cefixim, cotrimoxazole, Cefotaxime, ceftriaxone, ciprofloxacin,
nalidixic acid, tetracycline, chloramphenicol, gentamicin, norfloxacin, nitrofurantoin were observed
in 80%, 53.4%, 50%, 4.3%, 36.6%,33.3%, 26.5%,
23.3%, 16.5%,13.2%, 10%,10% respectively. E.
coli isolates in this study showed more resistance
than Klebsiella isolates. The major difference was
observed for chloramphenicol and tetracycline. E.
coli isolates showed high resistance to chloramphenicol and tetracycline, while Klebsiella isolates
showed low resistance to these agents. None of the
K. pneumoniae isolates was found resistant to amikacin and imipenem. Resistance was found to be
higher in E. coli strains for antibiotics ampicillin,
chloramphenicol, tetracycline, cotrimoxazole, nitrofurantoin, norfloxacin and amikacin. Antibiotic
susceptibility results showed that 10.7% of isolates
were fully susceptible to all tested antibiotics. None
of the strains tested were found to be resistant to
all antimicrobial agents. Resistance to three or more
than antibiotics was observed in 76.4% of isolates.
Of the 174 E. coli isolates, 148 (85 %) were multidrug resistant and Of the 30 klebsiella isolates, 21
(70%) were multi- drug resistant. Only 4 isolates
of Proteus and 2 isolates of Pseudomonas were

Table 1. Primers used in the PCR assay
Primer name
int-F
int-R
intI2F
intI2R

Sequence (50!30)
GCCACTGCGCCGTTACCACC
GGCCGAGCAGATCCTGCACG
GCAAATGAAGTGCAACGC
ACACGCTTGCTAACGATG
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Target gene
or region(s)

PCR product
size (bp)

Reference

intI1

898

35

intI2

466

36
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multi- drug resistant. Of 174 E. coli strains tested
59 (34%) and 22 (12.6%) isolates had evidence of
class 1 and class 2 integron respectively. Class 1
integrons were presented in 4 (13.3%) isolates of
K. pneumoniae (Figure 1, 2). Class 2 integron was
not found in K. pneumoniae isolates. The int1 and
int2 genes were found together only in 3 isolates
of E. coli. The existence of integron was not confirmed in none of the multi drug resistant strains
of Proteus mirabilis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
The prevalence of class 1 and 2 integrons among E.
coli and K. pneumonia isolates and their association with antibiotic resistance in this study is presented in Table 2. The existence of integron among
E.coli clinical isolates was significantly associated
with resistance to ampicillin, gentamicin, tetracycline, cotrimoxazole, ciprofloxacin, nalidixic acid.
Resistance to ampicillin and nalidixic acid was significantly more common in K. pneumonia isolates
with integron compared to those without (Table 2).

Figure 1. Class 1 integron (int1; 898bp) PCR
of Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae
isolates. Lanes 1-3: int1-positive E. coli isolates;
lanes 4, 5: int1-positive K. pneumoniae isolates;
Lanes 6: int1-negative. M: Mix DNA ladder

Table 2. Antibiotic sensitivity of E.coli and K. pneumonia strains isolated from children with UTI and
correlation with integrons
Antibiotic

Total resistant
n (%)
E.coli

Ampicillin
Chloramphenicol
Tetracycline
Cotrimoxazole
Cefixim
Ciprofloxacin
Ceftriaxone
Nitrofurantoin
Cefotaxime
Norfloxacin
Gentamicin
Nalidixic acid
Amikacin
Imipenem

174(100)
162(93.1)
127(73)
90(51.7)
55(31.6)
43(24.7)
40(23 )
39(22.4 )
37(21.3)
22(12.6)
15(8.6)
10(5.7)
5(2.9)
0(0)

klebsiella

Resistance of int-positive strains
n (%)
Class I

E.coli
24(80)
43(24.7)
5(16.5)
13(8)
7(23.3) 27(21.2)
15(50)
8(8.9)
16(53.4)
4(7.2)
10(33.3)
4(9.3)
12(36.6)
2(5)
3(10)
7(17.9)
1(4.3)
5(13.5)
3(10)
3(13.6)
4(13.2)
2(13.3)
8(26.5)
1(10)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)

klebsiella
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0

Class II
E.coli klebsiella
20(34.8)
0(0)
19(11.7)
0(0)
21(16.5)
0(0)
16(17.7)
0(0)
5(9)
0(0)
1(2.3)
0(0)
4(10)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
3(8.1)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
1(6.6)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)
0(0)

Association with
Integron1
E.coli

klebsiella

0.0003
0.7235
0.0167
<0.0001
0.061
<0.0001
0.5467
0.6155
0.3314
1.0000
0.0253
0.0002
---

0.025
0.107
-<0.074
-----0.214
-<0.0001
---

Significant values are in bold.
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Figure 2. Class 2integron (int1466bp) PCR of
Escherichia coli isolates. Lanes 1, 2, 3: int2positive E. coli isolates; Lanes 4: int2-negative.
M: Mix DNA ladder
Discussion
Urinary tract infection (UTI) is one of the most
common infection and the most important cause
morbidity in developing countries, including Iran.
Resistance to antimicrobial agents among bacteria
causing UTI is steadily increasing and appeared as
a major problem in hospitals and health care settings (16, 17). This study undertaken to investigated
the antibiotic susceptibility pattern and the prevalence of integron and its relation to antimicrobial
resistance in to E. coli and K. pneumonia strains
isolated from children community acquired UTI
that exhibited multi drug resistance pattern. A total
of 233 isolates associated with UTI were analyzed.
E.coli was observed in 85.3% cases, while K. pneumonia was observed in 14.7%. Consistent with other reported studies, the isolation rates of E. coli was
higher than the other organisms isolated from urine
sample of patients with UTI (18, 19). Antimicrobial
susceptibility pattern of E. coli and K. pneumonia
showed that resistance patterns of these organisms are different. In our study, all E. coli isolates
were found to be resistance to ampicillin (100%)
and resistance to other antibiotics including chloramphenicol (93.1%), tetracycline (73%) and cotrimoxazole (51.7%) appears to be very high. This
is in accordance with Rijavec et al who showed a
high incidence of antibiotic resistance among E.coli

strains from Slovenia to ampicillin, tetracycline and
chloramphenicol (20). High level of resistance to
ampicillin, tetracycline and cotrimoxazole among
E.coli strains isolated from urine samples has also
been reported by many investigators (21, 22). Increased resistance could be explained by high subscription and misuse of these drugs for UTI patients
in Tehran hospitals. The most levels of resistance
among K. pneumonia strains were belonged to antibiotics ampicillin, cefixim, cotrimoxazole, Cefotaxime respectively. About K. pneumonia isolates,
the percentage of resistance to all antibiotics tested
was lower in compared to previous studies (23,
24). All K. pneumonia and E. coli isolates were
reported to be sensitive to imipenem. This is comfort to other studies (20-25).Imipenem with 100%
sensitivity was the most effective antibiotic against
isolates. This also was reported by Tariq et al (26).
It seems that imipenem can recommend as drug of
choice for the treatment of UTI caused by E. coli,
K. pneumonia and other Gram-negative isolates.
The data from present study exhibited that resistance to nalidixic acid and gentamicin in our E. coli
isolates was lower than the resistance reported in
other studies (21, 22). About seventy six percent of
isolates showed MDR. Rijavec et al reported that
42% of E. coli isolates were MDR (20). Other studies showed the frequency of MDR isolates was 7.1
in the USA (27, 28), 75% in India (21) and 77%
in Iran (15). Previous studies have shown that the
level of multi drug resistance among UTI isolates in
geographic areas is vary and rapidly changing over
time. The survey of integrons prevalence and their
role in dissemination of antimicrobial resistance in
a collection of isolates collected from urine of children in Tehran, Iran exhibited that 46.6% of the E.
coli strains and 13.3% of the K. pneumonia strains
were integron positive. The prevalence of integron
has reported to be varying from 22 to 52% in E. coli
clinical isolates (29, 30). Wite et al reported integrons in 49% of the isolates of Enterobacteriaceae
(31).other studies found that the prevalence of integrons in E. coli was 48.3% in India (21), 49%%
in the USA (32). All this studies propose that integrons are widespread among clinical bacterial
isolates especially in Enterobacteriaceae and may
be partly associated with the spread of multi-drug
resistance. In E. coli isolates selected for this study
class 1 integrons were the most prevalent, in line
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with the results of other studies (15, 21, 22) while
class 2 integrons were detected in a limited number of isolates(13.3%). The high level of integrons
in our samples implies that integrons are evolving.
The prevalence of class 1 integrons in Klebsiella
isolates was lower than the rate reported in other
studies (23, 33). High prevalence of integrons in
our E. coli isolates (46.6%), suppose that the role of
integrons in the spread of resistance may be more
highlight than other mobile genetic elements such
as plasmids and transpons. In addition, the detection of integrons with high level among E.coli
strains confirms the propensity of E.coli to carry
and transfer MDR genes between enteric pathogens. In E.coli strains integrons were significantly
associated with resistance to ampicillin, gentamicin, tetracycline, cotrimoxazole, ciprofloxacin,
nalidixic acid. In klebsiella strains integrons were
significantly associated with resistance to ampicillin and nalidixic acid. The high level of resistance
observed among our isolates, in conforms to earlier
studies, emphasizes that acquisition of resistance
determinants may not be a random process (34).
Initial acquisition of one or two important resistance genes might therefore act as a platform for
acquiring more resistance genes. Our findings indicate that resistance determinants for these drugs are
frequently carried by integrons and mobilization of
resistance determinants by plasmids or transposons
would be alternative approaches.
In summary, our study exhibited that E. coli
and Klebsiella are the important causative agents
of urinary tract infection in children. Amikacin
and imipenem were the most effective antibiotics
against strains isolated from children with community acquired UTI in Tehran. The high level
of resistance to antibiotics among E. coli strains
under the study and its association with integrons
suggested that integrons facilitate the spread of
antimicrobial drug resistance.
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Abstract
Although previous studies have revealed that
blood parameters alone in cerebrovascular diseases had no spesificity in diagnosis, the objective of
this study was to determine , within the context of
a retrospective analysis, whether any differences
existed between some blood parameters of various groups of patients who referred to emergency
department with a history of cerebrovascular diseases. In the study, some parameters such as alanine and aspartate aminotransferase enzyme, white
blood cells and thrombocytes, hematocrite, INR,
prothrombin time, sodium, glucose were retrospectively investigated in emergency department
in a total of 254 patients suffered from ischemic
stroke, temporary ischemic attack, intracerebral
hemorrhage and subaracnoid hemorrhage. There
was no statistically significant difference between
the sub-groups of the patients in all of the parameters apart from glucose value.
In conclusion, we suggest that early detection
and management of these abnormalities in these
parameters, which play an active role in the pathogenesis and the development of neuronal damage, would be imperative in terms of the clinical
pattern, prognosis and recurrence of the disease
Key words: Stroke, emergency department,
blood parameters, pathogenesis, neuronal damage.
Introduction
Cerebrovascular Disease(CVD) has been defined as the condition of any brain area being temporarily or permanently affected due to ischemia
or hemorrhage and /or as a primary pathology of
one or more blood veins related with brain (1).
Pathological processes develop as a result of such
conditions as lesions in the murals of the veins or
permeability change, blockage of lumen with embolism or thrombosis, rupture in the veins, incre250

ase in the viscosity of the blood or other changes
in the blood content, atherosclerosis, hypertensive
atherosclerotic changes, dilatation due to aneurysm, arthritis, developmental malformations (2).
Numerous studies have been conducted so far
related with the effects of biochemical parameters
in CVD, blood markers indicating glial activation and neuronal damage. However none of these
markers were found to be clinically significant in
themselves for the diagnosis(3-4). This is due to
the heterogenity of the cells, the difference in distribution of these cells across the brain and in their
tolerance against ischemia, complexities in ischemic cascade and the blood-brain barier.
In the course of our investigation, our objective
was to determine ,within the context of a retrospective analysis, whether any differences existed
between some blood parameters of various groups of patients who referred to emergency department with a history of cerebrovascular diseases.
Methods
In this investigation, a total of 254 cases admitted
to the Emergency Department of the Faculty of
Medicine in Yuzuncu Yıl University and diagnosed
with CVD were retrospectively evaluated in the period between 01.01.2008-31.08.2008. These cases,
categorized in four sub-groups of CVD as ischemic
stroke (IS), temporary ischemic attack (TIA), intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), subaracnoid hemorrhage (SAH), were investigated in terms of their
demographic data and laboratory findings obtained
during their admittance to the clinic. Analyses were
conducted in order to find out whether there existed
any differences between various sub-groups of the
patients and different variables.
Statıstıcal Analysıs
The obtained results were statistically analized
using t and Pearson Chi-Square test. Kruskal-Wal-
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lis One Way ANOVA test was used in multiple
comparisons.When p value reached at <0.05, it
was accepted as statistically significant
Results
57 % of the patients were males (n:144) and
43% were females (n:110), and their mean age
were found to be 62.98±16,18. Based on their diagnoses, patients were categorized as IS (56%),
TIA (11%), ICH(28%) ve SAH (5%) in terms of
the individual sub-group. As a result of the biochemical and coagulation tests the highest mean
glucose value (189,35mg/dl) was found in SAH
and the highest sodium value (136,68 mEq/L) was
found in TIA. IS revealed the highest scores of
prothrombin time (PT) (16,73 seconds) and INR
(1,64) scores (Table 1). Whereas there was a difference between glucose values of the patients and
stroke types (p=0,03) there was no statistically significant difference between sodium, PT, INR scores and stroke types. The scores were respectively
found as thus: (p=0.465, p=0.57 and p=0.751).
In the hemogram parameters of patients, white
blood cells, hematocrite and thrombocytes scores
were analized and results were shown in Table 2. The

highest scores of white blood cells (12,95 mm3) were
observed in SAH patients where the highest scores
of hematocrite (43,80%) were found in patients with
ICH. As for the thrombocytes, their scores (277,23
mm3) were the highest in TIA. No correlation was
found to exist between these parameters and the types of stroke (p=0,39). As part of the routine examination of our study, liver function tests (alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase
(AST) scores) were analized. Whereas ALT score
was found to be the highest in IS (21.92±16.37 U/L),
this score was the lowest in SAH groups (18.42±10.0
U/L). The highest AST scores were found in SAH
(30.27±19.23 U/L), whereas these scores were the
lowest in TIA group (21.86±7.94 U/L). These scores
for each patient group were shown in Table 3 and no
statistically significant difference was found between
these groups (p=0.297).
Discussion
CVDs are among the diseases of the brain which
are most frequently seen. Although the diagnosing
property of many of the parameters has not yet been
established, their effects are known in the underlying mechanisms of neuronal damage in CVD.

Table 1. The distribution of biochemical and coagulation of the patients among the groups
Glucose
(mg/dl)
110.69
184.86
156.87
189.35

TIA
ISH
IS
SAH

Sodium
(mEg/L)
136.68
135.31
135.58
134.84

PT
(Second)
13.43
14.21
16.73
14.47

INR
1.31
1.35
1.64
1.18

Table 2. The distribution of white blood cells, hematocrites and thrombocytes in the sub-groups of the
patients
WBC
mm3
8.99
12.40
10.57
12.95

TIA
ISH
IS
SAH

Hematocrite
%
39.97
43.80
41.80
43.44

Thrombocytes
mm3
277.23
223.77
258.04
245.67

Table 3. The distribution of liver function tests of AST and ALT among the groups of the patients
TIA
ISH
IS
SAH

ALT (U/L)
18.86±10.19
20.92±11.36
21.92±16.37
18.42±10.10
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AST (U/L)
21.86±7.94
27.15±11.80
27.70±18.95
30.27±19.23
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Song et al. (5) in their studies conducted on
the relationship between hyperglycemia and acute CVD reported that lactic acid increase caused
acidosis, that ischemic area widened with the increase in metabolite accumulation, and that such
complications led to a vicious circle. Therefore,
like many other researchers, Pasero et al.(6), too,
recommended that blood glucose levels in acute
CVD patients should be within the range of 100150mg/dL. Although, in our investigation, no
statistically significat difference could be found
between mean serum glucose levels and CVD
groups, the higher levels of serum glucose above
the normal in all of the groups except for TIA have
been evaluated as relevant with literature.
The importance of sodium in the pathogenesis
related with brain edema and neuronal damage in
CVD has long been known. Betjes et al. (7), in
their studies conducted on the relationship between the cerebrovascular disease and hyponatremia,
emphasizingly pointed out that mortality rates
in hyponatremic patients were higher during the
hospitalization process compared to those with no
hyponatremia and that the severity of the neurological symptoms due to cerebral edema and ischemia as a result of this condition increased. For
this reason the early detection, diagnosis and treatment of hyponatremia in CVD patients are of vital importance. In the course of our investigation,
one of the findings which was different from the
literature was that sodium levels were the same in
all of the groups and that it created no difference
between the groups.
The importance of anticoagulation in the management and treatment of the patients referring to
emergency service due to IS has long been known
and appreciated(8). Therefore in the presence of
underlying risk factors like atrial fibrillation (AF)
which may create susceptibility to thrombosis, INR
scores above the current ones should be taken into
consideration. Hylek et al.(9) pointed out that IS
risk in AF patients could increase, if INR stays at
subtherapeutic level (2,0 below). Levine et al.(10)
stressed that if INR rose above the therapeutic level
(3,0 plus) it could significantly increase the risk of
ICH. In the course of our investigation, the coagulation parameters of our patients were found to be
within the normal ranges and no difference between
the groups could be proved to exist.
252

In the numerous studies conducted on the relationship between CVD and inflammation, a progression of inflammation has been observed with the
increase in leukocytes count and and the expression of inflammatory cytokines. Pantoni et al. (11)
reported that in ischemic stroke and the other cererovascular diseases leukocytes increase occured in
response to ischemia, and that neurons and astrocytes became active and thus an inflammation cascade
was initiated. In the other investigations carried out
within the context of human and animal models and
trials, inflammatory mechanisms have been shown
to contribute to neuronal damage (12,13). Besides,
Grau et al. (14) pointed out that leukocytes were not
only associated with IS but also increased the likelihood of recurrences in people having a predisposition of stroke. The increase in white blood cells
determined in our study in all of the groups except
for TIA support the connection between cerebrovascular disease and inflammation. For this reason,
hemogram evaluation is imperative in every patient
referring to emergency clinic with stroke symptoms
and findings. Ishiwaka et al. (15) in a study conducted on the relationship of CVD and thrombocytes
levels reported that thrombocytes aggregation in
atherom plaques increased predisposition towards
thrombosis even if their levels were normal and thus
thrombosis risk was not ruled out. All of the groups
in our investigation were found to be within the normal ranges of thrombocytes and hematocrite levels,
which prove to be relevant with the above data. The
brain tissue is considered to be a rich reservoir for various enzymes. Damage in this tissue caused by any
factors could lead to an increase of these enzymes in
cerebrospinal fluid ,thereby causing a breakdown in
blood brain barrier and an increase in serum levels
synchronically. Parakh et al. (16) carried out a study
showing that AST levels in serum and cerebrospinal
fluid of the stroke patients were significantly higher
compared with the controls and that the statistical
significance in the values of AST were markedly observed in ICH patients. The serum and cerebrospinal
ALT values were found to be the highest in IS ,and
AST values were considered to be much more crucial in patients with the history of stroke. Although
AST was the highest in SAH and the lowest in TIA
sub-groups of the patients and ALT the highest in
IS and the lowest in SAH, there was no statistically
significant difference between the groups.
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In conclusion, we are of the conviction that early detection and diagnosis of the abnormalities in
these parameters which have an active role in the
pathogenesis of neuronal damage and brain edema
in stroke patients could be important and beneficial
in the improvement of the clinical pattern, the prognosis and even in the recurrence of the disease.
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Power Balance® bands, do they work? Short-term
effects on postural stability, flexibility, and grip strength
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Abstract
Power Balance ‘technology’ has received considerable attention over the last two years with the
manufacturer, as well as many sportsmen and women claiming that the technology can improve performance and/or skill related fitness parameters. To
date, only two scientific studies have been published
in this area looking at the effect of this ‘technology’
on balance, flexibility, strength, and power. The
purpose of this study was to determine the effect of
the Power Balance® Band (PBB) on postural stability, flexibility, and hand grip strength. Seventy individuals (age: 22.2 ± 7.4y; weight: 89.2 ± 16.7kg;
height: 1.87 ± 0.7m) volunteered to participate in this
partially blind cross-over design study. Two Power
Balance® Bands were used for this study, one was
left unaltered and still contained the two silver holographic discs (PBB), while the other had both silver
holographic discs removed (Placebo). Both bands
were covered in such a way that the placebo band
appeared identical to the original band. The participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups:
Protocol 1 (Baseline-PBB-Placebo) and Protocol 2
(Baseline-Placebo-PBB). All testing was completed
on the same day, with sufficient rest between tests.
Parameters tested were postural stability (Biodex
Balance System), flexibility (sit-and-reach), and
hand grip strength (dynamometer). A repeated measures ANOVA together with a Tukey post hoc test
was computed to determine if significant differences
existed between the three bouts, significance was
accepted as p < 0.05. There were no significant differences (p < 0.05) between the baseline test, PBB test,
or placebo test for the postural stability, and hand
grip strength test. A significant difference (p = 0.028)
was observed between the baseline test and both the
PBB and placebo for the sit-and-reach flexibility test,
however no difference was evident between the PBB
and placebo. The findings of this study indicate that
balance, strength and flexibility are not enhanced in
individuals wearing the Power Balance Band.
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Introduction
The Power Balance® Band (PBB) is one of the
latest ergogenic aids on the market and claims to
restore and optimize the electro-magnetic balance
within the human body. The hologram located within the band is purportedly the same material used
to keep static electricity from damaging electrical
components, and is claimed to be imbedded with
an electrical frequency that restores the body’s
electrical balance. When the Power Balance® Hologram comes in contact with your body’s energy
field, it supposedly resonates in accordance with
each individual’s biological rhythm, promoting
free exchange of positive and negative ions. This
theoretically aligns your body’s energy pathways,
and creates maximum energy flow, by clearing the
pathways so the electro-chemical exchange functions to its full potential (Power Balance, 2010).
Optimal health and peak performance occur
when the body maintains ionic balance and free
flowing energy pathways at the optimum frequency (Church, 2009; Pomeranz, 2007). Eastern
medicine tapped this concept thousands of years
ago when health practitioners researched, mapped
and developed treatments based on the body’s natural energy pathways. Disciplines such as acupuncture, and acupressure have been found to produce positive results because of these fundamental
biophysical principals. Studies have shown that
stimulation of acupoints in people under stress resulted in lowered heat rate and a reduction in pain
and anxiety (Church, 2009; Pomeranz, 2007).
The proposed benefits of the Power Balance®
Band include: A faster synaptic response (brain
function), enhanced muscle response (in both fast
and slow twitch tissues), increased stamina (better
oxygen uptake and recovery), more flexibility (faster recovery), strength and vastly improved gravi-
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tational balance (Power Balance, 2010). In addition
to these benefits the manufacturers also claim that
the effect is immediate. That is, balance, strength
and flexibility are improved almost instantaneously
upon application of the band. Research conducted
by Yale University showed that there are no materials within the PBB that could cause negative side
effects to the body (The Tennis Shop, 2010).
To date, two scientific studies (Brice et al.,
2011; Porcari et al., 2011) have been published
on the efficacy of these bands. The study conducted by Brice et al. (2011) focused on balance
only, while the study conducted by Porcari et al.
(2011) focused on balance, flexibility, strength,
and power. The aim of the current study was to validate findings of the previously published studies
by focusing on balance, strength and flexibility.
Methods
Participants
Seventy participants (F=5; M=65) (age: 22.2 ±
7.4 y; weight: 89.2 ± 16.7 kg; height: 1.87 ± 0.7
m) volunteered to participate in this partially blind
cross-over design study. All participants read and
signed a written informed consent form prior to
data collection. The study received ethics approval from the Institutions’ Faculty of Science &
Agriculture Ethics Committee. Participants were
excluded from the study if: they had an ankle, knee
or wrist injury within the previous six months,
they were suffering from any acute infections,
acute/chronic pathology that may affect their balance, any neurological condition, or if their BMI
was over 40 kg/m² due to obesity. Blaszczyk et al.
(2010) found that postural sway in people with a
BMI of greater than 40 kg/m² was affected due to
greater abdominal mass. Participants who of their
own accord had been wearing the Power Balance
Band leading up to the study (n = 21) were required to remove it for the duration of the testing.
Procedures
Two Power Balance® Bands were utilized for
the study, one was left unaltered (still contained the
two silver holographic discs (Power Balance Band)),
while the other had both silver holographic discs removed (Placebo). Both bands were covered in such
a way that the placebo band appeared identical to

the original band. The inside of the bands were still
exposed to ensure contact with the skin. The participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups:
Protocol 1 (Baseline-Power Balance Band-Placebo)
(n = 35) and Protocol 2 (Baseline-Placebo-PBB) (n
= 35). The baseline test consisted of two identical
test protocols with the Power Balance Band. This
was done to ensure that there was no familiarization
effect. All testing was completed on the same day,
with sufficient rest between testing procedures. The
participants’ body mass and height was taken first
to establish their body mass index (BMI). After the
BMI was recorded, participants were then evaluated
on their postural stability (Biodex Balance System
(Cachupe et al., 2001)), flexibility (sit-and-reach),
and hand grip strength (hand grip dynamometer).
The Biodex Balance System (BBS) measured
medial-lateral instability and anterior-posterior instability. These two scores were then used to compute
the overall instability (OI) index (Biodex, 2010). The
OI score is believed to be the best indicator of the
overall ability of the subjects to balance on the platform (Letafatkar, 2009). Dynamic balance was assessed at a spring resistance level of 6. Spring resistance levels range from 1 (least stable) to 12 (most stable). Participants performed this test with their eyes
open, and a double stance was used to test dynamic
stability. Prior to testing, the participants’ center of
gravity was measured using the static platform of the
Biodex Balance System. Once the participants’ center of gravity was determined, foot position was recorded according the numeric and alphabetic grid on
the platform. For each test completed on the Biodex
Balance System, the participants’ feet were placed
in the same position. Measures were obtained from
20 second trials during which the participants were
asked to maintain an upright standing position on
the unstable surface of the Biodex Balance System
(Cachupe et al., 2001). Participants were given one
minute for adaptation to the Biodex Balance System,
as well as, three twenty second practice trials, with a
10second rest in-between each trial (Akhbari et al.,
2007; Karimi et al., 2008). This accounted for the
familiarization effect. Participants were given three
practice trials, with a 10 second rest between each trial, with the hand grip dynamometer. Hand grip strength of the dominant hand was tested in accordance to
the standard procedure set out by the American Society of Hand Therapy (ASHT) (Ashton et al., 2004).
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Following the practice trials for hand grip strength, the participants had three practice trials for the
YMCA sit-and-reach flexibility test (ACSM 2010).
During the sit-and-reach flexibility test, it was ensured that the participants did not hold the stretch for
longer than two seconds. This was done to ensure the
participants’ did not lengthen their muscles; which
would result in inaccurate results for the following
testing procedures. Participants were given a two minute rest following the practice trials.
Once the participants’ completed the practice
trials and had rested for two minutes, the testing
procedure was carried out as described in the figure below. A two minute rest was given between
each testing procedure.
Figure 1 represents the design of the study. All
participants (n = 70) completed test one and two
without the Power Balance Band. Participants were
then randomly allocated to either group A (n=35) or
group B (n = 35) to complete the testing procedure.
To standardize the testing and minimize variations, the following protocol was used: (1) each
participant was given the same standardized instructions on testing procedure; (2) each participant was tested barefoot, and requested to remove
any accessories such as jewelry, wallets, watches,
cell phones etc.; (3) all participants wore the Power
Balance Band on their left wrist during the testing;
(4) the same tester was used to test all participants;
and (5) all tests were completed in the same order.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as means and standard deviations. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) together with a Tukey-post hoc test
was computed to determine if significant differences existed between the three bouts. Significance
was accepted as p < 0.05.
Results
The mean overall index (OI) balance score for baseline, PBB, and placebo test is represented in figure
two above. There were no statistically significant (p
= 0.3081) differences between the three bouts. A slight decreasing trend is seen in the postural stability,
however this decrease is non-significant. Baseline
results represent the mean of Test 1 and Test 2.
Figure three represents mean scores for hand grip
strength for baseline, PBB, and placebo test. These
results show no statistically significant (p=0.0773)
evidence of a mean change in hand grip strength
by either the placebo or PBB group. Figure four
represents mean flexibility for baseline, PBB, and
placebo test. The graph below shows an increasing
trend in flexibility in the PBB and placebo test from
baseline. This increase is statistically significant
(p=0.0028) between baseline (48.9±7.45cm) and
PBB (50.0±8.16cm), as well as, baseline and placebo (49.9±7.27cm). There was however no significant difference between the PBB and placebo test.

Figure 1. Study design
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Figure 2. Mean balance score (OI) for baseline,
PBB, and placebo test

Figure 3. Mean hand grip strength for baseline,
PBB, and placebo test

Figure 4. Mean flexibility for baseline, PBB, and
placebo test
Discussion
The aim of the current study was to determine
the efficacy of the Power Balance Band in effecting measures of hand grip strength, balance and
flexibility and to validate findings of previously
published studies. There were no significant (p

< 0.05) differences observed between the baseline test, PBB test, or placebo test for the postural
stability, and hand grip strength test. A significant
difference (p = 0.0028) was found between the baseline test and both the PBB and placebo for the
sit-and-reach flexibility test, however no difference was observed between the PBB and placebo.
Flexibility may have increased due to the repeated flexibility tests, even though the stretch
was only held for 2 seconds. Performing dynamic
balancing on the Biodex Balance System would
have also required the muscles to work to maintain balance. Seyed et al. (2010) performed a study
on the role of leg and trunk muscles proprioception on static and dynamic postural control. They
found that dynamic balance decreased after the leg
muscles were fatigued. This suggests that the leg
muscles play a large role in stabilizing the body
during dynamic balance. To enable muscles to
maintain work rate, blood flow to the lower limbs
would have to increase as would temperature, this
may in part explain why the flexibility scores improved with both the placebo and PBB trials.
Pisch (ECSS Congress Proceedings, 2011) studied the influence of the power-balance hologram
on balance, strength, flexibility, and endurance. The
parameters tested included: stand-and-reach (cm),
thorax rotation, grip strength (kg), balance (mm),
and VO2max (ml/kg/min). Nineteen participants
were tested under three conditions: (1) placebo,
blind without hologram; (2) blind with hologram;
(3) not blind with hologram. The results showed no
significant differences for any parameter between
the three testing conditions. Brice et al. (2011) used
holographic technology wristbands to test postural stability on forty two individuals, using a Bertec BP Series Force Plate. Stability was tested on
a static surface, dynamic surface, with eyes open
and closed for both variables, as well as maximum
movements in sagittal and lateral directions (known
as limits of stability). The results showed no significant difference between measurements across all
protocols for baseline (no wristbands), the placebo
device or the real device (Brice et al., 2011).
Porcari et al. (2011) investigated the Power Balance® bracelets effect on balance, flexibility, strength, and power. This double-blind study used fortytwo athletes to complete four tests: trunk flexibility,
balance, strength, and vertical jump. The tests used
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in the study were the same tests that are presented
on the Power Balance® website (www.powerbalance.com/test-video), with the addition of the vertical
jump test. Participants completed two trials of each
test without a warm-up or familiarization test; and
the order of bracelets was randomized. The results of
this study found no significant difference in flexibility, balance, strength, or vertical jump height between the Power Balance® and placebo conditions. Thus
there were no significant performance benefits when
wearing the Power Balance® bracelet compared to
the placebo bracelet. Interestingly, the results for trial
two were significantly greater than trial one for all
parameters, regardless of which bracelet was worn
for the second trial. These improvements were attributed to the fact that the athletes may have been more
warmed-up, or were more familiar with the task.
In the current study one may have expected to
have seen a placebo effect however there was a slight decrease in postural stability for both the PBB
and placebo tests from baseline. This decrease was
non-significant. Interestingly, Brice et al. (2011) found the same result when testing postural stability.
Those authors suggested that the lack of a placebo
effect may be due to the objective nature of testing.
Further research needs to be done on the long
term effects of the Power Balance Band on flexibility, strength, postural stability, and endurance. Furthermore, any additional research should
include a randomized testing order.
Conclusion
The results of this study indicate that balance,
strength and flexibility are not enhanced in individuals wearing the Power Balance® band. These findings mirror those of the two other published studies
and would collectively indicate that individuals are
unlikely to receive benefit from wearing the device.
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Abstract
Background: This study has been done on sedentary women aged between 35- 40 to investigate the effects of 9 week run-walk and aerobic-step
exercise on health and anaerobic power.
Material and methods: Groups were constituted among 30 volunteer women who have not regular exercise habits,who are not applying a special diet programme and who have not got health
problems to prevent them to make exercise.While
one of the groups was making run-walk exercise for 9 weeks,4 days a week,and 70 minutes per
day,the other group made aerobic-step exercise for
9 weeks,4 days a week,and 70 minutes per day.
Results: After the study PP and AP values of
both groups after the exercise have meaningful
increase (p<0.05 and p<0.01).Besides comparision
of the aerobic-step group in itself statistically meaningful increase in MP and FI values have been
seen.When we compare the two groups meaningful
increase has seen in PP values (p<0.05 and p<0.01).
Conclusion: As a result it has been seen that 9
week run-walk exercise effects aerobic pover positively.
Key words: Aerobic Exercise, Run-Walk
Exercise, Aerobic-Step Exercise, Wingate Test.
Background
For the risks of health the most effective exercise
type is aerobic exercise. Especially in health problems
such as; fatness,croner heart diseases,deformation of
the bones,we can get a high rendement from aerobic
exercises.For removing the muscle,joint,and tendon
pains; exercise for hardening the muscles and flexibility trainings have a great effect [1].
Step; one of the aerobic exercises is as in the
dance includes exercises which are planned before
or choreographic notations with music. The exer-

cise of aerobic dance is an excellant fitness and
body composition [2].
Nowadays generally exercises are shown
as; dance, step, racket sports besides, jogging,
running, walking, trekking cycling, rowing,etc.
All of these increase aerobic capacity. Treditional step is,consigning burn off calorie,fleetness
of twisting hip power,and improving the balance with forward movements.These are; jumping
creeping,pushing by crouching and etc [3].
Aerobic performance is a term which has a great
importance for sport branches which are finished in
a short time and requring explosive power. Because
the performance of an athlete may be affected from
individual or environmental factors. Trainers and
Gymnasts can get a high performance by specifying
the power and capacity of an athlete and preparing
the suitable training programmes according to this.
The regular training of athletes results as an increase on anaerobic performances. In other words this
increase on anaerobic performance is, the increase
which occurs in ATP-PC storage and the yieldance in
lactic acid.Because of this the athletes to understand
their energy resources and using these resources,is
very important for sporting performance[4].
During exercise it has been shown that; aerobic
metabolism is added to anaerobic metabolism, in
this alteration area, concentration of arterial blood systematically flow on the level of relaxation
[5]. It is known that step-aerobic exercises have
possitive effect on; health, coordination,physical
activity,body fat rate,ability of sport,general physical adequateness,apperance power, flexibilty, endurance, and self confidence [6].
Usually regular and gradually increasing aerobic trainings increase aerobic power (maxVO2).
Also the heart beat during resting decreases [4].
This study aimed to compare the effect of aerobic-step exercise; applied 9 weeks (4 days a week,
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60% volume), run-walk exercise and (4 days a
week, 60% volume), aerobic-step exercise on anaerobic power.
Material and methods
Research Group
This study has been done on 30 sedentary women aged between 35-40 to investigate the effect
of 9 week run-walk, and aerobic-step exercise on
anaerobic power.
Groups were constituted among 30 volunteer
women who have not regular exercise habits, who
are not applying a special diet programme and
who have not got health problems to prevent them
to make exercise
Groups are constituted randomly as; run-walk
group (n=15) average of age and height; 37.20+2.04 years,161.13+-4.86cm and aerobic-step group (n=15) average of age and height; 37.60+-1.76
years and 157.06+-7.10cm.
Apllied Training Programmes
While (Group I) was mahing run-walk exercise for 9 weeks 4 days a week and 70 minutes per
day, (Group II ) made aerobic-step exercise for 9
weeks,4 days a week,70 minutes per day.
In this study 30 sedentary women joined runwalk exerciss for 9 weeks,4 days a week,and 70
minutes per day.Each training was identified with
the Karvonen formula which was suggested by
ACSM (Aerobic-Step Gymnastics Centre) (60%
Heart Beat Reserve) [7].The music used during
the exercise was choosed as keeping the heart beat
reserve of the subjects in 60-70%.For supplying
this aim we took measurements for 3 times during;
practice,main period, and cooling period by using
checking the pulse from carotid artery method.
It has been calculated that the average heart
beat for 9 weeks training as 1.4+- 1.28bpm.After
aerobic-step training for 10 minutes subjects made
flor exercises for abdomen and legs and last 5 minutes cooling exercise.
Run –walk group made before traning 5 minutes
free exercise, after 55 minutes walk-run exercise,10
minutes for upper body and lower extremites dorsiflexion and low volumed commitment based on
physical culture exercises including some iso termic
trainings for cooling [8]. Aerobic-step group made
260

for heating the body low tempo movements for the
first 5 minutes than bland aerobic-step exercises with
music and rhythm for 40 minutes for the abdomen
and legs,15 minutes floor exercises and last the same
cooling exercises of run-walk group for 10 minutes.
Before and after exercises wingate aerobic
power test was applied and PP (Peak Pover),MP
(Minimum Power ),AP ( Average Power ) FI (Fatigue Index ) were measured.
Height and Body Weight
While the weight was measured with a 0.1 microbalance scale,height was measured 0.01 microbalanced digital height meter.During the measurements
women subjects wore T-shirts and shorts,and their
heights were measured barefoot or just with socks.
During measurements ,head was uprightly,the sole
was stepped flat, knees were strained, ankles were
adjoint and body was upright [9].
Wingate Anaerobic Power Test
For the test 834E model scaled, Monark brand
bcycle ergmeter was used and a computer was
connected to the bcycle.The individual of experiment group; cycled maximized speed without
standing up from the seddle for 30 seconds.
The person who made the test; when the experiment group individual reached the maximum
speed the seddle automaticaly steped down and
the test started,During the test the individual of the
experiment group especially motivated orally after 10-15 seconds.
After the wingate test; the maximum power in
watt (W/kg) which was performed by the subject
during 30 seconds; calculated as peak power (PP),
The minumum power performed by the subject in
30 seconds (MP) has been taken anaerobic power
,and from the obtained values fatigue index (FI)
has been calculated (10.11).
Statistical Analysis
All statistical data obtained from the study was
calculated with licanced SPSS 17.0 packet programme.Aritmetic means Standard deviation were
calculated with this programme.Test of normality
for the datas were made by Shopiro-Wilcoxon
test.Then parametric tests applied.The evaluation
inside the group was made by Paired Samples –t
test,and evaluations between the groups were tested by Independent Samples-t test.If the results
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were in p< 0.05 and p<0.01 level of significance
or not, has been checked.

Table 2 we can see that values of PP and AP of runwalk group has a meaningful increase,for the MP
and FI values there is no meaningful differance.For
PP,AP,MP,values of the aerobic-step group we can
see that a meaningful increase (p<0.05 and p<0.01)
for the FI values there is a meaningful decrease (
p<0.01). When we look at the table above there is
no statistically meaningful differances between
two groups about the values of PP,MP,AP and FI
(p<0.05).When compared after exercise PP value of
the aerobic-step group has a meaningful increase.

Results
In Table 1 we can see that according to the results of the statistical data obtained,the comparison of the run-walk and aerobic-step groups there
is a meaningful differance between two groups in
weight measurements before and after exercise in
p<0.05 meaningfulness degree. When examined the

Table 1. The comparison of some physical variables of the walk-run and aerobic-step groups during,
before (B), and after (A) exercise.
Varıables
Age (yil)
B heıght (m)
A heıght(m)
B-weıght (kg)
A- weıght(kg)

Run-Walk (n=15)
X±Sd
37.20±2.04
16.13±4.86
161.20±4.98
79.78±17.72
75.96±17.22

Groups
Aerobic-Step (n=15)
X±Sd
37.60±1.76
157.06±7.10
157.66±7.52
63.70±6.31
60.19±6.09

t value

P value

-574
1.829
1.515
3.309
3.343

0.571
0.078
0.141
0.003*
0.002*

*P<0.05 Shows the meaningfulness level according to Independent-Sample-t test results

Table 2. The comparison of the anaerobic power values ,PP,MP,AP,and FI of the run-walk and aerobicstep group in themselves before (B) and after (A) exercise.
Varıables
B-peak power (w/kg)
A-peak power (w/kg)
B-mınımum power (w/kg)
A-mınımum power (w/kg)
B-average power ( w/kg)
A-average power(w/kg)
B-fatıgue ındex ( % )
A- fatıgue ındex ( % )

Run-walk group
N
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

X
5.49
6.10
1.00
1.36
2.78
3.55
88.04
81.32

Sd
1.28
1.07
0.55
0.58
0.79
0.67
5.58
9.62

Aerobic-step group

t

P

-3.553

0.003*

-2.13

0.053

-5.675 0.000**
2.428

0.29

n
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

X
5.24
7.02
0.87
1.58
2,67
3.48
84.41
74.09

Sd
0.80
1.14
0.56
0.64
0,49
0.90
6.91
7.55

t

P

-5.922 0.000**
-3.094

0.008*

-4.971 0.000**
4.144

0.001**

P<0.05 and **P<0.01 According to resuls of Paired-Samples-t test it shows the meaningfulness level

Table 3. The comparison of the f PP,MP,AP,and FI values of run-walk (A) and aerobic-step group (B).
Varıables
A- peak power (w/kg)
B- peak power (w/kg)
A-mınımum power (w/kg)
B-mınımum power (w/kg)
A-average power (w/kg)
B-average power (w/kg)
A-fatıgue ındex ( % )
B-fatıgue ındex( % )

Before exercıse
n
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

X
5.49
5.24
1.00
0.87
2.78
2.67
88.04
84.41

Sd
1.28
0.80
0.55
0.56
0.79
0.49
5.58
6.91

After exercıse

t

P

0.652

0.52

0.636

0.53

0.454

0.65

1.585

0.124

n
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

X
6.10
7.02
1.36
1.58
3.55
3.48
81.32
74.09

Sd
1.07
1.14
0.58
0.64
0.67
0,90
9.62
7.55

t

P

-2.261

0.030*

-1.007

0.32

0.268

0.79

2.289

0.30

*P<0.05 It shows the meaningfulness level according to Independent Samples-t Test
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Discussion and Conclusion
This study has been done on sedentary women
aged between 35-40 to investigate the effect of runwalk and aerobic-step exercises on aerobic power.
According to health risks the most effective exercise
types that increases aerobic capacity are; walking,
running, trekking, cycling, rowing, and swimming.
Especially in health problems such as; fatness, croner herat diseases, deformation of the bones we can
get a high rendement from aerobic exercises [12].
Regular and effective exercise programs are important and one of the most economic ways of protecting against diseases and supporting treatment as
well as improving endurance training in developing
countries like ours. However, maintaining a regular,
effective and continuous exercise program is not as
easy as it seems. Families, schools, institutions, city
and town councils, health officers, politicians responsible for health, the media houses, and foremost
primary care workers as well as all health workers
have crucial roles to play [1].
In a study which Turan and his friends made; it
was investigated the 8 week submaximal exercise
programme on physiological variables of the 10
sedentary women aged between 23-35.As a result
it has been seen that submaximal exercise decreases the maximal oxygen usage percentage [13].
The step study that we have done has been applied
as to keep the heart beat of the subjects 60-70%.
This supports the study of Turan and his friends.
This means after the training programme applied
subjects could overcome the same load by using
less oxygen.This shows that the economy of aerobic power increases.
Ersoz, Gunduz and Koz (1996) applied aerobic
exercise on 17 women for 8 weeks,3 days a week,4560 minutes per day with a power of 50-70%.After
exercise they recorded that systolic blood power
6%,resting heart beat number 10% were decreased,
and MaxVO2 26% increased meaningfully [14].
Christine and his friends applied a treadmill
exercise on 49 trained women aged between 3570 to understand the relation of heart fitness on age
and menopause level.They have seen that when
the age increases MaxVO2 decreases,but between
the age groups they could not find a meaningful
differance of submaximal VO2.The runners aged
between 35-39 and 40-45 MaxVO2 values were
262

meaningfully higher than the women aged between 45-49,50-55,and 55-70.As a result cardiorespiratory fitness of trained female runners was higher
than the same age group who have involved in a
previous study [15].
Beneke and his friends (2007) made a study on
boys and male adolescents they found the results
as average age of the boys were 11.8+-0.5 year PP
10.8+-0.7 W/kg, MP 6.1+-0.7 W/kg ,AP 7.9+-0.5
W/kg; average age for the adolescents were 16.3+0.07 year PP 11.5+-0.6W/kg, MP 6.9+-0.9 W/kg,
AP 8.9 +-0.7 W/kg [16].
Marsh and his friends (1999) studied on 8 healthy old males and 8 active young males.They found the results as; for the old males; PP 10.7+-1.1
W/kg ,MP 7.4+- 0.9 W/kg and for the young males;
PP 14.6+-1.6 W/kg, MP 10.7+-0.6 W/kg [17].
Arslan (2005) had a study on 98 male and 68
female and he has seen that regular physical activity has a positive effect on wingate test performances [18].
Lin and his friends (2006),had a study on females who are doing teakwondo and have degrees in
Olympiads. His results were as; PP 6.64+- 0.42 W/
kg, AP 5.45+-0.88 W/kg , FI 42.54 +- 19.73% [19].
Minehan and his friends (2007) evaluated the
relationship between the anaerobic power and aerobic capacity.In the study 7 male and 7 female
subjects tested with bcycle ergometer 30s Wingate Anaerobic Test.According to the findings of the
study; high anaerobic power does not show a beter
anaerobic capacity and addition to this; for preserving the power output during the 30s bcycle sprint
is releated with anaerobic capacity [20].
In our study in both groups before and after exercise we saw that there is a meaningful increase on PP
and AP (p<0.05 and p< 0.01).Also when compared
the aerobic step group in itself we found statistically
meaningful results for values of MP,and FI.When
we compare the two groups we found a meaningful
result for the PP value (p<0.05 and p<0.01).
Bencke and his friends (2002) made a study
on 185 elite and nonelite 11 years old male and
female athletes who are dealing with swimming,
tennis, handball, and gymnastics. When they measured anaerobic power the highest PP value was
found in elite female hanballers and than elite male
handballers. The PP of the male elite hanballers
was beter than male elite gymnasts, MP of the elite
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female handballers was found beter than elite female gymnasts and elite female swimmers. PP of
the elite female swimmers was just lower than elite female handballers and higher than the females
from other branches.The lowest FI value found in
elite female swimmers.The highest FI value found
in elite female swimmers.The highest FI values
were found in non elite female tenis players [21].
Boraczynski and Urniaz (2008) in their study
made on 15 elite handballers after 6 week training
they found PP 11.44+-O.78 and FI 25.3 +- 3.8 (%)
[22]. Klasnja and his friends (2010) had a study on
30 sedentary youngs and they found; PP 5.68+- W/
kg , MP 3.68+- 0.78W/kg [23]. Melhim has done a
study on 19 male who are doing teakwondo and found; PP 8.2+-1.2W/kg, AP 4.5+-0.6W/kg [24]. Kin
and Kosar (2006) investigated the effect of 10 week
step-aerobic training on anaerobic performance of
males and females.Wingate measurements before exercise were; PP 5.69+-1.38W/kg, AP 4.57+0.85W/kg, FI 36.31+-15.25 (%),the measurements
after exercise were ; PP 6.15+- 1.3W/kg, AP 4.84+0.70W/kg, FI 37.87+-10.57 (%) [25].
According to the results of another study in
which exercising subjects were followed for a period of 4–6 months the loss in body weight was 2.4
kg more than that in the controls [26].In contrast,
in another study with obese women on no dietary
restriction, exercising for 90 minutes 4–5 times a
week at 55% their maximal oxygen consumption
rate showed improvement in their aerobic capacity while their body weight increased by 2.3–2.8
kg after 6 months of exercising.
As a result of our study; before and after exercise the results of both groups were paralel to the
literature. In both groups after long term aerobic
exercise there is increase in the values of PP,MP
and AP and decrease in the values of FI.Also for
the aerobic –step exercise because of the different
choreographies and following the step leader with
different tempo and rhythm there are much development on anaerobic power parameters.
As a result,we found that 9 week run-walk and
aerobic-step exercises on sedentary women has a
positive effect on health and anaerobic power.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine: 1)
physiological profiles of cadet male judokas of the
Serbian national team, and, 2) which motor and
physiological abilities separate more successful
from less successful athletes.
The sample used for this research consisted of
the best cadet judokas from the territory of Serbia
divided in two groups according to their past results
in competitions (groups A and B) which consisted
of 16 examinees. The finalists in the Serbian championship were members of the group A, bronze medal winners were members of the group B. Physiological fitness values were measured in all subject.
The structure of discriminant functions clearly
indicates that the highest discriminant value in the
set of applied variables belongs to the variables
agility T-Test, running sideways 20m and Relative Peak power in Wingate test (W/kg). It was
concluded that there were statistically significant
differences for the variables 10 m sprint from flying start, Running sideways 20 m, Agility T-Test,
Continous jump, Shuttle run and Relative Peak
power in Wingate test (W/kg) at the level of evaluation which was p < 0,01. In all cases the differences go in favour of the team A, which means
that the examinees from this national team had
significantly better results in the above mentioned
variables than the ones from the team B.
The structure of being in good shape in judo,
which is defined by success, can be labeled as
invaluable from the point of view of science and
practice. The results obtain in this research can
offer coaches the information about the aspects
that require more attention in order to make up for
the results which are under average, in comparison to the model.
Key words: Physiological profiles, cadet,
judokas.

Introduction
Every judoka has to express a large number of
actions during one match, so physiological demands of every match are very high (Franchini et al.,
2011). A judoka tries to recognize the right moment for using the opponent’s weakness and reacts
quickly, powerfully and explosively. Quick and
powerful techniques of throwing or strong counteraction are mostly supported by anaerobic metabolism. As opposed to that, well-developed aerobic
mechanisms of energy recovery are necessary throughout a match, including the breaks (Franchini et
al., 2003; Drid et al.; 2008, Drid et al., 2009). Aerobic metabolism is especially important for the process of recovery between matches (Franchini et al.,
2009). Many authors describe judo as an explosive
sport, with large resources of anaerobic capacities,
supported by well-developed aerobic characteristics
(Callister et al., 1991; Takahashi, 1992). Anaerobic
system allows short, fast, explosive demonstration
of strength in a match, while aerobic system enables a judoka do endure an effort during fight and
recover during short periods of reduced effort. The
structure of movements in this sport is considered to be very demanding for most muscle groups
(Thomas et al., 1989; Franchini et al., 2005). To be
successful in judo, it is necessary to have a high level of various types of strength, speed and flexibility
(Banović, 2001; Franchini et al., 2001a; Franchini et
al., 2001b; Monteiro et al., 2001; Radjo et al., 2011)
and it can be concluded that there are three motorfunctional abilities vital for success in judo: strength,
coordination and aerobic-anaerobic endurance.
When selection for judo is taking place, it is
necessary to focus on those characteristics and
abilities which are vital for sports performance
(result), as well as those which are predominantly
genetic. In the evaluation of the training process
itself, the parameters of the state of fitness allow
us to follow the abilities which can be altered un-
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der the influence of training (e.g. abilities sensitive
to the influence of surroundings, specific physical
activities, such as programmed training), which
have a strong influence on the result.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine: 1) physiological profiles of cadet male
judokas of the Serbian national team, and, 2)
which motor and physiological abilities separate
more successful from less successful athletes.
Method
Sample of examinees
The sample used for this research consisted of
the best cadet judokas from the territory of Serbia
(N=32) divided in two groups according to their
past results in competitions (groups A and B) which
consisted of 16 examinees. The finalists in the Serbian championship were members of the group A
(16.54±0.53 years, 179.28±9.46 cm, 84.35±22.56
kg). Bronze medal winners were members of
the group B (16.59±0.47 year, 177.50±9.62 cm,
84.14±21 kg).
Sample of measuring instruments
For evaluation of motor abilities the following
tests were used: speed: 10 m sprint, 10 m sprint
from flying start, 20 m sprint; agility: agility TTest, running sideways 20 m; explosive power:
squat jump, counter movement jump; flexibility:
over-arm flip, sit-and-reach; endurance: Shuttle
run, continuous jump.
Evaluation of aerobic abilities was done by using the following tests: Absolute maximal oxygen
uptake - VO2max in a treadmill test (l/min), Relative
maximal oxygen uptake - VO2max in a treadmill
test (ml·kg-1·min-1 ).
Evaluation of anaerobic abilities was done by using the following tests: Peak power in Wingate test
(W), Relative Peak power in Wingate test (W/kg).
Protocol of testing and description of tests
Testing for the purpose of this research was
done by the educated diagnostic experts. Testing
of judokas took place at the Faculty of Sport and
Physical Education and Department of Physiology at the Faculty of Medicine.
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Speed tests
An examinee starts from a standing position
at the starting line and at the sign of a person in
charge of measuring runs as fast as possible to
the finishing line. The result of the test is the time
during which an examinee runs for 10 and 20 m,
expressed in hundredths of a second. The test is
repeated three times with pauses (up to 10 minutes) and the best result is processed. Examinees
are tested for 10 m from a flying start.
Tests of agility
Agility T-test. This test requires four marks in the
shape of a letter T, in a way that the second (2) mark
is nine meters away from the first one (1), while the
third (3) and fourth (4) are to its left side and at the
distance of 4.5 meters. The task of an examinee is
to run straight from the mark 1 to the mark 2 which
should be touched, after that they use a sliding hopstep technique to reach the mark 3. When the mark
3 is touched, the same movements are repeated until the mark 4 is reached and after touching it the
sliding technique is used again to return to the mark
2. After touching the mark 2 an examinee starts
moving backwards, turning their back to the initial position. The time is stopped when any part of
their body crosses the mark. Any avoidance of the
given principles should result in interruption of the
performance. Otherwise, the results are inadequate
for the interpretation. In order to achieve objective
results, the testing should be done twice and only a
better result should be analyzed.
Running sideways for 20 m. Running sideways
with hop-steps. The time is measured in seconds
from the starting to the finishing line.
Explosive strength tests
As opposed to other methods used for evaluation of parameters of vertical jumps, Quattro Jump
(Kistler Quattro Jump, Switzerland) measures exactly the segment which is of great interest. Explosive strength tests of vertical jumps were measured
using the QUATTRO JUMP (Kistler, Switzerland)
platform for measuring the force. The result of
vertical jump was the height of the jump measured
in centimeters (cm). Namely, the tests are used to
evaluate the explosive power of legs in concentric
(SJ), slow excentric-concentric (CMJ) pattern of
muscle force and continuous jumps (CJs).
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Tests of flexibility
Over-arm flip. During the over-arm flip test an
examinee is standing and holding a pole with his/
her arms stretched. Following that, they raise their
hands over the head. The person in charge of measuring keeps the record of centimeters measured
during this exercise.
Sit-and-reach. An examinee sits on the floor
with his/her legs apart forming the angle of 45°.
A meter is placed on the floor, between their hips.
The examinee puts his/her hands together and tries
to reach as far as he/she can bending their back.
The result is represented by the reached value expressed in centimeters. The test is repeated several
times with pauses between (15 seconds) and the
best result is used for data processing.
Test of endurance
Shuttle run. Aerobic fitness was determined
using maximal multistage 20-m shuttle-run test
(Leger & Lambert, 1982).
Aerobic capacity
The following protocols for determination of
the subject’s functional abilities were applied: 1)
Absolute oxygen uptake (VO2, ml/min); 2) Relative oxygen uptake (VO2, ml/min/kg).
Aerobic capacity was assessed with a treadmill
(COSMED model T-170-Italy), and the data were
collected with a gas analyzer (CPET breath-by-breath method). Briefly, expiratory airflow was measured by gas turbine with a mask and expired gases
were analyzed for O2 with a parametric analyzer and
for CO2 with an infrared analyzer. Before each test,
the volume was calibrated by five inspiratory and
expiratory strokes at different flows with a threeliter pump; the gas analyzer was calibrated with
two mixtures of gases of known oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations (20.9% O2, 0.03% CO2,
and then 16.0% O2, 5.0% CO2). The FSPE1 protocol itself included measurements of ventilator and
metabolic parameters during pauses for one minute,
and then for one minute at the speed of 3 km/h. Afterwards, subjects took progressive increments of
workload at the rate of 0.5 km/h every 30 seconds
(started to run at 7km/h) until exhaustion. The inclination was constant at 2%. The test was considered
completed when the VO2 reached plateau, and respiratory and ventilator quotient reached reference

values, while the subjective state of each participant
was monitored during the protocol. During the test,
subjects had to show the level of rating perceived
exertion (RPE) on the modified Borg’s Scale where
0 was extremely easy and 13 was extremely hard
without capability of proceeding the test (the end
of testing).
Anaerobic capacity
Anaerobic capacity was determined by Wingate
test (WAnT) and the examination was performed
in the Laboratory of functional diagnostics at the
Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine,
Novi Sad. WAnT is a cycle ergometer “all-out” test
which lasts 30s. Maximal workload is achieved by
turning flywheel with installed blades, previously
calibrated by an engine of the adequate power against air resistance (Dotan and Bar-Or, 1983). Testing was performed on a cycle ergometer under the
same microclimate conditions. All tests were done
by using the same experimental procedure.
Workload was registered directly by the computer which had a module for measuring the number
of rotations of the flywheel on a cycle ergometer. A
set of programmes which enabled graphic recordings of workload during 30 s, as well as data collection, enabled a software support. Those methods
allowed direct monitoring of the testing and a fast
analysis of basic indicators of anaerobic capabilities (Peak Power, Peak Power/ body mass, index
of fatigue and increase) (MacIntosh et al., 2003).
Besides that, programmed support also offered the
data about qualitative values of anaerobic energy
during any period of time from the 1st to the 30th
second of maximal force, together with the automatic evaluation of the absolute and relative values of
both registered parameters, as well as a cumulative
evaluation of total anaerobic capacity of energy.
Before the test started all examinees were told
to warm up by turning pedals of cycle ergometer.
That lasted 10 minutes. The goal of warming up
was achieving the adaptation of physiological parameters of a body to a higher level which accounted for top results (Bar-Or, 1987).
The test began with a sound signal from a computer which marked the beginning of registration
of workload, after which the examinees used their
maximal power to move the pedals of cycle ergometer for 30s (Reiser et al., 2002). The height of the
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saddle was adjusted to the demands of every examinee before the test started. The conventional length
of a crank is 16.5 cm. In our laboratory, as well as
in many others, this length was used for all examinees, irrelevant of their height and length of their
legs. Compulsory equipment of cycle ergometer also
included shoe clips (Capmal and Vandewalle, 1997).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed by the
SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS Inc., USA). Results are
presented as arithmetical means with standard deviation (mean ± SD). Student t-test for small independent samples was applied to determine between-group differences in fitness indicators. Differences between groups were also analyzed by the
canonic discriminative analysis. Differences were
considered statistically significant at p<0.05.
Results
Comparative analysis of two analyzed subsamples of examinees was done using the Discriminant
analysis, in order to detect qualitative characteristics of the differences, besides the analysis of the
quantitative differences between the groups.
Taking into account that there were two groups
of the examinees, one discriminant function was defined (Table 1). The isolated discriminant function
was statistically significant at the level of evaluation
p=0.003. That way it can be concluded that there is
a statistically significant difference between the analyzed groups in the field of the applied variables.
The structure of discriminant functions (Table
2) clearly indicates that the highest discriminant
value in the set of applied variables belongs to the
variables agility T-Test, running sideways 20 m
and Relative Peak power in Wingate test (W/kg).
Other variables have significantly weaker correlations with the isolated discriminant function. First
two variables, agility T-Test and running sideways
20 m, have negative coefficients of correlation
with discriminant function, but in fact those are
logically positive correlations, taking into account
that for those variables lower values indicated

qualitatively better results. That is the reason why
the values of centroids of analyzed groups must be
interpreted taking that into account.
That means that the examinees from the team
A have statistically significantly better values of
the mentioned variables than the examinees from
the team B. The same conclusion can be drawn for
the results of the variables Relative Peak power
in Wingate test (W/kg) where higher values represented qualitatively better results. That is also
indicated by the value of the centroid belonging to
the team A which is positive.
Table 2. Structure of discriminant function
Variables

Function
Agility T-Test
-0.524
Running sideways 20 m
-0.493
Peak power in Wingate test (W/kg)
0.437
Shuttle run
0.241
Continuous jump
0.226
10 m sprint from flying start
-0.208
Counter movement jump
0.183
20 m sprint
-0.178
VO2max in a treadmill test (ml·kg-1·min-1)
0.176
Squat jump
0.173
10 m sprint
-0.172
Peak power in Wingate test (W)
0.171
Sit-and-reach
0.084
Maximum oxygen uptake
-0.038
Over-arm flip
-0.029
Centroids of groups
A team
2.651
B team
-2.461

Analysis of quantitative differences in certain
variables between two groups of cadets (Table 3)
showed the existence of statistically significant differences in a large number of analysed variables.
It was concluded that there were statistically
significant differences for the variables 10 m
sprint incuding flying start, Running sideways 20
m, Agility T-Test, Continous jump, Shuttle run
and Relative Peak power in Wingate test (W/kg)
at the level of evaluation which was p < 0.01.
In all cases the differences go in favour of the
team A, which means that the examinees from this

Table 1. Discriminant function and its significance
Typical root
7.045
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RC
0.936

Wilks λ
0.124

χ2
35.447

df
16

p
0.003
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Table 3. Analysis of the variance between the teams A and B
Variables
10 m sprint (s)
10 m sprint from flying start (s)
20 m sprint (s)
Running sideways 20 m (s)
Agility T-Test (s)
Squat jump (cm)
Counter movement jump (cm)
Continuous jump (cm)
Shuttle run (km)
Over-arm flip (cm)
Sit-and-reach (cm)
VO2max in a treadmill test (l/min)
VO2max in a treadmill test (ml·kg-1·min-1 )
Peak power in Wingate test (W)
Peak power in Wingate test (W/kg)

A team

B team

Mean (SD)
1.82 (0.08)
1.31 (0.06)
3.15 (0.13)
5.97 (0.33)
10.68 (0.37)
31.61 (4.28)
36.65 (6.52)
34.35 (3.44)
2.05 (0.16)
79.23 (13.39)
22.50 (5.10)
3.44 (0.51)
47.11 (3.93)
785.85 (104.49)
10.86 (1.72)

Mean (SD)
1.91 (0.12)
1.40 (0.09)
3.31 (0.21)
6.76 (0.31)
11.70 (0.40)
27.86 (4.17)
31.34 (8.71)
29.20 (5.23)
1.67 (0.40)
81.64 (18.37)
19.93 (6.68)
3.57 (0.77)
42.63 (5.77)
668.79 (156.25)
7.92 (0.78)

national team had significantly better results in the
above mentioned variables than the ones from the
team B. Significant differences at the level p<0.05
were noticed for the variables 10 m sprint, 20 m
sprint, Squat jump, Relative VO2max in a treadmill
test and Peak power in Wingate test (W).
Discussion
During fight, continuously changing dynamic
situations, the fighters need to possess well-acquired technical-tactical stereotypes which they
apply, the ability of immediate reorganization of
those stereotypes, as well as constant creation of
new defensive, attacking and counter-attacking
programmes of acting.
The notion of agility cannot be easily defined since it represents the synthesis of almost all
physical abilities of one athlete. When it is integrated with coordination, agility enables an athlete to react to a stimulus in a fast and efficient
way, move in a desirable direction and be ready to
change the direction or stop immediately in order
to do a competitive action in a fast, skillful and
efficient way. An athlete who has a high level of
agility can expect to gain an advantage over other
competitors. Having an optimal agility reduces the
possibility of injuries, improves sports accomplishment and neutralization of an opponent, which
means avoiding contact by quick movements.

F

p

5.21
7.60
5.58
42.75
48.36
5.29
3.18
8.99
10.21
0.15
1.25
0.26
5.45
5.15
33.59

0.03
0.01
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.09
0.01
0.00
0.70
0.27
0.62
0.03
0.03
0.00

Dynamic nature and complexity of making
movements in judo fights is represented by movements and actions on tatami, which are performed by maximal power and speed. Actions include a variety of motions the purpose of which is to
disturb an opponent’s balance, make a protection,
as well as throw the opponent in a standing position. On the mat, various rolling movements finally bring about remaining in one position which
allows the techniques of a lever, strangling and
buttock. If all above mentioned actions and movements in a direct fight with an opponent are taken
into account, in constantly changing conditions,
it can be noticed that the complexity of technical
elements is increased several times. Muscle exertion during fights has both dynamic and static character, but dynamic repetitive strains and explosive movements are dominant.
It is recommendable that sport-specific exercises in judo, such as throwing, pinning, and submission techniques, are restrained to technique drills
or actual fighting scenarios on the mat where the
desired competitive movement, both in relation to
structure and time sequence, can be properly practiced (Henry, 2011).
It is necessary to have a high level of various
coordination skills in order to adjust movements
to opponent’s actions in time and space and apply
very complex technical-tactical elements. In order
to perform motor tasks in judo in an appropria-
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te way it is important to have agility and capability of changing directions fast. In a judo fight
the whole body is included at all times and motor
tasks must be performed fast in order to be efficient. Combinations in attacks and defense require
timely reactions in changing directions of attacks
and defense. Agility is expressed not only in moving on the mat at the maximum speed and power,
using techniques of fighting, but also in a variety
of other movements the purpose of which is regaining balance, disturbing the opponent’s balance,
making falling easier, etc.
The results of the analysis of variance show that
the group A was able to achieve statistically significantly better results in both tests of agility. The ability of changing directions fast has a strong influence on making combinations in the attack, where
in most cases the opponent’s reaction causes a fast
shift of direction or the shift of force direction.
The speed of doing complex motor tasks is invaluable since without a certain speed of implementing techniques there is no necessary efficiency in
judo, no matter how well-coordinated a judoka is.
Group A also achieved better results of maximum
speed than group B. On balance, taking into account the existing research, it seems like agility is a
discriminant component among the groups with
more significant differences of competitive level.
Certain authors (Borkowsky et al., 2001;
Franchini et al., 2005) found no significant differences in VO2max among elite and non-elite judokas, while some results (Muramatsu et al., 1994;
Gariod et al., 1995) show that aerobic capacity has
a positive influence on the exercises with interruptions in high intensity. Although aerobic power
and capacity are considered relevant to judo performance, the available data do not present differences among judo athletes from different competitive levels. Typical maximal oxygen uptake
values are around 50-55 mL/kg/min for male and
40-45 mL/kg/min for female judo athletes (Trivic
et al., 2009; Franchini et al., 2011). Observing two
groups of Serbian cadet judokas and some of their
functional capabilities, it can be concluded that
there are some positive statistically significant differences in the maximal oxygen uptake (estimated
by Shuttle run test), as well as relative maximal
oxygen uptake, which indicates that higher results
in the achieved VO2max of the judokas from the
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group A show that they have better functional abilities in comparison to the judokas from the group
B. There is some evidence that the judokas who
normally get points in the key moments of a fight
have a higher value of maximal oxygen uptake
(VO2 max) and they are more capable of faster
resynthesizing creatine phosphate of the muscle
gastrocnemius in comparison to others who get
points earlier in the match and have a better performance in the Wingate test for lower body parts
(Gariod et al., 1995). This can be important when
the structure of judo fights is considered. It has
been established (Muramatsu et al., 1994; Castarlenas and Planas, 1997) that judokas with higher
VO2max are in advance in the period of a fight
with maximal length (5 min) because the same
absolute supermaximal effort has a lower relative intensity in comparison to an athlete who has a
lower VO2max. Changes of the dynamic function
of lungs can be used as an indicator of functional
fitness even in the activities which are dominantly
anaerobic (Radovanovic et al., 2011). Our research has proved that there is a statistically significant
difference between the groups of judokas with respect to functional abilities, which includes relative
values of maximal oxygen uptake.
The level of general anaerobic endurance depends in the first place on the amount of anaerobic
sources of energy (ATP, CP and muscle glycogen),
their efficient use (enzyme efficiency) and buffer abilities. Aerobic capacity (oxygen transport
system) has no significant influence on the general anaerobic endurance, even though it can be
concluded that a higher aerobic capacity ensures
longer anaerobic workload since lactic acid is decomposed in the presence of oxygen (1 g of lactic
acid requires about 50 ml O2).
Development of aerobic power and aerobic capacity, as well as muscle power, may be important
to some intermittent specific tasks in judo (Detanico et al., 2011). Comparing judokas in the tests
of anaerobic capacity, this research proved the
existence of certain statistically significant differences, but their value was relative, so it can be
concluded that there are some differences in anaerobic capacity between the groups of judokas.
Wingate test for evaluation of anaerobic capacity of judokas was mostly used (Sbriccoli et al.,
2007). Comparing different age groups by me-
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ans of Wingate tests for the upper part of a body
showed that cadet judokas have lower absolute
maximal and submaximal power than juniors and
seniors, as well as lower relative maximal power
than senior judokas. These differences are most
likely connected to the aspects of growing up.
When the performances of the lower body part are
compared by using the Wingate test on the athletes
belonging to different competitive levels, it can be
concluded that higher maximal and submaximal
power was measured on top (state and international medalists) than on other athletes (without
medals) (Franchini et al., 2005). Greater maximal
power and more efficient use of the muscles of the
shoulders, arms and legs, results in lower risk of
injury and has a positive effect on athletic performance in terms of speed, agility, power and aerobic endurance (Bratic et al., 2012).
Conclusion
Improved performance of motor functions is
typical of a top-quality athlete, while movements
represent the essence of sport. Athletes are born
with a talent which they can develop by training.
Being successful in achieving that goal depends,
of course, on athletes themselves. First of all, they
should realize that motor functions can be learned.
Every step they take in that direction is very important for the improvement of their skills. They
become successful in sport only if they insist on
perfect technique. Maximum achievement is
obtained by the means of perfect training practice, which includes the development of the multi-sensory system of feedback information which
enables athletes to learn fast by making attempts
and mistakes. It should be pointed out that athletes
learn efficiently by means of non-verbal and nonauditory signals. The result of acquiring general
and specific motor skills is a reduced risk of injuries, improved general physical condition and joining the efficient motor programmes to the goal of
producing efficient, top and specific movements.
Improvement of the dynamic balance is the
essence of the development of agility. Athletes should develop all physical qualities, including the central stability, mobility, speed, flexibility, strength,
force and energy systems. That way they achieve
the exquisite technique which enables them to win

in the most important game in a competition – the
achievement of their sport potential. In that exciting process of learning and advancing athletes are
encouraged to become the people with fully developed motor functions (techniques of movement).
In the process of making selection of athletes for
judo, the attention must be paid to those characteristics and skills which have the most important influence on sports performance (result), as well as those which are mostly dominated by genetic factors.
During the evaluation of the training process the
parameters which show the level of being in good
shape allow observation of the variables which are
under the influence of training (e.g. abilities susceptible to the influence of the environment; specific
physical activities, such as programmed training)
which affect the result to a great extent.
The structure of being in good shape in judo,
which is defined by success, can be labeled as
invaluable from the point of view of science and
practice. The results obtain in this research can
offer coaches the information about the aspects
that require more attention in order to make up for
the results which are under average, in comparison to the model.
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Abstract
Objective: The importance of prayer in Islam
is great as it is the foremost duty of Muslims and
one of the pillars on which the structure of Islam
stands. Prayer is a central part of the life of practicing Muslims. The aims of this study were to
investigate the relationship between flexibility
and body mass index (BMI) and their differences
between age groups of sedentary Muslims woman
to perform prayer and to compare with flexibility
and BMI between prayer and non-prayers.
Method: Two-hundred forty-five prayer and
one-hundred forty-one non-prayer women divided
into 3 groups according to age (Group 1 was between age of 20 and 34 years (prayer= 51 and nonprayer= 56), group 2 was between age of 35 and 49
years (prayer= 124 and non-prayer= 67), and group
3 was between age of 50 and 65 years (prayer= 70
and non-prayer= 18). It was evaluated the flexibility
by measuring sit and reach test and body mass index
(BMI) by dividing the square of body height of body
weight between prayer and non-prayer females.
Results: There was a significant difference in
flexibility scores between prayer and non-prayers
(p<0.05). The results of sit and reach test scores
and body mass index correlated with prayers (r=0.111) and non-prayers (r=-0.063) negatively; and
furthermore there were no significant differences
both the results of BMI and flexibility the status of
salat and age groups to participants (p>0.05).
Conclusion: This study shown that there were
no effect on BMI the status of salat and age groups
of participants.
Key words: Flexibility, body mass index,
prayer, sedentary, salat

Introduction
Salat is the Arabic word for prayers offered by
Muslim worshippers, and is the second pillar of the
Islamic faith. The various aspects of the prayer ritual include standing, bowing, prostration and sitting.
Before performing the prayers, worshippers must
brush their teeth, wash the oral and nasal cavities,
face, raise the hands up to elbows, and feet up to
the ankle. These types of self-care tasks are performed routinely by able -bodied persons, but they can
become extraordinary challenges for persons with
cognitive, motor, or sensory impairments and disability. Worshippers usually wear loose garments during prayers, which are usually conducted in a calm
environment which helps to concentrate the mind
of the worshipper. This type of mind concentration has a tranquilizing effect and is different from
conventional meditation. Salat is a physical activity
as well as a spiritual act involving total obedience
and submission to Allah (God). The act of prayers
is obligatory for all Muslims1,2.
An abundance of epidemiological research confirms the benefits of physical activity in reducing
risk of various age-related morbidities and all-cause
mortality. Analysis of the literature focusing on key
exercise variables (e.g., intensity, type, and volume)
suggests that the requisite beneficial amount of activity is that which engenders improved cardiorespiratory fitness, strength, power, and, indirectly, balance. Age-related declines in these components are
such that physical limitations impinge on functional
activities of daily living. However, an exercise programme can minimize declines, thus preventing older adults (age 65+ years) from crossing functional
thresholds of inability3.
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The aims of this study were to investigate the
relationship between flexibility and body mass
index (BMI) and their differences between age
groups of sedentary Muslims woman to perform
prayer and to compare with flexibility and BMI
between prayer and non-prayers.
Methods
The pattern of the salat prayer performed by Muslims is similar all over the world. This study was
randomly conducted on three hundred-eighty-six
voluntary female. We determined by survey method
the status of salat among participants and provided
to prayer group who has done to salat and for least
2 years. The physical characteristics of the participants in this study are shown in Table 1. All participants were divided into three groups according to
age groups. Group 1 was between age of 20 and 34
years (prayer= 51 and non-prayer= 56), group 2 was
between age of 35 and 49 years (prayer= 124 and
non-prayer= 67), and group 3 was between age of
50 and 65 years (prayer= 70 and non-prayer= 18).
In our study, we evaluated the flexibility by measuring sit and reach test and body mass index (BMI)
by dividing the square of body height of body weight
between prayer (n=245) and non-prayer (n=141) females. Height was measured on a Harpenden stadiometer. Body weight was determined to the nearest
0.1 kg using a bar scale, with the subjects wearing light indoor clothing without shoes. Body mass index
(BMI) was calculated as weight per height2, with
weight in kilograms and height in meters4.
Before testing, all participants performed a
three minutes warm up and static stretch routine,
emphasizing the lower body. Immediately after
the stretching, the flexibility tests were performed
in a counterbalanced design. The two tests were
assessed on the same day for each participant.
Sit-and-reach Test (SRT):
The SRT was administered using the procedures
outlined in the ACSM’s manual5. A standard sitand-reach box was placed on the floor, by placing
tape at a right angle to the 38 cm mark and the ruler
that is centered on the top of the box was used to
obtain the SRT scores. The markings on the ruler
were positioned so that the zero point represented
the point at which the subjects’ fingertips were in
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line with their toes6. Each participant was seated on
the floor with knees fully extended and ankles with
neutral dorsiflexion against the box. The subject
was instructed to place one hand on top of the other
and slowly reach forward as far as possible while
keeping the knees extended. The hands were kept
aligned evenly as the subject reached forward along
the surface of the box. Each boy practiced the movement twice, and, on the third repetition, the SRT
score in centimeters was recorded as the final position of the fingertips on or towards the ruler. The
score was negative if the subject could not touch his
toes, “0” if the toes were reached and positive when
she reached beyond the toes.
Standing for Prayers
Worshippers have to stand and concentrate their
minds on praying. A reactive depression is common
in geriatric and disabled persons. The determination
to pray has a remedial action on depression, and standing helps to develop balance. When people stand
comfortably, the center of pressure is usually midway
between the insteps of the two feet. In a standing position, they raise their hands up to the ear lobe and
bring them down one after another by holding the left
wrist with the right hand on the abdomen, above the
navel, or on the chest. During voluntary clenching
of the right hand, blood flow is increased in the hand
area of the left motor cortex, and the corresponding
sensory areas in the post-central gyrus2.
Bowing
After standing and uttering some verses from
the Quran, bowing is done by forward movement
of the vertebral column, especially at the lumbar
joint, and supported by two straight hands grasping the two hyperextended knees. After a few seconds, the worshipper gradually reverts to the previous stat e until the vertebral column is vertical.
Prostration
The act of prostration is the substance of salat. It is
done from the standing position to kneeling, putting
the head down and touching the ground with the forehead, with the palms remaining parallel to the ears,
and touching the ground with the flexed elbows for a
few seconds. The various positions of salat from the
vertical natural position to prostration help in the maintenance of steadiness of postural equilibrium. During salat, Muslims usually keep their eyes fixed on
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the site of prostration. This visual fixation together
with proprioceptive systems, vestibular systems, and
the various postures provide a complex positional
sense in the brain stem and cerebellum.
Sitting and Finishing Salat
After standing and bowing, and proceeding
to prostration, sitting is done on the left leg knee
flexed with the inverted dorsi flexed ankle and
flexed right knee and metatarsophalangeal joint
for a couple of minutes. After that, salat is concluded by looking over one’s right and left shoulder
wishing peace for mankind.
Data Analysis
The results of flexibility test and body mass
index were analyzed for cross-sectional comparison. The independent variable was the Islamic
ritual prayer. Groups were formed according to
age classification and consisted of females in age
20-34, 35-49, and 50-65 years-old, respectively.
Data were analyzed using Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) MS Windows Release 10.0
(SPSS Inc.). Comparisons of groups were made by
using one way ANOVA together with posthoc Tukey multiple comparison tests. The improvement of
flexibility parameters in relation to prayer was tested with the aid of correlation analysis and Pearson
correlation coefficients were computed. The relationships of flexibility parameters with chronologic
age, body measures and each other were tested by
the Pearson correlation coefficient analysis. Twotail significance was evaluated designating the 0.05
probability level as significant.
Results
Mean and standard deviations for age, height,
weight, BMI and the results of flexibility by accor-

ding to age groups are seen in Table 1. There was
no significant difference in age, weight, height and
BMI between age groups but only the flexibility
in group I, II and III in non-payer females were
significantly different from all prayers (p<0.05)
(Table 1).
The mean SRT and BMI scores in relation to
prayers and non-prayers are seen in Figure 1 and
Figure 2, respectively. The result of this flexibility
test did not correlate with age, height, and body
weight; and however, they correlated with the status of prayer (Table 2).

Figure 1. Comparison of flexibility between
prayer and non-prayer females according to age
groups
There were significantly increased the results
of flexibility between age groups in all participants (p<0.05).
There were significantly increased the results
of BMI in middle and over middle age prayers
than non-prayers (p<0.05). There were no significant differences in the results of BMI of young
age group for all participants (p>.05). (Figure 2).

Table 1. Physical characteristics of the subjects.

Age(years)
Height (m)
Body Mass(kg)
BMI (kg/m2)
Flexibility(cm)

Young
Prayer
n=51
28.8±3.3
158.3±5.3
74.3±10.4
29.7±4.5
28.2±6.3

Young
Non-Prayer
n=56
27.2±4.6
159.6±6.0
75.0±15.2
29.5±5.9
20.±5.4

Middle Age
Prayer
n=124
41.7±4.0
155,9±4,8
77,3±12,4
31,9±5,1
27,6±5,9

Middle Age
Non-Prayer
n=67
42,5±3,6
156,7±5,61
76,0±12,6
31,0±5,3
20,5±6,2

Over Middle
Age Prayer
n=70
54,2±4,2
154,6±4,3
79,5±12,5
33,3±5,3
28,9±6,0

Over Middle
Age NonPrayer n=18
52,8±2,8
155,8±5,2
74,1±11,4
30,5±4,2
18,9±4,1

P<0.05
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Table 2. Comparison of flexibility and body mass index between prayers and non-prayers according to
age groups.
Variables
Flexibility (cm)
20-34 year prayer (n=51)
20-34 year non-prayer (n=56)
35-49 year prayer(n=124)
35-49 year non-prayer (n=67)
50-65 age prayer (n=70)
50-65 year non-prayer (n=18)
BMI (kg/m2)
20-34 year prayer (n=51)
20-34 year non-prayer (n=56)
35-49 year prayer (n=124)
35-49 year non-prayer (n=67)
50-65 year prayer (n=70)
50-65 year non-prayer (n=18)

X
28,2±6,3
20,0±5,4
27,6±6,0
20,5±6,2
28,9±6,0
18,9±7,1
29,7±4,5
29,6±5,9
31,9±5,1
31,0±5,3
33,3034±5,2795
30,4806±4,1793

Age
F

Prayer-non prayer Age x prayer-non prayer
F
F

,017

135,006**

1,246

5,267**

4,299*

1,234

Table 3. Correlation with flexibility and BMI in prayer females
Flexibility
BMI

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Flexibility
1,000
,
-,111
,084
245

BMI
-,111
,084
1,000
,
245

(r= -0.111, p>.05)

Table 4. Correlation with flexibility and body mass index in non-prayers
Flexibility
BMI
(r= -0.063, p>.05)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Flexibility
1,000
,
-,063
,457
141

BMI
-,063
,457
1,000
,
141

There were significant differences in BMI results in all age groups (p<0.05). There were no
significant differences both the results of BMI
and flexibility the status of salat and age groups
to participants (p>0.05). We negatively found a
low relationship between the results of BMI and
flexibility both prayers (r=-0.111) and non-prayers
(r=-0.063) (p <0.05).
There were significantly increased the results
of flexibility between age groups in prayers than
age groups to non-prayers (p<0.05) (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Comparison of BMI between prayer
and non-prayer females according to age groups
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Discussion
The stated purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between flexibility and body
mass index (BMI) and their differences between
age groups of sedentary Muslims woman to perform prayer and to compare with flexibility and
BMI between prayer and non-prayers. The test
protocols for the criterion measures were taken
from the literature where their reliability and validity had been demonstrated 7,8,9,10 .
As for the compared characteristics, it is primarily the consistent difference between the respective flexibility means that can be related to
an obvious anthropological (race) difference. We
wish to emphasize particularly that the body composition and flexibility of the present non-prayer
sample (this being a control group) have also been
affected by the consequences of the generally
more hypoactive lifestyle nowadays. Previously
the flexibility of the prayer females was also remarkably better.
Present results supported the research findings
established by Sai-Chuen11, Chung6, and Jackson et
al.12. They concluded that flexibility of hamstrings
is the sole measure of the traditional SR test; however, we provided an indicatory finding by stating
that the SRT test was valid in assessing hamstring
flexibility of female. Jackson et al.9 and Jackson
etal.12 reported validity coefficients for the SR test
ranging from .64 to .88 in studies involving teenage
and middle-age participants, respectively. No participants were eliminated due to their inability to
perform the SR test. Also, in spite of our emphasis
on proper spotting of the participants in this study,
no participant fell backward, hitting her head or
did improper position. No injuries occurred during
testing on the SRT. However, careful spotting is
recommended when assessing frail participants or
individuals with balance problems.
The results from this study demonstrated that
the young and middle age prayers were more
flexible than over middle age prayers, because the
SR test not only produce similar validity and reliability in women as other protocols, it also requires
no sit-and-reach box. In addition, when selecting
a fitness test for flexibility, practitioners should be
sensitive to the subject’s feelings when administrating the test13. Classical SR test is particularly

useful in large-scale flexibility evaluation in the
field testing. Moreover, Jackson et al.12, reported
that the SR is not related to reported lower back
pain in either a cross-sectional or prospective sample of adults. Evidence of the relationship between
hamstring flexibility or lower back flexibility and
lower back health is not documented.
Future studies are needed to explore the influence of hamstring and lower back health. The
need for developing a more practical field test
with improved validity for hamstring and lower
back flexibility is apparent.
Flexibility resulted as the most important factor to influence salat satisfaction; the second to
affect family and social commitment14,15,16,17 and
the ability to do the same job when 60 years old,
as well as trauma, overall fatigue, irritability, and
headache; and the third to influence heart disease,
stomachache, anxiety, injury, and the feeling that
health being at risk because of salat. Variability
was the third most important factor influencing
family and social commitments. Moreover, shift
and night work in the salat confirmed to have a
significant influence on sleep, digestive and cardiovascular troubles, as well and health and safety at
work. Time pressure also showed a relevant influence, both on individual stress and social life. Therefore, suitable arrangements of rigid salat time,
aimed at supporting subjects’ coping strategies,
appear to have a clear beneficial effect on prayer
health and well-being, with positive consequences
also at the company and social level, as evidenced
by the higher “feeling to be able to do salat until
60 years of age”.
Furthermore, some authors concluded that the
imagery had stronger psychological than physiological effects, but that there was potential for
enhancing physiological effects by maximizing
imagery vividness, particularly for movement
imagery18,19.
The few studies that have explored minimal or
optimal activity requirements suggest that a threshold (intensity) within the moderately vigorous
domain18,20. Thus, physical activity and (or) exercise prescriptions should emphasize activities of
the specificity and type to improve components
related to the maintenance of functional capacity
and independence; these will also delay morbidity
and mortality.
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Salat in an Islamic rule is a potent intervention that improved balance, upper- and lower-body
muscular strength and endurance, and upper- and
lower-body flexibility in these young and older
Muslim adults2. These findings provide important
information for future community-based exercise
programs and support current public health initiatives to reduce disability conditions and enhance
physical function in young and older adults.
Salat was a culturally appropriate mind-body
exercise for these adults, with statistically significant flexibility benefits observed over 2-years.
Further research examining Salat exercise using a
randomized clinical trial design with an attentioncontrol group may reduce potential confounding
effects, while exploring potential mechanisms underlying the relaxation response associated with
mind-body exercise.
This study suggests that chronic salat exercises
like stretching by themselves can improve specific
flexibility performances. It is possible that persons
who are unable to participate in traditional strength
training activities may be able to experience gains
through stretching, which would allow them to
transition into a more traditional exercise regimen.
In conclusion, it is assumed that all prayers
are more flexible than in young, middle and over
middle age non-prayers because all prayers would have done physical activity related salat regularly. However; the other result of this study was
shown that BMI of over middle age prayer group
was higher than the other subjects due to short and
static repetitive activities during salat.
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Abstract
On a sample of 197 footballers of the federal and amateur rank a modified Jens Bangsboa
7x35m test was applied in the form of 7x50m test
aiming at the testing of glycogen mechanism of
energy compensation and estimating the training
level of speed endurance in the elite and amateur
footballers subjects. The research aim was to determine: differences between elite and amateur
footballers, to form scales of results pointing at
excellent, good, average and bad results and possibilities and current state of subjects’ speed endurance. Results of MANOVA (.00) and discriminative analyses (.00) between elite football players
and amateur football players in relation to 7x50m
test results show that there is significant difference
between the observed groups of football players
and the results divided into four groups formed in
relation to the test time results.
The findings of this research show the level of
speed endurance development of the tested subjects which is including the total time of test and
maximal intensity of its administration, treating
glycolitical mechanism of the energy consumption. Above mentioned facts claim the ecxellent
applicative value for the testing of the maximal
anaerobic capacity, i. e. distance speed endurance.
Key words: Footballers, speed endurance,
characteristics, differences.
Introduction
Strain analysis that footballers undergo during
matches show slight oscillations in obtained values according to some authors that have researched
this problem claiming that footballers perform on
average in the course of a match around 400 m
280

sprint, around 700 m high intensity tempo running
and around 1700 m medium tempo running. [2-5].
J. Bangsbo’s research on physiological strains of
footballers during matches refers to speed as three
different forms varying in tempo: sprint, heigh
and medium tempo running [5]. In sports theory
speed is observed according to the mechanisms
of energy compensation dominant in their realisation : 1. Sprinter one dominated by ATP and CP
mechanism of energy compensation and 2. High
and medium intensity running [5] where dominant
source of energy compensation glycogen is used,
with lactate consequence that research of A. Boženko refers to as distance speed endurance [6].
For the estimation of sprint speed endurance J.
Bangsbo [4,5] applies a 7x35m test to obtain data
on the efficiency of ATP and CP mechanisms [1913,14,19,21] that is maximal speed of the footballers,
recovery speed and the degree of fatigue. To estimate
the level of distance speed endurance the above mentioned 7x35 m test was applied although somewhat
modified in that 50 m distance was seven times run
in straight line in both directions. Total run distance
is 350m, run by professional footballers in 64,49 seconds (the result ranged from 59,03 to 73 sec.), that
is for the amateurs it was 66,87 sec. (the result ranged from 59,85 to 77,27 sec.). Considering the fact
that the subjects were asked to run at maximal speed
this measuring instrument provided parameters good
enough to draw conclusions on the level of training
of distance speed endurance and the efficiency of the
glycogen mechanism of the energy generating, tolerance on the lactates, quick or slow elimination of the
lactates, degree of fatigue, etc. Previous research of
numerous authors dealt with the problem of the elite
athletes, that is anthropological dimensions relevant
for their success [15-18, 20].
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Material and methods

compensation which is going to be dominant
in this case having in mind that the test is
administered in submaximal regime, that it
lasts more than 60sec and that distance run
is 350m. Theoretically, in the first 10-15sec
of the test administration of the ATP and CP
mechanism of energy compensation will
be used and after that a dominant source of
energy compensation till the end of the test
will be a glycogen mechanism [1,3,5,6]. All
things considered the obtained facts promote
such type of testing of the distance speed
endurance as a valid measuring instrument.

Participans
Sample of subjects in this test comprised total
of 197 footballers, out of which 76 elite ones and
121 amateur rank competition footballers. Testing
procedure was administered in the period from January till November 2010.
Instruments
Test 7x50 m is administered on the marked 50
m track on a football court.
Distance is marked by flags. Subjects are asked
to run at a maximal speed from one to the other flag
and repeat the procedure seven times. Flags are run
around. Time is measured from the start till the end
of the seventh run. Starter is time measurerer and
he stands at the finish which is the opposite flag in
relation to the start. Administering of this test with
photo gates gives more reliable results that reveal a
decrease of speed and the level of fatigue.

Figure 1. Graphics of the 7x50 m test
7x50 m test is administered with the aim to
estimate speed and endurance characteristics of
the subjects. It is specially suitable for football because of many reasons:
1. Feature of 50 m distance which is repeated
seven times corresponds to a theoretical
model of the type and quality of running
dominant for football;
2. This test deals with the distance type of
running in that the total distance of 350
m which is to be run in the test, is divided
into tracks of 50m and can be considered
maximal taking into account that football
is characterisied with 5 to 40 m sprints. [35]. 50 m distance can be said to be typical
distance (average one) for half counter and
counter attacks and is typical for outer, line
and center players.
3. The test is a measuring instrument for
the glycogen mechanism of energy

Statistical analysis
Data were processed by the adequate mathematical-statistical procedures. Applied procedures
and the order of their application play certain role
in the scientific-research work. Measures wete taken not to lose information gathered by this research study and to correctly observe the order of
procedure application which is of paramount importance for conclusion drawings and for timely
elimination and inclusion of certain characteristics
that will enable more qualitative research. This paper will use descriptive parameters, mean value,
standard deviation (Sd), minimum and maximum
of all values, coefficient of variation (Cv) interval of reliance, measures of asymmetry Skewniss,
measures of flatness Kurtosis and the value of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Multivariate analysis MANOVA and discriminative analysis will be applied. Univariate procedures will comprise ANOVA
t-test and Roy’s test, Pearson coefficient of contingency (χ), coefficient of multiple correlation (R).
By application of the procedures that give measures this research gains one new dimension. By
calculating the coefficient of discrimination we
have isolated parameters that determine the specificity of the subsample and the parameters that
are to be eliminated from further data processing,
that is we have reduced the observed area. Also
by the display of the estimation of the subsample
homogeneity, distance between them and by the
application of the Cluster analysis, we have tried
to as much as possible show better the observed
phenomena. By applying mathematical-statistical analysis we have determined characteristics
of each subsample, homogeneity and the distance
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between them in relation to the derived characteristics so that a precise prediction and prognosis
with certain reliability can be obtained18.
Ethics
Experiments reported in the manuscript were
performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the Helsinki Declaration.
Results
The overall research was conducted in two parts.
The difference between the amateurs and the elite
footballers was analyzed and the achieved result
on the test and the results between the observed
groups of footballers and the results divided into
four groups drawn up in relation to the test performance time. First part of this paper deals with
abridged survey of the obtained results of the applied procedures. Then, the table of the contribution of the whole to the characteristics of each of
the group of footballers is shown. It is a well known
fact that the higher the discrimination between the
observed groups of footballers the more prominent the characteristics of each group are. For each
whole a percentage of contribution is given (%) and
it shows how much the observed whole defines the
characteristics of the group in relation to some other group. Then, a survey of characteristics is given
with the homogeneity of each group in relation to
the measure of discrimination and the degree of the
derived characteristics starting from the highest and
descending to the lowest one.
In accordance with the previously determined layout of the research a 7x50m test will be
analysed in relation to the elite footballers and the
amateurs. In the first part central dispersion parameters, measures of asymmetry and flatness in
relation to the observed parameters will be given.
In the second part the difference between the elite
footballers and the amateurs will be analysed, that

is hypotheses will be verified or rejected so as to
estimate obtained results and purposefulness of
further considerations, directions and methodological priorities will be determined. Then, if conditions exist there will be defined characteristics and
homogeneity of each of the analized groups and
distance between them will be defined. In the end
the obtained results will be graphically displayed.
Basic parameters of 7x50m test in relation to
the two groups of subjects
Central and dispersion parameters, measures
of asymmetry and flatness of the observed parameters of the 7x50m test represent footballers and
focus one to the possibility of the application of
parametric procedures.
Minimal (min) and maximal (max) values of the
7x50m test of the elite footballers point to the fact
that the values are within the expected range. Values
of the coefficient variation (KV) point to the homogeneity of the obtained results (3.47). Increased values of the Skewness (Sk) show that the distribution
is negative asymmetric, this means that the curve of
the results distribution inclines to higher values, that
is it has more higher values in relation to the normal
distribution (.62). Higher values of Kurtosis (Ku)
show that the curve is elongated (1.65). Distribution
of the values (p) is mainly within the range of normal distribution (.35). Minimal and maximal values
of the 7x50m test results in the amateur footballers
point to the values in the expected range. Values of
the coefficient of variation (c.var) point to the homogeneity of the obtained results (4.95). Increased
values of the Skewness (Sk) point to the distribution which is negative asymmetric, that is the distribution curve inclines to the higher values, which
means that there are more higher values in relation
to the normal distribution (.53). Increased values of
the Kurtosis (Ku) show that the curve is elongated
(.34). Distribution of the value (p) is mainly within
the range of the normal distribution (.27).

Table 1. Central and dispersion parameters and measures of asymmetry and flatness of the elite footballers (76) and amateur footballers (121)
Elite footballers
Amateurs

M
64.44
66.93

S
2.23
3.32

min
59.0
59.8

max
73.0
77.3

KV
3.47
4.95

I.p.
63.93 64.95
66.33 67.52

Sk
.62
.53

Ku
1.65
.34

p
.35
.27

Legend: M – arithmetic means, min, max – minimal and maximal results, S - standard deviation, KV – coefficient of variation, I.p. - interval of reliability, Sk - skewness, Ku - kurtosis, p- probability
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Analysis of the differences between the elite
footballers and the amateurs in relation to the
results obtained in 7x50 m test, and their significance, is determined by means of discrimanitive
analysis and multivariate analysis.
Table 2. Significance of differences between the
elite and amateur footballers in relation to the
7x50m test results
feature

F
33.22

p
.00*

c.dsc
.17

Legend: c.dsc – coefficient of discrimination

Since p is <.1 alternative hypothesis is verified,
this means that there is significant difference between the observed groups of features (.00), and
value of the coefficient of discrimination (.17)
confirms this difference. On the basis of previous
considerations and the analysis of the sample of
footballers and congruent with the applied methodology logical sequence of research is determination of the characteristics and homogeneity of
each group of the footballers and distance between
them. The fact that p is = .00 of the observed groups
of footballers, discriminative analysis means that
there is clearly defined limit between the groups of
footballers, that is, it is possible to determine characteristics of each group in relation to the values
of the 7x50m test.
Table 3. Characteristics and homogeneity of the
elite and amateur footballers in relation to the
7x50m test results
n/m
%

elite footballers
56/76
73.68

amateurs
79/121
65.29

con %

Legend: hmg - homogeneity; con % - cotribution of the
features to the characteristics

All things considered one can say that the characteristics of the elite footballers were observed in
56 out of 76 subjects, homogeneity is 73.7% (higher), which means that 20 footballers display other
characteristics; characteristics of the amateurs
were found in 79 out of 121 footballers, homogeneity is 65.3% (higher) because 42 footballers
display other characteristics. To conclude, among
observed and tested footballers of the unknown
characteristics, with the reliability of 73.7% one
can expect that they belong into the category of

the elite footballers, that is, it is possible to give a
prognosis with certain reliability.
Table 4. Distance (mahalanobisov) between the
elite and amateur footballers in relation to the
7x50m test results
Elite footballers
amateurs

elite footballers
.00
.84

amateurs
.84
.00

Calculating Mahalanobisov’s distance between
the tested footballers we have obtained another indicator of the differences or similarities. Distances
of different areas can be compared and distances
from the tables show that distance between elite
and amateur footballers is moderate. In congruence with the original outline of the research the
observed groups will be analyzed in relation to the
results grouped in the following values:
- Less than 63 sec.;
- From 63,1 to 65 sec.;
- From 65,1 to 67 sec. and
- Results higher than 67,1 sec.
Table 5 displays numeric (n) and percentage
(%) results of the observed four groups in relation
to the elite and amateur footballers.
Observing the difference between the elite
and amateur footballers in set groups of results
following conclusion can be drawn: In the first
set of resuls the difference is significantly higher
to the advantage of the elite footballers (26.32%10.70% p=.00), as well as in the second set of results (44.70%- 19.80% p=.00). The third group
of results did not yield any significant difference
while in the fourth group of results this difference is significant to the advantage of the amateur
footballers (42.98 -10.53% p=.00). Based on the
obtained results it is possible to sort out characteristics of bouth groups in relation to four groups
of results which is to conclude that the elite footballers show more prominent results in the first
two groups (< 63 sec.*, 63,1-65 sec.*), and the
amateur footballers show more prominent results
of the fourth group, >67, 1 sec.*. Since p = .00 χ2 –
test it can be said that there is correlation between
the amateur footballers and the elite footballers in
four groups of results since χ2= .38 correlation is
low.
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Table 5. Numeric (n) and percentage (%) representation of the results of the observed four groups in
relation to the elite and amateur footballers
< 63 sec.
n
20.
13.

Elite footballers
amateurs

%
26.3*
10.7

63,1-65 sec.
n
34.
24.

%
44.7*
19.8

Analysis of the difference between the elite and
amateur footballers in relation to four groups of
results is checked by means of MANOVA and discriminative analysis.
Table 6. Significance of differences between the
elite and amateur footballers in relation to the
four groups of results
analysis
MANOVA
discriminative

n
1
1

F
40.69
40.48

p
.00*
.00*

Based on the value of p = .00 (MANOVA
analysis) and p = .00 (discriminative analysis), it
is to verify the alternative hypothesis which means
that there is difference and clearly defined delineation between the observed groups of footballers.
Table 7. Significance of differences between the
elite and amateur footballers in relation to the
groups of results
R
χ
Groups of results .38 .41

F
40.48

p
.00*

k.dsk
.20

Legend: c.dsc - coefficient of discrimination

Based on the value of p <.1 it is to verify the
alternative hypothesis (ANOVA and Roy ‘s test),
which means that there is significant difference
between the elite and amateur footballers in relation to some groups of results (.00). Coefficient of
discrimination (.20) points to the contribution of
the discrimination between the elite and amateur
footballers in relatio to some groups of results.
Since p= .00 of discriminative analysis this means
that there is clearly defined delineation between

65,1-67 sec.
n
14.
32.

%
18.4
26.4

>67,1 sec.
n
8.
52.

%
10.5
43.0*

the the elite and amateur footballers, that is it is
possible to determine the characteristics of each
group in relation to four groups of results.
Features of footballers are most prominent
as shown in the groups of the results in Table 8
and their contribution to the characteristics is
100.00%. Homogeneity in high in both groups
(elite footballers 71.05% and amateur footballers
69.42%). On the basis of the differences it can be
said that elite footballers are characterized by the
following results < 63 sec.*, and 63, 1-65 sec.*,
and amateur footballers are characterized by the
following results >67, 1 sec.*.
Table 9. Distance (mahalanobisov) between the
elite and amateur footballers in relation to the
groups of results
elite footballers
amateurs

elite footballers
.00
.93

amateurs
.93
.00

Calculations of Mahalanobisov’s distance
between the amateurs and the elite footballers point to the moderate difference between the observed groups of results.
Discussion and conclusion
In research displayed differences and clearly defined delineation, difference between the amateurs
and the elite footballers and the obtained results on
the test and between the observed groups of the footballers and the results divided into four groups
formed in relation to the time of the test administra-

Table 8. Characteristics and homogeneity of the elite and amateur footballers in relation to the groups
of results
Groups of results
n/m
%

elite footballers
< 63 sec.*, 63,1-65 sec.*
54/76
71.05

amateurs
>67,1 sec.*
84/121
69.42

Contr. %
100.00

Legend: hmg – homogenity; dpr % - contribution of the features to the characteristics
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Table 10. Contribution of the whole (area) to the characteristics
2
1

Contribution %
52.531
47.469

in
Four groups of results
7x50m test result

tion are given. Connection of the overall research
is possible to do in order to get one logical hierarchically modified unity. The contribution of the
whole (area) to the characteristics and contribution
of features within the whole are values that clearly
determine hierarchy between the wholes and the order of the features’ characteristics.
Based on the contribution of the whole (area) to
the characteristics (%) it is noticed that the biggest
contribution of the whole (52.53%) is the result of
the test divided into four groups. In congruence
with the original aims of the research, methodological procedures and set hypotheses this research
analyzes the differences between the elite and the
amateur footballers and the results obtained on the
test and within the observed groups of footballers
and the results divided into four groups formed in
relation to the time of the test realization. Based
on the obtained results and their interpretation the
following conclusions can be drawn:
Results (MANOVA .00 and discriminative
analysis .00) between the elite and the amateur footballers in relation to the 7x50m test point to the
existance of the significant differences.
It was found that there is sifnificant difference
between the observed groups of footballers and
the results divided into four groups formed in relation to the achieved test time (MANOVA .00 and
discriminative analysisi .00). Since in most cases
alternative hypotheses are verified, that is found
differences and clearly defined delineations, characteristics and homogeneity of each subsample
are determined and the following can be concluded: elite footballers are chaacterized by the results
< 63 sec. and 63,1-65 sec., and amateur footballers
results are >67,1 sec. Based on all the things said
in this research conclusions can be drawn on referential values of the applied test for the elite and
the amateur footballers competition ranks.
Referential values for the elite footballers are
given in Table 11.

between
Two groups of footballers
Two groups of footballers

Table 11. Scale of the results of the elite footballers
Excellent
Good
<62.2
62.30-64.40

Average
64.50-66.70

Bad
66.70>

Referential values for the amateur footballers
are given in Table 12.
Table 12. Scale of the results of the amateur footballers
Excellent
<63.6

Good
63.70 -66.90

Average
67 - .70.25

Bad
70.30>

7X50 m test is a measuring instrument that
reliably measures the level of training of the distance speed of the footballers. Test contains average maximal distance of the distance type [5-10]
which repeated seven times gives total distance
of 350 m. Based on the achieved times on testing
by simple ordering of the referential values in the
given tables footballers can be classified according to the level of their training of the speed endurance. Practical value of the test is relatively
easy practical application, simple procedure and
the clearance of the obtained data that points to
further research. Bad results will mean intensified
work on training apparatus for the speed endurance and vice versa, good results will point to the
thoroughly done previous period and readiness of
the footballers to meet the demands of the contemporary football.
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Abstract
Background: Academic achievement of nursing students is important for benefiting from academic programs, professional knowledge and skills.
Objective: To define the effects of social support, loneliness level and submisive behavior for
predicting academic achievement of nursing department of a university in Turkey.
Method: The sample was 166 students in a
public university nursing department between
2011-2012. Academic achievement was total grade
point average with A=4.0. Data was collected with
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
Loneliness and Perceived Social Support Scales,
Submissive Behavior Scale and Student Form. The
Pearson correlation analysis was used for relationships between students’ loneliness levels and social
support. Stepwise regression techniques were used
to define in which order variables contributed to
predicting academic achievement.
Results: The average age was 20.48±1.54, 90.4%
were female, 9.6% male and academic average was
2.46±0.47. Negative significant relationships existed among loneliness score, social support and social support subscale score averages (p<0.00). The
educator support variable in first stepwise regression analysis model explained 23.4% (R2=0.373,
p<0.001), family and educator support variables in
second stepwise regression explained nearly 25.3%
(R2=0.327, p<0.001), submissive behaviors, educator and family support variables explained 27.1%
(R2=0.442, p<0.001) and educator and family support, submissive behaviors and loneliness variables
explained nearly 28% (R2=0.456, p<0.001) of the
total variance. The educator support β coefficient
was highest (0.382), family support β coefficient
(0.376), submissive behaviors β coefficient (-0.342)
and loneliness coefficient was lowest (-0.301).

Conclusion: Nursing students’ academic achievement was significantly predicted by the educator/
family support, submissive behaviors and loneliness variables. In addition, educator support at school significantly affects nursing students’ academic
achievements.
Key words: Educational achievement, social
support, loneliness, students, nursing.
Introduction
Academic achievement is regarded as an implication to what extent students can benefit from a
course or academic programs in a school environment. Steinberg (2002) acknowledged that achievement in education is commonly associated with either school performance, academic achievement or
educational success (1). Results of relevant studies
have illustrated that academic achievement may be
influenced by competences, personal and family
traits, self-esteem, social support, loneliness, characteristics of the institution attended and study habits as well as intelligence (2,3,4).
Background/Literature Review
An analysis of the recent literature suggested
that the leading factors influencing the academic
achievement of students are social support and levels of loneliness (2,3,5,6,7,8,9). Moreover, social
support from families is considered to be related
to higher academic achievement (6,10), while educator support and peer support, which eventually
affects school attendance and adaptation (11,12),
also plays a significant role in academic achievement (3,13). It is further reported that obedience is
a common trait among students with lower levels of
academic achievement and family support. Submissive behaviour, or in other words submissive acts, is
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recognized as a dominant personal characteristic in
interpersonal relations, especially in Oriental cultures. It is often observed in Turkey, which widely
reflects such characteristics of Oriental culture, that
submissive behaviour is mistaken for respect and
parents expect submissive behaviour from their
children just as teachers expect from their students,
as a sign of respect. A study particularly focusing
on submissive acts revealed that cultural formations
substantially affect the development of submissive
acts (14). It is also suggested that parents are primarily responsible for the development of submissive acts and educator’s interaction with students
are almost equally decisive. Therefore, submissive
acts prove to be a critical issue in predicting academic achievement of students.
Rapidly developing technology and soaring
production of information deliberately urge nurses
to equip themselves with basic skills in order to
ensure safe care, which compels nursing educators to attain the highest academic achievement
possible (15). The studies have demonstrated that
lower levels of academic achievement among
nursing students might result in dropping out of
school (16,17,18), which makes the analysis of the
factors that may influence academic achievement
crucially important. A survey of the relevant literature implied that academic achievement of young
adolescents has often been studied (2,7,8,11,19).
Pimparyon et al. (2000) conducted a study on the
significance of learning styles and perceptions of
educational environment of nursing students (n:
256) in predicting academic achievement in Thailand and found a weak correlation between the
variables (20). Ofori and Charlton (2002), on the
other hand, carried out a similar study with nursing students (n: 344) and reported that the seeking
academic support variable has the strongest value
in explaining academic performance (17). However, the survey yielded no particular study on the
effects of social support, levels of loneliness and
submissive behaviour on academic achievement,
which clearly indicates the insufficiency of knowledge on the determinant factors for academic
achievement in nursing education. Yet, academic
achievement of nursing students is important for
benefiting from academic programs, professional
knowledge and skills. However, much more information is required to variables related to academic
288

achievement of students. Thus, the study was conducted to determine the effect of social support,
levels of loneliness and submissive behaviors to
predict academic achievement of nursing students.
This research seeks the potential answers to the
question, “Do certain variables, such as loneliness,
submissive behaviours and social support successfully predict academic achievement of students?”
The hypotheses of this study based on the study
questions have been determined as follows:
1. Is there a correlation between loneliness,
social support and submissive behaviours?
2. To what extent can each of these variables,
loneliness, submissive behaviors, family,
peer and educator support, individually
predict academic achievement?
3. To what extent can these variables altogether
predict academic achievement?
4. What is the power of these variables in
predicting academic achievement?
Method
Study group
The scope of this descriptive and analytical study consisted of 166 students attending a nursing
department at a public university in Turkey during
the 2011-2012 academic year. No sampling method was chosen for the study, as the whole study
universe was targeted for participation. However,
the study sample included only 135 students for
a variety of excuses, such as sick leaves, school
absence and reluctance to participate in the study.
The response rate was found to be 81%.
Data collection
The study data were obtained with a Student
Questionnaire Form, Perceived Social Support
Scale (PSSS), University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Loneliness Scale and Submissive
Behaviors Scale (SBS).
Student Questionnaire Form: It includes four
questions inquiring about their gender, age, grade
and academic achievement. Academic achievement is defined as the level of success attained by
a student as reflected by a cumulative grade point
average (GPA). GPA will be used as a measure
of academic performance in this study (based on
A=4.0). Academic achievement was calculated
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from the cumulative GPA of the students. The cumulative GPA of the students was derived from
the records of the previous fall semester.
Perceived Social Support Scale (PSSS): The
PSSS was utilized in the study in order to determine
the levels of social support from families, peers
and educators. The scale was designed by Yıldırım
(1997) in Turkey as a Likert-type scale with three
subscales and 26 items for each subscale. The scores
for each subscale range from 26 to 78. The Cronbach
alpha reliability coefficient was found to be 0.88 for
the “family” subscale, 0.82 for the “peer” subscale,
and 0.85 for the “educator” subscale (21). The Cronbach alpha coefficient was 0.83 for the “family” subscale, 0.78 for the “peer” subscale, and 0.81 for the
“educator” subscale in this particular study.
Loneliness Scale (UCLA): The UCLA Loneliness Scale was developed by Russell, Peplau and
Ferguson (1978) in order to measure the levels of
loneliness of students and adapted by Demir (1989)
in Turkey (22,23). Higher scores on the scale are
considered to be a sign of more intensely experienced loneliness. As scores range from 1 to 4 for
each item, the lowest possible score is 20 and the
highest score is 80. Higher scores on the scale signify higher levels of loneliness. The Cronbach alpha internal consistency coefficient of the scale was
reported to be 0.96 (23). As for the sample group in
the study, the Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient
of the UCLA Loneliness Scale was 0.78.
Submissive Behaviors Scale (SBS): This scale
was originally developed from the work of Buss
and Craik (1986) who asked subjects to identify
typical submissive behaviours (24). The most highly agreed upon items (16 items) were chosen to
construct the submissive behaviour scale (25). The
scale adapted by Sahin and Sahin (1992) in Turkey
after testing its reliability and validity (26). The
scale includes 16 five-point Likert items with total
scores ranging from 16 to 80 and higher scores illustrate higher levels of submissive behaviors. The
Cronbach alpha internal consistency of the scale
was noted to be 0.74 (27), while the reliability coefficient was 0.81 for this particular study.
Ethical considerations
The required permission was obtained from the
directors’ board of the school. Then, The participant
students were informed about the objective of the

study before filling out the forms and they were
reminded that participation in this study was completely voluntary. The students, who had agreed to
participate in the study, were informed about the
participant’s right to withdraw from the study at any
time if he feels that his personal rights are violated
or damaged during the study and permission was
obtained from the students throughout the study.
Data analysis
All study data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 17.O, Chicago, IL. Descriptive data of the
students were evaluated with numerical, percentage and mean analysis. The correlation between
the levels of loneliness, social support and submissive behaviors was analyzed with the Pearson correlation analysis. The priority order of variables
predicting academic achievement was determined
by stepwise regression techniques according to
their contribution to the student achievement (28).
The level of significance was accepted to be 0.05
in the tests of hypotheses.
Results
Of the students participating, 90.4% were female and 9.6% were male. The average age of the
students was 20.48±1.54 and the mean academic
achievement was found to be 2.46±0.47.
The scores participants obtained from each scale are given in Table 1. The mean score of PSSS
was reported to be 130.28±7.16 (family support:
50.50±10.41, peer support: 30.75±6.53, educator
support: 44.56±7.41), the mean score of the OBS
was 36.11±9.63 and it was 37.68±9.82 for the
UCLA (Table 1).
Table 1. Mean Scores from the Scales and Standard Deviation Values (n=135)
Scales and Subscales
PSSS Total Score
Family Support
Peer Support
Educator Support
SBS
UCLA

X
130.28
50.50
30.75
44.56
36.11
37.68

SD
7.16
10.41
6.53
7.41
9.63
9.82

The gender variable from the student form was
analyzed with numerical analysis and its coefficient
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was correlated with that of grade, social support,
loneliness and submissive behaviors. It was consequently found that correlation of the coefficients
between the variables and academic achievement
varied from 0.101 to 0.527 and perceived educator
support was noted to have the highest correlation
value (r=0.527; p<0.001) (Table 2).
Linear multilevel regression analysis was used
to investigate to what extent gender, grade level,
perceived family support, peer support, educator
support, loneliness and submissive behaviors predict academic achievement. It was concluded that
grade level, gender and peer support variables are
not a significant predictor of academic achievement (Table 3).
Gender, grade level and peer support variables
were excluded from the stepwise regression analysis, since they reportedly failed to significantly
predict academic achievement (Table 4). Both the
analysis of standardized regression coefficients
and the analysis of double and partial correlations
showed a positive significant correlation among
academic achievement, family support and educator support, and a negative significant correlation
between the submissive behaviors and loneliness

variables. It was also stated that educator support,
family support, submissive behaviors and loneliness altogether explained only 28.1% of the total
variance in relation to the academic achievement of
nursing students (R=0.456, R2= 0.281) (Table 4).
It was additionally reported that the standardized regression coefficient was β=0.383 for the
educator support variable analyzed in the first
model of stepwise regression analysis in predicting academic achievement of the students. It was
further found that educator support could explain
only 23.4% of the academic achievement in nursing students (R=0.373, R2= 0.234) (Table 4).
In the second step of stepwise regression
analysis, family support was added to the educator support variable and providing that the other
variables remained constant, the educator variable was β=0.368 and the family variable was
β=0.307. These two variables were reported to
explain 25.3% (R=0.327, R2= 0.253) of academic
achievement (Table 4).
In the third step of stepwise regression analysis,
the submissive behaviors variable was added to former variables. Providing that the other variables remained constant, the β coefficient was 0.380 for ed-

Table 2. The Correlations between the Academic Achievement Variables
Gender
Grade Level
Family Support
Peer Support
Educator Support
Loneliness
Submissive Behavior
Academic Achievement

0.094
0.124*
0.036
0.072
0.096
0.002
0.052

Grade
Level

Family
Support

Peer
Support

Educator
Support

0.102*
0.132*
0.101*
0.063
0.103
0.092

0.041
0.013
-0.423*
-0.312*
0.453*

0.074
-0.521*
-0.202*
0.032

-0.334*
-0.143*
0.527*

Loneliness

Submissive
Behavior

0.244*
-0.353*

-0.283*

p<0.001*

Table 3. B and Beta Correlation Coefficients of the Variables and their Significance Levels
Predictors
Constant (a)
Gender
Grade
Peer Support
Family Support
Educator Support
Loneliness
Submissive Behavior

B*
60.765
2.888
0.759
0.831
0.474
0.531
0.372
0.474

SE**
7.257
1.289
1.560
0.080
0.081
0.086
0.082
0.083

β***
0.099
0.021
0.353
0.303
0.386
-0.279
-0.379

t
6.022
0.640
0.487
6.607
5.529
6.607
5,529
6.327

p
<0.001
0.326
0.627
0.113
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001

*B=(unstandardized), ** SE=Standard Error, ***β=(standardized)
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Table 4. Stepwise Regression Analysis Results about Academic Achievement Predictors
Model
1
2

3

4

Predictors
(Constant)
Educator Support
(Constant)
Educator Support
Family Support
(Constant)
Educator Support
Family Support
Submissive Behavior
(Constant)
Educator Support
Family Support
Submissive Behavior
Loneliness

B
96.165
0.697
65.876
0.535
0.484
62.421
0.531
0.467
-0.472
60.362
0.501
0.426
-0.421
-0.321

SE*
3.335
0.613
6.115
0.073
0.083
6.337
0.073
0.082
0.532
6.123
0.069
0.063
0.054
0.095

β

R

R2

0.383

0.373

0.234

0.368
0.307

0.327

0.253

0.442

0.271

0.456

0.281

0.380
0.330
-0.301
0.382
0.376
-0.342
-0.301

t
28.834
13.154
10.772
7.279
5.903
9.851
7.235
5.431
5.320
8.371
6.347
5.672
5.897
5.236

p
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.003

*SE=Standard Error

ucator support, 0.330 for family support and -0.301
for submissive behaviors. All three variables could
explain 27.1% (R=0.442, R2=0.271) of academic
achievement in the students (Table 4).
In the fourth step of stepwise regression analysis, the loneliness variable was added to educator
support, family support and submissive behaviors
and the β coefficient was noted to be 0.382 for
educator support, 0.376 for family support, -0.342
for submissive behaviors and 0.301 for loneliness. With other variables that supposedly influenced academic achievement remaining constant,
these four variables were found to explain 28.1%
(R=0.456 ve R2=0.281) of academic achievement
and each variable succeeded to predict (p=0.001)
academic achievement (Table 4).
Educator and family support, submissive behaviors and loneliness variables were studied thoroughly in relation to both regression results and
R2 and t results. It was pointed out that academic
achievement of nursing students was best predicted
by educator support, family support, submissive
behaviors and loneliness in the same order (Table
4). It was additionally stated that gender, grade
level and peer support were incapable of predicting
academic achievement (p>0.05) (Table 3)
Discussion
In light of the study results, it was suggested
that there was a negative significant correlation

between the UCLA mean score and mean scores
of the PSSS subscales (Table 2), which clearly
implied that loneliness levels of the students decreased as they were provided with higher social
support. Ginter et al., (1996) conducted a study
with adolescents in Israel and reported a positive
correlation between loneliness, social support and
anxiety scores (9). On the other hand, Nicpon et
al., (2007) carried out a study with American college students and Yılmaz et al., (2008) similarly
conducted a study with Turkish nursing students
(29,30). They both concluded that there was a
negative correlation between loneliness and social support levels. Our results were considered to
comply with the results of previous studies. Moreover, a negative significant correlation was found
between the mean scores of the SBS and the mean
scores of the PSSS subscales, which indicated that
submissive behaviors were observed less often as
the students attained higher levels of social support. Cultural formations have a prominent role
in the development of submissive behaviors (14).
Close interpersonal relations can be regarded as a
way of providing social support in Oriental cultures like Turkey. On the other hand, it is also true
that parents may exhibit overprotective and dependent attitudes towards their children and likewise educators can develop such attitudes towards
their students, which may adversely influence the
perceived social support and give rise to submissive behaviors.
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The study results also maintained that family
and educator support positively predicted academic
achievement, whereas, loneliness and submissive
behaviors negatively predicted academic achievement (Table 4). It was further found that gender,
grade level and peer support altogether predicted
28.1% of academic achievement. These findings
showed that academic achievement of nursing students could be best predicted significantly by educator support, family support, submissive behaviors
and loneliness, respectively (Table 4). Many other
studies conducted with young adolescents also
confirmed the significant correlation between academic achievement and family and educator support (2,7,11,19), which complied with the results
our study. Levitt et al., (1994) interviewed students
from different ethnic origins (African, American
and Hispanic) and reported both a direct and an indirect correlation between social support and academic achievement (31).
Perceived family social support was considered
to be a predictor of academic achievement, while
our results did not suggest that perceived peer support was one of these predictors (Table 4), which
was already consistent with the results of relevant
studies (2,30,32,33). However, Okanlı (1999) acknowledged that perceived family support among
nursing students was comparatively higher than
perceived peer support (34).
It was also observed that relevant studies were
often carried out with students in young adolescent groups in which family support was found to
be the leading predictor of academic achievement
(7). Our results, in contrast to previous studies, proposed that educator support was the major predictor of academic achievement and educator support
alone explained 23.4% of academic achievement
of nursing students (Table 4). Ofori and Charlton
(2002) carried out a similar study with nursing
students (17) and verified our results that seeking
academic support was the primary variable in academic achievement with a 30% contribution.
Nursing education is based on a practical education extending into cognitive, perceptive and
psychomotor fields of learning. Five levels of professional skills have been defined in nursing education: inexperienced, beginner, advanced, competent
and expert (35). In the beginning, nursing students
are inexperienced in all professional practices and
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feel unfamiliar to the field of practice. They commonly undertake an intense learning experience
and individual transformation throughout their education, which absolutely necessitates support from
their educators (36). Schoening et al., (2006) emphasized the significance of educator support in reassuring positive educational outcomes with nursing students (37). Moreover, Legault et al., (2006)
correspondingly stressed the crucial role of perceived educator support, rather than family social
support (38). As a result, the perception of educator support is considered to influence the academic
achievement of students in several dimensions. The
findings of this particular study also supported the
evidence that perceived social support from educators increased students’ motivation and their enthusiasm to take on responsibilities (13) and therefore,
enhanced academic achievement (2).
The results for the loneliness variable also affirmed the results of previous studies in the literature
(7), which pointed out lower levels of academic
achievement among students who felt lonely in
comparison to those who did not. Besides, Benner
(2011) carried out a study with Latino adolescents
and found a negative correlation between levels of
loneliness and academic achievement (8). It was
concluded in light of these discussions that parents
and educators must pay ultimate attention to social and psychological problems of adolescents and
that consultation and guidance services at schools
must be reorganized so as to encourage them to
tackle their loneliness.
Another important question raised through the
analysis of the results was that the submissive behaviors variable was the second most common
negative predictor of academic achievement,
followed by family support, which already affirmed the results of a study conducted on high school students in Turkey (7). Students who demonstrated submissive behaviors may possibly feel
themselves less important and esteemed under the
pressure of parents, educators and other adults in
their circles. Given that submissive behaviors stem
from fear and adversely influences one’s audacity
(39), it will be reasonable to assume that students
with submissive behaviors may fail to attain desired academic achievement and their average academic achievement will be lower than expected.
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Conclusion
Results of this particular study showed that social support from educators and families positively
predict academic achievement of students, while
submissive behaviors and loneliness exhibit a negative tendency. It may be suggested in light of the
results that social support provided for students be
improved at universities. It may be further argued
that it would be beneficial to design and organize workshops to promote social relations between
students, educators and families, social support
skills programs and seminars to endorse educator-student interaction, which eventually will help
students to refine their skills to benefit from social
support opportunities. Additionally, the study results illustrated that educator support had a great
impact on the academic achievement of nursing
students. Therefore, it is strongly believed that nursing educators should adopt a patient, unbiased
and supportive attitude towards their students in
order to bolster their academic achievements.
This study is considered to make significant
contributions to the scientific literature in Turkey,
as it is one of the few studies dealing with such a
critical issue in nursing education. However, future studies that will focus on other factors (family
characteristics, personal traits, etc.) that may influence academic achievement will provide substantial data in detail.
Limitations
The limitation of this study is that it was conducted only with the students of one university
and therefore, the results of the study cannot be
generalized for all students in nursing departments
in Turkey. Moreover, using certain scales in the
study to gather data restricted the answers of the
students to the statements in the scales. Finally,
this study only included the loneliness, social support and submissive behavior variables that were
considered to influence academic achievement.
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Abstract

Introduction

Aim: The primary aim of this study was to determine the differences in functional fitness between young elderly (60-69 years of age) and old elderly (70-80 years of age), for men and women
respectively. The secondary aim was to determine
the differences between elderly men and women
in parameters of functional fitness.
Methods: The research was conducted on a
sample of 1288 subjects from southeast Serbia, out
of whom 594 were male (mean ± SD: body height
175.62 ± 9.78 cm, body weight 82.26 ± 31.33 kg)
and 694 female (mean ± SD: body height 165.17
± 23:12 cm, body weight 69.74 kg ± 12:44). The
examinees were divided into two age groups: 6069 years of age group and 70-80 years of age group. Senior Fitness Test battery was used to assess
the functional fitness.
Results: In men aged 70 - 80 years, in comparison to the men aged 60-69 years, there has been
a statistically significant decline in strength, flexibility, aerobic endurance and agility / balance. In
women, the trend of declining physical abilities
has been the same as in men in terms of strength
and agility / balance. In terms of flexibility and aerobic endurance, there has also been a decline in
the test results, but without statistical significance.
In relation to gender, men aged between 60 and 80
have had higher strength and aerobic endurance,
while women have better developed flexibility. In
terms of agility / balance, there have been no statistically significant differences between the sexes.
Conclusion: The results of this study suggest
that in people over 60 who live in the southeast
of Serbia, there is a decline in the parameters of
functional fitness with the aging process, which is
compatible with the similar studies conducted in
other countries.
Key words: Functional fitness, old people,
decline, aging process.
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The term aging refers to a process or group of
processes occurring in living organisms that with
the passage of time lead to a loss of adaptability,
functional impairment and eventually death (1).
The aging process is a biological reality which has
its own dynamic, largely beyond human control (2).
Changes that occur during the aging process are greatly affected by the inherited or genetic factors (3).
In addition to genetic factors, many aspects of aging
depend on external factors such as diet, stress, smoking and physical activity (4). In many developed
countries the period between 60 and 65 years of age
is considered as the beginning of old age (2). Elderly
population is growing both in size and in proportion of the total population (5). Projected growth of
elderly population in the United States (6), as well
as in other developed countries has led to increased
interest in raising their quality of life, which, among
other things means that the elderly should be, as long
as possible, physically healthy and independent in
their everyday activities. Physical independence can
be defined as the physical capacity to perform the
activities of daily living without additional help (7).
Simple activities of daily living refer to a set of basic, everyday tasks, performance of which is required for personal self-care and independent living. To
be physically independent and able to perform various activities, old people need to have the adequate
physiological reserves (physical parameters), such
as muscular strength, aerobic endurance, flexibility
and agility / dynamic balance (8). Adequate physical activity and exercise programs are necessary for
the development of these parameters (9,10). The
lack of adequate level of physical activity can lead
to a decline in physical and physiological function
of man, which can have negative effects on their
normal daily functioning (11). Although physical
activity cannot stop the normal biological process
of aging, there is evidence that regular exercise can
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minimize the physiological effects of sedentary lifestyle and increase active life expectancy, by limiting
the development and progression of chronic disease
and disability (12). According to the World Health
Organization (13) physical activity has positive and
long-term effects in improving muscle strength,
flexibility, aerobic endurance and balance in older
people. Numerous studies indicate that there are
positive effects of exercise on the development of
strength, endurance and flexibility for old people
(14-19). Appropriate physical activity and exercise
can positively influence the body composition change in the elderly (19,20). By applying the appropriate
physical activity, physically active older people can
increase their physical abilities to the level of young
people. For example, strength training of the knee
extensor muscle enable older men (60 years of age)
to have better results than the majority of normally
active young men (21). Also, the level of flexibility,
balance and agility of physically active older women
is similar to younger women, unlike inactive older
women (22). These physical parameters (muscular
strength, aerobic endurance, flexibility and agility /
dynamic balance) are considered as functional fitness (8). According to Rikli (8), functional fitness is
defined as having the physical capacity to perform
normal everyday activities safely and independently
without undue fatigue. Increased level of functional
fitness leads to physical, social and economic benefits for the elderly (23). According to the author’s
knowledge of this study, in the last decades of the
21st century, there have been a significant number
of researches regarding older persons. Numerous
studies have shown that the measurement of these
physical parameters allows detection of changes in
functional fitness during the aging process, as well
as establishing performance norms (standards) in relation to gender, age and fitness level (7,11,24-29).
We hypothesize that there are larger differences in
functional fitness between old elderly persons aged
70-80, compared to younger elderly persons who
are 60-69 years old.
The primary aim of this study was to determine the differences in the functional fitness between young elderly (60-69 years) and old elderly
(70-80years) people, for men and women respectively. The secondary aim was to determine the
differences between elderly men and women in
parameters of functional fitness.

Methods
Subjects
The sample consisted of 1288 people aged
between 60 and 80 living independently in the
community in the territory of southeastern Serbia.
Out of total number of examinees, there were 594
men and 694 women. The subjects were divided
into two age groups: young elderly group (60-69
years old) and elderly group (70-80 years old). Basic descriptive parameters have been shown in Table 1. The criteria for selecting participants were:
people between 60 and 80 years of age, physically
independent persons - able to walk 20 feet without
assistance or rest, lack of cognitive impairment
and dementia, achieved 24 points for the educated
and 18 points for the unqualified respondents in
mini mental state evaluation (30). The participants
who were in the recovery phase of an acute illness,
the deaf and the blind were excluded. The research did not include the subjects with cardiovascular
system disorders because of the potential risks during the functional fitness tests.
Anthropometric measures
Anthropometric measures of height and weight
were measured by standard protocol recommended by the International Biological Programme
- IBP (31). Body height was measured using an
anthropometer with 0.1 cm accuracy. Body weight
was measured using the decimal weighing scale
with 0.1 kg accuracy. Body mass index (BMI) was
calculated indirectly based on the value of weight
and body height, according to the formula: BMI =
body weight (kg) / height (m2).
Senior Fitnes Test (SFT)
Senior Fitness Test has been used to assess
functional fitness (8). SFT is a battery of tests that
measure the physical capacity of elderly people to
perform the activities of daily living. This battery
of tests can be used for testing independent-living
people over 60 years of age. 5 tests that are part of
SFT batteries were used for the purposes of this
study. Those are: Chair Stand Test (for assessing
lower-body strength), 2. Arm Curl Test (for assessing upper-body strength), 3. 2-Minute Step Test
(for assessing aerobic endurance), 4. Chair Sitand-Reach Test (for assessing lower-body flexibility) and 5. 8-Foot Up-and-Go Test (for assessing
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agility/ dynamic balance). In cases where 6-minute walk test cannot be used due to certain limitations in space or other reasons, a 2-minute step test
can be a successful substitute for the assessment
of aerobic endurance (8).
Rikli & Jones (32) have confirmed the adequate
reliability of all test items used in the SFT test. The
validity of test items in the SFT test has also been
confirmed by Rikli and Jones (8). Two persons were
involved in SFT measuring – one was writing down
the data, while the other was explaining the method of conducting tests. All subjects were familiar
with the research aim and its implementation, and
there were no contraindications in SFT. The study
was approved by the Research Ethics Committee
of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport,
University in Niš, according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. All participants were fully informed about
the risks and the benefits that this research have on
their age group. Qualified researchers have conducted standard interviews with potential participants
individually or in small groups before the testing, at
their homes or in the active centers for the elderly.

Testing of all participants was performed in the period from August to December 2011. Participation
in the study was voluntary and each participant could redraw from the study in any moment.
Statistical Analysis
Collected data have been analyzed in the statistical program SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL). Each variable has been represented by the
mean value and standard deviation (mean ± SD).
To determine statistically significant differences
in the components of functional fitness between
the two age groups, as well as between genders,
an independent sample T-test has been used. The
significance level p ≤ 0.05 has been used for statistically significant difference.
Results
The total number of examinees was 1288, out
of whom there were 594 male and 694 female subjects. Of total number of men, 349 of them (58.7%)
were in the 60 - 69 years age group, while 41.3%

Table 1. General descriptive parameters (Mean±SD)
Men (N=594)
Total N=1288
Age (years)
Body height (cm)
Body mass (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

60-69 year
N=349
63.87±2.77
176.34±8.78
82.33±12.01
26.65±6.26

70-80 year
N=245
74.28±3.12
174.50±11.79
82.65±15.10
27.95±2.72

Women (N=694)
60-69 year
N=354
63.75±2.89
164.67±6.48
70.64±12.81
26.10±4.94

70-80 year
N=340
73.93±2.94
166.48±37.35
68.84±11.74
25.46±4.48

BMI-body mass index

Table 2. Differences in parameters of functional fitness (Mean±SD)
Men
Chair sit-and-reach test (cm +/-)
8-foot up-and-go test (seconds)
Chair stand test (no. of stands)
Arm curl test (no. of reps)
2-minute step test (no of steps)
Women
Chair sit-and-reach test (cm +/-)
8-foot up-and-go test (seconds)
Chair stand test (no. of stands)
Arm curl test (no. of reps)
2-minute step test (no of steps)
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60-69 year
N=349
1.98±11.57
6.41±1.44
14.26±5.53
17.24±6.27
95.06±21.64
60-69 year
N=354
2.05±14.40
6.67±1.48
13.75±5.25
13.67±5.69
82.48±26.19

70-80 year
N=245
-0.11±9.86
7.46±1.62
12.51±5.77
15.76±6.88
84.73±24.24
70-80 year
N=340
1.87±10.95
7.27±1.42
11.70±5.15
12.18±6.51
81.68±23.27

p
.014
.000
.000
.003
.000
p
.840
.000
.000
.002
.658
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.000
82.20±24.97
91.52±23.07
.300

16.73±6.52
.000

84.73±24.24
.000
95.06±21.64
2-minute step test

82.48±26.19

15.76±6.88
17.24±6.27
Arm curl test

13.67±5.69

.000

12.18±6.51

13.66±5.67
.133
11.70±5.15
12.51±5.77
.140
14.26±5.53
Chair stand test

13.75±5.25

6.77±1.59
.223
7.27±1.42
7.46±1.62
.039
6.41±1.44
8-foot up-and-go test

6.67±1.48

81.68±23.27

.000
13.06±6.06

.015
12.92±5.28

.378
6.86±1.48

.037
1.92±12.37
0.61±10.52
.007
1.87±10.95
-0.11±9.86
.928
2.05±14.40
1.98±11.57

Women
Men

Chair sit-and-reach test

Women
Men

70-80 year

p
60-69 year

Table 3. Differences between men and women in parameteres of functional fitness (Mean±SD)

p

Men

Total

Women

p
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were in 70 - 80 years age group. Female age division was more balanced than male. 51% of female
subjects were in 60 - 69 years group, whereas 49%
were in 70-80 years group. The results of arithmetic
mean show that in men, there 2 cm of height loss
with increasing age, while in women, there was 2
cm height gain. In men, the weight was balanced
between the age groups, while it reduced by about
2 kg in women. The difference in average weight
in relation to age groups was less than 1 kg in men.
BMI was also consistent in both men and women,
observed by age groups (Table 1).
The results shown in Table 2 indicate that men
aged 60-69 years have had statistically significant
results in all SFT tests, than men aged 70-80 years
(p<0.05). Women who belong to 60-69 years age
group have had significantly better results than
women aged 70-80 years in three SFT tests (8foot up-and-go test, Chair stand test and Arm curl
test (p<0.05). In the remaining two tests, Chair sitand-reach test and a 2-minute step test, younger
group of women also have had better results than
the older group of women, but without statistically
significant difference.
Gender differences in SFT results have been
shown in Table 3. In 60-69 years age group, men
have had statistically better results in 8-foot upand-go test, Arm curl test and a 2-minute step test
(p<0.05). Men have had better results than women
in Chair stand test but without statistical significance, while women have had numerically better
results in Chair sit-and-reach test. In 70-80 years
age group, men have had significantly better results in the Arm curl test, while women have had
significantly better results in Chair sit-and-reach
test (p<0.05). In the remaining three tests, there
have been no statistically significant differences
between men and women aged 70-80 years. Overall results of the differences between men and
women aged 60-80 years indicate that in Chair
stand test, Arm curl test and a 2-minute step test
men have had statistically significant better results
than women, while women have had statistically
significantl results in Chair sit-and-reach test. In
8-foot up-and-go test, men have had only numerically better results than women.
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Discussion
The average height and weight of men in this
study were 175.62 ± 9.78 cm and 82.26 ± 31.33 kg.
These results of male body height and weight are
similar to the survey results by Rikli and Jones (24),
and they were higher than those in the research by
Cicioglu (33). In women, the average height and
weight were 165.17 cm ± 23:12 and 12:44 ± 69.74
kg, which was higher than in the research (24,34).
The differences in average height and weight of the
elderly in different surveys are expected, taking into
account the diverse ethnicity of the subjects, place
of residence, socio-economic factors, etc. In two
male age groups, there has been a height loss during the aging process, which is consistent with the
results of a large number of researches (24,33,35).
In this study, women aged 70-80 years were on average 2 cm higher than women aged 60-69, which is
contrary to the results of the research by Perissinoto
et al. (35). Increasing age in women brought about
approximately 2 kg weight loss, which is consistent
with the research by Martins and Rosely (34). The
average values of BMI in both men and women,
taking into account both age groups, were greater
than 25 kg/m2. According to WHO (36) BMI over
25 kg/ m2 means overweight, suggesting that a large
number of subjects in our survey is overweight or
obese. Such results are not good because it has been
known that excess weight and obesity are closely
associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease and other chronic disorders (37). Therefore,
Kostić et al. (38) recommend physical activity with
weight loss for normal daily functioning of older
people.
In a male group, there has been a statistically
significant decrease in SFT test results in 70-80
years age group, in comparison to the 60-69 years age group (Table 2). Knowing that these tests are used to assess the functional fitness, it can
be concluded that, in this group of men, there has
been a statistically significant decline of upper and
lower body strength, aerobic endurance, lower
body flexibility and agility / dynamic balance under the influence of the aging process. In the female study group, on the basis of these results, it
can be concluded that the aging process influenced
statistically significant decline of the upper and
lower body strength and agility / dynamic balance
300

(Table 2). In terms of lower body flexibility and
aerobic endurance, there has also been a reduction in numerical results but without statistical significance. These results are consistent with the
results of the previous studies (24,28,29) except
for the Chair sit-and-reach test, and 2-minute step
test used to assess female performance. Rikli and
Jones (24) found that in the period between 60 to
94 years of age, there is a decline in all parameters of functional fitness, with decreased muscle
strength, aerobic endurance and agility / balance
for about 10% to 15% per decade of life. Chen et
al. (28) also found a statistically significant decrease in muscle strength, lower body strength, aerobic endurance and flexibility in both men and
women with the aging process, after 60 years of
age. Macfarlane et al. (27), similar to our study,
found a statistically significant decrease in the results of the Chair stand test, between 60-69 years
group and 70-80 years group. Changes in physical
parameters, such as aerobic endurance, strength,
flexibility and agility / balance inevitably appear
as a result of the aging process. With the aging
process, there are also changes in musculoskeletal
and sensory system that disturb the balance and
postural status, which can lead to undesirable falls
in the elderly (39). Isles et al. (26) found that the
ability to maintain balance significantly decreases in women during the aging process. We also
managed to determine the decline in the ability to
maintain balance in women aged 70-80, in comparison to women aged 60-69. Aerobic endurance
(capacity) expressed by maximum consumption
also declines by about 9% per decade in sedentary
adults (12). The amount and the intensity of physical activities have statistically significant influence
on the level of aerobic capacity decline of aerobic
capacity (40). The process of loss of muscle mass
and strength, also known as sacropenia, accompanies the process of aging (40), whereas in elderly,
a major factor of muscular atrophy is the loss of
type II muscle fibers (5). Based on previous research by Faigenbaum and Hoffman (41), in the
period between 60 and 70 years of age, strength
level drops by about 15%, and in the period after
it declines by 30%. In an eight-year longitudinal
study, Bassey (42) discovered a decline in hand
grip strength by almost 2% per each year in people
over 65 years of age. According to ACSM (12),
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lower body strength rapidly declines in comparison to the upper body strength, which has been
confirmed by our survey. During the aging process, there is a decreased elasticity of muscles and
tendons, which is one of the causes of decreased
range of motion and flexibility (12). In addition,
irregular shape, tighter meshing and decreased
linear pull in collagen tissue leads to decreased
flexibility with aging (5). Analyzing the results of
our study and comparing them with the results of
the already existing researches (24,28,29), it can
be concluded that certain rules of decline in functional fitness during the aging process can also be
recognized among old population in Serbia.
Taking into account the overall differences in
the functional fitness according to gender, the findings show that the men aged between 60 and 80
have significantly better results in terms of upper
and lower body strength and aerobic endurance,
while women of the same age have had significantly better results in terms of lower body flexibility (Table 3). In terms of agility / dynamic balance, there have been no statistically significant
differences between the sexes in the overal result.
Regarding the age groups, women have higher
flexibility of lower body in both age groups, taking into account statistically significant difference among the females who belonged to 70-80
years group. Men have had statistically significant
greater upper body muscle strength than women
in both age groups. Lower body muscle strength
in both age groups is higher in men than in women, but not statistically significant. In the age
group of 60-69 years, men have developed statistically significant aerobic endurance in comparison to women. In the second age group, men also
have better results in terms of aerobic endurance
but without statistical significance. Men aged 6069 years have statistically better results in terms of
agility / balance, while in 70-80 years group, there
have been no statistically significant differences.
The obtained results are similar to the research by
Rikli and Jones (24); if examined by age groups starting from 60 to 94 years of age - men always
have higher strength and stamina, while women
always have better results in terms of flexibility. In
their study, unlike in ours, the differences in physical parameters in terms of gender are statistically
significant in all age groups. Guzi et al. (29), in a

sample of 6449 people aged 60-99 who live in the
region Extremadura in Spain, also found that women have better developed flexibility, while men
have better results in other tests which were used
to assess the functional fitness. Chen et al. (28),
in a sample of 1104 elderly people from Taiwan,
used Chair stand test to prove that men over 60
years of age have higher lower body strength, while women over 60 have better results in the Chair
sit-and-reach test, which means they have better
flexibility than men of the same age. Unlike our
study, these studies did not find any differences
between the sexes in terms of aerobic endurance.
In accordance with our research, Macfarlane et al.
(27), in a sample of 1038 people from Hong Kong
(China), aged 60-96, found that men have better
results in the Chair stand test which is used to
assess lower body strength. Barbosa et al. (25), in
a sample of 1894 elderly people living in Sao Paolo (Brazil) and by applying different tests to assess the strength (dynamometer time and five chair
stands), also found that men have greater upper
and lower body strength than women of the same
age age. Applying the dynamometer, Desrosiers et
al. (43) found that men over 60 have higher grip
strength than women. Peiffer et al. (44) discovered that, in terms of absolute and relative muscle
strength, men over 65 have statistically better
results than women of the same age. In terms of
flexibility, Araujo (45) found that, even from their childhood, women are more flexible than men
of the same age, whereas this difference becomes
particularly evident with the aging process. Taking
into consideration that the subjects in our research
are from various countries and parts of the world,
and are of different ethnicities, it can be concluded
that older men have better muscle strength than
women of the same age, while women have better
developed flexibility.
Conclusion
Monitoring physical abilities in elderly in order
to determine the changes in functional fitness during the aging process is necessary. The results of
this study suggest that parameters of functional fitness in people older than 60, who live in the southeast of Serbia, decline with the aging process. In men
aged 70 - 80 years, in comparison to men aged 60-
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69 years, there is a statistically significant decline in
strength, flexibility, aerobic endurance and agility /
balance. In women, the trend of declining physical
abilities is the same as in men in terms of strength
and agility / balance. In terms of flexibility and aerobic endurance, there has also been a decline in
the results of the tests used, but without statistical
significance. In terms of gender, men between 60
and 80 years of age have higher strength and aerobic endurance, while women have better developed flexibility. In terms of agility / balance, there
have been no statistically significant differences
between the sexes. Changes in functional fitness
during the aging process affect the quality of life
and functional independence among elderly. Due
to this, it is necessary to conduct further research
that would determine the standards for the parameters of functional fitness for old people living in the
south-east Serbia, in terms of age, gender, level of
physical activity and health condition. On the basis
of the obtained norms (standards), the appropriate
training programs which would raise the quality of
elderly could be carried out.
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Abstract
Objectives: To investigate the level of burnout
syndrome in Iranian physiotherapists and the factors
associated with this syndrome in three subscales.
Research design: A sample of 243 physiotherapists who were active in delivering physiotherapy service in Iran completed the designed questionnaire comprising demographic, job related
factors data and unpublished Persian version of
Maslach Burnout Syndrome.
Main results: 58.2% of therapists believed that
their job is stressful. 86.7 % had good cooperation
with other therapists. 56.8% had financial anxiety,
52% had job related musculoskeletal problems.
89.6% indicated that physiotherapy service charge
was unfair. The MBI score represented that the degree of burnout level in those therapists who were
happy with their work was significantly different
from the therapists who were dissatisfied with their occupation in all three subscales of Emotional
Exhaustion (EE) (P= 0.000), Depersonalization
(DP) (P= 0.013) and Personal Accomplishment
(PA) (P=0.000). Those therapists who had work
related musculoskeletal problems were significantly different in the EE scale (P<0.001) but there was no difference in PA and DP (P>0.05).
Conclusions: The results showed that burnout
is a problem for Iranian physiotherapists. High burnout levels had an association with low income,
type of employment sector, age group and job-related stress.
Key words: Burnout syndrome, stress, physiotherapists.
Introduction
Burnout syndrome was described by Herbert Freudenberg in 1974 for the first time. It is
characterized by a series of physical and mental
exhaustion which has been observed in healthcare
providers.1This phenomenon has been investiga304

ted by Maslach and Jackson in depth.2 The initial
symptoms of burnout are detected by energy loss,
reduced performance capability, inefficiency in
accomplishments and a chronic absence of successful goals-oriented work with people.3
The allocation of a limited health budget causes
critical problems to both healthcare professionals
and care recipients in developing countries such as
Iran. Studies show that in Iran, out-of-pocket expenditure is still an important obstacle to healthcare recipients especially among the economically
intermediate and poor population 4, 5, in spite of
a health insurance system presence even in very
distant rural regions in recent years. According to
statistics, the growth of healthcare fees has been
14% more than the consumer price index in recent
decades, while the average cost of healthcare for
the family and the average expenditure on medicines and Para clinics was 19% and 28% respectively in the same years. 6
There is no doubt that physiotherapists and health personnel are reacting to rigid fiscal constraints and reduced economic resources. As a result,
therapists are more restricted in their use of fiscal
resources. This situation can produce a contradiction between organization demands and personal
and professional values. Therapists may feel caught
between economic restrictions and responsibilities
towards their organizations as well as towards their
professional principles. Such feelings are powerful
sources of stress for therapists especially for those
who experience a profound gap between the needs
of the hospital or private clinic, department and their individual and professional commitment.7
Therefore, physiotherapists are prone to chronic fatigue syndrome, because most of the time
they work so closely with clients who have chronic
problems. There are just a few studies in literature
about the extent of burnout syndrome in physiotherapists. According to a survey in Cyprus, one-fifth
of physiotherapists had high levels of burnout sign
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and symptoms related to professional-bound stress, low payment, employment uncertainty and age.
That this is more pronounced in the private sector
than the public may be due to external environment
swings.8Demirci et al in a study on oncology personnel indicated that burnout affects almost half of
the staff. According to their research, using methods such as physical activity, having recreation,
conversation group therapy, having support meetings, counseling, using stress management tactics,
efficient time management, allocating time for record keeping from clients, reduction of overload
and accepting the fact that dealing with some patients needs the help of another discipline, allows for
the recovery of physical and mental loss of energy
and prevents the development of such problems in
healthcare providers.9-11
In another survey on therapists, time mismanagement especially the inability to allocate
adequate treatment time in high demand periods
in hospitals, working on unnecessary documentation of patients data, an insufficient number of
therapists working in the physiotherapy units and
the inadequacy of financial resources are among
the most significant stressors which have a role in
lowering the emotional and physical well-being of
physical therapists. Some of the reactions shown
by therapists were short temper, inappropriate behavior with patients and co-workers, a feeling of
energy depletion, a diminution of therapists sensitivity towards patient needs, and an unwillingness
to accept new patients.7
It has been illustrated that in young and inexperienced nurses burnout level decreased with increasing professional experience as their uncertainty of attitude towards their work reduced, and
they developed a degree of tolerance towards the
expectations and reality of professional life and
thus feelings of competency increased. Nurses
are considered to be a high risk group for burnout
symptoms, related to an early active professional
life, long working hours including night shifts,
dissatisfaction with co-workers and supervisors,
poor health and financial problems.12
To the best of our knowledge, the phenomenon
of burnout has not yet been investigated in Iranian
physiotherapists, so this research was carried out
to examine burnout syndrome in this population.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the

factors associated with burnout syndrome in Iranian physiotherapists who work with self-employed
status in private physiotherapy clinics or in the
Physiotherapy Units of state and private hospitals.
Methods
The subjects of the study were voluntary participants with the only inclusion criteria being the
status of registered physiotherapist of the Iranian
Physiotherapy Association (IPA) or the Iranian
Medical Council, which grants legal permission
to therapists to work publicly or privately in Iran.
Subjects
The participants were recruited at the Iranian
Physiotherapy Congress which is held annually
in May. They were approached by the researcher
and after explanation of the aims of the research,
written consent was obtained and the questionnaire was completed. According to the Iranian Medical Council unofficial information there are a total
of 4254 registered physiotherapists in different regions of the country. Approximately 1000 therapists attend the annual physiotherapy congress meeting and of 400 forms issued, 245 were filled out
and returned to the collectors. Two questionnaires
were removed because of missing data.
Demographic characteristics
The personal demographic details of the therapists collected in this study were, age, sex, work
experience, activity sector, working hours, their
opinion about physiotherapy as a stressful job, level of satisfaction with payment/ income, communication with superiors or other personnel, level of
support from superiors, allocation of sufficient funds for career progression, educational opportunities in the workplace, working hours per week and
number of patients treated per day, and a few others
parameters which are attached in Appendix 1.
Instruments
Burnout level
To evaluate the degree of professional burnout
of the participants in this study, the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) was used. The MBI is a
worldwide well-known questionnaire of professi-
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onal burnout assessment, developed by Maslach.2
It has been translated into the Persian language
and its validity and reliability was calculated by
Filian in a dissertation on nurses in Iran.13 The
MBI consists of 22 items on a five-point rating
scale and three subscales. The three subscales are
as follows: Emotional Exhaustion (EE) evaluates
the degree of mental or emotional tiredness and
lack of energy. Depersonalization (DP), deals with
the behavior of the physiotherapist towards the
caregivers. Personal Accomplishment (PA) addresses feelings of inefficiency in work environment.
High scores in the EE or DP subscales or low scores in the PA subscale signifies a high level of professional burnout.
- EE was considered high at ≥31 points,
intermediate at 21-30 points, and low at
≤20 points. This item evaluates the feeling
of emotional boredom and exhaustion from
work itself.
- DP was scored as high at ≥11 points,
intermediate at 6-10 points and low at ≤5
points. DP indicates the level of feeling
of therapist coldness, impersonal and
inhospitable feelings towards caregivers.
- PA was scored as high at ≤35 points, average
at 41-36 points and low at 42 points or more.
This indicates the level of the therapist’s
performance and feelings of competency in
their career.
Procedure
Permission for the study was obtained from
the executive chairman of the Congress, and then
questionnaires were distributed to the voluntary
participants. The first part was concerned with demographic information; work environment conditions and the subjects’ feelings about their profession. The other part of the questionnaire was the
Persian version of the Maslach Burnout Inventory
(MBI). After anonymous completion, the forms
were collected immediately or the following day.
The participants were asked to give complete answers to all items. The response rate was 61%.
Statistical analyses
All the items of the Persian MBI scale and demographic data were coded, scored and analyzed
by SPSS Version 17. The results are shown as
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frequencies and percentages. Multiple regression
analysis was used to detect the factors that had associations with levels of burnout. The independent
T-test was used to evaluate whether the means of
two groups were statistically different from each
other. P values were set at 0.05.
Results
Of the 243 physiotherapists participating in this
study 117 (48.1%) were male and 126 (51.9%)
were female. 43.9% had their own physiotherapy
center, and well above half worked as an employee
in a hospital or physiotherapy center. Three fifths
of the physiotherapists were over thirty years old
and more than two thirds of the therapists had
more than ten years’ experience (Table 1).
Table 1. Demographic characteristic of Iranian
physiotherapists
Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Age
≤30
31-50
≥51
Marital status
Married
Single
Separated/divorced

)%( N
)47.8( 117
)51.4( 126
)39.2( 96
)47.3( 116
)6.5( 16
)60.7( 148
)38.1( 93
)1.2( 3

A little less than three fifth of therapists reported physiotherapy as a stressful job, but the others
did not share the same opinion. Well under ninety
percent of therapists had good cooperation with
other therapists and in the work environment.
A little less than half of the physiotherapists reported they had been supported by superior staff
in their work environment. 62.3% of therapists did
not have any training opportunities in their workplace. On the issue of workload, the majority of
the physiotherapists delivered physioservice to
between ten to thirty patients per day, for about
20% the workload was less than 10 patients per
day and for a minority, the workload was higher
than 30 patients per day.
The majority of therapists reported using manual techniques for the treatment of patients, and
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about more than half had financial anxieties. About
70% estimated themselves as a physically suitable
person in a professional career. A little more than
half of the therapists reported job related musculoskeletal disorders because of the work hazards.
Approximately less than one third of therapists
reported that they had psychological tension in
their family which influenced their efficiency in
the work environment. The majority of the therapists did not approve of the physiotherapy services
charge which is established by the Iranian Ministry of Health each year and considered it too far
removed from current Iranian socioeconomic realities. More than half of the therapists were not
satisfied with their income.
Characteristics of burnout syndrome in
Iranian physiotherapists
Table 2 shows a summary of the mean scores
calculated for each of the three MBI subscales
(EE, DP, PA). 11% of the subjects were in the high
range of EE, 24% scored high on the PA scale and
4.9% scored high on the DP subscale. For all the
therapists the mean EE subscale score was 16.4,
the mean PA subscale score was 35.54 and the
mean DP subscale score was 3.34.
According to Table 3, the MBI score indicated
that the degree of burnout level in those therapists
who were happy with their work was significantly
different from the therapists who were not satisfied
with their occupation in all three subscales of EE
(P= 0.000), DP (P= 0.013) and PA (P=0.000). There
was a statistically significant difference between the
therapists who considered themselves physically fit
for their profession on the scales of EE (P= 0.004)
and DP (P= 0.022) but it was not significant on the
PA scale (P= 0.112). The therapists who had work
related musculoskeletal problems showed a significant difference in EE (P= 0.000) but there was
no difference in PA (P= 0.288) and DP (P= 0.146).
There was a significant difference in PA (P= 0.001)
and DP (P= 0.018) for the therapists who were up-

to-date in their field, however there was no statistical difference in EE (P= 0.185).
According to our results the presence of familial conflict did not have any influence on the EE (P=
0.206), PA (P= 0.312) and DP (P= 0.590) scores.
For those therapists who had made their own decision to be a therapist themselves, EE scores were
significantly different (P= 0.000) but there was no
statistical difference in the PA (P= 0.062) and DP
(P= 0.163) scores. The therapists who were happy
with physiotherapy service system and the amount
of payment were significantly different in EE (P=
0.013), but there was no difference in PA (P= 0.628)
and DP (P= 0.212). It was detected that there was
no significant difference between experienced and
inexperienced or less experienced therapists in all
the three subscales of EE (P=0.852), PA (P=0.075)
and DP (P=0.082) between the two groups.
In this study, there was a marked difference
between male and female in the EE subscale, but
it did not reach significance level (P<0.07). In the
other subscales there were no significant differences between men and women. Furthermore, there
was no statistical difference between married and
single physiotherapists in all subscales.
With increasing age there was an increase in
PA and a decrease in EE and DP scores. We detected statistically significant differences in the
PA (P=0.004) and DP (P=0.011) subscales between younger and older therapists, but it was no significantly different in the EE (P=0.110) scale.
The therapists who considered physiotherapy to
be a stressful job were different in the EE scale (P=0.001) but it was not different in the PA
(P=0.221) and DP (P=0.541). These findings illustrated that therapists who were satisfied with their
income were significantly different in the area of
EE (P=0.000) but there was no statistical difference in DP (P=0.405) and PA (P=0.255). According
to these findings the therapists who were worried
about their career in the future were significantly
different in the EE scale (P=0.000) but there was
no difference in DP (P=0.458) and PA (P=0.889).

Table 2. Mean scores of the Iranian physiotherapists in the MBI subscale
MBI Group
EE
PA
DP

Mean±sd
16.49±10.52
35.54±7.91
3.34±3.94

Low
)72.1(124
)49.7(86
)79.7(145
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Intermediate
)16.9(29
)26(45
)15.4(28

High
)11(19
)24.3(42
)4.9(9
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Table 3. The relation between variables and the three burnout subscales (mean scores) as determined
by t-test and ANOVA tests as appropriate
Variables
Gender
Men
Women
P value
Marital status
Married
Single
P value
Sector
Public
Private
P value
Job selection
Own Choice
Others decision
P value
Physio perceived as stressful job
yes
No
P value
Having low income
yes
No
P value
Inadequate cooperation with coworkers
yes
No
P value
Lack of professional opportunity
yes
No
P value
Use of manual tech
yes
no
p-value
Anxiety of future
Yes
No
p-value

EE *

DP *

PA *

14.77(12.67-16.87)
17.61(15.36-19.85)
0.07**

3.08 (2.30 - 3.86)
3.5 (2.63-4.31)
0.5

35.23 (33.37-37.09)
35.96(34.38-37.53)
0.5

15.87(14.92-20.03)
17.48(13.80-17.93)
0.331

3.79(2.90-4.69)
3.06(2.29-3.82)
0.217

35.90(34.05-37.76)
35.22(33.64-36.81)
0.579

15.94(13.77-18.71)
17.22(14.15-20.29)
0.670

4.13 (2.39-4.21)
3.02 (1.90-4.14)
0.337

33.87 (32.62-36.76)
35.70 (33.34-38.05)
0.430

15.98(14.34-17.69)
21.94(14.78-29.01)
0.104

3.15(2.58-3.73)
4.85(1.98-7.72)
0.240

35.63(34.39-36.88)
33.74(28.75-38.72)
0.328

18.79(16.43-21.15)
13.59(11.75-15.44)
0.001

3.18(2.31-4.04)
3.54(2.81-4.27)
0.541

36.20(34.64-37.76)
34.71(32.87-36.56)
0.221

12.54(10.58-14.50)
18.90(16.76-21.04)
0.001

3.03(2.31-3.75)
3.53(2.70-4.37)
0.405

36.49(34.65-38.33)
35.06(33.50-36.62)
0.255

16.00(14.28-17.72)
19.64(15.12-24.16)
0.131

3.23(2.63-3.83)
3.91(1.60-6.21)
0.453

35.75(34.49-37.01)
34.90(30.75-39.06)
0.648

13.62(11.52-15.72)
18.35(16.17-20.53)
0.002

2.56(1.84-3.28)
3.78(2.92-4.64)
0.031

38.12(36.42-39.81)
34.12(32.48-35.76)
0.002

16.61
14.90
0.619

3.19
5.90
0.035

35.65
33.60
0.429

19.30
12.58
0.001

3.55
3.11
0.458

35.58
35.40
0.889

* Emotional Exhaustion (EE); Depersonalization (DP); Personal Accomplishment (PA)
** Mean (95% Confidence Interval)
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More than half of the therapists believed that
their job was stressful. In comparison with therapists who worked in their own physiotherapy
center, more therapists who worked in the public
sector reported that their occupation was stressful.
Linear multiple regression analyses indicated
that the predictors of: (1) EE were considering
physiotherapy as a stressful job (P<0.015), job
related musculoskeletal injury (P<0.003), and
feeling anxious about the future (P<0.002) but
the model was not significant; (2) there were no
predictors for DP; (3) PA predictors were age group (P<0.008), marital status (P<0.042) and use of
manual techniques (P<0.001). In both EE and PA,
the model was significant.
Reliability analysis
For the internal consistency of subscales,
Cronbach’s alpha for all subscales was determined as 0.647.
Discussion
This research has detected the factors associated with burnout level in Iranian physiotherapists.
The Iranian Medical Council has 4254 registered
physiotherapists and this study was able to survey
245 physiotherapists who worked in different re-

gions of Iran. As far as we know this is the first
published article about burnout level of Iranian
physiotherapists, and could therefore be used for
the development of an action plan for the prevention and management of burnout syndrome in Iranian physiotherapists.
The percentage of Iranian physiotherapists with
high EE was higher in our findings in comparison
with Pavlakis et al. According to the Maslach et al
criteria, the emotional exhaustion subscale reflects
the organization and social work environment;3
therefore Iranian physiotherapists indicated high
feelings of EE perhaps because of adaptation to
their organizations.
It has been reported that physiotherapists who
work in the private sector versus governmental organizations would influence burnout levels because therapists who work in their own physiotherapy
center have more autonomy and a higher income
than those who are employed in a state hospital.
According to a study by Santos et al, more than
half of 55 physiotherapists rated themselves to be
in an average or highly stressed situation. These
findings are in line with other stress related occupational problems. Lack of professional autonomy
in the work environment, lack of organization in the
hierarchal command chain, unevenness of task dis-

Table 4. Regression analysis by using mean score of the three burnout subscales as dependent variable
Variable
Sex
Age group
Marital status
Employment sect
Job decision
Consider physio as stressful job
low income
Lack of synergy with coworkers
Lack of support from the employers
Lack of training opportunities
Job-relate Musculoskeletal injury
Feeling anxious about future
Work experiences
Patient No. per session
Use of manual techniques
R2 change

EE
Beta
0.027
-0.106
-0.163
-0.081
0.020
-0.320
0.105
0.009
0.071
0.134
-0.248
-0.251
0.017
-0.089
0.275
38.2%

DP
Sig
0.822
0.430
0.250
0.490
0.85
0.015
0.300
0.900
0.5
0.248
0.003
0.002.
0.836
0.51
0.047

Beta
-0.191
-0.22
0.055
-0.03
0.06
0.146
0.149
-0.112
-0.078
0.104
-0.132
-0.075
0.117
0.224
-0.162
41.4%

PA
Sig
0.13
0.117
0.69
0.75
0.57
0.25
0.22
0.35
0.51
0.37
0.141
0.385
0.191
0.105
0.219

Beta
0.19
0.37
-0.289
-0.039
0.021
-0.117
-0.045
0.119
-0.005
-0.198
-0.095
0.026
-0.102
0.003
0.487
29.9%

Sig
0.102
0.008
0.042
0.738
0.84
0.343
0.7
0.31
0.96
0.084
0.282
0.755
0.241
0.983
0.001

* Emotional Exhaustion (EE); Depersonalization (DP); Personal Accomplishment (PA)
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tribution, work overload of treating a large number
of patients, low income and being anxious about the
future were among the main factors related to a stressful job.14 In line with Santos et al, participants in
this research reported that a lack of social professional identity and lack of coordination with superiors
and co-workers were the main sources of stress.
Another survey on radiologists, nurses and
physiotherapists reported that lack of autonomy,
lack of social identity among health professionals
and role confusion were the major stressful factors. The fact is that recent scientific advancement
and state of the art technological developments
have brought about a longer training period which
has not run parallel with increased social recognition and or higher autonomous professionalism.
According to Wolfe, this situation produces a deep
gap between a higher level of education and actual
professional accomplishment, thus leading to feelings of professional hopelessness.10
The present study demonstrated that a little
more than half of the physiotherapists had job related musculoskeletal problems, therefore it seems
logical to presume that Iranian physiotherapists
do not pay sufficient attention to their own health.
Burnout may be associated with a higher workload in the physiotherapy setting or related to a
lack of support from superiors and workplace specifications.14, 15 According to our findings there was an
increased level of burnout with less work experience
and vice versa which is in line with the findings of
Ilhan et al, and Pavlakis et al.8, 12 Young therapists recorded higher scores of burnout level in comparison
with experienced ones. Novice therapists may experience shock when first confronted with the realities
of the occupation they have chosen; they start their
professional career with great expectations and sometimes far more than the community realities, and
then have adaptation difficulties for a short period
of time and because of insufficient capabilities, they
feel professional incompetency and unsteadiness in
their work which represents itself in an initial increase in the degree of burnout level in the first years of
experience. However, as their experience increases
over time there is a reduction in such feelings and
they may adapt to such situations by increasing their
tolerance towards the gap between expectations and
present realities which may then be accompanied by
a reduction in the degree of burnout level as shown
310

by older therapists and those of a higher professional status. It is also probable that increasing age and
level of professionalism go together with increased
job satisfaction which is represented by a reduction
of burnout level in later years.8, 12
In previous studies on nurses there was a difference in burnout level in terms of place of work
including surgical or medical unit. The EE and DP
scores reported by nurses who worked in emergency service, operating room, and intensive care
represented a higher burnout level in comparison
with medical unit nurses.12, 16 The current study did
not examine this issue in terms of specialization
of physiotherapists and the different patients being
treated, such as cerebral palsied children, neurological patients and overly anxious patients, which
are considered to constitute a heavy workload and
could be a source of development of stress and
burnout in the therapists.12, 17
Some researchers have reported that a feeling of
career dissatisfaction is a primary factor in the creating and substantiation of burnout syndrome. The
presence of elements such as low salary, considering
the job as unsuitable and being anxious about the
career in the future or being unhappy with their job
to some extent representing job dissatisfaction could
have influenced burnout levels in the three subscales
in our study population. Factors such as these could
be regarded as work-related dissatisfaction. In the
present study we found that perceived poor health
due to development of work-related musculoskeletal problems was also found to have influenced the
EE scale, but it was not meaningful in the other subscales. Although it is possible to find a correlation
between job dissatisfaction and burnout level in the
three major subscales, it is not possible to identify
the cause and effect in this relationship.
In a study of physiotherapists at Massachusetts rehabilitation hospitals in the United States
of America, the majority reported burnout syndrome at an intermediate level. As they were young
therapists with less than 3 years’ clinical experience, the author cited extreme idealism and an
overwhelming desire to display professional skill
as possibly contributing to early burnout.18
In Ishikawa prefecture in Japan, a survey of
physiotherapists indicated that novice physiotherapists experienced a higher degree of burnout.
According to the findings, male therapists had
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higher scores for PA than female. It was also reported that emotional and physical fatigue were caused
by interpersonal exchange and lack of staff .11
A study of junior physiotherapists indicated
that work factors such as, quality and quantity of
work, responsibility and authority of physiotherapists, degree of satisfaction, job satisfaction, and
workload, were considered to be risk factors for a
moderate level of burnout.19
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Abstract
Objective: This research underlines the importance of doctors´ well-being in the workplace by
analyzing three dimensions (their job satisfaction,
comfort and enthusiasm) and the effect of job-related factors on each one of these. On the one hand,
the current study analyzes well-being by taking
the General Model of Mental Health as its point
of departure. And on the other hand, the Vitamin
Model is adopted to test the impact of certain working conditions on well-being.
Methods: The methodology used to achieve
our research objective is based on an alternative
econometric method: the artificial neural network
called ELM (Extreme Learning Machine). A model is estimated to classify European doctors into
those who do feel satisfied with their jobs, feel
calm and relaxed, and feel cheerful and in good
spirits, and those who do not. Furthermore, the
weight that job-related factors exert on these dimensions of well-being has been determined through a sensitivity analysis.
Results: A sample of 54 female and 50 male
doctors collected from the 5th European Working
Conditions Survey-2010 has provided valuable
information about their working environment and
employment situation. Based on the participants’
responses, a high degree of efficiency has been
achieved for each artificial neural network. These
models correctly classify doctors with respect to
three dimensions of their well-being: 100% in the
case of job satisfaction, 88.46% for comfort and
92.3% for enthusiasm.
Conclusions: Employee well-being becomes
an organizational strategy in order to achieve
successful organizations. Three artificial neural
networks have been calculated with good classification results to predict the dimensions of affective well-being. These results have many practical
implications , which means that human resource
managers in HealthCare organizations can check

with a very small margin of error if doctors are satisfied in their workplace, and feel calm, relaxed,
cheerful and in good spirits. Thus, these managers
can design management practices focused on aiming for a healthy work context or environment.
Key words: Environment determinants, mental health, well-being, artificial neural network,
Vitamin Model.
Introduction
There seems to be more and more concern about
the quality of the medical care provided by health
services. Deficits in care are frequently found to
be associated with a lack of well-being when they
occur in doctors. While considerable research has
been devoted to well-being felt by employees in general, little information has been available to analyze
the sources of well-being levels among doctors. The
purpose of this research is to analyse how the wellbeing of European doctors is in a current transition
period from traditional work patterns to others that
are still undefined. The nature of work is changing
with far-reaching implications for individual wellbeing in the workplace and personal life: globalization, growing intensification of work, managerial
competence, new technology, the development of
economics from manufacturing to services or from
an employee-centred role to a managerially-focused role, the composition of the workforce, etc. (1).
In general, jobs have a multiplicative impact, both
positive and negative, on individuals’ well-being by
affecting their behaviour in social, personal and familiar contexts and ultimately in their competitiveness or efficiency. Employee well-being is substantial, mainly because work is a very important part
of a person´s life and as such plays an indispensable
role, that is, a significant or integrating role as a source of self-esteem or personal fulfillment. However,
work conditions and characteristics of can also be
dysfunctional for an individual and have a substantial impact on mental health (2, 3).
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Over the past few years, employee well-being is
coming to occupy an increasingly prominent place in organisational psychology and is taking giant
steps in the priorities of companies and governments
in Europe. However, in practice, progress is rather
slow because there is not a holistic approach for the
articulation of such diverse interests as both employee well-being and the profitability of a business
monopoly. Managers can influence the degree of
employees’ well-being by changing some dimensions of organizational contexts: tasks, rewards, social and physical aspects… (4). The promotion of
well-being is of interest for employees but also for
employers. Companies spend a lot of resources on
recruitment and if these candidates experience poor
health and a lack of well-being, they will be less
productive, will make worse quality decisions, will
be more prone to absenteeism (5) and consequently
will decrease their contributions to organization
performance (6).
This research sets out with the Warr´s General
Model of Mental Health (7). This model assumes
that mental health is a multidimensional and complex concept indentifying a set of its own hypothetical environmental determinants. According to
this author, the five principal components of mental health are affective well-being, competence,
autonomy, aspiration and integrated functioning.
Precisely, the purpose of this research is to focus
on affective well-being through the Vitamin Model proposed by Warr (7). Traditionally, affective
well-being has been evaluated as a bipolar continuum constituted by feelings of well-being at one
end, and feelings of discomfort at the other opposite end. However, recent research defends a bidimensional focus (8). These two basic dimensions
have been conceptualized as “pleasure” and “activation or arousal” in numerous studies (7, 9) and
are represented by the horizontal and vertical axes
respectively in Figure 1. The individual´s psychological well-being can be described depending on
his/her relative location in these two dimensions
(which represent the content of emotion) and its
distance from the mid-point of the figure (more
distance is more intensity). On the other hand,
Warr suggests that three main axes should be considered to measure how well-being is affected (7).
The first axis is one of the two orthogonal and
original dimensions that represent only pleasure
314

while the other two cross the figure obliquely with
a certain degree of arousal or activation and pleasure, and are drawn in Figures such as (2a,2b) and
(3a,3b). According to Warr, the diagram is represented by an ellipse instead of a circle because of
the dimension of pleasure rather than arousal (7).

Source: (7, 10, 11).

Figure 1. Bidimensional focus of affective wellbeing
Some researchers agree that employee wellbeing can be considered through the interrelationship of the three axes proposed by Warr (12, 13).
These axes are measured by:
Dimension 1: Displeased-Pleased. This dimension incorporates concepts such as job satisfaction, fulfillment or organisational commitment.
This is the only pure and original one whereas the
other two dimensions combine a certain degree of
arousal with a certain degree of pleasure.
Dimension 2: Anxiety or Discomfort-Comfort.
This dimension places the individual in a continuum, on the one hand, with feelings or experiences
of anxiety, discomfort or concern, and on the other
hand with calm, cheerful or content feelings.
Dimension 3: Depression-Enthusiasm. This dimension is opposite the first one, and places the
individual in a continuum with feelings of pessimism, misfortune or depression on the one hand
and of optimism or enthusiasm, on the other hand.
Warr´s Vitamin Model is studied and it is hypothesized that environmental features are related
to the three key dimensions of psychological wellbeing (7). The impact of these features on psychological well-being is viewed as analogous to
the influence of vitamins on physical health, with
an explicit non-linearity in the relationship. Warr
considers that there are ten environmental categories of well-being determinants in the workplace
(7, 14). The categories and their related items are
presented in Table 1. Many empirical studies dem-
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onstrate the effect that different categories of environment determinants have on well-being (14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19).
Methods
Design and sample
Data used in this research have been obtained
from the 5th European Working Conditions Survey, carried out in 2010 by the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working
Conditions. The survey provides insight into the
working environment and employment situation
throughout the 27 EU Member States as well as in
Turkey, Croatia, Norway, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Albania and Kosovo. The sample is multi-stage,
stratified and random. The total number of interviews in 2010 was 43,816. In light of the objective
of this investigation, we obtained a sub-sample of
110 employees who are doctors: 82.7% of whom
reported that they were satisfied in their workplace
(job satisfaction); 76% felt calm and relaxed (comfort); and 81.7% were cheerful and in good spirits
(enthusiasm). 48.1% were men and 51.9% women.
Finally, the average age was 42.9 years old.
The classification of dependent and independent
variables are now shown. in Dependent variables:
three of the items related to psychological well-be-

ing have been used to measure affective well-being:
Job satisfaction (How satisfied do you feel about
the working conditions in your main paying job?),
Comfort (How calm and relaxed have you felt over
the last two weeks?) and Enthusiasm (To what degree have you felt cheerful and in good spirits over
the last two weeks?). The responses were measured
on a Likert scale of 1-5; the employees who felt satisfied, or calm and relaxed, or cheerful and in good
spirits were each coded as 1, while each of those
who were not received the code of 0.
Independent variables: In the current study, 18
independent variables have been introduced that
are related to ten categories of well-being (see
Table 1).
Statistical analyses
In this research, artificial intelligence is combined with the field of human resource management to determine the environmental factors that
influence affective well-being. Its evaluation is
classified by artificial neural networks (ANNs)
which are inherently non-linear models that recognize patterns and make classifications accordingly. Specifically, this research applies a neural
network called the Extreme Learning Machine
(20) to classify doctors in the European context
according to their affective well-being in order to

Table 1. Categories and variables of well-being
Category
1. Variety

Variables

1.
2.
2. Opportunity for interpersonal contact
3.
3. Supportive supervision
4.
5.
6.
4. Opportunity for personal control

5. Valued social position
6. Environmental clarity
7.Externally generated goals
8. Opportunity for skill use
9. Physical security
10. Availability of money

Variety of tasks.
Social support (Colleagues)
Good friends at work.
Social support (Manager)
Consulted before targets for your work are set.
Involved in improving the work organisation or work processes of
your department or organisation.
7. Take a break when you wish.
8. Apply your own ideas in your work.
9. Influence decisions that are important for your work.
10. Feel ‘at home’ in this organisation.
11. Your job gives you the feeling of work well done.
12. You feel you are doing useful work.
13. Task feedback
14. You know what is expected of you at work.
15. No items exist on survey related to this topic
16. Do you think your health or safety is at risk because of your work?
17. Does your work affect your health, or not?
18. I am well paid for the work I do
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improve productivity and the quality of working
life in a new labour context. Three artificial neural
networks have been calculated which are able to
predict three dimensions of affective well-being.
Each neural network designed contains 3 layers (an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output
layer). The input layer has 18 predictor variables,
the hidden one has 30 nodes and the output layer
has two nodes, one for each class: job satisfaction,
comfort and enthusiasm. The ANN has a total of
930 parameters (30 for bias, plus 30x30 between
input layer and hidden layer).
Recently, artificial neural networks have shown
satisfactory results in the solution of complex
problems, providing a useful methodology for a
variety of disciplines: medicine, biology, economy, engineering and psychology (21). In the field
of organizations, the use of this methodology is at
a very early stage. Specifically, in social psychology these models enable us to predict or to model
social behaviors, such as the well-known prisoner’s dilemma (22) or burnout syndrome. However,
until now few research studies have dealt with attitudinal variables addressed with artificial neural
networks (23, 24, 25). For further information of
analysis using ANNS, information can be found in
the research report of Montaño et al. (26).
Results
Based on the participants’ responses, a high degree of performance for each of the ANNS has been
achieved. In this research, performance is carried
out based on sensitivity, specificity and efficiency
rates. The sensitivity of a diagnostic instrument is
measured by the percentage of correctly classified
individuals who are satisfied in their workplace
(job satisfaction), feel calm and relaxed (comfort)
or feel cheerful and in good spirits (enthusiasm).
On the other hand, specificity shows the percentage of correctly classified individuals who are not
satisfied in their workplace, do not feel calm and
relaxed or do not feel cheerful and in good spirits.
Finally, efficiency shows the total percentage of
individuals (who feel or do not feel these sensations) that the model classifies correctly. One of
the main objectives of this research is to identify
whether an artificial neural network is effective in
the classification of European doctors’ well-being.
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The results of the model based on the ELM algorithm turn out to be solid in terms of accuracy
(see Table 2), reaching a high level of efficiency:
100%, 88.46% and 92.30%.
Table 2. Performance rates of artificial neural
networks
Performance
index

ANN (ELM)

Efficiency Sensitivity Specificity
Job satisfaction
100%
100%
100%
Comfort
88.46%
50%
100%
Enthusiasm
92.30%
80%
95.23%

One of the most important criticisms about the
use of ANN is how difficult it is to understand
the content of internal representations generated
by the neural network. The sensitivity analysis
has made it possible to overcome some difficult
issues in interpreting results generally associated
with this methodology (27, 28). In this way, the
sensitivity analysis allows the relative importance of each one of the independent variables to be
determined in the resulting model. The weight of
the most relevant independent variables on the
state of employee´s well-being is shown in Table
3 arranged in an increasing order of sensitivity.
The results obtained indicate that the most influential attribute related to each dimension´s wellbeing is feedback in the case of job satisfaction
(S=0.7896), autonomy in the case of the dimension of comfort (S=0.5652) and, finally, a variety
of tasks for the dimension of well-being known as
enthusiasm (S=0.5390).
Discussions
An employee´s well-being in the health context
is an extremely important topic because there is
a direct relation between doctors’ well-being and
the quality of medical care they provide (29). Specifically, this author links the increase in stress and
the lack of recognition of psychological problems
related to healthcare activities with a lower level
of occupational well-being. Gothe et al. conclude
that doctors´ psychological well-being and doctorpatient relationships are affected if these doctors
are exposed to work-related stress factors (30).
Freeborn states that those individuals who perceive greater control over their immediate work
environment, who perceive that their work de-
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Table 3. Sensitivity analysis
Input variables
Your supervisor:
Provides you with
feedback on your work
You are able to apply
your own ideas in your
work.

Job
satisfaction

Input variables

Comfort

Input variables

Enthusiasm

78.96

You can take a break
when you wish
(autonomy)

56.52

Generally, what variety
of tasks does your main
paying job involve?

53.90

58.03

Your manager helps
and supports you.

49.79

You are able to apply your
own ideas in your work.

46.55

44.90

Do you think your health
or safety is at risk because
of your work?

45.99

40.46

You can take a break
when you wish

45.43

41.41

Your supervisor:
Provides you with
feedback on your work.

42.18

36.82

Your colleagues help and
support you.

40.4638

Your manager helps and
supports you.

50.13

Does your work affect
your health, or not?

35.72

I am well paid for the
work I do

30.26

I have very good friends
at work

27.46

You can influence
decisions that are
important for your work
Are you satisfied, with
working conditions in
your main paying job?
Do you think your
health or safety is at risk
because of your work?
Your supervisor:
Provides you with
feedback on your work

mands are reasonable and who have more support
from colleagues also have higher levels of psychological well-being (31). In order to successfully
achieve healthy work organizations in the healthcare environment, well-being in the workplace
should be a motivating and encouraging force in
the management of human resources so that employees, organizational structure, strategies and
goals are given equal importance. In this research, it is shown that doctors present a high level of
well-being in the workplace.
With regard to the first dimension of occupational well-being, earlier research has proven that the
working environment is one of the central determinants of doctors’ job satisfaction. Some studies conclude that lack of proper service structures,
low salaries, high work demands and insufficient
social support from colleagues are fundamental
predictors of non-satisfaction and a lack of wellbeing among doctors (31, 32). This is consistent
with our research findings.
Firstly, the artificial neural network analysis
concludes that doctors’ job satisfaction is chiefly
determined by working conditions. In fact, the results in Table 3 show that doctors would feel more
satisfied if: they were provided with feedback
from their superiors, they could apply their own

ideas, they were provided with help and social
support from superiors, they considered that their
professional activity did not directly concern their
health and safety, they were properly paid for their
work and, finally, if they considered that they had
ties of friendship with their colleagues.
Secondly, the degree of doctors’ comfort in the
workplace constitutes a key factor of occupational well-being. Previous studies highlight the importance of comfort in doctors´ professional lives
due to the consequences that this factor has on the
quality of service that is provided to the patient.
For example, Tyssen claims that mental doctors´
health problems are known to be associated with
low work control (33). In fact, the present research
shows that doctors would feel more comfortable
in the workplace if they could exercise some discretion and influence in some decisions affecting
their work, if they are provided with help and social support from superiors, feel satisfied with work
conditions that the organization has provided them
with, if they perceive that their work does not involve any risk for health and safety and, finally,
when their superiors provide them with feedback
about their performance (see Table 3).
Finally, regarding the third dimension of wellbeing, feeling cheerful and in good spirits (enthu-
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siasm), Gander et al. concludes that health professionals are prone to more emotional behaviour
due to the peculiar characteristics of their tasks,
which generate a good deal of physical and mental
strain (34). Also, continuous contact with people
suffering from health problems that often cannot
be reversed affects doctors, who can become more
vulnerable to psychological risk factors. In this
line, Nettleton et al. conclude that doctors’ enthusiasm is ambivalent because it is determined by
the contextual tension which characterizes the
medical profession (35). Voltmer et al. agree with
earlier observations and research findings about
the potential health risks resulting from the strain
and emotional burden associated with the medical
profession (36). In relation to these feelings, the
results in Table 3 demonstrate that the enthusiasm of doctors in working environments is characterized by a variety of tasks, broad discretion for
decision-making, the perception that their work
does not involve any risk for their health and safety, task feedback and lastly, social support from
colleagues involves another fundamental element
for feeling content with professional life.
The doctors’ perceptions of their environmental
context affect how they relate to their job and see
their future in the organization, ultimately having
an impact upon their work adjustment, health and
well-being. This research demonstrates that there
is a set of working conditions which determine the
degree of occupational well-being of doctors’ in
the wider European context. The identification of
some factors with a higher incidence in the phenomenon under investigation can help to design and
define specific management programmes that will
lead to substantial benefits for doctors who suffer
from a low degree of occupational well-being.
Conclusions
Employee well-being is becoming an organizational strategy to achieve successful organizations, because of the direct and significant impact
it has upon them. With regard to the health sector,
patient satisfaction and improved health status are
both central goals of effective medical care. Deficits in care are frequently found to be associated with problems affecting well-being when they
occur in doctors. Thus, it is important to exami318

ne the relationships between working conditions
and certain dimensions of well-being among doctors. Three artificial neural networks have been
calculated to predict the dimensions of affective
well-being with good classification results. The
practical implications of these results are multiple, which means that human resource managers
in healthcare organizations can check with a very
small margin of error if doctors are satisfied in their workplace, and feel calm, relaxed, cheerful and
in good spirits. Thus, these managers can design
management practices aiming for a healthy work
context or environment. These research findings demonstrate which organizational actions are
fundamental for creating or maintaining a healthy
work organization, in order to establish proposals
for interventions to address psychological problems which ultimately affect performance and
organisational costs. According to the Foresight
Mental Capital and Wellbeing Project, each year
stress from work is estimated to cost employers
an estimated £ 3.7 billion, and around 13 million
working days are lost (37). Although only a few
mental health problems can be attributed exclusively to work conditions, there are, however, many
significant cases which have had a tremendous
impact on organizations and governments.
The empirical design used to obtain these results
is based on a new statistical methodology: artificial neural networks. The good classification results
obtained in this research confirm that practical
NNA applications demonstrated in other disciplines can also be extended to organizational psychology. Furthermore, the current study shows that the
weight of input variables in NNA models can be
interpreted by sensitivity analysis and provides valuable information about their degree of influence
on output variables. Based on these results, it is important to note that feedback on job performance is
the most important factor contributing to satisfaction in the workplace. Furthermore, a doctor’s comfort in the workplace can be improved by providing
him with greater autonomy and social support. And
finally, enthusiasm would be promoted in these professionals by being able to perform a variety of tasks with decision-making power.
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Limitations of the study
Despite the scientific interest of the findings
mentioned, some methodological limitations should be considered. The first limitation of our study is the small sample size and the fact that the
sample is self-selected. Secondly, affective wellbeing has been measured through self-awareness
and, therefore, the corresponding bias in the key
variable must be assumed. Finally, the casual relationship between well-being and the variables taken into account in our study must be relativised,
as the data under study are cross-sectional and not
experimental. Future research needs to be conducted with larger samples in a longitudinal study.
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Abstract
This paper analyzes the staff-related sources of
stress in the organization, in terms of economic and
social changes in Serbia that have been going on for
many years. As indicated by the results, employees
experience stress on an individual level, and respondents are not particularly stressed, while factors as
low income, lack of feedback on the well done job
and overtime work were identified as the main behavior-affecting stressors. This low level of stress might
have been explained by the small size of community
that was subjected to research. In this community
most people have other sources of income as well
(land, grey economy), as well as fear of job loss and
poor condition in terms of wages and hiring.
Key words: stress, sources of stress, employees, organizations.
Introduction
Stress is defined as an external force expressed
in the form of a stimulator or stimulus causing the
change of energy and exciting the receptors, leading the human ego to the state of embarrassment,
excitement or depression. It is a mental and physical strain experienced by an individual as a result
of impact of external factors or stressors.
Stress is also a sense created in response to certain events; it is the way the body responds to the
challenge and prepares for facing a difficult situation through increased vigilance, focus, strength and
persistence. Stress is an adaptive response, mediated by individual differences and/or psychological
processes, which is the consequence of some action
from the environment, situation or event that imposes excessive and unusual psychological and/or
physical requirements (1). It is the individual’s response to new and threatening factors in his working
environment (2).
Despite many definitions and studies, stress remains rather vague term and a highly relative cate-

gory. It is a process – an interaction between man
and environment. Operative definition of stress, as
for most of the explorers and doctors, refers to situations appearing when living challenges and pressure noticeably exceed man’s ability to fight. Stress of employees may be well demonstrated through
their dissatisfaction by shorter or longer industrial
action and constantly poor execution. Stress may
also be a factor contributing to frequent and sometimes severe injuries. Nowadays, conditions for
stress occurrence are induced by modern business
conditions. Sources of stress are usually classified
into those arising from personality itself and its propensity to stress reactions and those imposed by the
environment. Thus, “extrinsic motivation is perceived to help achieve valued outcomes that are distinct from the activity itself, such as improving job
performance, pay, etc. Intrinsic motivation refers to
the performance of activity for no reason other than
the process of performing it” (3).
According to systematization, stress sources are
perceived as organizational and individual sources.
The following stress related problems are studied
in organizations: describing the nature of job stress
and its effect on performance, examining the causes, types and effects of job stress on the individual,
and the organization, highlighting workable stress
management techniques in the workplace (4-5).
Some professions are certainly more stressful
than others, indicating that professions have an inherent stress potential. Recent reviews of literature dealing with stress (6-7) indicate that only few
studies examined the multivariate linkages between causes and consequences of stress in organizational settings. Furthermore, only limited attention
has been devoted (8) to assessing empirically the
causal relationship among sets of organizational,
task, role, and individual variables posited in theoretical models of stress (6).
Professions vary not only by the amount of
stress, but also by the type of stress to which they
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are exposed to. If the individual does more work
(or even less) than personally expected, especially when working under time constraints, stress
is an indispensable category. Also, stress is present in situations when job requires making many
decisions, if frequent business trips and overtime
work are required, in conditions of constant and
unexpected changes, which are part of the job, as
well as the broader social and political situation.
Requirements imposed by the specific job and
workplace to the employee can also become source of stress. The mismatch between job requirements and individual capabilities can be a lasting
source of stress. Too low or too high demands that
are below the individual’s capabilities are frustrating and make him unhappy. There are an increasing number of modern jobs imposing specific
demands to personality and feelings, implying the
prevalence of the process of commercialization of
human feelings and the appearance of personality
as a market commodity.
Each of the above features may be a potential
source of stress reaction. However, what is difficult to determine is the level of their impact, as
well as the level of democracy, the policy, culture
and climate in companies that might prevent stress
in employees.
The effects and consequences of stress are multiple. They are manifested in all areas of our lives
and can be perceived as subjective effects (e.g.
anxiety, apathy, aggression, depression, fatigue,
frustration), behavioural effects (e.g. alcoholism, excessive use of drugs, impulsive behaviour,
excessive appetite), cognitive effects (e.g. poor
concentration, narrow attention span, hypersensitivity to criticism, mental blockings), physiological effects (e.g. high blood pressure, rapid heartbeat, sweating, dilated pupils, alternating heat
and cold waves), organizational effects (including
absenteeism, fluctuation, job dissatisfaction, alienation of associates, low degree of loyalty) and
health effects (e.g. cardiovascular diseases, gastrointestinal disorders, headaches, migraines,
skin disorders, mental illness). One of the positive
impacts of the stress is that sometimes it is great
motivating force. In individual cases it increases
work motivation and encourages greater involvement and success in work.
322

Research Methodology
The subjects of this research are the causes of
stress and stress itself as one of the most important problems occurring within an organization,
especially due to the ongoing great organizational
and social changes in our country, which are also
a source of stress (9).
The primary objective of this research was to
analyze the current situation in the enterprise, the
degree to which employees are exposed to stress and identify the most influential stressors. This
objective is followed by the identification of necessary strategy for minimizing stress (if possible)
among employees in the company X based on the
obtained research results.
Based on the research objectives the following
hypotheses were defined:
- H1 - The organization of work is a source of
stress for most employees.
- H2 - Immediate superiors are sources of
stress for employees.
- H3 - The reward system is a source of stress
for employees.
- H4 - Working conditions are sources of
stress for employees.
The research sample:
In order to obtain as realistic results as possible,
this study surveyed 55 employees in the agricultural organization X. Respondents were male and female workers aged 20 to 60 years, of various professional qualifications, from trainees to people close
to retirement and employees in different functions,
from the deputy director general, to the receptionist
and a cleaner. Since the survey was part of a pilot study for preparing instruments for a major research, it covered 55 individuals: 44 females and
11 males. The age structure of respondents was as
follows: 9% of respondents were up to 30 years old,
15% were 31-40 years old, 51% were 41-50 years
old, while 25% of respondents were 51-60 years
old. The educational structure of respondents was
as follows: 62% of respondents hold high school
degree, 13% were college educated, 25% faculty
educated. The number of service years was distributed as follows: 7% had up to 5 years of service,
55 respondents 6-10 years, 7% of respondents had
11-15 years of service, 155 respondents had 16-20
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years, and 15% had 21-25 years, while 51% of respondents had more than 25 years of service.
The study was conducted using a questionnaire consisting of thirty questions, through which
employees could evaluate the presence of various
stressors in their working environment on the scale of 1 to 5. The survey was voluntary, anonymous, noting that it will be used solely for scientific
purposes. The study was aided by the MS Excel
and MS Word software programs, as well as by
the descriptive methods of result analysis.
Research results and discussion
The results of the survey of current stressors in
the organization pointed to the importance of the
following indicators of stress, which are explained
in the subsequent part of this work. Only 4% of
employees in the company are constantly faced
with stress, while 2% of them have stated that
stress is present to a great extent due to this phenomenon. 14% of respondents believe that stress
is present in specific situations, while 80% of them
believe that the presence of unmotivated associates are present to less extent or not present at all,
and therefore fails to cause stress.
Lack of time for personal life is not stressful
for 20% of respondents, while 42% of them partially agree with this and believes that stress is
present but to a lower degree. In contrast, 29% of
employees believe that stress is present due to the
lack of time for personal life, while 9% of them
experience this as a serious stress-causing factor.
As indicated by the survey results, there is
extensive documentation present in the company,
which is a stress causing factor. This is believed
by 38% of respondents, while 28% of them think
that extensive documentation is present to a higher
degree or even persistently and contributes significantly to stress. For 27% of employees extensive
documentation is present to a lower degree, while
7% of them stated that there is no extensive documentation at all, and therefore induces no stress.
Based on the survey results we conclude that
interruptions and distractions at work are rarely
present. Only 4% of workers are confronted with
this problem on daily basis, 7% of them believe
that stress caused by this phenomenon is present
significantly, 16% of respondents believe that

this stressor is present, while 73% think that this
phenomenon is unimportant, stating that even if
it is possibly present to a lower degree, it insignificantly influences the occurrence of stress in the
organization and their lives.
Nearly half of the examinees (45%) believe that
stress is present to a lower degree due to poor or
inadequate supervision, while 22% of them agreed
that this phenomenon is present in the company. In
contrast, as much as 29% of respondents think that
this phenomenon is not present in the company.
As believed by the employees of the company
X, inadequate wages are a phenomenon that is
closely related with the occurrence of stress given
that as much as 47% of respondents considered
this phenomenon permanently present. Similar
is the percentage of respondents that believe this
category causes stress in a lower (11%) or higher
degree (20%), while only 7% of workers are satisfied with their income, implying that inadequate
wages does not result in stress at all.
From the above we can conclude that the presence of insults at the workplace is at a very low
level with only 4% of respondents seeing it as a
serious source of stress, while 14% of them are
aware of its presence. As much as 53% of respondents do not think that insults at the workplace
cause stress in their working environment.
When it comes to the lack of knowledge or
competence for performing the job, one quarter of
employees in these situations are not stressed at all,
42% of them are faced with stress to a lower degree,
5% of them is constantly being subjected to pressure
and 6% experience stress at most of working hours.
Only 2% of workers are faced with the problem
of disagreements with superiors on a constant basis, while 7% believe that this phenomenon is present to a large extent; 73% of respondents experience the relationship with their superiors in a
completely different way.
Based on the results, we can conclude that employees of the company cope with the increased
responsibility in different ways. 9% of all respondents do not feel the presence of stress at all, 9%
experience constant presence of discomfort and
stress, while for the others this presence is in a lower
(33%), medium (36%) or higher (13%) degree.
Interestingly, none of the respondents feel constant presence of stress when it comes to doing
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jobs which are not exactly in the description of
their workplace, while only 7% experience stress to a higher degree. The stress caused by these additional activities is experienced by almost
half of the workers only sometimes, while 20% of
workers do not experience it at all.
Crisis situations occasionally arise in every
company, and employees in the X organization
faced stress while resolving these situations in the
following proportions: 13% of them do not experience pressure at all, the vast majority experiences
it at lower (42%) or medium (27%) degree, while
18% of respondents are generally stressed.
While coping with this problem, 42% of the
surveyed workers are not under stress at all, while
the same number of respondents experience stress
to a lower degree. Only 4% of workers are constantly exposed to stress; 4% of them are exposed
to a higher degree in such situations.
When it comes to opportunities for training
and acquiring new knowledge, workers have very
different attitudes and views on the way this category affects stress. One quarter of respondents are
not stressed at all if there is a lack of opportunities
for training, another quarter believes that stress is
present, while 18% of them believe that stress is
present at higher degree and 13% of them believe
that stress is always present.
As indicated by research results, employees in
the company X cope very well with stress when
forced to perform an unpleasant task. Most respondents (42%) experience stress at lower degree,
a few of them (40%) do not experience it at all,
while only 5% feel constant presence of stress in
these situations.
Overtime work as stress causing factor is present
also in the X company, having the following impact
on the employees: 16% do not feel stress of overtime work, 48% experience stress at low degree,
38% at medium degree and only 4% at high degree.
Slightly more than half of the respondents perform new and unfamiliar tasks with the presence of
less stress, 7% do not feel stress at all, 2% of examinees constantly experience it, and 9% and 28%
of them at high and medium degree, respectively.
In situations with a lack of support from superiors, 4% of respondents said that stress was always
present, 7% that it was present at higher degree,
22% and 51% of respondents said that stress was
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present at medium or low degree, respectively,
while in the aforementioned situation 16 % of
workers do not feel the presence of stress at all.
The respondents agreed that the stress due to
the lack of recognition for a well done job is present at low (26%) or high (20%) degree. Only
16% of respondents stated that stress induced by
this phenomenon is not present at all, while 11%
believe that stress is constantly present.
Inadequate/non-performing equipment is the
cause of stress in the following proportions: 5% of
respondents are constantly exposed to stress due
to this factor, 9% said that stress was present at
high degree, 15% of employees were aware of its
presence, while the vast majority (71%) believed
that this phenomenon was not significant.
Based on the survey results we see that interruptions in performing the job cause stress only for 9%
of employees, 20% of them agreed that this type of
stress was present, while 71% did not feel the presence of stress (31%) or felt it at low degree (40%).
When it comes to thinking negatively about
the organization, 35% of respondents opted for
the minimum presence of stress; the same was the
percentage of those who believe that this type of
stress is not present, as opposed to 5% of respondents who believe that stress is always present due
to this phenomenon.
In these situations, 20% of workers do not feel
any pressure, 47% of them feel pressure at low
degree; for 29% of respondents stress is present
at medium degree, and only 4% of respondents
experience the presence of stress at high degree.
As for the lack of participation in planning, 4% of
respondents are constantly under stress, 6% experience it at high degree, while the vast majority (45%)
do not feel stress or feel it at low degree (36%).
In the company X the surveyed employees perceive competition in different ways. The majority
of workers (36%) do not feel the presence of stress
at all, somewhat lower (26%) is the percentage of
those who feel the presence of slight stress, while
only 9% of them think about competition seriously, with a somewhat higher presence of stress.
As indicated by the survey results, the conclusion is that noise generally fails to contribute to
stress given that as much as 55% of workers are
not stressed at all, 25% are stressed at low degree.
The remaining 20% feel stress to somewhat higher
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degree, of which only 4% believe that they are constantly exposed to stress due to this phenomenon.
Due to changes of this type 20% of respondents
believe that stress is present at high degree, 27%
at medium level, while more than half of them are
either not stressed (11%), or stressed to a lower
degree (42%). Stress caused by the presence of tight deadlines is highly present in this company.
Its presence is characterized by the employees in
the following way: only 11% of them are not under stress, as opposed to 7% of employees who
are constantly exposed to it, while the rest of the
employees are experiencing stress at low (25%),
medium (42%) and high degree (15%).
Therefore, we can see that cooperation among
the different departments in the company works
very well and half of the respondents believe that
this phenomenon fail to cause stress at all, 30% of
them experience stress at low degree. Only 2% of
workers are under pressure on constant basis, with
the percentage of those experiencing stress at high
degree when it comes to conflicts of this kind.
When it comes to covering the job of associates, we see that 20% of employees know how to
cope with this problem and they are not stressed at
all, while 43% are under stress at low degree. The
presence of stress is experienced by 30% of respondents at medium degree, 5% experience stress
at high degree, while only 2% of respondents are
constantly under pressure due to this phenomenon.
Conclusion
Stress in the organization is clearly present and
its presence is not dependent on a specific job,
given that absolutely all employees are exposed
to it to a higher or lower degree. The current insolvency proceeding in the organization could be
highlighted as the main stress-causing factor. The
reduction in the number of employees from over
700 workers in recent years is also a major cause
of concern of employees for their future within the
company. According to the survey results, one of
the major causes of stress is certainly inadequate
financial compensation for the work performed,
which, in addition to the global economic situation, is the consequence of the insolvency preceding that has led to a further reduction of income
of individuals. In addition to financial compensati-

on, employees believe that the presence of stress is
largely influenced by the lack of recognition for a
well-done job, the lack of opportunities for advancement, increased responsibility, tight deadlines,
extensive documentation, support provided by
superiors, and by many other factors such as inability of management to influence the economic
situation in our country, as well as the potential
reorganization, which may lead to some additional
dismisses, for the sake of recovery of the former
agricultural giant.
Globalization of business means that many organizations will increasingly operate in different
countries, making it vital that we understand how
national/cultural differences might affect employees’ work behaviour (10). The impact of such
differences on interpersonal conﬂict at work is of
particular interest, and one of the most important
job stressors (i.e., source of stress at work) in both
Western and Eastern societies (11-15).
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Abstract
Background: Here we analyze the current
situation of child depression, focusing on the reconstruction of the expressions encountered by
family members, based on the actions developed
at the Center for Psychosocial Care of Children
and Adolescents - CAPSi, justified by the need to
evaluate the use of narratives in helping the family
recognition of psychological distress existing in
those living with the disorder.
Methods: This study is descriptive and observational, with a qualitative approach. It was performed in Juazeiro do Norte, Brazil, using narratives
with the purpose of social research. The sample
consisted of 12 families, according to inclusion
criteria and in accordance with the ethical principles in research.
Results: The depressive phenomenon generates an excessive disappointment and discomfort over time, leading back family members to
question a variety of facts and episodes that they
were unsatisfactory in the past, comparing them
with what they now face. There is a search for an
answer to what is unexplainable: suffering of their
children. Thus, the family creates an own peculiar
statement for the experienced situation.
Conclusion: It was concluded that narratives
can contribute to the process of facing psychological distress, establishing an informational
approach that inspires and enhances the dialogue,
engaged with a view to the exercise of institutional practices with humanized care.
Key words: Epidemiology, psychiatry, childhood depression, family narratives.
Background
It is estimated that worldwide, according to
data from the World Health Organization (WHO),

something about 20% of children and adolescents
present some problemof mental health. This situation can brings negative consequences in short and
long term in the development of such individuals1,2.
In Brazil, some studies have confirmed a great prevalence of mental disorders among children
and adolescents3,4,5,6,7. According to them, 12.7%
to 23.3% of total brazilian children and adolescents suffer of some kind of psychopathology or
mental disorder2,8,9,10,11, what represents prevalence levels near to those presented by the World Health Organization.
In this context, interdisciplinary approach it is
essential for including and building a network of
referrals for care and protection to individuals with
psychiatric disorders, preserving the family’s role,
especially, making it emerge as a factor promoting
psychological health, considering the importance of good-quality relationships linked to coping
styles at the situation. These styles consist in the
emotional relationships between parents and children, in which more specific parenting practices
are implemented, especially regarding the care
and supervision of children12,13.
As such, parental practices and communication strategies with children and adolescents in the
understanding of childhood depression becomes
on through the narratives of involvement with the
disease, practice emotional, empathic and linked
in the description of the routes of psychic pain and
suffering as well as the relationships established in
the construction of meaning in life with the child /
adolescent depression, particularly in the communication of distress that brings out every day and the
impact on care14,15.
It is observed, in this regard, the development
of meaning for understanding and coping with the
disease is a process that demonstrates the phenomenon of disease as a narrative construction and
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is an explanatory model, a conceptual system that
underlies the relationship between mediator disease, child and family reality16.
The understanding, therefore, of the narrative of
childhood depression gives us an interpretation about
what the families are saying and doing at any given
time, considering the areas of language,historicizing
that reflects them in a condition of existence of the
disease, social and built culturally through the meanings set out for himself and the other from the
expository nature of the disease17.
Foucault18 notes that the speech event have
psychological reality for the participants and is
recognized and culturally recognizable, its identification should be considered the objectives of the
event, the organization timeline, participants to distinguish their roles, the organization of shifts the
standards by which the participants perform and
interpret the speech in the interaction.
Accordingly, the words spoken by family members bring with them more statements that attempt
to shine, but also carry on their activities myriad
interactional expectations forbidden19, closeted in
his speech, as it erupts as a series of reflections and
specificities in the recognition of producers of meaning through the translation of his narrative. In this
context, the disease is rooted in human history, in its
time, being composed of a network perspective20,21.
The care of psychosocial problems among children and adolescents in Brazil, in the ambit of public health, it is performed on institutions called
CAPSi, as are known the Centers for Psychosocial
Care of Children and Adolescents, present in most
of Brazilian cities22.
Considering these aspects, this study aimed
to describe and analyze the current situation of
child depression, focusing on reconstruction of
the experiences of the family. Recognizing these
experiences in Psychosocial Care Centers Children and Youth - CAPSi allows us to understand
the link between the different messages produced
within the context of depression and child, especially when staging the meanings of the story of the
disease as a description of information constructed
in the interactive process by relatives.
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Methods
Discussing the authenticity of the particular
perspective of the family, we call attention to the
fact that the stories are rich placements indexed23.
It is this option that will appear in what the prime
interest refers to the lived experience, in the course of events and actions that, in profusion, make us
understand the process of pain and mental suffering, linked to the senses set by passwords, expressed the plot of the depression.
As a method of generating data, we fix our
attention on the use of narrative interviews (written
in full), which aims at a situation that encourages
and stimulates the respondent (called the informant) to tell the story about some important event
of his life and examples of social context. It is considered as a method of qualitative research24,25.
The narrative interview is a form of nonstructured interviews, in depth, with specific characteristics. She contrasts different perspectives,
and takes seriously the idea that language, as well
as the medium of exchange, is not neutral, but is a
particular worldview. We analyzed the narratives
told in the speech and interdict the family through
six steps, here simplified in five27,28:
1) Transcribing carefully the expressions;
2) Dividing the text in indexed and nonindexed;
3) Using indexed components to analyze every
person’s happenings;
4) Investigating the non-indexed dimensions,
as a “knowledge analysis”.
5) Comprehending and comparing cases and
individual trajectories, in the context, and
establish differences between them.
The universe of the study comprised 24 families, ranging in age from 45 to 70 years who sought
CAPSi care services in the city Juazeiro do Norte,
Ceará. The consultations were motivated by the
circumstances surrounding mental pain or suffering, through the handling of passwords in the
narrative that included the use of spoken words
and banned in the form of concepts such as depression, nervous disease.
At first, it was made through medical records,
a survey of the family, from case reports in the
transit of medical and psychological. With this in-
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formation, proceed to chart our sample, considering: family (parents or guardians) who had children diagnosed with childhood depression increased, according to the criteria of ICD-10, agreed
to participate and signed an Informed Consent
Term (ICT). This has been, therefore, a sample of
(purposeful sampling), which is the case selection information rich to in-depth study, the standard
sample mode all cases constituted by satisfying
the criterion. 12 family members were chosen, by
approximation with the inclusion criteria25,26.
It is noteworthy that all measures, with regard
to ethics in research with humans, were made, particularly in care not to denote, in this mapping, any
identifying features of the respondents as a means of
preserving the confidentiality inherent in the narrative interviews, especially because this has always
been the position we have taken in all practical activities, carried out this research and also outside it27.
Results
The family narratives include regional dialects,
metaphors, onomatopoeia, allegories which denote an understanding that the primary purpose of
speech are texts looking for a context to explain
them, or explained by them, forming a kind of
complementarity between the enunciation and the
real interpreters for their first-narrators and, only
later, for the interpreter28,29.
The narrative transcribed traits make us realize
factual lived, or a culture insert in the social practice of each. Let’s see what we teach about childhood depression a mother heard, at 57 years old,
“is distress, it is cold, it’s war [...] a bad thing that
will kill the son of the people. It starts slowly, then
increases, taking the life. It’s weird stuff, do not
have hours to arrive. It seems time fire drill.”
The narrator makes a metaphorical switch
between acts of everyday life, dependent on agriculture, linking it to the phenomenon of depression
that afflicted his son. His speech is straightforward,
although melancholic. The mother recognizes the
disease as cyclical, it comes and goes, “and burning
off,” but it never comes to an end, so she seeks.
Another testimony expresses the conflicting relationship of a father with time: “Life is slow and
everything is going slow. Nothing draws attention.
Only the fourth pays for my daughter, only saves

the bed. I no longer plan to that dream? Live this
past time. Nobody understands my daughter. Even
I know understand what she feels. The understanding is complicated. It is loneliness, fear, anguish
she died.”
Such phenomenon generates depressed child
chagrin excessive and cumbersome over time, to
bring family members to past situations and then
ask a variety of facts and episodes, after exhaustive attempts and after a long time to translate the
child, between what was and what it is now. Finally, there is the relentless pursuit of a truth, an
answer to what is considered inexplicable to their pain. In this lineage, the family lends his story
through an own peculiar utterance in living with
the disease that, for him, is able to guide the bewildered. Thus, the interpreter is the person to whom
this statement is intended to be translated to symbols that provide knowledge about this condition.
Another family, 42, who works as a blacksmith,
reveals that: “Depression of my son is like caustic
soda, corrodes everything inside.”
The family, not having feedback from the professional, becomes confuse about the disease and
the symptoms found. For example, statements that
depression is fatigue, dizziness is, is stirring, is pessimism, are associations or analogies that clearly
demonstrates that family members do not have information, even preliminary, what effectively will
be the phenomenon of depression but the status of
incorporating the concept of reality, really.
Discussion
Depression is seen with a double optical, regarding to the cultural perspective of conceptualization. That, called mythical, comprehends an imaginative representation, while the other contemplates eloquent aspects of society, and how people
see and interpret it.
The feeling of pain and mental suffering arising
from depression is more focused on the family because it is that triggers the most discomfort, given
its difficult domination. While physical symptoms
are palpable, tolerable, mental suffering becomes
an endless, permanent, and then there is a need to
say. And these words spoken by family members are
prohibited and that can effectively guide the concept
of depression, there are far too important to listen.
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The “pain of being” is the symptom that most
bothers the family, because they understand how the
triggering factor of social exclusion, since it affects
their interpersonal relationships. Thus arose the
conflict of ideas, statements, starting to glimpse the
following question: Why my son? And the answer
is not found, since it comes with the aid of hearing
impaired and not just the “box of prescription drug.”
In this context, family members confuse pain
with suffering, just as confusing depression with
the expectations and meanings circularizados the
symptom. This factor is, intimately linked to the
fact that family members do not have the empowering benefits translate the diagnostic reasoning to
endorse, in fact, pain and psychological distress,
and then associated with physical pain22,30.
For the family, hastily, it is necessary to say words
to lessen the pain, at least momentarily, because they
imagine that expose your feelings is a way to suppress the pain bothers you too much. However, the depressive status is difficult to understand, since each
has its own story to tell, quite particularized, and,
above all, because every story that is customized for
the effects of depression in body and mind18,31.
For most of the surveyed families, the healing
of depression, above all, becomes from faith in
God, through good works, patience, attendance
at religious ceremonies and penances. All this takes place in the face of religiosity inherent in the
backcountry people that can not be envisioned
only as a means of healing, but as a justification
for unexplained facts32. And the inexplicable depression is not because science has not yet obtained advances thereon, but because that population
sample does not have linear concrete elements of
assessment of the disease.
Thus, childhood depression is regarded as a
disease emerges, and lack of meaning, of signification rescued by the sensations, the motor and
language. In this context, language plays a role of
defining institutions steeped in the interior of each
person, to the detriment of their degree of importance given to the disease. Thus, this axiological
aspect dismissed the phenomenon in a greater or
lesser potential for the patient, determines the level of the enunciation of their expressions and the
naturalness of their concepts33.
The disease itself is faced with a somewhat
anomalous, unnamed in the historical existence, as
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an entity unknown, incomprehensible, even to the
point of being related to “something from another
world”, “bad thing”, “disease who do not have what
do. This informational gap is due, however, to the
doctor/patient relationship in primary health centersand to the contrasts in the level of information.
In this sense, the social phenomenon of childhood depression and mental conquered its space
in the path of life as a family something abrupt,
overwhelming, fierce and destructive, while the
desire aroused too much to extract a consistent
response in fact arising from a knowledge clinician for early diagnosis as well as potential benefits
of early intervention also26,34.
In terms of suggestions for intervention and treatment of depression in the field of practical layout,
the proposal we have to be performed consists of
a systematic sequence of actions which comprise
the structural form of review and rethink how to
address the phenomenon, and especially the person
to which it incorporates, or see the child depression.
Conclusion
Fears, insecurities, uncertainties reflect, of all
sorts, the intrinsic relationship between the knower
and the phenomenon it seeks to understand, investigate. The hope and yearning for a better quality
of interpersonal and social relationships, the desire for a more competent and humane future still
depends on how we deal with the knowledge and
the way we develop our cohabitation. It is possible
that fears good line with good insights.
In parallel, we must establish a framework of
mapped information from the narratives in the fields of mental health in order to envision a future perspective of supply failures continuously. Thus, this
reference information in substantially the center of
narratives of depression may support the recognition of families of depressed children, it says, and
explains the disease as their expectations about the
experience with the disease. Therefore, it becomes
a mapping of a phenomenon, taking into account its
area of occurrence, movement and evolution.
Thus, recognition of utterances of the family’s
own cultu r e in order to better understand the disease cha r acteristics corroborates with the proposed approach to the rhetoric of the professional
and anony m ous poetry translated by the disease
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in place of narratives, which outlines a differential
profile of the old professional prospects lay on the
discourse rather than the diagnosis. Lima helps us
develop the idea of hearing the subaltern voices and
recognize in them the potential for social criticism.
Put another way, through a dialogue between the
encrypted vertigo of analogy and disenchantment.
This recognition must be based on understanding and comprehension of the words themselves
of the disease, stemming from the popular culture,
specific terminology of the social body, through a
work of leveling the relationship of pathology with
the problems of exclusion and lack of listening.
A more comprehensive way, the introduction
of public health policies can provide the rethinking of the treatment, intervention and treatment
of disease. The primary purpose of these policies
is a unique opportunity to restructure the professional body at the expense of the needs identified in
the course of childhood depression.
Finally, partnerships should be sealed with
other institutions in order to expand treatment and
intervention of disease, specifically in directing
the patient towards the depressive profile, from
the clinical wisdom. This approach seeks to remedy disability issues in the treatment of disease,
especially with the supply failure of an institution
in a new alliance with another, promoting an alliance based on a hybrid look that focuses on the
scriptural knowledge of belonging to an institution
in what is believed to be the polyphonic dialogue.
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Abstract
Sera of control and Fasciola sp. infected buffaloes (Bubalus bubalis), after treatment with
Nigella sativa seeds and Fumaria parviflora, were
studied by SDS-PAGE. The serum protein profile
showed a total of nine peaks corresponding to nine
different protein fractions (107, 98, 67, 56, 48, 43,
25, 19 and 15 kDa) as observed in densitometric
analysis, before treatment in all infected samples,
by Image J gel documentation. Sera of healthy animals showed eight peaks, which corresponded to
peaks in infected samples except peak 8 (19kDa),
which was absent in healthy control subjects. Before treatment, all protein fractions showed significant increase in terms of density than normal control values except fraction 56kDa. After treatment
all fractions decreased and reached to normal level
except 56kDa, which increased. The protein fraction of 19kDa was either significantly diffused or
completely disappeared after treatment, thereby
indicating its association with fasciolosis in buffaloes. However the nature of this fraction needs
a detailed investigation using proteomics or western-blot analysis.
Key words: Fasciolosis, therapy, herbal medicine, serum protein profile.
Introduction
Fasciolosis is caused by the most common species of liver flukes i.e., Fasciola hepatica and F.
gigantica. It has worldwide distribution and great
impact on human and animal development (1).
Usually coprological examination is used to diagnose this parasitic disease. To improve serological
tests many researchers are working to obtain purified Fasciola sp. E/S antigens or recombinant molecules, because coprological examination has many

problems. It is positive only after 3–4 months of
post infection. If only one or a few fluke adults are
present in host, it shows very low or even absence
of egg shedding (2, 3, 4,).
The most abundant proteins among E/S products from fasciolids are cysteine proteinases
which have shown to be a very valuable source
of antigens for diagnosis. These highly antigenic
enzymes are secreted by the adult and juvenile
and offer highly sensitive and specific markers for
serodiagnosis for F. hepatica as well as for F. gigantica infection (5-14). F. hepatica recombinant
cysteine proteinases provide similar results to native antigens when used in ELISA methods for diagnosis of human fasciolosis (4, 15-18).
In present study protein fraction changes in sera
of control and Fasciola sp. infected buffaloes, after
treatment with Nigella sativa seeds and Fumaria
parviflora, were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. So that,
the protein fractions associated with fasciolosis
can be identified.
Methodology
A total of 62 buffaloes (Bubalus bubalis) of
Nili Ravi breed, naturally infected with fasciolosis were used for this study at Military dairy farm
Barki road, Lahore, Pakistan (1 acre area). Animals were 6.0±1.0 years of ages and both sexes.
All these animals were kept under similar feeding
and managmental condition throughout the course of treatment and given seasonal food and water
ad labitum. The studies were conducted in September-October 2007 when average temperature
ranges 22.6 to 33.2o C. All animals were tagged so
as to distinguish from others. A veterinary doctor
was available for routine checkup throughout the
course of experiment.
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Preparation of herbal drugs
Nigella sativa (seeds) and Fumaria parviflora
(ariel parts) were washed in tap water, then dried
in oven and powdered. These powdered medicines were given orally in capsules (19).
Experimental design
The infected buffaloes were randomly divided
into 4 main groups’ i.e. A, B, C and D. Animals in
groups A and B were further sub divided into three
sub groups i.e. A1, A2, A3 and B1, B2, B3, each
having 9 animals.
Buffaloes in sub-group A1, A2 and A3 were given separately, 50, 100 and 150mg/kg body weight
Nigella sativa (seeds) and sub-Group B1, B2 and
B3 Fumaria parviflora (ariel parts), respectively.
Animals of group D (having 9 infected buffaloes)
were served as untreated control. Faecal samples
of all experimental buffaloes were monitored for
Fasciola eggs before treatment (on zero day) and
after treatment on 3rd, 7th, 11th and 18th day. Animals were given medicine on zero day and which
were found positive for eggs on 18th day, were
given a second dose of their respective medicines
and their faecal samples were again monitored for
eggs on 21st and 28th day of post-treatment.
Another group E having 9 healthy animals
without any infection was served as normal control
for the comparison of all infected groups. Blood
samples of all animals were collected at zero day
(pre-treatment) and on 28th day (post- treatment).
Protein Electrophoresis by SDS-PAGE
Blood sera of buffaloes were run on 12% gel
by using Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) technique
(20) low molecular weight protein markers of 66
to 14.2 kDa were used as standards.
Image Capture and Quantification for
Protein Fractions
The gels were scanned to identify and quantify
the electrophoretically resolved protein fractions
by Gene Genius and Image J Gel Documentation
Systems. Data was analyzed statistically by using
Microsoft SPSS 10.0 (U.S.A). P<0.05 was considered RESULTS
Sera of control and treated animals were studied by SDS-PAGE. Low molecular weight protein
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marker was used as standard which represented seven protein fractions of 66-14.2 kDa (Figure 1 M).
Serum protein profile of Pre-treatment
animals
The serum protein profile of control and treated
represents a total of nine peaks corresponding to
nine different protein bands as observed by densitometric analysis in pre-treatment infected serum
samples while healthy control sera had eight peaks
The peaks labeled numerically from 1 to 9 correspond to protein fractions of 107, 98, 67, 56, 48, 43,
25, 19 and 15 kDa, respectively (Figure 1 I). Peak
8 representing protein fraction 19kDa was absent
in healthy control subjects (Figure 1D).
The three peaks representing protein fractions of
high molecular weight i.e., 107, 98 and 67kDa were
conspicuous before treatment in infected samples
while the peak numbers 4 and 5 were diffused and
peaks 6 to 9 were prominent. However, in healthy
control animals the density of these protein bands
was not as much as in the infected samples except
peak 4, with higher density as revealed by densitometric analysis. The percent densities of all the
protein fractions in all infected and healthy animals
were significantly different (Figure 1).
Serum protein profile of post-treatment
animals
The protein levels in the serum were significantly (P<0.05) changed when they were treated
with 50, 100 and 150mg/kg body weight of Nigella sativa and Fumaria parviflora, Saussurea, respectively. The post treatment serum analysis has
shown a significant decline in the densities of peaks 1-9 (P<0.05) except peak 4 and 8. Peak number 4 (56kDa) demonstrated a significant elevation whereas peak 8 (19kDa) was either diminished
or completely disappeared. The protein fraction of
43kDa (peak 6), present in infected as well as in
normal subjects was also diffused considerably after treatment (Figure 1 A1-B3).
Discussion
The local herbs used in this therapy were found
effective against fasciolosis. Present paper representing the pre and post-treatment serum protein profile changes, studied by SDS-PAGE. A total of nine
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Figure 1. Densitometric curve showing protein profile of different groups of experimental animals:
M=Protein markers, D=Healthy control, I=Infected control, A1 and B2 given Nigella sativa and Fumaria parviflora 50mg/kg body weight, A2 and B2 100mg/kg bw and A3and B3 150mg/kg bw, respectively.
Peaks 1-9 representing the corresponding densities of protein fractions (107, 98, 67, 56, 48, 43, 25, 19
and 15 kDa, respectively).
peaks corresponding to nine different protein bands
were observed by densitometric analysis before treatment in all infected serum samples while healthy
control sera had eight peaks. The peaks from 1 to
9 represented the protein fractions of 107, 98, 67,
56, 48, 43, 25, 19 and 15 kDa, respectively. Peak 8
representing protein fraction 19kDa was absent in
healthy control subjects. Significant changes were
observed in the densities of all fractions before and
after treatment. The protein fraction 19kDa was
either significantly diffused or completely disappeared after treatment indicating its association with
fasciolosis. This fraction may be antigen or antibody. Acute fasciolosis can lead to expression of
acute phase proteins by liver, which can be released
in blood. Infection due to fasciolosis can lead to the
activation of immune system resulting in the antibody production by immune cells.
Many workers have reported association of
different protein fractions, ranging 14 to 191 kDa,
with fasciolosis. Protein fractions of present study
fall within this range. Some researchers indicated

60-66kDa protein fractions as promising candidate
for immunodiagnosis of fasciolosis (21, 22), while
25-29kDa fractions were also reported as immunoreactive antigens of Fasciola (23, 24, 25). In another
investigation, eight protein fractions 191, 178, 148,
118, 111, 101, 98.5 and 45kDa were depicted as
immunogenic components (26). The difference in
immunoreactivity of these fractions in different studies may be attributing to difference in parasite as
well as host species for immunoreactivity.
The nature of all the protein fractions observed
in present study is further needs an investigation
using proteomics to confirm them as antigen or
antibody associated with fasciolosis.
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Abstract

Introduction

Objective: Previou studies have shown that
intra-amniotic administration of exogenous pulmonary surfactant (EPS) can improve lung maturity of fetal rabbits, but the mechanism remains
unknown. The study explores the possible mechanisms of intra-amniotic administration of EPS for
improving lung maturity of fetal rabbits.
Methods: Thirty pregnant rabbits were divided
into three groups of 10 rabbits each: (1) intrauterine
infection, (2) intrauterine infection with intraamniotic administration of exogenous pulmonary
surfactant, (3) healthy controls). Each group was
further divided into 2 subgroups of 21 days gestation and 24 days gestation. Reverse transcriptase
PCR, immunohistochemistry staining, and western blot were used to analyze changes in the expression of SP-A mRNA and protein.
Result: Compared with the intrauterine infection group without EPS, the intrauterine infection
group with EPS group showed significantly greater
expression of SP-A mRNA and SP-a protein in fetal
rabbit lungs of both 21 days gestation and 24 days
gestation.
Conclusion: Antenatal intra-amniotic administration of PS can increase the expression of SP-A
in fetal lungs, which may be the mechanism of
which exogenous pulmonary surfactant improves
fetal lung maturity.
Key words: premature rupture of membranes,
exogenous pulmonary surfactant, surfactant protein-A, lung maturity, fetal rabbit
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Premature rupture of membranes (PROM) is
a common clinical complication in pregnancy
with an incidence as high as 21.4% [1]. Prolonged
PROM can adversely affect fetal lung development, which results in fetal-neonatal lung injuries
or neonatal pulmonary diseases; such as respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) and pulmonary or
bronchopulmonary dysplasia [2,3] which are major
causes of fetal and neonatal mortality. In our previous study, we found that intra-amniotic administration of exogenous pulmonary surfactant (EPS) can
improve lung maturity of fetal rabbits with intrauterine infection caused by PROM [4],; however,
the mechanism of which EPS improves lung maturity remains unknown. The aim of this study was to
explore the possible mechanism of intra-amniotic
administration of EPS for improving lung maturity of fetal rabbits by studying the expression of
surfactant protein-A (SP-A) in fetal rabbit lung tissues with intrauterine bacterial infection at different
gestational ages and the influence of intra-amniotic
administration of EPS in the expression of SP-A.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of animal models: this study
was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of General Hospital of Beijing Military
Command. Preparation of the bacterium liquid:
standard Escherichia Coli (E. coli) strain (ATCC
25922 strain, offered by the National Institute for
Pharmaceutical and Biological Products) was in-
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oculated in blood agar and cultivated at 37℃ for
16 to 18 hours to acquire purified E. coli. This was
first diluted in physiological saline, and then to
10,000 colonies per milliliter with Maxwell turbidimetry. The intrauterine infection model was
made according to Guen et al [5] with appropriate
modifications. Thirty healthy and pregnant Japanese white rabbits, purchased from Beijing Baierkangnate Experimental Rabbit Breeding Biotechnology Development Co.Ltd, were divided into
three groups of 10 rabbits each: (1) intrauterine
infection without administration of EPS, (2) intrauterine infection with administration of EPS, and
(3) healthy controls. The EPS used in this study is
Calsurf, made by Beijing Double-Crane Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, China. Each group was further
divided by the length of gestation into 2 subgroups
of 5 rabbits each, 21 days gestation (equivalent to
26 gestational weeks of humanity) and 24 days
gestation (equivalent to 30 gestational weeks of
humanity). After rabbits were deeply anesthetized
with 25mg of ketamine/kg, a 2cm vertical incision
was performed along the median line below the
gravid uterus. In the intrauterine infection groups,
1,000 colonies (0.1ml) of E. coli was administered
into the bilateral uterine horns of the pregnant rabbits. The intrauterine infection with administration
of EPS group also had 200mg/kg of Calsurf injected into the amniotic cavity of each pregnant
rabbit. The incision was then closed up level by
level,then the animals were returned to their cages.
The healthy control group did not have E. coli nor
EPS adminstered. Five fetal rabbits of each group
were randomly selected to prepare the fresh lung
tissue samples for the following study.
Reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR): the expression of SP-A mRNA of fetal rabbit lung tissue was detected by using RT-PCR. Total RNA
was extracted from lung tissues of 5 rabbits, randomly chosen from each group. Extraction was
performed according to instructions of TRI zol kit
(Invitrogen, USA). 1.5 μg of total RNA was treated with oligo dT primers, reverse transcription
(RT) was performed with the SuperScript FirstStrand System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to instructor’s protocol. The
sequences of primers and probes for SP-A gene
were designed and synthesized by Sangon Biological Engineering Technology & Services Co., Ltd

(Shanghai, China) according to the serial number
from GenBank, which were as following: the forward primer for SP-A: 5′- ATGTTGCTG CTCT
CCCTG -3′, and the reverse primer: 5′- GAAC
TCAC AGAT GACCAG -3′; the lengths of amplified fragments was 740bp. The forward primer for
β-actin：5′-ATGG ATG ATGAT ATCGC CG-3′,
and the reverse primer 5′- GAAGCAT TT GC G
GTGGACG-3′; the length of amplified fragments
was 1000 bp. RT-amplification was performed
with the following optimized incubation program:
preheating for 3 minutes at 94°C, denaturation for
1 minute at 94°C, annealing for 1 minute at 48°C,
renaturation for 1 minute at 54℃, extending for
1 minute at 70℃, re-extending for 2 minutes at
72℃ after 15 cycles. RT-PCR amplification products (7.5 µl) were analyzed by gel electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel, and the density of each
band was analyzed by the Automatic Gel Image
Analysis System (Shanghai Jiapeng Technology
Co., Ltd.,Shanghai,China). The levels of SP-A
mRNA were determined by the density ratio of
SP-A mRNA/β-actin mRNA.
Immunohistochemistry staining：(1) Dewaxing and antigen retrieval. (2) Close catalase using
fresh 3% H2O2 solution at room temperature, then
drop 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 20 minutes at room temperature. (3) Add rabbit polyclonal
antibody (first antibody, 1: 100) at 4℃ overnight, 0.
I M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) flushing for 2
minutes for 3 times. (4) Add monoclonal mice-anti-rabbit IgG marked with biotin at 37oC for 20 minutes. (5) Add SABC at 37oC for 20 minutes, wash
for 2 minutes in PBS 3 times. (6) DAB dyeing: use
the DAB (3.3’-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride) dyeing kit, take out 1 ml distilled water, add
1 drop of ABC agentia at room temperature for 25
minutes. (7) Re-dyeing by haematoxylin, dehydration, transparent, and then seal the slices for observation under a microscope.
Western blot analysis: The whole protein was
extracted, and sodium dodecyl sulfate– polyacrylamide gel (10%) was performed. The protein on
the gel was subsequently transferred to the polyvinylidine diflouride transfer membrane (Bio Lab,
Hercules, California, USA). The membrane was
being blocked for 1 hour. The membrane was then
incubated with a rabbit multiclonal antibody to
SP-A (1: 2000; Santa Cruz) at 4℃ overnight. The
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membrane was then washed and incubated with
horseradish peroxideconjugated anti-rabbit IgG
secondary antibody (1: 10 000, BioRad, Hercules,
California, USA) for 1 hour. After being washed
thoroughly, the positive band was revealed by
Western blotting detection reagents (KPL, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) and autoradiography
film. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(Kangchen Biology, Shanghai, China) was used as
a reference protein for the densitometric analyses.
Lung tissues pathological changes: Lower left
lung tissues obtained from one fetal rabbit of each
group at 24 days of gestation were examined for
pathological changes.
Statistical analysis
Datas were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (x±s) and the analyses were conducted by
using SPSS 16.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL).The differences between groups were
examined for statistical significance by using oneway analysis of variance. p<0.05 was considered
to be statistically significant.
Results
The expression of SP-A mRNA in different
groups: Whether at 21 days or 24 days gestation,
the expression of SP-A mRNA in fetal rabbit lungs
was significantly decreased in intrauterine bacterial infection groups than of controls (p<0.001),
However, it was significantly higher in the intrauterine infection with EPS group than in the intrauterine infection without EPS group (p<0.001)
(Table 1 & Figure 1).

Figure 1. The expression of SP-A mRNA in different groups

Lanes 1, 2, 3: expression at 21 days gestation in the control
group, infection without EPS group, and infection with
EPS group, respectively. Lane 4,5,6: expression at 24 days
gestation in the control group, infection without EPS group,
and infection with EPS group, respectively.

The immunoreactive positive expression
of SP-A in fetal rabbit lung tissues in different
groups: SP-A expression was noted in cells mainly located along the respiratory tract in columnar
epithelial cells without cilia and terminal peribronchiolar cuboidal epithelium cells at 21 and
24 days gestation. At 24 days gestation, alveolar
type II epithelial cells (AT-II) were also found of
expressing SP-A. The number of SP-A expression
positive cells is more than that of 21 days gestation. It can be seen in Table 2 & Figure 2 (A-C)
that the number of SP-A expression positive cells
was significantly larger in the intrauterine infecton
with EPS group compared with the intrauterine infection without EPS group (p<0.001).

Table 1. The expression of SP-A mRNA in different groups gestational ages (x ± s)
Gestational Ages
21 days
24 days

Infection group
1.505±0.157
1.422±0.040

Infection+PS group
2.741±0.228
2.737±0.025

Control group
2.939±0.242
3.347±0.249

F
134.358
456.341

P
0.000
0.000

Table 2. Immunoreactive positive expression of SP-A in fetal rabbit lung tissues in different groups (x ± s)
Gestational Ages
21 days
24 days

Infection group
1371±318
1324±208

Infection+PS group
3326±259
3203±664

Control group
3261±390
3648±659

F
64.451
24.815

P
0.000
0.000

Table 3. The expression of SP-A proteins detected by western blot in different groups (x ± s)
Gestational Ages
21 days
24 days

340

Infection group
0.772±0.212
0.478±0.218

Infection+PS group
1.103±0.477
1.235±0.406

Control group
1.239±0.097
1.275±0.233

F
5.243
22.651

P
0.012
0.000
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Figure 2 a. Control Group

Figure 2 b. Intrauterine infection without EPS Group

Pathological changes of fetal rabbit lung tissues at 24 days gestation of different groups: for
fetal rabbit lung tissues of 24 days gestational age,
morphologically normal alveoli of control groups
have thinner alveolar septa (Figure 4-A). In the intrauterine infection groups, lung tissues had septal
thickening, diffuse pulmonary interstitial and alveolar edema, alveolar wall thickening, variable
alveolar size, some alveolar collapse, partial atelectasis, some alveolar rupture and fusion, bleeding into alveolar spaces, protein exudates, and
hyaline membrane formed (Figure 4-B). When
compared with the intrauterine infection without
EPS group, the lung tissue of intrauterine infection
with EPS group demonstrated with less alveolar
wall thickening, larger and regular alveolar cavitylike structures, less hemorrhage, less edema, less
atelectasis, and less hyaline membrane formation
(Figure 4-C).

Figure 2 c. Intrauterine infection with EPS Group
Figure 2. SP-A immunoreactive positive cells in
different groups
The expression of SP-A proteins in fetal
rabbit lungs detected by western blot in different groups: The results of western blot showed,
whether at 21 days or 24 days gestation, the expression of SP-A proteins was decreased more significantly in infection groups compared with controls (p<0.05). It also showed that intra-amniotic
administration of EPS in the setting of intrauterine
infection significantly increased the expression of
SP-A proteins (p<0.05) (Table 3 & Figure 3).

A

Figure 3. The expression of SP-A proteins detected by western blot in different groups

Lanes 1, 2, 3: expression at 21 days gestation in the control
group, infection without EPS group, and infection with
EPS group, respectively. Lane 4,5,6: expression at 24 days
gestation in the control group, infection without EPS group,
and infection with EPS group, respectively.
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C
Figure 4. Pathological changes in different
groups at 24 days gestation
(A- Control group, B- intrauterine infection
without EPS group, C-intrauterine infection with
EPS group)
Discussion
PROM is one of the most common clinical
complications in the perinatal period, which is
closely related to adverse outcomes of fetus and
newborns,. It can lead to fetal intrauterine infection and impede fetal lung development, such as
neonatal RDS and other lung diseases[1-3,6-9].
Intra-amniotic administration of EPS has been
proved of improving pulmonary development in
both human and animal trials [10,11].Galan et al
[10] has demonstrated that rabbits received exogenous pulmonary surfactant had significantly
better pressure-volume relationships and lower
opening pressure than that of rabbits with no treatment. They concluded that intrauterine administration of exogenous surfactant results in uptake
of the surfactant solution into the lung tissues and
alters the pulmonary characteristics of the preterm
rabbit pups. Zhang et al [11] has shown that intraamniotic administration of EPS significantly reduces the proportion of neonatal RDS. Our previous study demonstrated that intra-amniotic administration of EPS after the occurrence of PROM
with intrauterine infection could improve the lung
maturity and the ultrastructure of fetal rabbits [4].
These results suggest that administration of EPS is
an effective method for the prophylaxis of neona342

tal RDS, however, the exact mechanism of which
remains unclear.
The main results of this study are as following:
⑴the expression of SP-A was decreased more
in intrauterine infection fetal rabbits than that of
healthy controls.⑵intra-amniotic administration
of exogenous pulmonary surfactant (Calsurf) can
improve the expression of SP-A mRNA and SP-A
protein.⑶fetal rabbit lung tissue structure in the
setting of intrauterine infection was significantly
improved with the administraton of EPS. Thus,
we can conclude that: ⑴decreasing expression of
SP-A in fetal rabbit lungs in the the setting of intrauterine infection is a cause of decreased lung
maturity ⑵ the increasing expression of SP-A is
an important mechanism of which EPS improves
fetal lung maturity. We also conclude that SP-A
is one of the main elements of PS; SP-A is essential for the maturation of fetal lungs [12] and
deficiency in PS or genetic variance of PS plays
an important role in many lung diseases [13-15].
The results of this study provide an important basis of which the intra-amniotic administration of
EPS improves fetal lung maturity and prophylaxs
against lung diseases.
The results of this study also showed that intraamniotic administration of EPS at both 21 and 24
days gestations could improve the expression of
SP-A of fetal rabbit lungs. Consequently, we believe that once PROM occurred and the prematurity is unavoidable, thus EPS should be administered intra-amniotically to improve fetal lung development.
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